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volume continues the catalogue of ancient stone sculpture from the excavations in the
was begun with Athenian Agora, I, Portrait Sculpture. In order to
maintain a single series of catalogue numbers for all the pieces of stone sculpture published in
the Agora volumes, I have begun the numbers of the present section where those of Agora, I left
off. It must be recognized, however, that in the long run the excavation inventory numbers
(precededby "S") will remain the most useful for reference,since these numbers are painted on
the objects and furnish the key to their history as it is preservedin the recordsof the excavations.
A concordance of inventory and catalogue numbers is therefore provided (p. 177).
The portraits in Agora, I formed a group with a logical coherencethat made it relatively easy
to isolate. With the rest of the large and heterogeneousbody of sculpture from the excavations,
separation is more difficult. The inventoried pieces now number over 2000. Not all of these, to
be sure, are worth publishing,but the uninventoriedpieces which prove unexpectedly interesting
very nearly balance out the rejects. Since some division of the mass is necessary, and the
chronologicaldivision, where it can easily be applied, is the most reasonable,this volume begins
with the sculpture of the archaic period. In following that with archaistic sculpture I have
substituted typology for chronology as the criterion for grouping. That seems to be the best
thing to do in cases where a chronologicaldivision would separate things that are so alike as to
be more illuminating to each other than to their contemporariesof differenttypes, and it is the
only thing to do where things of different periods are so alike that it is simply not possible to
date them exactly.
The publication of sculpture from an excavation such as ours cannot aim either at the critical
good taste and restraint of a fine museum catalogue or at the objective accuracy and completeness with which excavated pottery is normally presented. It has to fall somewherebetween. We
share with the first the advantage that some objects of real esthetic interest are present and the
disadvantage that hardly any of the pieces has a context of discovery that can really serve to fix
its date. Stone, being a partly re-usable material, is far less apt than terracotta to lie quietly in
the bed of its destruction. It is always jumping out, into higher levels and lower uses. The very
extent of such re-use in the ancient, medieval and modern city of Athens has left our material
exceptionally battered, and our plates appear distressingly different from those of a museum
catalogue. One does not see by a glance at Plate 1 that the fragments shown there belong to a
kouros better than the one in New York. One learns it by studying. Hence the verbal presentation cannot be so laconic as one might wish. I have tried, as in the earlier volume, to make
each single catalogue description independently intelligible.
At the same time, our material, since it is all undoubtedly genuine and all from Athens, does
form a group in the broadest archaeologicalsense. A great deal can be learned from studying the
pieces in connection with each other and with the ancient history of Athens. Sometimes the gain
is for the chronology of style; sometimes it is for our understandingof types, their uses and their
meaning. In all cases Athens remainsin the foreground.If this fascinating and bewilderingmass
of stones has any shape at all, it is an Attic shape. In the introductory essay preceding each
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section of the catalogue I have tried to sketch some of the ways in which the Agora sculpture
helps to form or alter our picture of Athenian sculpture and the part it played in Athenian
history. Some conclusionscan also be drawn here and there for the history of art in the ancient
world as a whole, but these, more often than not, are simply corrections of misconceptions. It
is too easy when one works fromRome via Roman copies and Roman writers to form notions of
what Attic style should have been without taking enough into account what it actually was.
Such notions cannot serve unchecked as a basis for evaluating the Athenian contribution to
ancient art. The Agora sculpture helps us to understand the everyday backgroundfrom which
the work of the great Athenian sculptors sprang and the working of the tradition which kept
their inventions alive for the enjoyment of later ages.
These introductions are only a tentative beginning. If I have carried discussion beyond the
bounds proper to a catalogue, it is in the hope of arousing the interest of more competent
scholarsin some of the problemsthat touch their various fields. If this happens, more valid conclusions will surely emerge. Especially in epigraphical matters the non-specialist can hardly
escape showing naivet6, but to avoid altogether the use of epigraphicalevidence in dealing with
sculpturewould be to falsify the Athenian picture far more than a number of small errorscan do,
In one matter in which epigraphistshave recently called for greater precision,I have preferred
to remain subjective. This is the designation of differentkinds of marble. The terms "Pentelic"
and "Hymettian" have become so familiar as designations for the white and gray marblesused
in large quantities in Athenian architecture of the Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman periods
that it does not seem a deception to employ them as descriptive terms for similar marblesused
in the sculpture of these same periods. This does not imply that one claims to know from which
quarry the marble actually comes. Geologists have said that identical marbles are to be found
in both mountains, and the possibility of provenancefrom one or the other can not be ruled out
on the basis of an objective descriptionof a single stone. This question, however, has hardly any
importance for the student of Athenian sculpture of any period after the Pentelic quarrieswere
opened on a large scale for the construction of the Older Parthenon in the 480's. There was
probablyno time after that until late antiquity when either mountain was utterly unproductive.
It does make a differenceto the student, as it did to the sculptor, whether the marbleis white or
gray. But simply "white Attic" or "gray Attic" would not distinguish the marbles used in the
monuments of the city of Athens from those of south Attica, as we find them in the temples of
Thorikos and Sounion. Yet these can be readily distinguished by the eye. If "Pentelic" be
taken to mean "marble like that of which the Parthenon is made," it is a better description
than any but a very detailed scientific description would be. There is quite enough of the
Parthenon to give us a clear idea of the range of grain sizes, degree of foliation, impurities, etc.,
in white Pentelic marble as well as of the way it weathers and reacts to tools. "Hymettian" may
similarly be taken to mean "like the gray marble used for deliberate contrast with white in
Athenian architecture of the 4th century and the Hellenistic period." If some of the marble so
designated actually comes from the Pentelic quarries,it will not affect any conclusions we may
make about the date or authorship of the sculpture.
For the archaic period the situation is somewhat different. There were no Attic marble quarries open on a really large scale. Temples were built of limestone with at the most marble trim.
At the same time there was widespreaduse in small quantities of local marblefor sculpturedand
inscribed monuments. Since we really do not know where all these small sources were, and since
the monuments themselves are too small to give an adequate notion of the range of characteristics possible to each, the only solution for the cataloguerseems to be a moredetaileddescription
of the marblein each piece. One may say in general that the Attic marblein archaicmonuments
is usually finer grained and more strongly layered than the classical Pentelic, thus resembling
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more the usual Hymettian and the south Attic marbles. It seems highly probablethat much of it
comes from Hymettos. In the regions close to Pentelikon, on the other hand, Pentelic was surely
used in the archaic period. The Attic marble in the archaic sculpture found at Ikaria (Dionyso)
differs in no way from the usual Pentelic.
Island marbles of the archaic period are just as hard to separate from one another as Attic.
It is almost certain that both Parian and Naxian were used in archaic Attic sculpture, and the
middle grades (moderately coarse grain, white color with some gray streaks) from both islands
are indistinguishable. The extremely coarse-grainedmarble used in the early Naxian dedications
on Delos and in the New York kouros may safely be described as Naxian, but for the rest it
seems better to say simply "island marble"with some indication of its appearance.The very fine
pure white Parian known as "lychnites" does not seem to have been available to Attic sculptors
before the classical period.
There is another island marble used in Athens which has coarse crystals but differs from
Parian and Naxian in not being translucent. Its appearance (at least when worked and weathered)is milk-white,hard and glittering. In Athens it occurs,so far as I have been able to observe,
only in works of the Roman period. Since similar marble is to be seen in quantity on the island
of Thasos, I have ventured to call this "Thasian." Pausanias saw in the Olympieionin Athens
two statues of Hadrian in Thasian marble (I, 18, 6). The same marble occurs in copies of Greek
sculpture that have been found in Italy. Italian catalogues sometimes call it simply "marmo
greco" and sometimes even "marmo pario" but it is clearly not Parian.
The system for indicating finding-placesis the same as that now used in all Agora volumes.
The letters and numbersin parenthesesenable the readerto locate the find-spot of a given piece
on the 20-meter grid applied to the general plan of the excavations on Plate 68. A grid location
followedby a serialnumberindicates that the object in questionwas found in one of the numbered
deposits (conveniently and fully explained in Agora, V, p. 123).
The study of the sculpture published here has been carried on over the last ten years concurrently with the study of the classical sculpture (originalsand copies), which will appear shortly
in a separate volume. During this time I have had help from many sources. Periods of study in
Athens have been made possible by grants from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation (1954-55), the Penrose Fund of the AmericanPhilosophical Society (summer1957),
the Councilfor Research in the Humanities of ColumbiaUniversity (summer1959),the American
Council of Learned Societies (autumn 1959) and the Bollingen Foundation (springand summer
1962). The Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton has given most generous help, a regular
membershipin the autumn of 1961 and informalhospitality for shorter periods at various times.
It is a pleasure to express my thanks to all these sources.
For aid from scholarly colleagues my debt is even greater. Most of all I owe to Homer A.
Thompson, whose remarkablesimultaneous grasp of concrete details and broad archaeological
problems has steered me onto many right paths and off of many wrong ones. My old teachers,
William B. Dinsmoor and MargareteBieber, have been a continuing help and inspiration. If it
had been proper to dedicate a work of this kind, I should have liked to offer this book to them.
All members of the Agora staff have given freely the benefit of their knowledge. I wish to
thank especially Lucy Talcott, Eugene Vanderpool and Poly Demoulini. Among those whom I
have consulted on special points, inside and outside the Agora, are ChristineAlexander, Alfred
R. Bellinger, Dietrich von Bothmer, Otto Brendel, Sterling Dow, G. Roger Edwards, C. W. J.
Eliot, Werner Fuchs, Lilian H. Jeffery, Mabel Lang, Benjamin D. Meritt, James H. Oliver,
Judith Perlzweig, W. Kendrick Pritchett, A. E. Raubitschek, Gisela M. A Richter, Rebecca
Wood Robinson, Erika Simon, Lucy T. Shoe, Dorothy Burr Thompson, John Travlos and Mary
White. For all this help, my mistakes are my own.
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John Meliades, the former Ephor of the Acropolis, Chrestos Karouzos, the Director of the
Athens National Museum, and his wife Semni Karouzou, and MarkellosMitsos, the Director of
the Epigraphical Museum, have all been most kind in making materials in their museums
available for study.
The photographs are nearly all the work of Alison Frantz. They speak for themselves and
greatly clarify the speech of the objects they represent.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
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ARCHAIC SCULPTURE
INTRODUCTION

The archaic sculpture from the Agora gives a representative cross section of Athenian
sculpture of the archaic period, though it is neither so abundant nor so well preserved as the
groups from the Acropolis and the Kerameikos. Most of it is very fragmentary, yet the works
from which the fragments come were often of first quality. Because of the relative excellence and
scarcity of archaic Attic sculpture in general, there is more chance than with other types of
ancient sculpture of joining together pieces which are now in different collections and even in
different countries. For this reason it has seemed worthwhile to describe the archaic pieces in
rather more detail than their condition would otherwise appear to warrant.
1. PROVENANCE
AND USE

As with most stone sculpture from the Agora, finding-placesare of little help in determining
the original locations of the monuments to which the archaic fragments once belonged. In
general, however, there is a greater likelihood that pieces found on the slopes of the Acropolis
belonged to Acropolis dedications and that fragments found in the lower area to the north come
from grave monuments.
One fragment of a kore (No. 75) actually joined one of the Acropolis maidens, and it is
probable that most other kore fragments also come from the Acropolis. There remains a possibility that some sculpture was dedicated in the Eleusinion in the late archaic period, but none
of the archaic fragments from the area seems late enough in style to have been dedicated after
the temple was built.' Since the Acropolisdedications of the archaicperiodwere destroyedby the
Persians and mostly buried on the Acropolis, it is likely that archaic pieces from the Acropolis
found in the Agora excavations will be single strays rather than complexes of joining fragments.
In the case of grave monuments the situation is more complicated. It seems clear that pieces
of funerary sculpture once re-used in the city walls have come back inside the walls in modern
times. The fragments of an early Attic kouros, No. 65, actually belong, in all probability, to the
Dipylon kouros, of which the head and right hand were found built into the 4th century Dipylon
Gate. The upper part of a stele shaft, No. 103, which was found south of the Churchof the Holy
Apostles (0 16), has been roughly recut in just the same manner as the famous Gorgonstele from
the Themistoklean Wall.2 Nevertheless, it is likely that some of the fragments of archaic
gravestones originally came from nearer by. In an archaic cemetery that was excavated on the
lower slopes of the Areopagussouthwest of the Agora (BC 20-22) burials continued down to the
1 Nos. 68, 78, 76. The temple in the Eleusinion was probably built around 490 s.c., and this appears to have been the first
building in the sanctuary. Cf. H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 337; Agora Guides,p. 93.
2Cf. Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pl. 10.
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end of the 6th century B.C.3 This indicates that the Athenian prohibition against burials within
the city of which Servius Sulpicius speaks in a letter to Cicero4cannot have existed before
around 500 B.C. In this cemetery the ground level of archaic times had been cut away, so that
no trace remained of whatever markers the graves may have had.5 There may very well have
been other such 6th century graves to the north of the Agora along the streets that led out of the
square on that side. The incorporation of broken archaic gravestones into the Themistoklean
city wall in 479 B.C. (Thucydides,I, 93, 2) may have moved out to the line of the later wall some
monuments that originally stood inside it. With so much possibility of movement back and
forth, it is hard to draw any conclusions from the finding-placesof our stelai.
The fragments of architecturalsculpture, Nos. 94-97, present a problem more relevant to the
Agora itself. The large poros lion's head, No. 94, is very close in style to the great poros lion
pediments of the Acropolisand must itself have belonged to a pediment of the same period not
very much smaller in scale. The excavated portions of the Agora have yielded no foundations
of an archaic building of suitable size. This suggests that the unexcavated north side of the
Agora, near which the head was found buried in a 5th century context, may have been the site
of archaic as well as classical structures from which bits and pieces have strayed into the excavated portion. At least one important sanctuary, the Leokoreion,is known to have been in this
area. Two tasks, the excavation of the north side and the detailed architectural study of the
fragments of archaic buildings that have been found in all areas of the excavations, would have
to be completed before one could assess fully the importance of the surviving fragments of
architectural sculpture. At present one can only point out their stylistic affinities and suggest
a possible date for each. When we consider that the smaller archaic buildings of the Acropolis,
though much better preserved than our fragments from the Agora, have yet to be successfully
sorted out and their sculpture paired with the architecture that belongs to it, we must admit
that we may never know the true history of some of our smaller pieces. The chief value of such
fragments as the small poros lion-and-bull pediment, No. 95, and the scrap of a man-and-lion
group, No. 96, also very probably pedimental, is to suggest a more widespread use of such
sculpture in the lower city than one might otherwisehave imagined. Until now the small marble
lion-and-bull group from the Olympieion area has been the only example known from outside
the Acropolis. The head of Herakles, No. 97A, may well come from architectural sculpture of
some kind, but we can form no idea of the size or type of building to which it may have belonged.
A number of fragments are not readily classifiableaccordingto use. Single marble lions in the
round, such as Nos. 90-91, are known to have been used both as votive offerings and as grave
monuments, but since No. 91 is too well preserved to be a stray fragment and since No. 90 was
found near the northwest corner of the Agora, both are more likely to have been grave monuments than to have come from the Acropolis. Very small pieces, on the other hand, such as the
miniature lion-and-bull group, No. 93, are most likely to have been votive offerings. These are
not so numerous in the archaic period as in later times. Before the Attic quarries were opened up
on a large scale for the production of architectural marble, small, cheap dedications were rarely
made in marble. Some miniature work of fine quality was done, however. The excavations of the
sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron have yielded some exquisite examples belonging to the late
archaic and early classical periods.
A few unfinished pieces suggest that even in the archaic period there were sculptors' workshops near the Agora. These were probably in the industrial district southwest of the square,
where the small head, No. 71, was found.6 The extensive workshop district directly south of the
SR. S. Young, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 72-108, 131-183.
4 Ad familiares, IV, 12, 3. Cf. Young, op.cit., pp. 67ff.
5 Young, op.cit., p. 80.
6
Cf. Young, op.cit., pp. 135ff.
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Agora seems to have belonged mainly to Roman times. The unfinished kouros head, No. 70, is
interesting for the use of the flat chisel in shaping the jawline (though the skull seems to have
been shaped entirely with the point, as Blimel suggested archaic sculpture should be). The
unfinished group of horses, No. 98, is a puzzle. It seems explainable only as unfinished architectural sculpture, something that one rarely finds.
2. CHRONOLOGY
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Though the archaic sculptures from the Agora have furnishedno real evidence for dating, one
cannot attempt to put them into their places without forming some tentative notions about
archaic Attic chronology. The kourosfragments, No. 65, by demonstratingthe close relationship
of the Dipylon kouros to those from Sounion, lead one to question whether this first group of
Attic kouroi actually begins before about 600 B.c., since altogether it seems not to have extended
over many years. In her most recent work Miss Richter agrees that the Dipylon, New York and
Sounion kouroi are approximately contemporary,7but she suggests that a gap of about two
decades occurred at the beginning of the 6th century, during which "comparatively few distinguished sculptures" were produced in Attica.8 She infers that the disturbancesfollowing the
reforms of Solon were unfavorable to the development of art. It seems equally possible, however, that this apparent gap at the beginning of the 6th century was filled in part by the kouroi
of the Sounion group. This assumption would remove some difficulties that we encounter when
we try to reconcile her dates for sculpture with architectural and epigraphical evidence. The
Temple of Artemis at Corfuis dated by Dinsmoor around 580 BC.,9 but Miss Richter places it
two decadesearlierbecause the male figureshave the characteristicsof the Sounion group.'0Also
she compares the style of the great poros lioness killing a bull from an Acropolis pediment with
the kouroi of her first group, apparently rejecting the combination of this lioness with the other
Acropolis lion-and-bull groups of similar scale that has been suggested by Schrader and Dinsmoor." The poros lion's head from the Agora, No. 94, helps to support the conclusion that the
lioness does not differin date from the other lions but is simply the work of a differentsculptor.
The Agora head has the same stylization of the mane in locks of convex section as the group of
two lions and a bull, but the pose of the head, the flat locks of the ruff, and the sharp engraved
outline of the face recall the lioness. In this instance, however, the evidencefromthe Agoraserves
only to strengthen a case that is already strong. The fact that the lioness was found in the same
"poroslayer" east and south of the Parthenon as the other lion-and-bullfragmentsis the clearest
indication that all come from the same building, the temple that was destroyed to make way
for the Older Parthenon shortly after 490 B.C.12
If the linear detail of the lioness group links it to the Sounion group of kouroi, the contemporaneity of lioness and lions suggests a closer proximity of the Sounion group to the
Tenea-Volomandragroup, with which the "Bluebeard," which flanked the lions, must be contemporary. The handsome Gorgon head, Acropolis 701, is another link between the Sounion
Kouroi2, p. 30, note 1.

8 Kouroi2s,p. 59.

9 Architecture Ancient Greece, 73. He declares that the date
of
p.
may be inferred from the style of the sculpture, but one
must imagine that he has also considered the relation of the architecture to that of the Heraion at Olympia, which he has
dated on other grounds around 590 B.c. (A.J.A., XLIX, 1945, pp. 62-80).
Date: Handbookof GreekArt, p. 55; comparison with Sounion Group: Kouroi2,p. 3388,
o10
note 20.
11Kouroi2, p. 31; the date 680-620 given in the chronologicaltable,
Handbook,p. 400, seems too early to fit the statement
that the lioness is contemporary with the Sounion group. Possibly there is an error in the printing. The combination of the
lioness with the other lions was suggested by Schrader, Jahrb., XLIII, 1928, pp. 80-83, and maintained by Dinsmoor, A.J.A.,
LI, 1947, pp. 146-147.
12 Cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, pp. 408-448. His view that
platform and superstructureof the Older Parthenon
belong to a single, post-Marathoniandesign is accepted by W. H. Plommer in a recent review of the architectural problems of
the archaic Acropolis, J.H.S., LXXX, 1960, pp. 134-140.
1'
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group and the period of the Hekatompedon. Payne dated it in the 2nd quarter of the century,
partly because of its close relationshipto the acroteriaof the Hekatompedon (though it does not
seem possible that it belonged to one of them as Dinsmoor once suggested) and partly because
of its relationship to the Corinthian series of Gorgons in sculpture and vase-painting.'3 Miss
Richter is quite right, on the other hand, in refusing to separate it too far from the New York
kouros, to which it shows some striking resemblances.'4
Another marble work that cannot be much later than the Sounion group is the island marble
sphinx in New York crowning a cavetto capital inscribed, "I am the monument of -linos."'5
L. H. Jeffery doubts that the inscription can be earlier than 575 B.c. She can reconcile the
inscription with Miss Richter's date for the sculpture only by the desperate compromiseof supposing that the sphinx may have "remainedin the sculptor's yard for some little time before it
was bought and the inscriptionadded."'1This is not convincing.The variety and close characterization of the figureson archaicAttic grave reliefs (warrior,boxer, discus thrower, two brothers,
brother and sister) show that they must have been made specifically for the persons they commemorate. Since these monuments are most often of young people who died untimely, they
cannot have been prepared during the lifetime of the deceased. In the New York stele which
preservesall its parts,7 one can see that the sphinx capital and the relief are contemporaryand
by the same artist.'8 The whole monument must have been commissioned after the death occurred.In the case of the -linos sphinx it would be preferableto yield a bit on the date of the
sculptureand admit that a late offshootof the Souniongroupcouldhave been made as late as 575.
Miss Richter's tentative date of ca. 615-590 B.c. for the Sounion group is based, she says,
"primarilyon the necessity of allowing sufficient time for the successive stages of development
from the kouroiof this period to the later ones, some of which are dated by external evidence."'9
The difficulty may be simply that the "Orchomenos-Theragroup," for which time has been
allowed between the Sounion and Tenea-Volomandragroups, is not truly a group, that is, does
not representa separate period. It is virtually unrepresentedin Attica, and both its eponymous
kouroi look like backward contemporariesof the succeeding group. Also, in considering how
much time is needed to proceed from the style of the Sounion kouroi to that of the Volomandra
kouros we must not pretend that Attic sculpture developed in isolation. The beginning of
monumental sculpture in Attica must have owed much to the islands (whence the marble also
came), and we can see from inscriptions that island sculptors were workingin Athens through a
large part of the 6th century.20The Hekatompedonsculpturesseem to show influenceboth from
the Ionian and the Corinthiansides.2'With such constant outside stimulus, development must

laArchaic Marble Sculpture, p. 10; Necrocorinthia,p. 84, note 2. Payne (p. 11, note 4) and Schuchhardt (in Schrader,
pp. 322-323) agree that the fragment of thigh in a striped chiton cannot be united to the torso of Perseus and must belong to
the companion acroterion, presumably a Gorgon. This would mean that the Gorgon head 701 which seems to go with the
hands and unstriped dress 8798 did not belong to the Hekatompedon. When Dinsmoor (A.J.A., LI, 1947, p. 149, note 173)
suggested combining all the striped-dressfragments in one figure, the fragments were not accessible. Subsequent examination
showed that Payne was right; they must belong to two figures.
14Kouroi2,p. 81. Cf. below, p. 16.
15Richter, Gravestones,p. 10, no. 1. Miss Richter rightly emphasizes the closeness to the Sounion group. M. Guarducciin
her epigraphicalappendix (ibid., p. 155) says simply that there is no objectionto putting the inscription at the beginning of the
6th century.
18 Local Scripts, p. 71. See also B.S.A., LVII, 1962, p. 146, no. 62.
17Gravestones, no. 37, pp. 27-29, figs. 96-109.
1isThis is my opinion. Langlotz, in Schrader, p. 31, speaks of two sculptors.
1 Kouroi2, p. 38.
20
E.g. Aristion of Paros, I.G., 12, 1014; also 986 (a Parian, probably Aristion). Miss Jeffery, LocalScripts, p. 73, and B.S.A.,
LVII, 1962, p. 139, dates I.G., 2, 1014 ca. 540 .e. She dates 986 ca. 580? (ibid., p. 121). Also Archermosof Chios, I.G., I2, 487,
Raubitschek, Dedications, no. 3, last quarter of 6th century.
21 The idea of sculptured pediments, their composition, and some of the forms of lions and snakes recall Corfu. The hair of
the "Bluebeard"heads is stylised inan Ionian manner (ef. Ephesos column fragments, British Muselm Caahlogtse
of Sculpture,
I, nos. B 90, B 91; Richter, ArchaicGreekArt, fig. 182).
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have been very rapid at times. On the other hand, Attic artists often retained over a long period
certain elements of the crystal-clear decorative and structural forms for which they had a
special talent. Payne has describedparticularlywell the mixture of "old" and "new" that often
resulted.22
This question of the relationship of Miss Richter's groups to the absolute chronology of Attic
sculpture has seemed worth laboring precisely because her overall scheme still provides the most
useful frameworkthat we have for the chronology of archaic sculpture, especially before the late
6th century. Payne's account of the Attic korai in Archaic MarbleSculpturefrom the Acropolis
furnishes a somewhat more detailed sequence for the later 6th and early 5th century than one
can derive from the less numerous Attic kouroi. In general, his sequence seems eminently valid,
though his absolute dates may again need lowering. The sculptures of the Siphnian Treasuryat
Delphi, made about 525 s.c., remain our best fixed point in all the history of archaic art, but
this does not tell us whether Attic sculpture was ahead of, abreast of, or a little behind the island
sculpture of this time. Payne has dated the Peplos Kore in the preceding decade (540-530),
favoring the latter part. Others, such as Schuchhardt,have placed her as early as 540.23 In some
respects, however, the kore appears to be the contemporaryof the goddesses on the east frieze
of the Siphnian Treasury (compare the rendering of the crinkly chiton, the shapes of ears and
lips, the line of cheeks and chin). It is clear that the Peplos Kore owes much to the inspiration of
island artists, though it is the thoroughintegration of these features into the clear, balanced and
self-contained structure of Attic art that makes her the masterpiece that she is. An immediate
predecessor of the Siphnian caryatids, something on the order of the beautiful "Anonymous
Caryatid," furnished this inspiration. The elaborate hair, the slanting eyes, the folds above the
cornersof the upper lip in the Peplos Kore all recall the Anonymous Caryatid.That the caryatid
herself is earlier than the Peplos Kore and the Siphnian caryatids has been rightly reaffirmedby
Miss Richter.2 One may still ask, however, whether she is really earlier than 540 B.C. The gap
between the Nike of Delos, which stands ahead of it in the series, and the caryatid head is,
if anything, greater than that between the head and the Siphnian caryatid. On the date of the
Nike, Miss Jeffery again offers a helpful indication. The inscribed pillar capital with the names
of Mikkiadesand Archermoscan, in her opinion, "hardly be earlierthan the third quarter of the
century."25Discussing the probability of the traditional connection of capital and Nike, she
says, "If the statue could be dated as low as ca. 550-540, the balance of the evidence would
incline to the connection." If this is so, a date in the 530's would be reasonablefor the caryatid
head, which seems substantially later than the Nike.
Two considerations, one now invalidated, one of doubtful cogency, have operated in the past
to keep these dates high rather than low within the available span. The first was the notion
which long prevailed that the caryatid head belonged to the Onidian Treasury, which on
historical as well as architectural grounds should not be later than 540 s.c.26 It has now been
proven that the head does not belong to the Onidiancaryatids, and one can see that the hair,
at least, is renderedin a later style than theirs.27
22 In Archaic Marble
Sculpture from the Acropolis. One should perhaps re-emphasize the fact that one cannot distinguish
works from the Mesogaia as more old-fashioned than those from the city, as Langlotz does in Schrader,pp. 37f., note 34. The
same sculptors, e.g. Phaidimos (cf. Jeffery, Local Scripts, pp. 72ff; B.S.A., LVII, 1962, nos. 2, 44, 48) worked both in the city
and in the country.
s ArchaischePlastik der Griechen,p. 14. Langlotz, in Schrader, p. 47, gives "around 530" but places the kore near 540 in
the chronological table, p. 41.
24 "La date de la tate ex-Cnidienne de
Delphes," B.C.H., LXXXII, 1958, pp. 92-106.
2 Local
Scripts, p. 294.
26 It is unlikely to have been dedicated after Knidos fell under Persian rule, ca. 540. Dinsmoor, Architectureof Ancient
Greece, p. 138, dates the treasury 565-555 because of the earliness of its forms and workmanship.
27
De la Coste Messelibre,B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pp. 285ff. and LXXVII, 1953, pp. 354ff.
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The second influencefor high dating has been the attempt to date the New York brother-andsister stele before the battle of Pallene, when the Alkmeonidaiwere expelled from Athens. This
depended in turn on the idea that the inscription of the base should be restored with the name
of Megakles.This, however, is not the only name that would fit, and its choice depended also on
the notion that the early destruction of the monument was due to its being an Alkmeonidgrave.28
In a speech by Isokrates, the son of Alkibiades says that the tyrants hated the Alkmeonidaiso
much more than the rest of the Athenians that whenever the tyrants came into power they not
only destroyed the houses of the Alkmeonidaibut dug up their graves.29This would imply that
only the Alkmeonidaireceived this treatment, but Thucydidesreportsit for the "accursed"who
were exiled in 507 B.C.,Wand Aristotle says that seven hundred households were exiled at that
time.31 These can hardly all have been Alkmeonidai, though they must mostly have been
members of their party.32At a time when feelings ran so high, the smashing of monuments may
well have got out of hand, so that any family of the exiled party may have suffered this indignity, even if its bones were not officially thrown out as accursed. It seems likely, then, that
the destruction of monuments was fairly widespread, and it may even be that the majority of
the archaic gravestones used as rough building stone in the Themistoklean wall had not been
broken up by the Persians but by the Athenians themselves.33The monuments seem to support
this idea. The stele with warriorand chariot in New York and the Boston sphinx capital which
surely must belong to it are amazingly fresh, preserving even the fugitive black color.a They
seem not to have come from the same area as the brother-and-sisterstele, and so should belong
to a different family. Such a widespread destruction of the monuments of the greatest families
may have contributed to the sudden decline of Attic grave monuments around the end of the
6th century.35The sumptuary law that officially put an end to them must have come somewhat
later.36
The date after the battle of Pallene, which she places between 541 and 537, has been suggested by Miss Richter as the time of the breaking up of the brother-and-sisterstele, while
Dinsmoor37 and Raubitschek3asuggested that it was destroyed in 507. If we add Miss White's
suggestion of 514 B.C., that makes three possible occasions. Of these, the first is the least likely.
The dates given or implied by ancient historians for the battle of Pallene range from 547/6 to
536/5 B.C.,but even by a relatively high chronologyfor sculpture, the stele falls more easily into
2Richter, Gravestones2,
p. 27, no. 37 with earlier bibliography, of which cf. especially Antike Denkmaler,IV, 1929, p. 40,
note 1. Some of the fragments were said to have been re-used to line later graves that contained only black-figuredpottery,
but since this pottery is not preserved,we have no way of knowing whether it belonged to the 6th or the 5th century. Double-T
clamps employed in the re-use suggested to Dinsmoor that these graves were not earlier than the late 6th century (Studiesin
the History of Culture,p. 187).
2 De
Bigis (XVI), 26.
80 I, 126, 12.
31 Ath. Pol., XX, 3.

32 As in the case of Perikles later on, political motives would no doubt have inspired the
genealogical research needed to
reveal those who were "accursed"from the mother's side.
33Mary White suggests that a similar destruction may have taken place when the Alkmeonidai and members of their party
went into exile following the murder of Hipparchos in 514 s.c.
'* Gravestones2,
nos. 38, 45. Cf. p. 29, "One cannot but wonder" whether sphinx and capital belong together. Everything
indicates that they do. It is unlikely that we shall ever have a clear published account of the provenance of these pieces, but
to a certain extent they tell their own story, and so far no one has attempted to contradict it.
3 Cf. the discussion in Karouzos, Aristodikos,pp. 41ff. The statue of Aristodikositself proves that the erection of fine grave
monuments to Athenians did not cease immediately with the establishment of the Democracy, but there are relatively few such
monuments in the later years.
36 The epigram of Simonides commenting on the epigram of Kleoboulos (Diehl, frag. 48) emphasizes the impermanence
of grave monuments in the words: A•Oovb6Kia Pp6TrEO1
tIraCaaiC Opcoovn. May he not have been impressed by the destruction that had befallen the Attic monuments between his sojourn in Athens under Hipparchos and his return after
Marathon?
7 Studies in the History of Culture,p. 187.
38 Jahreshefte,XXXI,
1939, Beiblatt, pp. 66f,
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the decade540-530 than into the span 550-540.39When the Alkmeonidconnectionwas first
stressedand the date of 540 proposed,it was not knownthat the familyhad returnedto Athens
in the 20's, presumablyfollowingthe death of Peisistratosin 528/7.40
Sincethe Alkmeonidconnectionandits possibleeffecton the date of the stele areequallyuncertain,it seemsbest to omit this considerationfromour chronology.It remainstrue, as Miss
Richter pointed out, that the New York monumentbelongs between the Anonymousand
Siphniancaryatids(if we makeno allowancefor their differentplacesof origin).41It also seems
possibleto place the New York stele somewhatbeforethe Peplos Kore. A fragmentof a stele
with the head of a youth in New York offersan easy comparisonwith the head of a boy on the
"Megakles"stele. As MissRichterhas said, the fragmentis a little later: "The skull is more
domed,the innercornerof the eye is markedby an incisedline, the lips passmorenaturallyinto
Alsothereis moremovementand
the cheeks,andthe antitragusof the earis moreprominent."42
subtletyin the groovebetweenthe eye and eyebrowand in the surfacesof cheeksand throat.
Thesesamesubtletiesare foundin the PeplosKore.A date aroundthe middleor late 530'sfor
stele and in the early 20's for the Peplos Kore would resultfrom these
the brother-and-sister
if
we
eliminate,for the moment,the Alkmeonidaifromthe story.
comparisons
They returnto it later,however,for the marblepedimentof the Templeof Apolloat Delphi,
forwhichthey had contractedandwhichthey finishedbetterthan the specificationsby givingit
a marblefront, containsboth kouroiand korai, and since ancient historianshave given it,
rightlyor wrongly,a date, one cannotleave it out of the discussion.Herodotos(V, 62) datesit
betweenthe time whenthe Alkmeonidaiand their party failedat Leipsydrion(about513) and
510 B.c., when Hippiaswas driven out. The only disagreementin the ancient authorsis on
whetherthe marblefrontwas builtbefore510,as Herodotosimplies,orjust after,as Philochoros
says.4 For the chronologyof the sculpture,this does not make a very big difference.The difficultycomesfromPayne'schronologyof Attic sculpture,whichplacedAntenor'sKoreabout
530 B.C. Since a distanceof about twenty years seemedtoo great to separatethe kore from
the pedimentsculptures(of whichshe seemsan eldersister,whetheror not by the sameartist),
Payne suggested(but only suggested)that Herodotosmight have made an error,which was
taken up by other authors,and that the marblepedimentin fact belongedaround520 B.C.4
Jacoby pointedout some of the difficultiesof this assumption,but did not suggesta positive
solution.Payne'sconvictionwas basedon honestand persuasiveobservationsof the sculptural
Absolutechronologybecame
style of the AntenorKoreand her relationto otherAttic works.45
89The evidence has been most recently summarized by G. V. Sumner, C. Q., N. S. XI, 1961, pp. 37-48. According to his
reckoning, Herodotos placed the battle in 547/6 and the author of the Aristotelian 'AOivakov TToArniain 536/5, but the actual
year is more likely to have been 541/0 or 540/39. M. Lang (A.J.P., LXXV, 1954, pp. 59ff.) offers a still lower date, but this
has not been generally accepted. Among those who date the stele 540-530 are Schuchhardt,ArchaischePlastik, p. 15, Karouzos,
Aristodikos, p. 45. Miss Richter, Gravestones*,p. 28, proposes 540-535 on stylistic grounds, but this narrow span seems to
result directly from her attempt to reconcile the Alkmeonid theory with the style of the sculpture, making the battle as late as
possible and the stele as early as possible. L. H. Jeffery, B.S.A., LVII, 1962, p. 147, accepts Miss Richter's date.
40 In Antike Denkmaler,IV, 1929, p. 40, note 1, Miss Richter believed that the choice was between ca. 540 and after 510.
The fragment of an archon list discovered in 1986 in the Athenian Agora with the name of Kleisthenes as archon for 525/4
(Meritt, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 59-65) was the first concrete evidence that the Alkmeonidai had returned to Athens under
Hippias. For a recent discussion of the list see Eliot and McGregor,Phoenix, XIV, 1960, pp. 27-35.
41
Gravestones',p. 69.
42 Gravestones2,
no. 52, pp. 35f.
43 Jacoby, F. G. H., III B, 328 (Philochoros), Fr. 115. The commentary on this (III B, Supplement I, pp. 449f.) is perhaps
the fullest recent summary of the literary evidence on the whole question.
44 Pp. 63-65. Miss Richter, Kouroi2,pp. 129-130, for the first time accepts Payne's suggestion, thus tacitly recognizing the
conflict between her chronology and the Herodotean date. Karouzos, Aristodikos,pp. 47-48, accepts a date around 520, but
does not discuss again the ancient sources.
45For an architecturalargument, Payne relies on Weickert's observation that the forms of the Alkmeonid Temple are
earlier than those of the Peisistratid Temple of Athena. Against this one may place the statement of Dinsmoor that his study
of the Alkmeonid Temple supports Herodotos (Architectureof Ancient Greece,p. 91). He is referring to the distribution of poros
and marble, but if he had felt the forms too early for Herodotos' date he would have said so.
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a part of it only to the extent that these other works seemed to be dated. Though Payne never
argues in detail the date of the Peplos Kore, it seems quite clear that this workiformed a sort
of keystone in his scheme, and if, as seems likely, his date for the Peplos Kore was affected by
the high dates then prevailing for such works as the supposedly Onidiancaryatid head and the
supposedly Alkmeonid New York stele, one might easily adjust downwardhis absolute dates
without contradicting any of his basic observations. Such an adjustment would not only ease
the problem of the relationship of the Antenor Kore to the Delphi pediment but it would make
less startling the developed forms of the inscription on the base to which, in spite of some
doubts," the statue probably belongs. So long as doubts remain about the connection of base
and statue, this cannot be called an argument, but it is something to be considered.
A date around 520 for Antenor's kore and 513-510 for the pediment would lead to a corresponding lowering of the dates for the majority of the Attic korai. Acropolis 683, of which a
fragment was found in the Agora, No. 75, and which was dated by Payne around 520 (mentioned last among those which he lists in "the earlier part of the ripe archaic period"), might
thus without dislocation fall into the decade 510-500 in which Raubitschek has already placed
her by assigning her to the Lysias-Euarchis base,47a date with which other scholars have
concurred. A final result would be to place the most developed korai, from Acropolis 674 on,
after 500 B.C. Miss Richter, who followed more or less the Payne chronology,observed a scarcity
of Attic sculpture in the first two decades of the 5th century. Her suggestion was that "the
threat of Persia evidently made it desirable to focus all energies on defense, and artistic talent
was divertedfrom expensive sculptural work to vase-painting."8 This difficulthypothesis would
be unnecessaryif it appearedthat a number of works formerly attributed to the period 520-500
actually belong to these first years of the 5th century. If they did not, there would be a strange
disproportion between the number of statues preserved from this period and the number of
inscribed bases, many of which carriedstatues. Out of 316 Acropolis dedications (not including
supports for tripods and bronze bowls, stelai and altars or marble basins), 93 are dated by
Raubitschek in the first two decades of the 5th century and 63 "around 500," which seems
generally to mean "500 or a bit later" rather than "500 or a bit earlier." This adds up to approximately half the surviving total for the 6th and 5th centuries.49Such an abundance of
dedications suggests that the production of sculpture in this period must have been quite as
vigorous as that of painted vases.
The idea that Athenian money was going primarily for defense at this time is further contradicted by the architectural evidence from the Agora. It seems to have been in the decade

46 Cf. Payne, p. 81, note 2. Raubitechek, Dedications, p. 482, says, "his doubts were unjustified." Langlotz counters some
of Payne's objections in Schrader, p. 88, without affirming as certain that the base belongs.
47B.S.A., XL, 1989-40, p. 24, no. V. Cf. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 170.
4 Archaic GreekArt, p. 145; cf. KouroiO,p. 127. Karouzos also notes "still water between ebb and flow" (op.cit., p. 24) in
the first decade of the 5th century.
49Dedications.First two decades of the 5th century: column dedications, nos. 11-15, 17-21, 23, 25, 28-30, 33-37, 43-44, 53,
55-56; low bases, nos. 74, 87, 90, 93-95,97-98, 102-107, 110, 150, 158-156,158, 171; pillar monuments, type A, nos. 184-185,
204,208, 210, 212,214-217, 226-228, 280-231; pillar monuments, type B, bronze statues, nos. 286, 241,246, 248-249, 251-253,
255-258, 262-263, 266, 268-269, 278-274, 276-281, 284; pillar monuments, type B, marble statues, no. 291; bases for pillars,
no. 302; small bases, nos. 308, 311-315.
Around 500: column dedications, nos. 16, 24, 26, 31-32, 49-50, 52, 54, 58; low bases, nos. 71-73, 79-86, 88-89, 91, 99-101,
108, 151-152; pillar monuments, type A, nos. 180, 182, 186, 188-191, 199-203, 206-207, 209, 211, 220-224; pillar monuments,
type B, bronze statues, nos. 243, 245, 250, 254, 260-261, 265, 270, 272, 275, 282; pillar monuments, type B, marble statues,
no. 293; small bases, nos. 307, 316.
These figures are, of course, indicative in only a very general way. Not every one of these dedications held a piece of
sculpture, and many of the dates are somewhat conjectural (all claim to be based on letter forms, but since some preserve very
few letters, we must imagine that form and workmanship of the bases also help in the dating). Nevertheless, there is perhaps
a better chance that the absolute dating is correct in the case of inscriptions than of sculpture in this period, because there
exist some monuments, such as the Hekatompedon inscription of 486/5, which are dated exactly. In sculpture, on the ot I
hand, the sequencecan be more closely determined. It is, of course, only wishful thinking to imagine that one kind of ev ide r ci
is less subjectivethan the other,
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500-490 that the Great Drain and the Old Bouleuterion were built. The temple in the City
Eleusinion was also built around 490 B.C.oThese dates are supported by the pottery from the
excavations; they do not depend only on the forms of the surviving architecture.
If one recalls the turbulent state of Athenian politics in the first decade after the expulsion of
the tyrant, it is not surprising that the remodelling of the Agora to suit the needs of the new
democracy was postponed until the following decade. An additional factor which favored new
construction in the 490's may have been the gradually increasing productivity of the Laurion
mines. These had been worked in the 6th century, and an especially rich vein, producing a
notable surplus, was struck by 483/2 B.C.5sAs Ardaillon points out, this strike must have been
preceded by a period during which better mining techniques were developed and deeper veins
opened up.52If the reserve was already substantial in the 490's, it could have provided for the
walling of the Peiraeus (in the archonship of Themistokles, 493/2) as well as for civic buildings.
It seems probable that another Athenian monument, the treasury at Delphi, was built at this
time. Pausanias (X, 11, 5) said that it was dedicated from the spoils of Marathon, and the
excavators of Delphi have accepted his statement. Other scholarshave maintained that it was a
thank-offeringto Delphi for the part the oracle had played in the expulsion of the tyrants. The
date is given as 490-480 by the supportersof the first theory and 507-500 by the proponents of
the second. Both Dinsmoor, the strongest advocate of the earlierdate, and the French archaeologists, who have consistently upheld Pausanias, have said in so many words that the architectural
forms of the building do not prove the case either way.53Dinsmoor formed his impressionsfrom
the lack of structural unity between the Treasury and the inscribed Marathon trophy base,
which was laid against its foundations after they were set in place, and from the use in the base
of double-gamma and double-T clamps in contrast to the swallowtail clamps used in the
Treasury. He also felt that the use of Parian marble would have been anachronistic in an
Athenian building in the years after 490, when the Pentelic quarrieswere being opened up on a
large scale for the OlderParthenon. Subsequently, he endeavoredto "prove" the earlierdate by
comparison of the painted ornament on the walls of the cella of the Treasury with similar
ornaments on vases, for which he showed statistically a great predominance in the decade
510-500 over the decades before and after.54
The earlier date has also been widely favored by non-French archaeologists whose main
interest was in sculpture.55Langlotz, however, who had laid the groundwork for the earlier
dating by comparisonwith vase-painting,56subsequently admitted that he was no longer so sure
that the metopes of the Treasury should be dated around 500: "seitdem mir durch Beazleys
Forschungen klar geworden ist, daB der "Leagrosstil" von einer manieristischen Malergruppe
(z. B. Myson) auch noch im Anfang des 5. Jhs. weitergefitihrtwird." He admits the existence in
the early 5th century of "a trend which might almost be called archaistic."57 In his earlier work,

oH. A. Thompson, Agora Guide2,pp. 21, 49, 52.
51Aristotle, Ath. Pol., XXII, 7.
52 Ardaillon, Les Mines du Laurion dans l'antiquitd,Paris, 1897, p. 136. "Si nous croyons que ces progrbsdecisifs de l'exploitation datent du temps des Pisistratides, c'est qu' a notre avis il faut attribuer au commencement du Ve si~cle la d6couverte des
grands gisements du troisibme contact, et que, par cons6quent, il convient de placer avant cette date les travaux qui, sans
doute, pr6parirent la decouverte."
53 Dinsmoor, A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 88, "The architectural details of the Treasury are thoroughly compatible also with the
earlier date, though of course they do not establish it." Also, Studies in theHistory of Culture,p. 188, "The internal architectural
evidence, because of the scarcity of comparative material of this period, is fairly non-committal." De la Coste Messelibre,
Delphes, IV4, p. 265, "J'admets, par scrupule, que ni l'architecture ni la c~ramiquene nous contraignent absolument de nous
prononcer en faveur de l'une ou l'autre date." One architectural detail, however, does support the later date; the profiles of
the hawksbeak mouldings fit a date close to 490 (Shoe, Profiles of GreekMouldings, 1936, p. 107).
54"The Athenian Treasury as Dated by its Ornament," A.J.A., L, 1946, pp. 86-121. His arguments are countered by
De la Coste Messelibrein B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, pp. 179-182.
55For their names, see A.J.A., 1946, L., p. 87, note 2.
56Zeitbestimmung,pp. 69ff.
,? Schrader, p. 40, note 44.
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Langlotz did not object to making the marble pediment of the Alkmeonid Temple virtually
contemporary with the metopes of the Athenian treasury,58but to anyone who examines the
two monuments together for any length of time this must seem a difficult thing to accept.
Whether one looks at the horses, the male nudes, the drapery, or such details as eyes and ears,
the sculptures of the Treasuryshow a marked advance over those of the marble pediments and
acroteria.59The detailed French publication of the sculptures of the Treasury shows many of
these details and argues, of course, for the post-Marathoniandate.60The sculptures as such,
however, cannot be clearly placed before or after 490 B.c. Rather, they seem to belongsomewhere
around that date, in the vicinity of the Polos Kore and definitely before the Euthydikos Kore
and the Blond Boy.6' It is, of course, impossible to decide the exact numberof years represented
by this "definitely before," especially since the sculptures of the Treasury do conserve more of
the decorative quality ("manneristic" or "archaistic" or whatever one wants to call it) of
archaic Attic and island works than the Euthydikos Kore and the Blond Boy, whose sobriety
suggests Peloponnesianinfluence.This means that the Treasurycannot be ranged in an absolute
series with these works, and might, if other arguments demanded it, be closer to them in
historical time than it belongs in morphologicalsequence. We can say only that the sculpture,
in view of the general chronologicalpicture, does argue against a date before 500 but does not
prove a date after Marathon. The general reluctance of scholars to suggest a date in the 490's
may be due not so much to a conviction that it would conflict with the stylistic evidence as to a
feeling that it would be a cowardly compromise between the two strongly held views.62It is
generally recognized that Pausanias makes mistakes, and we have a clear example of an erroneous deduction of just the kind that he must have made if he was in fact wrong about the
Athenian Treasury. The dedicatory inscription of the Athenian Stoa states that the building
was offered from the spoils of war but does not name the occasion. From a dedication that he
saw in the stoa, Pausanias concluded that this was a battle in 429 s.c. This has never caused
any serious trouble, becauseboth architectureand letter forms are patently so much earlierthan
429 that no one has even thought of believing Pausanias.63In the case of the Athenian Treasury,
there is no such chronologicalgap between the style of the building and the style of the dedication from which Pausanias drew his conclusion (the Marathontrophy base set against the
south foundations of the Treasury), but there is again the fact that no inscription on the
buildingitself gives the date of its dedication, and Pausanias was obliged to look to a secondary
monument for his information. Dinsmoor argues that if the Treasury had been a dedication
from the spoils of Marathonthere would have been an inscription on the building itself, as there
was on the OnidianTreasuryand on the Athenian Stoa. This seems valid, especially when we
look at the enormous and prominently situated letters of the inscription on the Stoa, which
dates also from the time of the Persian Wars.
If the Treasury was not a dedication from the spoils of Marathon, we have to ask, like
Pausanias, what the occasion can have been. This has been in the past a principal reason for

58Zeitbestimmung,p. 79, "In dem Jahrzehnt, in dem die Metopen des Athenerschatzhauses gearbeitet wurden, mtissen
auch die Giebelskulpturendes Apollotempels in Delphi entstanden sein."
59The Nike acroterion, alone of these sculptures, preserves eyes and ears (good details in Karouzos, Aristodikos,pl. 15 a-b).
Her hair and drapery, however, are sufficiently similar to those of the marble korai from the pediment to show that she was
made at the same time. Both eyes and ears are clearly more advanced than those of Antenor's kore but still fully archaic.
The ears of many of the figures on the Treasury metopes already have the broad 5th century shape.
60 De la Coste
Messelisre, Delphes, IV4, 1957.
e61It has often been emphasized that the Blond Boy and the Kritios Boy were not part of the "Persian debris" and so might
possibly have been made after 480. This seems unlikely, nevertheless, especially in view of the freshness of their surfaces. It
should be recalled in this connection that the change from kouros pose to weight-leg free-leg stance is attested before 480 by
the Leagros base in the Athenian Agora (cf. photo Hesperia, IV, 1985, p. 357, fig. 14; for the date see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII,

p. 98).

62 Cf. De la Coste Messelisre, Delphes, IV4, p. 259, note 2.
" Amandry, Delphes, II, La colonnedes Naxiens et le
portiquedes Athhniens, p. 119; Dinsmoor, A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 86.
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for the expulsionof the tyrantsis not, however,
choosingthe date 507-500B.c. A thank-offering
the only possibility;it is not even a very good one, for it seemsto have been agreedalreadyin
the 5th centurythat the Alkmeonidaihad donehandsomelyby Apollowhenthey gave him a
marble-frontedtemple." Whetherthis debt was paid beforeor after the oracledid its part is
immaterial;the accountwassquare.In speculatingaboutthe OnidianTreasuryPausaniasoffers
As
two possibilities:spoils of war or a demonstrationof prosperity(?rSr&tav
s0:axpovias).
an exampleof the latterhe must have beenthinkingaboutthe SiphnianTreasury,whosestory
was knownto him fromHerodotos.This ornatebuildingwas not a tithe of spoils of war, but
built from a tithe of the revenueof the gold and silver mines which had broughtabout the
prosperityof the Siphnians,intendedto housefutureofferings,at a time whenit appearedthat
Siphnoscould expect a continuedprosperityand continuedgood relationswith the god.
Whenwe recallthat the AgoraandPrytaneionof the Siphnianswererefurbishedat the same
time their Delphictreasurywas beingbuilt,6 it seemsaltogetherplausiblethat the Athenians
shouldhave been buildinga Treasuryin the late 490's when they were redoingtheir Agora.
Insteadof imaginingthe Atheniansof this periodas goinginto a phaseof austerityandscraping
togethertheir penniesfor defense,we shouldratherpicturethem as just beginningto ride a
risingwave of prosperitymade possibleby the establishmentof a stable governmentand the
The victory at Marathonconfirmed
generalimprovementof trade and industrialtechniques.66
in dramaticfashionAthens'ownsenseof herpotentialityforgreatness.67It cannot,on the other
hand,have providedenoughlootto pay for such an expensiveprojectas the OlderParthenon,68
which seems to have been initiated not long after the battle, a buildingall in marbleand
comparablein sizeto the PericleanParthenon.This againpointsto a generalstate of ESaWpovia
which can hardlyhave come about overnight.Dinsmoor'swords,"impatientof the poor appearanceandtyrannicalassociationsof theirchieftemples,"69
probablydescribevery accurately
the feelingsof the Athenianswhen they beganthe OlderParthenon.
Onepiecefromthe Agora,the headof Herakles,No. 97A,bearsa relation,howeverenigmatic,
to the sculpturesof the AthenianTreasury.The headis virtuallywithoutcontext,and it must
be admittedthat, so far as style is concerned,it is a &nrag
The type and general
7,y6'vov.
in
are
similar
to
the
the
those
Herakles
of
the
AthenianTreasury
of
impression
stag metope
thoughcertaindetailsare quite different.In the Agorahead, the manneristicelementsin the
face seem exaggerated,whilethe lion skin is naturalratherthan decorative.Thissuggeststhat
the Agorahead is later than the AthenianTreasury.It has, indeed,been calledan archaistic
work,70but it is separatedfrom all ordinaryarchaisticsculptureby its undilutedvitality and
the sureexecutionof its forms.If it is a copy ratherthan an originalof the late archaicperiod,
its successmay be due to the fact that the style whichit copiesis alreadyitselfin a certainsense
archaizing. The Herakles of the Delphi metope, with the decorative emphasis of the muscles in
the torso, appears at first glance more archaic than many other nudes from the same building.

64Pindar, Pythian VII. Cf. De la Coste Messelibre,Delphes, IV4, p. 260.
1 Herodotos, III, 57.
6 Besides the silver mines, the flourishing pottery industry which Miss Richter mentions (of. above, note
48) will have
been one element in this prosperity, though R. M. Cook has pointed out that production of painted vases in Athens was never
great enough to be a major factor in the economy (Jahrb., LXXIV, 1959, pp. 114-123).
6 This confirmationwould have been perfectly symbolized by the Marathon trophy base set against the foundations of the
new treasury.
68 The Persians got away with all but seven ships, and since they also
got away with the prisoners from Eretria, it seems
likely that they escaped with whatever plunder they had gathered on their way across the Aegean. Though Plutarch (Aristeides,V, 5) pictures gold and silver strewn over the battlefield at Marathon,his story has the flavor of one that has improved
in the telling. Most of this treasure must have consisted of the contents of the tents and of the personal ornaments and weapons
of the dead Persians. The expensive "Marathonmonuments" in Athens and Delphi belong to a later age.
9 Architectureof Ancient Greece,p. 149.
W.-H. Schuchhardt,Gnomon,1958, p. 485, is, so far as I know, the only one who has said in print that the head must be
T70
archaistic, but the question has occurred to several scholars. See below, pp. 38-40.
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One can only conclude that here the sculptor has retained the archaic manner for a special
purpose. This becomes even clearer, at a later date, in such a work as the head from a herm,
No. 156, which combines an archaic smile with an early classical coiffure and early classical
carving of the eyes. It was probably made after 480 B.c. A pelike by the Pan Painter in the
Louvre (Pl. 65, a) shows a group of three herms which in all probability reflect the Eion herms
of 476/5 and which have archaic smiles of just this sort.71 The works of the Pan Painter themselves illustrate for us better than the few fragments of surviving sculpture the spirit of this
style. The old-fashionedforms, known to be old-fashioned, are regardedwith a kind of amused
affection, and the contrast between the rigid forms and the life that they contain is inspiring
rather than frustrating to the artist.72This sub-archaic phase cannot have lasted very long. It
was directly perpetuated only in the Attic herms, which set the pattern for herms throughout
the Greek world, but works of this style that were made after the Persian destructionprobably
had, by the mere fact of their survival, a greater influence on archaistic sculpture of a later
period than most genuinely archaic works.
TENTATIVE OUTLINE OF CHRONOLOGY
ATTIC

NON-ATTIC

600-580

Naxian Apollo on Delos
Sounion, Dipylon (includingAgora
fragments,No. 65) and New York kouroi Thasos Ram-bearer
590-580 Kerameikos kouros
Olympia Hera head
ca. 580

Kleobis and Biton

580-575 Acropolis Gorgon, New York "-linos"
sphinx, Moscato kouros
ca. 570 Berlin kore
570-550

Spata sphinx
Hekatompedon pediments
Agora poros lion's head, No. 94
Hydra pediment, Olive tree pediment
Gorgon stele, Diskophoros stele
Calf bearer, Volomandrakouros

ca. 550

Rampin rider
Introduction pediment

550-540

ca. 540
540-530

Boxer stele
Kerameikos sphinx
New York stele of youth (with Agora hand,
No. 99)

Corfu pediment
Copenhagen"Naxian" kouros
Naxian sphinx at Delphi
"Naxian" or "Samian" korai from the
Acropolis
Hera of Cheramyes
Geneleos group
Tenea kouros

Nike of Archermos
Onidian caryatids

Lamptrai capital
Lyons kore
Munich kouros
Brother-and-sister stele
Anavyssos kouros

Anonymous caryatid

J. de la Geniere, R.E.A., LXII, 1960, pp. 249-253.
Cf. Beazley, "The painter loves herms: the stock of stone, sensitised at the top into a monstrously vivid humanity-that
is such a blend of contrasts as he delights in" (Pan-maer, English text, p. 4).
71

72

CATALOGUE
ATTIC

NON-ATTIC

580-525 Peplos kore
New York stele fragment with head of
youth
New York-Boston stele
Agora Man-and-lion fragment,No. 96
Agora Man-and-dogstele, No. 104
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ca. 520

Stele of Aristion

513-510

Alkmeonid Temple marble pediment and
acroteria

Acropolis kore 683
500-490 Acropolis kore 674
Agora korehead, No. 73
Aristodikos
Polos kore
Athenian Treasury
Agora small poros lion pediment, No. 95
510-500

480-470

Eretria pediment
Aegina West Pediment

Aegina East Pediment

Leagros base in the Agora

Euthydikos kore
Blond boy
Kritios boy

Delphi Charioteer(474?)

Tyrannicides (476)
Kimonian herms
Agora hermhead, No. 156
CATALOGUE

65. Fragments of the Dipylon Kouros (2), ca. 600590 B.C.

Siphnian Treasury (ca. 525)

Peiraeus kouros
Antenor's kore
Peisistratid Temple of Athena, pediments
and sima

520-510

490-480

18

Pls. 1-2, 62, a.

Four pieces. Number for generalreferenceS 287.
A. Pls. 1-2. S 530 + S 1677. Part of left forearm
and hand. Mended from two joining fragments:
(1) wrist, broken just below wrist-bone and about
halfway to elbow, found in 1985 in a marble pile in
the center of the square (M-0, 11-12). (2) clenched
little and third fingersand adjacentpart of the hand

possiblyNaxian,white with gray streaks,someof
whicharewideandblurrywhileothersshowas thin
lines of pepperydark flecks.Surfaceonly slightly

weathered,with yellowishgray patina. A few brown
stains on inside of arm, 1. Mortar adhering to all

surfacesof handfragment,2. Bothfragmentssome-

what chippedand battered.
Total L. of joined fragments0.82 m., Max. P. W.
of arm 0.099 m.
B. PI. 1. S 287. Part of back and advancedleft
with a little of the marblefromthe thigh adhering. leg. Mendedfrom two joining fragments, both preA bit of the middlefingeris presentas a ridge adher- serving surface from back and proper left side but
ing to the third. Foundin 1953 in the demolitionof a not extendingto front or rightside: (1) small of back
modernhouse just south of the southwest cornerof and part of left flank, preservingcentral portion of
the square (I-J 15). Coarse-grainedisland marble, backfromlowestrib to belowhip-girdle.Foundin
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The four pieces, found as six separatefragments,
are part of an early Attic kourosof superlativeworkmanshipand considerablyover life size. Thoughthey
came to light in different places over a period of
twenty-two years, there can be scarcely any doubt
that they all belongto one statue. All are made of the
same marbleand all show the unmistakablecharacteristics of the Attic kouroi of the Sounion group.'
A, B, and D are identical not only in the kind of

1896-1897or in the Greekexcavationsthere in 1907
to 1908.
That the fragments are all of the same scale is
apparent when one places them in approximately
the relative positions they would have had in the
statue (P1.62, a). It can also be seen from a comparison of measurementsof individual parts with
correspondingmeasurementsof the best preserved
kourosfrom Sounion.2This suggestsa scale between
three-quartersand four-fifths that of the Sounion
statue. Neither the relative placement of the fragments nor the size of the kouros as a whole can be
recoveredexactly, however,for the sculptorsof these
earliestkouroialteredtheir proportionsconsiderably
from statue to statue.
Thereis a very strong probabilitythat the Agora
pieceswereonce partsof the Dipylonkouros,hitherto
representedonly by the beautifulhead discoveredin
1916 in the north tower of the Dipylon (P1.62, a, c)
and the right hand excavated in the same region in
1929 (P1.62, d).3 The two hands providethe closest
link. They are of the same scale, with some measurements equal and others differingby no more than
five millimetersand they show identical stylization
of the forms. The marble of the Agora fragmentsis
so like that of the Dipylon head and hand that one
feels it must have come from the same quarry,and
the quality of carving and finish are so similar that
the piecesmust all be from the same workshop.Thus
it becomeseasier to identify the Agoraand Dipylon
kouroithan to separatethem, but the identification
cannotbe taken as provedso long as no joining fragment exists. In two placeswe are tantalizinglyclose.
Theleg fragment,C,breaksoffonly a few inchesshort
of where the Dipylon hand would have rested, and
the inneredge of the shoulderfragment,D, is not far
away from the neck.
Buschor suggested that the Dipylon head was
originallybuilt into the Themistokleanwall and reused in the later gate.4 The Agora pieces likewise
must have had morethan one re-use.Thoseof which
the exact provenanceis recordedcame from modern
walls, and it is likely that those found in the marble
piles also derive from modernhouses demolishedin
the course of the excavations. They may all have

1Richter, KouroiP,pp. 30-58. The fullest discussion of the
Attic group is by Richter, MetropolitanMuseum Studies, V,
pp. 20-56, the text of which is repeated in Germanin the text
to Brunn-Bruckmann, pls. 751-755.

2 See Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 294-295 for a
comparison
of measurements of the Agora fragments with those of the
Dipylon and Sounion kouroi.
3 Richter, Kouroi2,no. 6 (with earlier bibliography). Miss
Richter, op.cit., p. 47, prefers to leave open the question
whether the Agora fragments belonged to the Dipylon
kouros. She gives them a differentnumber. Karouzos, loc.cit.,
calls the connection uncertain but makes the Agora kouros
no. A 1 a, the Dipylon kouros being no. A 1. Schefold, Antike
Kunst, IV, 1961,pp. 76-78, tentatively accepts the attribution.
4 Ath. Mitt., LII, 1927, p. 209.

wall north of the west part of the
1933 in a modemrn
MiddleStoa (J 12). (2) part of left thigh andbuttock,
preservingsome of the line of division between the
buttocks. Found in 1951 in a marblepile in front of
the Tholos(I 11). Marble,weatheringand patinaas A.
Dark brown stains on the surfaceof the flank. Surfaces of both fragments somewhat chipped and
scratched.
L. of joined fragments0.555 m., D. of torso fragment at small of back 0.20 m., W. of torso fragment
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0.29 m.

C. Pls. 1-2. S 1739. Right knee and back of thigh.
Brokenjust below patella and above lower bulges of
vasti. Both breaks slant up to the back. Found in
1953 in a marble pile in front of the Stoa of Zeus
(I 6). Marbleas A and B. Surfaceiron-grayand tends
to flake in places, apparentlyas a result of long exposurein moderntimes, but ancient weatheringappearsto have been light, since marksof the finishing
tool remainclearlyvisible. Edges of patella and vasti
battered.
H. 0.35 m., W. 0.195 m., D. 0.215 m.

D. P1. 1. S 1908. Fragment from back of left
shoulder. Split off in approximatelyvertical plane.
Found in 1955 in the same marble pile east of
the Tholoswhichearlieryieldedthe hip fragmentB 2.
Marble,weatheringand patina as A and B. Tracesof
mortar adheringto all surfaces.
Max. P. Dim. 0.244 m.

Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 290-304, pls. 81-84.
Richter, Kouroi2,no. 7, p. 47, figs. 54-59, 68. Schefold, Antike Kunst, IV, 1961, pp. 76-78, pl. 32, 5.
Karouzos, Aristodikos, pp. 59f., no. A 1 a. Jeffery,

B.S.A., LVII, 1962, p. 123, no. 2.
See also pp. 1, 3, 12, 28.

marble but also in weathering and surface color. The
different weathering and color of C are typical
"marble pile" phenomena and do not represent the
condition of the stone when it was first unearthed in
modem times. They suggest that this piece may have
been uncovered earlier than the others, perhaps in the
German excavations on the west side of the Agora in

come ultimately from the Themistoklean wall and
have been unearthed in modem times by builders
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who came down on a stretch of the city walls and
carriedoff the materialfor use elsewhere.
The kourosstood with his left leg advancedand his
two hands clenchedagainst his thighs. The bit of the
left shoulder,D, is all that survivesof the upperpart
of the body. Its contouris smoothlyrounded,and on
it is cut a neat groovewhich shows a distinct centerline near the loweredge of the fragmentbut becomes
shallowerand less definiteas it curvesup over the top
of the shoulder. It ends about 6 cm. short of the
brokenright edge of the fragment.This is the hindmost of three groovesthat mark the divisions of the
deltoid muscle in all Attic kouroi of the Sounion
Group.5The space intervening between the end of
the groove and the break on our piece suggeststhat
there was a broaderexpanse of shoulderuncovered
by the back hair in our kourosthan in the New York
and Sounionkouroi,and this wouldfit the attribution
to the Dipylon kouros,who had his hair confinedby
a ribbonat the nape of the neck instead of spreading
out fan-wiseover the shoulders(P1.62, a).
Themissingelbowregionon our kourosmust have
been similar to that of the New York kouros. The
forearm shows a sharp, straight ridge defining the
course of the ulna, as on the New York kouros,and
there is no trace of the lateral groovesthat continue
the ridge around the elbow in the Sounion kouroi.
The lower end of the ulna is representedas a knob
with a ridge aroundit on the side towardthe thumb.
The breakpassesthroughthe lowerpart of this ridge,
but the end of it is partially preservedon the hand
fragment.
The hand is clenched,with the ends of the fingers
resting against the thigh. Above the end of the little
finger a narrow strip of marblejoins the hand and
wrist to the thigh for a distance of about 0.11 m.,
above which the arm is cut free of the body. Above
the connectingstrip the front and back planesof the
arm meet at an obtuse angle. The traces of the drill
holes by which the arm was separatedfrom the body
have not been entirely removed. They suggest a
rathersmalldrill. The inneroutlineof the little finger
is carved with the chisel into the flat side of the fist
and a polygon of marble with bevelled edges is left
adhering in the center. The little finger appears to
have four joints, two against the thigh and two cut
free.6 The divisions between the fingers were marked

Cf. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 82, e.
6 Alternatively, one may
say that the last joint is very
long and is divided by a fold. Actually, the very beautiful
but not quite natural shape of these clenched hands in the
Sounion group, with their extra angle between the back of the
hand and the thigh, may result from the sculptor's providing
a joint to go with each one of the folds that are formed on the
inside of the fingers of the clenched hand in nature. One
might imagine that this form was invented by the Attic
artists of this group, since it has not appeared in other kouroi
known up to now, but a beautiful kneeling youth in ivory
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out with the pointed chisel and the fingers shaped
with the flat chisel. The facets left by the latter have
not been smoothedaway. On the Dipylon hand the
point-marksremainvisible in the valleys betweenthe
fingersas they do on ours but the chisel-facetshave
been largely obliterated. Thus the two hands differ
slightly in degree of finish though they are identical
in style.
The Agorahandaddsno detailsnot alreadyknown
to us from the Dipylon hand. The torso fragment,B,
has the followingfeatures which are commonto all
the Attic members of the Sounion Group: (1) the
presenceof a girdle-likeridge above the hips, (2) a
broad,curvedgroovemarkingthe depressionover the
great trochanter,and (3) a long grooverunningdown
the outside of the thigh. In addition it showsdetails
of modellingthat are presentin the Sounionkouroi
but not in the smallerstatue in New York (P1.62, b).
Two grooves flankingthe spinal furrowindicate the
erectorspini muscles, and the remainsof a diagonal
groove at the upper edge of the fragmentshow that
this statue had also the schematicindicationof ribs
that decoratesthe backs of the Sounionkouroi.
The knee, C, has simple massive forms that recall
those of the Sounionstatue. The bulge of the vasti
muscles over the kneecapis almost symmetrical.As
in the Sounion statue, the profile view shows a
distinct bulgingoverhangof the vasti over the kneecap in the center; this is much less apparent in
the New York kouros. Above the bulges are curved
depressions,less definitein outline than those of the
New York kouros but deeper than those of the
Sounionstatue. The sharpdivisionbetweenthe vasti
was doubtless continuedupwardin a forked groove
as in the two Sounion kouroi. Below the vasti are
great flat facets cut backto eitherside of the kneecap.
That toward the inside is flatter and intersects the
adjacentplanesmoreabruptlythan does that on the
outside. The patella tapers more from top to bottom
than on the Sounionstatue, less than on the kouros
in New York. The back of the leg above the knee is
roundedand perfectlyplain. Onthe outsideof the leg
are three grooves,preciselyas in the Sounionkouroi:
a long one near the back that runs the length of the
thigh (the upper end of the correspondinggroove in
the left leg is preserved on fragment B), a shorter one
that continues upward the angle between the knee

from Samos recently published by Buschor (Altsamische
Standbilder, IV, 1960, pp. 62-64, figs. 238-248; Ohly, Ath.
Mitt., LXXIV, 1959, Beil. 90-91) has the hands formed in
just the same way. The Samian youth also had inlaid discs
in the lobes of the ears, which suggests that the circular
patterns in the ears of the Attic kouroi may actually represent earrings. The ivory figure has the narrow, belted waist
of the early Delian kouroi; Buschor mentions especially the
Naxian colossus. We may thus imagine some of the details
as well as the general idea of the Attic kouroi of the Sounion
Group as being borrowed from the islands.
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and the vastus externus, and a still shorterone between the two. The New York kouros has only the
long groove.
These fragmentsshed an unexpectedlight on the
Dipylon kouros,for if they do not belongto him they
must be froma statue so similarthat it couldonly be
calleda twin. It now appearsthat the Dipylonkouros
had much more in common with the kouroi from
Sounionthan was formerlysupposed.The close connection of the Dipylon and New York kouroi has
been generallyrecognized;the New York kouroshas
most often been taken either as a later work of the
Dipylon master or a work of one of his pupils.7The
fact that the Sounionkouroishow details of anatomy
that are lacking in the New York kouros was once
used to support the idea that those from Sounion
were later, being fartheradvancedalong the road to
naturalism.The Agorafragmentsshow that some, at
least, of these details, the grooves for the erector
spinimuscles,the herringbonepatternof the ribs and
the additional grooves in the side of the leg, were
already present in the Dipylon kouros. They were
omitted from the New York kourosnot becausethe
artist was unfamiliarwith them but because of the
smaller size of the statue. Though no fragmenthas
been foundfromthe front of the torsoof the Dipylon
kouros, we can easily imagine that it too was more
elaboratelytreatedthan that of the one in New York.
The case for regardingthe Dipylon, New York and
Sounionkouroiall as productsof a single workshop
is strengthened,and it no longer seems possible to
assume a very great interval of time between them.
What exactly we mean by "workshop"in this
periodis difficultto say, but the term suggestsitself
here because we seem to have closely related works
which betray at least two hands, to one of which we
can probably attribute the two Sounion kouroi, to
the other the Dipylon and New York kouroi. As to
the actual succession,it still seems easiest to regard
the Sounionstatue as contemporarywith or slightly
earlier than the Dipylon kouros, the New York
kourosas slightly later. Schefoldhas recently made
the suggestion that the New York kouros is not a
later but an earlierwork of the Dipylon master.8He
believesthat in the Sounionkouroithe "higharchaic"
qualities of solidity and stability that make a truly
monumental art are realized for the first time. The
New York kouros, with its slighter forms, graceful
surface detail and more delicate poise, he regards as
still linked to the early archaic conception of form.
The Dipylon kouros, to which he tentatively attributes the Agora fragments, still comes between. This
bold suggestion, in spite of a certain formal appeal,
presents practical difficulties. For example, the New

York kourosis closer to the Gorgonhead, Acropolis
701,9 than is the Dipylonkourosin such detailsas the
shape and placementof the ear, the relation of the
fillet to the ear, the height of the forehead,and the
profileline fromthe foreheadto the top of the head.0
Also the setting of the cornerof the eye well within
the line of the side planeof the face of the New York
kourospointsthe way whichis followedin the Gorgon
head. In all these respects,the Dipylonhead is closer
to the Sounionstatue than to the Gorgon.No one,
I think, wouldgo so far as to suggestthat the Gorgon
head is earlierthan the kouroi.As Payne has shown,
it is already clearly a 6th century Gorgonand obviously of a later type than the Gorgonsof the Nessos
amphora."
Also, the massiverenderingof the vasti above the
knee, in which the AgorafragmentC and so presumably the Dipylonkourosis a middletermbetweenthe
Sounionand New York kouroi,seemsan early rather
than an advanced feature. It stems from the conception of the thigh as a solid form separate from
ratherthan continuouswith the leg as a whole. This
conception is already present in Proto-Attic vasepaintingfromthe time of the Eleusis amphoraof the
PolyphemosPainter' and is particularlystrikingon
the Kynosargesamphora.'aIn black-figurethe division is less emphasized.This does not meanthat we
shouldthereforedate the Sounionkouroito the time
of the Kynosarges amphora. Reasons have been
given above for dating the whole Sounion group
later, not earlier, than Miss Richter has done.'4 It
seemsnecessaryto recognizethat whereasthe various
branchesof art all go throughmore or less the same
phases,they do not all proceedat the samerate. The
"senseof the colossal"is presentin griffincauldrons
before it appearsin vase-paintingand in sculpture
earlier than in architecture.Hence it would seem
that sculpturemust alwaysbe dated primarilyon the
basis of its relationshipto other sculptureand only
secondarilyon the basis of parallelswith other arts
such as vase-painting.
66. Hip sectionof a Kouros,ca. 550-540 B.C.

5 1440. Found in 1950 in a marble pile west of the
north end of the Stoa of Attalos (P 7-8). Broken at
waist and just below buttocks. Preserves back of
C
Cf. the side views in Schrader, pl. 184.
10These elements, which affect the structure and proportions of the head as a whole, seem more significant than
the arrangement of beads in the hair, for which Schefold
compares Gorgon and Dipylon kouros (especially since the
similarity here consists only in the absence of a grid).
11Cf. above, pp. 8-4 and note 13.

7 Cf. Hesperia,XXIV, 1955, pp. 297-299. For the contrary

12 Mylonas, Tlp roaTrr-ms 'Alqopes.,

8 Op.cit.
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opinion of Schefold, see below.

PI. 8.

13

B.S.A., XXXV, 1984-5, pl. 56, b.
See above, pp. 3--5.

pls. 1, 5, 7, 12.
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fragment between the two main breaks except that
the projecting part of the buttocks is considerably
battered. Some of left flank preserved,almost none
of right. Loweredge of abdomenpreservedon proper
left side. Of the genitals only the outline remains.
Island marble, probably Parian, white with fairly
coarsegrain.Entirefragmentconsiderablyweathered,
no really fresh surface remaining anywhere. Light
tan patina. A few "root-marks"and a good deal of
mortar,probablylate Roman.
P.H. 0.285 m., W. at waist 0.245 m., Max. W.
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0.345 m.
H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 59, pl.
30, b and c.
See also p. 18.

The proportionsof the figure were probably relatively slender.The dimensionsare just a little less
than comparablemeasurementsof the kouros from
whoseheight
Melosin the AthensNationalMuseum,15
is 2.14 m., so that our kourosmay have been around
two metersin height, i.e. somewhatover life size. The
junction of the back and side planes of the torso as
it appearsin section at the top of the fragmentis still
quite rectangular. The front plane seems to have
been gently rounded. The modelling in general, so
far as one can tell, is of a simpleroundedsort, without
strong emphasison the individualforms.
The lower boundary of the abdomen is slightly
curved in outline and the slope of the sides is not
steep. Within this boundarythe preservedsurfaceis
plain. There is no indication of the pubic hair. The
bulge of the external oblique over the iliac crest is
mildly but definitelyindicated by a gentle swelling
separatedby a marked depressionfrom the convex
surface of the abdomen. The projectionof the buttocks is moderate.Beneath the left one a fold of flesh
separatesthe buttock from the thigh. The right side
is not preserved so far down. The vertical groove
separatingthe buttocksendsin a forkat the top. Thisis
simply sketchedwith the chisel. Thereis no modelled
depression over the great trochanter, but a slight
interruptionof the general convexity can be felt in
this areaon the right side (the left side is too battered
for certainty).
The breaks on the sides indicate that the arms were
attached to the body for some distance above the
hands. The apex of the attachment seems to be just
about at the height of the top of the groove between
the buttocks. The hands seem to have been placed
well forward on the thighs.
Within the framework of the kouros scheme this
piece offers the greatest possible contrast to No. 65.
There the sculptor's intense interest in each separate
form and element of the pattern and the loving care
15

2

Richter, Kouroi2,no. 86.
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with which he executed the smallestdetail enable us
to derivesomepleasurefromeven the most mutilated
of fragments. Here the individual parts have been
deliberatelyde-emphasizedin favorof the whole,and,
since we no longer have the whole, the fragmentis
unimpressive.With its torso still rectangularin cross
section and its hands attached to the thighs for a
considerabledistance,ourkourosseemsnot later than
the Melos Group,which MissRichter placesapproximately between 555 and 540 B.C.16 The generalized

modellingalso fits this group better than either the
precedingor the following ones. Our kouros in his
originalstate had probablynot such long, fluid lines
as the Melos kouros, however. The more definite
offset of the buttocks from the thigh below and the
forwardpositionof the hands, whichimplies a slight
bend of the elbows,would give more interruptionto
the flow of contour. The effect may have been more
like that of the Munichkouros,an early example of
the succeedingperiod. Thoughgeneralizedmodelling
is characteristicof the Melos Groupas a whole, the
permanentAttic preferencefor clarity would have
prevented Athenian sculptors from producinganything really comparableto the Melos kouros. The
finishof our kouroswas not meticulous;so muchmay
be guessedfromthe sketchy chiselgroovesat the top
of the buttocksand the point-marksremainingin the
hollow betweenthe legs below.
There is nothing to suggest whether this kouros
was a tomb statue or a dedication,and, if the latter,
whether it stood on the Acropolisor actually in the
Agora or its vicinity. The numericalprobability is
that it was a tomb statue.' The piece has certainly
been re-used,perhapsmore than once, in late walls,
and it may have been carriedsome distancefor this
purpose.
67. Fragment of Left Lower Leg of Kouros (2), 3rd
Quarter of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 3.

S 1587.Foundin 1952in a marblepile in the southwest cornerof the Odeion(L 11-12). Fragmentof left
shin from just above ankle-bonesabout halfway to
knee. Circumferencepreservedonly at bottom, in a
strip 5 cm. high above which entire back part broken
away. Island marble, probably Parian, white with
fairly coarse grain. Surface smooth, with little or no

16Ibid., pp. 90-95. Though some of the latest members
of the group may possibly be a little later than 540, the
dates 555-540 are probably valid for the greater part of the
Melos group. The beautiful kouros head in Istanbul, now
joined to a Samian torso (Eckstein, Antike Plastik, I,
pp. 47-57, pls. 45-54), seems earlier than the pseudo-Cnidian
caryatid.
17 For a list of archaic tomb statues, see Karouzos,
Aristodikos,pp. 59ff.
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sign of ancient weathering, but somewhat chipped sinion(S-T 20). Thebackpart of a largehead split off
and battered.
throughboth earswith the breakslantingtowardthe
H. of frag. 0.205 m.
back of the neck. Fine-grainedwhite marbleresemblingPentelic. Surfaceweathered,wornand battered.
P.H. 0.43 m., P.W. 0.295 m. (This is the width
Theanatomyis modelledin broadclearplaneswith
the head at the widest point above the ears).
as
across
on
the
the
solid
rather
forms
planes defining
emphasis
than on the grooves and ridges as parts of a linear
The head must have been about one and one-half
pattern. The planestend to be flat, but their meeting
linesareroundedoverandall the groovesarebroadand times life size. The hair was long, with wavy side
shallow.Thereis no sharpedge down the front of the locks slanting forwardfrom behind each ear. These
shin,thoughonecanseethat two planesmeetthere.On are carved with the chisel in coarsevertical strands,
the outside of the leg there is a straightgroovealong and probablyhung down over the shouldersin front.
the shin and a depressionbehindthe ankle-bone.The The hair on the top of the head is smooth, without
ridge abovethe ankle-boneis flattenedand so is that carved detail of any kind. That hanging down the
abovethe heel in back. Onthe insidethereis a heavier back of the neck is decoratedwith parallel downdiagonalgroovealong the shin, disappearingover the curvedwaves renderedby a seriesof curvedgrooves
ankle-bone(one cannot tell whetherit was meant to about 2.5 cm. apart carved with the pointed chisel.
end behindthe bone, as it should,or in front of it as The lower terminationof the hair-massis not preit doesin an earlygraverelieffromthe Themistoklean served,but the stronglydippingwaves wouldsuggest
Wall),18and a shallowerdepressionbehindthe bone. eithera shortmass or one confinedin someway at its
The swellingof the calf-muscle,of which only a little lowerend.
The shapeof the head, thoughcurvedeverywhere,
is preservedon our fragment,is set off by a broad
concavearea below.
gives a rectangularimpression.The back is flattish;
The fragment seems to have belonged to an un- the top seemsto have beenfairlywell domed,to judge
draped male figure, hence most probably a kouros. from what is left of the profile,but this is not really
Thescaleseemsto be aboutthat of the Meloskouros.19 enoughto give the full effect.The surfacefinishof the
One naturallyasks whetherthis piece could be from hair appearsto have been ratherrough,consistingof
the same statue as No. 66. The scale and marbledo point-work lightly smoothed over. The preserved
not ruleout the possibility,but the degreeof weather- inner parts of the ear show a carefulrubbed finish,
ing is so differentthat we shouldhave to imaginethat however, and the face must have been similarly
the fragmentswere separatedfrom each other at a treated.
The ear is the only element by which one could
very early date. Furthermore,the carvingand finish
of the leg fragment are so much more precise and even hope to date the fragment,and that is not well
geometricalthan those of No. 66 that it is hard to preserved.It is carved in more than one plane. One
can get an idea of the structureof the upperpartfrom
imaginethat the sculptorwas the same.
The finish of the surfaceis comparableto that of what is preservedof the right ear and of the lower
the man-and-dogstele, No. 104, probablyto be dated part from the left. The outline of the ear is a simple
ca. 530-525 B.C. The anatomical conventions that our curve, not drawnin above the lobe. One cannot tell
fragment displays are in use from the time of the whetheror not the antitraguswas shown. The inner
Tenea-VolomandraGroup on.20An earlier date is end of the helix and the upperpart of the traguscurl
ruled out by the fact that, though the ankle-bones inwardtogetherin a symmetricalfashion. The symthemselvesare not preserved,the outer one seems to metricallyincurvedtragus and helix occur as late as
have been set lower and fartherback than the inner the Acropoliskore670, dated around520 B.C.by both
one.21
Payne22and Langlotz," but possibly a little later in
actualfact. The ear of ourfragmentlooks earlierthan
68. Back of Head of Large Male Statue, 2nd Half of
6th Century B.c. (?).
P1. 4.

S 815. Found in 1937 among marbles deriving from
demolished modern houses in the area of the Eleu18Richter, Gravestones2,figs. 83-84.
19Richter, Kouroi2,no. 86. H. 2.14 m.
o Ibid., p. 80.
21 The malleoli are level in the Orchomenos-TheraGroup,
cf. ibid., p. 68.

that of the kore, however. The Munich kouros, dated
between 540 and 530 B.C.,u has a rather similar ear.
The large size, the use of Attic marble, and the
simple, rough treatment of the hair all make this
piece unusual. Though I have included it with the
kouroi, we have no real evidence that it belonged to
one. Perhaps it comes from a big draped and bearded
22 P. 85.
23
24

Schrader, p. 51.

Richter, Kouroij2,p. 115, lists the Munich kouros with
the "early examples"of the Anavyssos-Ptoon 12 Group,dated
by her ca. 540-515.
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statue in some such scheme as the colossalDionysos
in the quarryat Naxos.25The large size of the statue
wouldhave made it desirableto use local marble,and
the more solid format would have made the Attic
marblesafer than it would have been for a kourosof
comparablescale. Possibly the statue was seated. A
large archaic seated statue from Ikaria in Attica is
made of local marble.26Thoughour head comesfrom
the Eleusinion area, it seems too early in style to
have derivedfromthe sanctuary(cf.abovep.1 note1).
69. Fragmentof Kouros,Late 6th or Beginningof 5th
Century B.C.

P1. 3.

S 1890. Found in 1958 in a marble pile in the
Library of Pantainos (R 14). Buttocks and part of
back of thighs. Preservesnone of front surfaceexcept
in the groove between the legs. Island marble,white
with grayish streaks, fairly coarsegrain. Whole surface flakedand battered.
P.H. 0.42 m., W. 0.355 m., Th. 0.24 m.

The level positionof the hips and the fact that the
left leg was slightly advanced show that the statue
was in the kourosscheme. The straight up and down
line of the hips at the side suggests that the kouros
belongedto the latest group,and the modellingof the
buttockswith a broaddepressionat the side supports
this. In the brokensurfaceof the frontof the fragment
is a roundhole 0.008 m. in diameterfilled with lead,
which must have served for the attachment of the
genitals.None of the attachment-surfaceis preserved,
but the groove betweenthe legs runs up so high that
it looks as if the whole of the genitals was made separately and not the penis alone.
The large scale of the piece suggests that it may
have been of good quality, and it is perhaps more
likely to have been made before than after 500 B.C.
Its value in its present state, unless other, better
preservedfragments of it appear elsewhere,can be
no more than statistical.
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The coiffure,with a shortmass of hair on the nape
of the neck, shows that the head was male. Its strict
symmetry and full plastic form suggest that it belongedto a kouros.The finishedhead wouldno doubt
have had curls over the foreheadand on the nape of
the neck like the Attic head in the Louvre which is
assignedby Miss Richter to the Anavyssos-Ptoon12
Group.27The unfinishedwork offersno evidence for
close dating. The hairdresswould fit any date between 540 and 480, but the rather pointed dome of
the skull suggests a date later than the Munichand
Anavyssos kouroi, while the top of the head, less
roundedthan that of Aristodikos,2looks earlierthan
500.
Thehairhas been carefullyshapedwith strokesof a
small, pointed chisel. Just below the hairlinein back
is a straight groove that might be the edge of a saw
cut. The ears have not been fully formedas yet, but
the placeof the right earis markedby a lightly picked
plane surface.It appearsthat the ears weremeant to
show betweenthe front and back hair. Face and neck
have been blockedout with the chisel. Sharp facets
still show beneath the chin. The outer cornerof the
eye is markedby a raised area betweentwo grooves.
The headis interestingbecauseit showsthe flat chisel
used instead of the point for the fleshareasat a fairly
early stage of the work.29
71. Head from a Small Archaic Male (2) Statuette,
6th or Early 5th Century B.C.

P1. 4.

8 1185. Found in 1939 in early classicalfill with
late Roman disturbancesin the Street of the Marble
Workersnear its westwardbend (B 18). Head broken
off at neck. Island marble, probably Parian, white
with fairly coarse grain. Surface somewhat worn.
Foreheadbattered.
H. 0.057 m., H. chin to crown0.050 m.
See also p. 2.

This little head, found in the marble-working
district southwest of the Agora,? is probably unfinished, though it is possible that it was meant to
70. UnfinishedHead of a Small Kouros,Last Quarter be left in a sketchystate of carvingand supplemented

of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 4.

5 30. Found in 1981 in late level on the west side
of the Agora (I-J, 9-10). Broken off at neck. Front of
face split away. Very much battered, especially on
proper left side. Parian marble of relatively fine grain.
P.H. 0.14 m., H. chin to crown 0.12 m.
See also p. 8.
25Bltimel, GreekSculptors at Work, pp. 14, 16, figs. 2-4.
26 N. M. 3897
(torso), 3073 (hand with kantharos), 3074
(feet). A.J.A., V, 1889, pp. 464-467; Ath. Mitt., XLI, 1916,
pl. 11.
2*

with paint. The hair seems to have been long, hanging
down the back of the neck, but there is no clear line
27 Richter, Kouroi2,no. 142.
2 Karouzos, Aristodikos,
pls. 9-10; Richter, op. cit.,
fig. 489. Karouzos dates Aristodikos around 500 B.c. We have
suggested the decade 500-490 (see above, p. 13).
Contrast Bliimel, Greek Sculptors at Work, pp. 20-36.
Though Bluimel'sdistinction between early work, in which the
punch predominated, and later work, in which the chisel was
more extensively used, is generally valid, it seems clear that
the chisel was more important in archaic sculpture in the
round than he would have us believe.
8oCf. R. S. Young, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 135ff.
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of division betweenthe neck and the hair. The forehead is battered away. The features are merely
sketchedwith the chisel,the lips, nose and chin being
shown as projections,the eyes as indentations.The
head gives the impressionof being intendedas male,
thoughone cannotbe sure. The projectionof the hair
above the forehead (accentuated by the breaking
away of the surface of the forehead)suggests front
curls.
The majority of the archaic male statuettes preserved are kouroi,and it seems likely that this head
was intendedfor one.

A statuette such as Acropolis589 (dated around570
by Langlotz)32offers an analogy on a smallerscale.
The sloping throat recalls the "Naxian" kore from
the Acropolis,no. 677,33though even there the neck
has more depth. The coarsemarbleof our piece also
recalls that of the "Naxian" kore, but in ours the
grainsare not quite so large.

Acropolis 5938.i
dipping a little toward the center back. They seem to
have been blocked out with the point and rubbed
smooth. Point marks show in the hollows. The lower
end of the back hair is not preserved.
The piece has very little depth front to back. Its
oblong section, closed hair-mass, flat neck and sloping
throat all suggest that it is from a draped female
statue of flattish section rather than from a kouros.

puzzling since they are not symmetrically placed. It
is possible that the whole stephane was added in
metal. If so, this would explain why, unlike those of
other korai, it has no plastic thickness in the marble
and why there is an uncarved strip of hair below it.
The modelling of the face is smooth and solid,
without the obvious division into parts that charac-

73. Head of Kore, ca. 500-490 B.C.

Pls. 5-6.
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S 1071. Found in 1938 in a late Roman deposit
(4th centuryafter Christ)in the shaft of a brick-lined
water system south of the Eleusinion(U 22: 1). Face
and properright side of head. Broken off at neck;
72. NeckandHairof Kore(2), 1st Half of 6th Century
back and part of left side split off. Nose brokenoff
B.C.
P1.6. and left eye and eyebrow battered. Island marble,
white with medium coarse grain.
S 1358. Found in 1949 in the Stoa of Attalos probably Parian,
Surface
granular;perhapsthis is due more to acids
(Q-R, 7-13). Island marble, coarser-grainedthan in the
groundthan to ancient weathering.
that of the Dipylon kouros. Color basically white.
H. 0.235 m., H. chin to crown 0.22 min.,WV.ca.
Surfaceweatheredand battered.Tracesof mortaron
0.165 m.
all sides. No fresh breaks.
T. L. Shear, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 235i-236,
P.H. 0.125 min.,W. 0.23 m., Depth 0.16 m.
fig. 34; Arch.Anz., 1938, cols. 550-551, col. 560, fig.
The fragmentpreservesthe neck and back hair at 10; Thompson,AgoraGuide2,p. 157.
See also pp. 1 note 1, 13.
neck level of a figure of about life size or a little
under (dependingon the proportions;the head was
This is the head of a life-sized kore wearing a
about life-sized).The neck, of which only the front
stephane over her long hair. She has disk earrings
appears,is broadand fiat, ratherthan columnar.The carved in the marble. Her front
hair, cut short to
sterno-mastoidmuscles are renderedas broad, very
with
form
frames
the
face
bangs,
wavy parallel
slight swellings bounded by faintly concave areas. strands
that end in two rowsof smallsnail shell curls.
The fiat appearanceof the neck is enhancedby the
flat
carvedwith wavy parallelstrands
fact that the sidelocks do not fan in towardthe center Long, sidelocks
behind the ears and must have
slant
forward
from
but diverge slightly. The side hair is divided into
the
in front. The long back hair
over
fallen
shoulders
three wavy tresses on each side, which must have
in
ribbon-like
locks.
falls
crimped
hung down over the shouldersin front. The lines
The
bends
stephane
only
slightly over the ear. The
betweenthe locks and betweenthe hair and the neck
below
the stephanein a sort of
forehead
hair
projects
are sharply chisel-cut, with no point marks visible.
on
which
the
strands are not carved.
of
top
ledge,
None of the surfaceof these locks is preserved;we do
the stephanethe strandsare indicatedonly in
Above
not knowhow they werestylized.The back hair joins
a narrowstrip in front, behindwhich a narrowplain
the side locks as a single mass, with no triangle of
band like a ribbon crossesthe front of the head; all
separationabove the shoulders.The hair-massmay the surfaceabove this is
merely stippled. There are
have been simply intersected by the planes of the
holes
above
the stephane, presumably
drilled
three
shoulders, as it is, for example, in the early kore for the attachment of
ornaments, but somewhat
The back hair has horizontal waves

32 Schrader, p. 43.

pl. 12; Schrader, pl. 2. This treatment of the
hair as a single mass occurs as late as the Athena of Endoios,
Payne, pl. 116; Schrader, pl. 85.
81 Payne,

3 Payne, pl. 19; Schrader, pl. 34; Buschor, Altsamische
Standbilder,II, figs. 80-83. Cf. also P. Amandry, Delphes, II,
La colonnedes Naxiens et le portiquedes Athkniens,pp. 29-20
for a summary of the discussions on the origin of this kote.
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terizes the earlier lonicizing korai.34The eyebrows 74. Fragment of Right Upper Arm of Kore with
are highly archedand the upperlid has the samehigh DiagonalHimation,Last Quarterof 6th CenturyB.C.
curve. The eyeballs are prominent. The canthus at
P1.7.
the inner corner of the eye is strongly marked; it
S 205. Found in 1932, before excavation, in a
continues downwardthe line of the upper lid and
makes an angle with that of the lower. The cheek- modernbuildingon the west side of the Agora.Lower
bones are not prominent.The mouth has only a slight part of upper arm brokenoff about on line of intersmile. The cornerscome nearly to a point, not suf- section with the draperyof the torso front and back.
ficiently imbeddedin the cheek to producea fold of Preservespart of socket for attachment of forearm.
flesh at the side. The chin is moderatelyheavy but Island marble,probablyParian, white with medium
not especially wide in proportionto the rest of the coarse grain. Surface little weathered. Pale buff
face. The ears are small and simply modelled.
patina.
Max. dim. of fragment 0.222 m., inside diam. of
The simplicity of the forms and the organicunity
socket
0.065 m., depth of socket 0.045 m.
of the head show that this head belongsnear, probalso
See
p. 22.
ably after, the turn of the century. Of the extant
Acropoliskorai, no. 68535is probably the closest to
The fragmentcomes from a good-sizedkore, perit in stage of development,though 685 is on a somewhat smaller scale and was perhaps originally the haps a little overlife size. The himationwas buttoned
inferiorwork.Ourheadhas somethingof the largeness along the right shoulderand upper arm with small
of conception that one feels in the Polos Kore, no. round buttons set 5-6 cm. apart, of which three are
696.36 The faint smile, the almost straight stephane, preservedon our fragment.From each button a set
and the small, simply carved ears with big earrings of crinkly folds radiates to front and back. All the
all find parallelsin 685. The foreheadhair of our kore lines are V-shaped chisel grooves and the areas bereminds us of some of the earlier heads from the tween the lines mostly areleft in the planefromwhich
temple at Aegina.37Bangs are not so usual for girls the grooveswerecut. Theworkis broadand vigorous,
as for men, but they occur sporadicallyin almost all with no awkwardnesseitherof drawingor of carving.
periods. The parallel wavy strands ending in tiny The flat areas have been finished partly with the
curls next to the foreheadappearin a crudeform in chisel, used with very great delicacy and precision,
the Acropoliskore no. 673,3 but in the fine regular and partly with a draggedinstrument(raspor small
carvingof its strandsour head is closerto such male toothed chisel).
heads as that of Theseusfrom the Eretriapediment39 The upper arm was held close to the body. The
or the head of the drapedyouth, Acropolis633.40A forearm,attached by means of a tenon set into the
peculiarityof our head is that the lowerrow of curls socketon ourfragment,stretchedforwardhorizontaldecoratesthe offset of the bangs from the forehead ly, doubtlessholdingan offering.(Thearmsocketwas
planeand the secondrowis carvedin the planeof the cut with a medium-sizeddrill,of whichtracesremain
hangingstrands,at a distinct angle to the first. This on the side walls, and finishedwith the point.)
The fragmentgives the impressionthat the koreto
interest in decorating the under edge of the locks
which
it belonged was one of the better as well as
that
the
kore
was
meant
to
at
be
looked
suggests
frombelow. The plain stippledtop of the head would largermembersof its type. The date is probablynot
earlier than 520 B.c. Since the finding-placeof the
also suit a high position.
Thoughthe finding-placeof this fragmentis nearer fragment gives no suggestion as to its provenance,
to the Eleusinionthan to the Acropolis,the deposit the Acropolisremainsthe most likely place.
fromwhichit came containeda part of an inscription
that must have been set up on the Acropolis.41
Hence 75.
Fragment of Back of Acropolis Kore 683, ca.
it seems rather more likely that the head also came 510-500
downhill for burial than that it crawled up from the
Eleusinion.
-4 Cf. Payne, p. 27.

3 Payne, ple. 72-74; Schrader,
ple. 70-71.
36
Payne, pis. 82-83; Schrader, pl. 29.
1
Furtwiingler, Aegina, p. 260, figs. 217-220.
38 Payne, p1s. 62-64; Schrader, ple. 74-75; Karouzos,
Aristodikos, pl. 14.
39Antike Denkmdler,III,
p1s. 27-28; Lullies and Hirmer,
GreekSculpture, ple. 62-64.
4 Payne, pl. 102; Schrader, p1s. 128-129, p. 206, figs.
202-203.
41Inv. I 5828. Meritt,
Hesperia, XIII, 1944, pp. 231-233,
no. 5,

B.C.

P1. 7.

S 1131. Fragment preserving right half of buttocks.
Joins and has been reattached to the kore, now in the
Acropolis Museum. Found in 1989 in a Turkish deposit overlying the Panathenaic Way (S-T, 23-26).
Fine-grained white Attic marble. Surface somewhat
worn, both in breaks and worked surfaces. Traces of
red color (washed down from the hair) much paler on
the fragment than on the adjoining part of the kore.
H. of frag. 0.088 m., W. 0.11 m.
Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 169-171, pl. 65,
See also pp. 1, 8.
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76. FragmentfromLegs of Small Kore,Last Quarter
of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 7.

S 2026. Found in 1959in late fill in the Eleusinion
area (U 21). Mendedfrom two fragments.Brokenoff
just below the knees and above ankles. Lifted dress
broken away at proper left side. Parian marble.
Battered and covered with brownish stains. Not
heavily weathered.
P.H. 0.17 m.
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The fragmentcomes from a small archaickore of
good workmanship.She stood in the usual pose with
left leg advancedand the skirt of her chiton held up
in her left hand. The right shin is modelledthrough
the drapery as a rather sharp ridge. The radiating
folds of the chiton are renderedon the front of the
statuette by offset edges formed by bevelling away
slightly the surface above each fold. On the back
only one radiating fold remains,renderedas a very
low ridge.
77. Fragmentof Left Arm of Kore, ca. 520-480 B.C.
P1.8.

P.H. 0.20 m., P. Th. 0.045 m.

The piece seems to come from the properleft side
of a kore. The front of the fragment shows zigzag
folds carefully worked, the edges of the garment
undercutwith the help of a small drill. The mass was
undercutat the left with a largerdrill. The back is
plain. The workmanshipis excellent and the scale of
the figureseems to have been large (life size or over).
The marble is coarser grained than that used for
No. 74.
79. Fragmentof HangingTip of Himationof a Kore,
Late 6th or Early 5th Century B.C.

P1. 8.

S 1483. Found in 1951 in a marblepile on the east
side of the Agora (N-P, 7-12). Broken above and
below and split off on the right side from the body,
to whichit seemsto have been attachedfor its whole
length. Island marble, probablyParian, white with
fairly coarse grains. Surface moderatelyweathered.
Traces of brown incrustationon both worked and
brokensurfaces.
P.H. 0.145 m., Max. W. 0.061 m.

S 2106. Found in 1959in a marblepile west of the
PanathenaicWay (Q 18). Arm apparentlymade to
be attached separately.Smoothjoint-surfaceat left,
broken above and below. Parian marble, medium
coarsegrain. Battered but not much weathered.
P.H. 0.115 m.

The fragment seems most easily interpreted as
part of the lowerback end of the himationthat hung
againstthe body belowthe right arm. The carvingof
the draperyis soft and thick-edgedratherthan crisp,
a little perfunctoryin comparisonwith the drapery
of such korai as Acropolis674. The kore will have
been largerthan statuette size.
Part of left forearmfrom elbow to wrist of a kore
from one-third to one-half life size. The arm was
loweredbut held out somewhatto the side, perhaps 80.
Fragmentof Thighof a Kore (?), Last Quarterof
graspingthe skirt of the chiton. Her chiton sleeve 6th Century B.C.
P1. 8.
falls to the middleof the forearm.In frontit hangsin
zigzag folds betweenthe arm and the body; in back
S 1957. Found in 1956 in a marblepile to the east
two curvedfolds with delicatelyraisededges suggest of the
(N-O, 10-11). Appearsto be from the
fullness. The workmanshipis sure but not especially outsideOdeion
the right thigh. Island marble,white with
of
careful. Abrasive marks show on the drapery; the rather coarse
grain. Battered. Some weatheringon
flesh is apparentlysmoothed.The zigzag folds in the
of figure,uncertain whether ancient
back
presumed
front of the sleeve occurin Acropoliskoraiof various or
not. Front surfacefresh.
dates, but the broadspreadof the folds on this piece,
P.H. 0.18 m.
the absence of crinkled texture in the back, and the
casual carving suggest that this is a late example.

78. Fragment of Hanging Tip of Himation, perhaps
from a Kore, Late 6th or Early 5th Century B.C.
P1. 8.
S 1785. Found in November 1953 among uncatalogued marbles. Broken above, lower tip broken
away. Broken off at back (originally attached by a
narrow strip only). Island marble, possibly Parian,
white with coarse grain.

The tapering form implies a limb, and the dipping
edge of an himation at the top of the fragment suggests thigh rather than calf. The himation in the part
that is preserved shows two broad shallow furrows
but no actual folds. The chiton below forms sharply
pleated flat folds that converge upward in front,
downward in back. The chiton of the kore Acropolis
685 shows similar flat folds over the leg below the
edge of the himation on the proper left side.42No. 685
42

Schrader, pl. 70.
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is dated between 500 and 480 B.C.,but our fragment, exquisite. The sinkingsbetweenthe toes at their base
to judge from its flat folds and crisp workmanship, still show the angularquality of the chisel-workby
should be earlier.
which they were cut and the striationsof the rather
coarse abrasive used for smoothingthem. The flesh
of the top of the foot is cut in along the edges of the
81. Part of Right Foot of Kore, ca. 520-510 B.C. Pl. 8. thong to give more salienceto the latter. The under
surface of the plinth is dressed with fine, regular
S 1931.Found in 1956 in the demolitionof a mod- point-work.
ern house south of the market square(M 16). From
instep to start of toes. Preserves bottom of plinth
underfoot but noneof its edges.Islandmarble,prob- 82. Fragmentof BeardedMaleHead, Last Quarterof
P1. 9.
ably Parian, white with fairly coarse grain. Much 6th Century B.C.
battered, but ancient weatheringseems to have been
S 1997. Found in 1957 in an early 5th century pit
light. Tracesof mortarand brownishpatina.
on
the north slope of the Areopagus(Q 20: 1). FragP.H. 0.115 m., W. of foot at widest point (base of
ment
from lower part of face, preservingmouth and
toes) 0.09 m.
beardedchin. WhiteAttic marble,ratherfine-grained,
The foot rests on a plinth 0.035 m. highand wears with traces of white mica. Broken all around.Point
a sandalwith sole 0.01 m. thick. The sole appearsbe- of chin chipped away. Mouth battered. Green and
low the little toe, but was not carved separatelybe- brown stains, which have soaked into worked and
low the inside of the foot, perhaps not below the brokensurfacesalike.
P.H. 0.12 m., W. of mouth 0.052 m.
outside either, behind the toes. The strap which
Thompson,Hesperia,XXVII, 1958,p. 154,pl. 43,a.
crossesthe toes is plasticallyrendered,dividedlongiinto
three
The
narrow
tudinally
ridges.
strap that
The mouth is turned up in an archaic smile, the
runs from between the big and second toes over the
almost but not quite convergingto a single point
lips
and
the
is
shown
as
a
cross-strap
up
instep
single
at
each
corner. The mustache is flat and delicately
at
the
end
of
which
is
a
small
drilled
thong,
upper
hole 0.01 m. deep for the attachment of a metal carved, raised only slightly above the plane of the
ornament. Above it the thong probably forked to face and without indication of hairs on the surface.
join the side-straps.Thereis no trace on ourfragment The points swing jauntily outwardinstead of droopof the side-strapsthemselves, which are plastically ing down.Thebeardis carvedin parallelwavy strands,
indicated on the sandals of the Acropoliskore no. perhaps a little more carefully on the properright
682.43 They may have been indicated here in paint side than on the proper left, and its under side is
only, in which case we have the reverse of the situ- smoothedwith coarseabrasive.
The fragmenthas all the crispnessand vitality of
ation in the fragmentof a gravestone,No. 104, where
the
best archaicwork. The mouth looks more develthe side-strapsare carved and the toe-strapsleft for
oped than in worksdatedin the thirtiesor twentiesof
paint. No trace of colorremains.
The foot itself is slender with a high instep, the 6th century but less so than in works belonging
strikinglysimilarin scale and designto that of Acro- after 500 B.C.The stylization of the beard is similar
polis 682. The distance from the crossingof the toe- to that in the stele of Aristion,generallydated after
straps to the drilled hole in the instep (0.075m.) is 510 but possibly somewhatearlier."
The pit in which the fragmentwas found, perhaps
identical on the two. The upper part of our foot is
an
abortive well, dates from some time after the
a
little
heavier than that of 682. Our kore
perhaps
must have been of the same size (682 is 1.82 m. tall, Persian destruction,and it is quite possiblethat the
somewhatover life size for a Greekgirl, though her statue was brokenup at that time. The high quality

slenderness makes the horizontal dimensions about of the piece suggests that it is from a statue rather
life-sized) and of about the same period as the Acro- than a herm, but there is no evidence for the type of
polis maiden. Payne's assignment of 682 to his first statue.
group of ripe archaic korai still seems convincing,44
though the absolute date should probably be lowered
83. Fragment of Draped Seated (?) Figure, Last
to 520-510 B.c.45
Our piece seems more casual in treatment than Quarter of 6th Century B.C.
P1. 9.
682. The modelling and finish are competent but not
43 Schrader, pls. 56-57.
44Pp. 27-28.
I' See above,
p. 8,

46 Richter, Gravestones2,no. 67,
figs. 155-158; Conze, I,
no. 2, pl. 2, 1; Lullies and Hirmer, GreekSculpture, pl. 68;
Karouzos, Aristodikos,pp. 49-50, D 9,
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S 23. Foundin 1931in a modernhouseon the west
side of the Agora (I 10). A thin fragmentsplit off in
a flat planeand brokenall around.Fine-grainedwhite
Attic marble,probablyPentelic, with a considerable
amount of white mica. Little weathered,somewhat
battered. Brownstains and mortar.
Max. dim. of fragment 0.251 m., P. Th. 0.055 m.

point. The chiton has a broad box pleat down the
center betweenthe legs and subsidiaryfolds curving
down over the shins to either side. Curvededges of
a garment hanging down over the chiton on either
side and shorter stubby ends above these doubtless
belong to an himation that was worn symmetrically
over the shoulders.The whole upper surface of the
kneesand thighsis destroyed,so that it is not possible
to tell whether the hands rested on the knees or
whetheranythingwas held in the lap. In view of the
compactnessof the statuette as a wholeit seemsmost
likely that the hands did rest on the lap ratherthan
being held up away from the body.
The folds are very flatly renderedand the body is
not modelled through the drapery. The sides and
back of the figure,to judge from the little that is left
of them, were quite flat. The date of the pieceis hard
to judge. The curvedfolds to eitherside of the central
pleat suggestthe latter part of the 6th centuryor the
beginningof the 5th.
Presumablythe statuette is votive andrepresentsa
goddess, but probablynot the Motherof the Gods,
since the lion that she regularlyholds in her lap in
archaicIonian examplesshouldhave left some trace.
Possibly it is Demeter,whose seated statues in later
times are not unlike those of Cybele.
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The fragment may perhaps be explained as the
side of the left knee of a drapedseated figurein the
schemeof Acropolis618,4 holdingup the skirt of her
chiton with the left hand. It may have been life-sized
or somewhat smaller. A little of the convex upper
surfaceof the thigh is preservedand a tiny bit of the
front surface of the shin just below the knee. This
appearsin Plate 9 just above the offsetin the left edge
of the fragmentabout halfway up. The fact that the
surface turns nearly 900here demonstratesthat the
piece must be fromthe side of a seatedfigureand not,
for example, from the front of a standing kore. The
part of the chitonthat falls free belowthe handforms
a fan of stackedfolds with a broadpleat in the center.
The part that is drawn taut across the legs shows
curvedridge-foldsof very slight elevation.In spite of
the rather inferiormarble the execution and finish
are extremelycareful.
The statue was probably female. Langlotz conjectures that Acropolis618 was an Athena. The pro- 85.
Fragmentof Left Foot and Draperyof Striding
venance of our fragmentgives no indicationof what Female
Figure, ca. 490-475 B.C.
P1. 10.
the statue may have representedor where it may
have stood.
S 138. Found in 1931 in a marblepile on the west
side of the Agora (H-K, 8-11). Preservesleft ankle
and foot with loweredge of dressover and behindthe
84. Seated Statuette, Late 6th or Early 5th Century foot on both sides. Some of bottom and properright
B.C.
P1. 9. edge of plinth preserved,but properleft edge broken
away. Island marble, probably Parian, white with
S 1207. Found in 1946 built into a modern wall rathercoarsegrain.Noticeableweatheringon the side
near the southwestcornerof the Agora(H-I, 12-13). with zigzagfolds (outsideof ankle),less on the other
Brokenoff at waist. Lowerpart and thronepreserved. side. Buff patina on breaks and worked surfaces
Fine-grainedwhite Attic marble, probablyPentelic. alike.
Surfaceworn and battered; most cornersand edges
P.H. 0.185 m., W. 0.235 m., P.Th. 0.117 m., H. of
batteredoff.
plinth 0.04 m.
P.H. 0.157 m., W. of throne 0.115 m., Depth of
See also p. 26.
throne at top 0.09 m.
The scale of the figure,to judge from the foot, was

The figure sits symmetrically on a throne represented as a plain block, without arms or back, above
a low base (now chipped off all around) which is
extended at the front to make a footrest. The feet, of
which the front parts are missing, are placed side
by side, backed against the throne, so that the line of
the legs in profile slants in from knees to ankles. The
space between the feet and below the hem of the
chiton has been roughly hollowed out with a small
17Payne, pl. 117, 1; Schrader, pp. 111-112, no. 61, pls.
86-87.,

life-sized or only a little under. The left foot is advanced so that the drapery of the skirt falls together
behind it to form a thin wall of material (0.03 m. to
0.07 m. in thickness on the surviving fragment). The
underside of the plinth as now preserved, very roughly picked, slopes so that when the piece rests flat on
it the ankle and the drapery-wall lean outward to the
figure's left at a considerable angle to the vertical. The
front part of the foot was made separately and attached. The joint-surface, not quite vertical, and
dressed with a small point, is preserved toward the
proper right but broken away toward the left. The
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large cutting, approximately0.03 m. square in section and about 0.06 m. deep, was made by drilling
four holes at the cornersand breakingout the marble
between. No trace of lead or iron remainsin the hole.
On the properleft side of the fragmentthe dress
formsa set of verticalstackedfolds whichrise as if to
a central pleat. The first of these folds falls over the
ankle-bone, which is modelled through it. On the
other side are two curved stretch-folds behind the
foot, and the heel as well as the ankle-boneis modelled
throughthe drapery.The hem of the dressfalls along
the plinth here in a foldlesswavy line. This hem-line
is below whereone would imagine the bottom of the
heel to be. Apparentlythe heel was raised a little off
the ground. The folds of the dress are broad and
simple. A soft, thick quality is given to the cloth by
making the edge of each fold a rounded ridge accentuated by a groove behind it. The broad style of
carving and the incipient naturalismof the drapery
suggest a date at the very end of the archaicperiod.
A fragmentof draperyfrom a flying Nike, Acropolis
3512, dated by Langlotz around 480

B.C.,

gives a

very close approximation."
The more complicatedpattern and heavierweathering on the properleft side suggest that this was the
main view of the figure, though it is hard to determine how much of the weatheringis ancient, and the
fragment forms a very small fraction of the whole
design.Thestridingposewouldsuit a fightingAthena,
though there would doubtless be other possibilities.
If the left side was taken as the principalview, it
might be because it presented the outside of the
shield, with its decorative blazon, to the spectator.
Such a view seemsimprobablefor a pedimentalpiece,
however. It is more likely that our fragment comes
from a votive monument.49
An unpublishedfragment
from the Kerameikosseems to have belonged to a
similarfigure.50

The miniature figure stands with her feet set at
right angles to one another and rather far apart, so
that the skirt appearsstretched between them. The
left foot points forward,the right one to the side. The
hem of the dressrises over the insteps of the feet but
falls to the plinth between the feet and all along the
back. Overthe outside of the left foot it is pulled up
high, baringthe ankle-boneand the heel. It looks as
if the skirt must have been held up here by the left
hand. A single engravedline representinga stretchfold curves up between the ankles toward this side.
The skirt curvesinwardbetween the ankles, and the
innerankle-boneof the right foot is modelledthrough
it. The back surface is covered with wavy folds
renderedby shallowgrooves of a round-endedchisel
divided by sharpV-shapedfurrows.This same stylization is used in large-scale korai to suggest the
ciinkle-foldsof a thin chiton.51The outer ankle-bone
of the right foot is the only partof the figuremodelled
throughthe wavy folds.
The plinth is higherat the back than at the front,
and projectsa minimumof 0.025 m. behindthe figure.
From the one survivingcorner(rightrear)it appears
to have been trapezoidalin shape, wideningtoward
the front. The undersideis finishedwith ratherheavy
point-work.
The stance of the figure is not the usual one for
korai. It has more suggestionof action, though it is
still rather a stance than a stride. One thinks of
Athena, but an Athena in battle dress has no hand
free to lift her skirt. A helmeted Athena appearsin
kore pose on a late archaic votive relief from the
Acropolis.52
Perhapsour statuette was a variant. Its
date might be anywherein the last quarterof the 6th
centuryor the firsttwo decadesof the 5th. Its use was
most probablyvotive.
87. Torsoof FemaleStatuettein Chiton,Last Quarter
of the 6th Century B.C.

P1. 10.

86. Lower Part of Female Statuette, Late Archaic
S 994. Foundin 1938in a modernwall south of the
Period.
10.
Agora (0 19). From neck to below waist. Broken
P1.
above and below. Arms, now missing, were made
S 1351.Found in 1948in the area south of the east separately.Fine-grainedwhite Attic marble,probably
part of the market squareand west of the Panathe- Pentelic. Split in two vertically and mended. Tan

naic Way (N-T, 19-23). No context recorded. Island
marble, probably Parian, white with rather coarse
grain. Battered and has splotches of brown incrustation, but not heavily weathered.
P.H. 0.085 m., H. of plinth 0.025-0.03 m., P.W.
0.13 m., D. 0.09 m.
48 Schrader, p. 124, no. 78, figs. 84 a-b.
49For a free-standing armed Athena Promachos in marble
cf. the fragments from Marmariain Delphi, dated by Marcad6
around 495 B.C. (B.C.H., LXXIX, 1955, pp. 379-406).
50 Kerameikos Inv. P 270 (I owe the reference to Judith
Perlzweig).

patina. Surface weathered, worn and battered.
P.H. 0.14 m., P.W. 0.08 m., P. Depth 0.065 m.
See also p. 145.
The statuette represents a female figure, apparently in a rather stiff frontal pose, wearing a thin chiton
which is girded at the waist and pulled out to form a
kolpos over the belt. The kolpos hangs low on both
51Cf. Acropolis 670. Payne, pl. 65; Schrader, pls. 14-15.
See also below, No. 115.
52 Acropolis 581. Payne, pl. 126;
Schrader, pl. 175.
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sides but is caughtup in the center,wherea bit of the
smooth surfaceof the skirt below is visible. The surface of the upper part of the chiton is coveredwith
wavy channels cut with a round-endedchisel. The
body is schematic and rectangularin section. The
back is flat and unworked.The breasts are high and
far apart. Their surface is mostly battered off. No
indication of strands of hair remains, but they too
may have been batteredaway.
The arrangementsfor the attachmentof the missing parts seem disproportionatelylarge and complicatedin view of the simplicityand smallsize of the
torso. In each shoulderis a big rectangularcutting
like a slot for a herm-arm,each about 2-2.5 cm. in
width and depth with a height of 3 cm. or more (the
tops of the cuttings are not preserved).The cuttings
were made, like that in No. 85, by drillingfour holes
and cutting out the marblebetweenthem. It is hard
to imagine what the arms were like that went into
these formidablesockets. No iron or lead remains
from their fastening. At the bottom of the present
fragmentis a verticalcutting formedby two parallel
drill holes penetrating4.5 cm. and 4 cm. from the
present brokenlower surface.From the flat back of
the figurea hole was drilledinto this cutting and lead
poured in. This survives as a sort of irregularly
cylindricallead pin. It looks as thoughan iron dowel
had been insertedfrom below and a hole drilledand
lead poured from the back through the dowel,
pinningit in place.53 The rustin gof the iron dowel
would explain why the piece split in two. Thereare,
however,no actual remainsof iron rust in the hole.
The complicatedpiecing and the unworkedback
suggest that the fragment was part of some larger
complexratherthan a simplefree-standingstatuette,
but it is not easy to guess what this was. If the piece
was appliedto a background,it must have been after
the upperand lowerpartswerepiecedtogether,since
this piecingwas leaded from the back.
The crinkledchiton with the kolpospulled up in
the centeroccurson a little figureassociatedwith the
pediments of the Siphnian Treasuryin Delphi" as
well as on the Zeus from the east pedimentof that
building." It also appearsbeneath the symmetrical
mantleon the Acropoliskoreno. 687, dated by Lang-

88. Fragment of an Abduction Group (?), ca. 490
to 480

P1. 11.

B.C.

S 1984. Found in 1957 in a pit of the 3rd quarter

of the 5th century

B.C.

on the north slope of the

Areopagus(M17:7). Islandmarble,probablyParian,
white with rather coarsegrain. Surfacelittle weathered,showingthe originaltool-marksclearly,but with
specksof black deposit.
P.H. 0.205 m., P.W. 0.30 m., estimated W. of
female figure at hips ca. 0.18 m., est. depth 0.13 m.

The fragmentseems to be from a group between
one-half and two-thirdslife size. A female figure of
kore type, dressed in a crinkly chiton and a small
himationwornsymmetricallywith the pointshanging
down over both shouldersin front, is graspedaround
the top of the thighs by a male figureof which only
the nude upperleft arm remains,pressedagainst the
backof the kore.Thechiton,rippledwith deepfurrows
and narrowridges,is visible in front betweenthe two
points of the himation and on the properleft side
between its front and back edges. On the proper
right side in front there is only one zigzag fold of the
himationpreservedon our fragmentand the surface
beside it is pressedin and interruptedby something
whichis now brokenaway. The line of junction forms
an obtuse angle which would fit the shape of a
shoulderand neck, and above this the line, though
less clear, shows a projectionwhich might be either
a chin, if the man'shead was turnedtowardthe kore,
or short hair if his head was turnedoutward.57
Thehimationin backhangsdownverticallyon the
left side forming a borderof zigzag folds, while its
loweredge is pushedstronglyto the left by the thrust
of the male arm. The hanging folds on the left side
projectabout 4 cm. beyondthe narrowstripof chiton
that shows between the edges. The corresponding
projectionof the front edge is brokenaway. The unbroken vertical hang of all the draperyon this side
suggests that the girl's left arm was flung out horizontally in a gesture of appeal or protest, with the
draperyfalling straightdownfromit. The side-swept
loweredge of the himationin back appearsturnedup
on the properright side and then disappearsundera

5i Dinsmoor suggests pinning from the back through a
wide iron bar as the method used in fastening the head of
Eurystheus in the boar metope of the Hephaisteion (Hesperia,
Suppl. V, p. 118). See below, p. 145.

rounded fold to appear a little farther left. The edge
then goes into a rippling zigzag as the folds sweep
down and cover the male arm. Originally a painted
border must have made its course clear, but no traces
of pattern remain.
The careful treatment of the back of the figure
suggests that the fragment comes from a free-standing votive group, such as the Theseus and Prokrustes

5' Delphes, IV', pls. 16-17; De la Coste Messelibre and
Mir6, Delphes, pl. 91; Ridgway, A.J.A., LXIX, 1965, p. 3,
pl. 1.
56 Schrader, no. 19,
p. 59, pl. 28; Payne, pl. 92, 1.

57 As in the Theseus and Antiope group from Eretria,
Antike Denkmaler,III, pls. 27-28; Lullies and Hirmer, Greek
Sculpture,p1s. 62-64.

lotz around 490 B.C., but reminiscent of earlier korai
in the formation of the face.Y6This offers a fairly wide
date-range for our piece, but the earlier parallels seem
closer to it than the later one.

5 Delphes, IV2, p. 182, fig. 68.
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group found on the Acropolis,5rather than from a
pediment. The subject cannot be identified: Peleus
and Thetis, Boreas and Oreithyia or Theseus and
Helen might be possibilities. The first subject is the
more popularin archaicAttic vase-painting,but the
other two have a specificallyAthenian connection.
Boreas and Oreithyiaare very popularin the vasepainting of the early classical period.l It is hard to
find a parallelin archaicart for the way in whichour
hero grasps the girl below the buttocks instead of
aroundthe waist, but this is in fact a more practical
and naturalway to pick up a small person.Probably
he has not yet lifted her off the ground,for this would
make a tall and unstable group; he may be just
leaningover to pick her up.
The groupmay have been destroyedin the Persian
sack of 480 s.c. This would explain its unweathered
condition,for it must have been almost new at that
time. The archaicconventionfor the chiton places it
before480, but the individualand carefullyobserved
line drawingof the displacedhimation-foldsin back
heralds the early classical. The surface seems not
unlike that of the Euthydikos kore.WThe stocky
proportionsand rather bulging muscles of the male
arm would also fit such a date.

89. Fragmentof a Bird, Late ArchaicPeriod. P1.11.

S 1990. Found in 1957 in modernfill west of the
PanathenaicWay (Q 20). Lower part of body, from
attachmentof wingsto start of tail, brokenabove and
below. Island marble, probably Parian, white with
rather coarse grain. Surface unweathered, though
somewhat battered. Light brown stains. Traces of
originalred color underthe root of the tail.
P.H. 0.292 m.

A largebird, of unidentifiablespeciesbut probably
one of the birds of prey (if it is a real bird and not a
sirenor grifin-bird),stands with the right leg slightly
advanced, the body erect and the tail lowered. The
left wing, apparently carved separately in marble,
must have beenraised.It seemsto have beenattached
with cementin a broadshallowcutting, part of which
survives near the top of the fragment. A narrower,
deepercutting which extends inwardfromthis above
may have held a marble tenon cut on the wing to
strengthen the attachment. The correspondingarea
on the other side is brokenaway so that one cannot
tell whether or not the right wing was similarly

58
Payne, pp. 43-44, p1s. 105-106; Schrader, no. 410,
pls. 155-157.
59Cf. the mythological indices in Beazley, A.R.V.2 and
A.B.V.
60 Acropolis 686.
Payne, p1s. 84-88; Schrader, p1s. 45-49,.
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attached. It must have been thought of as raised,
whetheror not it was actually shown.The treatment
of the legs suggests that the bird was meant to be
seen from the properleft side only. On the left side
the two legs are carvedas if in reliefwith marbleleft
adheringbetween them. On the properright side of
the figurethe outline of the right leg is hardly even
suggested.Thisside is also moreroughlyfinishedthan
the other, with traces of the originalpoint and chisel
work showingbeneath the smoothing.
The coarse Parian marble, the simple modelling
and the finish with coarseabrasive suggest that the
piece is archaic. A late archaic date would fit the
uncrisp quality of the carving and the freshnessof
the surface,which suggests Persian destruction.The
use, reconstructionand meaningof this curiouspiece
seem lost beyond hope of recovery. Sculpturedowls
were dedicated to Athena on the Acropolis,but all
those that we have showthe wingsfolded.61In Roman
times a marbleeagle was dedicatedto Demeterand
Korein the Eleusinion.62
The presentpiecewas found
not far to the west of the Eleusinion.
90. Fragmentof a Lion, 3rd Quarterof 6th Century

P1.12.

B.C.

S 1740. Found in 1953 in a marblepile in front of
the Stoa of Zeus (I 6). Fragmentpreservingleft side
of head, the break runningthrough inner cornerof
right ear, outer part of right eye, and right edge of
mouth. Brokenoff at back of head and throughneck
at lower edge of ruff. Island marble, white with
rather coarse grain. Weatheredgray in the marble
pile. Very much battered. Features of the face preserved only in their deepestrecesses.
P.H. 0.40 m., P.W. 0.33 m., P. Depth ca. 0.215 m.
H. of face 0.80 m., Estimated W. of face ca. 0.22 m.
See also pp. 2, 29.
The lion, which was probablysitting rather than
walking,was apparentlyfacing straightaheadof him
and his head was raised, so that the locks of the ruff
arevisible belowthe chin. The locksof the manehang
down vertically. The ruff stands up above the forehead but droopson the sides. The ears, now entirely
missing except for the inside cornersof the hollows,
stood up against the ruff. The locks in front of the
ears which we often find in archaiclions are missing;
only a low, sharp ridge separatesthe hollow of the
ear from the forehead.
The whole face seems narrowin proportionto its
height, as in the seated lion from Perachora in

61 Payne, pl. 131; Schrader, pp. 267-269, figs. 301-305.
62

Inv. I 5436. Hesperia, VIII, 1989, p. 208, fig. 6.
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Boston,63and the eyes, ears and mouth appearto be
set at a slight angle, so that the whole right side of
the face is a little forwardof the left. The ridge down
the middle of the tongue is off-center toward the
properright. All this would suggest that the head
was meant to be seen fromthe properleft. The figure
may have come from a grave or votive monumentso
situated that it was viewed mainly in profile. The
marble pile in which the head was found also contained the knee of the kouros, No. 65, which must
have been from a grave monumentin the Dipylon
cemetery.
The battered condition and hoary color give the
lion a venerablelook, but precise dating is difficult.
The insideof the mouthis treatedsimilarlyto that of
the poroslion, No. 94, but the mane-locksrecall the
lions of Cybele in the north frieze of the Siphnian
Treasuryat Delphi.64Unlovely as it is in its present
state, the fragmentis interestingas representingan
Attic marble lion earlier and somewhatlarger than
series (of which the Agora
the Acropolis-Kerameikos
has also yielded one example, No. 91) and in a
differentpose. The head looking straight forwardis
to be seen on the lion from Knidos in Berlin which
Willemsendates around the turn of the century.65
The carefulplastic renderingand thoroughfinish of
the locks of our piece suggest that it is earlier. The
largescale,6 the use of islandmarbleof good quality,
and the carefulworkmanshipof our piece imply that
it comes from a monumentof some importance.
91. Lion from Grave or Votive Monument, Last
Quarter of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 12.

S 1577.Foundin 1952in the wall of a moderncesspool south of the Churchof the Holy Apostles(0 16).
Head and forepartof body. Mendedfrommany fragments (11 preserving outside surface, a few small
interior pieces). Numerousgaps on the surface between the fragments (now filled in with plaster).
Island marble,probablyParian, white with medium
coarsegrain. Surfaceshows little ancient weathering
6ea
Caskey, Catalogue, no. 10, pp. 15-18; Brunn-Bruckmann, pl. 641.
6 Delphes, IV', p1s. 13-14; IV2, Hors-texte 6.
6 F. Willemsen,
Forschungen, IV, pl. 3.
Olymnpische
in
Kerameikos of the type of
the
lion
The
crouching
66
our No. 91 has a face 0.225 m. high from top of forehead to
under chin, as against 0.30 m. for our present lion. The
fragment of a seated marble grave lion discovered by Noack
in the Themistoldean Wall (Ath. Mitt., XXXII, 1907, p. 542,
pl. 24, 2) seems to have been larger, about the size of the
Boston lion (see above, note 63) and was in the same pose, with
the head turned to confront the spectator. The treatment of
the mane-locks suggests that it is earlier than our lion. Ours
must belong to the tradition of these seated lions but with
modifications, the head not turned and the mane-locks
rounded in the Ionian manner.

but some parts muchrubbedand battered,especially
the face and adjacentareas. Corrosionalong the top
of the neck may be due to cesspoolacids.
P.H. 0.39 m., P.L. 0.625 m., P.W. 0.295 m.

See also above (90) and pp. 2, 28, 35, 48.
The lion, headed left, was crouched low on its
forelegs with the hindquartersraised and its head
turnedto confrontthe spectator.The properleft side
was thus the principalview, but the figurewas meant
to be visible from all around, for the locks of the
mane are very carefullyexecutedon the back as well
as on the front. In size, pose and workmanshipour
and
lion correspondsto one foundin the Kerameikos61
of
the
lions
the
Two
from
three
Acropolis.6
Acropolis
are symmetricalcounterpartsof one anotherand the
third (preservedonly in a fragment from the back
part of the torso) shows identical stylizations and
might belong to the same monumentif there were
four of the figuresservingas acroteria.Schradersuggested that the Kerameikoslion was from the same
workshop,but servedas a gravemonument.It differs
somewhatin details from the Acropolislions. Ours,
whichis identicalwith neitherbut closerto the Acropolislions,may likewisehavebeena gravemonument.
A ruff of flame-shapedlocks frames the face in a
scallopedoutline with a point over the foreheadand
one below each cheek. The ruff continued across in
front of the ears, now almost entirely missing, and
both ruff and ears seem to have lain fiat against the
head, as in the Kerameikoslion, instead of standing
up as they do in the Acropolislions. The locks of the
mane are shorter and more numerousthan on the
other pieces, forminga dense scale-likepattern over
the wholeneck and shoulders.In shapethey resemble
those on the back of the neck of Acropolis3832. The
mane ends in a point on the back, as in the Kerameikos lion, instead of continuingin a strip down the
spine as on those from the Acropolis, but it continues underthe body betweenand behindthe front
legs. The locks are finishedwith the point and fiat
chisel only, whereasthe short-hairedportionsof the
body are very carefullysmoothed.
The face is poorlypreserved.The eyes were small,
less bulgingand less deeplyset than in the poroslion,
No. 95, but of the same general shape. The area below the right eye shows vigorous modelling, that below the left less so. There seem to have been inverted
chevron wrinkles on the nose as in the other lions of
this type. The mouth is almost entirely destroyed. As
in the others it was wide open.

617Kibler, Arch. Anz., 1933, cols. 287-288, fig. 20; Karo,
An Attic Cemetery,pl. 17.
68 Acropolis 3832 + 3833. Payne, p. 50, pl. 133, 1 and 2;
Schrader, no. 383, pls. 167-168. Acropolis unnumbered.
Schrader, no. 382, pl. 166. Acropolis 3834 (hindquarters
only). Schrader, no. 384, fig. 308.
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The body is strongly modelled,with considerable
attention to the anatomy, which on the side toward
the spectator shows a complicatedrelief of mounds,
ridgesand hollows.On the other side of the figurethe
anatomy was flatter and simpler.
The closely knit group of Attic marble lions to
which our piece belongsis very differentin style from
the finest Attic lion creationof the late 6th century,
the magnificentheads from the sima of the Peisistratid Temple of Athena. Specific features which
distinguishthese statue lions from the sima lions and
from the earlier Attic lions of the Acropolis poros
pediments (see also below, No. 94) are the cusplike
points of the ruff on forehead and cheeks and the
decorativefluting of the lower lip (not preservedin
our example). The fluted lip is almost a constant
featureof 5th century Greeklions, and its use in this
archaic group makes the group seem more progressive in type than the sima lion, but the relation between the two is probablyanalogousto the relation
between the very elaborate korai and the Athena
from the pediment of the same temple. As Payne69
has said, the statue lions seem morein the Ionic vein,
with less powerfulhandling of the larger forms and
more interest in surface decoration. Knowing only
two of the Acropolislions and none of the others, he
suggestedthat they might be productsof a Cycladic
workshop,since two very similarlions were found in
Delos.70Schuchhardtarguedfor the Attic character
of the Acropolislions,71and LlewellynBrownhas included the Delos lions also as Attic works.72Since
there are now five examplesfrom Athens, the probability is strong that these, at least, were locally
produced.,
The absolutedates that have been suggesteddiffer
widely. Schuchhardtcomparedthe ruff of Acropolis
3832 to the mane of the Rampin rider's horse and,
not wishing to separatethem too widely, dated the
lion around540. Kiibler placed the Kerameikoslion
little later than a riderstatue which he dated around
530 B.C.73 Willemsen, on the other hand, dates the

Acropolislions to the last years of the 6th century.74
A date in the last quarterof the centurydoes, indeed,
seem more likely. Ruff-locksstylized like the mane
of the Rampin horse occur on the Agora lion frag-
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the Siphnian Treasury.75On the Treasury and on
No. 90 the locks are all individuallysmoothed,with
no traces of raw point-workremaining.Our present
lion and its Acropoliscousins show a more perfunctory treatment. No. 90 also seems earlierthan Acropolis 3832 becauseof the more schematiccarvingof
its teeth and tongue. On the other hand, the small
lion-and-bull pediment in New York and Athens
looks a little later than our lions in the flatter, less
differentiated treatment of the mane, while it is
generallysimilarto them in spirit and in the outline
of the face. Miss Richter dates the pedimentaround
500 B.C.76 This is no doubt approximately correct,
thoughit might easily belongto the followingdecade.
If any distinction of date is to be made within our
groupof lions, it may be that the Kerameikoslion is
a little later than the Acropolislions, the Agoralion
about contemporarywith them.
92. Head of Lion or Lioness, 500-450 B.C. (2). P1.13.
S 1942. Found in 1956 in late Roman (probably
5th or 6th century) fill above the floor of a Roman
house on the northeast slope of the Hill of the
Nymphs (B 16). Head split off at back behind the
ears and at the side throughthe left ear, preserving
some of the throat below. Island marble, probably
Parian, white with gray streaks and moderately
coarse grain. Heavy ancient weathering on top of
head and on exposed parts of face, fresh surface
surviving only under lower jaw and inside mouth.
Front parts of both jaws brokenaway.
P.H. 0.20 m., P.D. 0.135 m., W. of face 0.125 m.,

H. of face 0.165 m.
The animal was seen in left profilewith the head
turned to face the spectator.The line of the back of
the neck implies a standing rather than a sitting or
crouching position. The defensive attitude, which
recalls that of the Capitolineshe-wolf, and the absence of a clearly definedmane give the impression
that the figurewas a lioness ratherthan a male lion,
but since lionesses sometimesappearwith luxuriant
manes in Greekart one cannot be sure that a lion

ment No. 90 which seems earlier than the present
lion but also related to the lions of the north frieze of

would not appear without one. The head is remarkably square and all its forms very simple. The ruff
around the face is suggested only by a slight raising
of the surface, which does not continue under the
69 Pp. 50f.
chin. There are no carved locks of ruff or mane. The
1o A 4103 and A 4104. Still unpublished, these are
mentioned in Kontoleon, 'OSilyys -rfisAiWou,Athens, 1950, eyes are round and placed vertically in the head. The
p. 149; Schrader,p. 272; Willemsen, OlympischeForschungen, inner corner shows a modelled depression between
IV, pp. 37-38; Llewellyn Brown, The Etruscan Lion, Oxford, the upper lid and the nose. The ears seem to have
1960, p. 93.

-1Schrader,
p. 272.
72 Op.cit., p. 93.

73Op.cit., col. 287.
4 Op.cit., pp. 37-38.

15 Delphes, IV', pls. 13-14; IV2, Hors-texte 6; Lullies and
Hirmer, GreekSculpture,p1s. 46, 48.
71 Catalogue,p. 5, no. 7, pl.
10, a-c.
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been very small. Thejaws are as broadas the cheeks,
and the side planes of the face are flat and vertical.
The lips at the sides are fluted. The mouth is open,
but not wide, and marks of the drill by which the
opening was cut remain visible. The drill was also
used to separatethe teeth. The tongue is not carved
separately from the teeth in the back part of the
mouth, but the tip may have been shown in front
hangingout over the lowerjaw.
The very simple forms and the heavy weathering
suggest that the piece was made for a high, exposed
position,possiblyas an acroterion.The headhas been
split off at the back in such a way that it gives the
impressionof having been brokenfrom a relief, but
there is nothing in the modelling of the preserved
surfacesto provethat this was the case, and the head
seems fully conceivedin the round.
The total absenceof decorativedetail in the mane
of this lion makes it unique among those discovered
in the Agora. Such simplicity suits best the late
archaic or the early classical period. The eyes are
too advancedfor early archaicwork, and the broad
lowerjaw gives the face a squaredog-likeoutlinethat
is closerto classicallion faces,'7especiallythe gutter
spouts of 5th centurytemples,than to the more catlike masks of most archaic lions. The lip with the
broad,simpleflutingsresemblesthose of late archaic
and 5th centurylions. The use of the drill to separate
the teeth is paralleledin the sima lions of the Temple
of Ares.78The treatmentof the maneas a simplemass
recallsthe renderingof humanhair in the metopesof
the Temple of Zeus at Olympia and those of the
Hephaisteion,but the headis of quite a differenttype
fromthe Olympiasimalions, and may well be earlier.
A similarcoarse-grainedisland marbleoccursin the
Agora in a series of sima and geison blocks from a
buildingstill unidentifiedbut belongingto the late
archaicperiod.79

showsonly very light patina. Top breakfresherthan
others. Greaterpart of bull's head missing and all
projectingparts battered.

preserving front part of bull from back of head to
middle of body with forepaws of lion grasping both
shoulders. Parian marble, pure white with medium
grain. Tan patina on front and bottom of fragment
(including some broken and battered surfaces); back

make it seem more likely that the piece was a votive
than that it formed part of the decoration of an altar,
throne or the like. The subject is popular in the 6th
century, both for pedimental groups? and for the
decoration of vases, but it is unusual to find it in the
round on a small scale. There is a fragment of a larger
group, in limestone, of crude archaic style in the
museum at Skimatari in Boeotia which preserves the
neck and shoulders of a bull and the forelegs of a lion

P.L. 0.188 m., P.H. 0.085 m., Th. 0.075 m.

See also p. 2.
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The forequartersof the bull are pusheddownonto
the ground, with his forelegsbent back under him.
His head, lowered,but not bent under,was turneda
little to his right, causing wrinklesin the right side
of the neck. The right shoulderforms a raised plane
whichis outlined both beforeand behind. The whole
left side of the body is modelledwithoutlineardetails
and was evidently regardedas the back of the figure.
The finish of the surfaceis careful,not polishedbut
rubbed smooth with abrasive, coarseron the back
than on the front. Both the lion's forelegs were
stretchedout in front of him, one paw on each of the
bull's shoulders. The right paw is higher up and
fartherback than the left, so that his head and forequarters must have been turned somewhat toward
the spectator, just as the bull's head was turned
below.
Possibly the group consisted of only the one lion
and the bull. Pedimentalgroupscontainingtwo lions
symmetricallyplaced over a bull often show the off
paw high up on the bull's back so that it is visible
fromin front,as we have it in the porosgroup,No. 95.
Here, although the front is modelledin more detail
than the back, the work seems to have been conceived in three dimensions. The turn of the bull's
neck,the diagonalposition of the lion and the placement of the lion's paws all contributeto this effect.
It is possiblethat the back part of the lion'sbody was
made in a separate piece; the bull's neck is well
finishedall aroundand showsno tracesof the difficulty
of workingin a tight space.
The piece gives no clue to its original use. It is
curiousthat thereis no plinth beneaththe figuresand
the undersideis dressedas smoothand flat as the face
93. Fragment of Miniature Lion-and-Bull Group, of an architecturalblock.If the groupwas madeto be
P1.13. a votive offering,the most probableuse for so small
Late Archaicor Early ClassicalPeriod.
a piece, there is no place on which to inscribe the
S 1477.Foundin 1951in a late Byzantineor Turk- dedication. Still, the three-dimensionalquality and
ish wall east of the Altar of Ares (M8). Fragment the rendering,whichis morenaturalthan decorative,

1
See the fine collection of late archaic and classical lion
heads assembled by F. Willemsen in his study of the lionspouts of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (Olympische
Forschungen,IV, 1959).
78Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 35, fig. 13.
79Cf. H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 351.

80

Cf. below, Nos. 94 and 95.
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as here.81This was probably a grave monument. A
marble group in the Athens National Museum has
generally been called a grave monument except by
Willemsen, who dates it in the 3rd century

B.C.82
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use of the lion-and-bullgroup for grave monuments
as well as for buildingssuggeststhat, like the sphinx
and the single lion, it had acquireda generalapotropaic meaningwhich may have made it also suitable
for votives. It seems to have had a specialconnection
with Athena, but may have been acceptableto other
divinities too.83
The free compositionof ourlittle marblegroupand
the individual drawingof the neck-wrinklessuggest
a late archaicor early classical date. The weak and
awkward delineation of the bull's right shoulder
seems due to carelessnessor lack of interest rather
than to earliness. The left shoulder, modelled in a
generalway without linear boundaries,is more convincing.

94. Head of Large Poros Lion from a Pediment, ca.
570-550 B.c.

P1. 14.

S 1222. Found in 1946 in a deposit of the 5th

century B.C. about 1.60m. west of the southwest

corner of the Peribolos of the Twelve Gods (K 6).
Head broken off from the body, which extended to
the left. Yellow poros. Face much battered. Missing
are the nose and upperjaw, left eye and all but inner
cornerof right eye, ends of locks on top and proper
left side of head. Back surfaceand undersideof jaw
worn.
P.H. 0.565 m., P.W. 0.61 m., W. of face at widest
point 0.40 m., Th. 0.50 m.

H.A. Thompson,Hesperia,XVI, 1947, p. 207, pls.
43, 4 and 45, 1; XX, 1951,p. 60, note 3; AgoraGuide2,
p. 191.
See also pp. 2, 8, 12, 28, 29, 37.
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The face is framedby a ruffof flattishlocks standing
out in the same plane on all sides, which lends a
formal, decorative quality. The locks of the mane
properhave convex surfaces,and both mane and ruff
locks are decoratedwith V-shapedgrooves. On the
top and properleft side of the head the locks are not
modelled,but a plaincurvedsurfacetakes theirplace.
The back of the piece as we now have it is neither
carvedin the roundnor adheringto a backgroundbut
cut off smooth (though not absolutely in a single
plane) and somewhat hollowed out with a chisel in
the centralportion.
The one preservedear, though battered, appears
to have its full height. The inside of the ear is carefully smoothed;the locks of the ruff continueacross
in frontof the ear.A sharplycut groovewith scalloped
outline separatesthe locks fromthe face, the surfaces
of which are finished very smooth. The surviving
cornerof the right eye showsa stronglyarchedupper
contourand a slightly dippinglowerone. The surface
of the eyeball was relatively flat. A small arc of an
incised circle, apparentlymade with a cutting compass, is all that remainsof the inner drawingof the
eye. A tiny bit of finished surface remains in the
hollow between the nose and upper lid, and its
position suggests that the eye was set deep within a
sharp-edgedlid.
The wide-openmouth is deeply hollowedand the
front parts of both jaws are brokenaway. The tongue
is wide and very thick, narrowingtoward the front.
Its top surfaceslopes down to either side. The teeth
are broad and flat, the gums markedoff from them
by a deep angulargroove of scalloped outline. The
overlapof the lip outside the cornerof the mouth is
smoothwithout flutings.
There are no certain traces of paint, but a rusty
color which may possibly represent a deteriorated
red can be seen in several places: on the mane-locks
(apparentlyall over the locks and not only in the
grooves),on the sides of the tongue,and on the gums.
The absence of modellingon the back and top of
the head shows that the piece was made to be seen
against a backgroundin a high position,and its large
scale makesthe pedimentof a good-sizedbuildingthe

Now robbedof its fiercenessby the loss of eyes and
jaws, this big poros head must once have been a
worthy part of an imposing composition.The lion's
body was made to be seen in right profile and the
head, turnedto confrontthe spectator,was held high only possible place. There are striking correspondences
enough to give a downward slant to the locks of the
mane behind the right ear. The mouth is wide open.

81 Deonna, Rev. Arch., XI, 1908, I, pp. 193f., fig. 3. Its
provenance is not stated. The majority of the stones in this
museum are from grave monuments in the vicinity of
Tanagra, and the group is big enough to have served as a
grave monument.
82 Athens, N.M. 2707 (Kastriotis 2707, with earlier
literature). The group is said to have been found in Athens
in 1837 and was formerly housed among the antiquities in
the Theseion.Willemsen,OlympischeForschungen,IV, pp. 69f.,
pl. 69.
83 See below, p.
35, note 116.

in style with the great lion-and-bull groups of the
Acropolis.* The treatment of the mane-locks links
our head with the torso of the left-hand lion in the
group of two lions tearing a bull.85 This lion has

84 H. A.
Thompson, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 207, says,
"Close similarity in material and workmanship associate him
with the Acropolis pediment breed, yet he cannot be connected with any of the Acropolis lions that are sufficiently
well preserved to permit comparison of scale and style."
8I Heberdey, Altattische Porosskulptur, pp. 90-91, figs.
70-71, VIII F; Wiegand, Porosarchitekturder Akropolis zu
Athen, pp. 214-215, fig. 231; Buschor, Ath. Mitt., XLVII,
1922, p. 100, IV; Schrader, Jahrb., XLIII, 1928, p. 84.
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roundedlocks, not flat like those of the great lioness
from the opposite pedimentnor so crisply carved as
those of the very fragmentarybig lion that seems to
The surfaceof each lock
have been her companion.86
is decoratedwith two or threerathercoarseV-shaped
grooves. The average width of the locks is about
7 cm. The big mane-locksof which only the beginningsare preservedto the left of the face of the Agora
lion are preciselylike this, both in size and in technique. The flattershort locks that framethe face are
similarto the belly-lockson a lioness fragmentthat
is assigned to the right-hand figure of the same
group.87The eye of our lion seems to have been
similarin size and in carvingto the eye of the bull in
this group.As comparedwith the lionessand her bull
from the opposite pediment the grooved outline of
the iris is less heavily engraved.The use of the cutting
compass to outline the iris is common to both
Hekatompedonpediments.Like the Hekatompedon
sculptures, our lion's head shows no traces of the
claw chisel, even on the unmodelledportions (contrast the later small porosgroup, No. 95).
The pose of the head which our fragmentshowsis
of someinterestfor the reconstructionof the Acropolis
lions. The Agora head, which correspondsperfectly
with the more advanced of the two groups in the
carvingof mane-locksand eyes, at the same time has
a frontal face like the great lioness. Like the lioness,

he held his head ratherhigh, as the slant of the manelocks shows. Heberdey restored the heads of the
Acropolislions as low, thoughnot actuallybiting into
the bull." A more erect pose, similar to that of the
Agoralion, would give a more satisfactoryfilling to
the pedimentaltriangle. At the same time it would
convey more forcefully the hieratic quality of the
powerfulsymbolicgroup.89
Since the heads of the Htekatompedonlions are
missing,and since the Agorahead is so close in style
to the Acropolispieces, several attempts have been
made to connect them. The scale of the Agorahead,
however,seemsa little too small.Watzingermeasured
0.30 m. as the half-width of the face of the great
lioness, VII, assuming that the total width would
have been 0.60 m.9 The total length of the lioness
group is 3.12 m.,91 so that the face-width goes into it

88

P. 97 and fig. 83.
89Buschor, who believed that the lioness belonged to a

different period from the group of two lions with a bull,
restored the latter in such a way as to accentuate the differences. By filling the corners with small, stretched-out
lions and differentiating the heads of the central lions, one
profile, one biting, he created a pediment filled from corner
to corner with fierce movement and with a frieze-like
continuity. His composition seems to belong rather to the
world of Mycenaean minor arts than to archaic monumental
sculpture. Even Heberdey hybridized his reconstruction by
giving his lions a greatly magnifiedversion of the lion-heads
of the Peisistratid Temple sima. The Agora head, by giving
Reconstructions of the group: Wiegand, p. 215, fig. 230 b; us for the first time a lion head contemporarywith the lionHeberdey, p. 99, fig. 83; Buschor, Grissenverhdltnisseattischer and-bull group and by the same master, permits a truer
Porosgiebel,fig. 3; Richter, Sculptureand Sculptors3,fig. 377. restoration, and one which lessens rather than accentuates
The combinationof this, the more advanced of the lion-groups, the differences between the two Acropolis pediments. The
as a pedimental center with Herakles and Triton and the differencesare scarcely greater than those that exist between
triple-bodied "Bluebeard" as corner figure was suggested by the two masters of the Siphnian Treasury at Delphi.
Restorations have differedas to whether the lioness in the
Schuchhardt, Ath. Mitt., LX-LXI, 1935-6, pp. 87-90 and
reaffirmed by Dinsmoor, A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 145-147. right-hand half of the pediment should be restored in strict
The last drawn reconstruction was that published by Schuch- symmetry with the lion or whether the position of their
hardt, op.cit., plate opposite p. 87, who attributed these heads should be varied. Symmetry seems preferable, for
sculptures to a hexastyle peripteral temple on the site (and several reasons, though there are apparently not enough
foundations) of the later Peisistratid Temple of Athena. fragments surviving to give clear internal evidence for the
Dinsmoor argued that they must have belonged to a temple pose of her head. The broken mass beside the lioness' right
in antis, narrower than the Peisistratid Temple. He calls paw that has tempted Watzinger and Busehor to picture her
this temple the Hekatompedon and places it on the site of the as biting into the bull could equally well be some of the
Parthenon. I shall use the word "Hekatompedon" to refer apron-like mass of long locks on her chest. The end of such
a lock is preserved for the lion on the other side in a small
to this ancestor of the Parthenon.
" Lioness: Heberdey, pp. 77-83, figs. 54-63, VII;
fragment which shows to the right of the lock a stream of
Wiegand, pp. 217-227, figs. 233-239. Lion: Heberdey, blood flowing down from the lion's claw (Heberdey, figs.
pp. 110-113, IX, H-N; Wiegand, p. 217 and fig. 232. Schrader 67-68, p. 97). This lock, though clearly identifiable as one, is
(Jahrb.,XLIII, 1928, pp. 80-83, Beilage 3, fig. 3) was the first ignored in Buschor's reconstruction (unless he makes it the
to suggest that the lion and lioness belonged together in a tip of the lion's nose) and misused in the restorationpublished
single pediment. Schuchhardt, however, though he took the by Miss Richter (see above, note 85), where it becomes part
further step of placing the lion-groups between the scaly- of the lion's muzzle.
Another argument for symmetry in the lions may be
tailed monsters, refused to admit the lioness as a contemporary of the other sculptures. He was thus obliged to restore a found in the position of the bull, prostrate on the ground
second lion symmetrical to the first. Schrader's (and Dins- instead of half-collapsed as we normally find it in vasemoor's) combination, showing the lion without prey waiting painting and sometimes in sculpture (cf. No. 95). In the New
for the lioness to complete the kill, gives a group which is York-Olympieion pediment (Richter, Catalogue, no. 7, p.
truer to nature though less symmetrical as a compositionthan 5, pl. 10 a-c) the bull lies flat as here and the two lions
the two lions of the opposite pediment. Dinsmoor does not echo each other almost exactly.
9 Wiegand, p. 219.
print a drawn reconstruction of this pediment.
91 Heberdey, p. 77.
87 Heberdey, p. 94, fig. 77, VIII N.
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just a little more than five times.9 The lions of the belonged,we cannot fix the size of the pediment,but
opposite pediment (VIII) are smaller: Heberdey everythingabout the head suggeststhat it camefrom
estimated the total length of the group at 5.50 m. (a a symmetricalpair like those of the Acropolis.Bulittle under2.75 m. perlion)." Theirwalkingposewill schor's attempt to restore the big Acropolislion IX
have made them a little longerin proportionto their alone in a small pediment was labelled by himself
bodily size than the recumbentlioness,but we should "ungiinstig"."It seems, therefore, that we should
probablynot subtractmorethan about 25 cm. on this look for a large structureand one importantenough
account, so that we should expect the faces to be to employ the same artist as the great show temple
around0.50 m. wide. The face of the Agora head is of Athena.
The circumstancesof finding of the head suggest
only 0.40 m. wide.
Besides being a third smallerthan the head of the that this buildingwas destroyedby the Persiansin
great lioness, the Agorahead differsfrom it in being 480 B.C." The piece seems to have lain in the ground
unmodelledon the back. The side of the head behind with its back exposed to be walked on, just as the
the ears is a smooth surface,whereason the lioness Leagrosbasenearby, robbedof its statue, waswalked
it is richly decoratedwith carved and painted locks. over and worn, in the time between the Persian
The hollowedback surfaceof the Agorahead may be destructionand the reconstructionof the Peribolos
due to the wish to lighten the upperpart of the sculp- of the Twelve Gods late in the 5th century.100A
ture at the center of the pedimentso that its weight direct connectionof the lion's head with the Altar of
would not cause the high tympanon blocks to tip the Twelve Godsseems out of the question,however,
forward.The flat-archconstructionof the Hekatom- both because the head demandsa lofty setting and
pedon tympanaand the fact that the lionessslab was becausethe altar, foundedby the YoungerPeisistraclampedat the top to a backershowthat this problem tos in 522/1,101is too late for the style of the lion.
worriedthe archaicarchitects."Hollowingto reduce Thoughwe know very little about the north side of
weight was resorted to in the raking geisa of the the Agorain the archaicperiod, the sanctuarymost
Hekatompedon,but the workmanshipthere appears often mentionedin this part of the city is the Leorather more carefulthan in our head.95
We know that it existed in the archaic
koreion.?02
If the head does not come from the Acropolis(and period because Hipparchoswas murderednear it in
apart from the Hekatompedonthere is no building 514 B.C. If it contained a temple destroyed by the
there of suitablesize), it becomesanothertantalizing Persiansthis must have been rebuilt, for the sanctuintimation of unknown structures of impressive ary remaineda familiarlandmarkin classical times.
Until we know more,however,of the architectural
quality in 6th century Athens. No foundationshave
been excavated in the Agora with which the head historyof this part of the ancientcity, the lion's head
might be connected,but the unexcavatedarea to the is most interestingfor its relationshipto the Acropolis
north of the railroadmay still hold some surprises. pediments.
A fragmentof poros column drum is mentioned by
H. A. Thompsonas possiblyto be connectedwith the
lion." Its top diameter (0.74 m.) is about 3/4 of the 95. Fragmentsof PorosRelieffroma SmallPediment:
top diameterof the Hekatompedoncolumns,which Lion and Bull, ca. 500(-490 B.C. (2).
Pls. 15-16.
Dinsmoor reckons around 3 Doric feet (0.98 m.).97
Without knowingthe compositionto which the lion
S 1972. Found in 1956 in the walls of a Byzantine
vaulted cistern that overlay monumentbases on the
92 An informal
survey of archaic lions in painting and west side of the Panathenaic Way (0 11:1). Five
relief suggests that the length of the lion from stem to sternm pieces, mendedfrom 10 fragments,comprising:A, 4
(i.e., not counting projections of tail or legs) is rarely much joining fragments, the head and forepawsof a lion
over five times the maximum width of the face. Cybele's lion
seizing the hindquartersof a bull, P.H. 0.79 m.; B, a
in the north frieze of the
at

Siphnian Treasury
Delphi,
which impresses one as small-faced, has a face 10 cm. wide
to a total length of 54 cm. In human figures, the very big
statues tend to have heads somewhat smaller in proportion
to the bodies (cf. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 299-300) but it
is doubtful whether this applies to lions. On the colossal rockcut lion of Keos the head is apparently about one-fifth the
length of the body ('ET.'ApX., 1898, p. 232, pl.14,1. Length of
lion given as 6 m., length of mouth 1.00 m., circumferenceof
head 3.70 m.).
93P. 98.
"Cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 146-147.
9
Wiegand, p. 24, fig. 26.
"
Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 207, note 21.
9 A.J.A., LI,
1947, pp. 144-145.
f

non-joining bit of the lion's mane, Max. Pres. Dim.
0.213 m.; C, part of the lion's body, P.H. ca. 0.30 m.;
D, 8 joining fragments with the trailing tail of an
animal, P.H. 0.40 m.; and E, a fragment showing a
heavy curved form, not easily identifiable, P.H.

"Gr6ssenverhaltnisse,p. 15.
" This is suggested by H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XVI,
1947, p. 207.
M. Crosby, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 94-95.
100xoo
101
lbid., pp. 99-100; R.E. Wycherley, Agora, III,
Testimonia, no. 368, p. 120.
102Wycherley,
op.cit., pp. 108-113.
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0.295 m. Soft white poros, the surface and breaks
worn and eaten in many places by acids from a
moderncesspoolwhich overlay the southwestcorner
of the Byzantinestructure.Tracesof brilliantblue on
the bull's body, but no other colorspreserved.
Estimated center H. of tympanon 0.80 m. or a
little more.Max. Th. 0.275 (at left wrist of lion on A).
Max. P.D. of relief 0.10 m.
H. A. Thompson,Hesperia,XXVII, 1958, pp. 153
to 154, pl. 43, c.
See also pp. 2, 13, 28, 30, 32.
This fiercelyvigoroussmall lion, sinkinghis teeth
into the victim's back, must have belonged to a
pedimentalgroupof two lions symmetricallyattacking a single bull. As in the great Hekatompedon
groups on the Acropolis,the figureswere carved in
high relief on the blocksof the tympanon,whichhad
a centraljoint cutting throughthe body of the bull
and separating the two lions. Joint-surface with
anathyrosis,the borderdressedwith a toothed chisel,
the inside (now eroded)presumablywith a point, is
preservedin placeson the left edge of A, the best part
being that beside the lion's right forepaw.The horizontal resting surfaceof the tympanonsurviveson A
in an erodedstate, in better condition on D and E.
All the identifiablefragmentsseem to belong to the
right half of the pediment. Since only one joint-surface, the central one, is preserved,we cannot say
how many tympanon blocks are representedin our
fragments, but it is probably more than one. The
sloping top surface of the tympanon, on which the
raking cornice will have rested, is preservedfor a
distanceof 0.145 m. behindthe lion's neck. The locks
of his mane project a little above this surface. Because the fragmentwith the lion's head and the next
fragmentbelow it (with the right paw and the bull's
back) join for only a short distance and the breaks
are much worn, the angle of pedimentalslope that
can be measuredon the fragmentsas mended may
not be absolutely accurate.The lion's eyes are level
in the present mending, however, which suggests
that it is approximatelycorrect. The slope of the
pediment measures approximately 1:4J (center
height 0.80 m. estimated width of one-half of pediment 8.66 m.). This is considerably lower than the
slopes of pediments in the smaller archaic buildings
on the Acropolis,'o but the archaic temple of Aphaia
at Aegina and the small pediment sometimes attributed to the early temple of Dionysos in Athens seem
to have had still lower slopes (Aegina 110 or about
1:5, Dionysos 1:5j).1o
For the composition of the group we must rely
mainly on Fragment A. The forequarters of the bull,
103

Cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., LI, 1947, p. 145, note 162.

o104
Aegina, Furtwaingler,Aegina, p. 150; Old Temple of

Dionysos, Heberdey, p. 75.

which must have appearedbeneatha secondlion on
the missing slab to the left, were evidently pushed
down flat, but his hind-legs had not yet fully collapsed. The slanting outline of the undersideof the
body is preserved.The lion's left forepaw,with toes
spread,grips the flank, while his right paw appears
in front view above the spine. The lower part of the
bull'sleft haunch,emergingbelowthe left paw of the
lion, shows carefulmodelling.The lower part of the
left leg, now entirely brokenoff, seems to have been
cut free of the backgroundfor some distance. Only
a slight roughnessin the carving of the background
suggestsits passage.At the loweredge of the slab on
A is a rough, projectingband that is missingon the
other fragments.It may have been intended to suggest rocky groundunderthe bull. It would also have
served the practical purpose of giving greater stability to the tympanon.The left rearfoot of the bull
must have been carved in relief against this projection, the surfaceof which is largely brokenaway.
The trailingtail, D, does not preserveany characteristic modellingto identify it as bovine or leonine,
but attempts to attach it to the bull proved unsuccessful from two points of view. First, the tail
starts too low down to meet the bull's body at the
properplace, and second, since there is no trace of
the lion's rear feet on the fragmentswith the tail,
their insertion directly behind the bull would result
in an impossiblylong lion. The tail must belong to
the lion, then, and its low positionindicatesthat the
lion's rearquarterswerecrouchedratherlow. Though
the lions in Attic black-figuredlion-and-bullgroups
generallywave their tails in the air, the lions on the
stairwayof the Tripylonat Persepolistrail their tails
on the groundas ours does.10
The torso fragment,C, an erodedmass that looks
at first sight completelyamorphousbut preservesthe
modellingof two ribs, does not join anywhereand
can be only approximatelyplacedas the resultof the
pose deducedfrom A and D. The floating fragment
with mane-locks,B, perhapsfits best as part of the
lion's shaggy neck-mane that overlaps the bull's
rump.At the lowerright-handcornerof the fragment
somethingemergesfrom under the locks that might
be the crookof the lion's foreleg.
The heavy curved form on E looks too smooth and
undifferentiated to belong to one of the lion's legs,
and the thickness of the background at the right edge
of the fragment (0.13 m.) is much less than that
below the lion's tail on D (ca. 0.17 m.). It may be
that E belongs not to the lion but to one of a pair of
snakes filling the corners of the pediment. Since
casual representations in vase-paintings of small
buildings sometimes show a pair of snakes in the

105 Frankfort, Art and Architectureof the Ancient Orient,
Baltimore, 1955, ple. 178-179. The tip of the tail turns up
here; in ours it seems to have lain flat.
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we neednot hesitateto restorethemhere.
pediment,106
The backgroundthicknesses would then be compatible on adjacent fragments and the head of the
snake would help to fill the empty space above the
lion's tail.
The biting pose of the lion and the half-collapsed
positionof the bull in our pedimentare usualin vasepaintings, as is the direction in which our bull is
The marblelion pedimentof the Peisistraheaded.1'07
tid Temple of Athena used this pose but with the
direction reversed.1' The big poros group from the
Hekatompedon,with the bull pressed down flat on
the ground, also turned the bull in the other direction.109
Ourlion seems to combinethe fiercenaturalismof
Attic architecturallions, includingthe sima heads of
the Peisistratid Temple,10with some of the decorative qualities of marble lions such as No. 91. The
shapeof the face (withvery narrowmuzzleand broad
cheeks and without the cusp over the center of the
forehead)recalls the sima lion, as do the folded ears
and the deep setting of the eyes, which intensifies
their fierceglare. The flame-shapedlocks of rounded
section and the fluted lip follow the tradition of the
marble lions. The shape and alignment of the eyes
wouldfit a date after 500 B.C. Instead of slantinglike
the lion's eyes of the Siphnianfrieze,the Peisistratid
Temple sima and the AlkmeonidTemple pediment,
the eyes of our lion are set horizontally.This begins
with the marblelions but is here carriedfurther.A
date between 500 and 490 would be more probable
for our pediment than one in the precedingdecade,
since there seems to have been more building in
Athens at this time."' A still later date is not ruled
out, but the lion's mane would begin to seem rather
old-fashionedby 480.
The late context in which the lion pediment was
foundand the absenceof clearevidencefor the size of
the building to which it belonged make it hard to
guess at the building'sidentity. The upperpart of the
Byzantine chamberin which it was re-usedhad been
destroyedwithout recordbefore the lower part was
excavated, and even its date and presumed form
dependon analogy with other structuresratherthan

106Pfuhl, Malerei
und Zeichnung der Griechen, fig. 286;
B.S.A., XXXVI, 1935-6, pl. 22 a (both examples are
fountain houses).
o10Some typical examples: Buschor, Ath. Mitt., XLVII,
1922, p1s. 12-14. The subject occurs on Acropolis vases:
Graef-Langlotz, nos. 466 h, pl. 22; 645 a, pl. 38; 2691,
pl. 113 (stag). Among the finest examples is the krater by
Exekias from the north slope of the Acropolis: Hesperia, VI,
1937, p. 483, fig. 8; XXV, 1956, pl. 50; imitation from
Pharsalos, ibid., pl. 51.
108
Schrader, pp. 877-387, reconstruction p. 385, fig. 496.
See above, p. 32, note 86.
o109
11no
Schrader, pls. 180-181; Payne, pl. 132.
" See above, 9.
p.
3*
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on internal evidence."2In the same structure were
found fragments of one or more horizontal geisa"s
from an archaicDoric building,but their scale seems
too large and their style too early for the lion. As in
the geison of the Hekatompedon,the cut-backin the
face of the coronaforms a right angle instead of an
acute angle."4No trace of the toothed chiselis found
on the geison fragments,thoughthere are many such
on the lion pediment,both in the joint-surfacesand
on the backgroundof the relief. Found with these
were also many pieces of poros, a few with bits of
roughly worked surface and many with no worked
surfaceremaining,which may belongeither with the
pedimentor the cornice,as well as pieces which cannot have belongedto either.
The quantity of brightblue paint preservedon the
bull makesit look as if the fragmenthad been buried
early. The easiest assumption would be that the
pediment, once buried somewherenot far from the
southeastcornerof the Agora(whetherinside or outside the square)was discoveredby accidentin Byzantine times, exhumed and broken up to be used for
rough buildingstone."n5Some time aroundthe 11th
century is suggested for this event by the resemblance of the chamberto a near-byvaulted chamber
dated by coins to that period.
We do not know enoughas yet about the specific
meaningto 6th centuryAtheniansof the lion-and-bull
group to deduce from the theme of the sculpture
what kind of building it should have decorated.
Though there is some reason to think that in later
times the groupwas felt to have a specialconnection
with Athena,1e the provenanceof the Olympieion
pediment"7suggests that the subject was also used
on buildings of the lower city not connected with
Athena, for we know of no sanctuaryof hers in that
area. Even in the oriental countriesfrom which the
Greeksborrowedthis age-old theme and their manner of representingit, its interpretationis far from
112

I owe this information to the excavator, Eugene
Vanderpool.
113 Inv. A 2706.
114

Wiegand, pp. 13-19.
115Excavations in this area have revealed evidence that

parts of the Late Roman Fortification just south of the Stoa
of Attalos were cut into in Byzantine times and the stone
re-used in near-by buildings, but there are no traces of the
characteristic mortar of the Late Roman Fortification on our
pieces.
116 A Hellenistic relief from Pergamon shows an archaistic
statue of Athena next to a group of a single lion attacking a
bull (Pergamon,VII, 2, no. 343, suppl. pl. 37). Schober, Die
Kunst von Pergamon, Vienna, 1951, p. 49, believes that the
relief represents the cult statue of the Athena cult established
in Pergamon in the 3rd century B.C.From the sanctuary of
Athena at Vouni in Cyprus,thought to have been founded by
the Athenians after 449 B.C., come two bronze votive reliefs
with the lion-and-bull theme (Swedish Cyprus Expedition,
III, pl. 42, nos. 150-151).
117Richter, Catalogue,p. 5, no.
7, pl. 10 a-c.
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certain and may well have varied from place to
place.1'sMysteriousas the subject remains,however,
the numberand magnitudeof the examplesthat have
survivedleave no doubt of its importancein archaic
Athens. If we had only the marble pediments from
which to judge (the stiff and apparentlyrathertame
PeisistratidTemplegroup,the elegantlyposed battles
of the AlkmeonidTempleat Delphi,and the statically
balancedsmall Olympieionpediment),we might conclude that by the last quarterof the 6th century the
old theme had lost its intensity, at least in the major
arts. The porospieces from the Agorashow that this
was by no means the case. Thoughthe powerof the
dominatingbeastswas neveragainso overwhelmingly
conveyed as in the Hekatompedon,the fiercenessof
the struggleis as vividly shown here as in the contemporarycoins of Akanthos.

96. Fragment of Pedimental Relief, Herakles and
Lion (?), ca. 530-520 B.C.
P1.17.

S 1449. Found in 1950 in a marblepile in front of
the Odeion(L-M 9). Split off fiat at back. Preserves
top of man'shead and part of lion's paw restingon it.
Grayishwhite Attic marble, very fine-grained,with
markedfoliationparallelto reliefplane.Battered,but
little weathered (eroded condition of some breaksurfaces is probably due to action of acids in the
groundin which the fragmentwas buried).Considerable remainsof red paint on the stippled surfaceof
the hair.
Max. P. Dim. 0.285 m., P. Th. 0.08 m.

Thompson,Hesperia,XX, 1951, pp. 59-60, pl. 30,
d and e.
See also pp. 2, 13.

Thefragmentshowsthe domedtop of a man'shead
with short hair rendered by stippling with a fine
point. At the edge of the hair on the right-handside
of the fragmentare snail shell curls with raised centers which seem to have been modelledentirely with
the point except for the edge next the skin, which
was more crisply cut with a fiat chisel. There were

three rows of curls at the right edge of the fragment,
but they must have diminished toward the left to
two rows. Below the hair a very little smoothed flesh
is preserved. The relation of front to side planes suggests that the piece is broken from a relief rather than
from a work in the round.

118R. D. Barnett, A Catalogueof the Nimrud Ivories in
the British Museum, London, 1957, pp. 72-73. It is surely
wrong, however, to ignore the oriental ancestry of the group
altogether and to interpret the Athenian bull-slaying as if
it were the spontaneous product of Athenian local feelings, as
T.P. Howe does in her explanation of the Acropolispediments
(A.J.A., LIX, 1955, pp. 296-800).

The man's head is gripped by a large lion's paw,
with the points of the claw embeddedin the scalp.
The outermost toe was cut separatelyand attached
with a small bronze pin fastened with cement. The
next toe is fully modelled and preservedto its full
width. Onlya part of the thirdis preservedat its end,
but part of the line of division between third and
fourth can be seen. Probably the fourth toe was
mostly hiddenby the othersand not modelledin full.
Since none of the backgroundsurvives, we do not
know the originaltotal depth of the relief. The part
of the paw that is preservedshows exquisite workmanship.The surfaceis finishedwith abrasivein long
parallel strokes following the direction of the toes.
Theclaw properis crisplycarvedin sunkenrelief,and
the puckeredskin at its base is renderedwith neat
engravedlines. The small remnantof the man's skin
likewise shows a very careful finish and we may
imaginehis featuresexecutedwith the sameprecision
as the lion's claw.
H. A. Thompsonsuggested that the bit of flesh
that survives below the hair belongs to the back of
the neck and that the lion is attackingthe man from
behind.n9It is difficult,however,to reconcilethe line
of the presumedneck with the line of the top of the
head. Either the man'scraniumis too low, or his hair
is cut unnaturallyshort behind. A more reasonable
head-shapeis possibleif we turn the picturearound,
so that the man faces right, the preservedflesh and
curls becominghis foreheadand foreheadhair, and
the lion attackingfrom the front instead of from the
back. For three rows of curls over the foreheadand
only two in back one may compare the kouros
Aristodikos,who has similarlystippledhair.120
Viewedin this way, the head and paw correspond
closely in their relative positions to those on vasepaintings showing Herakles'fight with the Nemean
lion.121Herakleskneelinggrapplesthe lion about the
neck or ribs, his head pressedagainstits shoulder,the
lion's head pushed down beneath his chest. With its
left hind foot, the lion reachesup and catchesHerakles on top of the head.122If our fragmentbelongedto
a group in this scheme, Herakles'profilemay have
been carved against the lion's body in lower relief
than was used for the rest of the representation.This
would explain why there are traces of a line of junction extending down from the hairline along the fore119Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 59.
Aristodikos, pls. 9-10; Richter, Kouroi2,
no. 165, figs. 489, 492-493. Aristodikos is, of course, later
than our piece. A kouros head in Boston (Richter, no. 143,
figs. 413-414) has similar hair but with the rough portion
claw-chiselled instead of picked with the point.
121 Miss Barbara
Philippaki first suggested this to me.
122Llewellyn Brown, The Etruscan Lion, Oxford, 1960,
p. 140, calls this scheme "Herakles as pancratiast." The
upright scheme correspondsto upright wrestling, 6p$S?rr6An.
120oKarouzos,
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head at a depth of only 0.033 m. behindthe side plane ca. 525-515 B.C., has the earliest Attic marble pediments carved entirely separately from the backof the face.
to
similar
is
for
our
used
The marble
ground.
piece quite
The scheme in which Herakles wrestles the lion
that of the man-and-dogstele, No. 104, dated around
530-525 B.C., and the combination of stippled hair on the ground instead of from a standing position
and snail shell curls can be found from around this attains its greatest popularityin the last quarterof
but this scheme already appears
time to about 500 B.C. The curls with raised centers the 6th century,129
are like those of Antenor'skore.123The quality of the on a black-figuredoinochoein Leningradsigned by
stippling on our piece looks relatively early, as does Taleides as potter, which must belong in the third
the carving of the lion's claw. The hatching of the quarter.'soPossibly this horizontalscheme was first
skin along the base of the claw is foundin the Heka- evolved for a pedimentalcompositionon the analogy
tompedonlions,124but this detail is already omitted of earlier pedimental groups showing Herakles
in the simplerPeisistratidlions.125We may hazarda wrestling with Triton. The upright composition is
used for metopes in the 5th century (Athenian
date around530-520 for our group.
The head of Heraklesappearsto have been about Treasuryand Hephaisteion).It is doubtful whether
life size, and a mythologicalsubject on this scale is our particular fragment can be earlier than the
most likely to have decorateda pediment.Depending Taleidesoinochoe;perhapsboth are inspiredfrom a
on the arrangementof details, this group might be commonsource.
made to fit the left-hand cornerof a large pediment
or to occupy the greaterpart of a small one. Hence it
does not offer very definitelimits for the size of the 97 A. Head of Heraklesin Lion Skin, Late Archaicor
building from which it comes. Any size from about Copyof a Late ArchaicWork.
P1.18.
0.80 m. of clear height up would be possiblefor the
pediment.126Thompson'ssuggestion that the large
S 1295. Found in 1947 in loose fill of the 3rd cenporos lion's head, No. 94, might come from the rear tury after Christ west of the Street of the Marble
gable of the same structure was based on the idea Workerssouthwest of the Agora (C17). Broken off
that our man-and-liongroup was a small part of a at neck. End of nose and chin chipped. Pick-marks
but it seems on foreheadand edge of lion skin by nose. Topof head
large composition,a gigantomachy,127
unlikely that our group can be as early as the poros lightly weathered,face very fresh, especially on the
lion, which is stylistically contemporarywith the properright side. Very light pinkishbuff patina and
Hekatompedongables and thereforeto be dated be- a few root-marks.
fore the middle of the century. Marble pediments
P.H. 0.147 m., W. 0.106 m., Depth ca. 0.13 m., H.
must be unusualin Athens at this early date, and it of face 0.10 m.
seems doubtful whether the gray Attic marble of
H. A. Thompson,Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 174
which our piece was made wouldhave been available to 175, pls. 49, 50; R. S. Young,Hesperia,XX, 1951,
in large enough pieces for a big pedimentunless the p. 142, note 19; Schefold, Orient,Hellas, und Rom,
sculptures were made separately from their back- pl. 5, 4; De la CosteMesseliere,Delphes,IV4, p. 200,
The Peisistratid Temple of Athena, built note 6; W.-H. Schuchhardt,Gnomon,1958, p. 485;
ground.128
C. Karouzos,Aristodikos,p. 51, E 11, p. 52. Thompson, AgoraGuide2,p. 157.
123Payne, pl. 53.
See also pp. 2, 11, 12, 40, 65.
124Schrader, p.
499.
387, fig.

125 1bid., p. 381, fig. 481.
121

The width of the building would then depend on the
slope and the height of the raking geison. 7 m. would be an.
appropriate minimum. A sarcophagusrelief in Rome, re-used
in a Renaissance tomb in Santa Maria sopra Minerva, has a
Herakles and lion scheme which seems to copy faithfully an
early classical rendering of the horizontal scheme, differing
from the archaic examples only in the modelling and in the
beardlessness of Herakles. For this, the height of the picture
field is given as 0.81 m. and its length about 2.12 m., which
should be about the length our group would take up in a
pedimental field (Von Salis, 112 Winckelmannsprogramm,
1956, fig. 8).
1,2 Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 60.
128 On the other
hand, the marble lions and leopards from
the Acropolis which have been attributed to various structures but none later than the first half of the 6th century were
carved in gray Attic marble and attached to a background of
other material, Of, Dinsmoor, A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 149ff.

and references there given. Our fragment has no trace of a
worked back surface, nor has it any trace of background
remaining.
12 The two schemes are distinguished by Luce, A.J.A.,
XX, 1916, p. 441 and examples listed ibid., Appendix I. A
supplementary list is now available in Brommer, Vasenlisten zur griechischenHeldensage2,pp. 85-92. In sculpture
this scheme occurs, so far as I know, only on a base from
Lamptrai, Athens N.M. 42, Ath. Mitt., XII, 1887, pl. 3, LXVI,
1941, pl. 63, which appears to belong around 500, and on the
Roman sarcophagus mentioned above, note 126. Terracotta
plaques from the Acropolis and the Agora (D. B. Thompson,
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 285-287, figs. 1-2) show a unique
scheme that does not appear on vases.
30oA.B.V., p. 176, 1; Hoppin, Handbookof GreekBlackFigured Vases, Paris, 1924, p. 342. I owe to Dietrich von
Bothmer the information that this is the earliest example.
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Thompsonsuggeststhat our Heraklesbelongedto
the decoration of a building. The type of action,
suitable to be seen against a background,is right for
architecturalsculptureand so is the one-sideddesign
and finish of the head. Not only is the back of the
head less carefullyfinished than the front, but the
properright side of the beardand of the lion skin are
more carefullydrawn,as if they and not the left side
were meant to be seen. The lion's head seen from
above is unsymmetrical:the right ear is set farther
back than the left and the distance betweenthe two
earsis muchless than it shouldbe. At the backof the
head below the irregularboss the lion skin forms a
ridge and shows unsmoothedpoint-marks,as though
this portionhad been hard for the sculptorto reach.
Thiswouldseemto show,as Thompsonsuggests,that
the figurehad been carvedfromthe same stone as its
background.The two drill holes, however,could not
have beenmadewhile the head remainedso attached.
It looks, therefore,as if there had been two stages in
the history of the piece, even though there are no
traces of a joint-surfaceor dowel hole in the neck as
we now have it. Perhaps,insteadof the head'sbreaking off, the whole figure split or threatenedto split
fromits backgroundand was reattached.The head of
a cock (2), No. 97 B, also has an attachmenthole that
may well not have been original.
Before asking what building the Herakles was
made to decoratewe ought to ask its date. On this,
two opinions have been expressedin print: that it
was madenear the end of the 6th centuryB.c.,132and
that it is an archaistic creation.1YUnfortunately,
neither of these views can be supportedby a fully
convincingparallel,and it may be that a generallack
of convictionabout its date has been responsiblefor
the little mentionthe head has had in the morethan
a decadesince it was published.
Thompsonsuggesteda date in the late 6th century
for our Herakles because of its resemblanceto the
head of Heraklesin the stag-metopeof the Athenian
Treasuryat Delphi.'34Thiswasbasedon the earlydating of the Treasury,which is more probably to be

the left both from the start of the projection of the
shoulder, preserved high up on the proper left side of
the neck, and from the remains of drill channels on
the under side of the beard on this side, showing that
the shoulder was so close here that the working space
was awkward. Given this turn of the head on the
shoulders, the sculptor would not have had to strain
the natural pose very far in order to bring the club
to rest against the left side of the head, where it
could be supported by dowelling to the larger mass.

specific points of similarity with our head than any
other piece of sculpture in existence. First, the broadfaced type is the same. Second, the curly hair of head
and beard is rendered by round beads. The eyebrows
swing up in the same way from the bridge of the nose,
the cheek bones are salient in both, and both have
the same kind of narrow mustache with long ends
bent down past the corners of the mouth, whose lips
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Herakleswearsthe lion's skin with the lion's head
set on his own like a helmet. His face is archaicin
type, decorative in design and in the renderingof
details but at the same time giving an impressionof
intense vitality. His curlyhair and beardare stylized
as round beads, carefully arrangedin rows on the
properrightsideof the beard,morecasuallyassembled
elsewhere. The separation between the hair and
beard is providedby the upcurvedlowerjaw of the
lion's skin on each side, the position of which seems
chosento suggestthe locationof the ears beneaththe
hair. All the main lines of the face turn upward.The
eyebrowsshootup steeplyfromthe bridgeof the nose,
and the wide eyes below them are slanted too. The
mouth turns up in a strong archaic smile, with a
U-shapedrather than a V-shapedclosingline to the
lips. Thenarrow,neat mustachecurvesupwardto the
cornersof the mouth and then bends sharply down
past them. Belowthe lowerlip is a tongue-shapedtuft
of beard,whichis smooth-surfaced,with only a faint
hatching aroundthe edge to suggest the hairs. The
cheeks are prominent. The flesh surfaces are very
carefullysmoothed.
The lion's skin, by contrast,is carvedin a sketchy
ratherthan a decorativefashion.Theshallowwrinkles
of the muzzle and the closed eyes are renderedwith
an impressionisticirregularity.The surfaceshows in
places the marks of a coarseabrasive or rasp but is
nowhere finished smooth. The quality of the limp
skin hanging down in back is conveyed with considerablerealism. The lion's ears are now battered
but seemnever to have been very carefullymodelled.
Herakles'head seems to have turned sharply toward his left shoulder,and the skin, falling down his
back, leaves the right side of his neck bare. At the
back of the head on the properleft side is an irregular
boss with a broad channel cut in its surface. Two
drilledholes,about0.01 m. deepand 0.007 m. in diameter, one in the boss itself and one in front of it,
must have served to attach here some part of the
figure that was carved separately. H. A. Thompson
makes the plausible suggestion that this was the
hero's club, being swung behind his head with the
right hand in preparationfor bringingit down on the
enemy.111One can see that the head was turned to

131

Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 174.

placed between 500 and 490

B.C.13

Whatever the

relationshipbetween the two heads may be, it remains true that the Delphi Herakles offers more

132Thompson, op. cit., p. 175.

13 Schuchhardt,Gnomon,1958, p. 485.
'34 Delphes, IV4, no. 19, pp. 117ff., p1s. 50-57.
15

See above, pp. 9-11.
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curve upward in a strong archaic smile. It is clear
that the same conceptionof Heraklesunderliesboth
works.
The strongestdifferenceis to be foundin the eyes.
Attic works of the late archaic period generally
emphasizethe plastic projectionof the eyeball, and
the eyelids are so carved as to imply clearly the
existence of the eyeball beneath them. This is very
much true of the heads on the Athenian Treasury
metopes, whether the lower edge of the upper lid is
actually carved, as in the stag metope, or indicated
in paint only, as in some of the others. The fold
whichseparatesthe uppereyelid fromthe fleshof the
eyebrowis indicated,and the upperlid is loweredfar
enoughover the eyeball to present a wide outer surface to the view. Thus the upperand lowerlids differ
very much from one anotherin form; they no longer
appear as a simple rim framing the eye. In earlier
archaicheads, in which the lids often do form such a
frame,the spacebetweenthe edgeof the upperlid and
the eyebrowis a continuoustrough-likegroove,with
no separationof the lid properfrom the flesh below
the eyebrow.The eyes of our Heraklesdo not belong
to either type. The lids, upper and lower, form a
narrowrim aroundthe eye, but the flesh under the
eyebrowis separatedfrom the upper lid by a sharp
crease that continues out beyond the cornerof the
eye, curvingslightly upwardat the end. The groove
boundingthe lower eyelid also continuesout, so that
the upper and lower lids appear to join in a single
ridge that prolongsthe outer cornerin an effect like
that of Egyptian paintedeyes. At the inner cornerof
the eye the canthus is suggested but not definitely
expressedby the chisel. Above the outer part of the
eye the ridge of the eyebrowsis bevelledback, reducing the salienceof the eyebrowsin their outer portion
and giving this part a convex rather than concave
profile. This conformationis not usual in archaic
sculpture; the closest parallel among the sculptures
from the Agorais in the fragment,No. 216, which is
shownby its corkscrewcurlsto belongto an archaistic
work of some sort, possibly a beardlessherm.
The mouth of the Agorahead differsfrom that of
the Delphi Heraklesin that the line of the meetingof
the lips forms a simple curve without the suggestion
of a point at the center. The shape of the lips in profile,
on the other hand, is very similar. I do not know of
an archaistic work that has a mouth like our Herakles.
It is merely a simple version of the archaic mouth.
The lion skin, though it cannot be directly compared
with the metope, where the lion's head disappears
behind Herakles' back, is the third discrepant feature.
Its carving seems too slack and sketchy to consort
with the emphatically decorative style of the head,
and one is prompted to ask whether it is archaic at all.
A last point which may raise a question is the
marble. The Herakles head is of Pentelic marble,
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which was being quarriedextensively for architectural use in the 480's but which we do not find used
for high relief before the metopes of the Parthenon,
carved in the 440's. We do not know, of course,
whether the Older Parthenon was meant to have
sculpturedmetopes and, if so, of what materialthey
would have been made. It was surely economic
reasons,especiallythe great size of the piecesneeded,
that forced the Parthenonsculptorsto use Pentelic
for high relief in spite of the fact that it splits more
easily than Parian.Y1eWe may imagine, therefore,
that Pentelic might have been used for high relief at
any time when it becamea practicalnecessity. This,
then, is a dubious point, but one that needs to be
mentioned among possible indications of a postarchaicdate.
The only archaistic parallel that has been suggested for our head as a whole is, however, wholly
unsatisfactory. Schuchhardtcompares it with the
Herakles of a relief in the MetropolitanMuseumof
Art in New York.137Actually, the broadshape of the
face is the only thing the two workshave in common.
The hair of the New York Heraklesis carvedin wavy
strandsendingin two rowsof snail shell curlsand the
beard in two tiers of wavy strands ending each in a
small row of curls. These look like archaistic conventions and have no particular connection with
Herakles.Theeyes, too, heavy-lidded,as MissRichter
says, are utterly unlike those of our head. On the
other hand, the beadedhair and beard and the wide
roundeyes in the Agorahead reflecta genuinestereotype of Heraklesthat wasvery commonin late archaic
Attic art. The roundbeadsrepresentthe tightly curly
hair that distinguishesthe strong man from other
heroes. The Herakles on an amphoraby the Kleophrades Painter in New York has the round curls
plastically indicated, and his round, rolling eye is
differentiatedfrom the narrower eye of Apollo.138
Othervases too show a round-eyedHeraklesamong
and Pfuhl speaks of the
almond-eyedcompanions,139
"bull's eye" that is typical of Herakles as a man
136The only slightly earlier Hephaisteion metopes were
carved in island marble which permitted the figures to be
more thoroughly disengaged from their background than
they could safely have been with Pentelic. Cf. especially the
Theseus from the Sinis metope, Hesperia, XXIV, 1955,
pp. 66-68.
137 Richter, Catalogue,no. 24, p. 19, pl. 23.
1asRichter and Hall, Red-FiguredAthenian Vases, no. 13,
pls. 14-15. Miss Richter comments on the differentiation of
the eyes, ibid., p. 29.
13t Beazley, Der Kleophrades-Maler,pls. 11-12, 30,1 and 7,
32,1 (another round-eyed Herakles on a fragment, ibid.,
pl. 30,4); Beazley, Der Pan-Maler, pls. 7-10 (the Egyptian
priests here somewhat round-eyed from fright, but still not
so round-eyed as Herakles); Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung,
fig. 401 (Panaitios Painter), fig. 418 (Sosias Painter), fig. 424
(Brygos), fig. 471 (Pistoxenos Painter; even the school-boy
Herakles has the curly hair and round eye).
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quick to anger.14 Possibly this rendering reflects
some work of major art, either sculpture or monumental painting, that set the pattern for the minor
arts.141Its great popularityin vase-paintingseems to
fall between500 and470. TheHerakleson the Antaios
does not yet have it and the
kraterof Euphronios142
Heraklesof the Niobidkraterhas it no longer.1' The
smile and the up-swungeyebrowsgo with the stereotyped countenance.The face of Herakles is on the
way to becominga mask of Herakles.
This mask-like quality is already present to a
considerableextent in the Heraklesof the Athenian
Treasury.There, however, the round-eyedeffect is
achieved by the exceptionalplastic roundnessof the
eyeball. If our head was made at a time when sculpture no longer made such projecting eyeballs, the
narrowlids might be explainedas a device chosento
give the round-eyedeffect. The contrastbetweenthe
strongly patternedface of the hero and the sketchy,
naturalisticlion skin is itself an exaggerationof something that we occasionallyfind in this late archaic
period,for example on the GerasPainter'spelike in
the LouvredepictingHeraklesand Geras.144
To sum up: the type of our Heraklesconformsin
all respectsto a conceptionof the hero that was current in Attic art in the early 5th century. It cannot,
therefore, be labelled an archaistic invention. The
execution and finish are sufficientlycarefulfor a 5th
century date, and there are no specific elements of
technique that betray Roman workmanship.Hence
we cannot exclude the possibility that the head
actually belongs to the period whose works it most
resembles. On the other hand, there are features,
especially the formation of the eyes and the treatment of the lion's skin, which suggestthat a sculptor
of a later time was reproducingthe effects of this
periodby slightly differentmeans. We do not, at the
moment,have any closeenoughparallelto knowwhen
such a reproductioncould have been made.
Thereis not much hope that our problemwill be
solved from the architecturalside, for the findingplace of the head gives little or no clue to its ultimate
origin. The post-Herulianloose fill in the industrial
district southwestof the Agorahas yielded a number
of rolling stones, e.g. the torso of Athena, S 1282,
attributed to the east pediment of the Hephaisteion,
and the head of a girl, 5 1246, formerly attributed to
140o
Op.cit.,p. 486.

141

The group with Herakles and Apollo fighting over the
tripod set up by the Phocians at Delphi (Pausanias, X, 13, 7)
celebrating their victory over the Thessalians "shortly
before" Xerxes' invasion of Greece is probably too late to
have been this prototype, but it may well have used the same
type of angry Herakles.
142
143

Pfuhl, op.cit., fig. 392.

Ibid., fig. 492; Webster, Der Niobidenmaler,pl. 3 a.
144 A.R.V.2, p.
286, no. 16; Studies Presented to David
Al. Robinson, II, pl. 37, d-e.

the Nike Parapetbut probablyto be assignedto the
Templeof Ares. These, as well as the heterogeneous
cache of sculpturefound north of the Eleusinion,145
indicate that the late Athenianswere in the habit of
collecting pieces of ancient sculpturethat had been
damagedand discardedin earliertimes. What their
purposein doing this was we do not know, but the
fact must serve as a warningagainstlaying too much
stress on finding-places.
Grantingall this, one still ought to mentionthat
Herakleswas probablyfound in Melite.14The sanctuary of Herakles in Melite (whose site is still unidentified)was apparentlyan old one, and had a cult
statue by Ageladas.147It would be easy to imagine
a place there for a Heraklesin archaicstyle whether
as an originalor as a replacementbut so long as we
know nothing of the size or form of the temple it is
idle to speculatefurther.
97 B. Head of a Cock,500-480 B.C. (2).

P1.18.

S 1260. Found in 1947 in early mediaevalfill east
of the Street of the MarbleWorkerssouthwestof the
Agora(C-D, 17-18). Head and neck with roughjoint
surface cutting diagonallythroughneck and drilled
attachmenthole. Beak, crest and lowerfront edge of
fragment chipped away. Pentelic marble. Light
weathering,pinkishbuff patina and root-marks.
P.H. 0.10 m.
H. A. Thompson,Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 174
to 175, pl. 50, 2-3.
See also p. 38.
The head is very unsymmetricaland was certainly
meant to be seen primarilyfrom the properleft side.
When the attachmentsurfaceat the back is applied
against a vertical surfacethe head projectsin threequartersview facingleft. All the formsare morecarefully carvedand occupymorespaceon the properleft
side than on the right. The expansionof the side toward the spectatorat the expenseof the other side is
like the treatmentgiven the lion maskin the Herakles
head, No. 97 A, which Thompsonhas associatedwith
the presentfragment.Thereis a roughsuggestionof

feathers in the uneven surface of the neck with occasional engraved strokes. The eyes, both of which
are carved, are small engraved circles with straight
strokes attached to suggest the corners. The wattles
are very long and curve in toward one another. The
space between them is hollowed out by means of
several joining channels cut by a small drill.

145Cf. Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 378, note 39 and p. 390,
note 87.
146For the probable location of this area in the deme of
Melite, see R. S. Young, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 140-143.
1,7 Schol. Aristophanes, Frogs, 501. Cf. Judeich, Topographies, pp. 396-897.
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The generalsimilaritiesof workmanshipand design
betweenthis and the Herakleshead are so great that
Thompson'sassociationof the two as parts of a single
monument remains convincing even though their
exact relationshipis uncertain. The suggestionthat
the creaturemay be a Stymphalianbird is hard to
reconcilewith either the artistic or the literarytradition concerningthe Stymphalianbirds.All the surviving representations,from the 8th century B.C.down
to Romantimes, showthem as long-neckedwaterfowl
of one kind or another,and that is what their habitat
would imply.'" Pausanias describes some fierce
Arabian birds with a crane-likeappearance,resemblingibiseswith straightbeaks,as possibledescendants
of the Stymphalianbirds.149
Except for the unusual
length of the wattles there is nothing about our fragment to distinguishit froman ordinaryrooster.Cocks
belong rather to civilized life than to adventuresin
the wild, and since they are frequently seen in the
hands of people, this creature seems rather more
likely to have been a subsidiarythan a protagonistin
the Heraklesscene, if indeedit does not come from a
separatecompositionon the same building.
Like the lion's skin of the Herakleshead,the cock's
head is done in a sketchy style which gives a natural
effectratherthan attemptingto exploitthe decorative
possibilities of the theme. If the bird's head were
foundalone,therewouldbe nothingin it to suggestan
archaicdate.

98. Unfinished Fragment with Two Horses, Latter
Part of 6th Century B.C. (?).

P1. 17.

S 1467.Foundin 1950duringweedingin bottom of
cutting for Templeof Ares(K 8). Bodiesof two horses
carvedin one piece, the near horse somewhatbehind
the other.Coarse-grained
whiteislandmarble.Surface
weatheredand battered.Preservesrough-pickedback
surface.Brokenleft, right and below.Partiallybroken
above. Heads, legs and tails of horsesmissing.
P.L. 0.52 m., P.H. 0.295 m., Depth 0.225 m., L. of

body of near horse 0.39 m.
See also p. 3.

Two horses, shown in left profile, are treated as if
they were in high relief, but there is no background.
The present flat, rough-picked back surface seems to
be original and not the result of cutting away a previously existing background, for a large drill channel
below the right foreleg of the far horse looks as if it
148Bronmmer,Herakles,
pp. 25-27, fig. 7, pls. 3, 18, 19;
Vasenlisten zur griechischenHeldensage2,pp. 157-158. Altogether this seems to be one of the least popular in art of all
Heraldes' adventures.
149

VIII, 22, 4-6.
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had been cut in from the back rather than from the
front. The surface at the back is flat, though still
rough-picked,and the horses move outward diagonally from its plane so that the hindquartersof the
off horse would have been in fairly low relief, his
forequartersin high.
Thenearhorsehad both forelegsoff the ground,the
upperpart of the right one carvedin reliefagainstthe
body of the otherhorse.Theleft forelegwas apparently raisedstill higher.The far horseseemsto have had
the left forefooton the ground,the right raised. The
left hind leg of the near horse was advanced,as was
apparentlythe right hind leg of the far horse.
Above the backs of the horsesis what lookslike an
outstretchedhuman arm which is not yet fully disengaged from the marble. The person to whom it
belonged may have been a charioteershown diagonally behind the horses, as in the east frieze of the
SiphnianTreasuryat Delphi,1soor a personstanding
on the groundbehind them.
It must have beenintendedthat the finishedgroup
would be attached to a background.The relief seems
too high in proportionto the size of the figuresfor a
metope or frieze. Perhaps it was meant for a small
pediment. The reason for its being left unfinishedis
not apparent.The degreeof finishis very uneven.The
flank of the near horse seems to have been finished
almost smooth, while its chest and the areas above,
below and between the horses still show very rough
point-work.Thereare also raw tracesof a heavy drill
that was used to undercutand separatethe forelegs
of the horses and to separate the chest of the near
horse from the shoulderof the other.
The placement, proportionsand attitudes of the
horses are strongly reminiscentof those in the two
four-horsechariot groups in the east frieze of the
Siphnian Treasury,though here we have only two
horses instead of four. It thereforeseems likely that
our horsesbelongedto a chariotgroupand weremade
in the latter part of the 6th centuryB.C.,but there is
not enough detail presentto support a close dating.
99. Fragmentfrom an Attic Gravestone,Hand with
Staff, Middleof 6th CenturyB.C.
Pl. 19.
5 1751. Found in 1953 in a marble pile behind the
north end of the Stoa of Attalos (R 7). Fragment from
the right edge of a stele showing in relief part of a
hand grasping a staff. Fine-grained, pale gray Attic
marble with thin bands of darker gray. Preserves side
surface and some of original back. Broken at left and
above. Border chipped away except for a bit beside
the knuckles of the little and third fingers. Slightly
weathered. No traces of color.
150Delphes, IV', p1s. 11-12; De la Coste Messelibreand
Mir6, Delphes, figs. 78-79.
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P.H. 0.102 m., P.W. 0.085 m., Th. at edge 0.093 m.,

Max. P. Th. (at base of thumb) 0.101 m.
Hesperia,XXV, 1956,pp. 25-26, A, 29-30, pl. 7, b;
no. 33, fig. 93.
Richter,Gravestones2,
See also pp. 12, 45.
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The fragment shows two fingers and a part of a
third, graspinga cylindricalstaff. To the left appears
part of the high moundat the base of the thumb. The
little finger is not differentiatedfrom the others in
thicknessor in length, and there is no indicationof
the joints or nails. Perhapsthe fingernailsweremeant
to be curledout of sight aroundthe shaft. The side of
the shaft is carefully smoothed, while the back is
dressedwith the drove.
Identity of marble, thickness and workmanship
provesthat our fragmentcomesfroma stele of which
the lowerpart is now in the MetropolitanMuseumof
It shows a nude youth in profile
Art in New York.Y5'
a
red
against
ground, holding a staff or spear. Our
does
not
piece
join, for the New York stele is broken
off considerablybelow the wrist of the upraisedleft
arm,but the alignmentsof edge, staff and arm fix its
position approximately.In the quiet simplicity of
the design and in the combination of full forms,
especiallyin the thighs,with taut outlines,this youth
is comparableto those on early vases by the Amasis
The sculptor'slack of interest in details,
Painter.s152
shown by the ambiguous treatment of the fingers
grasping the staff, may be seen again in the feet,
wherethe toenails are not separatelyindicated.
The New York stele has been tentatively linked
with a poros base, likewise in the Metropolitan
Museumand said to have been found together with
the stele, whichbearsan epigramto Chairedemosand
the signatureof the sculptorPhaidimos.The findingplace, however, which must have been somewhere
near the Agora,makesit likely that both pieceswere
found in a context of re-use and so need not belong
together. The Chairedemosinscription, carved bouis thought to be the earliest of three sigstrophedon,
naturesof Phaidimosthat have been preserved.It is
dated by Miss Jeffery ca. 560-550.15 The kore base
from Vourva, with which only the feet of the kore
have survived, should be later."1 Miss Richter compares the thick knobby joints of the toes and the
slender phalanges of the kore with those of the New

151Richter, Catalogue,no. 13; Gravestones2,no. 33, fig. 95.
152E.g. two amphoras in New York: Beazley, A.B.V.,
p. 150, nos. 2 (S. Karouzou, The Amasis Painter, Oxford,
1956, pl. 1) and 3 (Von Bothrner, B.M.M.A., XV, 1956-1957,
Number 7, p. 171, above).
153aJeffery, Local Scripts, p. 72, no. 20; B.S.A., LVII,
1962, p. 118 [2]; Richter, Catalogue,pp. 10-11; Gravestones2,
pp. 156-158 (Guarducci).
154Athens, N.M. 81. Eichler, Jahreshefte, XVI, 1913,
pp. 86ff.; Richter, Gravestones2,figs. 94, 200; Jeffery, Local
Scripts, pp. 72-73, no. 23; B.S.A., LVII, 1962, p. 187, no. 44.

York stele.'" The feet are not so similar, however,
as to prove that the sculptor was the same. The
toenails of the kore have sharply engravedangular
outlines and there is a sort of old-fashionedneatness
and precision about them that is quite unlike the
softer feelingof the New York work. If the two were
by the same man, the youth shouldbe later than the
kore,but since the inscriptionsprecludethis, it seems
best to dissociate Phaidimosand Chairedemosfrom
our youth.
Miss Richter suggests a date somewhat before
550 B.C. becauseof the resemblanceof the youth to
kouroi of the Tenea-VolomandraGroup.1"Schuchhardt brings it down to 540-530, but without objecting to a date of around540 for the brother-andsister stele.5xsThough absolute chronologyremains
somewhatconjectural,I feel no doubt that our stele
is the earlier of the two, both in technique and in
sculpturalstyle. Onthe otherhand,it is unlikelythat
it was crownedwith a cavetto capital and sphinx, as
Miss Richter implies in her history of the architecturaldevelopmentof Attic stelai, for it seemstoo thin
safely to have supportedsuch a finial.Probablysome
form of fiat capital decorated with double volutes
supporting a palmette was already in use by the
middleof the century,and the date of our stele may
well be about 550 or only shortly after. A fragment
publishedby Conzeas being in the NationalMuseum
in Athens but not now locatable comes from the
lower part of a fiat capital with a pair of double
volutes above a band of tongue pattern." Its recordedthickness,0.085 m., whichis too slight to have
supporteda sphinx, seems to be about right for our
stele and the materialis the same, gray Attic ("Hymettian")marble.A connectioncannotbe established,
however, unless the fragment can be found again,
its dimensions checked and its workmanshipcompared with that of the New York stele. No. 100, a
fragmentof a strikinglysimilar capital found in the
same general area as the hand fragment, seems to
have been too wide and thick to belong to the same
monument.
100. Fragmentof an Attic Gravestone,VoluteFinial,
2nd Quarter or Middle of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 19.

S 1488. Found in 1950 in the Stoa of Attalos area
(Q 8) among marbles left by the 19th century excavators. Fragment from lower right-hand corner.
Fine-grained gray Attic marble banded with darker
gray, the plane of banding being approximately
155Gravestones2, p. 24.
1*6Loc.cit.
157 Gnomon, 1958, p. 484.

1s Conze, I, no. 28. Cf. Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 35-36;
Richter, GravestonesO,
p. 31, no. 44.
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vertical and slanting somewhat back to the right
from the face of the stone. The piece is brokenat the
back along this plane, also above, at the left and on
the right side above the leaf band. Tracesof reddish
mortaradhereto all surfaces.
P.H. 0.165 m., P.W. 0.26 m., P.Th. 0.075 m.

Hesperia, XXV, 1956, p. 26, B, pl. 8, a and b;
no. 42, fig. 123.
Richter, Gravestones2,
See also pp. 42, 44.
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The fragment,froma finialwith incisedand painted decorationon a flat surface, preservesa band of
leaves along the bottom and the remainsof a volute
above at the right. Of the colors only the red has
survived, the presence of the others being marked
only by a slightly raised surfacewhere the paint has
protectedthe marblefromweathering.Onthe analogy
of other examples we may imagine that the incised
lines were filled with black, or possibly red. Some
filling would be necessary, since the incisions often
fall between uncolored areas or strips. Alternate
leaves, beginningwith the outside one, were painted
red. The others may have been black, blue or green.
The lower parts of the leaves are markedoff by an
incised line into a band 0.015 m. wide. In this the
lines of the reserved bordersof the leaves are continued downwardas vertical incised strokes, while
the reserved centers seem to have been continued
down without incised outlines. Since no trace of red
remains in this band, we do not know how it was
colored.Perhapstherewas a simple alternationwith
the colorsof the leaves above. Overthe leaves was a
horizontal red band 0.011 m. wide borderedby reserved lines and incisions.Above this the surfacebetween the volutes seems to have been paintedin one
solid color (probablyblue or black). Theremay have
been an inverted palmette in the lost area above the
fragment.The spiralof the volute is reservedand its
eye red. The outward curve of the side of the finial
near the top of the leaf-bandwould doubtless have
continued only to the level of the red band, which
would have been cut off vertically below the spring
of the volute.
The side surfaceis not smoothedbut dressedwith
the drovein carefullyhorizontalstrokes.It preserves

part of the incised outline of one leaf, of approximately the same width as those on the front. No
trace of color remains on the side but the differences
in the surface show that the side leaves were painted.
If we restore two leaves on the side, the thickness of
the finial at the bottom will have been ca. 0.102 m.
This seems just adequate to accommodate the cutting
for a dowel or tenon which is partially preserved in
the underside, beginning 0.035 m. from the front face
and 0.113 m. from the right edge. Since only its front
wall remains, its exact dimensions are unknown, but
it must have been at least 0.07 m. deep and 0.12 m.
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long. Its thickness at the base is not likely to have
been much less than 0.08 m. and it seems to be centered roughly on the fourth leaf from the right. The
undersideof the finial has anathyrosis(chiselborder,
point-workinside). The closest parallelto this piece
is a lost fragmentpublishedby Conzeas being in the
Athens NationalMuseum.159
Like ours it comes from
the lower right corner of a finial, and it showed a
similar band of leaves surmountedby a volute that
must have been part of a pairof doublevolutes of lyre
shape. Its thicknessis given as only 0.085 m. at the
bottom of the fragmentand 0.07 m. at the top, which
seems too thin safely to have supported a sphinx.
More probablyit carrieda palmette. Our fragment,
though thicker, could also be more attractively restoredwith a palmettethan with a sphinx, for its flat
surface provides no projection below, such as the
hawksbeakfurnisheson the brother-and-sisterstele,
to balancethe projectionof the abacus above.'6o
101. Lower Part of Stele of Theron,3rd Quarterof
6th CenturyB..c.
P1.20.
I 2056. Brokenoff above. Back, sides and bottom
preserved.From a stele originally found in March,
1819 by Fauvel in excavations near the modern
Glyphada.Fauvel's house, in the area of the ancient
Agora, was destroyed during the GreekWar of Independence. The surviving fragment was refound
October81, 1984 in the demolitionof a modernhouse
in the centralpart of the Agora (N 12). Fine-grained
white Attic marblewith a few darkerstreaks.Traces
of mortarand whitewashon the face. Right side of
face worn, enough to obliterate first two letters of
inscriptionbut not incised lines of borders.Bottom
preservedexcept for chips off lower front cornerand
along front edge adjacentto right side.
P.H. 1.465 m., W. at base 0.485 m., Th. at base
(left side) 0.15 m., (right side) 0.14 m. The stele
tapers, the width diminishing0.036 m. per meter of
height, the thickness 0.019 m. The left side is about
0.01 m. thickerthan the right all the way up. Letter
height 0.028 m.
The originalstele was first describedby Fauvel in
an unpublishedletter of April 11, 1819. The text of
the pertinent passage is quoted by C. W. J. Eliot,
CoastalDemesofAttika,p. 11, who identifiesthe letter
as follows:"Thisletter is amongthe papersof Fauvel
in La BibliothbqueNationalein Paris. It is numbered
Vol. II (= mss. frang.22871), folio 28." The finial
and inscription were published in drawings by L.
Vulliamy, Examples of OrnamentalSculpture in
159Conze, no. 28. See above, No. 99.
Miss Richter, Gravestones2,p. 30, believes that it
160o
carried a sphinx.
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DrawnfromtheOriginalsin Greece,Asia
Architecture,
Minor and Italy in the Years 1818ff.,London, 18241826, pl. 20, 4. Conze, Die attischenGrabreliefs,I,
p. 11, no. 23, cites "2. edition. London s.a." and
quotes a description:"Very beautiful white marble.
It is a very unusualexample:it is not sculptured;the
surfaceis flat, and the formsare shownby sunklines,
and by the two colorswith which it is painted. The
shaft is in a separatepieceof marble;it is about 12 ft.
high and 1 ft. 8 in. wide at the base. The head is let
into the shaft with a tenon, which is run with lead.
On the shaft, about midway of the height, is a word
in ancient Greekletters." The editions of Vulliamy
which I have been able to consult consist only of the
set of plates, with a date of issue printed on each
p!ate, the latest being 1826. Twenty plates, including
as plate 2 that on which the Theronstele appears,
were republishedby Batsford, London, 1907, with
introduction and notes by R. Phbn6 Spiers under
the title: Examplesof ClassicOrnamentfromGreece
and RomedrawnfromtheOriginalsby LewisVulliamy.
Spiersdoes not mentionand apparentlydoes not use
the Vulliamy descriptionquoted by Conze.Stackelberg, Griber derHellenen,pl. VI, 2-5 (whenceConze,
I, pl. XIV, 1) shows the whole stele, but it is not
certainwhetherStackelbergactually saw the stele or
only took his informationfrom Vulliamy.His placement of the inscription correspondsrather to Vulliamy's words quoted by Conze than to the actual
stone (see below), but Stackelbergspeaks of the
colorsas if he had seen them. Kinnard,in Stuart and
Revett, Antiquities of Athens, IV, Supplement,
pp. 13f., also shows the capital and inscriptionand
givesdimensionswhichmay be derivedfromVulliamy,
if he had access to the descriptionquoted above. He
reproducesthe shape and spacing of the letters less
accurately than Vulliamy, but he shows the lower
width of the capital as equal to that of the shaft, instead of projectingbeyond,as it doesin Stackelberg's
drawing. Apart from Vulliamy's details, the only
pictureof the stele whichis certainlybasedon autopsy
is the view of it in the backgroundof pl. 19 in L.
Paris,
Dupre, Voyagea Atheneset a Constantinople,
1825 (whence our P1.20; Hesperia,XXV, 1956, pl.
9 a-b; Richter, The Archaic Gravestonesof Attica,

fig. 149), showing Fauvel at home among his antiquities. This shows the capital flush with the sides of
the shaft. It does not show the inscription, but does
show the engraved borders.
The inscription was published (as lost) in I.G., IP,
994.
The Agora fragment was first published by G. M.
A. Richter, Archaic Attic Gravestones, 1944, p. 94,
figs. 89, 90. Subsequently Harrison, Hesperia, XXV,
1956, p. 27, C, pl. 9, d; Richter, The Archaic Gravestones of Attica, 1961, no. 60 B, figs. 150, 209 and the
inscription in the epigraphical appendix by M. Guar-

ducci,ibid.,p. 169and by L. H. Jeffery,B.S.A.,LVII,
1962, p. 185, no. 38. The matter of the identification
is furtherdiscussedby Eliot, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
See also pp. 46, 49.
The stele was unsculptured,its front face dressed
smooth except for a border stripe down each side
markedoff by two deeply engravedlines. The strip
between the lines is carefully smoothed and shows
faint tracesof red paint. The borderoutsidethe strip
on each side retains marks of the drove. The strips
and the bordersoutside them taper as the stele does.
The sides of the shaft are carefullysmoothedand the
back dressedwith the drove. At the bottom the line
for setting the stele into its base is markedby a narrow stripe of red paint that runs all the way around
the stele, 0.085 m. from the bottom of the stone. Below this, the surface is more roughly dressed, with
the drove on the front and sides, with the claw
chisel on the back.
The name [Ne]povos,inscribedretrograde,appears
from0.41 m. to 0.46 m. above the bottom of the stele.
The last four letters are quite clear;of the third clear
traces survive, part of the curve of the rho and a bit
of the vertical stroke (cf. the drawing, P1.20).161
Either the inscriptionwas somewhat off-centertoward the left or, more probably, the letter-cutter
startedwith a very widespacingand reducedit in the
latter part of the name.
The stele was originallycrownedwith a separately
carvedfinialof unusualdesign,a palmetterisingnot
from a pair of volutes but from a pair of drooping
leaves tied together with a band. The form is confirmed by the independent testimony of Vulliamy
and Dupre.It is probablya survivalof the somewhat
similardesignthat occursin orientalivoriesand Greek
orientalizingpottery.e62The pattern seems to have
been outlinedwith engravedlines as on No. 100 and
paintedin red and blue. The statementsof Vulliamy
and Kinnardthat the shaft was twelve feet high and
that the inscriptionwas about halfway up the shaft
are irreconcilable.The secondwas entirelywrong(the
name is only 1' fromthe bottom), probablybecause
161
Eugene Vanderpool kindly consented to check the
existence of these traces for me, and he agrees that they are
parts of an original rho. The letter is placed somewhat lower
on the stone than one would expect, which may be the reason
why Miss Guarduccidid not find the traces convincing in the
photograph. She doubts the existence of the rho and does
not feel certain that the Agora fragment is in fact the stele
of Theron that was in Fauvel's collection. Miss Richter,
however, believes it likely that the Agora fragment is part of
the Fauvel stele.
162 Cf. J. W. and G. M. Crowfoot, Early Ivories from
Samaria, London, 1938, pls. 18-20; Clara Rhodos, VI-VII,
p. 79, fig. 88. These ornaments, representing a palm-tree
with drooping fronds, lack the horizontal tie of the Theron
stele, but this is also lacking in the volute-trees of this earlier
period.
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neither architect noted the exact location of the inscription at the time when he made his drawing.
Stackelberg'sdrawingshows the same error.Fauvel,
in his letter which mentionsfindingthe stele, speaks
of it as twelve feet high without saying whetherthat
height includes the finial. One would preferto think
that it does, for otherwise the ensemble would be
taller than the New York brother-and-sisterstele includingits sphinx capital, and Theron'sstele is both
narrowerand thinner at the base than the one in
New York.'e3
No trace of painted decorationon the shaft apart
from the borderstripesis shownor mentionedby the
early authorities. Miss Richter suggests that there
was originallya pictureof the deceasedabove the inscription.l' On the survivingfragmentthe periodof
re-use (probablyas a step) has removed any traces
of paint that might have existed, except in the sunken
borderstripes.
The inscriptionsuggestsa date in the third quarter
of the 6th century; the letter forms should not be
earlier,the retrogradewritingnot later. The evidence
of the techniqueagrees. The claw chisel is used, but
only at the bottom whereits markswould not show.
The separately carved finial continues the earlier
tradition.The great height of the monumentsuggests
that it may belong to the same period as the unusually tall monumentswith volute-sphinxcapitals.
102. Fragment of Attic Gravestone,Middle of 6th
CenturyB.C.
P1.21.

S 2042. Found in 1959 in late fill in the area of the
Eleusinion (T 18). Island marble, probably Parian.
Moderatelycoarsegrain. Part of back and right side
preserved.All edges battered. Strong traces of red
color on background.Surfacelittle weathered.
P.H. 0.195 m., P.W. 0.245 m., P.Th. 0.094 m.

The fragment,from the lower right side of a stele
of moderate thickness, shows the outline of a bare
lower shin and upper instep against a concave red
ground. This was probably the left foot, the one
usually advancedin such archaicreliefs. The surface

of the leg is smooth. Its front edge is offset from the
background by a sharp bevel. The background was
deeply curved, and doubtless came out to a thin sharp
border, as in the Gorgon and Diskophoros stelai from
the Themistoklean Wall.'85 The side of the stele was
smoothed and the back dressed with the drove, as in
the New York stele, see above, No. 99. There are no
163 Miss Richter
gives the height of the brother-andsister monument as 4.234 m. including the base (Catalogue,
p. 12, Gravestones2',
p. 27).
164
Gravestones2,p. 44.
16 Gravestones2,nos. 27 and 25.
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marks of the claw chisel unless the striations of the
backgroundwere made by draggingsuch a tool over
the surface. The fragment must come from a grave
monumentof good quality made aroundthe middle
of the 6th centurys.c.
103. Fragmentof an Attic Gravestone,Head of Man
and Top of Shaft, 3rd Quarterof 6th Centurys.c.
P1.20.
S 1786. Found in 1952 at a high level (presumably
modern) south of the Churchof the Holy Apostles
(O 16). Top part of a shaft. Broken below. Top and
sides original.Back originalbut somewhatwornfrom
use as a thresholdblock. The whole front surfaceexcept for a band 0.045 m. wide at the top and the concave backgroundof the relief belowhas been roughly
picked away. White Attic marble, weathered and
cracked.Brown stains and mortar on front, reddish
brown patina on left side. On the top, anathyrosis
and a dowel cutting 0.09 m. x 0.035 m. and 0.055 m.
deep, approximatelycentered, for attachment of a
finial.
P.H. 1.045 m., W. at top 0.352 m., at bottom
0.40 m. Th. at top 0.127 m., P.Th. at bottom 0.117 m.
Hesperia,XXV, 1956,p. 27, D, pl. 10, b--c;Richter,
no. 50, fig. 135.
Gravestones2,
See also p. 1.
The fragmentpreservesthe upper part of a shaft
on whichthe deceasedwas representedin relief,facing
right. The breakat the bottom of the stone runsjust
below his head. Above the main panel was a space
about 0.76 m. high, whose use or decorationwe cannot ascertain,for most of its surfacehas been picked
away, leaving only a little strip of original surface
along the top edge that shows no traces of any kind.
The surfaceof the man's head has also been picked
away, but the outline of it can be made out against
the concave background,which retains its original
surfaceand even a little originalred color. The outline suggeststhat the man was bearded.His hair appearsto have been cut off low on the nape of his neck.
The stele must have been built into a wall face up and
all the projectingpart pickedaway to providea horizontal bed for the stone above. The taper of the stele
in thicknessmadeit necessaryto removealso most of
the surface of the top panel. The carefulreworking
correspondsto the treatment of archaicgravestones
found in the Themistokleancity walls, especiallythe
famous Gorgon stele.'es Ours may have been first
found in the city walls and later re-used for other
purposes.The pivot and post holes on the back indicate that part of the stele served in moderntimes
166Gravestones2,no. 27,
figs. 83-85.
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as the thresholdfor a double door. The lowest part
must already have been brokenaway by that time.
The tall top panel is peculiar.Only two other examplespreservea top panel to its full height, and on
both it is much lower: 0.48 m. high on the so-called
Noack fragment1'6and 0.482-0.443 m. high on the
New York brother-and-sisterstele.1' In neither case
do we know how it was decorated. An inscription
runningverticallymight have taken up the space on
our stele, as on a stele from Boeotia in Boston,1' but
our piece seemsotherwisemorelike the regularAttic
stelai which have the inscriptionon the base. The
effect of height and slendernesswhich the tall top
panel must have given would make our stele comparable to the stele of Theron, No. 101, which was
terminated by an attached palmette. Though our
stele would be thick enough to support a cavettosphinx capital, it is not heavy enough for one with
doublevolute and sphinxlike those in New York and
Boston.1'0The dim outline of the man'sface does not
permitclose dating, but the profileis not unlike that
of the boy on the brother-and-sisterstele, and Miss
Richter comparesthe shape of the skull, remarking
that it is less domedthan in later works."'According
to presentnotions, the separatelyattachedfinial precludes a date later than around525, though it must
be recalledthat we have not one singlefinialpreserved
that certainly belongs to an Attic relief stele of the
last quarterof the century. All those that we have
come from painted or engraved examples or stelai
whose decorationis unknown. The smooth finish of
back and sides, however,is also in favor of an earlier date for the Agorafragment.
104. Fragmentof ArchaicGravestone,Manand Dog,

ca. 530-525 B.C.

P1. 21.

H. A. Thompson,Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 373
to 377; AgoraGuide2,p. 192; K. Friis Johansen, The
Attic Grave-Reliefsof the Classical Period, p. 110;
Hesperia,XXV, 1956, pp. 28, E, and 42, pl. 11, e-f;
Himmelmann-Wildschutz,Studien zum Ilissosrelief,
no. 49, fig. 181
p. 41, note 106; Richter,Gravestones2,
and text figureon p. 35.
See also pp. 18, 18, 28, 37, 47, 48, 49, 78.
The fragment shows the feet of a man wearing
light sandals. A heavy curling object behind him
seems to be the tail of a dog. The relief is relatively
high, and the frontsof the legs are deeplyoffset from
the background.The man's flesh is polished; the
backgroundand the dog'stail have a mat finish.The
straps of the sandal that pass behind the heel and
join the sole at the sides are delicatelycarvedin low
relief, but the front strap which passed between the
toes and its forkedjoining to the side strapswereleft
to be shownin paint only. Thereare tracesof redcolor
on the carvedstraps.
Alongthe edge of the stele therewas a flat painted
borderwhose pattern can still be made out (Pl. 21).
On a strip about 0.035 m. wide reservedin the color
of the stone is traceda battlementmaeanderformed
by opposingrectanglesoutlined in red and with the
center line of the maeanderpainted in some color
that has now disappeared.No trace of colorremains
on the backgroundbetweenthe legs, and this is perhaps an indication that the field was painted blue
or blackratherthan red, thoughred is the moreusual
colorfor backgroundson archaicstelai.
Thisis the finestfragmentof an archaicgravestone
that has come to light in the Agora,notable both for
its subject matter and for its artistic excellence.Its
interpretationas part of a man-and-dogreliefis owed
to H. A. Thompson,who sees in it the forerunnerof
a seriesof non-Atticexamplesbelongingto the early
5th century: the stele from Orchomenosby Alxenor
of Naxos, the Borgiastele in Naples,and the stele of
Anaxandros from Apollonia on the Black Sea.'72
Like the men on these later man-and-dogstelai, ours
was dressedneither as a warriornor as an athlete.
The light sandals,similarin design to those worn by

S 1276 a. Found in 1947in the curbingof a Turkish cesspool at the southwest cornerof the market
square(I 12). Fromthe lowerleft part of a stele. Finegrained white Attic marble with thin gray bands
(banding approximatelyvertical on sides of shaft,
slanting back slightly from left to right). Broken at
top, right side and below. Back and bottom surfaces women, would be unsuitable for rough ground or
deeply eroded by cesspool acids, but the slab probably
has nearly its original thickness. In the back, about
0.25 m. from the left edge, are remains of deep holes
made to help in breaking up the stone for re-use.
P.H. 0.34 m., P.W. 0.805 m., P.Th. (total) 0.22 m.,
P.Th. below feet 0.204 m., P.Th. of edge beside legs
0.18 m.
167

Ibid., no. 29, fig. 89.

1" Ibid., ne. 37, fig. 99. I am indebted to Brian Cook for
measuring the height of the top panel.
169Ibid., no. 28, fig. 81.
10oIbid., nos. 37, figs. 96-104 and 38, figs. 110-111.
171 Ibid., p. 35.

vigorous exercise.173The footgear of our figure thus
supports the idea that the curved object behind him
is in fact the tail of a dog and not some inanimate
piece of equipment, such as a hockey stick. Probably
we should picture the man as wearing a short himati172Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 373-377.
173Cf. Acropolis kore 682; Schrader, pls. 56, 57. Similar
sandals are worn by Lyseas, who appears on his painted
gravestone (Conze, I, pl. 1; Richter, Gravestones~,no. 70,
figs. 159-160) wearing a long himation and carrying a
kantharos and a bunch of twigs, dressed for a feast or a
ceremony.
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on. He may have carrieda staff in his hand but will
not have leaned on it as in the later examples,for his
feet are in the walkingstance (like a kourosin relief)
that is usual on 6th centurystelai. If the holes in the
back of the stone mark its half-width,as Thompson
suggested,there will have been room in front of the
man for a dog leaping up with his forepawsagainst
the edge of the stele, as on the relieffromApollonia.'74
The size and position of the tail suggest a somewhat
largerdog than those on the later stelai. The surface
to the right of the man's left shin must belongto the
leg of the dog ratherthan to the background,though
no modellingis preserved.
It would seem that the man-and-dogtheme is
earlierin painting than in sculpture,for the Amasis
Painter in his earlierworks shows Herakles'dog accompanyingthe hero to Olympos.'75 So far, our stele
is the earliestgravestoneof this type known.That it
was not alone in the archaicperiodis shown by the
fragment in island marble, No. 105, with part of a
dog's head and a man's hand. The difference in
marbleprecludesthe attributionof the fragmentto the
presentstele, andit may be somewhatlater in date.'e6
The renderingof the feet on our stele, as Thompson
has shown,suggestsa date around530 B.C.Kouroiof
the Anavyssos-Ptoon12 Group'7offergood parallels
in the round as does the New York chariot stele in
relief.78sThe spirit of the work is different,however.
In contrast to the full-blownroundnessof forms of
the Anavyssos kouros and the New York stele, the
hard, clear modellingof the legs on our stele recalls
the style of the Peisistratid pediments.179
Similarly,
the plain maeanderof the bordercontrastswith the
gay guillocheof the chariotstele.
To judge from the unusual thickness of our stele
and its probablebreadth,it must have been crowned
by the most elaborate form of finial used on Attic
stelai, a cut-out doublevolute of lyre shape supporting a crouchingsphinx. Two such capitalsare known
to us: the nearly complete one in Boston, with its
sphinx preserved,'8 and a fragment in the Athens
National Museum.'s8The Boston capital is 0.192 m.
174Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pl. 52, 1 (right).
175Karouzou, The Amasis Painter, pp. 6, 9-10.
176Cf. Richter, Gravestones8,p. 48, no. 69.
17 Acropolis 596, belonging to the kouros Acropolis 665
(Richter, Kouroi2, no. 137, fig. 436) and Athens N.M. 12
(Kouroi2,no. 145, fig. 437).
178Richter, Gravestones2,figs. 177, 179; Catalogue,pl. 19.
17 Payne, p. 53, pls. 36-37; Schrader, p1s. 185-197.
180Richter, Gravestones2,no. 38, figs. 110-114. It is by
now generally agreed, though published proof is lacking, that
the Boston capital belongs to the same monument as the New
York chariot stele.
181Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pl. 11, c-d; Richter, Gravestones2,
no. 41, fig. 124. Since the fragment comes from Athens
(Kerameikos), there is a possibility that it is actually the
capital of the man-and-dog stele, but the possibility remains
tenuous.
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thick at its base. The Athenianexamplehas only its
upper part preserved,but is 0.185 m. thick in the
uppervolutes.
105. Fragmentof Man-and-DogRelief: Dog's Head,
Last Quarter of 6th Century B.C.

P1. 21.

S 1276bis. Foundin 1951in a marblepile near the
southwest corner of the Agora (I 11). Fragment of
relief brokenaway from the background,preserving
dog's head from ear to muzzle and thumb of man's
left hand. White island marbleof rathercoarsegrain.
Battered and lightly weathered.
P.L. 0.175 m., Max. P.Th. 0.06 m.

H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 108
to 109, pl. 28, b; mentioned Hesperia,XXV, 1956,
no 69, fig. 168.
p. 43, note 64; Richter, Gravestones2,
See also above (104).
This fragmentwas recognizedby H. A. Thompson
as belongingto a grave relief of the type of the stele
of Alxenor82but of the 6th century. It cannot come
from the same stele as the man-and-dogfragment,
No. 104, as Thompsonsuggested, however, for the
present fragmentis of coarse-grainedisland marble
while the other is of fine-grainedAttic. Thuswe have
evidence for at least two grave monumentsof this
type in archaic Athens. The scale is approximately
life size. The dog's head was turnedup, as one can see
from the bend at the back of the neck, and probably
he was jumpingup on his hindlegs in orderto reach
his master's hand, which held him under the chin.
The master doubtless faced right (for the opposite
direction is extremely rare in archaic Attic grave
reliefs)m and leaned over, like the men on the
Alxenor and Borgia stelai, but extended his left instead of his right hand to the dog.8s4On the later
stelai the dog turnshis head backwardto take a morsel from the master'sright hand. Judging from the
relative sizes of the dog's head and the man's hand,
this was a largerdog than those in the early classical
stelai. The dog whose tail is preservedon No. 104
also seems to have been large.
182Cf. Thompson, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII,

pl. 52, 1.

1s83In the 5th century, however, we sometimes find persons

headed left on gravestones (cf. the youth and dog in Rhethymno, J.H.S., LVII, 1937, pl. 4, where the dog also heads
left).
184For the conjectured approximate position of the dog
see the stele in Sofia, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pl. 52, 1. If the
man, instead of holding a stick in his left hand had extended the hand backward toward the dog, the position of
hand and muzzle in our fragment would result. Such a composition would fit into a tall stele. If we admit the possibility
of a broad stele such as the mother-and-child stele from
Anavyssos (Richter, Gravestones2,no. 59), we might conceivably have a seated figure facing left (as on the potter
relief, Acropolis 1332) and extending his left hand to the dog.
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The dog's head is sensitively modelled,with com- slope may be seen on the stele of Antiphanes.'8The
plicated ups and downs of the surfaceto distinguish design seems to have been an eleven-leavedpalmette
the bony ridgesof the skull from the soft flesh parts. springingfroma pairof volutes. Therearenot enough
The ears were laid back; part of the deeply carved leaves left to prove that there were originallyeleven
hollow of the right ear survives at the lower edge of rather than nine, but two things suggest it: 1) the
our fragment.The eye is mostly battered away but diminutionin thickness from bottom to top deterit seems to have been similar to those of the hound mines an approximatehorizontalline, assumingthat
Acropolis148,18 small and deeply set, with the lid the piece was cut with reasonableaccuracy (very
shown simply as the edge of the surroundingflesh. accuratecuttingis not to be expectedin archaicwork),
The eye of the lion, No. 91, is carved in much the and this horizontal demands eleven leaves; 2) the
same way. Animals are not easy to date, but com- alignment of the edges of three leaves on a single
paredto Acropolis143 our dog seems a little later in tangent which appears on our fragment gives an
style. Schuchhardtand Payne comparethe style of awkwardlytriangularoutline if these leaves are rethe Acropolisdog to that of the gigantomachypedi- storedadjacentto the center,as they must have been
ment of the Peisistratid Temple of Athena.18 The if there were only nine leaves. The palmette was not
long spatulate thumb of the man on our fragment a very gracefulone in any case,for the majorityof the
with its thin second joint is shaped like that of the dividing lines between the leaves are straight, with
youth on an engravedand paintedstele in the Louvre real curves appearingonly in the lowest two leaves
whichis datedin the last quarterof the 6th century.s187on each side. Thevolutes seemto have beenrelatively
The stele to whichthe presentfragmentbelongedwas large, so that it is easier to restore a pair of single
probably ten to twenty years later than No. 104, volutes than lyre-shapeddouble volutes. The leaves
which remains the earliest example of the theme are separatedby sharplyincisedlines and surrounded
knownto us in Attic sculpture.
by a flat border,the innersurfaceof each being sunk
about 1 mm. below its border. The borders are
smooth; the sunken surfacesare more irregularand
106. Fragmentof a Palmette Finial Carvedon Both dressedwith rather coarse abrasive. The channel of
Sides, Latter Part of 6th Century B.C.
P1. 21. the volute, in so far as it is preserved,is slightly concave and dressedvery smooth. Doubtlessthe volute
S 1386. Found in 1949 in cleaningthe Stoa of At- and the bordersof the leaves were left in the colorof
talos (Q-R, 7-13). Fromthe rightside of the palmette, the marble, while the rough inner surfaces of the
preservingparts of six leaves and volute on front, leaves were painted in alternatingcolors. The sepaseven leaves and volute on back. Edge preservedonly rating lines would have been picked out in black or
at the ends of four leaves. White Attic marble of red.
The size of the finial is suitable for a grave stele
medium grain. Weatheredon upper edge of leaves.
with the usual top width of around 35-40 cm. The
Battered. Tracesof mortar.
P.H. 0.41 m., P.Th. at bottom 0.115 m., at top maximumwidth of the palmette,which in the single
0.093 m.
volute capitalsgenerallyexceedsthe top width of the
no.
142-143.
shaft, would measure about 48 cm. if there were
Richter,Gravestones2, 56, figs.
eleven leaves and 44 cm. if there were only nine.
Stele crownscarved on both sides are unusualin
The fragmentcomesfroma finialthat was decorated in the sameway on both faces, thoughthe outlines Attica, though some Ionian gravestoneshave figures
A singleof the patternonthe two facesdo not exactly coincide. as well as finialscarvedon frontandback189.
Since the upper edges of the leaves slopedown from voluteandpalmettecapitalinthe AthensNationalMuFace A (P1.21, right) to Face B (P1.21, left), it seems seum1",for whichno provenanceis recorded,though
likely that A, the taller face, was the front.A similar it was already in Athens when Sybel made his catalogue in 1881, is the only example known to me which
might be Attic, and even this is doubtful. It is made
of island marble and is described as being of Cycladic
18s5Schrader,no.

377, p1s.169-170; Payne, p. 51, pl. 131, 3.

18e Schuchhardt, in Schrader, p. 268, attributes Acropolis

143 to the same master as the gigantomachy pediment and
the sima lion of the Peisistratid Temple. He suggests the end
of the decade 520-510 as the latest possible date. Payne, p. 51,
also leaves it uncertain whether the dog is contemporary
with the gigantomachy or a later work in the same style.
187Richter, Gravestones2,no. 57, fig. 189; Charbonneaux,
Mon. Piot, XXXVII, 1940, pp. 46ff. Miss Richter argues for
a date around 520-510 B.C. as against Charbonneaux'date in
the Leagros period.

x1 Richter, Gravestones2,no. 54, fig. 137. Miss Richter
dates the stele of Antiphanes 530-520 B.C. and suggests a
similar date for our fragment. L. H. Jeffery, B.S.A., LVII,
1962, p. 131 supports a date near the end of the century for
Antiphanes.
18 Cf. Bakalakis, 'EATMvva
'AplfiyAv•a, Thessalonica,
1946, pp. 45-50.
'0 N.M. 796. Bakalakis,
op.cit., p. 50, no. 7. Sybel 2244.
Conze, I, no. 27, pl. 14, 5.
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type, though it lacks the precision and complexity
of the best Cycladic finials. A fragment of a 5th
century split palmette from the Agora, S 1756, is
carved on both sides but with a clear differentiation
of front and back. There is a strong possibility that
this latter does not comefroma grave stele at all, but
from some architectural decoration, such as the
pediment-shapedcheek-pieceof an altar. Such a use
seems likely also for a small palmette, A 1250, which
is carved on one side only but has the petals painted
on the other. This last was tentatively connectedby
H. A. Thompson with the man-and-dog stele, No.
104, but it is too small to have belongedto a gravestone. Thoughthe NationalMuseumfinial was made
separatelyand attached,its size and casualworkmanship make it almost certain that it belonged to a
gravestoneratherthan to any architecturalcomplex.
Bakalakis,who has made a specialstudy of two-sided
reliefs, concludedthat the shaft to which this finial
belongedmust also have been carvedon two sides.191
There are no fragments of two-sided reliefs in the
Agorato whichourpresentfinialmight be attributed,
but possibly a painted shaft, finished on the back,
might carrysuch a crown.Onemust ask whetherthis
piece could possibly be a part of the lost crown of
Theron'sstele (No. 101), but if those who described
the latter were at all accurate in their descriptions
ourfragmentdoesnot fit. It is a little too thick for the
shaft of Theron'sstele unlessthere was a mouldingat
the top of the shaft as on the New York brother-andsister stele to give a thicker base for the finial. No
such mouldingis mentionedor shownin the drawings.
Also there is no mention of Theron's finial being
carved on both sides, and the fact that the back of
Theron'sshaft has drove-workrather than a smooth
finish suggests that it was not. Lastly, "decorated
with sunk lines" does not really describethe carving
of our capital.
The date of the piece is not easy to fix. While the
apparent general outline, the single-arecore of the
palmette, and the carvingon two sides link it to the
National Museum palmette, the material and technique are altogetherdifferent.Insteadof the soft outlines and concavepetals of the 5th century palmette
we have stiff, flat leaves with offset flat bordersand
sharply engraved dividing lines. The edges of the

palmette seem to have been cut with the drove; no
traces of the toothed chisel remainvisible. Since the
marble is white Attic, differingin no way from the
usual Pentelic, it seems unlikely that the finialis the
productof a non-Atticworkshop.Probablyit belongs
to the latter part of the 6th century,whenAttic grave
monumentsof substantialsize were still being made.
107. Fragmentof Head of Youth, Late 6th Century
B.C.
P1.21.
S 2118. Found in 1959 in loose modernfill in the
Eleusinion area (V 20). Proper left side of head.
Broken off below chin and through inner corner of
right eye. Whole surfacebattered and flaky. Traces
of mortar.White Attic marbleof ratherfine grain.
P.H. 0.105 m., P.Th. of Frag. 0.055 m.

Lively and expressivein spite of its poorcondition,
the little head gives the impressionof being from a
relief, even thoughno contact with the backgroundis
preserved.The front hair framesthe face in a smooth
arch; the back hair forms a torus at the nape of the
neck. Individual strands or curls are not indicated;
the whole surfaceof the hair is stippled. The eyes are
large and almond-shaped;their lids seem not to have
been plasticallyindicated. The cornersof the mouth
turn up in a very decided smile and are markedby
transversefolds. The earwas visiblebetweenthe front
and back hair but only traces of the front part of the
hair remain. Possibly the head was not entirely
finished, but the simple renderingof eyes and hair
was probablyintended.Comparethe so-calledFauvel
head in the Louvre,'92the flute-playeron the relief
Acropolis702,193and, for the hair, a fragmentAcropolis 3061t and the head of the child on a recently
discoveredgrave relief fromAnavyssosin the Athens
National Museum.195
If our fragment comes from a
relief,its smallscale and high projectionwouldbetter
fit an architecturalor a votive relief than a gravestone, but it is possiblethat it is from a work in the
round.
192Langlotz, Friihgriechische
Bildhauerschulen,pl. 63.
193
no.
178.
128,

3; Schrader,
Payne, pl.
430, pl.
Schrader, no. 326, p. 247, fig. 275.
19 Richter, Gravestones2,
no. 59, figs. 151-153.

19

191

4

Op.cit., p. 40.
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II

ARCHAISTIC SCULPTURE
INTRODUCTION
1. DEFINITION OF TERMS

So far as the sculpture from the Agora is concerned, the much-discussed terminological
distinctions between archaizing and archaistic are not particularly relevant. The adjective
"archaizing"was first chosen to cover a wide range of works which incorporate features that
are either inspired by the archaic or intended to suggest it, but do not have among themselves a
consistency that would enable them to be grouped as a style. The word "archaistic" was thus
kept free to serve as the title of a style properly speaking, for which attempts have been made
from time to time to define the morphological character and the chronological limits.' These
efforts have not been entirely successful; the term "archaistic style" as strictly defined appears
to be a bed of Procrustes into which relatively little will fit without violence.
Moreover,the term "archaizing"is awkward in English because it has no equivalent noun.
"Archaism,"which should go with "archaistic," is actually the best designation that we have
for a single archaizingfeature in art, just as in philology it may designate the single archaicword
or expression in a more modern context. That the works of widely differingdates and uses with
varying admixtures of archaizing elements greatly outnumber those that scholars such as
Becatti have accepted as properly archaistic is well illustrated by the finds from the Agora
itself. It would therefore seem rather perverse to reserve the natural and manageable term
"archaistic" for the smaller body of material. I prefer to use it here in its broad dictionary
meaning; "of the nature of an archaism; using archaisms; also would-be archaic; pretending to
be archaic,"' while using "archaize" as the equivalent verb; "to make appear archaic or
antique; to use archaisms." By grouping together as "archaistic" all the works which might be
called either archaizing or archaistic we can form a better idea of the range of possible relationships of later art in Athens to the archaic.
Among the works from the Agora these seem to extend all the way from outright copying of an
archaic work, which is probably the origin of the relief of a man with two horses (No. 127), to
the conventional Neo-Attic archaistic such as the fragmentsof a processionof fourgods (No.129).
Two very large classes which most often have archaistic features, the herms and the Hekataia,
are treated in separate chapters.

1 For the most recent definitions see the articles "Arcaistico
(stile)" and "Arcaizzante (stile)" by G. Becatti in Enciclopedia
dell' arte antica (with references to the author's previous writings on the subject). For an earlier definition, see H. Bulle,
ArchaisierendegriechischeRundplastik,p. 1. Bulle and Becatti agree in emphasizing the importance of the linear element in the
structure of "archaistic"works, but Becatti is stricter in his definition and limits "archaistic"work to a narrowerspan of time
than Bulle. C. M. Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 43-58, though she subscribes to Becatti's opinions on chronology, does
not attempt to carry over into English his distinction between archaistic and archaizing.
2 Webster'sNew InternationalDictionary of the English Language, 2nd ed., s.v.
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2. ARCHAISTIC DRESS

The discussion of archaistic draped types may be easier if we outline first the kinds of dresses
that were worn.3 They are not always perfectly logical and consistent, but the different combinations of basic garments do show something about the history and interrelations of types.
a, IONIC (SMALL DIAGONAL) HIMATION4 AND LINEN CHITON.
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This is the standard dress of archaic korai, and it is early revived in archaistic works, but it
is by no means the most frequent or important archaistic dress. In reliefs it is uncommon, being
introduced only when there is a special need for variety,5 or when a statue is being represented.5a
We find it in archaistic korai both in the originalform, with the mantle fastened along the whole
of the upper arm, and in a modified form, fastened on the shoulder only, so that the chiton
sleeve emerges from under it.6 The earliest dated example of the latter in sculpture is on the
idol from a pediment of the Argive Heraion, so of the late 5th century.7The Palladion from the
east pediment of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros is apparently treated in the same way.8
A fighting Athena, the Herculaneum Pallas (P1. 63, d), of which we have a replica of the head
(No. 124) also wears this Ionic himation fastened on the shoulder only. The Athena type seems
to be late Hellenistic and it is possible that our fragment is from the original.9
The Ionic mantle still fastened in the archaic way may be seen on a basin-bearerfrom the
Acropolis'oand an archaistic kore from Stamata." The Acropolisfigure was dated by Langlotz
around490 B.C. and included by Payne among the archaicmarblekorai, but its heavy weathering
shows that it is post-Persian,and since a close parallel for the crinklefolds of the chiton (pairs of
shallow furrows divided by grooves) can be found on an early Roman replica of the Munich
Tyche in Pergamon (P1. 63, a),12it is possible that it is a work of the Roman period closely
copying a kore of the stage of the Euthydikos kore.'3 Even the locks of hair with grooves
delineating parallel wavy strands are generally similar to those of the Euthydikos kore but
betray their later date by their resemblanceto the shoulder-locksof archaistic herms. The kore
from Stamata, on the other hand, is probably a 4th century work.
When the lower part of the figureis not preserved,the Ionic himation cannot be distinguished
from the more common long diagonal mantle with overfall. None of the Agora korai with the
diagonal mantle is well enough preserved to show clearly what kind it was. The sadly battered
fragment Number 111 is most similar in style to a fragment from the Acropolis called by
Langlotz "archaistic,5th century"'4and to a basin-bearerfrom Laurion which Schmidt thought
was the earliest of such korai.'5 All three are characterized by thin, stiff flat folds. Since the

3 See above, p. 12.
' The term "Ionic himation" for the small himation worn diagonally by archaic korai is used with quotation marks by
Beazley, Antike Kunst, IV, 1961, p. 51 and note 8 (he takes the term from Langlotz). The term is correct inasmuch as the
diagonal himation was worn by Ionian korai before it appeared in Attica.
5 See below, p. 59.
'a The figure on an Athenian decree relief of 356/5 n.c. (see below, note 17) appears to be
wearing the diagonal mantle.
6 This begins to appear rather frequently in the red-figuredvases of the latest archaic
period (ca. 490-470 B.C.), but we do
not find it in any of the archaic Acropolis maidens.
7Waldstein, ArgiveHeraeum,I, p. 149, fig. 76; Eichler, Jahreshefte,XIX-XX, 1919, pp. 8Of., G, fig. 23; Bulle, p. 12, no. 13,
pl. 2. This figure is probably to be interpreted as a Palladion; it resembles the Epidauros idol which is clearly marked as a
Palladion by its aegis. A second idol from the Heraion (Eichler, op.cit., p. 82, fig. 24) has the old xoanon form and probably
represents another goddess, such as Artemis.
8 Crome, Die Skulpturen des
Asklepiostempelsvon Epidauros, p. 46, no. 85, pl. 39.
* See below, p. 75.
1o(Acropolis628. Payne, pl. 96, 4; Langlotz in Schrader, p. 76, no. 36, fig. 41.
1 Athens, N.M. 307. Bulle, p. 12, no. 14, pl. 2; A.J.A., V, 1889, pl. 12.
12 Neue deutscheAusgrabungen,
p. 149, fig. 18.
13 For a copy of a kore, cf. Paribeni, Sculture
greche,no. 76.
14In Schrader, pp. 144-145, no. 138, figs. 110-111.
15 N.M. 74.
Schmidt, p. 50, pl. 22.
4*
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Acropolispiece has a more interesting pattern of folds than the Laurion kore, it may possibly be
a little earlier. The Laurion kore may be wearing a long mantle with overfall; the Acropolis
piece seems to have the short Ionic himation; the Agora piece is uncertain. Though there is no
absolute evidence for dating, it appears that these pieces should be somewhat earlier than the
kore from Stamata. This has a casually carved overall pattern of narrow folds on the front
and a marked flare to the silhouette. The back of the Stamata kore is like some fragments from
the Acropolis which are more coarsely carved than the one mentioned above and which also
have more flare.'e The Agora fragment has the back hair in a bunch of spiral tresses. This
treatment might have been inspired by the Erechtheion caryatids. The shoulder locks of the
idol from the Argive Heraion are also treated as spiral tresses. It seems possible that our earlier
archaistic korai date from the first half of the 4th century and the kore from Stamata from the
second half. One may comparethe Laurion kore and her relatives with their stiff outlines to the
Athena on the Panathenaic amphora of 363/2 B.C.17(she also has, in one example, her back hair
in a bunch of tresses like the Agora fragment). The Stamata kore has the curved flare of the
Athenas on the amphoras of the second half of the century. These comparisonsrefer to style
only, of course. The Panathenaic Athena wears not the Ionic himation but the peplos.
Chiton. The fragment with the feet and chiton hem of a kore (No. 112) illustrates a feature
in archaistic works which distinguishes many of them from archaic and is not likely to have
existed before the second half of the 4th century. This is the combination of plastic folds (here
surviving in the center fold) with the ripples that representcrinklesin the chiton. By this device
the crinkles no longer suggest tiny folds in a very thin material such as they are meant to represent in archaic works but resemble rather the texturing of a heavy material such as we find
for the first time on one of the figures from a column base of the 4th century Artemision at
Ephesos. This being so, it is not only possible to run this crinkled texture across the surfaces
of larger folds but also to terminate the lower edge with a smooth borderresemblingthat which
archaic korai often have at the neck. Our kore shows such a border.With the hem borderin the
chitons of archaistic korai we often find also a smooth borderon the edge of the chiton sleeve, as
on the fragment of a rather crude small kore of late Hellenistic or Roman date (No. 114). The
perirrhanterionkore at Eleusis belonging to the late 4th or early 3rd century B.C.is the earliest
securely dated example of the hem border.'s
b. PEPLOS GIRDED OVER LONG OVERFALL.

This is a classical, not an archaic dress, which makes its first appearancein Athens around
480 with the little Athena of Euenor.'9It is properto Athena and Artemis as maiden divinities
and is worn by the Athena Parthenos of Pheidias. Our earliest surely dated example of it in its

archaistic form occurs in the fighting Athena on a red-figured oinochoe from the Agora dated
A swallowtail treatment of the overfall and a heavy central fold
around 410 B.C. (P1. 63,
b).Y
with zigzags running all the way up it (a painterly illogicality that we shall not meet in sculpture)
are the main archaizing features. The scarf-like mantle draped symmetrically over the shoulders
does not yet form the swallowtails that characterize it on the 4th century Panathenaic amphoras,
but the fact that it is worn at all must be counted as an archaism.
16Langlotz in Schrader, p. 146, no. 139, figs. 112, 113 and no. 141, fig. 114.

17 Schmidt, pl. 7. Similarly stiff is the archaistic figure labelled "Parthenos" in a decree relief of 356/5

B.C. concerning
Athens and Neapolis, though this figure is shown on a very small scale and meant to represent a statue (N.M. 1480. I.G., 112,
128; Einzelaufnahmen,1213).

18 See
below, p. 56.
19
140.

Acropolis

Langlotz in Schrader, pp. 48-49, no. 5, pls. 9-11; Raubitschek, B.S.A., XL, 1939-40, pp. 31-36.

2 R. Green, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pp. 82-94, pl. 31, 15.
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The peplos is naturally the appropriate garment for the Athena of the Panathenaia, and the
archaistic fighting Athenas who make their appearance on the Panathenaic amphoras in the
4th century are dressed just like the Athena of our Agora oinochoe. The archaistic Athena on
the coins of Ptolemy Soter also wears the peplos and swallowtailmantle.21The coins of Antigonos
Gonatas vary the scheme by giving Athena the long himation with overfall fastened on one
shoulder, but the swallowtail mantle is the same.22
An over-girt peplos regularly occurs on the triple Hekataia which seem to reflect the Hekate
of Alkamenes.23With very few exceptions the peplos in these Hekataia is archaistic, though the
faces are always classical. The conclusion of most scholars that the originalwas archaistic seems
to be correct.24Since the Agora oinochoe shows an archaistic peplos around 410 B.C., there is
nothing inherently shocking in the idea that the Hekate created a decade or so earlier was
similarly dressed. The three-bodied Hekate is of necessity an architectural construction, an
idol, rather than a naturalistic figure.25The archaistic peplos figure in its simplest form is a
favorite way of representingidols in late 5th and early 4th century art. One may compare the
statue to which a Lapith woman is fleeing on the Bassae frieze (late 5th century)26and the
statue in the background of the group of divinities and worshippers on the votive relief of
Xenokrateia (beginning of 4th century).27 The peplos used for idols is often closed on the
side, so that the whole has the simple symmetry of early xoana, even when it uses the classical
long overfall. The large Hekataion from the Agora (No. 134) and the majority of the smaller
examples have the closed peplos. The Hekataion in the British School at Athens28 and three
pieces from the Agora (Nos. 139, 146 and 148) show the zigzag of the open peplos marked on
the side.
The majority of Hekataia show a thin chiton under the himation, appearingon the upper arms
as crinkled sleeves and sometimes at the hem in the small triangle made by the open central
fold. This is missing in the larger versions which appear to be closer reflections of the original,
as it is generally missing in Greek peplos figures of the 5th century.29 The idols in the
Bassae and Xenokrateia reliefs do not have it, but it appears on terracotta idols of the 4th
century and Hellenistic period, figureswhich D. B. Thompsonhas interpreted as representations
of votive statues, archaized to show clearly that they are statues.30In so adding the underchiton, the archaistic peplos figures, including the Hekate statuettes, are being unconsciously
modernized to the 4th century fashion. Once it becomes the rule to show the chiton under the
peplos for contemporarydress, the same is done for archaistic works. We may note as a parallel
case the adaptation of the dress of the Motherof the Gods to the 4th century form.a3In the most
careful copies and presumablyin the original she wore a chiton with overfall, but in the general
run of small votives this is converted into a chiton under a high-girt peplos. The peplos in the
4th century is clearly treated as an overgarment and the archaistic peplos becomes virtually

21xCf. A. Brett, The American Numismatic Society, Museum Notes, IV, 1950, pl. 11, 5-6; Lacroix, Les reproductionsde
statues sur les monnaies grecques,pl. 8, 5.
22 Brett, op.cit., pl. 12, 14; Lacroix, op.cit., pl.
8, 8; Kraus, Hekate, pl. 2, 2.
23 See below, pp. 87ff., Nos. 184-149. An example from Samos with diagonal mantle (Kraus, Hekate, pl. 23, 1) is an
unusual variant. There is another in the Salonike Museum (no. 228).
24 Cf. especially Kraus, Hekate, pp. 95ff.,
113ff., with discussion of earlier literature.
25 Cf.
especially Schmidt, p. 49.
28 B. M. slab 524.
Kenner, Der Fries des Tempelsvon Bassae-Phigaleia, Vienna, 1946, pl. 5.
27 Athens, N. M. 2756.
Svoronos, pl. 181; I.G., 112I,4548; Hausmann, GriechischeWeihreliefs,p. 64, fig. 33.
2
Schmidt, pl. 24, 1,3; Kraus, Hekate,pl. 3,2.
9 J. Fink and H. Weber, Beitrage zur Trachtgeschichte
Griechenlands,Wiirzburg-Aumiuhle,1938, p. 122, note 29, p. 143.
The authors believe that a chiton was always worn under the woollen peplos
but that 5th century artists did not show it.
o30
Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 134.
31 The
majority of the statuettes and reliefs of the Mother of the Gods from the Agora excavations wear the chiton under
the peplos, but those which do not have it imitate 5th century forms more closely and so are probably closer reflections of
the original cult statue,
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interchangeable with the commonest of all archaistic dresses, the long mantle with overfall,
fastened on one shoulder. In the groups of dancing divinities, Nymphs, Graces, Seasons and the
like, archaistic peplos figuresare freely mingled with other types of mantle figures.
The idols which are used as supports for statues of female divinities (especially Aphrodite
and Artemis) are certainly meant to represent statues. Sometimes these wear the peplos (as in
a statuette of Roman date from the Agora);32sometimes, as in the Artemis from Larnaka,3 the
diagonal long mantle with overfall is substituted.
Besides the over-girt peplos with long overfall, other classical peplos forms are sometimes
archaized. These, however, seem to be late and sporadic examples that do not generate any real
type tradition. No. 114 apparently wore a peplos with overfall not belted and a mantle symmetrically fastened on the shoulders and hanging down the back. Here a thin chiton with
archaistic crinkle-folds is worn under the peplos. The rather gauche little Tyche statuettes,
Nos. 119, 120, are not fully archaistic, but the folds of the ungirt peplos are forced into a rigidly
symmetrical pattern that approximates the archaistic scheme.
C. LONG MANTLE WITH OVERFALL, FASTENED ON ONE SHOULDER.

This is a garment of about the same size as the peplos and is, of course, always worn with a
chiton underneath.Like the peplos with long overfall, it appearsin the early classical period, but
is a less frequent costume than the peplos, being reserved, apparently, for divinities and
ceremonialoccasions. Sometimesit is girded, in which case it differsfrom the peplos only in being
fastened on one shoulder instead of two.5 Ungirded, it is a ceremonial dress for musicians,
especially worn by Apollo as lyre-player.36An archaisticversion of it belonging to the 5th or
early 4th century has not, so far as I know, come to light. In the 4th century it is the dress worn
in the very long frieze of archaistic dancinggirls from a structurein the sanctuary at Samothrace
which is dated by the excavators around 340 B.C.37The ceremonialcharacterof their costume is
further emphasized by the poloi which they wear on their heads. For symmetry's sake, the
mantle is fastened on the left shoulders of figures moving right and on the right shoulders of
figures moving left. The skirt is treated as closed; the zigzags on the side are missing. For the
sake of variety, alternate dancers have the shawl-like mantle with swallowtail ends that the
Panathenaic Athena wears with her peplos. The mantle with overfall is archaized to look as
much as possible like an archaic Ionic mantle, so that it has here, as often in archaisticwork, the
diagonal ruffle at the top in spite of the fact that the top is logically a fold and not an edge. The
musicians in the procession wear the same dress as the dancers.
The same dressis worn also by the Athena on the coins of Antigonos Gonatas (from277 B.C.).38
The long diagonal mantle is substituted here for the peplos on Ptolemaic and other similar
32

S 443. I.L.N., June 2, 1934, p. 863, fig. 9.
33Bieber, Sculptureof the Hellenistic Age, fig. 41.
3' The basic garment is, as Bieber points out (GriechischeKlidung, p. 72) the same as the peplos: "die Chlaina des Mannes
genau dem ebenfalls aus homerischen Zeiten stammenden Peplos gleicht." It is tempting to adopt the word chlaina for the
long diagonal mantle, but since it generally implies a very warm garment and one worn by men, it is perhaps not appropriate
to cover all the archaistic uses. The term "lonicizing Peplos" which has sometimes been used is no more satisfactory. It is true
that the archaistic version often imitates the superficialpattern of the Ionic himation, but such a term ignoresthe real existence
of this dress in the classical period as an outer garment for divinities and ceremonial occasions.
Erika
35 Cf. the "Persephone"from Corinth, Johnson, Corinth,IX, pp. 14-15; Paribeni, Boll. d'arte,XL, 1955, pp. 97-102.
Simon suggests that this form is a bride's dress (A.J.A., LXVII, 1963, p. 58).
36 Cf. the Apollo on a neck-amphorain Wirzburg (manner of the. Niobid Painter), Bieber, GriechischeKleidung, pl. 38, 2;
A.R.V.2, p. 611, no. 32; the Apollo on an early classical relief from Thasos, Encyclopddiephotographiquede l'art, III, p. 148, A,
Brunn-Bruckmann 61; and the Apollo on a late 5th or early 4th century relief in Sparta, Hausmann, op.cit., fig. 35.
Guides2,
pp. 58-59, fig. 31. Mrs.Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII,
37 Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 16f., pls. 8-10; Lehmann, Samothrace,
1964, p. 50, attempts to date the frieze to the 2nd century B.C. but without in any way taking into account its architectural
connection. The repetitiveness of the frieze, which she finds "incredible...within a classical period" is convincingly explained
by Lehmann in terms which are applicable to the late 4th century and not to the 2nd. See below p. 64.
8 See
above, note 22.
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coins, and we may easily imagine that the die-cutter was inspiredby some relief to this variation.
The tiptoe stance of the Athena on these coins must be borrowed,consciously or unconsciously,
from dancing figures (even the most affected 4th century Panathenaic Athenas do not have it).39
It seems unlikely that the die-cutters of these Hellenistic coins copied very closely any particular
Athena statue; they are more likely just to have followed whatever archaistic model was at
hand. The dancer'sspiral movement of the Athena on a coin of Pyrrhuse is highly inappropriate
for a Promachos, though it makes a superb design. The frontal Palladion on a relief from
Pergamon has been taken to represent the Hellenistic cult statue of that goddess.4'It is dressed
in the long diagonal mantle with overfall, but the coin of Pergamon with a frontal Palladion
seems to show the closed peplos with narrow, xoanon-style skirt.42It is unlikely that either the
coin or the relief gives a literal copy of the statue.
If the Four Gods base on the Acropolis (P1.64, a-d) is really to be dated before the middle of
the 4th century, then the Athena on this will be an earlier example of the long diagonal mantle
than the coins or the Samothraciandancers, but such an early date for the base presents several
difficulties.43The archaistic figure with an oinochoe on a base from Epidauros"4is dressed like
the Samothracianswith long diagonal and swallowtail mantles, but treated in a more precious
style, recalling the Panathenaic amphoras of the 30's. Here again the skirt appears closed, but
there is a long extra point in front of the figurethat must be the back point of the overfall. Such
spiky, insubstantial points of drapery are a favorite affectation of the Panathenaics.45
The closed skirt appearsside by side with the open mantle on some archaisticreliefs where the
artist wishes to vary the motif by having a figure lift a fold of her skirt as archaic maidens do
the chiton. A relatively plastic and naturalistic version occurs on a Rhodian relief of Hermes
and three Nymphs dated to around 70 B.c.46The folds are pulled all the way across from the
advanced leg to the hand behind the figure so that the archaistic central fold disappears. The
procession of Four Gods (P1. 64, e), of which the example in Delos, perhaps the earliest
preserved,47is about contemporary with the Rhodian relief, has a more formally archaized
version in which the central fold remains undisturbedby the lifting of the skirt. This motif is used
for the Artemis; the Athena has the open mantle. The last of three maidenson a Neo-Attic krater
in Athens" repeats the scheme of the Artemis. Her neighborhas the open mantle and the leader
the open peplos. Here the artist is simply trying for variety.
Like its classical form, the archaistic diagonal mantle is not limited to women (though the
lyre-playing Apollo appears rather in an archaized version of his 4th century costume). The
Dionysos from Chalandri, the best preserved representative of a well-known Neo-Attic type,
wears it." Occasionally we find what appears to be a long diagonal mantle without overfall.
One of the three dancing figures on the Hekate-herm, No. 15T2,wears the archaistic version
39An old idea that the tiptoe stance comes from imitation of mid 7th century walking figures (Schmidt, p. 21) is highly
improbable since otherwise 7th century traits do not appear in archaistic art.
40 Brett, op.cit., pl. 11, 12.
Il Pergamon, VII, 2,
pp. 270ff., Beiblatt 37.
42 British Museum,
Catalogueof the,GreekCoins of Mysia, by Warwick Wroth, London, 1892, pl. 23, 3 (between 310 and

283 B.C.).
'* See below pp. 60-61, 67, 82-83.

44Athens, N.M. 1425. Svoronos,
pl. 68; Schmidt, pl. 16, 2. This, too, is down-dated by Mrs. Havelock to the 2nd century,
op.cit., p. 49, but see below, p. 85 note 115.
45 Of. Becatti, Rend.
Pontif. Accad., XVII, 1940-41, p. 92, fig. 4 (340/339 B.C.), p. 93, fig. 5 (336/335) and p. 94, fig. 6

(328/327).

41 From Kameiros. The lower
right part in Oxford, J.H.S., XLIX, 1929, pl. 14 (below); A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pl. 18,
fig. 4. The upper left in the Rhodes Museum, Boll. d'arte,XXX, 1936, p. 443 and fig. 8; Fuchs, p. 49, c. The upper right part,
in the Rhodes Museum, which furnishes the join, is still unpublished.
4 See below, p. 83.
48 Karouzos, AEAriov,X, 1926,
pl. 2, pp. 99-101, figs. 3-5.
19Athens N.M. 3727. Fuchs, p. 52, pl. 9a; AEA•rOv,XIII, 1980-31, Hap&cpina, p. 15, figs. 1-2,
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without overfall while the other two have it with. On the GrimaniHekataion in Venice, we see
that this mantle is not pinned but draped over the left shoulder, so that it is strictly speaking
a variety of the drapedmantle, as it is also on the Pourtal~s-Gorgierrelief (see below, p. 59),
but the mantle on the Agora Hekataion looks as though it might be pinned.
When the long diagonal mantle is worn by statues in the round, it is sometimes treated in the
same decorative way as in the reliefs and sometimes in a more realistic way as a heavy overgarment. At Eleusis there are remains of at least six korai, all of which were probably perirrhanteria. One, which is more or less dated by its inscription to the late 4th or 3rd century, has
a rather realistic heavy diagonal mantle which was girded.5?A fragment of a pendant to this
figure preserves only the legs. The girded diagonal mantle may belong to the Eleusinion ceremonies. In the classical period we find it in a statue which probably represented Persephone.5
The cistophoroi of the Inner Propylaea at Eleusis wore the mantle fastened on one shoulderand
girded high with cross-straps.52One of the figures on the pinax of Ninnion, a dancer with a
kernos on her head, wears her mantle girded.53
The other basin-bearersfrom Eleusis have the ungirded diagonal mantle whose effect is more
similar to the Ionic himation of the standard kore type, and the folds are treated in a decorative,
archaistic fashion. Probably all these mantles were long. A fragment with feet together and a
long mantle, open on the proper right side, is so similar in style to the most published of these
korai54that it seems to belong to the same statue. Other archaistic basin-bearersbesides those
in Eleusis have the long diagonal instead of the short Ionic mantle,55as do archaistic figures of
Artemis, Tyche and the like in the stiff scheme of the basin-bearers.We cannot tell with a
fragment such as No. 111 whether it had the short or the long mantle.
The long diagonal mantle, not girded, is frequently worn by Isis in Roman statues and
statuettes, most often in archaistic form.56Occasionallywe find a worshipperwearing the dress
in non-archaisticform.5 As there are so many connectionsbetween the Eleusinian mysteries and
the mysteries of Isis practisedin Greeceand Rome, it may be that this dress is borrowedby Isis
from Eleusis. On the other hand, it is evident that archaisticstyle seemed appropriateto Isis beThe common
cause of the generally felt resemblancebetween archaic Greekand Egyptian art.58s
knotted and fringed Isis dress on Greekgrave reliefs of the Roman period is generally rendered
in a style which, though not genuinely archaistic, shows some archaistic features such as the
heavy central fold and symmetrically disposed loop-folds over the legs.
The caryatids from Tralles have a realistically heavy mantle, folded more nearly double, so
that it could be called diplax, and recall in a general way the sobriety of early classical figures.59
Other figures from Asia Minor show a more florid version. The mid-Hellenistic dancers from
Pergamono and the Roman figuresfrom the theater at Miletose6 have a long mantle which looks
to be copied from an actual garment draped in emulation of the archaistic scheme, with the folds
symmetrically bunched. The little loop of drapery that emerges above the diagonal roll on the
50Kourouniotes, Guide, p. 93, fig. 38; Brunn-Bruckmann563; I.G., 112, 2795.
51 Cf. above, p. 54, note 35.

52The scheme is preserved on the fragment in Cambridge (Hormann, Die Inneren Propylden von Eleusis, Berlin, 1932,
pl. 51) and the kanephoroi in the Villa Albani which imitate the cistophoroi (ibid., pp. 70-71, figs. 52-55). Hbrmann's reconstruction (pls. 28, 34) erroneouslyaccepts the plaster restoration of the Eleusis piece, which makes one side of the dress the
mirror of the other and deprives the mantle of any point of support.
53
'Ep. 'ApX., 1901, pl. 1.
54Mylonas, Eleusis, fig. 77; Bulle, pl. 2, 18.
5 E.g. Schmidt, pl. 23, British Museum 152 (Elgin Coll., from Athens ?).
56 See
especially the examples collected by Heidenreich, Arch. Anz., 1935, cols. 668-701.
57 See the
grave relief of Babullia Varilla, Daremberg-Saglio, III A, s.v. Isis, fig. 4104.
58 Strabo, XVII, 1, 28 (806), describesthe reliefs on the walls of Egyptian temples as similar to Etruscan and archaic Greek.
-9 Bieber, GriechischeKleidung, pl. 23, 2; Schede, Meisterwerkeder titrkischenMuseen, pl. 28; Mon. Piot, X, 1903, pls. 2-3.
soAltertilmervon Pergamon, VII, 1, pp. 63ff., nos. 43, 44, Beiblatt 8; Bulle, pp. 21f., no. 42a, pl. 5.
de l'art, III, pl. 249 B; Bulle, p. 21, no. 42, pl. 5,
e1 EncyclopddiephotographiqUe
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side where it passes below the breast suggests that the material has been pulled up here to make
a pattern of folds symmetrical to that formed by the projection of the covered breast. The
general effect is plastically very lively, verging on the cluttered but more interesting than the
linear affectations of much Attic work. One gets the impression from these Asia Minor figures
that the garment being shown is a real dancer's costume. The same scheme appears in a statue
found in Sardis in 1955,62 which is closest to the less well preserved of the two Pergamene
dancers. Hanfmann suggests a date in the late 1st century B.C. or the first half of the 1st century
after Christ, but since the Pergamene works explain as archaistic the formal qualities that he
took to be late, it seems possible that it might belong as early as the late 2nd century. Like the
Pergamon and Miletos figures, this one probably belonged to a decorative or architectural
context, and the fact that she was found near the theater is suggestive. The fastening of the
mantle on the left instead of the more usual right shoulder strengthens the impression that she
was one of a pair.
In comparisonwith these, the fragments of an archaistic kore, No. 113, seem decorative and
artificial. This kore, so far as it is preserved,resemblesin scheme an archaistickore in the Museo
Barracco63and an archaistic Athena type (preservedin three replicas)Mwhich is either copied
from the kore or vice versa. We may deduce that these types are of Attic origin, or at least
imitate Attic style. They are like translations into the round of the figures of the archaistic
reliefs.
In the Roman development, which the Athenian finds do not show, there is a merging of
these strains. In the group of statues of Isis, Tyche and others collected by R. Heidenreich6
one can see how the lively Hellenistic style of the Pergamenedancers (precariouslylinked by him
to the name of Boupalos) became hardened and stiffened in Roman examples, and was sometimes made linear and decorative in the manner of Attic works.
The Artemis of Pompeii, whose mantle is folded nearly double in front and fastened on both
shoulders, combines some of the richness of Asiatic works with the Attic decorative stiffness.66
Her archaisticface (prominentcleft chin, plump cheeks and slight smile) and the crinkledtexture
of her chiton recall the maidens from Tralles, while the ornamental flat folds show Neo-Attic
influence, but the restlessness of surface and details is Roman. Most likely the type was created
in Italy, where Asia Minor and Neo-Attic strains mingled.
The plump archaistic face of the Minerva of Poitiers67suggests that she too is influenced by
Asia Minor or Rhodian types, though the type as we have it may again have been created in
Italy. Her long girded mantle may be interpreted as a closed peplos which has been unfastened
on one shoulder. The diagonal upper edge thus recalls the Palladia with Ionic himation, while
the narrow closed skirt simulates early idols. The style of this figure gives no support to Bulle's
suggestion that it imitates the Attic 5th century Palladion of Nikias.
The archaistic face of the MunichTyche shows the influence of these Hellenistic creations, but
the Tyche is probably a Neo-Attic creation, since the Agora has yielded a fragment (No. 115) of
an exceptionally careful replica.

62 Hanfmann, Anatolia, IV, 1959, pp. 60-63, pl. 11. Hanfmann
speaks of the statue as classicizing rather than archaizing
but in this he is thinking mainly of the formal plastic and linear structure rather than of the structure and meaning of the
dress itself.
63Bulle, p. 17, no. 32, pl. 4; Helbig, CollectionBarracco,pl. 32.
64
1) Siena, Chigi Collection. Petersen, Rom. Mitt., VIII, 1893, pp. 350-351, no. 14.
2) Munich, Museum antiker Kleinkunst. Bulle, p. 17, no. 34, pl. 4.
3) Richmond, Virginia. Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. Unpublished.
65 Arch. Anz., 1935, cols. 668-701.
66Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors', figs. 518-520; Brunn-Bruckmann, pl. 356; Lippold, Plastik, p.
387, pl. 134,4.
67 Mon. Piot, IX, 1902, pl. 4;
Bulle, pl. 5, no. 35.
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The wrapped mantle (himation) is by far the most usual outer garment both for men and
women in the art of the 4th century, and it is archaized simply by giving a zigzag treatment to
the free edges in a variety of contemporarydrapings. The drapedmale figure on the tripod base,
No. 128, recurs on the Four Gods base (P1.64, c) and on a round base formerly in the Torlonia
Collection. Only the latter preserves the shoulders. The figure of a referee on a Panathenaic
amphoraof 408/2 B.C.shows an unarchaizedversion of the same draping,with the right arm and
shoulder free, the left completely enveloped in the mantle, the wrapped hand resting against
the hip.68Very similar, except that the left hand is lowered,is the arrangementof the mantle in
the archaistic male statue in Eleusis.69Since there is no chiton under the mantle, it seems unlikely that this figure represents Dionysos. It is more likely to be a citizen who held some
priestly office in the mysteries. The absence of the chiton under the himation is also against the
identification of the figure on our tripod base as Dionysos.
The Hephaistos on the Four Gods base (P1. 64, a) has the himation simply draped with the
end over the left shoulder and the mantle brought around under the right arm and draped over
the left. Though closer to the usual archaic draping, this does not make so effective an archaistic
pattern in relief as the more enveloping draping of the Zeus. The second and third nymphs on
the Kallimachos relief are similarly treated.70In the round, the same scheme is used to good
effect on the Munich Tyche, of which our fragment, No. 115, is from a replica.
Female dancers wrapped in mantles who use their cloaks as part of the dance are familiar in
4th century reliefs and terracottas and continue popular in the Hellenistic period. The relief
types of the Horai and the Aglauridsas non-archaizedmantle dancerswhich were often copied in
Neo-Attic art were created in the 4th century.7 Reliefs which combine archaistic versions of
dancersin the wrappedhimation with dancers in archaistic peplos or diagonal mantle may also
begin in the 4th century. The prototype of the relief of Pan and three Nymphs dancing around
an altar has been referredto the second half of the 4th century by Fuchs, to the second half of
the 3rd by Becatti and Mrs. Havelock.72Two of the Nymphs have wrapped mantles, one the
long diagonal mantle. The fragment, No. 130, comes from the right-hand Nymph in a relief of
this type, who is draped in just the same way as the male mantle figure of our tripod base. The
Agora fragment is not really datable. Almost any time in the Hellenistic period would be
possible for this modest workmanship.
Both of the mantle Nymphs on the Pan relief are lightly wrapped, with heads uncovered, but
the fully wrapped mantle dancer with head and both arms covered is used to represent Winter
in the archaistic processionof Dionysos and the Four Seasons.73Here only the trailing ends can
be archaized.Much the same treatment is given to the mantle of Dionysos: though this is short
and does not cover the head, it is wrapped around the body and arms like that of Winter. The
similar patterns in the leading and end figurespull the group together and make this relief much
more of a unity than, for example, the processionof Four Gods (P1.64, e). There is good reason
68 Siisserott, GriechischePlastik des 4. Jhdts., pl. 1, 3.

'9 Einzelaufnahmen,pl. 1299; Bulle, p. 26, no. 49, pl. 7.
70
Richter, Sculptureand Sculptors3,fig. 636; Brunn-Bruckmann, pl. 654, left.
71Cf. Fuchs, pp. 63ff.
72
Ibid., pp. 27ff.; Schmidt, pp. 30ff., pls. 14-16. Schmidt had suggested 1st quarter of 4th. Fuchs suggests a date around
the middle and not after 330. Becatti, Critica d'arte, VI, 1941, pp. 37ff., suggested that the prototype was a painting of the
2nd half of the 3rd century, and Mrs. Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 51-55, argues for the same date. She is doubtless
right in referring all the extant copies to a later date, but it seems doubtful whether the compositional arguments she uses
really preclude a late 4th or early 3rd century date for the original. The idea of a circulargrouping is not wholly absent even
from Polygnotan painting and is transferredto relief with a single ground-linein Slab IV of the east frieze of the Hephaisteion.
Whirling figures already exist on Kerch vases. Would it really take 100 years for the implications of the innovations of Lysippos to come to fruition in painting and relief?
pp. 26ff., pl. 18; Havelock, op.cit., p. 55, pl. 22, figs. 18, 19 (the last mislabelled).
73 Fuchs, pp. 51ff., pl. 11 b; ScIhmnidt,
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to believe that the Dionysos was actually created for this relief, though it depends also to some
extent on the archaistic Hermes.
The variations of dress are particularly interesting in the relief of Dionysos and the Four
Seasons. The work is eclectic, but not simply for the sake of variety; the different garbs contribute to the meaning of the whole. This year begins with spring, and the Dionysos who ushers
it in is a traveller, like the returningDionysos of the AthenianAnthesteria. Springis a cool season,
compounded of flowers and uncertain weather, and the Hora of Spring wears a long diagonal
mantle. Summer is dressed as lightly as possible, in a thin chiton with only a shawl over her
shoulders. Autumn is still relatively warm, and the Hora is more lightly dressed than Spring,
with the short Ionic himation instead of the long one. It swings open as she dances along. This
is almost the only instance of this garment in an archaistic relief, and its rarity shows how
little the archaistic artists really cared about reproducinggenuinely archaic forms.
It has been said that one of the three Nymphs following Dionysos in the Pourtales-Gorgier
relief is modelled on the Autumn of the Seasons relief.7 The bold (for archaistic works) idea of
turning the open side of the mantle toward the spectator may indeed be borrowed from this
source, but the mantle itself has been lengthened (without overfall, like that on the Hekateherm, No. 152) so that the figure is no less warmly draped than her peers. The mantle without
overfall gives long straight lines to the figurewhich recall the HerculaneumPallas (P1.63, d) and
Hellenistic figures of the latter part of the 2nd century.75That suggests that the adaptation of
the Autumn to the Nymph took place in this period. The original figure of Autumn, with the
marked division between the upper and lower parts of the figure, gives a totally differenteffect,
and should be earlier. Fuchs has argued against placing the original of the relief before 160 B.C.
because of the spiral torsion of the figure of Summer, which he finds was especially popular
"after the decline of the Hellenistic baroque." A very similar spiral torsion is to be seen, however, in the Athena on the coin of Pyrrhus from the third decade of the 3rd century B.C.,76 and
the flying mantle of the Athena also recalls the flying mantle tails of Dionysos and Winter.
These features could hardly have found their way into the die-cutter's repertory unless they
had been very popular at the time, for they have no intrinsic appropriatenessto an archaistic
Athena. It would seem, therefore, that a 3rd century date is possible for the original of the
relief. Mrs. Havelock would place the Dionysos with the Four Seasons in the earlier Hellenistic
phase, the Pourtalks-Gorgierseries after 150 B.C.76a This seems essentially correct.
e. CHLAMYS.

The chlamys, though it lends itself beautifully to all kinds of classical effects, is not easy to
archaize. The artist of our tripod base, No. 128, though he archaizedthe nude body of Theseus,
chose to renderhis chlamys in a blatantly naturalistic form, replete with Hellenistic press-folds.
The archaistic Hermes on one of the series of red-figuredoinochoaiin the Agora (P1.63, c) dated
around 410 B.C. seems not to have had his chlamys pinned on.77It was merely draped like a
scarf over his far shoulder. The ends are not preserved. This Hermes is recognized as archaistic
by his wedge-shaped beard and his hair style: krobylos and long shoulder locks. This is the
regular hair style for the archaistic Hermes in reliefs (though not for herms) and it is also used
by the archaistic Dionysos. One suspects that it is inspired by the lost bronze Hermes Agoraios,
described by Lucian as &pXaxos
Tr•v &v&anv Trfi Ki6pr.78It is perhaps worth noting that the
7'
75

Schmidt, p. 26; Havelock, op.cit., pp. 55-56.
See below, p. 74.
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See above, note 22.
76a Op.cit., pp. 55-56.
" Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pl. 30, no. 10.
78 Juppiter
33. Cf.

Tragoedus,

Wycherley, Agora, III, p. 108, no. 299.
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archaistic Hermes kriophoroson an altar in Athens, probably from the Roman Agora,79has the
same coiffureand wears his chlamys similarly draped over one shoulder. Here again there may
be influence from the Hermes Agoraios (who was not a kriophoros, however, to judge from
Lucian). The same drapingof the chlamys occurs on the man leading two horses, No. 127, where
it may well be a copyist's addition.
The Hermes on the late archaic relief from the Prytaneion at Thasos wears a chlamys that
envelops his body in smooth folds.8 In an archaistic relief, probably of Hellenistic date, from
Pantikapaion, a north Ionian artist has archaized this garb by turning Hermes around and
letting his chlamys fly open so that the two points swing fore and aft of his body.8' Points are
characteristic of the chlamys, as they are dear to the hearts of archaistic sculptors, and it is a
surpriseto find that the commonest Neo-Attic Hermes does not have them. The Hermes of the
Four Gods procession (No. 129 and P1. 64, e) wears a chlamys that is so ungainly and out of
keeping with the decorative spirit of archaistic art that it must be based on a prototype in
which the draping of the chlamys was dictated by other considerations. The chlamys is worn
pushed up onto the left shoulder so that it leaves the left arm and side free, falling into two
panels down front and back. A triangle of folds covers the left shoulder.82As Paribeni pointed
out in publishinga non-archaisticstatue from Cyrenethat presumablycomes from the Fountain
and Sanctuary of the Nymphs, this draping of the chlamys seems to be especially characteristic
of Hermes as Leader of the Nymphs. It is worn this way on Attic Nymph reliefs dated roughly
to the late 4th century, but the closest parallel for our archaistic version is the Cyrene statue
itself. Here the points of the chlamys do not hang down, as they do on many of the reliefs, but
are disguised in the folded-over edges so that the outline is more like that of a Macedonian
chlamys, which did not have points.83 Paribeni suggests that the original of the Cyrene statue
was an Attic Hermes of the "high 4th century" but leaves it in doubt whether it was a statue or
a relief. The heavy simple treatment of the chlamys, reminiscent in its stiffness of the two
chlamys figures from the Daochos base at Delphi,84would be more suitable to a work in the
round and would suggest a date not earlier than around 340 B.c. The simple, non-archaizing
Attic Nymph reliefs of the late 4th century which Paribeni cites do not have such stiff forms,
though the draping of the chlamys is the same.85This suggests not only that the Cyrene statue
is inspired by a prototype in the round belonging to the latter part of the 4th century but also
that the Hermes of the processionof Four Godsis an archaizedversion of such a figure. Support
for the idea that our Hermes type was created as a Leader of the Nymphs comes from a late
Hellenistic relief in Rhodes (of which one fragment is in Oxford) where he appears in this
capacity.86The archaistic type will have been formed by giving zigzag edges to the chlamys of
the Nymphagetes and substituting for his classical head the archaistic Hermes head-type which
we saw on the Agora oinochoe and which may have been borrowedfrom the Hermes Agoraios.
Whether this was done in the late 4th century or some time during the Hellenistic period is hard
to say because it is hard to know whether the Nymphs on the Rhodian relief copy the original
for which the Hermes was created. It is quite likely that they do not. In the triads of Nymphs
and Graces in archaistic reliefs, variations were so easily created by mixing the archaistic dancer
9 See below, p. 82, note 96.
Brunn-Bruckmann61; Encyclope'diephotographiquede l'art, III, p. 149.
80so
81M. A. A. R., III, 1919, pl. 73, 2.
82 See below, p. 83. List of replicas of the type, Fuchs, pp. 48-49.
83 E. Paribeni, Cirene, no. 363, p. 129, pl. 163. The effect is very close to that of a statue of Hermes from the Villa of
der griechischenTracht,
Hadrian which Bieber illustrates as an example of the Macedonian chlamys (Entwicklungsgeschichte
pl. 32, 2), but on the CyreneHermes one can see a corner turned in near the bottom edge.
84Delphes, IV', pl. 66.
85Berlin 711, Bliimel, Katalog, III, K 88, p. 63, pl. 75. Athens N.M. 1443, Svoronos, pl. 73.
86 See above, p. 55, note 46.
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types that we do not have a classical Neo-Attic series of types for these as we do for divinities.
So it seems possible that the Hermes may have been created at any time between the second
half of the 4th century and the early 1st (a date of around 70 B.C. is suggested for the Rhodian
relief by its inscription). The one thing that seems reasonably sure is that it was not created in
the first half of the 4th century to serve as a lone figure on one side of the four-sided Acropolis
base.87So yet another argument is added against the early date often proposed for this monument.
f. SMALL DRAPED MANTLE.
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The classical ("Thessalian")chlamys forms swallowtail points as it flies out behind the figure
of a warrioron a fragment of archaistic battle frieze in Geneva.88On another battle fragment in
Athens, very similar in style, the flying points belong to a small draped mantle like that of the
Panathenaic Athena.89This small mantle (should one call it an unpinned chlamys or a small
himation ?)90is an archaistic favorite. By its addition, even nude figures can be made instantly
recognizableas archaistic. The Apollo of the processionof Four Gods (P1.64, e) is a good example
in relief, with the symmetrical drapingover both arms which is its commonest form. This mantle
is familiar from the archaic period proper, and late archaic vase-painters often use it in a highly
mannered and decorative way, with a single point hanging down at each end, but the symmetrical swallowtail points do not appear before the end of the 5th century. Their invention
seems securely bracketed between the Agora red-figuredoinochoe of around 410 B.C. (P1.63, b),
where the Athena has an archaistic peplos with swallowtail overfall but no swallowtail ends to
her mantle,9 and 368/2 B.C., when the swallowtail mantle first appears on the Panathenaic
amphoras.92It is easy to imagine that the symmetrical swallowtail treatment of the ends of the
mantle came about first through assimilation to the symmetrically pointed peplos overfalls of
such Athena figures, whether in vasepainting or in some other medium. By the second half of
the 4th century it had become a hallmark of the archaistic manner in general.93
The archaistic kouros, No. 109, representing Dionysos or Apollo, shows the use of the small
mantle for works in the round. Here besides adding a decorative note and signalling the
archaistic quality of the work, the mantle served as a support for the arms. The plank-like
straight line of the garment across the back of the figure is very unusual, however. Even the
Athens battle relief, where the flying ends are as stiff as fish-tails, is not so wooden as this.

3. THE MOTIVESFORARCHAIZING

From the foregoing it would seem that the first archaistic dresses to appear had the specific
purpose of designating their wearers as statues. The Ionic himation and thin chiton, a copy of
an authentic archaic dress, appears in the late 5th and early 4th century as the costume of the
Palladion in the pediments of the Argive Heraion and Epidauros. Less than a century earlier,
on the Kleophrades Painter's great Iliupersis hydria, this dress was worn by a living Trojan
woman while the Palladion was dressed in the simple foldless peplos of a still earlier phase of
87

See below, pp. 82-83.

88
Einzelaufnahmen,pl. 1893.
89 Built into the wall of the Little

Metropolitan Church,Ath. Mitt., XXXI, 1906,

p. 329, fig. 2, Beilage to pp. 306-307, fig. 17.
90 Hermes has it on the Corinth
puteal, where it must be, as in the battle scenes, a chlamys (J.H.S., VI, 1885, pl. 56). The

Athena of the coin of Pyrrhus, above, note 40, also seems to be wearing her mantle as a
chlamys. On the other hand, it is often
worn as if it were a lighter and more dressy garment.
91 See above, p. 52, note 20.
92 Cf. Schmidt,
pl. 7, 1.
93It is even added to figures that scarcely need additional clothing, as in some copies of the Dionysos of Chalandri,Fuchs,
pl. 9, b, and in the alternate members of the Samothracian frieze, see above, note 37. Here its purpose is purely formal.
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archaic art.94Both representationsare in their way archaisms, and it might be argued (indeed
it has been) that neither has anything to do with archaistic art. The difference is that the
KleophradesPainter's Palladion does not stand at the head of a continuing tradition, whereas
the other one does.
The delicate and decorative linear patterns of late archaic art were entirely congenial to the
taste and style of the late 5th century. In both these periods a predominanceof line was just
being challenged by a newly emergent sense of plastic form.95The exquisite linear patterns of
the maenads of Kallimachos are as unreal in their way as the conventions of late archaic korai.
It was natural that artists of the late 5th century, when they wanted to represent something
venerable, chose the archaic form that was at once most flamboyant and most intelligible to
them. It was natural also that when the linear style of the late 5th century became classical
for the decorative art of subsequent periods, its preferred manner of archaizing became the
classical archaistic.
In the archaizingpeplosfiguresthat were createdabout the same time (indisputabledocuments
are the Athena on the Agora oinochoe (Pl. 68, b)" and the idols on the Bassae frieze97 and on the
votive relief of Xenokrateia;98 more important and not much less certain is the Hekate of
Alkamenes)a classical Attic dress is expressedin linear patterns borrowedfrom the late archaic
conventions. This is not the foldless peplos of the old xoana. It is the dress of the Parthenos
fixed up to look like a Palladion. Because the peplos belted over the overfall is a classical dress,
we can see more clearly in these figures than in the korai with diagonal mantle the close
relationship between late 5th century and archaistic style.
One of the commonest of all archaistic conventions is the heavy central fold, often combined
in frontal figures with heavy folds that frame the legs to either side. The central fold exists in
archaic sculpture, where it may be used to give a vertical axis to a stationary figure or to
indicate by its displacement the motion of a figure in action. The axial fold gathers all the
fullness of the skirt to the center of the figure so that the contours of the legs are clear and
unimpeded. Heavy side folds, which would serve to obscure these outlines and which tend to
make the figureunifacial rather than quadrifacial,have no place in the archaic scheme.99In the
late 5th century, on the other hand, it is usual to model the legs through the draperyin such a
way that the heavy folds are pushed both between the legs and to the sides. In the usual peplos
figures with weight-leg free-leg stance only the free leg emerges from the drapery in this way,
but the "Venus Genetrix"in her long thin chiton'0oand the "Amazonof Kresilas"'0?in her short
chiton have both central fold and side folds clearly marked. In the Amazon the catenaries over
the thighs that link the central to the side folds are so regular in their pattern as to recall
archaistic sculpture.
A comparison with such figures is enough to convince one that the Hekataion in the British
School in Athens'o2 and our No. 134 are fairly accurate reflections of the late 5th century creation
of Alkamenes. One has only to introduce the axial symmetry of the idols into the classical

"94Pfuhl,Malerei und Zeichnung,fig. 378; A.R.V.2, p. 189, no. 74; Beazley, Kleophradesmaler,pl. 27.
1- The view that would place the beginning of archaistic style in the Hellenistic period instead of in the late 5th century
because of the conflict between line and plastic form that it betrays is as mistaken as that which would make the Nike from
the Stoa of Zeus Hellenistic for the same reason.
96 Above, p. 52, note 20.
97
98

Above, p. 53, note 26.
Above, p. 53, note 27.

Aiakes
99The only exception is in seated statues, where the legs are in fact carved in relief against the throne, e.g. the
statue in Samos, Buschor, AltsamischeStandbilder,figs. 141-143.
100oSee W. Fuchs, Festschrift Schweitzer,Stuttgart, 1954, pp. 206-221.
Whether or not the
1o1 Vagn Poulsen, Die Amazone des Kresilas, Opus Nobile, Heft 1, Bremen, 1957, with bibliography.
Amazon is by Kresilas, she seems certainly to be an Attic work later than the Capitoline type.
o102
Kraus, Hekate,pl. 3, 2; Schmidt, pl. 24, 1,3. See below, pp. 87-88, 98-99.
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scheme of the Amazon to achieve the skirt pattern of the British School Hekate. The symmetry
of the idols was necessary to Hekate because of her triple form, first because the three-bodied
figure could not be made naturalistic without seeming ridiculous and second because the right
side of one figure had to meet gracefully with the left side of the next. The Agora example
shows how the side-folds operated to produce a harmoniousjoin. The overfall of the peplos was
given a uniform treatment of parallel pleats stepped down from a central fold, just as it is on
the idols. This is reminiscent of the parallel folds of the Ionic mantle with their stepped edges.
It is scarcely necessary to decide, however, whether Alkamenes was trying to make his Hekate
look archaic or merely monumental and decorative. The important thing is that he created a
conspicuous work of art containing forms that were used over and over again in what we call
archaistic art.
Since the little Athena on the Agora oinochoe is so close in date to the Hekate we cannot
really argue which goddess first wore the archaistic peplos. Though we know nothing whatever
about the appearance of the Palladion of Nikias, it must have been about contemporarywith
the Hekate and it may very well have been made in the workshop of Alkamenes.103 Therefore,
there would be nothing out of the way in assuming that it was the first Athena to wear an
archaistic peplos and that the Agora oinochoe in some way reflects it. The central fold that is so
strongly marked in the red-figuredAthena seems likely to have been inspired by a statue. On
the other hand, the flying ends of the overfall with their swallowtail outlines, which probably
inspired in turn the swallowtail ends of the small mantle that became such a hallmark of
archaistic style, belong to the world of two-dimensional art. Since the Agora Athena does not
yet have the swallowtail mantle, it seems quite possible that the latter is an invention of the
4th century Panathenaics.
The question still remains open whether there is any continuous tradition of archaistic korai
that might have run straight down from the archaic period, as the tradition of herms certainly
did. We can say only that there is no positive evidence in favor of it, since there is no single
example securely dated to the 5th century. A diligent search for the origins and history of
perirrhanteriain the form of a kore with a basin in front might give helpful indications, but here
the Agora has nothing to contribute. The common archaic forms of perirrhanteriaare different.
If human supportersare present, they take the form of caryatids. Also, the custom of dedicating
korai as such on the Acropolisseems to have died out soon after the Persian Wars. The surviving
perirrhanterionkorai are most numerous at Eleusis, but these do not seem to be the earliest, for
they are all apparently Hellenistic or Roman, whereas the one from Laurion fits better into the
4th century than into any later period. The kore from Stamata was not a perirrhanterion,apparently, and there is no clue to her use, but she too seems to belong to the 4th century. Since
archaistic terracotta figurinesof maidens were dedicated in the 4th century and D. B. Thompson
believes that they representedstatues of worshippers,'04it may be that the archaistic form was
used also in large-scale votives when the idea of the votive as a statue was stronger than the
idea of it as a person. This would clearly be appropriatefor perirrhanteriabut it may have been
extended to other kinds of offerings. Some of these korai, apparently, imitated the old scheme
with chiton and Ionic himation, but far more numerous were those which wore the long mantle
with overfall, a festival dress which could be worn in cult ceremoniesby the votaries themselves.

103Alkamenes was the
leading Athenian sculptor in the period of Nikias' ascendancy and the commission for the Palladion
is likely to have been given to him. Since work was not completed on the Nike bastion before the Peace of Nikias (421-415)
when the parapet was put in place, it seems unlikely that the Hekate was actually made before this period, though the
original
plan may have been to make a Hekate as soon as the Propylaea were finished. W. B. Dinsmoor suggests that the Hekate
might have been in place as early as 424. Before that, work on the Nike Temple would have made its pla( ement impractical.
104See above, p. 53, note 30.
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This dress is shown with varying degrees of realism, but its commonest form is the most
artificial, that which simulates the archaic Ionic himation by adding a ruffle along the top fold.
The Samothracianfrieze of lyre-players and dancers belonging to the third quarter of the 4th
century shows that the archaistic form of this dress was fully developed by that time.'05Later,
in Hellenistic Asia Minor,one gets a realistic representationthat suggests that dancers actually
wore the dress draped in imitation of the archaistic design.
The element of "religious conservatism" that is sometimes invoked to explain archaistic
sculpture is thus seen to be a fairly complex thing. As in all periods, the participants in cult
assimilate themselves to the divinity by wearinggarbwhich otherwisebelongs only to the gods.'06
After the archaistic manner begins to be used to carry the suggestion of venerability in the case
of statues, it can also be used on occasion to add solemnity to the representationof ceremonies
and votaries. This occurs especially when the architectural use of the representation calls for
something more abstract and decorative than the ordinary realistic representationof the time.
So we get the Samothraciandancers used as a repetitive pattern in an architecturalfrieze at a
time when narrativerepresentationwas being supplantedin such friezesby symbolic ornament,107
and we find archaistic statues of maidens used as basin-bearersand caryatids.
The beginning of archaistic votive reliefs is hard to fix but it seems likely that there were few
if any before the middle of the 4th century and that they increased in popularity around the
last quarter. Besides the spate of archaistic Athenas on coins that begins with coins of Alexander
we find an archaistic figure on a decree relief also at this time. The fragment of
in 326 and 325,108s
an Athenian decree in the Agora dated to the year 321/0 B.C.(No. 133) preservesthe lower part
of a profile female figure in archaistic dress (long mantle or peplos) confronted by a dolphin.
Since only the head of the decree survives and its contents are not known, we cannot identify
the female figure, but she is presumably a goddess, most probably conceived as a statue.'09
Nymphs and other dancing divinities, Gracesand Seasons especially, are the most frequently
archaizedin votive reliefs. One can think of at least two reasons: first, that there is something in
common between their ceremonious dances and the orderly choruses of mortal worshippers,110
so that archaistic conventions used for the one might easily be carried over into the representation of the other, and second that an old-fashioned flavor seems appropriate to them as
popular and rustic divinities."' The archaisticnymph relief on its pillar (compareour fragment,
No. 132) becomes the sign of a sanctuary in the Hellenistic reliefs just as do archaistic statues.
In general, the study of archaistic sculpture from the point of view of the dress shows that
content plays a much greater role relatively to form than the artificiality of these works would
lead one to suspect. Whether divinities or their worshippersare being represented (and these
two categories cover most of the range of subject matter of archaistic sculpture), the purpose
of the archaism is not to revive an art for which some kind of esthetic nostalgia is felt but to
the
emphasize the venerability and permanence of existing institutions. This is true whether
frieze,
purpose is political, as in the early Hellenistic coins, or religious, as in the Samothracian
the Nymph reliefs and the Eleusinian dedications.
A minor and later manifestation is that illustrated by our tripod base, which seems to show
the
personages from myth in archaistic form. We may tentatively place in this category also
105sSee above, p. 54, note 37.

643.
1o6Cf. especially V. Miiller, Der Polos, pp. 81ff.; Kraus, Hekate, p. 152, note
107Cf. Lehmann, Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 18.
111See A. Brett, Am. Num. Museum Notes, IV, 1950, p. 59.
Cf. the Neapolis decree (N.M. 1480. I.G., II, 128), above, note 17.
o109
in Neo-Attic art together with an
no The wild, solo-dancing maenads are never archaized, though they often appear
archaistic Dionysos.
111This was no doubt also a factor in the continuing popularity of archaistic herms, see below, pp. 108ff.
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mysterious archaistic battle reliefs. Two things may have contributed to make our tripod base
archaistic. First, we can see that one such base, much earlier than ours, contained a religious
rather than a narrative subject, referred,that is, to the victory in the festival rather than to the
subject of the winning composition. The Dionysos and two Nikai on the base in the Athens
National Museum, though they are not archaized, are the kind of figures that often were so
treated and may well have been so on lost choregic bases of the Hellenistic period. Second, there
may have existed in the theater itself some tendency to use archaizingelements in productions
whose subject matter concernedmythical times, just as one now sees Helen and Clytaemnestraon
the stage dressedas snakegoddesses(with appropriateadjustments)or the Cyclopsdrinkingout of
a protogeometricskyphos. A direct connection of archaisticelements with the decor of Hellenistic
and Roman theaters is implied by the use of archaistic caryatids and decorative figures, as at
Tralles, Miletos, and possibly Sardis. A Melpomenewith mask from Thyateira, in dress a clumsy
descendant of the Pergamene figures, may have been a caryatid in the theater.112
There is one archaistic representationof a mythological scene that is probably not to be connected with the theater or poetry. This is the struggle of Herakles and Apollo for the Delphic
tripod, from which the Apollo type was subsequently borrowed for the procession of Four
Gods (P1. 64, e).13 Since the Delos replica of the Four Gods relief is to be dated early in the
1st century B.C., the tripod relief must have been created a little earlier. Very probably it was
inspired by the late archaic group of statues which Pausanias saw at Delphi."4 It cannot be said
to have copied it, for all its forms are suited to relief rather than to sculpture in the round, but
it may well have stood for it as an emblem of Delphi just as the archaistic Athena stood for
Athena Polias and Athens.
The relief of a man with two horses (No. 127) seems to belong to the relatively rare class of
actual copies of archaic works. It is possible that it, too, is intended to represent a story,
whether the prototype had such a meaning or whether it was added, along with a few modifications of the original figures. In the case of this relief we have to imagine, I think, that the
popularity in Roman times of archaic Greek metalwork had created a demand for a marble
copy, so that here we really have a work that owes its existence to admiration for archaic art
as such, but the very rareness of the phenomenon and the general lack of resemblancebetween
this relief and most archaisticart helps to prove that this was not the usual motive for archaizing.
Another thing that this piece demonstrates is that Athenian sculptors of the Roman period
when they set out to copy an archaic work could do a very good job of it. Since they worked by
measurement from the prototype and since they were extremely skillful marble-workers,they
could reproduceperfectly well the proportionsand structure of the archaicworks provided they
thought it worthwhile to try to do so. Hence, when we find a work with any strong admixture

of later features we can safely assume that this is intentional, not involuntary, and that the
work cannot be assumed to copy an archaic original. This skill of Athenian sculptors of the
Roman period in duplicating archaic works, though it helps to rid us of the illusion that various
hybrid products can be called copies of archaic originals, also makes some fragments very difficult to classify. There are suggestions, though they cannot be proven, that some archaic
pedimental sculpture survived in Athens. The Herakles head, No. 97A, if it is not actually
archaic, and the fragments of a figure in cuirass and chiton, No. 125, are possibly to be explained
as repairs or replacements for such pediments re-erected in later times.
The most unusual of all the seemingly archaistic works in the Agora is the unfinished small
group of Bellerophon carrying the dead Chimera (No. 126). The hairdress of Bellerophon is
112 Arch.

Anz., 1935, col. 693, fig. 12.

n8 Cf. Fuchs, pp. 126-127.
114 Cf.
Pausanias, X, 13, 7.
5
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archaic, and his face and the lion's face look early classical, but the rest of the group does not
appear so early. Here again, as in the relief of a man with two horses, the original was possibly
not Attic but Peloponnesian. Here, however, it seems impossible that the Roman work was an
exact copy of its prototype. Since no other group remotely resembling this exists either in
regular or in archaistic sculpture, both the nature of the prototype and the relation of our
statuette to it remain a mystery.
4. SUMMARY
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The contributions of the Agora excavations to our knowledge of archaistic sculpture may be
summed up as follows:
1) The large number of Hekataia and the total absence of really non-archaistic examples
among them fully support the theory that the Hekate of Alkamenes was archaistic.
2) Archaistic figures of Athena and Hermes on red-figuredoinochoai dated around 410 B.c.
(P1.63, b, c) give independent proof that the beginning of a continuous archaistic tradition lies
in the late 5th century, and a comparisonof this Athena with the first archaistic Athena on a
Panathenaic amphora some forty years later shows how the development went.
3) Fragments of archaistic korai for the most part simply add themselves to the numbers
already known from Eleusis, the Acropolis and some outlying places in Attica. It is Eleusis,
rather than any of the other sites, that provides what little evidence there is for the use and
dating of such figures, and the development remains conjectural. There is one positive addition
from the Agora in the fragments of a kore, No. 113, with elegant flaring drapery resembling
that of the Barraccokore and the Chigi-MunichAthena. Being like them, but bigger and better,
she suggests an Attic origin for these types. A fragment of a carefully worked replica of the
MunichTyche, No. 115, raises the possibility that this also is a Neo-Attic creation.
4) The complete absence of the more physically lush and naturalistically draped archaistic
maidens that we know from Hellenistic Asia Minorhelps to confirm the suspicion that a broad
distinction between Asianism and Atticism may be drawnhere, the Asiatic worksbeing plastically richer, the Attic more dry and linear. Also there seem to be no examples of the restlessly
florid archaistic creations, harder and more artificial than the Asia Minor Hellenistic but more
elaborate than the Attic, that are so abundantly represented in Roman Italy. These were
evidently not created in Greece. Morepictorial than graphic, they are really a part of Roman art
and not a continuation of Greek.
5) An archaistic kouros, No. 109, adds one good example to this rather rare class.
6) Part of the head of a replicaof the HerculaneumPallas, No. 124,confirms the Attic origin of
this type. Since the carvingof the head could well belong to the late 2nd century B.C.,a date which
is also suitable for the general structure of the figureas we know it from the Naples statue, there
is a good chance that our piece is from the original of the type .The finding-placeof our fragment
high up on the north slope of the Acropolisindicates that the work was an Acropolisdedication.
This disposes once and for all of the notion that the HerculaneumPallas was created for Roman
patrons who could be fooled into thinking that they possessed an archaic original.
7) On the other side of the picture, the relief of a man and two horses, No. 127, shows that
sculptors in Roman Athens could copy archaic forms very closely if they wished to. That they
so rarely did so is one of the strongest indications that there was relatively little appreciation
of archaic art for its own sake, even in Roman times.
8) In the tripod base, No. 128, we have a good and, for the Agora, well preserved example of
early Neo-Attic art. The excavations give no external evidence for the date, but it seems
generally agreed on. Since the principalfigureis not a god but a hero (almost certainly Theseus
instead of Herakles), it is likely that the figures on the base are charactersin the choral com-
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position for which the tripod was won. Comparisonof the figures on the tripod base with those
on the Four Gods base on the Acropolis (P1.64, a-d) shows that the Acropolisbase is later than
ours. An Augustan date for the Four Gods base is supported by the recurrenceof a similarly delicate style on an altar, probably from the Roman Agora, whose archaistic lotus-andpalmette crowning is like that of the stage-front of the Odeion of Agrippa.
9) Part of an archaistic figure on a decree dated to the year 321/0 B.c., No. 133, is valuable as
an exactly dated example of relief technique in archaistic work of the late 4th century B.c.
In spite of its strict profile composition and delicate linear pattern, it shows considerable
variation in the projection of the folds, indicating that the strong three-dimensional feeling
characteristic of this period is not absent from archaistic art. A similar three-dimensional
feeling in the archaistic figure on the enigmatic "base" from Epidauros supports a date in the
late 4th century for that work.
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108.ArchaisticStatuette, Dionysos,2nd Century ratherthan to his followers,but the more usual
Pl. 22. archaistictypes followthe archaicin showingthe
B.C. (2).

S 308. Found in 1933, apparentlyin the building
fill of the Middle Stoa (J 13). Head, which was

god beardedand fully clothed.

dowelledon, missing.Iron dowelremainsin neck. 109. Archaistic Kouros, Dionysos (?), 1st century
whitemarble, B.C. (2).
Legsbrokenoff at knees.Fine-grained
P1. 22.
probablyPentelic.Surfacefresh.Neckstainedwith
rust from dowel. Originalred color on mantle.
S 2109.Foundin 1959restingon bedrockbelow
P.H. 0.123m.
the floor of the Southeast Temple (Q 16). Head broT.L. Shear,Hesperia,IV, 1935,p. 393 and fig.18. ken off. Both armsbrokenoffjust above elbows.Both
Cf.Hesperia,XXIX, 1960,p. 379.
legs brokenoff just below knees. Cloakbrokenaway
See alsobelow(109)and p. 68.
except at back and in traces against thighs. Top of
The small statuette represents a nude youth in

kourospose(torsofrontal,left leg slightlyadvanced).

left shoulderchipped. Pentelic marble. Surface unweatheredbut with brownstains and root-marks.
P.H. 0.565 m., W. of shoulders 0.257 m., W. of

A long stiff tress falls over each shoulderin front, and waist 0.154 m., H. sternalnotch to navel 0.195 m.
the long back hair, apparentlyfastened together at
Hesperia,XXIX, 1960,p. 379, pl. 84, a-b. Thompthe nape of the neck, falls downthe back in a spread- son, AgoraGuide2,pp. 124-125.
See also pp. 61, 66, 80.
ing bunchof curls.A smallmantlepassesacrossthe
middle of the back and is drapedsymmetricallyover
the arms,the ends falling down along the thighs. The
A youthful figurestandsin kourospose, with body
right hand holds a kantharos, the left something and arms symmetricaland the left leg somewhatadpartially broken away which is hard to identify. vanced. A small mantle, pressedinto narrow,pleatShearhas suggestedthat it may be the hindquarters like folds, passesacrossthe smallof the back and was
of an animal.
looped over the now missing forearmsso that the
The carving is soft with blurry edges, though the ends fell vertically along the thighs. On the analogy
torso shows considerabledetail for so small a piece. of thelittle statuette,No.108,in a similarschemewe
The back is much less careful than the front. The may guessthat the handsheld attributes.A single
exaggeratedpectoral muscles and the narrowwaist wavy lock of hair, with grooved strands, falls over
carryout the archaisticimpressioncreatedby the pose each shoulderin front. The back hair may have been
and the hair, but the draperyis naturalistic rather long and boundup or it may have been cut short. The
than patterned.The statuette was foundin the build- shape of the break at the back of the neck is suging fill of the MiddleStoa. If it is not an intrusion,it gestive of a shorthair-mass,but there are no positive
should be not later than the middle of the 2nd cen- traces of this.
The broad shoulders,narrowwaist and short,full
tury. Thecontext,however,was not absolutelyclosed.
The kantharosmarks the figure as Dionysiac, and thighs give an archaiclook to the proportions.The
the long hair generally belongs to the god himself front of the torso is modelledwith some care, not in
5*
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genuinelyarchaicformsbut with an emphasison the
thorax that recalls some early classicalfigures. One
feels that the kouros has taken a deep breath. The
pectoral muscles project strongly and the lower
boundaryof the thoraxis very prominent.Theattachment of the ribs below the sternal notch is marked.
The absence of pubic hair emphasizesthe youth of
the figure. The narrowknees and short thighs recall
the proportionsof late archaic kouroi such as the
StrangfordApollo. The back of the figure, though
finished smooth, is more summarilymodelled, and
one might not guess from the back alone, wereit not
for the strangestiff drapery,that the figureis archaistic. The upperback has normalclassicalforms; the
buttocksare squarishand withoutdetailedmodelling.
The surfaceof the statue is finishedsmooth, almost
polished,but the modellingis not uniformin quality;
it becomes wobbly wherever the working space is
awkward. The separationof the legs is not worked
downto a sharpline, and thereareroughpoint-marks
betweenthe legs.
The statue was used as packing below the now
missingmarblefloorof the SoutheastTemple,which
was built in the early Roman period (perhapsthe
time of Augustus). This would be a terminusante
quem,but the actual manufactureof the piece might
be earlierstill, perhapsbeforethe Sullan destruction
of 86 B.c. Thoughits hardstyle wouldseem,according
to our present notions, to be Roman rather than
Hellenistic,one of the archaistichermsfoundin 1959
in the Piraeusin a warehousethat seemsto have been
burnedin 86 B.C.has a style as hardand slick as that
of our kouros.1That the type existed still earlieris
suggestedby the statuette, No. 108, whichwas found
in a context probably of the first half of the 2nd
century

B.C.2

Since the statuette holds a kantharos

110. UnfinishedStatuette of Kriophoros(9), Roman
Period.
P1.22.
S 2107. Found in 1959 in the Late Roman Fortificationsoutheastof the Agora(S 17). Battered,with
head and right arm of man and hindquartersof
animal missing. Soft yellowishwhite poros.
P.H. 0.42 m.
Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, p. 370, note 7.
From an irregularlyshaped chunk of poros, with
no finished surfaces except for a small, flat roughpickedarea at the bottom, the sculptorhas begun to
carve a nude male figurestandingwith feet together
and carryingan animal on his shoulders.The figure
has been blocked out from the front only, as if in
relief, but it seems obvious from the irregularshape
of the stone that it was intended to be made into a
statuette. The workhas been done with a narrowflat
chisel, workingmostly horizontally,with ridges left
between the cuts. The frontal position of the figure
with feet close togethersuggeststhat the statue was
to have been an archaisticHermesKriophoros.3 The
head of the ram appearsover the right shoulderof
Hermes,who holds his right arm bent and graspsthe
forefeet of the animal with his right hand. Probably
the left hand held the hind-feet in a symmetrical
position.
About style and date nothing can be said except
that the piece is probably Roman. The work looks
unskillful,and it may be that the wholewas a practice
piece. Fragments of broken architectural blocks
from demolished buildings would offer a cheap
materialto practiceon. The rough-pickedarea at the
bottom probablycomes from a previous use of the
stone, for it is clearlynot perpendicularto the axis of
the figure. An unfinishedcopy of an archaic relief,
No. 127, found also in the Late Roman Fortification
not far from the finding-placeof the present piece,
suggeststhat there existed near by a sculptor'sworkshop that made archaistic sculpture in the Roman
period.

in the right hand, it must representDionysosor one
of his followers,and the similarity of types suggests
the same identificationfor our figure. The youthful
long-hairedDionysos has no archaicprototype, and
most archaisticrepresentationsof the god show him
beardedand draped.The kourostype must have been
borrowedfrom Apollo, on the analogy of the 4th
century types of youthful long-hairedDionysos that
are so similar to contemporaryApollos. This being 111. Fragmentof Torsoof Kore,Archaistic,1st Half
so, we ought not to exclude the possibility that our of 4th Century B.C. (?).
P1. 23.
statuette represents Apollo, for the small mantle is
an appropriate garment for him also.
In general, archaistic kouroi are rarer than korai,
which lends a special interest to our piece. The flatpleated drapery whose plank-like lines make no concession to the curves of the body is without prototype
in archaic sculpture in the round. It must be a translation from the conventions of archaistic reliefs.
1

Vanderpool, A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pl. 71, fig. 13.
above, p. 67.

2 See

S 2119. Found in 1959 in modern fill in the Eleusinion area (V 20). Upper torso, broken off at waist.
Head and arms missing. Front split off and missing.
Pentelic marble. Generally battered, with traces of
mortar and whitewash.
C
Cf. the example in Wilton House, A.J.A., LX, 1956,
pl. 105, fig. 6, p. 347 and a similar example in Corinth,
Johnson, Corinth, IX, no. 21, pp. 28-29, A. J. A., XXXIX,
1935, p. 69, fig. 10.
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See also pp. 51, 56, 70.
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The kore wears a diagonal himation fastened on
the right shoulder and passing under the left arm.
The upperedge has a ruffleof stiff, flat pleats. Below
this in the back appear flat vertical folds to either
side of a broadcentralfold. The chitonis renderedby
close-set wavy grooves. There seem to have been
buttons on the left shoulderfrom which the grooves
radiated.Two long locks of hair fell on each shoulder
in front. The back hair forms a spreadingcluster of
long spiralcurlswhich resemblesthe back hair of the
Erechtheion caryatids except for being flatter and
more schematic.
This maiden, which was about life size, resembles
in style one in the Athens National Museumfrom
Laurion4and a fragmentfrom the Acropolis.5They
have in commonthe thin, flat renderingof the folds
and the stiff little pleats of the ruffle.The Laurion
kore was a basin-bearer,from a perirrhanterion,and
it seems possiblethat ours served the same function.
That would help to explain the splitting off of the
front, whichmight have followedwhen the basin was
brokenaway. Such perirrhanteriahave been found
at Eleusis.6Oursmight have belongedeither to the
Eleusinionor to the Acropolis.The date is uncertain.
The Eleusis statues, one of which is epigraphically
dated to the late 4th or early 3rd century B.C.,7are
freer and more vigorousin design as well as rougher
in surface.Thoughthe datingof these perirrhanterion
korai is generally very insecurebecause they represent a traditionalform with a long history and very
little originality, a date in the first half of the 4th
century seems most probablefor this piece and its
relatives from Laurionand the Acropolis.)
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together with parts of the feet that projectedfrom
underthe dress, and at the back on the properright
side). The original width of the plinth is preserved.
The hem of the dress is preservedin short stretches
on front, both sides and back. White Attic marble.
Moderately weathered, with light tan patina on
worked and broken surfacesbut heavier on worked
surfacesabove top of plinth,implyingthat some of it
was acquiredin place.
P.H. 0.182 m., H. of plinth 0.045 m.-0.052 m., W.

of plinth 0.17 m.
See also pp. 52, 88.

The kore, probably about two-thirds life size,
stood with her feet together. She wore a thin chiton
with wavy folds (broadchannelsseparatedby sharp
V-shapedgrooves)ending in a flat band at the hem.
There is a thick plastic fold in the center over the
feet, and the chiton and the plinth below it extend
beyond the feet to the proper left side, suggesting
that her left hand held out her skirt to that side. A
rise in hem-levelfromfrontto side suggeststhat there
was a fold here too, though it is broken away. In
back, the hem dips to the level of the plinth. The feet
were on sandals with soles about 1.5 cm. thick. The
edges of the plinth are dressedrather roughly with
the flat chisel, the resting surfacewith the point.
The figurealmost certainly comes from the Acropolis, having been found high up the slope in a deposit which contained inscribed fragments of an
Acropolis dedication with the signature of Kritios
and Nesiotes.9The treatment of the skirt, with a
smooth band at the bottom below the ripples,shows
that the piece is archaistic. Archaic maidens often
have the smooth band at the neckline,but few have
ripple-foldsin the skirt at all and none has them ending in a smooth band at the hem.10This, together
with the thick fold in the center of the skirt, shows
112. Fragment of Skirt, Feet and Plinth of Archa- that here the ripples are thought of as representing
istic Kore, Hellenisticor Roman (2).
Pl. 23. the texture of the cloth ratherthan actual folds. This
way of thinkingwouldfit a date in the 4th centuryor
8 1187. Found in 1939 in a wall trenchwest of the later but hardly earlier.1"When all the Acropolis
PanathenaicWay on the slope below the Acropolis9 A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications, p. 418, 161 a. Another
Areopagussaddle (Q 23). Fragment comprisingthe
greater part of the plinth (broken away in front, piece of the same dedication was found in surface fill on the
north slope of the Acropolis, and Raubitschek suggests that
both pieces may have fallen down in recent times. The
Acropolis piece was found in Persian debris, according to
SN.M. 74. Schmidt, pl. 22.
5 Langlotz in Schrader,pp. 144-145, no. 138, figs. 110-111. Raubitschek, and should be one of the earliest of the Kritios6 Bulle, p. 13, pl. 2, 18; Mylonas, Eleusis, fig. 77; Kourou- Nesiotes signatures.
563.
niotes,Guide,p. 93, fig. 38; Brunn-Bruckmann
o10
Ripple-folds in the skirt occur only in figures with the
563; Kourouniotes,loc.cit.It bears skirt falling straight as in the Peplos Kore, Acropolis 679, and
7 Brunn-Bruckmann,
a dedication, 1.G., 12, 2795, of the Athenian people to the the divinities on the east frieze of the Siphnian Treasury at
Eleusinian goddesses. The style of the inscription might be Delphi. Maidens who gather their skirts to the center or to
late 4th or early 3rd century B.c. A second base carries a one side dispense with ripple-folds in the lower part of the
precisely similar dedication, showing that the korai formed chiton in order to avoid the confusion of two systems of folds.
a pair. It has been suggested that these perirrhanteriastood
11 The Athena of the Four Gods base on the Acropolis
at the entrances of the Telesterion (cf. Mylonas, Eleusis, (P1. 64, b; Fuchs, p. 45, note 2 with bibliography; add C.
Mitchell, Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, LXI, 1953,
p. 202).
8 See above, p. 52.
pp. 80ff., figs. 4-6 and C, Mitchell Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII,
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fragmentsare availablefor study it may be possible
to link this with one of them and so acquirea better
notion of its date. The fact that the feet seemto have
beentogether,insteadof the left foot beingadvanced,
may suggest that the figurewas a basin-bearer.-2
113. Fragments of Archaistic Kore, Hellenistic
Period (?).
P1.23.

ChigiCollectionin Siena,4 in Munich'5and in Richmond, Virginia.'6These are like translationsinto the
roundof the elegant figuresof Neo-Attic reliefs. The
Agorakore was biggerand probablyalso earlier.Its
chisel-workseems surerand sharperthan that of the
tripod base, No. 128, which shows similar treatment
of the zigzags and similar incised folds where the
draperyis drawntight acrossthe body (legsof female
figure).If the tripod base belongs to the end of the
2nd or the beginningof the 1st centuryB.C., the kore
may belongearlierin the 2nd. The weatheringof the
fragments suggests that the kore was an outdoor
monument.
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S 2115. Found in 1959 in wall of late Roman
gymnasiumin front of South Stoa II (N 15). Pentelic
marble. Surface weathered, with mortar and dark
brown deposit.Two non-joiningfragments:A. Front
of right shoulderand right breast with some of right
side. P.H. 0.40 m. B. Fragmentfrombetweenbreasts, 114. Fragmentof ArchaisticKore, Early Roman (2).
P1.25.
with a little of left breast. P.H. 0.216 m.
See also below (114) and pp. 57, 66.
S 1040.Found in 1938in wall of Turkishwell west
The fragmentsare from a kore of about life size. of the PanathenaicWay south of the Agora (R 17).
She wears a diagonalhimationfastened on the right Properright side of kore from below breast to mid
shoulder over a thin chiton. The ruffle along the thigh. Right hand brokenoff. Pentelic marble.Batsurupper edge of the himation is treated in a lively tered and slightly weathered.Mortaron broken
three-dimensionalfashion with a wavy zigzag edge. face.
P.H. 0.37 m.
Small incised folds over the right breast give the
thin.
See also pp. 52, 54, 83.
is
impressionthat the materialof the himation
in
shallow,
Below the breast it clings to the body
The fragmentis from a korea little over half life
round-edgedfolds, while on the side it falls in free
size
front.
the
These
wearing a peplos with overfall over a crinkly
folds, deeper and undercut from
She seems also to have had a small mantle
the
of
chiton.
The
front
have angularchisel-cutedges.
part
the
below
fold
The
hanging down the back. The chiton, of which only
just
garment is lightly rasped.
a
was
outermostshoulder-lock
two-edgedpleat (the the sleeve appears,has crinkle-foldsformedby pairs
the
lower edge of
garmentpreserved)fromwhich the of shallow wavy grooves separated by narrow
in a zigzag to either side. The V-shapedgrooves, the same stylization used in No.
fallen
hem must have
ruffleon B is carved in 115 but here much less carefullyexecuted. Tape-like
himation
chiton above the
in
inferior
not
quality to those of genu- flat strips borderthe edge of the sleeve as well as the
crisp ripples
are chisel-cut, shoulderseam. The edges of the over-garmentsform
The
shoulder-locks
inely archaicwork.
is no drill a plethoraof zigzagson the side of the figure.Besides
There
varied
strands.
and
with free
richly
the normalfour edges of the peplos and its overfall,
work.
The whole has a boldnessand swing which differs there is an extra zigzag that must be the edge of the
both from the fiat style of earlierworkslike No. 111 backmantle. The back of the figureis merelyblocked
and the academictreatmentof much Roman archa- out and smoothed over without detail. The lower
istic. Its strong curves and flaring folds recall the front edge of the peplos is drawn forward as if
hand. The whole complicated
type representedin a kore in the MuseoBarraccoa3 grasped by the right
be derivedfrom some more
must
and three Athenas with the same scheme: in the scheme of drapery
careful work of which this is only a third-hand reflection. Probably this was a votive figure, a Tyche,
1964, pp. 47-48) has the two heavy central folds in the lower
Hekate or Artemis. A date in the late Hellenistic or
part of her chiton, which is decorated all over with wavy
4th
the
century early Roman period would best suit its unemphatic
grooves. This base has generally been dated in
on the basis of its mouldings, or to the 2nd century B.C. by style and wobbly workmanship. The stiff outward
otherswho disregard the mouldings, but an Augustan date flare of the overfall in front, which contrasts with the
seems preferable. See above, pp. 61, 67, below, pp. 82-83.
elegant curved flare of such works as No. 113, may
12 Cf. Schmidt, p. 50: "Die gleichstehenden Ffisse finden
well as in
sich bei weiblichen Figuren, die ein Weihwasserbecken be seen in fragments from the Acropolis as
die
tektonische
durch
ist
Hekate
die
starre
small
EigenHaltung
figures.
many
tragen
schaft der Figuren bedingt." There are, however, perirrhanterion korai with one foot advanced. Both types occur at
Eleusis.
1- Bulle,
pl. 4, 32,

14Petersen, Rom. Mitt., VIII, 1893, pp. 350-351, no. 14.
15 Bulle, pl. 4, 34.
1 Unpublished.
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115. Fragmentfrom Back of ArchaisticTyche, Early the himation with their thin straight edges recall
Roman Period (?).
P1.24. early archaistic korai tentatively dated to the 4th
century,o but similar folds are to be seen on the
the
Chariteson a Neo-Attic krater from Athens in the
center
Two
375.
joiningfragmentscomprising
S
back part of the torso and the back of the right National Museum,dated by Karouzosand Fuchs to
shoulder.Split off fromthe front in an approximately the early Augustan period.2 The archaistic face of
vertical plane. In front, traces of the deep-cut folds the Munichreplica suggests that the type was not
betweenbody and hangingdraperyon the properleft created before the Hellenistic period. The fine exeside. The larger fragmentfound in a marble pile in cutionof the presentcopy suggeststhat the prototype
the area P-R, 12-15 southeast of the marketsquare, may have been Athenian,perhapsearly Neo-Attic.
the smaller among uncataloguedmarbles from the
areaT-U, 21-23 farthersouthand east of the Panathenaic Way. Pentelic marble. Not heavily weathered, 116. Fragmentof Neck and Hair of ArchaisticKore,
but battered, with brown stains and traces of wall Roman Period.
P1.24.
mortar.
P.H. 0.335 m., P.Th. 0.12 m., Approx. W. of body
S 60. Found in 1931 in uncertaincontext on the
at waist 0.20 m.
west side of the Agora (I 9). A wedge-shapedfragSee also below (116) and pp. 25 note 51, 57, 58, ment comprisingback part of neck and back hair
with a little of shoulder-locksto either side of neck.
66, 70, 83.
Pentelic marble. Stained but little weathered.
The kore was somewhatunderlife size. She worea
P.H. 0.15 m., Diam. of neck 0.08 m.
thin chiton with schematic ripple-folds under an
himationwhoseupperedge, markedby a ruffleabove
The fragment comes from a kore under life size
two round-edgedfolds, slopes up across the back with hair arrangedlike that of the MunichTyche.22
from under the right arm. On the right side the hi- She has a narrowdiadem,twisted shoulder-locksand
mationclingsto the body and the folds curve around. a stiff mass of hair in back. The locks, three on each
At the center back are vertical folds, flat, with offset side, are twisted in alternating directions. Deeper
edges. The surface of these folds is roughenedwith cuts between sets of three strands accentuate the
vertical striations, probably from a dragged claw twisted effect. The thick mass of back hair is decchisel.
orated on its surface with wavy parallel strands
The hair hangs down the back in a flat mass, patterned symmetrically to a center axis. In the
broadeningdownwardandwith its loweredgesquared triangleof separationbetweenthe front and backhair
off. The strandswere renderedby fine wavy grooves on the properright side the edge of a garment,probsymmetrically opposed at the center. Most of the ably mantle, may be seen. The surfaceof the neck is
surfaceof the hair is worn away so that only traces hard and smooth,the hair crisplycarved.Thereis no
of the groovesremain. The shape of this mass is one use of the drillin the spiralsof the shoulder-locks.In
of the indications that the fragment, in spite of spite of the similarityof type, this cannot be part of
its careful workmanship,is archaistic rather than the same statue as No. 115, since the size of the hairarchaic. Acropolismaidens before the Persian Wars mass is incompatible. The present fragment also
have the hair-mass narrowedslightly at the lower lacks the narrowribbonthat crossesthe back hair on
end, but archaisticmaidens regularlyshow the pres- the Pergamoncopy.
ent form.17
The fragment belongs to a careful replica of the
MunichTyche.18The pattern of the folds of the hi- 117. Fragment of Neck of Archaistic Kore, Roman
mation and the stylization of the ripple-foldsin the Period.
P1.24.

chiton, with a pair of broad grooves cut with the
bull-nosed chisel flanked by narrow V-shaped
grooves, recur on a replica of the Munich Tyche recently found in Pergamon (P1. 63, a).19 The latter is
thought to be early Roman in date. The flat folds of
17
Perhaps the standard archaistic trapezoidal form is
derived from Athena figures, such as the Athena of Euenor
from the Acropolis (Schrader, no. 5, pls. 9-11; Raubitschek,
B.S.A., XL, 1939-40, pp. 33-36) where the hair probably was
tied at the nape of the neck and spread as it emerged from
under the helmet.
18Bulle, p. 26, no. 50, pl. 7.

19 See

above, p. 51.

5 2135. Catalogued in 1959 from unrecorded
marbles from the area (N-Q, 12-14) near the southeast corner of the Agora. Pentelic marble. Broken all
around. Black spots and marble-pile weathering. Ancient weathering was probably light.
Max. P. Dim. 0.203 m.
S

See above, p. 69.
Karouzos, AekXriov,
X, 1926, pl. 2, pp. 99-101, figs. 3-5;
Fuchs, p. 177.
22 Cf. the
Pergamon replica (P1.63, a), above, p. 51, note 12,
21
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From the properright side of the neck and right
shoulderof a kore about life size. The three wavy
shoulder-locksare vertically groovedlike the hair of
herms and in just the same hard style. A set of five
ripply groovescut into a flat surfacejust outside the
locks may belong to chiton or himation. The neck is
round and smooth. This appears to be the hardest
and most perfunctorypiece of archaisticsculpturein
the Agora.
118. Fragment of Archaistic Female Statuette,
Roman Period.
P1.23.

S 2045. Found in 1959 among surfacemarblesat
southwest corner of Eleusinion (T 21). Broken off
belowbreasts.Head(missing)was attachedseparately.
Outersurfaceof right upperarm split away by rusting of iron dowel with which the right lower arm
seems to have been fastened. Object held in left
arm also broken away. Fine-grainedwhite marble,
probablyPentelic. Surfacebattered.Splotchy brown
stains, some of which were caused by the rusted
dowel.
P.H. 0.18 m.

If the object originallyheld againstthe upperarm
was a cornucopia,the statuette probablyrepresented
Tyche. She wears a rippled chiton with a smooth
borderat the neck and over it a diagonalhimation
with a top rufflefalling in vertical parallelfolds. Below the ruffle in front the himation falls in fine,
close-setstraightfolds. A cruderunning-drillchannel
separatingthe body and dress from the object held
by the left arm suggests that the work is Roman.
The head was to be fastened on to the neck with a
round dowel. It may never have been attached, for
there is no trace of iron rust in the hole, whereasthe
dowel for the right lower arm is still partly in place.
The back seems not to have been carefullyfinished.
The mass of the back hair widened downward,as
usually in archaistickorai. Thereis no trace of long
side curls.
119. Statuette of Tyche, 2nd or 3rd Century after
Christ.
P1. 25
S 871. Found in 1987 in a late Roman deposit on
the lower north slope of the Areopagus (M 18). Intact,
except for right forearm, which was dowelled on, and
a chip off the lower back edge. Plinth has irregular
picked bottom, evidently for setting into a socket, but
no dowel hole is preserved. Pentelic marble.
H. 0.265 m.
Mentioned by Riemann, Kerameikos, II, p. 188.
See also p. 54,

A female figurestands holding a large cornucopia
in the left hand, while the right arm was bent at the
elbow with forearmextended. The cornucopiacontains grapes, a pomegranate,a round fruit and a
pyramidalobject (cake?). The goddesshas wavy hair
parted in the center, long shoulder-lockshatched to
representtwisted strands, and a mass of long hair
hangingdownthe back. Overa thin chitonwith short
buttonedsleeves she wearsa peploswith overfalland
a small drapedhimation.The feet are shod. The pose
retainsa suggestionof weight-legand free-legbut the
heavy centralfold in the lowerpart of the peplosand
the symmetricaltreatment of the overfall give an
axial symmetrythat makesthe piece look archaistic.
This is even more striking in the replica, No. 120,
where the folds over the weight-leg are omitted. In
keepingwith this, the himationis so little emphasized
that it is hard to see how it is draped.Oneend hangs
over the right elbow, and the rolled mantle passes
diagonally across the back to disappearunder the
cornucopiaon the left shoulder.Whetherany of the
drapery hanging down the back consists of mantle
rather than of the overfall of the peplos, the
artist has not made clear, either on this statuette
or on its replica. The face is a clumsy version of
the standard classicizing Roman ideal face. The
hand is much too big. The awkward proportions
suggest that the piece is fairly late, Antonineor 3rd
century.
A fragment of a similar figure carrying a torch
instead of a cornucopia, so presumably Artemis,
comes from the Kerameikos(Riemann,loc. cit.).
120. Fragment of a Statuette of Tyche, 2nd or 3rd
Centuryafter Christ.
P1.25.
8 770. Cataloguedin 1986from marblein the Stoa
of Attalos (P-R, 7-18). Head and lower legs broken
off. Somewhatbattered.Right forearmmissing;was
dowelled on. Fine-grainedParian or large-grained
Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.15 m.
See also above (119) and p. 54.
This is as nearly an exact replicaof the preceding
as one is likely to find in small marble sculpture.
Scale,poseand proportionsare exactly the same. The
only differencesare in marble and workmanship,
both superiorin this fragmentto those of the whole
statuette, and in some of the minor folds. On workmanship alone one might feel inclined to date this
piece earlier than the other but the sameness of
proportions (compare the identical large, clumsy
hands)showsthat the two must be of the same date.
Both are doubtlessthe productsof a workshopin the
vicinity of the Agora.
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S 215. Found in 1932 in a cistern filling on the
lower north slope of the Areopagus (H 16:3, cf.
8 1684.Foundin 1953on surfacein the areaof the H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 33880-845
MiddleStoa (H-O, 12-18). Brokenoff at waist. Head and D. B. Thompson,Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, pp. 108
and left forearmbroken off. Right elbow and hand to 109, where the filling is said to be mostly before
chipped.Battered. Parian or Pentelic marble.
800 B.C. but with an intrusion of the 2nd century
P.H. 0.077 m.
B.C.). Broken off at hips. Head and arms broken off.
Pentelic marble.
Part of a small statuette in conventional kore
P.H. 0.085 m.
scheme with thin, sleeved chiton and diagonal himation fastened on the right shoulder.Against her
A young girl stands in a symmetricalpose,dressed
breast she held some object (fruit?) which is now in a thin chiton with buttoned sleeves. The borders
brokenaway. She has a single long shoulder-lockon along the shouldersare markedby double engraved
each side, and the back hair hung down in a mass lines. The folds of the chiton are shown as parallel
that seemsto have beenrounded(nowchippedaway). ridges. A line of break along the properright side of
The back is only sketched, though its surfaces are the body and a brokenlump in front near the lower
smoothed.Crinklesof the sleeves and the ruffleof the edge of the fragment suggest that the right hand
himation are suggested by lightly engraved lines. graspedthe draperyin front of the body as on some
Rather soft, sketchy work, possibly late Hellenistic. archaic chiton-maidens. Though the dress seems
The figure resembles the small "Spes" figures that archaic,the free modellingof the stomachand espeserve as supportsto statuettes of Artemis or Aphro- cially the fact that the navel is indicatedas if through
dite,23but there is no indication on the surviving transparentcloth imply a date not earlierthan the
late 5th century. From its context the piece should
fragmentof attachmentto anotherfigure.
probably not be later than the 4th century B.C. It
must have been a small votive of some kind, analo122. Fragmentof ArchaisticStatuette, Support (2). gous in its simplicity and conservatismto terracotta
P1.25. figurines.

S 83. Found in 1931 in late filling in the Great
Drain in front of the Metroon (I 10). From hip to 124. Fragment of Head of Athena, Type of Hercuabove ankles. Broken above and below. Worn and laneumPallas.
P1.26.
battered.Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.23 m.
S 1064.Found in 1938 in fill of the 2nd or 3rd century after Christon the north slope of the Acropolis
A small figure dressedlike the archaisticHekate (T 24). Broken off at neck; top and back of head
figuresin peplos with overfall stands symmetrically, missing.Pentelic marble,with streaksof greenmica.
holding the edge of the overfall between the thumb Heavy weathering,apparentlyancient; originalvery
and forefingerof the right hand. The left hand is not smooth surfacesurvives only in a few small patches:
preserved.The figuremust be a supportfor a larger on properleft side of neck next to helmetand on right
statuette. Heavy draperywhich cannot be her own jaw below earring.
falls down her right side and back. Zigzag folds on
P.H. 0.244 m. W. across cheeks above earrings
the properleft side probablyalso belong to this pen- 0.133 m.
dant draperyratherthan to the supportfigure.Such
See also pp. 51, 66.
archaistic korai are fairly common as supports for
statues of Aphroditeor Artemis.24The work may be
Athena wears an Attic helmet. Her front hair

either Hellenistic or Roman.

123. Small Torso of a Girl in Chiton, 5th or 4th CenP1. 25.
tury B.C.
23 Cf.
Agora S 443, IllustratedLondon News, June 2, 1934,
p. 863, fig. 9; Artemis in Vienna from Larnaka, Bieber,
Sculptureof theHellenistic Age, fig. 41. For independent terracotta votive figures in similar form, see D. B. Thompson,
Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, pp. 183-135, pl. 27.
24

See above, note 23.

escapes in ringlets to frame the face, and the back
hair flows out in loosely wavy strands from under the
neck-piece. Very large disc earrings overlap the rim
of the helmet. The left earring was carved separately and attached (cutting 0.018 m. x 0.008 m. x
0.019 m. deep). The surface around the attachmenthole is scored to hold cement. The left cheek-piece of
the helmet (apparently shown as raised) was also
attached, by means of a cuttingS0.022 m. x 0.008 m.
and more than 0.03 m. deep, in the bottom of
which are traces of a whitish substance, probably
cement.
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A two-strandnecklace of round beads lies close
around the throat, the strands separateda little in
front to show the flesh between. The head is turned
stronglytowardthe left shoulderso that the necklace
touches the rim of the helmet on the left side.
The fragmentis froma replicaof the Herculaneum
Pallas (P1.63, d), an archaisticstatue whichhas been
variously describedas a true copy of an Attic work
of around45025and as an earlyRomanpastiche.26The
findingplaceof our fragmentand its ancientweathering speak strongly for its havingbelongedto a dedicationon theAthenianAcropolis.ThisrefutesBecatti's
contentionthat the type was invented by Neo-Attic
artists expresslyfor the Roman clientele who might
have been deludedinto thinkingthat they possessed
an archaicoriginal.27Ourpiece is importantnot only
because it establishes this fact but also because it
suggeststhat the originalmay have possessedrather
more charm than the Naples copy would indicate.
The face and hair of the latter have evidently suffered from cleaning,so that the features have lost
their freshnessand the hair its precision.
Bulle suggested a date around 450 s.c. for the
originalof the type, commentingthat while the head
in general resemblesthat of the Athena Parthenos,
the features of the face and the design of the front
hair recall the Kassel Apollo. The features of the
Agorafragment,however,in no way recall the early
classical.The resemblanceto copies of the Parthenos
may be seen not only in the full-cheekedoutline of
the face, but also in the short mouth and wide-open
eyes. The front hair is carved,like the back, in crisp
chisel-cut strands without the use of the drill even
for the centers of the curls. The planes of face and
neck have something of the emptiness of Roman
classicizingwork, but the chisel-workof details such
as eyelids and hair is morefree and casual. The best
parallelthat I can find for this is the head of Athena
by Euboulides,a classicizingAttic sculptorof about
the third quarter of the 2nd century B.C.2 The
Euboulides Athena is not archaistic but imitates
some high-classicalwork.29A Nike found with the
Athenais typicallylate Hellenisticin proportionsand
drapery." It would be interesting to know whether
the body of the Euboulides Athena had Hellenistic
qualities. The draperyof our archaisticAthena does
seem, in a curiousway, to reflectthe taste of the second half of the 2nd century B.c.
25 Bulle, pp. 6f.
26

Schmidt, pp. 59f.; Becatti, Critica d'arte, 1941, p. 47.

27 Loc.cit.

Bieber, op.cit., fig. 669; Brunn-Bruckmann, pl. 48,
Dickins, Hellenistic Sculpture,fig. 44.
2
Lippold, Plastik, p. 866, calls the head a free replica
of the Athena of Velletri. The eyelids seem to imitate bronze
work, differing from those of our head in being undercut.
30 Dickins, op.cit., fig. 43; Brunn-Bruckmann pl. 49.
8

Bulle said that the upper garment showed no
featurethat did not occurin the archaicperiod,while
he saw in the full sleeves with short overfallan early
classicalfeature.31He thus felt that therewas nothing
in the dress to contradict his idea that the statue
copied an original of around 450 B.c. in which the
archaicouter dress had been retainedfor tradition's
sake. A direct comparisonwith archaic and early
classicaloriginals,however, shows fundamentaldifferences.Bulle comparesthe "Nikeof Kallimachos"'2
and the Athena from the west pediment at Aegina,
but in each of these the small Ionic himation is
fastened along the right upper arm and falls in long
points outside the contour of the body, making a
break in the silhouette. This is the regular archaic
scheme.Whenit is adaptedto the tighterarchitecture
of the early classical,as in the little bronzestatuette
of a fighting Athena dedicatedby Meleso,33the contour is simplifiedand the points adhereto the body
as in our statue. The differencehere is that in the
early classicalstatuette, though the archaicdiagonal
mantle is still worn, the whole has the rectangular
structureof a peplosfigure.The symmetricallyhanging aegis and the broadfolds fallingto approximately
the same level below the breastsgive the horizontals
of the compositiona clear predominanceover the
diagonals. The effect is very similar to that of the
Athena fighting a giant in a metope of the early
classical Temple E at Selinus though the Selinus
Athenais wearingan ungirdledpeplosratherthan an
Ionic himationover her thin chiton.34
The HerculaneumAthena simplifiesthe contours
as do the early classical figuresbut avoids the rectangulardivision.The diagonaledges are so slopedas
to interruptvery little the long run of vertical lines
fanningfrom the narrowtop to the wide base. This
If onewere to
is Hellenistic,not classical,structure.35
is set, he
chiton
the
of
ask where the hidden girdle
We
breasts.
the
under
it
to
wouldhave imagine close
archaistic
Hellenistic
a
late
have
to
seem, then,
Athena created in Athens by a classicizingartist."
The head is not only classical;it is a consciousreflection of the Parthenos,just as are the headsof Athena
31Thelatter is true. Cf. the Selinus metope, below, note 34.
32 Payne, pl. 120, 1-2; Schrader, pl. 91; Raubitschek,
A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 53-56.
3 Athens, N.M. 6447. De Ridder, Bronzes de l'acropole,
no. 796; H. G. Niemeyer, Promachos, Waldsassen, Bayern,
1960, fig. 13.
Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors3,fig. 413; G. de Mir6,
?
Sicile grecque, Paris, 1955, pl. 159; Kihler, Metopenbild,
pl. 54.
3pCf., for an extreme example, the statue in Frankfurt,
Horn, Gewandstatuen,pl. 35, 1-3, dated by Horn to the late
2nd century.
36 Cf. Fuchs, p. 158: "Das Durchsetztsein von klassizistischen und archaistischen Zigen ist typisch fur die
spiithellenistische Kunst Athens."
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on the Hellenisticcoins of Athens. The mantle is the
short Ionic himation, not the peplos or the long
mantle with overfall that form the usual dress of
archaistic Athenas.37This dress may have been
chosen here for its simplicity as well as for its faithfulnessto an earlytype, sinceit lacks side zigzagsand
the doublehemlineat the bottom. Theauthenticearly
classicaltreatmentof the sleevessuggeststhat an early
classicalbronzemay have inspiredthe artist, though
the position of the trailing foot and the treatmentof
the folds beside it show late 5th century influence.
It seemsmorelikely than not that the Agorafragment comesfrom the originalitself. If it was a dedication on the Acropolis,that fact, rather than any
intrinsicartistic merit, will have got it into the NeoAttic repertory.38One cannot prove that our piece
was made in the 2nd century rather than, say, the
time of Augustus, and it might be simply a second
copy, but since the closest parallelthat we have for
the carvingof our head belongsto a periodwhichfits
the style of the statue, the most obvious conclusion
seems the best: that we have a bit of the original.
That our piece was more carefully made than the
Herculaneumcopy is suggestedby the holes for attached marble cheek-pieceson the helmet. On the
HerculaneumAthena the cheek-piecesare omitted.
The dullness of this type is directly due to its
Atticism. Its creator,like too many modernadmirers
of the archaic,seemsto have appreciatedthe negative
virtue of simplicitymore than the positive quality of
liveliness. It seems to have been left to Asiatic (in
whichwe may includeRhodian)artists to producean
archaisticface which exploitedthe plastic richnessof
the archaic face. The caryatids from Tralles39and
the Palladionfrom the Homericgroups (by Rhodian
artists) from Sperlonga4oare good Hellenistic examples. The Artemis from Pompeii41seems also to
belong to this more floridtradition.

75

and arm to a little below the elbow, with a bit of the
adjacent part of the torso. Broken all around.Pentelic marble, slightly weathered. Brown stains and
root marks.
P.H. 0.305 m., P.Th. 0.185 m., L. from top of

shoulderto point of elbow 0.305 m.
See also p. 65.
The fragmentis fromthe left side of a figurewearing a metal cuirassover a chiton, the sleeve of which
hangs out over the upper arm in pleat-likefolds. A
cloak passes over the top of the shoulderand hangs
down diagonallyin front and back. The arm is bent,
with the forearmextended forwardhorizontally.To
judge from the length of the upper arm, the scale of
the figurewas slightlyunderlife size, thoughthis part
is so heavy in its proportionsthat the horizontal
dimensionscome out about life size. The fragmentB,
from the lower part of a figure similarly dressed,is
so like the arm fragmentin marbleand in workmanship that they may well be parts of the same figure,
though there is no join between them and the scale
of B appearsat first glance to be somewhatsmaller
than that of A. If the two are not parts of one figure,
they must at least belong to figures from a single
complex.
B. S 565. Found in 1935 in modern fill near the
southeast cornerof the Agora (0 14). From waist to
above knees. Broken above and below. Pentelic
marblewith streaksof whitemica.Slightlyweathered.
Brown stains. Traces of mortar and one spot of
hard brownishcement resemblingthe kind used in
Greekcisterns.42
P.H. 0.445 m., W. across hips 0.268 m.

Thisfragmentpreservesthe loweredgeof a cuirass,
whichis shapedto followthe lines of the body, rising
over the hips and dippinglow in front to protect the
abdomen. The chiton is shown as smooth over the
125. Fragmentsof MaleFigurein Cuirassand Chiton, hips and buttocks.Below,it falls in flat parallelfolds
Archaistic.
P1.27. to an unevenhem-line,shorteron the sidesand longer
in front and back. In front the chiton must have
A. S 1650. Found in 1952 in a Byzantinewall near reachednearlyto the knees, though the longestparts
the Churchof the Holy Apostles(P 15). Left shoulder in front and back are broken away. A narrow but
3

See above, p. 53.
8 Fuchs has demonstrated the Attic origin of the types
used for Neo-Attic reliefs and has shown that not only the
opera nobilia but the ordinary dedications also were used as
models (cf. especially p. 148).
39Schede, Meisterwerke der tilrkischen Museen zu Constantinopel, pl. 28; Mon. Piot, X, 1903, pls. 2-3; Schmidt,
op.cit., p. 65.
40 G. Iacopi, I ritrovamentidell'antrocosiddetto"di Tiberio"
a Sperlonga,Ormedi Roma, IX, 1958, fig. 11; MacKendrick,
The Mute Stones Speak, fig. 7. 3.
41 Richter, Sculptureand Sculptors3,figs. 518-520; BrunnBruckmann, pl. 356; Lippold, Plastik, p. 387, pl. 134, 4.
See above, p. 57.

strongly projecting mass of drapery hangs down the
center front. At the back the lower part of the chiton
seems to have been attached by a narrow strip to
something else which is now broken away. The back
part of the buttocks and skirt are rather roughly
worked and suggest that this part was difficult to get
at or in any case not meant to be seen. The front view
also seems secondary. The interest of the chiton-folds
is concentrated on the sides and they tend to die out
toward the center front.
42

I owe this observationto H. A. Thompson.
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The figurehas a curiousstance, with the left leg
slightly advanced and the torso seemingly bent a
little forwardfromthe hips. The right hip appearsto
be a little higher than the left and has a stronger
curve, as if moreof the weight had restedon this leg.
Onehas the impressionthat the figureis not standing
squarelyon its feet. This, together with the attachment at the back and the fact that the front appears
to have joined or been hiddenby something,suggests
that the figuredid not stand alone but was part of a
largercontext. Thestancewouldsuit a charioteer,but
it is hard to see why a charioteershouldbe attached
to anything behind.
The piece is as hardto date as it is to explain. The
verticalpleats of the chitonover the upperarmoccur
in some of the metopes of the Athenian Treasuryat
Delphi,43and in the Peleusand Thetisof a red-figured
kylix signed by Peithinos." The lower part of the
chiton, however,with its swallowtailprofileand the
roundededges of the zigzagfolds at the hem (Pl. 27)
seems most closely related to the work of the mannerist paintersof the decade480-470 B.c.45 The way
in whichthe folds die out at the top may be paralleled
both in late archaicand in early classicalworks (the
"Nike of Kallimachos"'46
and the Herakles of the
Cerberusmetope at Olympia47).The metal cuirass
with the lower edge curvingdown in front occurson
a torso of a warriorfrom the Acropolisdated around
470 B.C.48 It is hard,however,to find a parallelin the
late archaic period for the workmanshipof these
pieces. The lack of definitionin the edges of the folds
and the generallyroughfinishwould be surprisingin
early5th centurycarving,and the himationespecially,
with its thickly plasticfolds, seemsout of placein the
early period.At the same time the proportionsof the
figureand the drawingof the chiton seem authentically late archaic,without the preciosityof 4th century or later archaisticwork. Conceivablywe have
here a replacementof an earlier figure or group of
figures analogousto the replacementfigures in the
cornersof the west pedimentof the Templeof Zeus
at Olympia.49

A group of late archaic architecturalmembers,
simae and Doric geisa, was found built into the Late
Roman Fortificationnear where our fragmentswere
found. These seem to have been re-used in some
structureof early Roman times.o It is conceivable
that our sculptures are early Roman replacements
for damagedpedimentalsculpturebelongingto this
unknownbuilding.
126. Fragmentof UnfinishedStatuette, Bellerophon
and the Dead Chimera,Roman Period.
P1.28.
S 932. Found in 1937 in dumpedfilling of the 4th
and 5th centuriesA.D. in a well on the south end of
Kolonos Agoraios (B 13:2). Broken off at waist of
man; hindquartersof animalbrokenoff. Both elbows
of man brokenaway. Foreheadhair of man and nose
of lion chipped. About half of goat head missing.
Large-grainedisland marble,probablyParianrather
than Thasian.
P.H. ca. 0.175 m.

See also p. 65.

A nudeyouth carrieson his shouldersa limp animal
that appearsfromthe front view to be a long-necked
lion. His right hand,raisedbehindhis head, holds the
animal's neck while its head hangs down over his
right shoulderin front.His left handapparentlyholds
both forepawsof the animalon his left shoulder.Its
body hangs down his back. In the back view there
appears,surprisingly,a secondneck. It is thickerthan
the legs and thinnerthan the lion neck. Thoughpart
of the head is broken away, one can make out the
mouth and beardof a goat. Above these appearsthe
point of a droopingear. A crescent-shapedridge suggests that the hornswere carvedin relief against the
backof the neck. Theheromust be Bellerophonlifting
the dead Chimera.
The statuette, probably of Roman date, is unfinished.Most of the surfacesshow unsmoothedflatchiselworkand thereis a great deal of raw drill work
in the crevices.Thegroupis, so far as I know,unique.
4' Delphes, IV4, pls. 27, 32, 72; De la Coste Messelibre, We have neithera literaryreferenceto Bellerophon's
Delphes, pl. 130. Cf. Langlotz, Zeitbestimmung,p. 73. On the beingrequiredto bringback the spoilsof the Chimera

date of the Treasury, see above, pp. 9-11.
44 Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung,fig. 417; A.R.V.2, p. 115,
no. 2.
45 The vertically pleated sleeves occur also in this period.
Langlotz, op.cit., p. 108, cites a pelike in the Louvre now
assigned to the Siren Painter (Louvre G 229, C.V.A., III I c,
pl. 45, 5-7 and 46, 2; A.R.V.2, p. 289, no. 3) on which both
Athena and Herakles have such sleeves.
4" Acropolis 690. Payne, pl. 120; Schrader,pls. 91-92. The
connection of the statue with the inscribed column was suggested by Raubitschek, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 53-56.
47Rodenwaldt, Olympia, pl. 80; Olympia, III, pl. 43.
48 Schrader, no. 307,
pls. 130-131.
49 Olympia, III, pls. 33-34; Schrader,Pheidias, figs. 95-97,
109, 118. The reconstruction has been variously dated: cf.

nor any other representation of him doing so.51 The

Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XLV, 1941, pp. 399f. Cf. now Olympia
Bericht,VII, pp. 3, 15. The 4th century date seems established
by these recent finds.
50 Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 351.
51 For a recent general discussion of Bellerophon and a
list of representations, see F. Brommer, MarburgerWinckelmann-Programm,1952/4. For a list of examples prior to the
4th century B.c., see T. J. Dunbabin in Studies Presentedto
David M. Robinson, II, pp. 1183-1184. Dunbabin also discusses, ibid., 1181-1182, the possibility of a version of the
story in which Herakles rather than Bellerophon kills the
Chimera.
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from Pegasos, who serves to identify him. Such
paratactic man-and-horsegroups occur in early 5th
century sculpture." The original of our group,
whatever its date, may well have been in bronze.
Perhapsit was dedicatedin Corinth,in the sanctuary
of Bellerophonwhich Pausaniasmentions.55Its size
may have been anywhere between the size of our
statuette and full life size. All this, however, is
speculationof the most tenuous sort. The only thing
that is certain is the existence of the Agoramarble,
which by its uniquenessat once stimulates curiosity
and thwarts understanding.

In the original, Pegasos may also have been
present, standing by the side of Bellerophon. In
general, Bellerophon has no specific attribute apart

shoulder, hiding the upper arm, with the forearm
emerging between its ends. On his feet are sandals.
Both torso and legs are in full profile, though the
right shoulder was drawn back. The relief is so high
that problems of foreshortening do not present
themselves except in the case of the chlamys over
the far shoulder. Here the artist has distorted a little
in order to make the garment fully visible.
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hero carryinghis dead victim is not a standardtype
in Greekart. Animalsbeing carriedare normallylive
animals brought for sacrifice.Herakles carries (in a
great variety of positions) the Erymanthian boar,
which he usually brings back alive,52but we do not
find him carryingthe Nemeanlion, though the dead
lion is shownin the Olympiametopewhichrepresents
this labor. The dead Chimerais not a subject likely
to appealto artists for its decorativequalities,as the
live monsterso obviously did.
It seems unlikely that the artist of our small late
statuette was himself responsiblefor so daring an
invention. If we assume that our piece is a straight
copy of an early work, then the archaichair style of
the hero, with snailshellforeheadcurlsand long back
hair, and his early classical face with low forehead
and heavy features would suggest an original of
around490 to 470 B.C. The lion's head is squareand
simple,like that in the Olympiametope. Onthe other
hand, the cruderealismin the limply stretchedbody
of the dead animal, with the hair on the flanks impressionisticallyindicated by a few rough strokes,
might suggest a much later period. It is hard to say
whetherthis is simply the result of very free copying
on the part of the statuette maker or whether it
means that the compositionas a whole is a pastiche.
The stance of the hero, if we had the whole figure,
might help to decide. As it is, the evidence is insufficient, but there are indications that we may have
to do with a reflectionof a genuine sculpturalcreation. For all its small size and crude workmanship,
the piece makessense as sculpture.The motion of the
head and armsof thileheroand the sense of the weight
which he is lifting are quite convincing.Only the abnormallylong neck of the lion head shows an awkwardnessin the design and suggests that one view,
the back three-quartersfrom the properright, was
not meant to be seen. Small mythological groups
made up in Roman times as translationsinto stone
of compositionsborrowedfrom painting do not have
such three-dimensionalquality.53 If the back view
from the properright was not meant to be seen, we
must nevertheless imagine that the back from the
properleft was somehowvisible, for it is only from
the back that one sees the goat's head.

52 Cf. Brommer, Herakles, pp. 18-19, 83-85, pls. 12-14.
The boar in an archaistic relief in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York, Richter, Catalogue,no. 24, appears to be
dead, but this is a very unusual rendering.
53Of. especially the table-leg groups discussed by Lehmann-Hartleben,Rom.Mitt.,XXXVIII-XXXIX, 1923-1924,
pp. 264-280. For small copies of sculptural groups, cf. the
Niobe and Artemis from Inatos in Iraklion, Marinatos,
'APX. 'Ep., 1934-1935, pp. 1-17.

127. Unfinished Relief, Man Leading Two Horses,
Roman Period, Copyof ArchaicRelief (?). P1. 29.
S 2079. Found in 1959 in core of Late Roman
Fortification (R 16). Mended from a number of
fragments(thereliefwas foundcrushedundera heavy
stone base). Missing:outer surface of borders,near
legs of near horse (except for a small non-joining
fragmentof foreleg),muzzleof near horse,right arm
of man and reins of both horses. Tip of man's nose,
part of man's left thigh, forelocksof horsesand area
above eye of nearhorsechipped.Back of stone roughpicked. Pentelic marble. Little weathered. Brown
stains and mortar.
H. 0.52 m., W. 0.646 m., Total P. Th. 0.12 m.; Th.

of background0.045 m. (bottom) to 0.06 m. (top);
Th. of bordersnot preserved;H. of borders:upper
ca. 0.105 m., lower ca. 0.10 m.

Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 379-381, pl. 84, c;
Thompson,AgoraGuide2,p. 197; Gjodesen,A.J.A.,
LXVII, 1963, pp. 346-348, pl. 79, figs. 50-51.
See also pp. 50, 60, 65, 66, 68, 80.
A man strides to the right, leading two bridled
horses,apparentlyby lead-reinsheld in the now missing right hand. With his left hand he grasps a short
spear. He is bearded,and long hair hangs down his
back. On his head he wears a kind of diadem or
perhapsa cap with upturnedbrim. Since the top of
his head is intersected by the upper border, the
outline is not clear. A chlamys hangs over his left

54Cf. the horses and captive women by Ageladas in the
Tarentine dedication at Delphi, Pausanias, X, 10, 6.
1, Pausanias, II, 2, 4.
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The face is carved in archaic style. The eyes
protrude;the lips projectand curveup at the corners;
the beard is wedge-shaped. The large nose must
originally have had a sharp point. The big ears
overlapthe head-gear.The front of the torso likewise
has archaicforms, with three transversedivisions of
the abdominalmuscle above the navel. The pubic
hair is renderedas a raised triangle.6 The legs are
strongly articulated,with heavy thighs and calves
and small,sharpknees (the left knee still obscuredby
a measuring-point).The ankle-bonesare indicated.
The sandalshave X-strapsunderthe ankleslike those
of the man-and-dogrelief, No. 104, and the toe-straps
are also carvedin relief. The chlamysformsnumerous
parallelfolds of equalwidth, the endssimplyrounded,
without swallowtailsor zigzags.
The horses are comparativelyslender but shortlegged, a little longer than high, with tails that
nearly touch the ground.The tail of the background
horse appearsbetween his hindmostleg and that of
the foregroundhorse. These are Kxcal-rptXEs
iTTmrot
with long, floppy manes that cover their necks. The
forelockswereundercutwith the drill and their edges
have been chippedaway. The ears stand up against
the forelocks.The mass of the mane is renderedas a
smooth raised plane that is cut off squareat the top
of the shoulder.Along its front edge is carved a row
of curvedendsof locksthat turnbackwardas if blown
by the wind.57 The row of locks stops at the point
wherethe reins cross the back. Perhapsthe detail of
the mane was to be engravedlater. The faces of the
horses are carved in detail, the eyes and eyelids
renderedwith unusualprecisionfor workon so small
a scale. The upperlid is differentiatedfromthe lower.
The nostrils are drilled. The strong projectionof the
eyes and the area above them and the lively relief of
the facial muscles makes the heads look rather
classicalthan archaic,though no detail occurswhich
was unknownto late archaicartists. The bridles,too,
are renderedin detail. The cheek-strapof the foregroundhorseis decoratedwith four little bosses. The
bit of the other horse has cross-piecesto the ends of
which straps are attached.
The reliefis unfinished.It was being copiedfroma
model of some kind, since four measuring-points,
raised mounds with little holes in their centers, are
still present: on the mane, buttock and thigh of the
foreground horse and on the left knee of the man. All
the figured parts of the relief have been worked out
in detail with the chisel but have not been rasped or
smoothed over except for a little very coarse rasping
on the neck and poll of the foreground horse and on
the inside of the legs that are cut free. In places,
5 On this detail, see Karouzos, Aristodikos,pp. 72ff.
5 The same curious but highly decorative rendering
occurs on a Tyrrhenian amphora in Berlin (A.B.V., p. 97,
no. 22; Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung,fig. 207).

especiallythe face and body of the foregroundhorse,
the chisel-workis so fine that it appearsfinishedin
all but the harshestlights. The areas near the backgroundare generallyin a rougherstate. Apparently
the backgrounditself was to have been smoothed
last. Cruderunning-drillchannelsoutline the figures
in places:the back of the man fromhead to knee, the
inside of the foregroundhorse'stail, and the back of
its neck fromwithersto poll. Theman'sleg fromknee
to ground has been cut free with the same drill
appliedfromboth front and back until the wall broke
through.In other places a roughmass of marblehas
beenleft next to the outlineof the figures;aroundthe
left leg of the man and the lower part of the spear,
also along the back of the backgroundhorse and the
outside of the tail of the foregroundhorse. This
probablymeansthat the drillwas to be usedfor these
outlines (for the rough marbleleft in the areas to be
drilled, compare the "Eubouleus"head from the
Agora).5 Most of the backgroundhas been roughly
cut away with the flat chisel,but point-marksremain
in inaccessibleareas: between the hind legs of the
horses and between the head of the background
horse and the strut that supportedthe man's right
hand.
Thebordersaboveand belowarenot quite uniform
in height and their horizontalsurfacesseem to have
been still rough.Top and sides of the slab are roughly
finishedwith the flat chiseland not perfectlystraight.
The back and loweredge are rough-picked.
The measuringpoints, the running-drillchannels
and the use of heavy rasping for a preliminary
surfaceconfirmthe Roman date of the relief, but it
seemsratherto be a copy of an archaicworkthan an
archaisticinvention.59The measuring-pointsdo not
in themselvesprove that the work is a copy, for the
sculptor might be pointing from a clay or plaster
model which he had made himself,but the relief has
little in commonwith the ordinaryarchaisticworks
of the Romanperiod.If the head of the man had been
foundalone,almostanyonewouldhave unhesitatingly pronouncedit archaic. In general the archaic
featuresof the reliefarenot the kindof thingsthat an
archaistic sculptor would have bothered to make
correct.He would hardly have counted the divisions
in the rectus abdominis of the man, and it is doubtful
whether he would have made the proportions of the
horses fit so exactly Markman's description of late
58Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 382-389, pl. 85, c-d.
59Easiest to contrast are perhaps the archaistic battle
friezes of which three examples have survived: 1) Conservatori, Mustilli, Museo Mussolini, Sala III, 7, pl. 36,
no. 150; 2) Geneva, Einzelaufnahmen,1893; 3) Athens, built
into the Little Metropolitan church, P. Steiner, Ath. Mitt.,
XXXI, 1906, p. 329, fig. 2. All these have extreme swallowtail drapery, an exaggerated forward lean, and thin, Imknobby
physiques, but neither their faces nor their anatomy truly
imitate the archaic.
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archaic horse proportions,being a little longer than may be due to the copyist.63 The stephane-like
high, though the relation of the head-length to headdress,which is so hard to match in archaicmale
individual membersis approximatelycorrect.o
figures,may be anotheraddition.
For the scene as it has come down to us, whether
The purposefulmarch of man and horsesreminds
one of the processionof warriorsand chariotsaround this represents the original composition or an
the neck of the magnificent6th centurybronzekrater adaptation, the closest parallel is probably the
from Vix.61 There are in fact so many points of bearded Troilos with his two horses on the Middle
resemblanceas to suggest that the model for our Corinthianbottle by Timonidas.MCould Troilos be
relief was not an archaicwork in marblebut a relief representedwith a spear? In the Timonidaspicture
of appliqu6 figures like those of the kraterY2This he carriesa long staff. Gjodesenconsidersthe poswould explain the absenceof any attempt (except in sibility without deciding definitely for it.65 It may
the case of the chlamys) to twist side elements into be that what we have is simply an epic campscene, a
the front plane. It would also explain the careful soldierleadingtwo horses,either to water or to hitch
detail of elementsin the side plane, such as the man's them up for battle. He is not himselfreadyfor battle,
face and the front of his torso, which wouldnormally though he carriesa spear. The light sandals are not
be neglected in a marblerelief of this size. The fact worn in the field. It appears that the plaque was
that the bridles of the horses and the straps of the intendedto form part of a continuousfrieze,and the
man's sandals are carved in crisp relief suggests a key to the interpretationof the scene may have been
metal prototype.In marblesuch details are often not found on anotherslab.
The date of our relief is not easy to fix, since its
modelled at all but simply indicated in paint. M.
has
made
the
surface
that
finish, normallythe most reliableguide, does
interesting
suggestion
Gjodesen
ourreliefmay be an enlargedcopy of the o-rpaTtwo-TiKanot yet exist. The 2nd century after Christ,in the
carved in ivory, gold and cedarwoodon the Chestof Hadrianicor Antonineperiod, seems most likely, to
Kypselos, but the ivory figures from Delphi, which judge fromthe pedanticaccuracyof the copy and the
shouldgive us a fair idea of the relieftechniqueof the great proficiencyof the sculptor with the running
chest, are much less three-dimensionalthan the man drill. To undercut a leg by this method must be a
and horses of our relief. The bronze figures of the fairly dangerousprocedure,but our sculptor seems
Vix kraterare a much closer parallel.
perfectlyconfidentof his ability to do it successfully.
The type of our horses is very much like that
shownon the krater.Thelong manesthat fall downto
the top of the shoulder are to be seen on all the 128. SculpturedTripodBase,EarlyNeo-Attic. Pl. 30.
horsesof the krater,and some of them show the bare
angle between the back and the last long locks that
S 370. Found in 1933set into the floorof a roomin
at
first
so
on
our
horses.
the
Some
CivicOffices(I 12). Pentelic marbleof poorgrade
appears
glance strange
also show the tips of the locks turned back, though with mica streaks and large calcite crystals. Entire
not in so schematica patternas here. The tails of the top brokenaway, about to level of chests of figures.
horses are of similarshape and length.
Oneedge mostly chippedaway. Tracesof lime deposit
Most striking is the resemblancein spacing and endingat line of floor0.09 m. above bottom of stone.
pose of our two horsesto the foregroundand second- 0.115-0.14 m. from the bottom on each edge is a slot
plane horsesof the quadrigateams on the krater.The 0.015 m. deep. In one of these (betweenthe draped
angles of the heads and the poses of the legs are so male and the libation-pourer)was a trace of bronze.
similarthat one suspectsour two horsesmay actually
H. 1.09 m., W. of faces 0.65 m. to 0.66 m., W. of
have been excerpted from a team of four. If this is fillets betweenfaces 0.045-0.055 m.
true of the horses, perhaps the man also has been
T. L. Shear, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 387-393,
tampered with. The chlamys with its dull folds figs. 15-17; C. Mitchell,HarvardStudiesin Classical
displayed in the front plane might well be a copyist's
invention. The strong forward inclination of the man's
body is also a feature of Roman archaistic work and
0oS. Markman, The Horse in GreekArt, pp. 64-65.
e1Mon. Piot, XLVIII, 1, 1954, pls. 9-13. For a recent
discussion see M. Gjodesen,A.J.A.,LXVII, 1963, pp. 335-350.
62 Since our horses are about twice the size of those on the
krater, we must imagine either that the original did not
belong to a krater or that our copy is an enlargement.
Gjodesen, op.cit., p. 346, favors the latter possibility. He
plausibly refers to the handle-decorationof a krater or lid two
horse-heads from Isthmia (ibid., p. 343) whose scale is about
twice that of the horses in the Vix frieze.

Philology, LXI, 1953, pp. 73-84, figs. 1-3; C. Mitchell
Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 47-51, pl. 18,
figs. 6-8; W. Fuchs, Die Vorbilder der neuattischen
Reliefs, pp. 46, 128 note 61, 166 no. 8, 168, 171.
See also pp. 58, 59, 66, 70, 83.
The three sides of the base are slightly concave and
the faces meet in roughly worked fillets. Adjacent to
each fillet and under the feet of the figures the
63

Cf. Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 380, note 49.

64 Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung,fig. 174.
5 Op.cit., pp. 347-348.
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backgroundis roughly finishedwith the claw chisel,
whereas elsewhere it is generally smoothed. The
rough edges and the slots in them suggest that the
legs of the bronzetripod came down and coveredthe
edges, the feet of the tripod resting on the moulded
plinth on which we must imagine that the stone
stood. An analogyfor sculpturedfiguresbetweenthe
legs of a tripod is to be found in Hellenistic stone
tripods where the legs of the tripod are carved in
relief out of the same stone as archaistic female
figureswhich emergein relief from concave surfaces
betweenthe legs."
Other surviving bases for Athenian choregic
tripodshave a similarshape to ours, but in these the
feet of the tripod must have rested above the tall
rectangularblock, since mouldingsare preservedat
the bottom which would have impeded them. One,
a sculpturedbase in the Athens National Museum,
has generallybeen dated from the style of its figures
to the 4th century B.C.17 Another is unsculptured,
with an inscriptionthat placesit near the end of the
1st century after Christ.6 An inscribed crowning
block for a base of this shape dated to 175/4 B.C.
(archonshipof Sonikos)has on its top three cuttings
for the feet of the tripodand a circularcutting in the
center for a columnto help supportthe basin of the
tripod. This was a biggertripod than ours can have
carried (the centers of the cuttings for feet are
ca. 0.875 m. apart).69No completelist of these concave triangularbases has been compiled,70but it is
clearthat the type had a long history,whetheror not
we accept the 4th century date of the National
Museumpiece.
The last shows Dionysos and two Nikai in nonarchaistictypes. Dionysosis the principalfigure;the
Nikai turn towardhim. Onourbase all the figuresare
archaisticin style, though only two have archaistic
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drapery. The main figure, toward whom the others
turn, is a young man with club and chlamys. He
stands with his weight on his right foot, his left leg
advanced,his body leaningforward.His thin club is
proppedagainst a thin, knobbyrock. The upperend
of the club, whichdisappearsunderthe chlamysthat
falls from his left shoulder,must have been held in
his left hand.
The archaistictreatment of the body consists in
an exaggeratedarticulationof limbs and torso: small
knees, small waist, swelling calves, thighs and buttocks, and deep thorax. (The effect of the last is
probablyintensifiedby a partialturn of the shoulders
fromprofileinto front view). The superficialanatomy
is generalizedmuch as it is in the archaisticKouros
No. 109 (contrast the relief No. 127). The feet are
flabby and unfunctional.
The chlamys is not archaizedin any way. The
broad folds suggest weight and the envelopmentof
the club by the cloth implies depth. The press-folds
lend a realistic sense of texture. C. Mitchell has
suggested a formal reason for not archaizing the
garment,71but it may well be that the meaningwas
a more importantreason.The chlamys could not be
archaizedbecauseit was an attribute that had to be
recognizable.Together with the very thin club, it
identifiesour hero as not Herakles(the name which
Shear gave him) but Theseus. Bacchylides gives
Theseusa "woolly Thessalianchlamys"72and it appears over and over again in classicalvase-paintings
of the deeds of Theseusas well as on the metopesof
the Hephaisteion. The thin club is his weapon
especiallyin the capture of the Marathonianbull.73
The club of Heraklesis more massive.
The fully draped figure who confronts Theseus
stands with his weight on his left foot, his right foot
advanced. His pose is more erect than that of
covers his left
66 Cf.
especially a stone tripod in Rhodes, Maiuri, Clara Theseus. His himation completely
other
From
rests
on
his
which
in
and
one
from
hand,
examplesof
Rhodos, II, pp. 12-15, figs. 2-5,
hip.
Thymbra
the Troad (in the Calvert Collection), Preuner, Ath. Mitt., the same Neo-Attic type we can tell that the right
X, 1926, arm was free and stretchedforwardto hold a scepter,
XLIX, 1924, pp. 148-150, pl.15; Karouzos,AEAk•ov,
pp. 94-95, fig. 2. The Rhodian piece is calle4 a "Hekataion" whose lower end is also
preservedon our base. The
by Maiuri, but Kraus (Hekate,p. 110, note 584) rightly says
that it should be called a perirrhanterion rather than a type recurs on a circular base from the Torlonia
Hekataion.
Collection,now in the Villa Albani,74as well as on
67N.M. 1463. Svoronos, pp. 154ff., pl. 29; Siisserott, the Four Godsbase from the Acropolis(P1.64, a-d).
GriechischePlastik, p. 115, pl. 19, 1 and 3 (dated by
On the Torlonia base, where the scepter is preserved,
Stisserott to the 50's of the 4th century). Since we do not
have other examples dated to this period, the stylistic date
is less convincing than an epigraphical date would be.
68 I.G., 112, 3114 (archonshipof Lucius Flavius Flammas).
This now stands in front of the Stoa of Attalos.
69

I.G., I2, 3088. TTIpaKTK•,1931, p. 35, fig. 13. D. M.

Lewis suggests (B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 24) that a piece in the
Epigraphical Museum, E. M. 3126, I.G., I12, 3058, is from a
companion piece.
70 A base on the
triglyph wall above the Sacred Spring at
Corinth has been dated by its moulding to the early years of
the Roman colony (L. T. Shoe, "The Roman Ionic Base in
Corinth," Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann, 1964, pp.

302-303).

it is certain that the figure is Zeus. On the Acropolis
base also the attribute appears to be a scepter, and
the combination of figures is best interpreted as connected with the birth of Athena: Zeus, Athena,
71 Op.cit., p. 79.

72Dithyramb18 (Snell),lines 53-54: Kai oOhLov
Oeaaacav
XAag*6'OS

7 For the bull adventure, cf. especially B. B. Shefton,
A.J.A., LX, 1956, pp. 159-163, and U. Hausmann, HellenistischeReliefbecher,pp. 69-99.
71 Fuchs, p. 46. Photo M.A.A.R., III, 1919, pl. 72, 2.
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Hephaistos, and Hermes.75On our base the draped
male may be a king rather than a god, in which case
the attribute may still be a scepter. If, on the other
hand, he is a divinity, Poseidonor Dionysoswouldbe
more likely than Zeus to be groupedwith Theseus,
and the staff may have endedas a trident or thyrsus.
If the Acropolisbase was really made in the 4th
we should
century B.C., as has often been proposed,76
have to agree with Fuchs that the Agora figure is
copied from the Zeus of the base. That the influence
went the other way is suggested by the greater
internal logic of the pose in the Agorafigure.All the
figures on the Acropolisbase show an exaggerated
outcurveof the haunches.This is not merearchaistic
mannerismbut an imitation of other figureswhereit
is justifiedby the pose. In the Samothracianfriezeof
dancers the girls throw their legs far back in the
movement of the dance.77The AcropolisAthena has
their hip-linethough her feet are closertogether. On
the Agorabase the Theseusand the "king"thrust out
the hip of the weight-leg. The Acropolis Zeus and
Hephaistosshowthe samebackline thoughthey have
neither the classical weight-leg, free-leg stance nor
the lively movementof danceor procession.They are
frozen in a curious tiptoe balance that is neither
stance nor stride.
The third figureon the Agorabase is actually in a
dancing pose. Her right hand holds a phiale in the
position for pouring a libation and her left hand is
raised as if it held an oinochoe. She wears a peplos
with overfall, high-girt and treated in archaistic
fashion with central fold and swallowtail edges. As
C. Mitchellhas pointed out, the folds in the overfall
have a patterned symmetry which does not accord
with the symmetry of the body.7tA loop of drapery
which seemsnot to be eitherveil or peplosfalls down
the back. If this could be interpreted,it should give
a clue to the identity of the figure.
Shear called her a maenad, but the libationpouringis not characteristicof maenads."If all three
figuresbelongto the Theseusstory, we might imagine
her as Medeaand the king as Aigeus. Brian Shefton
has shown that Medea often appears with libationbowl and oinochoe in vase-paintings representing
Theseus' struggle with the Marathonian bull, a scene

at which Aigeus is usually also present.n The club,
as we have seen, was Theseus' weapon in this contest.
The other possible interpretations of the group,
Theseus with Poseidon and Amphitrite or Theseus
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with Ariadne and Dionysos, would not explain the
club. It may be that the cloth that hangs down the
back of the female figureis part of an orientaljacket
such as Medeawears over her shoulderswith sleeves
hanging loose on the well-knownPeliad relief,8'but
the form does not strictly correspondto any known
version of this. Whatever the interpretationof the
scene, the presence of the hero with the club suggests that we have a referenceto the content of a
choralcomposition,presumablya dithyramb,sungby
the tribe that won the tripod.82ss
Fuchs has proposeda date in the early Neo-Attic
period, late 2nd or early 1st century B.C.s This accords with the conclusion of Mrs. Havelock, who
prefers to call the base Hellenistic rather than
The relatively bold relief and the free
Roman.M4
of
carving the figuresand the open collisionbetween
plastic form and flat pattern which she has discussed
supporta date beforethe Augustanperiod.
If these conclusionsare correct,it may be that the
tripod was destroyed in Sulla's sack of Athens in
86 B.C. and the robbed base later removed to the
Agora,though there is no archaeologicalproof. The
building in which it was found seems to belong to
the 2nd century aftei Christ"and the base was apparently still in place there at the time of the
Herulian destruction of A.D. 267.

Thoughthe Agorabase seemsto be earlierthan the
Four Gods base of the Acropolis and the circular
Torlonia base, its figures are not necessarily the
originalsof their types. One could easily imagine a
similargroupin which the three figures,with only a
minorchangeof attributes,couldrepresentHerakles,
Nike and Zeus or Herakles,Hebe and Zeus.
129. Fragments of Neo-Attic Relief, Procession of
Four Gods.
P1. 29.
Two non-joiningfragments,one of whichjoins an
Acropolisfragment.Backpreserved,a smooth-rubbed
picked surface,flat and even. Pentelic marble.Both
pieces heavily weatheredall over and battered. All
pieces are now in the AcropolisMuseum.
Th. of background0.10 m., D).of relief 0.085 m. to
0.04 m. A. S 1726. Hermes. Found in 1953 in marble
pile on south side of the Agora (K-Q, 14-17). Broken
81

Cf. Gotze, Rom. Mitt., LIII, 1988, pl. 88; Thompson,
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 60ff., pl. 17.
82sOn dithyrambs in the late period, cf. A. PickardI
Fuchs, loc. cit.
Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, Oxford, 1953,
" See above, pp. 55, 61, 67; below,
74-75.
pp. 82-83.
7 Hesperia, XX, 1951, pls. 8-10; Lehmann, Samothrace, pp. 8 P. 46.
Guide2,pp. 58-59, fig. 31.
4 A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 47.
86 As a
78Op.oit., p. 78.
possible parallel for material damaged in the Sullan
7 I owe this observation to Dr. Erika
Simon, who also Sack, and re-used in the 2nd century, H. A. Thompson has
drawn my attention to frieze blocks of South Stoa II built
suggested the identification as Medea.
into the Hadrianic aqueduct.
o80
A.J.A., LX, 1956, pp. 159-163.
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all aroundexcept back. Preserveshead and shoulders of the base moulding,whichMiss Shoe placesaround
of figure. P.H. 0.20 m., P.W. 0.215 m. B. S 245. 370 B.C. Not only is the profileappropriateto this
Artemis. Found in 19338in demolitionof a modemrndate, but the plastic subtlety of carvingin the leaves
housein the centralpartof the Agora(I 12). Preserves is very hard to match at any later period.The same
uppertorsoof figurefromneck to hips. Head missing. high quality in the sculpture was, according to
Joins the fragment with Apollo in the Acropolis Schmidt, the best reason for the general agreement
Museum (Walter, Die Reliefs im kleinenAkropolis- prevailingwhen he wrote that the base was "a Greek
museum, no. 109). P.H. 0.31 m., P.W. 0.23 in.
original."
Schmidt also analyzed the reliefs in some detail,
Fuchs, Die Vorbilderder neuattischen Reliefs,
and Fuchs, in advocating a date of 380-370 B.C.,
pp. 48, a, 166, pl. 10 a-b.
See also pp. 50, 60.
suggests that this analysis is still valid. It is not
entirelyso, as we shall see. Becatti, in his attempt to
These fragments belonged to a relief showing a deny that there was any "archaistic"relief in his
processionof four gods: Hermes,Athena, Apolloand strict sense of the term beforethe Hellenisticperiod,
Artemis,whichbelongsto the oft-repeatedNeo-Attic movesthe Four Godsbase downinto the 2nd century
types recognizedby Hauser.MWernerFuchs, in his B.c. and ChristineMitchell Havelock supports this
study of the Neo-Attic reliefs and their prototypes, dating." Fuchs rightly objects that the linear
which goes farther than Hauser in analyzing and precisionof the workis totally unlikethe free, coarse
dating the various copies and their existing or hy- carvingof early Neo-Atticworks.He might well have
pothetical originals,suggestedthat the Agora-Acro- added that we do not have examples from the 2nd
polisreliefmight be the originalfromwhichthe other centuryof close imitation of classicalmouldings,and
examples were copied.? He concluded, probably that the normal late Hellenistic mouldings are
rightly,that the processionwasan eclecticcomposition radicallydifferent.
Dickins felt no certainty about the dating of the
of around 100 B.c. Of the types used, he found the
base
of
and
the
in
Four
Athena
Hermes
Gods
(he wrote beforevon Netoliczka),but he seems
originals
base on the AthenianAcropolis,"of the Apolloin the to have felt that its finessewas not an early feature:
archaistic relief showing the fight for the Delphic "At the same time the exaggerateddelicacy of the
tripod.8 The Artemis he took to be simply an figures on this basis seems to go farther than the
Corinthianwellhead,and a 4th century date is only
adaptationof the Athena.
The perfect coordinationof the Apollo and Hera- conjectural".95Exaggerated delicacy in Athens is
kles in the tripodrelief,especiallyapparentin a good ratheran Augustanthan a 4th centuryquality.9 The
suggeststhat this Athenas of the 4th century Panathenaicsare exagcopy like the one in Copenhagen,W
is indeed the sourceof the Apollo in the Four Gods gerated but they are not delicate. "Priizision"and
relief and not the other way around.The Four Gods "Eleganz"are the wordswith whichFuchs characterTo
base is a moredifficultquestion.It was dated by Ada izes the Neo-Attic style of the Augustanperiod.97EduardSchmidt92and Lucy Shoe" this periodhe rightly assignsthe relief in the wall of
von Netoliczka,91
in the first half of the 4th century B.C. The strongest the SenatorialPalace in Rome which is a replica of
point in favor of this early date is the cyma reversa

86F. Hauser, Die neu-attischenReliefs, Types 1-4.
87 Pp. 48-49. This is also the most recent list of replicas.
88Fuchs, p. 45, note 2 with bibliography. Add C. Mitchell,
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, LXI, 1953, pp. 80ff.,
figs. 4-6, and C. Mitchell Havelock, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964,
pp. 47-48, pl. 19, figs. 9-12.
89 Fuchs, p. 48. Previously recognized by Schmidt, p. 23.
Ny Carlsberg,pl. 20 A: Billedtavler,
9 Arndt,
Glyptothtque
pl. 3, no. 36.
"I Jahreshefte,XVII, 1914, pp. 128ff.
92 Pp. 18ff.
93Profiles of Greek Mouldings, Cambridge, Mass., 1936,
pp. 89, 156, 157, 182. Miss Shoe kindly consented to reexamine the base with me in the summer of 1961, and she
still strongly favors the 4th century date. She would in no
case admit a date in the 2nd century B.C.,and while admitting the theoretical possibility of an Augustan copy of a
classical moulding, she knows of no example which is so true
to the form and style of the classical originals. The argument
from the mouldings thus remains unanswered, but we must
weigh it against the various arguments having to do with the
sculpture itself that make a 4th century date difficult.

" Becatti, Critica d'arte, VI, 1941, pp. 32ff.; Havelock,
A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 47-48.
95 Catalogueof the Acropolis Museum, I, p. 143.
" The altar (?) in the Athens National Museum with an
archaistic Hermes Kriophoros shows this exaggerated delicacy (N.M. 54, Svoronos, pl. 23) though its design is not so
crisp as that of the Four Gods base. An Augustan date for the
Hermes altar is suggested by the very close similarity of its
crowning moulding to that of the stage of the Odeion of
Agrippa in the Agora (Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pl. 47 a). Somewhat similar archaistic mouldings have also been found in
Corinth (Broneer, A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 570, fig. 15,
from a Roman shop in the South Stoa, and A.J.A., XXXIX,
1935, pp. 65-66, fig. 9, re-used in one of the West Shops). The
provenance of the Hermes altar (built into a house on
Mouseion Street near the Tower of the Winds) suggests that
it comes from the Roman Agora. The reliefs and the crowning
moulding (now broken away on the right side) decorated
three sides. The fourth, left rough, preserves part of an
anathyrosis, showing that the altar was cut from a re-used
architectural block.
97 P. 178.
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the Athena type of the Acropolisbase." This Athena
is extremely close to the one on the Acropolis,being
only less good but not of a differentkind. It has the
exaggerateddelicacy of the Athenianwork; only the
exceptionallyfine feeling for the ornamentalquality
of line is lacking. Whenever we date the Acropolis
base, we must accept the fact that its sculptorwas no
ordinarypractitioner.
Our tripod base, No. 128, appears to be earlier
than the Four Gods base, rather than vice versa,
since the poses of the figuresare less artificial."Not
strong enough to be called an argument but still a
suggestionthat the Acropolisbase is not the original
of all the types it representsis the fact that we have
no replica of its Hephaistos. Fuchs suggested as an
explanation that this side might have been hidden
If we take the
from view in the Neo-Attic period.1oo
Hephaistosto be a late invention,however,the other
figures being borrowed from earlier contexts, this
assumptionwould not be necessary.
Two rather more concrete argumentsagainst an
early 4th century date for the base concern the
chiton of Athena and the chlamys of Hermes.
Athena's chiton, like that of the kore fragment
No. 112, has largerfolds which demonstratethat the
fine rippleson the surfaceare thoughtof as representing, not folds, as always in archaicart, but a crinkled
commonin
texture of the cloth. This texture
is.ve-y
the
earliest
and
Hellenistic
example
sculpture,
early
that I know of in the 4th centuryis a fragmentfrom
the new temple of Artemis at Ephesos.1'1It is very
unlikely that archaistic sculptors would begin to
reinterpretthe archaicripple-foldsas texture before
the rendering of texture was introduced into contemporarysculpture.
On the mannerof carving the ripples in Athena's
chiton, Schmidt draws an erroneous conclusion.
Observing that the same technique is used as in
archaicworks,he declaresthat this can be explained
only by unbrokentradition,and by this argumenthe
dates in the 4th centurynot only the Four Godsbase
but also an archaistickorein the BritishMuseumand
the originalof the MunichTyche.10But the "regular
alternationof sharplydrawnwavy lines and troughshapedgrooves"is not to be found on workslike the
Laurion kore which seem certainly to belong to the
classical period, whereas it occurs in exactly the same
form as on the Four Gods base, pairs of troughshaped grooves separated by sharply incised lines, on
a copy of the Munich Tyche discovered in Pergamon
and probably belonging to the early Roman period
9 P. 177, no. a; Schmidt, pl. 8, 3.
SSee above, p. 81.

100Pp. 45-46.
British Museum no. 1872 8-3 52.
o101

102
6*

Pp. 20-21.
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(Pl. 68, a).10The tool with whichthe shallowgrooves
were made, the bull-nosedchisel, seems actually to
have been very little used betweenthe archaicperiod
and Roman times, when it was widely employed,not
only for archaisticwork but for the preliminaryand
rough work for which earliersculptorshad used the
claw chisel and the point.'" Hence a revival rather
than a survival of the archaictechniqueseems quite
plausible.The pairs of grooves,especiallypopularin
archaistic work, occur only rarely in the archaic
period.In the Agorawe have them in a very shallow,
coarseform on the kore No. 114 and in a much more
careful version on No. 115. It is likely that both
pieces belong to the latest Hellenisticor the Roman
period.
The chlamysof Hermesis even moretelling, for it
is of the form worn especially by Hermes as leader
of the Nymphsin the late 4th century and this type
of archaistic Hermes probably appeared first in
Nymph reliefs,'05whence it was borrowedfor the
processionof Four Gods as well as for the Athenian
Four Godsbase.
If the Four Gods base is out of place among the
more freely carved works of the early Neo-Attic
period, it may be that our fragments of the Four
Gods relief are also somewhat later. Especially the
Artemisshowsthroughits weatheringa moredelicate
drawingof the parallelfolds of the overfallthan one
sees in the Delos relief, assignedto the beginningof
the 1st century B.C.10 Grantingthe inferiorquality
and local style of the Delian relief, one may still
contrast the style of our tripod base, No. 128. But if
the Agora-Acropolisfragments are later than the
Delos relief, they cannot represent the original
creation of the processionas Fuchs suggested. It is
not even certainthat the reliefstood on the Acropolis,
for during the 19th century objects found near by
wereoften taken up to the Acropolisfor safe-keeping.
The heavy weatheringmight have been acquiredin
moderntimes if the relief was found early by chance
and stayed outdoorsfor some time beforethe pieces
were dispersed (excavated marble weathers very
much faster than that which has never been buried).
The evenness of the weathering, without smooth
spots or lines of corrosion,rather suggests modern
weathering. In any case, the original was probably on
the Acropolis. The combination of divinities strikes
a Delian note: Hermes the patron of businessmen,

103Neue deutscheAusgrabungen,p. 149, fig. 18.
104Cf. Casson, The Technique of Early Greek Sculpture,

pp. 192-194. Bltmel, GriechischeBildhauerarbeit,pp. 7, 22.
Casson suggests that the gouge was also used for grooves in
archaic Attic work but was essentially a woodworker's tool
rather than a stonecutter's. Thebull-nosed chisel was certainly
used in some examples, which he cites, and probably in many
others where the tool-marks have been obliterated.
105See above, pp. 60-61.
108Fuchs, p. 49, b, pl. 10 c.
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Athena of the Athenians who presided over Delos
duringa largepart of the 2nd centuryB.C., and Apollo
and Artemis, the gods of the island. Since we can
hardly imagine that the small, rather sketchy Delos
relief is the original,it seems likely that the original
was a dedicationon the Acropolisby some Athenian
who had made money on Delos.

S 451. Found in 1984 in a marblepile on the west
side of the Agora (F 10-11). Some top surface
preserved,with rough-pickedcuttings stepped down
in three levels and remainsof a large dowel or tenon
hole.Otherwisebrokenallaround.Surfacesurrounding
therelieffiguresmoothedoffwithscratchyabrasive,the
rest dressedwith toothed chisel.Hymettian marble.
P.H. 0.285 m., W. 0.21 m., Th. 0.10 m.
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130. Fragmentof Relief of Pan and Three Nymphs.
What seems to have been a cylindricalneck below
flares
out to a widercylinder0.165 m. high and with
P1. 81.
an estimated diameter of about 0.27 m. On the
8 811. Found in 1936 in a modern house in the surface of the upper cylinder is carved in very low
area of the Eleusinion (S-T 20). Fragment from relief an archaistic dancing figure, who must have
lower right corner. Broken at top and left. Back formedpart of a row of dancing Nymphs or Graces.
rough-picked;bottom and right side dressed with Her head and legs are in profiletowardthe left. She
claw chiselexcept for a flat-chiselledband alongfront wearsa high-girtpeploswith swallowtailoverfalland
edgeof bottom.Pentelicmarble.Somewhatweathered. under it a chiton. The upper torso and overfall
P.H. 0.145 m., P.W. 0.18 m., Th. 0.09 m., H. of appearin full frontview, and the centralfold remains
central down through the skirt, though both knees
plinth 0.025 m.
Fuchs, Die VorbilderderneuattischenReliefs,p. 28, appear in profile and the folds over the front leg
B4b.
appear swept back by her motion. The two hands
hold up the tips of the overfall.
See also p. 58.
Thereis a high polos on top of the head, and there
The fragment comes from a votive relief rep- seemsto be a longcurlhangingdownthe backof theleft
resentingPan and three Nymphs dancingaroundan shoulder.The polos doesnot tell us whetherthe figure
It preservesthe lowerpart of the figureof the is a Nymphor a Grace.?0Not only the identity of the
altar.107
right-handNymph, who moves left with her left foot dancerbut the useof the objectis uncertain.It appears
advanced. She stands on a plinth, but there is no to be a pedestalof somekind.Thegeneralstyleand the
frame at the side of the relief. The irregularmass use of Hymettianmarblewouldfit a Hellenisticdate.
Thefigureis not so rigidlyarchaizedas the Nymphs
representingrocky landscapeextends to the edge. On
of
the
in
rocks
near
the
break
the
wherethey
top
upper
Apollorelief, Athens N.M.1966,111
something
seems to have been brokenaway. Perhapsthis was a are turned frontally, but more so than on the little
head of Acheloos, such as appears on a relief from round altar N.M. 1789,"1 where the motion of the
Stobi in Belgrade'4swhich seems closest in schemeof skirtsis naturalisticand the centralfold is not shown.
the knownreplicasto the Agorafragment.
The chisel-work seems sharp and competent,
though casual. The surfacesare not smoothed. The 132. Fragment of Relief Showing Nymph Relief on
left leg is modelledso that it emergessharply,as if in Pillar, Hellenistic(?).
PI. 31.
relief against the rest of the drapery.The ankle-bone
of the left foot is clearly shown. The crinklesof the
S 1527. Found in 1951 in marble pile north of
chiton are renderedby close-setparallelwavy incised Temple of Ares (J-K, 7). Rough-picked back
lines, and an engravedline marksoff a smooth border preserved. Otherwise broken all around. Pentelic
at the hem."*The piece is probablyHellenistic,but marble.Battered. Mortaradhering.
it does not seem possible to date it more closely. It
P.H1. 0.84mn., P.W. 0.80 mi., Th. 0.17 m. Th. of

looks earlier than the Stobi relief, which Fuchs dates
in the early 1st century B.C.
131. Fragment of CircularPedestal (?) with Archaistic
Dancing Figure, Hellenistic (?).
P1. 81.
0

1xoMost recent generaldiscussionand list

of replicasin

Fuchs, pp. 27-83. Analysis and discussion of date by
ChristineMitchellHavelock, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 51-55.
108M. Grbi6, CWhoiz
de plastiques greques et romaines aus
Muse National de Beograd,pl. 19.
x' Cf. above, p. 69.

background ca. 0.18 m.
See also p. 64.
Against a smooth background the fragment
preserves the upper part of a pillar with flaring top
which supports a votive relief. Of this there survive
part of the lower projecting frame, the lower part,
from thighs down, of a female figure in profile to the
left, and the advanced right foot of a second one ap11noCf. below, p. 105.
111 Svoronos, pl. 136.
112 Ibid.,
132.

pl.
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is usual with archaistic central folds. The garment,
eithera peplosor a long diagonalhimation(no chiton
shows beneath) was open on the left side and forms
an elegant train of zigzags behind the figure. The
pointed outline of the feet echoes the curve of the
train. The carvingis delicate but free. The folds are
not all in one plane but their projection varies
between the legs as well as over them.
This exactly dated fragmentis a useful exampleof
late 4th centuryarchaisticcarving.It showsthe same
elegant curved and pointed silhouette as do the
Panathenaic Athenas of the second half of the 4th
century.11At the same time, it is distinguishedfrom
later archaisticreliefs by the variety of the carving
and the absence of flatness in the surfaces of the
drapery. The three-dimensionalfeeling which is so
strongin the majorsculptureof the late 4th century
makes itself known even in such minor and artificial
worksas this.115
A relief on an Athenian decree of 356/5 B.C.
concerning Neapolis shows the (non-archaistic)
Athenaof Athensgreetinga statue in archaisticform
labelled "Parthenos."This figure is stiff and simple
in outline and lacks the suggestionof motion in our
figure, which, though not actually striding, might
morelikely be restoredas an AthenaPromachosthan
as a xoanon. Since the contents of the decreewhich
the figure headed are still a mystery, however, and
since the meaning of the dolphin is not known, we
cannotguesswhomthe figurerepresents.We can only
state that the archaisticstyle is in all probabilityused
herebecausethe figureis meant to be a statue representinga goddessof some city involved in the decree.

133. Fragment of Decree Relief, 321/0 B.C.

114Kraus, Hekate, p. 124, suggests from a comparison of
the Athenas of the Panathenaic amphorasof 336/5 and 320/19
that the highest point of mannerism was passed in the third
quarter of the century and that the contours lose their
tension and the folds their sharp points even by 320/19. The
degree of mannerism of the amphora of 336/5, however,
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parently in the same pose. The stiff, quasi-symmetricalwalkingpose and the concentrationof heavy
folds betweenand behindthe legs give the impression
that the reliefrepresentedis meant to be archaisticin
style, though no zigzags or swallowtailsactually appear. Folds against the backgroundin front of the
figuremight belongto a mantle held out by the right
hand. Thoughthe second figureis not centeredover
the pillar, it looks as if there were originallythree,
the first, with her mantle in front, taking a little
morespace than the others.A very similarprocession
in reverse appears on a fragment in the Terme depictinganarchaisticNymphreliefnext to a tripod.Here
the firstNymphholdsout a staffinsteadof a mantlein
front of her, but the spacingis very similar.113
In our relief, as in the Termefragment,the votive
relief on its pillar must have served to suggest that
the locale of the main scene was a sanctuary. It is
perhapsnot very significantwhetherwe call the three
maidensNymphs or Charites,but the ubiquitousness
of Nymphsmakesthem the morelikely possibility.
The front surfaceof the pillar is set diagonallyto
the background,so that it projects 0.027 m. on the
right and only 0.01 m. on the left. This is presumably
meant to convey an effect of perspectivein the larger
picture, though the plaque was shown in straight
front view. The backgroundof the main relief, the
surfaceof the pillar and the backgroundof the small
relief all show rather coarsestriationsof a vertically
draggedclaw chisel. The rather coarsefree style and
the doughy folds of the Nymph's dress would suit a
late Hellenisticdate, but a Romanone is not excluded.
P1. 31.,

I 6496. Found April 8, 1952 in the wall of a
mediaevalhouse above the east end of South Stoa II
(015). Preservessmoothedrightedgeandrough-picked
back. Otherwisebrokenall around.Pentelicmarble.
considerablysurpassesanythingthat we might hope to find
P.H. 0.205 m., P.W. 0.19 m., Th. 0.07 m., H. of

letters 0.005 m.
B. D. Meritt, Hesperia,XXX, 1961, pp. 289-292,
no. 184, p1.59.
See also pp. 64, 67.
A taenia separates the sculptured panel above
from the inscription below. Of the relief there
survive the head of a dolphin (his back was up, his
snout down) and to the right a female figure facing
left, with the right foot advanced. The flat-footed
stance emulates an archaic statue and the dress is
archaistic in style. Narrow parallel vertical folds
cover both legs but the folds between the legs are
gathered together to form a projecting central bundle
of folds and the hem-line seems to have risen here as
n18 Schmidt,p.

62, note 19, pl. 19, 3.

in sculpture, and it may be that the variation between the
amphora of 336/5 and that of 320/19 is purely a matter of
vase-painting. In any case, our decree relief of 321/0 shows a
more delicate and mannered archaism than the relief of Pan
and the Nymphs dancing around an altar which Kraus
(loc.cit.) cites as an example of this loss of tension.
"5 A similar three-dimensional feeling in the Epidauros
relief (above, p. 55, note 44) makes that work markedly

differentin feeling from the AcropolisFour Gods base

although the pointed delicacy of the contours is similar. The
central fold stands out strongly and the leg next the background retreats. The trailing foot is not in profile in the plane
of the relief but is turned so that the heel retreats toward
the background and the toes come forward. The shawl that
falls from the left shoulder is a substantial mass around
which the left hand curls. A date not far from that of our
decree relief would suit the non-archaistic figures of the
Epidauros relief as well as the archaistic one. C. M. Havelock,
A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 49, does not take account of this
quality when she removes the Epidauros base from the 4th

century.
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III
HEKATAIA
INTRODUCTION

It has generally been recognizedthat the representationof Hekate in triple form is an Attic
invention. Pausanias specificallynames the Athenian sculptor Alkamenes as the first to portray
the goddess in this way,' and the triple Hekataia known from Attica have consistently outnumberedthose from other sites. The finds from the Agora maintain this proportion.Thoughthe
Hekataia here are by no means so numerous as the statues and statuettes of the Motherof the
Gods, they form a large enough group to give a fair idea of the local range of types and to
indicate an extensive use of these triple images.
Twenty-two Hekataia or fragments of Hekataia have been catalogued from the excavations.
Of these, seventeen belonged to simple triple-bodied figures, all more or less archaistic, of the
most familiar Attic type. There are two examples of the Hekate herm with Charites dancing
aroundit and one triangulardrapedherm without dancerswhich must be a Hiekatealthough the
heads are not preserved.There is also a head fragment, relatively large and well-preserved,that
must be from a Hekate herm, probably of the sort with dancers. Finally, there is a poros
Hekataion with attributes of the more terrifying sort (of these only the snake is preserved)that
are usual with a group identified by Petersen as non-Attic. Even this, however, is partially
archaistic.
Since there is little evidence from the Agora for the cult of Hekate as such, it seems best to
treat the Hekataia in the present section as a special case of archaistic art in Attica. Some light
is thrown on them by what we have learned about archaistic art in general and vice versa. The
literary evidence for the cult and meaning of Hekate in Attica from the 5th century B.c. to
Roman times has been so recently summed up and discussedby Kraus that it seems pointless to
recapitulate it here. On the other hand, his dating of the surviving Attic examples is in many
cases too high, and if we can suggest a more accurate dating, it may ultimately be useful even
for the religious questions involved.2
Most of the Agora examples were consideredby Kraus when he preparedhis study. Since he
also treated in his catalogue and discussion all of the more important Agora pieces, the picture
is not radically changed by the present publication.3 It should be noted, however, that the
1Pausanias, II, 30, 2. Kraus, pp. 84-112, gives the most recent and thorough treatment of the problems connected with the
Hekate of Alkamenes and the triple form of the goddess. He concludes that the original impulse for the triple form comes from
the chthonic nature of Hekate and her function, arising from this chthonic nature, as protectress of -rpfo8ol.
2 For example, Kraus says, p. 156, note 652, that he would like to assume Attic influence along with Carianin the establishment of the cult of Hekate on Kos, because we find there triple Hekataia of the Attic type. This might be a persuasive argument if any of these Hekataia were as early as the 4th century s.c., a date which he assigns to one of them, but it is less so
when we realize that none of these is likely to be earlier than the 1st century B.C.
in
3 Our Nos. 184, 186, 148, 147, 149, 152, 158 are published by Kraus. In addition he mentions seeing ten other examples
the Agora. He leaves nos. A5 to A14 in his catalogue (p. 173) open for these ten pieces but he does not give their inventory
numbers nor describe them. Dr. Kraus kindly informs me that the pieces to which he refers are our Nos. 142 (S 162), 185
(S 328), 150 (S 892), 141 (S 401), 140 (S 1141), 189 (S 1697), 148 (S 1891), 144 (S 1898), 148 (S 1897), 145 (S 1899).
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bottom of the barrel has been more thoroughly scraped in the case of the Agora than of other
Greek sites. All recognizableexamples, however poorly preserved,have been catalogued. Hence
the number of Agora examples forms a higher proportion of Kraus' total than of the total
actually in existence.
For the chronology of Hekataia, whether typological or stylistic, the Agora has no direct
evidence to offer. All our examples were found in post-Herulian or later contexts. If we disagree
with Kraus' dating of some examples, it is not that our criteria are less subjective than his but
only that some of our basic assumptions are different. This differencecomes not so much from
observation of the Hekataia themselves as from the consideration of the Agora sculpture in
general. The principal difficulty for the dating of the Hekataia, as for all minor Attic votive
sculpture, is that the technical execution does not differ radically between the 4th century B.C.
and the Roman period. Whereas small reliefs and statuettes made in Roman times sometimes
betray their date by blatantly polished surfaces, heavy rasping or emphatic use of the running
drill, they by no means always do. In the case of a conservative type in which the main forms
are based on a classical model, such as the Hekate or the Mother of the Gods, we are thus
thrown back on modificationsof the type accordingto the taste of various periods, a fairly subtle
problem. One cannot make a series of small marble sculptures as one can of, say, pots of a
certain shape, because they do not develop of themselves within a closed tradition but merely
reflect, in a highly erratic way, developments that have taken place in major sculpture.
It is necessary to consider, however, just as in the case of pots or any other kind of object,
what the statistical probabilities are for production and survival in the periods concerned. The
material from the Agoraindicates that a great deal more small marble sculpture survives from
the Roman period than from any earlier time. So far as survival is concerned,marble occupies a
place intermediate between pottery and bronze. Though it cannot be melted down, the broken
or discarded marble object can always be re-used to make another smaller object until one
reaches the limits of usefulness at the scale of marble finger pestles and such. It is only after
major disasters such as the Persian occupation, Sulla's sack, or the incursion of the Herulians
that we find marble sculpture discardedin quantity, that is, definitely discardedby being buried
in fill or thrown into wells. So it is the unusual chance that preservesfor us in an area such as the
Agora (sanctuaries are another story) the small marble work of the 4th or 3rd centuries B.C.
Still, there are enough chance survivals of this kind to prove that such works existed. A fragment
of a naiskos image of the Motherof the Gods dedicated by Kriton and buried in the foundations
of the Hellenistic Metroon can be dated by its inscription to the late 4th or 3rd century.4 It is
so similar to other, uninscribed examples of less respectable context that one can safely assume
that some of these are also early, but the general pattern warns us that more of them are late.
Kraus singled out from the Agora Hekataia one, the big fragment No. 134, as an early 4th
century work and another, No. 136, which he related to others in the Athens National Museum,
as belonging to the latter part of the 4th century. A third, No. 146, he felt could be 4th century
except for the fact that it is not like any of the others to which he has given a 4th century date.
The basis of Kraus' scheme was his dating of the Hekataion in the British School at Athens to
the late 5th century.6 Schmidt had rightly called attention to the 5th century style of this
piece and claimed it as our best candidate for an accuratereflectionof the originalby Alkamenes.6
Besides the 5th century pattern of folds, with its suggestion of transparency,in the upper part
of the peplos, the British School Hekataion is distinguished from the ordinary run of Hekataia
by the belt at the natural waistline and the absence of the chiton under the peplos. Since these
1

I 2669, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 204.
5 Pp. 97-99.
6
Pp. 48-49,
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are 5th century features, it was natural to inquire whether the piece might be a 5th century
original. The workmanshipwas good enough to persuade Schmidt that this was the case. He
therefore concluded that soon after Alkamenes created his Hekate for the Acropolis, statuettes
were made in a very similar form, and that the type became gradually modified, especially by
changing fashions in dress, into the common high-girt variety with underchiton. Kraus accepted this premise. Keeping the 5th century date for the British School piece, he placed the
largest Agora example, with a natural waistline and no underchiton but with a more schematic
pattern of folds, in the first half of the 4th century. Next came a groupof unpretentiousHekataia
with only moderately high girding but with the underchiton present.7 These were followed by
pieces of similar style but with the girdle definitely high.8
Two things cause us to doubt the validity of this scheme. First is the fact that in another class,
the Motherof the Gods, where our material is more abundant than with the Hekataia, the only
examples in which the scheme of the dress approximates the 5th century form are clearly
of Roman workmanship.9A reasonable deduction would be that the Roman period, the "age
of copying," is the time when we should expect to find the closest reflections of the classical
prototypes. If with this doubt in mind we look again at the Hekataion in the British School we
see that its workmanshipis by no means of that exquisite quality which we often find in late 5th
century votive reliefs and which one cannot confuse with the product of any other period.
Whereas the draperyin the front plane, especially in the upper torso, is delicately carved in an
authentic 5th century pattern and could not be distinguishedfrom 5th century work if that were
all we had of it, the sides of the figures are coarser and the arms are not fully formed, so that
if we look at the outsides of the arms where the two figures join, they appear heavy and
shapeless. There are coarse rasp or abrasive marks on the backs of the arms of the figures, and
elsewhere the surface of the arms looks as if it had been hastily smoothed, over inadequate
chisel-work. In this matter of the junction of the figures, the big Agora Hekataion is much
more accomplished, though its general surface is harder and less classical in appearance. One
has the impression that the more authentic effect produced by the British School piece is due
to the same cause that producedthe discrepancybetween front and sides; it was copied from a
model, probably a two-dimensional one. When we compare the front and side views of the
statuette from Eleusis that copies Figure U from the west pediment of the Parthenon, we are
struck by a similar discrepancy.10One of the figures on the British School Hekataion shows
traces of the perfunctory zigzag on the side fold that suggests the open peplos. This seems to
be a classicizing feature that occurs sporadicallyin the Agora examples (Nos. 139, 146, 148) but
not on the big Agora Hekataion. The latter resemblesthe British School example in its relatively
large size and in the fact that the attributes held by the hands were made separately, probably
in metal, and attached by means of holes drilled in the hands. Both the large size and the drill
holes for attached attributes recur in other examples which are certainly Roman."1
The second difficulty concerns the group which Kraus places next as belonging mostly to the
4th century. Its members are in fact linked together by a similarity of scheme and style. It is
helpful to have the group isolated, and Kraus does succeed in proving that no chronological
significance can be attached to the various combinations of attributes according to which
'Kraus, p. 121, nos. 2-4.

8 bid., pp. 121-122, nos. 5-8.

9 See below, p. 97 note 66.
Athens N. M. 201 + Eleusis unnumbered. The joined fragments published by John Travlos in an article on the Treasury
o10
of Eleusis and its pediment, AEriov, XVI, 1960, Xpov. pp. 55-60, pl. 44a.
11Kraus estimates the original height of our No. 184 at ca. 0.75 m., that of the British School Hekataion as 15-20 cm. less.
The Leiden Hekataion (Kraus, p. 178, no. A 40) is 0.76 m. high, and the Hekataion in Cambridge(Kraus, p. 175, no. A 27) has
drill holes in all the hands (it is 0.47 mn.high). Cf. Kraus, p. 128,
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Petersen separated his types, since all sorts of combinations occur within this group.' Both
the 4th century dating and the designation of this group as typological successorsof the two big
Hekataia, however, are unconvincing. The only resemblanceto the latter lies in the comparatively low position of the girdle on some examples. All have the chiton under the peplos, and all are
of somewhat smaller size. The attributes are carved in the marble. What unites these pieces
among themselves is a certain stiffness of pattern and a tendency to show minor folds as
rectilinear, more or less parallel hatchings, not only in the chiton sleeves but also in a group of
little cross-folds at the sides of the skirt above the knees. The relatively low girding on some
examples increases the effect of stiffness because it leaves room between girdle and breasts for
flat vertical folds whose form is not subservient to the roundnessof the breasts. On some figures
a stiff mechanical form is also given to the neck folds, which become a set of parallel crescents
filling the triangular upper part of the central fold. The quality that unites these Hekataia
should probably be called a manner rather than a style, since it belongs entirely to the realm
of such small third-class works and has no real counterpart in major sculpture.
The best preserved example of this group, though Kraus puts it on the fringes, is the Hekataion in Leningrad, probably from Greece.'3Here we see the hands holding the edges of the
overfall, and the little groups of radiating folds at the sides of the legs are present as in Kraus'
group. Particularly close in form to the Leningradexample is one of the Hekataia in Kos.'4 The
two Athens pieces which Kraus puts first in the group show a particularly crude, schematic
renderingof these groups of folds, and it is hard to accept Kraus' idea that these two Hekataia
are actually earlier than those where the folds appear more natural. This alone makes it seem
doubtful whether a chronologicalseries based on gradual raising of the waistline can be valid for
these figures.
The two examples from the Agora which are related to this group both have a very high
waistline. The first of these, No. 135, was not mentioned by Kraus as part of the group.
It is one of the ten Agora examples which he lumped together as "post-classical." The
lower part is not preserved, but the hatched chiton-sleeves, the crescent-folds below the
neck, and the straight pleats of the overfall connect it with the group. The workmanship is
better than on the Kos example, the forms are surer and the proportionsmore attractive. The
high bust with short curved folds drawn sharply in to the girdle contrasts effectively with the
converging straight lines of the long overfall. It is impossible not to feel in comparingthese two
that the Koan example and its Athens cousins represent a degeneration of the scheme of the
Agora piece rather than that the latter developed from them. The second Agora Hekataion
related to the group is No. 136. In this, the sleeves of the chiton are treated in a less mechanical
fashion but the other features are similar. Kraus included this piece in his group as a late member
(since the high girding would not permit it to be early). He suggests that the angularity of the
subsidiary folds was replaced in the late 4th century by more graceful curvilinear forms.'5
The Kos example in itself fosters the suspicion that these works are not of the 4th century. A
cursory glance through the rich store of material in the Kos Museum shows clearly that the
vast majority of the pieces there belong to the Hellenistic and Roman periods. But the thing
which comes closest to provingthe late date of these Hekataia is a feature which Kraus does not
even discuss, though he mentions its existence. This is the enframement of the legs by looped
folds which cross the ankles from the side fold to the central fold. Sometimes these are supplemented by another pair of loops above the knees, as in our Nos. 136, 137, and 140. Since
x1 Kraus, pp. 126-127.
1a Kraus, p. 125, no. 12, pl. 7, 1; Waldhauer, Ermitage, III, no. 258, pl. 17.

14Kraus, p. 121, no. 4; Laurenzi,
Annuario, N.S. XVII-XVIII, 1955-1956, p. 130, no. 158.
15 Kraus, p. 124.
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Kraus makes nothing of this scheme, which his present group shares with many admittedly
Roman Hekataia, it would appear that he takes it for an archaistic feature that was present
from the beginning.16A glance at the ancestry of the motif suggests that this was not the case.
It is a familiar feature in archaistic works of Roman times such as the Juno Sospita in the
Vatican"7and the Apollo in the Villa Borghese,1sand its origin can be clearly traced through
Asia Minor archaistic works of the late Hellenistic period to the peculiar structure of nonarchaizing mid-Hellenistic female statues. In these last the weight of the statue often seems to
be carriedby heavy vertical folds between and to either side of the legs, while the fall of drapery
over the legs themselves is broken by the projection of the feet into complicated patterns, often
with loops crossing the ankles. We have a vigorous original use of this structure in the magnificent "Tragoedia" from Pergamon,19a more mannered version in other female figures from
Pergamon and Erythrae.2 In these statues, though the weight-leg free-leg stance is maintained
and sometimes even exaggerated, there is a quasi-symmetryin the lower drapery that makes
it very easy to transfer these patterns to the archaistic scheme.
A statue from Sardisin archaistic dress is a good example because the complexity of folds and
texture in the lower draperyis readily comparablewith the elaboratenon-archaizingHellenistic
works from which it is derived, while the main pattern of folds has become simplified into the
symmetrical archaistic scheme on which our Hekataia depend.2 Particularly noticeable here
are the single loops over the thighs. Since the hem of the mantle is higher than the peplos hem
of the Hekataia, the loops over the ankles are formed in the chiton rather than in the himation,
but this does not interrupt the overall design. Though the figure stands in the kore pose with
left foot advanced rather than with the feet together, the lower draperyis so symmetrical that
it can easily be compared with that of an archaistic statue from Aulis in which the feet are
symmetrically placed.22The Aulis statue was found re-used in a late Roman bath overlying the
cella of the Temple of Artemis and was interpreted by Threpsiades as Hekate, doubtless
because of its resemblance to the figures of our Hekataia. The goddess wears an open peplos
with overfall, girt very high, over a thin chiton. Though the stance is symmetrical, the feet are
not together, and a heavy bundle of chiton-folds falling to the ground between them serves to
stabilize the statue as it does in the figure from Sardis. Threpsiades called the figure latest
Hellenistic. It seems in any case considerablylater than the Sardis statue and may well be early
Roman. The loop-folds have been stiffened and simplifiedand their resemblanceto those of our
Hekataia is more obvious. The Aulis figure with its exaggerated slenderness offers a parallel to
the Hekate in the Metternich relief from Aegina.2 The relief also shows the feet separated by
the central chiton folds. An Augustan date would be plausible for both.Y
Typologically earlier than the Aulis statue is a Hekataion from Cyrene whose Hellenistic
forms have not been Atticized into a decorative pattern.2 The loops above the ankles are still
16He does not mention the fact that it is missing in the archaistic figure labelled "Parthenos" on an Athenian decree
concerning Neapolis, N.M. 1480, 1.G., 112, 128 (other bibliography Kraus p. 124, note 582). Though the surface is, as Kraus
says, in poor condition, the skirt is sufficiently preserved to make it certain that the surface of the legs is smooth and there
are no folds except the vertical central fold and the side fold. The community of style which Kraus feels between this modest
but well-dated archaistic figure and his group of Hekataia consists only in the stiffness which they share.
17 Lippold, Die Skulpturendes VatikanisehenMuseums, IIP, p. 142, no. 552, pl. 37; Bulle, pl. 7, fig. 52.
Brunn-Bruckmann,pl. 657; Bulle, p. 28, pl. 6, fig. 44.
18is
19Pergamon,VII, pl. 14; Horn, Gewandstatuen,pl. 18, 2.
20 From
Pergamon: Pergamon,VII, pl. 21; Horn, op.cit., pl. 21, 2. From Erythrai; Bieber, Sculptureof the Hellenistic Age,
fig. 521; Kramer, R6m. Mitt., XXXVIII-XXXIX, 1923-24, pl. 7.
21Hanfmann, Anatolia, IV, 1959, pl. 11. Cf. above, p. 57.
22 "Epyov, 1958, p. 56, figs. 58-59.
23Kraus, pp. 112, 158, pl. 21, 2.
24 Slender archaistic Diana
figures appear on Roman coins assigned by Alf61dito 43 B.c. (A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pp. 137-144,
pls. 31-34).
215Paribeni, Cirene,p. 75, no. 173, pl. 101.
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complex, and the edge of the peplos is so high that the hem of the chiton shows all the way
across. The dependence on naturalistic Hellenistic draped types is made obvious by the pressfolds. The lower part of the figure is broad and the stance is solid, with the feet separated and
the central fold falling to the ground between. There is a sharp division at the high belt, and
the narrow bust contrasts with the spreading hips. The heads are small, the faces round.
Paribeni felt that, though the type was Hellenistic, the coarse workmanshipof the Cyrenepiece
should be Roman. In Athens one finds that no Roman workmanshipis coarser than the worst
that was produced around 100 B.C." In any case, it is around that time that the type of the
Cyrene figure belongs.
By contrast the Hekataion from the sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron looks simple and
early.27Kraus dated it "late Hellenistic," but it has more of the 3rd century quality of simple
naturalness than any of the Hekataia that we have discussed so far. The high girdle does not cut
the figure into two contrasting sections. The straight-hangingfolds of the overfall continue the
line of the upper body. The skirt is broad, and the loop-folds in it are not set off sharply from a
smooth surface. On one side of the figure they are given a natural motivation by the left hand
which lifts the skirt to the side. The interior folds on the other side repeat these in outline for
the sake of symmetry but are less emphatically modelled. These patterns are analogous to those
in the skirt of the dancer ("lychnophoros")from Pergamon in Berlin.2 As the loops over the
thighs of the Sardis figure and ultimately of the caryatids from the theater at Miletos may be
derived from the motif of the Pergamene dancer, so those of later Hekataia may be derived from
the motif representedin the BrauronHekataion. A terracotta relief figurein Boston from Aspendos, not certainly identified as Hekate but related in type, lifts the skirt in much the same way
as the Brauron Hekate.2 It is probably to be dated in the 2nd century B.c. and looks later than
the Brauronian piece, with more restless contrast. It may be that when the finds from the
excavation of the sanctuary at Brauron have been more thoroughly studied the date when it
went out of use may provide a terminus ante quem for the offerings.At present late Hellenistic
material is so sparse there as to suggest that the sanctuary was no longer in use at that time.
A late Hellenistic statue from Thespiai in the Thebes Museum shows a treatment of the folds
between the breasts which could be the forerunnerof the treatment peculiar to the Kraus group
of Hekataia. The central area is defined by folds which give it the shape of a raised plaque, and
small cross-folds within the area suggest the origin of the lunate cross-folds of the
There is some community of style between our Nos. 135 and 136 and the archaisticHekatai.?
Charison
our Hekate herm No. 153. The stiffly pleated overfall with fine folds of uniform width, the acute
inverted V of the lower edge of the overfall and the sharply offset upper part of the central fold
with its stack of crescents are common to all three. This may help in dating, since the Hekate
herm with dancers offers a little more evidence than the other pieces. It is made of island marble

and carved in a doughy manner that is common to Rhodian and Attic small sculpture in the late
2nd and early 1st centuries B.C. Kraus has quite properly compared it to the Rhodian Nymph
relief in Oxford, dated around 70 B.C.31 Not Only the heaviness of the folds but the smoothing
away of minor folds over the bodies and thighs of the dancers on our Hekataion can be matched
on the last Nymph of the Oxford relief. What we have in the Agora piece is the Attic imitation
of the latest stage of the Rhodian-Alexandrian sfumato. Because it surpasses the Oxford relief
26

Cf. the female herm, below, No. 218.
paKTWtIK&,
1945-48, p. 88, fig. 6; B.C.H.', LXXIII, 1949, p. 527, fig. 10; Kraus, p. 175 (the statuette is at Brauron, not in
the Athens National Museum as Kraus says).
2 See
above, p. 56 note 60.
1Vermeule, C. J., LVII, 1961-62, pp. 151-153, figs. 9-10. Vermeule suggests a date ca. 250-150 B.C.
3
ti eifspaS,p. 49, no. 163.
B.C.H., XLVI, 1922, p. 240, no. 46, pl. XV; Karouzos, T6 MovUETo
31 P. 143. See
above, p. 55 note 46.
2
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in doughiness,Kraussuggeststhat it must be later. It need not be much so, however,since
worksof this sort have been foundin Sullandestructiondepositsin Athens.32The crisp NeoAttic style was comingalongat the sametime and we do not knowfor how long the two overlapped. Such an overlappingwould explain the differenceof texture in Nos. 135 and 186,
whosebasicformsaresimilar.The one is of islandmarble,the otherof Pentelic.Both probably
belong to the 1st century B.C.
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OurotherHekatehermwith Charites,No. 152, certainlygives the impressionof beingearlier
than No. 153. Krauscalls it a weak successorof the GrimaniHekataionin Venice,whichhe
placesin the 3rd century B.c.3 The tall slenderfiguresand very simpledraperyof our piece
mightfit the secondhalf of the 2nd centuryB.C. The flatnessof the style may have been somewhat exaggeratedby wear. In any case, this Hekataionhas none of the "Rhodian"thickedgedqualityof the otherpieceand at the sametime showsno specificallyRomanconnections.
Thelong diagonalhimationwithoutoverfallis not commonin archaisticsculpturebut it occurs
reliefof Dionysosand threearchaisticmaidens,whichmustitself be a
on the Pourtalks-Gorgier
creation of the 2nd century B.C.M

It wouldsurelybe overoptimisticto think that we couldfindeven approximatedatesfor all
ourHekataia,but it seemssafeto say that the groupdesignatedby Krausas simple4th century
Hekataiafallsin betweenthe elegantcarefulpiecesthat we have assignedto the 1st centuryB.C.
and the heavy figurescharacteristicof the 2nd centuryafter Christ.The inscribedHekataion
from Epidaurosdedicatedby Fabullusshould belongat the earliestto the late 1st century,
moreprobablyto the 2nd.5 Thebig Hekataionin Leiden,whichhas slendererfiguresbut heavy
draperyandbig armsandhands,has faceswhichshouldnot be earlierthanthe Flavianperiod."
Thepiecesof Kraus'firstgroupwith theirchoppyhatchingsandgenerallackof plasticitywould
fit the mid 1st centuryafterChrist,whenthe pictorialelementtendedto predominateoverthe
plasticin Romanart as a whole.To say that this is actuallytheirdate wouldbe to overestimate
the possibilityof datingsmallprovincialhandcraftby maincurrentsin Romanart, but it is at
least a placewherethey wouldfit. It is hardto use the coiffureof the LeningradHekataionfor
dating since it cannot quite be taken literally, but high-frontedcoiffuresalso occur in the
terracottasof Diphilos.7The relativelylow girdingwhichpromptedKrausto date this group
to the 4th centurycouldwell be due to a classicizingtendencyto approximatethe schemeof
the dressto a 5th centurytype. The sametendencymust be responsiblefor our No. 146, which
also adds the zigzagedge of the open peploson the side. This piece was puzzlingto Kraus,"
since the low girdingand the workmanship(ratherfree, shallowcarving,with close-setfolds)
relatedit to his "4th century"group,but the piecehad otherwiseno formalrelationto them.
In the Roman periodwe do not expect consistentdevelopmentalong a singleline, and such
eclectic variations are not surprising.
An interesting though unattractive variation on the archaistic Hekataion is our No. 149,
which distinguishes between weight-leg and free-leg though it retains the central fold and the
is
pleated overfall. The absence of the underchiton is a classicizing element, though the girdle
high, following the Hellenistic type. The heavy graceless workmanshipand stubby proportions
32 Cf.
Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 5, fig. 5.
3 P. 138. GrimaniHekataion, ibid., p. 130, no. 15, pl. 9, 1-3; Einzelaufnahmen,2559.

3 See above, p. 59.
* Kraus, pp. 155, 169, pl. 23, 2.
Ibid., pp. 155, 178, p1s. 19 and 21, 1; Brants, Descriptionof the Ancient Sculpturein the Departmentof Greekand Roman
1.
Antiquities of the Museum of Archaeologyof Leiden, I, no. 2, pl. 2; Lippold, Plastik, pl. 67,
37Cf. Burr, Terracottasfrom Myrina in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Vienna, 1934, pp.11-12, figs. 5 and 7. This seems
to be a classicistic reflection of the late 4th-early 3rd century coiffurethat occurs, for example, in the Themis of Chairestratos
from Rhamnous.
" P. 126, no. 13.
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suggest a date in the 2nd centuryafter Christ.Perhapsthe most interestingthing about this
pieceis the fact that its breakwith archaisticsymmetryis so tentativeandineffectual.It seems
morelikely to resultfroma contaminationwith the Hekataiaof Petersen'ssecondgroup,39
as
for
a
disk
relief
from
terracotta
the
dated
3rd
to
the
Agora
represented, example,by
century
after Christ,"than to be an indicationthat the Hekate of Alkameneswas not archaistic.The
completeabsencein Athens amongso many Hekataiaof an exampleof the Spithiver type4'
(with non-archaisticpeplosfiguresbut with the attributesof the Attic group)seemsto dispose
effectivelyof the notionthat this may be the originalAlkamenestype.
Krausnotedthe widespacingof the figureson ourNo. 149 and otherobviouslylate examples,
andsuggestedthat in generalthe earliestHekataiahad the figuresclosetogether,with a slender
columnbetween,andthat the columngraduallyfattenedandthe spacinggrew."He recognized,
however,that someRomanexamples,such as the LeidenHekataion,retainedthe close spacing
and thin column.An interestingexampleis the reliefrepresentationof a Hekataionon the side
of the rockythroneof a largeCybelestatuettein Corinth(P1.64, f).43The figureis definitelya
Hekataion,not just Hekate, for the top of the columnrises above the three poloi. It is of the
spreadingpolos-likeshape that goes with the closely spacedHekataialike the Leningradand
Leidenexamples,not the stubby truncatedcone that goes with the wide spacing.It looks,in
fact, very muchlike our top of an unfinishedHekataion,No. 150. The frontalfigure,however,
resemblesthoseon the Hekataionof Fabullus(whichhas the thickcolumn),and the style of the
CybeleappearsHadrianicor Antonine.The closestspacingthat we findat all is on our No. 134
and the British School Hekataion. The idea that the originalHekate of the Acropolishad
the same close spacingis supportedby the representationof a Hekataion on the Athenian
New Style coin with the namesof Tryphonand Polycharmos,datedby MargaretThompson

to 91/0 B.C.44

The big BritishSchoolandAgoraHekataiaareso differentfromthe ordinaryrun it is hardto
fix their dates within the Romanperiod.The most strikingfeatureof the AgoraHekataionis
the hard,schematictreatmentof the foldsoverthe legsin a seriesof loopedridgesevenlyspaced.
It differsin this fromthe BritishSchoolpiece,which,as Krausrecognized,approximatesmore
closely a possible5th centurypattern.We have two originalclassicalfigureswhich are very
similarin theirupperportionsto thesetwo Hekataia:the idol on the Bassaefrieze*and the one
on the votive reliefof Xenokrateia."The firsthas the evenly pleated overfall,the secondthe
broadbelt at the naturalwaistline.Neither,however,helpswith the lowerpartof the figure.On
the Bassaefriezethe skirtconsistssimplyof parallelverticalfolds; on Xenokrateia'sreliefit is
hiddenbehindthe otherfigures.But on the British SchoolHekataionthe catenaryfolds over
the legs are no moreartificialthan the folds on the
Amazonof
andone can imagine,
Kresilas,41

though one cannot be sure, that they are a reasonably good reflection of the original by Alkamenes. Those on the Agora piece are so different and so characteristic that it seems worth
looking for a parallel that might be contemporary with the making of the statuette.

*
Archdologiach-Epigraphische
Mitteilungen, IV, 1880, pla. 6-7; V, 1881, pp. 70-73; Kraus, p. 159, note 664.
" T 8637. Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p.
367, pl. 80 e; Grandjouan,Agora, VI, p. 83, no. 1113, pl. 82. In form and attributes
this is a fairly close parallel to the two reliefs in Bucharest figured by Petersen, loc.cit., above, note 89. Our terracotta relief
differs in details, showing poloi on the heads of the goddesses and the crescent moon in the field, but the general
aspect,
including the non-archaistic dress, is the same. It is interesting that the Hekate type of Petersen's secondgroup, in spite of being
represented in terracotta in Athens, has so little influence on the Athenian marble Hekataia.
, Kraus, pp. 97, 118, pl. 20, 1; Bltimel, Katalog, Berlin, IV, p. 87, K 174, pl. 65.
2
Kraus, pp. 126, 154, 155.
4 Johnson, Corinth, IX, pp. 47-48, no. 55.
SThompson, The Newt Style Silver Coinage of Athens, New York, 1961, pl. 142, no. 1268. Cf. Schmnidt,p. 49.
B.M. 524. Kenner, Der Fries des Tempelsvon Bausae.Phigaleia, pl. 5.
SN.M. 2756. Svoronos, pl. 181. See above, p. 58 note 27.
"Cf. Poulsen, Die Amazonedes Kresilas.
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Something very similar is to be found on a terracotta statuette of Aphroditeby Menophilosin
the British Museum." Though the pose of this figurine is not archaistic, the curious pattern of
her peplos-like garment is surely inspired by archaistic works. There is a series of hard parallel
looped ridges across the upper torso and similar though less emphatic loops all the way down
the legs. The central fold and the stance with ankles close together so that the figure has a
narrowtapering stem strengthen the archaistic effect. The date of Menophilos,around the time
of Augustus, would fit the smooth hard elegance of our Hekate. Since this is the period in which
coroplasts began extensive copying of classical statue types, it is reasonable to suppose that
the makers of small marble figures in traditional forms such as the Hekataia would also occasionally produce something more than usually like a copy of the cult statue on which the
whole series loosely depended.
The British School piece, with its more skillful reproductionof 5th century carving, is likely
to be later than the Agora one, but we do not know enough about the potentialities of Athenian
sculptors in the 1st century after Christ to be sure of this. In the 2nd century, the statuettes
from Eleusis which copy figures from the West Pediment of the Parthenon show a surprising
amount of variation in style, all the way from close imitation of the Parthenon manner to
coarse generalization.9 It is unlikely that the British School Hekataion is so late as the 2nd
century, since it is close to the Agora example in general format.
The few chronologicalconjectures that we have been able to make about the more distinctive
of our Hekataia scarcely form a basis for dating the less characteristic residue. The most that
they do is to suggest a strong probability that nearly all of these pieces are Roman and that we
must reckon with the possibility of contemporaryproduction in somewhat differingstyles, the
variations being mainly due to different ways and degrees of classicizing the form set by Hellenistic tradition. The best preserved of our pieces, No. 147, has the column narrowingto the
top and simply cut off without a moulding, as in Nos. 148 and 149, but it is slenderer than in
either of these. The figures have normal proportionsand the dress is simpler than usual though
the basic garments are the same, chiton and high-girt peplos with long overfall. The framing
folds at the sides of the legs are not joined to the central fold by loops across the ankles, but the
ends of the folds fall parallel. The sharp inverted V and stepped edge of the overfall are also
abandoned. We seem to have a Hekataion which adapts itself to classicizing taste by omitting
the specifically Hellenistic decorative conventions which still remain the basis for the general
type, but without adding such awkward reminiscences of the non-archaizing classical peplos
figure as we find in No. 149. The Hekataion in Vienna, which has a classical peplos-figure
perched on the shoulder, also omits the loop-folds over the ankles of the Hekate.Y Here the
faces are clearly classicizing. In our Hekate they are too small for the emphasis on the features

that constitutes classicism in a face. The soft generalized treatment which is imposed by the
use of abrasive over free carving on a small scale gives the faces a Hellenistic look, and it is not
surprising that Kraus suggested a date in the late 2nd century B.c., 5' but it would be very
surprising indeed if a piece actually made before the Sullan destruction should turn up in mint
condition in a post-Herulian well filling. A curious feature in the simplification of this Hekataion
is the omission of the poloi.
Of our remaining examples four have the framing loops and all appear Roman rather than
Hellenistic. Nos. 137 and 138 are probably of the 1st century after Christ, No. 139 of the late 1st
or early 2nd, since its proportions are like thoseof the Leiden Hekataion. A sort of lozenge-shaped
48 Burr, optcit., p. 14, fig. 9.
XVI, 1960, Xpov., pp. 55-60.
49 I. Travlos, AeATkrfov,
50

Kraus, p. 181, A 56, pl. 17.

51ilbid., p. 173.
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silhouette producedby a stiffly flaring overfall which is rather long in proportionto the legs and
with the feet drawn close together in the center so that the folds framing the sides of the legs
slope inward seems characteristic of the 2nd century (though we cannot tell whether it started
before 100). The pleats of the overfall are generally broad and flat. The Leiden Hekataion and
our No. 139 with a rather tall lozenge are perhaps earlier than the very squat examples, such
as the Hekataion from Athens in Berlin.52A relief from the Olympieionwith classicizing figures
of the Eleusinian goddesses and the figure of a Hierophant in early Antonine portrait style
shows that the ideal for classicizing figures was very stocky in that period.5
Our No. 140 has something of the lozenge-shapedsilhouette (the feet, strangely, have disappeared completely, but the outline of the legs shows that if they were there they would be close
together). The folds, however, are not flat; they are coarse, rounded ridges. Probably the date
is again early 2nd century. Though the folds themselves are not broad, there are as few steps to
the lower edge of the overfall as if they were.
No. 145 has the looped folds, but since only the base is preserved, one cannot tell whether
it should be 1st or 2nd century.
Nos. 141 and 142 omit the loop-folds, the former being of sketchy workmanship,the latter
very small. It is hard to tell whether these should be 1st or 2nd century. The very sketchy and
badly battered No. 143 may be 2nd century, since it resembles the Berlin Hekataion in not
having a stepped edge to the overfall. No. 148 has such a thick bulbous column that it is
probably 2nd century. The workmanshipmay originally have been better than that of No. 149.
Though there is so much conjectural in the dating of all our Hekataia, the fact that they all
seem to be Late Hellenistic or Roman is of some importancefor the general question of their use.
Kraus has listed the Hekataia found in sanctuaries, and the inscribed Hekataion of Fabullus
from Epidauros offers a good example of the way in which they were used as votive offerings.
Hekate herms have been found in buildings (as that in the House of the Poseidoniastsat Delos),"
and there can be little doubt that some of the small triple-bodiedHekataia from the Agora were
set up in private houses, though none was found in context.
In the Kerameikos a sanctuary of Hekate was discovered,with a niche in which was a poros
base with a cutting for the insertion of a large Hekataion." The date of the sanctuary is 2nd-3rd
centuries after Christ.The form of the cutting would fit either a three-bodiedHekate or a Hekate
herm, with or without Charites, but the dimensions are bigger than those of any example that
we have preservedfrom Athens.
A sanctuary near the Agora, if it was, as Thompson has suggested, a Hekataion, more
probably had a small Hekate herm or three-bodied Hekate on a high pillar." The sanctuary
is to the south of the southeast corner of the square, where a street leads off to the east from
the Panathenaic Way below the Eleusinion. Four blocks with square cuttings in their tops
surrounda central block with a circularcutting. The four with square cuttings held posts which
carried a railing protecting the object in the center. The central cutting was ca. 0.39 m. in
diameter and 0.16 m. deep. This seems at first glance too large for any of the Hekataia that have
been found in the Agora, but when we look at the representation of a Hekate herm in the socalled Ikarios relief57we see that it is set on a high round column and is much smaller in proportion to the height and thickness of the column than one might have imagined. On the relief
52

lbid., p. 175, A 26; Bulle, p. 20, no. 38, pl. 5.
SVanderpool,A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pl. 73, fig. 17.
54Dlos, VI, p. 35, fig. 28.
"
Brtickner, Friedhof am Eridanos, p. 45, figs. 19-20. Dimensions of the cutting: Max. W. 0.885 m., Depth front to back
0.34 m.
" Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959,
pp. 95-96, pls. 14-15.
6 Jahrb., LXI-LXII,
1946-47, p. 76, note 1 (bibliography), pl. 24; Jahreshefte,XXIV, 1929, Beiblatt, col. 41, no. 11.
cols. 53-54, fig. 28.
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oneactuallygets the impressionthat the upperportionof the columnsupportingthe Hekataion
is risingout of the basinof a perirrhanterion,
but Watzingeris surelyrightin takingthe perirrhanterionto be in frontof the Hekataion.Thegreatdepthand the circularformof the cutting
in the Agorasanctuaryimply a tall column,and since we see that in the Ikariosrelief the
Hekate herm is quite small in proportionto the columnon which it stands, it seems quite
possiblethat one of our AgoraHekataiacould have belongedto this sanctuary,but there is
no way of telling which one. None shows enoughheavy outdoorweatheringto prove that it
had such a position.
It is clearthat our stone Hekataiado not help muchto visualizethe Hekataiathat Aristophanesmentionsas beingeverywherein frontof Athenianprivatehousesin his day." Because
this referenceis in the Wasps,performedin 422 B.C.,ten yearsafterbuildingwasstoppedon the
Propylaea,Krausconcludesthat the Hekateof Alkamenesmight have precededthe very widespreadcustomof settingup Hekataiain frontof privatehouses.59It is clearfroma fragmentof
AeschyluswhichhailsHekateas standingin frontof the royalpalacethat the idea of Hekateas
but sinceit
protectorof the entranceof the houseexistedin Athensin the time of Aeschylus,W
is a palacethat is mentioned,we cannottell how widespreadthe customwas at that time. The
AeschyleanHekatemust have beenimaginedas single-bodied,sinceit antedatesthe Hekateof
Alkamenes.Kraus leaves it open whetherthose mentionedby Aristophaneswere single or
triple,but says that sincewe have so many smalltripleHekataiawe cannotimaginethat they
wereall used at crossroadsand hencesomeof them musthave belongedto houses.6'
Whenwe see that no survivingexamplecan with certaintybe datedeven as earlyas the 4th
century and that the earliestexample,that from Brauron,was dedicatedin a sanctuary,it
seemslikely that the domesticHekataiaof the classicalperiodwerenot madein stone at all.
We do not have any examplesin terracottathat can be certainlyidentifiedas Hekatai,either
by triple form or by any other unambiguousattribute.It wouldseem, therefore,that either
these figureswerein woodand have all perishedor that they wereterracottafiguresnot easily
distinguishableto our eyes fromthose of othergoddesses.
The functionsof the domesticHekataiaand of the hermsseem to have been closelyrelated
in the 5th century.62Avotive relief from the AthenianAsklepieionin the Athens National
Museum,"probablyto be dated in the latter part of the 4th century,suggeststhat this relationshipstill held at that time and that Hekatecouldstill be representedin singleform.The
reliefis in two parts,one of whichrepresentsin very highreliefa smalltemplein whichEpione,
Asklepiosand Hygieia await a processionof worshipperswho are representedin lower relief
withinthe conventionalframeworkof a votive relief.On the side of the reliefadjacentto the
a beardedithyphallichermis representedin lowrelief.Onthat next to the divinities
worshippers
Hekate, in single-bodiednon-archaisticform but with her usual polos, long tresses and two
torches, is represented. One has the impressionthat the herm is the Propylaios of the sanctuary
and the Hekate the Prothyraia of the temple."
From the study of the Agora Hekataia in connection with other Attic examples we thus learn
less than one might have hoped about the actual form of classical Hekataia. No stone example
804. Cf. Kraus, pp. 92, 105.
19bid., p. 105.
0 Nauck,
Aeschylus, frag. 388. Cf. Kraus, p. 86.
61 p. 106.
62 See below, p. 113.
' Athens N.M. 1377. Svoronos, pl. 48; Rodenwaldt, Das Relief bei den Grieehen,fig. 91. Full bibliography in Hausmann,
Kunst und Heiltum, p. 167, no. 11.
the Hekate the Epipyrgidia.
64Lullies, Typen, p. 52, suggests that the Hermes is the Hermes Propylaios of the Acropolis,
This is possible, in view of the close topographical relation of the Athenian Asklepieion to the entrance to the Acropolis, but
the more intimate interpretation of these clearly subsidiary figures as belonging to the Asklepieion itself seems more natural.
5Wasps,
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that we have can be dated earlierthan the Hellenistic period, and we have found good reason to
place in the 1st centuries B.c.and after Christ the group of Attic triple-bodied Hekataia which
Kraus believed to belong to the 4th century B.C. The two large, carefully made Hekataia, one in
the Agora and one in the British School, which have been consideredthe earliest of all because
they are closest to 5th century style and are free from Hellenistic motives, probably belong to
the early Roman period. It may therefore be said that there is no proof that an archaistic
Hekate existed before the Hellenistic period. That is true, and yet the likelihood that the Hekate
of Alkamenes was in fact archaistic is stronger than ever before, since the excavations have
brought new proof of a taste for archaistic figures in the late 5th century,65and since the
correspondencesbetween the Agora and the British School Hekataia, differingas they do from
the common run of Hekataia, are such as to suggest that those features which the two have in
common are reflections of the 5th century original.
The general faithfulness of the Attic marble Hekataion to the triple-bodied archaistic form
is re-emphasized by the Agora examples, in which the influence of the non-archaistic type is
extremely rare.We may attribute to this influence the differentiationof weight-leg and free-leg
in one otherwise archaistic marble piece. The poros example, which shows non-Attic influencein
attributes and general aspect, is nevertheless archaistic in dress. A reverence for old Attic
tradition analogous to that which caused the return to popularity of the archaistic herm in the
late Hellenistic and Roman periods may have inspired the makers of Attic Hekataia to remain
true to the type that reflected the one revered image of the goddess that survived from the
great age of Athens.66
As Kraus has already commented, it does not seem that any particular significance can be
attached to the variations and combinations of attributes on which Petersen set up his complicated classification.67A tabulation of the types represented in the Agora examples merely
bears this out.
I. All three alike.
A. touching overfall with both hands: No. 140.
B. torch in one hand, other touching overfall: No. 147.
II. Two figures alike.
G. Two touching overfall with both hands, one overfall with one, other before breast:
No. 144 (2).
Varieties not listed by Petersen.
1) Two touching overfall with both hands; the third with phiale in one hand, touching
overfall with other: No. 146.
2) Two with torch in one hand, touching overfall with other; the third with one hand
before the breast, touching overfall with the other: No. 142.
65 See above, p. 58.

66 R. V. Nicholls, in publishing a Hekataion of Roman date in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,ArchaeologicalReports
for 1961-62, p. 47, says that the Hekataion shown on an Athenian New Style coin (Thompson, New Style Silver Comnage
of
Athens, no. 1268, pl. 142) has features of the classicizing type, stephanai and short torches, and suggests that, "It seems wiser
to regard both types as developing organically and not as being copies in any true sense, whilst leaving quite open the question
of the appearance of Alkamenes' original group. The equally common Attic statuettes of the Mother of the Gods may serve
as a warning; these clearly do not derive from Pheidias' cult statue (known mainly from Roman copies), but from a fourthcentury variant of it." Actually, the parallel of the Mother of the Gods argues, as we have seen, for accepting the archaistic
Hekate as the original form. Also, the Hekataion on the coin shows the pointed overfall, the belted waist, and the narrow skirt
of the archaistic type, and it is scarcely possible to prove that the blobs on the tops of the heads represent stephanai rather
than low poloi (compare the Hekataion carved in relief on the rock seat of the Cybele from Corinth, P1. 64, f).
*7 See above, p. 89, note 12.
7
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8) Two with torch in one hand, touching overfall with other, the third with torch in
one hand, phiale in other: No. 137.
4) Two with phiale in one hand and the other before the breast; the third with torch
in one hand, touching overfall with other: No. 141 (in this the two figures with
similar attributes are mirror-imagesrather than duplicates).
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III. All three figures different, but one hand of all three holds same attribute.
1) All three right hands touching overfall; left hands torch, overfall, phiale (?): No.149.
IV. Only two figures have any attribute in common.
R. One touching overfall with both hands, one with one (other hand before breast); third
figure has torch and phiale: No. 138.
Our remaining examples are too poorly preserved for certain identification of types:
No. 136. I A or II E-G
148. II or III
135. probably III J
143. III or IV
139. only one figure preserved.

From the above it appears that Petersen's sampling was not large enough to give representative statistics for the types, since he had consideredgroup II relatively uncommon. The combinations of attributes seem to have been chosen almost at random from the acceptable stock,
much as the makers of terracottas varied their combinations of moulds.
CATALOGUE

134.Fragmentof Hekataion,Early1st Centuryafter AthenianAcropolis.1The Agora piece, less well
Pl. 82. preserved,wasoriginallysomewhatlargerandmore
Christ(2).
carefullyexecutedthanthe other.aThefiguresstand
S 1277.Foundin 1947in a Byzantinepit nearthe in symmetrical
poseswith theirfeet together.They
west end of the MiddleStoa (H-K, 12-18).Mostof wearthe peplos-form
chitonwith long overfall,girt
one figureandproperleft sideof a secondpreserved at the waistlinewith a wide flat belt. Thereis no
in a flakesplit off with fiat breakat back,tapering underchiton;the arms are bare to the shoulders.
off to a narrowpointat the bottom,wherea little Thefoldsof the upperportion,curvingsoftlyinward
rough-pickedundersurfacesurvives. Plinth was to the belt, are formedas narrowridgeswith wide
0.045m. high.Headsbrokenoff at baseof neckand spacesbetween.TheV-foldsthat presumably
existed
this regionmuchbattered.In the left hand of the at the neckareno longervisible;otherwisethe folds
figureto theleft aretwoshallowdrillholes(1.5cm.or correspond
roughlyin numberand dispositionwith
less,6 mm.diam.),in therighthandof the other,one thoseof the BritishSchoolversion.The skirthas a
hole(samediam.,0.028m. deep).In the oppositeside heavycentralfold borderedby a narrowsubsidiary
of the latterfigurea hole only 3 cm. belowthe belt fold on each side and looped cross-folds,again
(samediam.as others,0.02m. deep).Pentelicmarble formedas narrowridgesagainstwideflat spaces,all
withmuchwhitemica.Tanpatina.
the way down.Thekneesare modelledthroughthe
P.H. 0.61 m., P.W. 0.22 m., P.Th. 0.102 m.
secondaryfolds.
draperywiththe aid of semicircular
Kraus,Hekate,p. 120,no. 1, pp. 122-128.
Thesides are outlinedby heavyframingfoldsthat
Seealsopp. 58, 62, 86 note 8, 87, 88 note 11, 98, curvein at the base to definethe ankles.This arof the skirtdiffersfromthat of the British
108, 105.
rangement
This fine Hekataion,the largest known from SchoolHekatein the broadcentralfoldandthe more
Athens,is mostsimilarto onein the BritishSchoolat schematicformof the loopedfoldsacrossthe legs.
1 Pp. 48-49, pl. 24, figs. 1, 3; Kraus, pp. 97ff., pl. 3,2.
Athenswhich Schmidttook to be the closestsur2 See above, pp. 87-88.
the
on
Alkamenes
of
the
Hekate
of
reflection
viving
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The patternof the shoulderlocks, thoughobscured
by battering, can still be made out. These are not
archaistic corkscrews but flat wavy tresses with
separately engraved strands, apparently three on
each shoulder,one on the front and two on the sides.
The British School piece has similar tresses on the
fronts of the shoulders.The Agora replica, with its
largesizeandgoodworkmanship,reinforcesSchmidt's
opinion that the British School type, girded with a
broadbelt at the naturalwaistline,is a closereflection
of the monumentaloriginal. Our statuette, like the
other, had the attributes held by the hands attached
separately. Schmidt concluded from the representation of the AcropolisHekate on a coin of Athens
that these were short torches held out at an angle
from the body. Kraus doubted that short torches
could be so attached to the British SchoolHekataion
and reasonably concluded that these holes in the
hands held light metal attributes such as phialai,
oinochoaiand the like. On our Hekataion, however,
there is a hole on the side of one of the figureswhich
may have served to attach a long torch.
Kraus, following Schmidt, dated the British
SchoolHekataionto the late 5th century.Ours,which
is related but not so close to the 5th centuryin style,
he placed in the early 4th. We have discussedabove
the reasonsfor doubting that these pieces belong to
the classicalperiod.3The Agora Hekataionis probably to be dated around the time of Augustus. The
British Schoolone may be contemporaryor somewhat
later. Their Roman date in no way diminishestheir
value as reflections of the work of Alkamenes.
Rather, the existence of these two big Hekataia
whichare so differentfromthe generalrun and at the
sametime so like eachothersupportsthe presumption
that a classicalprototypeexisted.
It must still be left uncertainwhat attributes the
originalheld and exactly how the skirt was treated.
The mannerin which the vertical and parallelsidefolds in the Agora Hekataion effect the junction
between two figuresis very reasonable,and we can
easily believe that some such solution was adopted
by the original.That the centralfold was emphasized
as a stabilizing vertical element is also likely in
itself, and we have in the archaistic Athena of the

red-figured oinochoe dated around 410 B.C. (P1. 68, b)
a good example of an emphasized central fold in
archaistic art of the late 5th century.4
Whether the folds over the legs were treated as
catenaries and how much they were schematized is
less certain. The hard, uniform grooves of the present
piece find their best parallel in a terracotta of the
early 1st century A.D.,5 but catenaries are used
8 Pp. 88, 93-94.
1 R. Green,
Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pp. 82-94, pl. 31, 15.
See above, p. 52.
6 See above, p. 94, note 48.
7*
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between central and side folds in the short chiton of
the Amazon of Kresilas,6and it may be that Alkamenes found a way to use them in the long skirt of
the Hekate. The idol on which a figureof Eros leans
in the handleplaqueof a bronzehydriain New York
dated by Miss Richter to the second half of the 4th
century B.C. has parallel curved cross-foldsin the
skirt.7
No evidence has been found to indicate where a
Hekataion such as the present one was used. A
crossroadssanctuary of Roman times outside the
southeast cornerof the Agora has been very tentatively interpreted by Thompsonas a sanctuary of
Hekate, but this piece was not found near enough
to suggest a connection.8
135. Fragment of Hekataion, 1st Century B.C.(2).
P1. 83.
S 828. Found in 1933 in late Roman or Byzantine
fill on the site of the Templeof Ares (K 8). Preserves
three figures from necks to hips. Heads missing.
Battered. Island marble.
P.H. 0.105 m., Max. P. Th. 0.09 m.

See also pp. 86 note 8, 89, 91, 92, 98, 100.
Threefiguresof patternedarchaistictype dressed
in high-girt closed peplos, with broad central fold
beginning above the belt, and underchiton with
hatchings to suggest sleeve-crinkles.The attributes
of the three figures differ. One holds a long torch
(vertically ribbed as a bundle of fasces) in her left
arm, the right arm lowered. The next has her right
arm bent with the hand held against the breast
(probablyit held a fruit), the left arm lowered.The
last has both arms lowered.The forearmswhich did
not hold attributes appear to have been cut free of
the body and are broken off. Probably these hands
held the edges of the overfall. Long shoulder-locks
with diagonal hatching hang one in front of each
shoulderand one behind the shoulderon each side.
The workmanshipis careful, though hard and
stiff. The main elements of the drapery are all reduced to parallel lines: hatchings of chiton-sleeves,

lunate cross-folds below neck, pleats of overfall. The
edges between incisions are thick and rounded. The
hatched sleeves, lunate neck-folds and stiff flaring
overfall with narrow pleats relate this Hekataion to a
group isolated by Kraus and dated to the 4th century
B.C.9 He did not include this piece in his group,
6 I.e. the
type. Cf. Poulsen,
Berlin-Lansdowne-Sciarra
Die Amazone des
Kresilas.
SHandbookof theGreekCollection,p. 110, pl. 90; A.J.A., L,
1946, pp. 361ff., pl. 28.
8 See above, 95, note 56.
p.
* See above, pp. 88-89.
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possibly because its late Hellenistic character is
readily apparent in the thick-edgedcarving of the
island marble. If we recognize, however, that his
group is actually latest Hellenisticand early Roman
in date, the presentpiece takes its place as one of the
better early examples.

S 1976. Found in 1957 in context of 4th century
after Christor later at floor level of a room in the
Roman bath at the northwestfoot of the Areopagus
(E 17). Broken off diagonallyat top, heads missing.
Bottom cut fiat with claw-chisel.No dowel.Battered
and with mortaradhering.Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.158 m., Max. P. Th. 0.082 m.

136. Fragment of Hekataion, 1st Century

Early 1st Centuryafter Christ.

B.C.

or

P1. 38.
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S 1886. Catalogued in 1955 from uninventoried
marblesfrom the area Q-S, 17-20 west of the Panathenaic Way south of the Agora. Brokenoff at top.
Two figurespreservedto shoulderheight. The third
entirely split away. Plinth 0.03 m. high, its edges
battered away. Bottom roughly chisel-smoothed,
with a drilled hole 0.025 m. deep and 0.007 m. in
diam. Beneaththe left-handone of the two preserved
figurestwo horizontaldrilledholes in the edge of the
plinth (0.005 m. in diam., P. depth ca. 0.015 m.).

Pentelic marble.Battered, weatheredand stained.
P.H. 0.26 m., Max. P. Th. 0.14 m.

Kraus,Hekate,p. 122, no. 8, p. 124, pl. 6, 1.
See also below (138) and pp. 86 note 8, 87, 89, 91,
92, 98, 102.

The figureswearpeplosand underchiton.Here the
sleeves of the chiton are moreliterallyrenderedthan
in Nos. 135 and 147, showing the scallopingof the
buttoned edges. Again the broad central fold begins
in the upperpart and is decoratedwith lunate crossfolds just below the neck. The thin, straight pleats
of the overfall form a stepped edge. The hands of
both figuresare at the sides as if graspingthe dress.
A single curvedfold crossesthe thigh from the hand
to the centralfold on each side and smallfoldsradiate
from the hands below. A second pair of looped folds
crosses the ankles. There are heavy framing sidefolds. The whole design is stiff and simple but with
carefullyrendereddetails. The executionis probably
of the early Roman period.
The small radiatingfolds at the sides of the legs
link this piece with a groupof Hekataiawhich Kraus
datedin the 4th century.Sincehis earlydate depends

See also below (138) and pp. 89, 94, 98, 101.
A small example with all three figures in the
symmetricalarchaisticstance. All held long torches
in the left hand; one held a phialein the right and the
other two touchedthe edge of the overfall.Thereis a
flat backgroundstrip between each two figures.The
peplos is girt very high and the upper part of the
body is narrow.The sleeves of the underchitonare
rendered by coarse horizontal hatching across the
upper arms. The heavy central fold of the peplos
stands out as a ridge from which the figure slopes
back to either side, so that the cross section of the
whole thing becomesroughlytriangular.Feet are not
preserved. If they were shown, they projected
togetherat centerfront and are now brokenoff.
The workmanshipis coarse, but the horizontal
hatching of the sleeves and the stiff overfall with
narrowpleats relate this piece to the two preceding.
138. Fragment of Hekataion, 1st Century after
Christ(?).
P1.34.
S 2125. Found in 1960 in cleaningbeside the Late
Roman Fortificationin the Eleusinion area (T 20).
Fragment from neck to knees, broken above and
below. Battered. A depressionpicked away between
figuresB and C. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.12 m.
See also pp. 94, 98.
The figureswear the usual archaisticpeplos over
a chiton, the sleevesof whichare renderedby parallel
hatchings.The peplosis girt ratherhigh, the overfall
stifflypleated, the centralfold borderedwith secondary folds. Loops of draperycross the legs above the
knees. The lower part was presumablylike Nos. 136

especially on the relatively low girding of some of the
pieces, this high-girt Hekate is placed by him in the
late 4th. All these criteria seem erroneous, however.
The symmetrical oval framing of the legs by the
side-folds is found in large-scale archaistic sculpture
only in the Late Hellenistic and Roman periods, and
it seems unlikely that this group of small Hekataia
could be earlier.10

and 137. Figure A grasps the skirt with both hands.
B has the right hand holding the skirt, the left before
the breast. C has a phiale (2) in the right hand, a long
torch in the left.
The hatched sleeves and the loop-folds in the
skirt link this with other examples that we have
dated in the early Roman period. The workmanship
was fairly good.

137. Hekataion, 1st Century after Christ (2). P1. 38.

139. Fragment of Hekataion, 1st Century after
Christ (?).
Pl. 34.

10

See above, pp. 89-91.
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S 1697. Found in 1953 in marblepile over Middle
Stoa (K-N, 12-13). Fragmentpreservesgreaterpart
of one figure (head and right shouldermissing) with
a little backgroundto each side of her. Neighboring
figureswere separatedfromher by smoothareas. The
angle of these suggeststhat the plinth was polygonal
rather than circularin outline. H. of plinth 0.03 m.
or more. No hole in bottom. Edge of plinth mostly
gone. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.825 m., P.Th. 0.17 m., H. of figure floor to
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girdle 0.25 m.
See also pp. 53, 86 note 3, 88, 94, 95, 98, 103, 104.

The surviving figure held a long torch in the left
hand; the right hand was apparentlyheld closed at
the side, withoutattribute.Thefeet are separatedand
the hem of the chiton falls to the plinth between
them. The overgarmentis markedas an open peplos
by a zigzagline engravedon the surfaceof the heavy
side-fold on the properright side of the figure. (On
the other side the stem of the torch occupies the
position of the framingfold.) The hem of the underchiton, renderedwith closely spaced parallelvertical
strokes, shows below the peplos. The broad central
fold of the peplosruns all the way down. The overfall
is uniformly pleated in broad pleats with stepped
edges. The curved folds across the legs alternate
rather than meeting to form continuousloops. This
and the side zigzagsvary the symmetricalarchaistic
schemein the directionof a classicalpeplosfigure.The
work is hard, relatively careful, with smoothed
surfaces.Thoughthe figureis still slender,the greater
length of the overfall in proportionto the length of
the legs and the broaderpleats relate it to the 2nd
century type, such as the Hekataion of Fabullus
from Epidauros.11The workmanshiphere, however,
is crispand careful.The feet, being still separatedby
drapery which falls between them, give a broader
base to the figure,relatingit to earlierworkslike the
Metternichrelief12and the big statue from Aulis.13
Our Hekataion probably still belongs to the 1st
century after Christ.
140. Hekataion, lst-2nd Century after Christ.
P1. 34.
S 1141. Found in 1939 in late Roman fill in the
industrial district southwest of the Agora (C-D 16).
Heads missing; top cut horizontally at neck level
with joint-surface chiselled flat and picked to hold
cement. Iron dowel in center. Bottom rough-picked,
with rectangular dowel hole (0.04 m. x 0.015 m.
11 Kraus, pl. 23, 2. See above, p. 92.
12Ibid., pl. 21, 2. See above, p. 90.
18 "Epyov,1958, p. 56, figs. 58-59. See above, p. 90.
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and 0.035 m. deep). No plinth, merely a rough band
about 0.025 m. wide below the hems of the dresses
all around. Pentelic marble. Somewhat weathered,
stained and battered.
H. 0.317 m., Max. W. 0.16 m.

See also pp. 86 note 8, 89, 95, 97.
The three figuresare virtually identical,all standing symmetricallyand holdingthe tips of the overfall
with both hands. The arms of the figures touch
except on one side, but narrowchannelsseparatethe
skirts. Curiously,there are no feet. The dress differs
from the preceding examples in that the broad
central fold is subdividedand the neck-foldsof the
peplos are V-shapedrather than crescent.The lower
edge of the overfallis roughly stepped as is also the
central pleat at the lower edge of the skirt. No
tracesof shoulder-lockssurvive.Theworkis generally
coarseand heavy. The stocky proportionsrelateit to
2nd century figures,14but the style of executionhas
no parallelsin any of our other Hekataia.
141. Hekataion, 1st Century after Christ(?).
P1. 34.
8 401. Found in 1933 in modernfill in front of the
north wing of the Stoa of Zeus (I 5). All figuresmuch
battered; no heads surviving. A little top surfaceof
the column and possibly a little bottom surface
preserved.No dowel preserved.No projectingplinth.
Pentelic marble.
H. 0.25 m., Max. P. Th. 0.10 m., H. of figures ca.

0.23 m.
See also pp. 86 note 3, 95, 98.

The three figures stand against a column which
seems to have been roundat the top. They touch one
anotherat the sides. Theyworeflat poloiand had long
shoulder-locks.They stand symmetrically,wearing
the conventional high-girt archaistic peplos with
broadcenter-fold.The armsare bareto the shoulders.
As in No. 137, the centerfolds project and the cross
section of the whole is roughlytriangular.Onefigure
carriesa long torch in the left hand and touched the
overfall with the right. The other two hold roundish
attributes, probably phialai, with their adjacent
hands while the arms next the torch-bearer are bent
and held against the breast. The workmanship is
sketchy with wobbly surfaces, Roman of the poorer
sort.
These figures look like a very degenerate offshoot
of Kraus' first group of Hekataia, which we have
tentatively dated to the 1st century B.c. and the first
half of the 1st century after Christ.'5 The bare arms
14See above, p. 92.
15 See above, pp. 88-92.
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show the influence of classicizing types, but this
sculptor may simply have made them that way
becauseit was less work.
142. Hekataion, 1st or 2nd Centuryafter Christ.
Pl. 35.

144. Fragment of Hekataion, 2nd Century after
Christ(2).
P1. 35.
8 1898. Catalogued in 1955 from uninventoried
marbles, section unknown. From waists to knees,
brokenabove and below. Pentelic marble.Battered.
P.H. 0.16 m., Max. P. Th. 0.092 m.
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See also pp. 86 note 8, 97.
8 162. Found in 1982 on surface on west side of
Three figures in high-girt peploi with the usual
Agora (G 14). Top with heads brokenoff. No plinth;
the lowerpart is cut as a kind of tenon, triangularin heavy center fold. One held her left hand over her
breast and touched her draperywith the right. The
plan. Pentelic marble.Battered.
two others seem to have had both armslowered;one
P.H. 0.12 m., Max. P. Th. 0.06 m.
See also pp. 86 note 8, 95, 97.
certainly had her left hand empty. Parallel folds in
the overfall show the scheme is archaistic.Average
The figureshave the usual high-girtscheme with summaryRoman work.
heavy center- and side-folds, crudely executed in
accordance with the small size of the piece. The
usual shoulder-locks.One figurehas right hand over 145. Fragmentof Hekataion,lst-2nd Centuriesafter
her breast, left hand loweredtouching overfall. The Christ.
P1. 35.
other two have right hand touching overfall, left
hand apparentlyholding a long torch. There are no
S 1899. Catalogued in 1955 from uninventoried
marblesfrom the area N-R, 7-18 on the east side of
feet; the skirts are cut off straight at the bottom.
This little Hekataionis too much simplifiedto be the Agora. Comprisesbase and lowerparts of figures
readily compared with datable examples, but the brokenoff abovefeet. Edgesof base chipped.Pentelic
proportionssuggest a late 1st or 2nd century date.16 marble.
P.H. 0.12 m., Max. diam. of base 0.095 m.
See also pp. 86 note 8, 95.
after
2nd
143. Fragment of Hekataion,
Century
The three figures stand on a reel-shaped base.
Christ(?).
P1. 35.
They wore archaisticpeplos with heavy centralfold
S 1891. Cataloguedin 1955 from uninventoried and underchiton,of which the hem appearsin front
marblesfromthe area T-U, 21-28 south of the Agora as a little triangle above the feet. Looped folds
and east of the PanathenaicWay. Topwith headsand acrossthe anklesand framingside-foldsas in No. 136.
bottom with legs broken off. Pentelic marble. Heavy work with roundededges. A few rasp-marks
on front centerfold.
Battered.
P.H. 0.145 m., Max. P. Th. 0.08 m.

See also pp. 86 note 8, 95, 98.

146. Fragmentof Hekataion,1st CenturyafterChrist.
Pl. 85.
The three figureswear the usual high-girt peplos
over a chiton with buttoned sleeves. As usual the
8 1892. Cataloguedin 1955 from uninventoried
centralfold is prominentand the schemeis archaistic
but it is not carefully enough executed to be deco- marblesfromthe west and centralparts of the Agora
rative. One figurehas her left arm bent at the elbow (G-M, 9-14). Heads and lowerlegs of all threefigures
with the hand held in front of the breast. Her other brokenoff. Pentelic marble.Weathered,chippedand
arm hangs at the side with the fingers spread open
against a raised surface (an attribute or simply part
of the overfall of her dress 2). The figure to her left
apparently held long torches in both hands (certainly
in the left). The third may have held a torch in the
left hand only or she may have held none. No surface
of the column against which they stand appears
between the figures, but it must have been visible at
the top between the heads, for the necks are widely
separated.
16 See above,

p. 92.

battered all around.
P.H. 0.198 m., Max. P. Th. 0.121 m.
Kraus, Hekate, p. 126, no. 13.
See also pp. 58, 86 note 3, 87, 88, 92, 97, 104.
The arms and skirts of the three figures touch at
the sides, no bare columnar surface appearing between them. All stand symmetrically with both arms
lowered. One carries a disk-like object, presumably a
phiale, in her right hand. The others carry no attributes; probably they are touching the edges of the
overfalls. They wear peplos and underchiton, the
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sleeves of the latter reachingto the elbows with free
diagonal strokes to suggest folds radiating from
buttons. The peplos has a wide central fold that
begins in the upper part. The girding is somewhat
lower than usual, though not at waist level, and the
kolpos dips low on the sides to hide the belt as in
classical peplos figures. The long overfall has the
usual archaisticstepped edge. Zigzagson the proper
right sides of the figuresindicate an open peplos (cf.
No. 139 above). The workmanshipis casual rather
than poor.
Kraus treated this in his 4th century chapter
because of the low girding and because the workmanship did not give him a specificallyRoman impression,but admitted that its style has nothing in
commonwith his 4th century examples.Probablyit
belongsin the 1st century after Christ,being in fact
contemporary with the later members of Kraus'
group but more consciously classicizing than they.
For the low girdingwe may compareour No. 134 and
the Hekataionin the British School at Athens,1"for
the zigzagof the open peplosour No. 139 and perhaps
also the British School piece.
147. Hekataion on Base, lst-2nd Centuries after
Christ.
P1. 86.

S 852. Found in 1937 in a late Roman well (4th
century after Christ, with Herulian debris) on the
north slope of the Areopagus (J 18:2). Complete
with base, lacking only the head of one of the
figures, which appears to have been cemented on,
since the top of the neck and the surface of the
column behind are cut smooth. Chipsmissing from
cornersand edges of base and fromleft hand and top
of torch of one of the figures.The plinth was fastened
into the base by a cementwhichbrokeinto fragments
and was removed. This was analyzed by Marie
Farnsworthand Ivor Simmonsas a combinationof
beeswax,lime and lead oxide. Pentelicmarble.Whole
surfacevery fresh and dead-whiteexcept for one or
two stains from the well.

H. 0.397 m., H. of figures 0.24-0.25 m.; Base: H.
0.095mn., W. 0.19 mi., Th. 0.175 m.
T. L. Shear, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 181f., fig. 8;
Farnsworth and Simmons, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960,
pp. 121-122; Kraus, Hekate, p. 173, A4; Thompson,
Agora Guide2,p. 181.
See also pp. 86 note 3, 94, 97, 100.
The three figures are backed against a tapering
column which ends in a smooth flat surface above
their heads. They are practically identical, each
holding in her left arm a torch as tall as herself. One
17 See above, p. 98, note 1,
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holds her right hand closed against the thigh, while
the other two pluck the hem of the overfall with
thumb and forefinger.All wearhigh-girtclosedpeploi
with underchitonswhosesleeves,decoratedwith wavy
incisions suggesting crinkly folds, are a little above
the elbow. The peplos is treated in a simplified
archaisticstyle, with a broadcentralfold that begins
in the upper part and with heavy side-foldsframing
the skirt. The subsidiary folds of the skirt run
parallelto these instead of curvingacross. The hems
of overfall and skirt are not stepped except at the
central fold. The small shod feet project together at
the center. The plinth, roughly circular, does not
extend beyond the toes of the figures.
The coiffureis as in No. 151, with centralpart, full
hair over the ears and long side-locks,here straight
and hatchedto suggest twisted strands.Thereare no
poloi. The faces are summary.The whole surfaceis
treated in a soft mannercommonin late Hellenistic
workbut also to be foundin smallworksof the Roman
period.The white color of the stone and the absence
of any inscriptionsuggest that though the carvingof
the piecewas finished,it may neverhave beenpainted
and dedicated.Perhapsit awaitedthe replacementof
the missinghead, which may have been damagedby
accidentafter the rest was finished.
Unfinishedportrait heads of the Antonine period
have been found in Herulian debris,1 and it is
perfectly possiblethat our piece dates from as early
as the 2nd or perhaps even the 1st century after
Christ,but it is highly unlikelythat we shouldfind it
in such fresh conditionin a post-Heruliandeposit if
it had been made, as Kraussuggests,in the late 2nd
century B.C. The small faces are not affectedby the
classicismof the Roman period and so retain more
resemblanceto Hellenistic work than would be the
case with somethingbigger.The simplificationof the
archaisticpatternin the drapery,however,may well
be due to such classicism.
The base has a taeniaand ovolo at the bottom. The
lead cement by which the Hekate was fastened into
her base has not beennoted elsewherebut is of a very
practicalkind, malleablewhen heated and absolutely
unyieldingwhen it has cooled.19
148. Hekataion, 2nd Century after Christ (2) P1. 37.
5 1897. Catalogued in 1955 from uninventoried
marbles from the area L-P, 10-12 in the central part
of the Agora. Full height preserved but much battered
and in a crumbly, granular condition, perhaps from
burning. Part of two figures and shaft between them
split away. No heads survive. Plinth, 0.025 m. high,
I8 Cf. Agora, I, nos. 80, 35, 36.
Cf. Farnsworth and Simmons, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960,
o19
pp. 121-122.
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chipped all around. Top of column flat. Bottom Her weight is on the left leg. The folds of the upper
rough-picked;no dowel hole. Pentelic marble.
part of the peplos and those over the thighs in all
the figuresare free ratherthan patterned.
H. 0.248 m., Max. P. Th. 0.121 m.
A further variation is the absence of shoulderSee also pp. 58, 86 note 8, 88, 94, 95, 98.
locks. Short ends hanging beside the neck might be
The figures are farther apart than usual, with a either locks or ends of a veil. The roundedoutline of
great deal of the column showing between. The the heads suggeststhat they woreno poloi,but this is
columnitself is thick and rather bulbous,narrowing not certain.The workis heavy and gracelessin spite
sharply to the top. The figureshave the usual sym- of unusual care in some details. Interesting for its
metrical archaisticpose and dress. Judging from a variations on the standardtypes, it can scarcelybe
faint trace on the column, they seem to have worn earlierthan the 2nd century after Christand may be
high poloi. An engravedzigzagon the heavy side-fold as late as the 3rd.
on the properright side of each figureimplies, as in
Nos. 139 and 146, that the peplos was open on this
side. The girdingis moderatelyhigh. The underchiton 150. Heads of Three-BodiedHekataion, Unfinished.
shows at the sleeves but not at the hem. One figure,
P1. 36.
only partly preserved, seems to have held two
long torches.Thebest preservedfigurehas both hands
S 392. Found in 1933 in fill of GreatDrain (I 11).
left
an
the
the
Preserves
lowered,
top of Hekataion, the break passing
right holding oblong object,
The
third
did
not
the
dress.
figure
perhapstouching
through neck, chin and nose of the three figures
is
left
the
The
arm
was
torches.
lowered;
carry
right
respectively.Top flat, no cuttings. Unfinished,chiselsize.
work not smoothed over. Surface chipped but not
is
small
for
the
The
work
missing.
fairly good
weathered.Pentelic marble.
149. Hekataion, 2nd-3rd Centuriesafter Christ.
P1. 37.

S 878. Found in 1987 in dumped filling of 5th
century after Christ in a well at the south end of
Kolonos Agoraios(B 14:1). Plinth with feet broken
away. All heads split off. Generallybattered.Column
ends abovein roughsurfacethat projectsca. 5-7 mm.
above a smooth edge strip ca. 5 mm. wide. Very
coarse-grainedmarble,possibly a grayishThasianor
Naxian or a poor Parian.
P.H. 0.805 m., Max. P. Th. 0.13388m. Approx.

originalH. of figures0.24-0.25 m.
Kraus, Hekate,pp. 157f., 174, pl. 22.
See also pp. 86 note 8, 92, 98, 94, 95, 98.

The figures,with free backgroundbetween them,
stand against a columnof ratherlumpy shape. They
are in somewhat lower relief than usual and the
hands are carved against the backgroundinstead of

against the figures. They wear the high-girt peplos
without underchiton. Though the broad central fold
suggests a symmetrical stance, weight-leg and freeleg are in fact distinguished, and the overfall dips
lower on the side of the free-leg. Framing side-folds in
the skirt are present in all three figures, but not
strongly emphasized. One figure holds a long torch in
her left hand and touches her skirt with her right. Her
weight is on the right leg. The figure to her left
touches the skirt with both hands and has her weight
on the right leg. The other touches her skirt with
the right hand and holds the left hand to the side,
perhaps holding an attribute that is now broken away.

P.H. 0.089 m., Max. P. Th. 0.08 m., H. of heads
without polos ca. 0.033 m.

See also pp. 86 note 8, 93, 105.

The three heads are similarexcept that one had a
higher polos than the others. She carried a long
torchin the left hand and its twisted flameappearsin
relief beside the head. The stem of the torch slants a
little outward. The upper part of the column itself
flaresoutwardlike a polos. It may well be that there
was going to be a mouldingat the top in the finished
version.
The face-type and coiffure are the same as in
No. 151. The consistencyof these heads suggeststhat
they may have some value for the reconstructionof
the original.
151. Heads from Hekate Herm, 1st Century after
Christ(2).
P1. 87.
S 389. Found in 1933 in a late Roman context
near the southeast corner of the Agora (Q 14-15).
with attachment-hole (8-9 mm.
Worked
:separately,
diam., 8 cm. deep) in bottom. Joint-surface battered
or broken away. Noses and chins of faces battered off
and chips gone from edge of polos. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.102 m., Diam. of top 0.04 m., H. of heads
chin to top of hair 0.061 m.
See also above (150) and pp. 108, 105.
The heads, which have a mask-like flatness and
share a common polos, seem too closely joined to have
belonged to a triple-bodied statuette, More likely they
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crowneda three-sidedherm like No. 154. A simple
Hekate herm from the House of the Poseidoniastsin
Delos shows such mask-like faces under a single
polos.? Our heads, however, are the largest in scale
of the Hekate heads in the Agoraand probablygive
the best notion of the sweetness and dignity of the
originalAlkamenescreation.The hair is partedin the
centerand drawnbackto the sidesin fullwavy masses
that cover the ears. From under these emerge long
tresses which fall down the sides of the neck, In the
original,as is suggestedby No. 134, these side tresses
will have been richer. The forehead is broad, the
eyebrowslow-arched.The small, deep-set eyes with
overhangingupper lids cannot be an accurate reflection of the 5th century original. The full oval of
the face, however, is characteristic of works attributedto Alkamenes,though it is here exaggerated
by the mask-like treatment of the faces, which
virtually eliminates the side planes. The faces of
No. 150, which comefroma triple statuette and have
moredepth, are still very round.
Our piece probablybelongsto the Roman period.
Whereas the Delian example shows the doughy
carving typical of the early 1st century B.C. and
moretypically Hellenisticfacialfeatures,oursis more
delicate and moreclassicalin spirit. Sincewe have no
Hekate herms dated so early as the 4th century, it
seems most likely that this classicismis Roman. The
delicate features suggest that it belongs to the 1st
rather than to the 2nd century after Christ.
152. HekateHermwith Charites,2ndCenturyB.C.(2).
P1. 88.

8 862. Found in 1987 in a late Roman well on the
north slope of the Areopagus(L 19:1). Brokenoff at
top above heads of Charites,which are also battered
away. Bottom rough-picked, with no attachment
holes. Plinth 0.025 m. high, its edges broken all
around. Surface granular and stained black from
the well. Pentelio marble.
P.H. 0.86 m., Max. P. Th. 0.198 m.

Kraus, Hekate,p. 180, no. 17, p. 188, pl. 10, 1-2.
See also pp. 55, 59, 86 note 8, 92.

The three Charites with hands joined dance around
a triangular prism, which must have been a Hekate
herm of triangular section, like No. 154 in form, but
without the drapery. Each stands against an edge of
the prism. They are tall and slender and wear
archaistic costumes that are rendered with some care,
thin chitons and long diagonal mantles, each a little
different from the others. One has her mantle
fastened on the left shoulder and passing under the

right armpit, the diagonal edge decorated with a
rufflerenderedas parallelvertical pleats. Thereis no
overfall. The open edges of the mantle form zigzags
against the backgroundbeside her left leg. A wide
centralfold marksthe vertical axis of the figure.The
next figure wore her mantle with an overfall and
fastened on the right shoulder.The zigzag ends trail
behind her fully displayed.The skirt has two sets of
central folds instead of one, and the thin chiton appears below the hem of the mantle. The third figure
again had the mantle fastened on the right shoulder.
The short overfallseems to have dippedto a point in
the center as well as on the sides. The skirt has one
centralpleat.
All the figures have shoulder-locks.Edges which
appearto belongto a veil fall againstthe background
behind the shoulders. Possibly the Charites wore
poloi and veils like those on Hekatehermsin Vienna2'
and Venice.22Thoughthe majority of our surviving
Hekataia must belong to the Roman period, this
piece with its slenderfiguresand flat renderingof the
archaistic forms appears to date rather from the
Hellenisticperiod.Krausregardsit as a morelifeless
and therefore considerably later successor of the
GrimaniHekataion in Venice, which he assigns to
the 3rd century B.C.The very slenderfiguresand the
long straight lines of the garments might fit the

second half of the 2nd century B.C.,2 though we have

no exact parallelfor the workmanship.

153. HekateHermwith Charites,1st CenturyB.c. (2).
P1. 38.
S 1145. Found in 1939 in Byzantine context west
of the PanathenaicWay between the Agoraand the
Acropolis (S 20). Herm-headsbroken off at necks.
Heads and hands of Charites chipped away. Also
chips gone from edges of draperyand plinth. Bottom
rough-picked,with a very rough square dowel hole
0.025 x 0.03 m. and 0.015 m. deep. Plinth did not
project beyond feet and drapery. Its edge roughpicked. Parianmarble.
P.H. 0.338m., Max. W. 0.142 m.

Kraus,Hekate,p. 143, no. 32, pl. 13, 1-3.
See also pp. 86 note 3, 91, 92.

The three Charites dance around a three-sided herm
shaft. On one face only are the sides and arms of the
herm indicated in relief. Shoulder-locks are indicated
on all three sides, and the heads must have been
closely joined like those of No. 151.
The dancers wear poloi that reach to just above
the shoulders of the herms and they too have long
21 Kraus, pls. 7, 2; 8, 1-2.
22

"

Dlos, VI, p. 35, fig.28.
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2

ibid., pl. 9, 1-3.

See above,p. 74 note 35.
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shoulder-locks.One figureis drapedexactly like the
usualHekatefigureswith archaisticpeplosandunderchiton but has also a shawl laid symmetricallyover
her shoulders.She standsfrontallybut on tiptoe with
her feet apart. The two otherfiguresturn their heads
toward this one, which makes space for the hermarms behind their heads. They have normal chitons
and himatia without archaistic patterns; only the
exaggerated slenderness of the figures and their
pointedbreastsshow archaisticmannerism.Both are
in dancingsteps, the one with feet crossed,the other
moving left. The different arrangementsof their
himatia accordwith the differentmotion. Archaistic
dancing figures are common in the Attic Nymph
reliefs,2 but in this case the dressof the one archaistic
figure seems borrowedfrom Hekate herself, so that
the Charites are not only associated with her as
neighborsbut in some degreeassimilatedto her,just
as she is assimilatedto Hermes.
The modellingis soft and thick-edgedso that the
detail appears clumsy although the larger design is
graceful. This surface is especially common with
large-grainedisland marble in the late Hellenistic
period.The best parallelsare perhapsto be found in
the 1st century B.C.,and the relationof this piece to
other Hekataia makes this date seem probable.25
154. Shaft of TriangularDraped Herm, Late Hellenistic or Roman.
Pl. 39.
S 579. Found in 1935 in Late Roman destruction
fill over the Southwest Fountain House (H 15).
Broken below. Neck has broken surface but retains
iron dowel for the attachmentof the missing heads.
Rust stains around the dowel. In the edge of each
shouldera small drilledhole ca. 0.003 m. in diameter
and ca. 0.012 m. deep for attachmentof herm-arms.
Parian marble of moderately coarse grain. Little
weathered,edges battered.
P.H. 0.28 m., W. of faces 0.115 m.-0.125 m. at
bottom, 0.12 m.-0.115 m. at top.
See also p. 105.
This draped herm has the form of a triangular
prism. The edges are rounded as if covered by drapery
except at the top of the shoulders where a narrow
strip is smoothed for the attachment of the separately
cut herm-arms. Since no joint-surface is preserved
at the neck, it is not certain whether the attachment
of the heads was original or a repair. There are traces
on the shoulders of long locks which were cut free
24 E.g., N.M. 1966, Svoronos, pl. 136; Hausmann, Griechische Weihreliefs,p. 98, fig. 59; and a relief in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, Richter, Catalogue,
pl. 105, no. 143.
25 See
above, pp. 91-92.

from the neck. All three sides of the shaft are completely draped in a long, flat garment like a peplos
without overfall that gives the effect of being suspended from the shoulders.The folds are stiff and
simple,,like an exaggerationof early classicalforms;
they are not archaistic.The border of the cloth is
markedby an engravedline at the top. The folds are
more numerousand more carefullycarved on one of
the three faces, whichmust have been the front. This
face is about 0.5 cm. wider than the other two.
The treatmentof the draperyon our exampleas a
simple cloth without either girding or overfall is
unusual.Thegirdedtype is representedin a Hekataion
fromPergamon.2Herethe girdle,runningcloseunder
the breasts, encirclesthe whole shaft and separates
the top part, which is given a more or less plastic
treatment,with some indicationof the projectionof
the breasts,fromthe lowerpart in whichthe drapery
clings to the flat faces of the shaft. The drapery,like
the girdle,continuesaroundthe edgesof the shaft.
A Hekataionin Kos illustratesthe secondtype, in
which the garment is treated like an ungirt peplos
with overfall.27Here it is all flat, from shoulderto
hem, with no suggestion of the projection of the
breasts. The bevelled edge of the shaft separatesthe
garmentof one face from that of the next. A threeheaded Hekate herm from Athens in Berlins seems
to be a schematization of the type with breasts
plasticallyindicated,while the threefemalefiguresof
a four-sidedAthenianherm formerlyin the Theseion
have the flat ungirt peplos with overfall (the fourth
head is male).2 The draperyof ours, which is all flat
but with no overfall,resemblesin its V-shapedfolds
the draperybelow the girdle on the Pergameneexample.
Kraus and Lullies have observed that the majority of plain Hekate herms (without the dancing
Charites)belong to the Roman period." One in the
establishmentof the Poseidoniastsat Delos (the life
of the building extended from after 110 B.C.to 69
B.C.) is the earliestwell-datedexample.3aThis has no
drapery;the shaft is plain. A similar example from
Pella shouldbe Hellenistic."It may be that the plain
type is earlierthan the draped.An up-to-datelist of
these simple Hekate herms without dancers is not
available, but the occurrence of only one example in
the Agora bears out what was already suggested by

26 Pergamon,VII, 1, p. 57, no. 36.
27 Laurenzi, Annuario, n.s. XVII-XVIII, 1955-56, p. 130,

no. 157.
2
Berlin, Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen, p. 74,
no. 170. Found in Athens in the Odeion of Herodes Atticus.
2 Lebas - Waddington, Voyage archologique en Grkceet
en Asie Mineure, Monumentsfigurgs,Paris, 1888, pl. 32, 1-2.
Lullies, Typen, pp. 69-70.
0 Kraus, p. 153. Lullies, Typen, pp. 55-56.
31Ddlos, VI, p. 35, fig. 28.
32 Unpublished. In museum at Pella.

CATALOGUE
Petersen's early and partial survey,3 that they are
widely distributed but nowhere so numerous as
eitherthe three-bodiedHekataiaor the Hekate herms
with Charites. The drapery on these herms is not
archaistic but resemblesthat used on single female
herms. It is possible that this form of Hekataion
developedunderthe influenceof the Aphroditeherm.
Our example appearsto be of Roman workmanship.
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155. PorosHekataion,2nd-3rdCenturiesafter Christ.
P1. 39.

S 1943. Found in 1957 in diggingtrenchfor water
main in the area southwest of the Agora (F 17).
Context not determined.Mendedfrom a number of
fragments. One non-joining fragment preserves a
hand. Heads of two figures missing, also part of
plinth, parts of hands of two figures,head and feet of
one dog, and variousother chips. Red coloron hair of
figuresand on body of less well preserveddog. Soft
creamyporos. Surfaceunweathered.
H. 0.165 m., H. of figures 0.12 m.

This is not one of the classicalAttic Hekataia but
a complicated late version which borrows some
elementsfromthem and some fromthe type assigned
by Petersento the West and Asia Minor.4 The three
figuresof Hekate stand on a reel-shapedplinth with
their backs against a cylindricalcolumnthat ends in
a flat top above their heads. A taenia borders the
upperedge. In the spacesbetweenthe figuresare two
seated dogs and a rectangular altar. The better
preserved dog sits primly looking down; the other
seems to have lifted his nose against the goddess'
skirt. Both wear collars. The altar has a garlandon
the side; somethinglike a grille rests on top.
The goddesses wear an archaistic dress derived
from that of the regularHekate. The pleated overfall
and the skirt with heavy centerand framingfolds are
the same except that the whole lower body is thin
and stiff, giving an Egyptianizingeffect which is carried further in the upper parts of the figures, with
their attributes held out stiffly to either side with
bent arms. The garment above the high girdle is
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treated as a thin chiton, again ratherEgyptianizing
with its many parallelfolds.
One figureholds a long, thin torch in either hand.
Her chiton is shown as sleeveless (probablybecause
the torches would have interruptedthe lines of the
folds) and the torch stems take the place of the sidefolds of her skirt. A long twisted lock falls vertically
in front of her right shoulder. A second had both
forearms raised with attributes now missing. Her
shoulder-lockswere apparently like those of the
torch-bearer,but her chiton coveredthe upperarms.
The third, best preservedfigure holds a vigorously
coilingsnakein her left hand. Her face is round,with
puffy cheeks,ratherlike a Gorgoneion,as though she
were meant to be frighteninglyugly, and her hair
resemblesa wig, with coarsegroovedstrands,the ends
resting on the shoulders.
The snake as an attributebelongsto the non-Attic
Hekataia, the long torches to the Attic. The raised
hands of the other figure doubtless also contained
attributes of the non-Attic sort, such as dagger or
whip. The symmetricalstance and archaistic dress
comefromthe Attic type. (Thenon-Atticusuallyhas
the classical peplos and free stance.) The dog appearsin both types but the altars belong to the nonAttic variety.
The Egyptianizingelement, if that is what it is,
is very unusualin Hekataia, and ours is, so far as I
know, the only example found in Attica. "Gnostic"
amulets show a figure identified as Isis-Hekate. An
example in the Newell Collectionshows the goddess
with a torchin one handanda whipin the other.35Her
dress is like those of our figures,narrowpeplos with
overfalland centralfold, with the folds of the upper
part drawnin shawl-likelines over the shoulders.It
may be that ourporosHekataionis inspiredby works
in another medium, such as terracotta, which were
more open to contamination than the very conservative marble Hekataia. It is interestingto note
that the only examplefoundin the Agoraof the nonAttic Hekate in her conventionalform is on a terracotta plaque." It is hard to date our poros Hekataion when we have no parallels for it. The harsh
linear techniquein the soft materialgives an effect
very like that of Late Roman terracottas. A 3rd
century date seems likely.

*3Archiologisch-Epigraphische Mitteilungen, V, 1881,
pp. 24-26, V a-n.
31See above, p. 93, note 39.

Studies in Magic Amulets, pl. 7, no. 156.
36Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pl. 80, e; Grandjouan, Agora,
VI, pl. 32, no. 1113. See above, p. 93, note 40.
85 Bonner,
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IV
HERMS
INTRODUCTION

The numerous fragments of herms from the Agora excavations are, like the Hekataia, most
easily grouped under archaistic art, since a great many of them are archaistic in form. Also as
with the Hekataia, the majority of them are probably late. There are two important differences,
however. Herms have a direct and intimate connection with the history of the Agora itself, and
we have one herm-head (No. 156) among our fragments that actually belongs to the great
period of Athenian herms. This makes it worthwhile to consider the general historical problem
in more detail than we did with the Hekataia.
1. THE HERMS OF THE AGORA, LOCATION AND MEANING

The herms of the Agora and the historical and topographicalquestions connected with them
have always been a subject of lively controversy, and recently several things have happened to
sharpen our interest in them. At the same time, anything which is said about them now will
necessarily have a tentative character, since full clarificationcan come only, if at all, with the
excavation of the north side of the Agora and its northwest approach. The existence of the Stoa
of the Herms as a real building and its location in the place often called simply "the Herms" has
now been confirmedby inscriptions, whereas formerlyit was only a reasonableconjecturebased
on the combination of passages in various ancient authors. Two Hellenistic decrees of the
Hippeis honoringHipparchs and Phylarchs have been found, one of which specifies that a copy
is to be set up "in the Stoa of the Herms" v -riitoroat &v 'EpiAivwhile the other prescribes
its setting up "near the Herms," rp6s-ro-lsEpiats.The inscriptions were found re-used in an
unidentified structure of early Roman date on the east side of the modem Theseion Street, i.e.
just north of the Panathenaic Way and a little outside the northwest corner of the Agora.'
The finding-place of these inscriptions accords well enough with the ancient references to
suggest that they had not been moved very far from their original location. A quotation from
the 4th century comic poet Mnesimachosnames the Herms as a place frequented by the Phylarchs: "Go to the Agora, to the Herms, the place frequented by the Phylarchs, and to their
handsome pupils, whom Pheidon trains in mounting and dismounting."'2The famous Bryaxis
base, a dedication of Phylarchs, was found just north of the Stoa of Zeus.3We know from other
1 J. Threpsiades and E. Vanderpool, AskrTov, XVIII, 1963, pp. 99-114. Cf. Thompson, Agora Guide2,p. 65. A second
was found in a late wall over the Pompeion (C. Habicht, Ath. Mitt., LXXVI,
decree containing the phrase wrp6S-ro1S
'Eppac•;s
is restored in still another by Habicht, ibid., p. 140. A base with a dedication of the
1961, pp. 127ff.), and wpsp6-roTs'EpidaTs
Hipparchs and Phylarchs was found re-used in a monument in the northern part of the Agora, and Thompson suggests that it
stood near the Herms (Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 49-51).
2Wycherley, Agora, III, no. 303; Athenaeus, IX, 402f.
3 The base appears in situ on the plan, Wycherley, op.cit., pl. III. The inscription, J.G.,
112I,3130; the reliefs, Svoronos,
pls. 26-27.
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references that the Herms were on the Panathenaic Way. One Demetrios, when he served as
Hipparch, was said to have set up a reviewing stand for his mistress at the Panathenaia "by
the Herms and higher than the Herms."'4We understand the advantage of this place as a
viewing-point when we read Xenophon's recommendation that cavalry taking part in the
festival procession ought to start from the Herms and ride in a circuit around the Agora,
doing honor to all the gods who have sanctuaries or statues in the Agora, and, when they get
back to the Herms, to gallop by tribes from there as far as the Eleusinion.5 This places the
Herms on the peripheryof the Agora, and suggests that they were at the northwest corner,from
which the cavalry could have a good gallop in full view of the spectators assembled in the Agora,
passing diagonally across the Agora and on up to the Eleusinion. A location near the northwest
corner is confirmed by references which associate the Herms and the Stoa of the Herms with
the Royal Stoa and the Poikile. Harpokration quotes "Menekles or Kallikrates" as saying that
the so-called Herms are "from the Poikile and the Stoa Basileios."' Two late writers, Tzetzes
and a scholiast to Demosthenes, explain that there were "three stoas at Athens, the Stoa
Basileios, the Stoa of the Herms, and the Stoa Peisianakteios" (Poikile).7
Whether the Royal Stoa was identical with the Stoa of Zeus8or whether it was a separate
building to the north,9it seems clear that the Stoa of the Herms was on the north side of the
Panathenaic Way. The Royal Stoa, on the right hand as one entered the Agora, was certainly
on the south. The plans of the Agora that have been published hitherto range the Stoa of the
Herms with the Poikile in a straight line along the north side of the Agora. R. E. Wycherley has
suggested, however, that the Poikile should be nearer to the west end of the north side, because
the Herms are described as "from," not "between" the Royal Stoa and the Poikile, and also
because it would simplify the route of Pausanias.'0 Approaching the Poikile on his way back
from his excursion to the Hephaisteion and Aphrodite Ourania,Pausanias comes to the statue
of Hermes Agoraios and mentions a gate near by." He then enters the Poikile and only after
leaving it does he mention the Altar of Eleos.2 If the Poikile was at the west end of the north
side, this would be a straightforwardroute; if not, it would involve backtracking. We may
imagine a gate at the entrance of a north-south street that has been identified in excavations
north of the Agora and seems to have opened into the north side of the Panathenaic Way at
the northwest corner of the Agora.13 Hermes Agoraios may have stood in front of the west end
of the Poikile.
The fact that Pausanias does not speak of the Stoa of the Herms has puzzled modern topographers.The only herms he mentions as worth seeing are in the Gymnasiumof Ptolemy.14This
led Wycherley to suggest that perhaps the "Stoa" was only a modest shelter over an important
group of herms, and not a real building.'s The finding of the new inscriptions suggests an
answer to this puzzle. If decrees set up in the Stoa of the Herms in the 3rd century B.c. were
being discardedin the early Roman period, it may well be that the building in which they stood

4 Athenaeus, IV, 167f; Wycherley, 302.
6 Hipparchichus, III, 2; Wycherley, 203.
6
Harpokration, s.v. 'EpPalT;
Wycherley, 305.
7Tzetzes, Scholia in Hermogenem(Cramer,AneedotaGraeca,IV, 31); Wycherley, 313. Schol. Demosthenes, XX (Leptines),
112; Wycherley, 10.
8 For a summary and recent
bibliography of this question see E. Vanderpool, Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, pp. 289f., note 1 as
well as Thompson, Agora Guide2,p. 63.
9 J. Travlos, 'oeobo0ptK1' 'Etigis TrWv'AWilvov,p. 64, suggests that the question cannot be definitely solved until the
area north of the present excavations is dug.
Greek,Roman and Byzantine Studies, II, 1959, pp. 39-40.
10o
1 I, 15, 1.
Wycherley, 80.
1s I, 17, 1. Wycherley, 177.
13Vanderpool, Hesperia,
XXVIII, 1959, pp. 295-297.
14 I, 17, 2.
Wycherley, 458.
1sAgora, III, p. 104.
Op.cit., above, note 10, p. 40.
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had been damaged or demolishedand the site used for new construction. If something like this
actually happened, if the Stoa of the Herms was damaged in Sulla's attack on Athens in 86 B.C.
and not rebuilt in the Augustan remodellingof the Agora, it may be that the herms of greatest
historical interest were actually transferredto the Gymnasium of Ptolemy, where they could
have the shelter of a colonnadeand yet be accessibleto visitorsi5a.Some important herms which
had stood as independentmonuments may have been moved independentlyto variouslocations.
A stepped base of poros in the northeast part of the Agora has mason's marks which indicate
that it was transferredin the early Roman period. H. A. Thompson has suggested that it was
the base for a large herm.16
Harpokration, in the same entry quoted above and possibly still quoting Menekles-Kallikrates, says that the place called "The Herms" was given this name because many herms were
dedicated there, both by private citizens and by magistrates. One has the impression that
some of these dedicationswere inside the Stoa of the Herms and others outside it. Since the herm
seems to be in origin an outdoor monument, we may imagine that the custom of dedicating
herms in this area began before the stoa was built. We have, however, no clear evidence for the
date of the stoa. Aeschines tells how Kimon and his fellow generalswho defeated the Persians at
Eion on the river Strymon in 476 B.C. asked the Demos for a reward and were given what
seemed a great honor in those days, the right to "set up three stone herms in the Stoa of the
Herms," but were not allowed to inscribe their names.7 (This modest anonymity is contrasted
with the honors asked in the 4th century for public benefactors.) Demosthenes had said earlier,
referring to the same argument (Aeschines seems to have taken it over from Leptines), that
his opponent had an argument ready to hand, that in the old days men who had done great
service "were satisfied when they got an epigram on the Herms."'is
If Aeschines is to be taken literally, then the Stoa of the Herms must be the oldest of the
stoas in the Agora, for the Poikile, the next oldest, seems not to have been built before around
460 B.C.19 It seems unlikely, on the face of it, that the Stoa of the Herms could be so early (we
should have to imagine it built between 479 and 476). But Aeschines himself shows us that we
must not take his topographicalchronologyliterally, for in the same speech he pictures Miltiades
asking the Demos to have his name inscribedin the Marathonpainting in the Poikile, a building
which was actually put up at least twenty, more likely thirty years after his death.? As evidence
that there was a Stoa of the Herms, Harpokrationcites the speech of Antiphon against Nikokles,
which was made not long before 425 B.C.21 Since we can no longer doubt that such a building
existed in the 3rd century B.C., we may provisionally accept this indication that it was already
extant in the 2nd half of the 5th. Its actual date is something that excavation may eventually
settle. This will not, however, necessarily solve the question of the three Eion herms and the
date and manner of their first dedication. Many varieties of scepticism have been applied to the
tradition concerning them, and the literature on them has become too rich and too much
involved with that of other monuments for us to do justice to it here.22 That there existed a
group of three herms which constituted a single dedication and which commemorated the
the
15a Thompson (A.J.A., LXIX, 1965, p. 177) now identifies the complex of stoas on the south side of the Agora as

Gymnasium of Ptolemy. If this is so, the herms may have stood in the Middle Stoa.
16 Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 102, pl. 24, c. One might also mention in this connection the re-use of an early herm-base as the
base for a statue of Claudius as Apollo Patroos (1.G., 112I,3274, found at Panaghia Pyrgiotissa in 1871). The block has fine
stippled faces with smoothed margins. The cutting in its original top measures 0.325 x 0.24 m.
17Aeschines, III (Ktesiphon),183-185. Wycherley, 301. The story is also told in Plutarch, Kimon, 7, 3-5. Wycherley, 309.
For the most recent extensive treatment and bibliography of earlier discussions see Jacoby, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 185-211.
1s Demosthenes, XX (Leptines),112. Wycherley, 304.
19Thompson, Agora Guide2,p. 64.
20
p. 75.
Aeschines, III (Ktesiphon),186. Wycherley, 49. The discrepancy is pointed out by Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, 193388,
21 Wycherley, 305.

22

Cf. Meritt, Aegean and Near East, p. 273, note 16.
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victory of Eion, whether alone or among others, has been generally accepted. The more radical
criticism of the tradition has suggested that the dedication was made many years after the
battle and that only one of the epigrams cited by Aeschines belonged to it, the others being
erroneouslyassociated by the orators.2 Jacoby, on the other hand, argued persuasively for the
integrity of the group of three epigrams and the early date of the herms.2 Coloris lent to this
more reasonable and conservative view by the archaeologicalevidence for herms in the years
shortly after the Persian Wars.
A pelike by the Pan Painter (P1. 65, a), dated by its style around 470 B.C., shows a group of
three herms being approached by a maiden with offering basket and a youth with a hydria.25
J. de la Genierein publishing the vase suggests that they represent the Eion herms. She points
out that the grouping of three herms is rarein Attic vase-painting and must have a specific local
meaning. The Pan Painter, especially, uses herms as elements for the setting of an action: the
rustic herm for the mountain pasture,26the roadside herm for the trip from the seashore to
town (with the fresh-caught fish being hurried to market),27the gymnasium herm for the
schoolboys' sacrifice at the courtyard altar.2 Seeing the impressive group of three herms filling
one whole side of the pelike, we think at once of the Agora and the "Kimonian herms," and it
seems very likely that this is just what the painter intended us to do. We know of no reason
inherent in the nature of herms why three of them should be grouped together. In the case of
the Eion herms the most reasonable explanation is that there were three generals and each of
them paid for one herm.2 Perhaps the easiest interpretationof our present fragmentaryevidence
is that these three herms were set up as an independentmonument not long after 476/5 in honor
of the victory at Eion and that when the Stoa of the Herms was built in this area some time
later the three herms were moved into it.
The Louvre pelike provides a welcome link between these historical herms and the one early
herm-head surviving in the Agora. The central herm on the pelike, which the painter shows
frontally, has an archaic smile and a hat-like arch of curls just like those of our No. 156. In our
head, the carving of the eyes, which is already early classical, contrasts with the archaic smile
of the mouth. The coiffure, with braids wound around the head, is also early classical, but
begins a little before 480.0 The Pan Painter shows us that the archaic smile was still in fashion
for herms in the 70's. Even without his testimony it seemed likely that our herm was later
rather than earlier than 480 B.C., but his charming picture draws the evidence together and
permits us to use the Agora stone as a model when we try to imagine the historical herms. The
possibility that our head actually comes from one of them is tenuous but not wholly
absent.
The Eion herms raise two questions concerning the herms of the Agora in general. Why was
this particular location chosen for their dedication, and why were herms considered an appropriate dedication to commemoratea victory ? It is not likely that the first herm at the northwest corner of the Agora was a boundary stone, for we have the Kleisthenic boundary stone
of the southwest corner and it is not a herm.3' In general, the idea of the herm as a boundary
stone, though it has good support from other parts of the ancient world, is not well documented
23Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, 1933, pp. 82-95.
24
Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 185-211.
2 J. de la
Genibre,R.E.A., LXII, 1960, pp. 249-253.
26 Beazley, Der Pan-maler, pls.
2, 4; A.R.V.2, p. 550, no. 1. Lullies accepts this figure as a herm (Typen, p. 29, no. 46).
27 C.V.A., Wien, 2, III I, 76; Pan-maler, pl. 23, 1-2; A.R.V.2, p. 555, no. 88.
28 Pan-maler, pl. 30, 1; A.R.V.2,
p. 551, no. 15.
2 This is Jacoby's suggestion (Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 202f.).
a3 See below, pp. 142-143.
a1 This one was found in place. Two others, no longer in situ, but dating from the same period, were found in late contexts.
Wycherley, 713 with bibliography. Thompson, Agora Guide2,pp. 57f.
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for classicalAthens.32Very manyAttic boundarystonessurvive,of public,privateand sacred
places,and none has the formof a herm.
A secondsuggestionthat has been made is that the Hermswere dedicationsto Hermes
Agoraios."SincePausaniassaw the statue of HermesAgoraiosnearthe west end of the Poikile
and since the Hermswere adjacentto the Poikile on that side, it appearsthat the two were
neighbors.They seem,however,to have been differentin character.HermesAgoraiosdid not
have the traditionalsquareformof the apotropaicherm,protectorof roadsand entrances,but
was a fully anthropomorphic
figure.34In Lucian'sJuppiterTragoedus,Hermagoras(Lucian's
namefor HermesAgoraios)says that the bronzeworkers
coveredhis chest and backwith pitch,
a
ridiculous
corselet
to
round
his
the
take
making
body
impressionof the bronze.35Thiswould
not fit a herm.In general,the hermformdoesnot seemto be characteristic
for HermesAgoraios.
Pausaniassays that the HermesAgoraiosin Spartawas carryingthe childDionysos.,"Sincehe
does not describethe images in Sikyon37and Thebes,"we can probablyassumethat they
likewisewere anthropomorphic.
Onlyin Pharaiin Achaeadoes Pausaniastell us of a bearded
HermesAgoraiosin squareform,and thereHermeshad the distinctionof being morehuman
than the othergodsnearby, who werenothingbut squarestonescalledby the namesof gods.9
It is impossibleto say muchaboutthe meaningof the AthenianHermesAgoraiosso longas
we do not knowthe date of the archonshipof Kebris,when the cult was instituted.We know
only that it was sometime between587 and 481 B.C.,and thereare openyearsboth underthe
Tyrannyandunderthe Democracy,beforeandafterMarathon.4Sincethe archonshipof Kebris
was certainlybeforeSalamis,and sincewe cannotimaginethat a bronzestatue such as Lucian
describeswouldhave escapedbeingcarriedoffby the Persians,whocarriedoffthe statuesof the
it seemsclearthat the classicalHermesAgoraios
Tyrannicidesand the dedicationof Leagros,41
must have been a replacementset up after 480. The descriptionof his coiffure,dpXaio
s -Mv

indicates
&vaSEcrTv
Trs K60I.s,

that it Was not long after this date, and this quick restoration

suggeststhat like the Tyrannicidesthe originalwas a monumentof the Democracyratherthan
of the Tyranny.The fact that the first organizedmonumentaltreatmentof the Agoratook
placeunderthe Democracy' wouldalso favor this notion.
The traditionof squareherms,on the otherhand,goes backto the time of Hipparchos.The
first Attic hermsattested in literatureare those which he is said to have set up as halfway
markerson the roadsbetweenthe City and the demes.In the pseudo-Platonicdialogue,Hipparchos,these are describedas havinga versewrittenon the left-handside whichsaid that the
herm was half-waybetweenthe City and such-and-sucha deme, while on the right side one
32 Nilsson, Gnomon,XXI, 1949,
p. 258, remarks that herms are very rarely mentioned as boundary markers in the de-

scriptions of boundariesthat have come down to us, and that when they are, they are mentioned as any landmarks or natural
object might be. Boundary stones are sacred to Zeus Horios, not to Hermes.
33A. von Domaszewski, Die Hermen der Agora zu Athen, p. 7.
34For a general discussion of Hermes Agoraios in Greek cities, see R. Martin, Recherchessur ' agoragrecque,pp. 191-194.
Norman Brown, Hermesthe Thief, p. 108, says, "The characteristicform in which Hermes was representedas god of the Agora
was the herm, which was an Athenian invention," but he does not document the statement. Since he recognizes that the
Hermes Agoraios of Athens was a statue (p. 109) and discounts the Hermes Agoraios of Pharai (p. 109, note 12) as an oracular
Hermes who probably got the name Agoraios at a late date, it is hard to see the basis for his statement. Jacoby suggests,
Hesperia, XIV, 1945, p. 194, note 182, that the Hermes Agoraios set up by the archon Kebris may have been one of the
"herms dedicated by officials" mentioned by Menekles-Kallikrates,but in F.G.H., III B, no. 828,81, commentary, he speaks
of the Hermes Agoraios as a statue. Actually our source does not say that he was set up by Kebris but only in his archonship.
3 Juppiter Tragoedus, Cf. Wycherley, pp. 102-103.
88.
8;
11.
III, 11,
7 II, 9, 8.
38IX, 17, 2.
39VII, 22, 2 and 4.
40 Cf. Wycherley, pp. 102-108; Cadoux, J.H.S., LXVIII, 1948, p. 119; Jacoby, F.G.H., III B, no. 328, 81, commentary.
41 See above, p. 10 note 61, p. 88.
"2 See above, pp. 8-9.
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read, "This is a memorialof Hipparchos,"followed by a moralizingmaxim, the whole inscription
forming an elegiac couplet.4 Part of an Hipparchan herm has actually survived, though it does
not correspondexactly to the description in the dialogue. The left side of the shaft is missing,
a s Kc
and the right side carries the hexameter bv oaooKEpxS
ya65hEppsis. The head,
Oal-mos•
which seems to have been attached separately, is entirely lost." These road-markingherms, like
the Altar of the Twelve Gods in the Agora which served as the zero milestone for measuring
distances out of Athens, must have been part of the Attic road system set up by the Tyrants as
well as being dedications and objects of cult.45 The Altar of the Twelve Gods was founded by
Peisistratos, the son of Hippias, in the year of his archonship (522/1 B.c.), but Thucydides says
that the Athenians later enlarged the altar and hid the inscription." This does not mean,
however, that the dedications of the Tyrants were destroyed or the cults founded by them
discontinued. The altar of Pythian Apollo which was also dedicated by the younger Peisistratos
in memory of his archonship retained its inscription in the time of Thucydides, though the
historian describes the letters as "indistinct."47It is clear from the Hipparchos that some at
least of the Hipparchan herms were still to be seen in the Attic countryside in the time of
Socrates and presumably still in the 4th century, when the dialogue was written.
There has been no great difficulty in understandingwhy Hipparchos chose herms for his road
markers, though it has been debated whether or not he was the inventor of the typical Attic
herm form. Theories of the ultimate origin of the god Hermes are various, but the etymology
which links him with ippa, the word for the heaps of stones that mark the way for travelers, has
found fairly general acceptance." His role as the protector of travelers is already established in
the Iliad. Nilsson convincingly relates the Hermes who protects wayfarers to the Hermes who
protects the city and the houses of men, so familiar to us from classical Athenian history. "Er
die Wegfahrergegen die Gefahren,die ihnen begegnen, nicht nur gegen base Menschen
schtitzt
und wilde Tiere, sondern auch gegen Spukgestalten, die sich auf den Wegen herumtreiben.
Denselben Schutz brauchen die Strassen der Stadt und die Wohnungender Menschen, deshalb
werden Hermen i-berallvor den TiUrenund Heiligtiimern aufgestellt, was aus Athen besonders
bekannt ist. Hermes wird Trpon*Xatos
usw. genannt."49
City gates also fall under the protection of Hermes Propylaios. In 395/4 B.C. the nine archons,
when they began to rebuild the walls of the Peiraeus, dedicated a herm by the Asty Gate which
was known as 'Epiis Irp s -rij uifSt.so At MessenePausanias saw a herm at the city gates which
he says was of Attic type.5 In the case of Hekate and of Apollo Agyieus, who share with Hermes
the protection of the streets and entrance ways of 5th century Athens, the function of protecting
city gates is very old, at least in their homeland of Asia Minor.52It seems more likely than not
that in the case of the Attic herm also this function goes back to the archaic period. The square

43[Plato], Hipparchos, 228 D - 229 A.
44I.G., 12, 837; Kirchner, Imagintes2, pl. 5, no. 11; Jeffery, Local Scripts, pp. 75, 78, no. 35; most complete publication by
Dow and Kirchner, Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, pp. 1-3, pl. 1. Originally published by Fourmont, it was lost and rediscovered in
the museum in Koropi, where it now resides. Since 1987 it has been broken into three pieces and the top piece lost. Dow and
Kirchner observed traces of an anathyrosis on the top, indicating that the head was made separately.
15For a general discussion, see J. F. Crome, "Hipparcheioi Hermai," Ath. Mitt., LX-LXI, 1935-36, pp. 300-318.
46 Thucydides, VI, 54, 7. For the history of the altar, see M. Crosby, Hesperia, SuppleVIII, pp. 82-103; H. A. Thompson,
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 47-82; and R. E. Wycherley, C. Q., N.S. IV, 1954, pp. 143-150.
'~ For their present condition, see Kirchner, Imagines2, pl. 5, no. 12.
48Nilsson, Geschichte,12, pp. 503-505; Eitrem, R.E., s.v. Hermes; Chittenden, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 95.
' Geschichte,12, pp. 507-508.
50 Jacoby, F.G.H., III B, 328, 40. Jacoby shows that the date,
wrongly given by Judeich and others as 493/2 (the original
walling of the Peiraeus in the archonship of Themistokles), must be 395/4 (the beginning of the rebuilding under Konon)
because the quotation is from the 5th book of Philochoros. The epigram reads:
oTS'
Tpc'TOl
TEXrE1Vt,
(v.KStav
'Ap.&dvorpi
PovAi
Kxalf
8tipov066ypao itre$6mo0.
SCIV,
33a,
H3.
52
Cf. Kraus, Hekate, pp. 11-13.
8
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shaft has analogies in the Apollo and Hekate stones of Asia Minor,and the apotropaicpower of
the phallos is used in early Italy for the protection of city gates.0 When Hipparehos set up
herms on all the main roads out of Athens, it would have been natural to set them up also at the
principal gates. In pre-Persian Athens the most important gate of all lay at the northwest
corner of the Agora. If John Travlos is right in locating this gate just inside the forking of the
roads here, the Herms and the Stoa of the Herms may fall just outside the original place of the
gate." The nucleus of the herm dedications here, then, may have been a Hermes Propylaios
established before the gate in the time of the Peisistratids.
Since the archaic city wall was destroyed by the Persians and since the Themistoklean Wall
was built farther out," this did not remain the site of a city gate in classical times. If the
tradition of dedicating herms here was a survival from the time when this was the entrance
to the city as well as to the Agora, we must imagine that it took firm root in the early years of
the Democracy and that the appropriatenessof a herm as a monument of achievement was
fully established by the time when Kimon and his fellowgeneralsproposedtheir Eion monument.
If the epigrams on the Hipparchan herms are correctly reported to us in the dialogue, Hipparchoshimself took the step of calling a herm dedication a "memorial" (1vija) of himself. The
younger Peisistratos, who held the archonshipin 522/1, was able to designate his altars, certainly
that of Pythian Apollo and presumably also the Altar of the Twelve Gods, as "memorials"of
his archonship. If there was a Peisistratid herm at the meeting of the roads outside the main
gate, it was probably designated as a memorial of some member of the family, perhaps even of
Hippias himself. After the expulsion of the tyrants the Athenians may have chosen rather to
eclipse this memorial of the tyrants by similar monuments of their own achievements than to
abolish the cult of Hermes at the gate, a point always in need of divine protection.
Meritt has suggested that the much-discussed fragments of a base bearing two epigrams
commemoratingthe Persian Wars come from a herm monument.58This can be neither proved
nor disprovedby what survives of the stone itself.57 The use of the demonstrativein the epigrams
53Cf. G. Lugli, La tecnicaedilizia romana, Rome, 1957, pp. 96-98.
540Op.cit.,above, note 9, pp. 40-42.
55Thucydides, I, 93, 2.
56 Agora I 303 and I.G., P, 763 (now transferredto the Agora Museum).Meritt, Aegean and Near East, pp. 268-280. Add to
his bibliography S.E.G., XIV, 1957, p. 11, no. 18; XVI, p. 6, no. 22; XIX, p. 9, no. 88; Amandry, ekopfa, Festschriftfir
W. H. Schuchhardt,Baden-Baden, 1960, pp. 1-8; Pritchett, Marathon, University of California Publications in Classical
Archaeology, 4, pp. 160-168; Peek, Hermes, LXXXVIII, 1960, pp. 494-498; Meritt, A.J.P., LXXXIII, 1962, pp. 294-298.
Before Meritt, the connection of the epigramwith the Herms was suggested by L. Weber (Philologus,LXXVI, 1920, pp. 65-66),
who regarded the surviving fragment (the Agora piece being then unknown) as part of a continuous base that carried three
herms, and by Wilhelm, who revived the suggestion after the discovery of the Agora fragment but made the mistake of taking
the inscribed stone as part of the shaft of the herm, up-ending it and taking the bottom as the side face (Anz. Ak. Wien.
Ph.-Hist. Kl., LXXI, 1934, no. 10, pp. 89ff.).
the
57'Only the front part of the base is preserved, and the right-hand fragment shows the remains of a cutting of which
front left-hand corner survives, directly behind the rho in the first line of the epigram. The front edge of the cutting is 0.17 m.
back from thefront edge of the block. Meritt estimates the distance from the left edge of the base to the start of the cutting
at ca. 0.85 m. and the whole width of the base at ca. 1.25 m. (assuming that the block was little wider than the inscription).
This small, off-center socket cannot have held the only object on the base. Meritt restores two herms, symmetrically placed.
Actually, the base could accommodate two herms with shaft about 0.22 m. x 0.18 m., i.e. of about the same size as our
No. 156, but we have no precedent for multiple herms on a single base. We do not know how the Eion herms were set up, and
the Pan Painter pelike, above, p. 111, does not preserve the bases of the three herms depicted. A. E. Raubitschek suggested
that the cutting was made after the block was in place, to carry a secondary stele, which he associated with the second
epigram (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 58-59). Since the latter appears to have been added after the block was in place (cf.
Pritchett, op.cit., pp. 162-168), this suggestion is appealing. Since the inscribed block is broader and lower in its proportions
or stele base, it may be that a second block rested on it as on a step. In this case the cutting for a
than an ordinary hermin
or
stone
(stele herm) would have been set into the lower step, as a herm or stele shaft has been set into the lower
secondary
step of the big, square base, possibly for a herm, mentioned above, p. 110 and note 16, and by Meritt, op.eit., p. 275, note 22.
Amandry, op. cit., p. 8, note 18, suggests that the cutting may be simply for a dowel fastening an upper member to the base.
This would be an unusually large dowel, but it must be confessed that so long as we have only one side of the cutting, there
are many possibilities. Taken by itself, the broad low form of the block suggests rather a base for a bronze statue or group
than either a herm or stele base, but this leaves the demonstrative in the epigrams unexplained. Peek suggests that a third
epigram previously published by him was part of the same monument, but he does not discuss its physical form.
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seems to call for further identification of the persons honored, and for this reason a stele or a
herm seems more likely than a statue, but a stele containing a list of names might well in this
period have much the same proportionsas a herm.5 Since there has been so much disagreement
about the reconstruction and interpretation of this most important monument, it cannot be
taken as a cornerstonein the history of the Herms, but if it was among them we cannot afford
to ignore it. The most that we can do now is to make a few observations beginning with the
protasis, "if it was a herm monument."
If it was, it furnishes a parallel and perhaps, depending on its date, a precedent, for the Eion
herms.5a It is unlikely, if the monument was a herm (or herms), that it was sepulchral and
carried a casualty list. It must, like the Eion herms, have honoredthose who fought rather than
only those who died.59 Since the poems make clear that they refer to major engagements,
neither a herm nor a stele would give space for the names of all the men who fought. They must
have been designated by the place or places in which they fought (nowhere named in the
epigrams) or, less probably, by the names of their leaders.
It has generally been agreed that the second of the two poems on the base refers to the battle
of Marathon.The first poem can be restored either to fit Marathonor to fit both land and naval
engagements of the second Persian War. There have been various explanations of the fact that
the second poem was engraved after the first, the block having been designed to carry only one
epigram. These involve differencesin the relative dates of composition of the poems and in the
absolute date of the monument. Three possibilities have been suggested: 1) The base itself was
carved before 480 B.C.Both poems are contemporary and refer to Marathon. The monument
was destroyed by the Persians and not renewed." 2) The base was carved after 480 as a restoration of an earlier monument, and both poems refer to Marathon but the second on the base is
the original poem, whereas the first was composed after 480. Popular sentiment forced the
inclusion of the old poem, although its referenceto saving Athens from burning by the Persians
had seemed inappropriate to the authors of the restored monument.613) The base was carved
after 480. Both poems were composed after 480, but the first refers to the second Persian War
and the second, referringto Marathon, was added by Kimon. The reference to the burning of
the city is a deliberate slap at Themistokles.62
None of these excludes the possibility that the monument carried a herm. We may note,
however, that in cases 1) and 2) the location which was later called the Herms would be especially appropriate, being just outside the gates at the time when the monument with the words
w rp6asoerrvov was set up. In case 3) this point of reference would be lacking,
alXpv o-ri$eav
but the use of the monument for negative propagandawould be less shocking in a dedication of
such as a herm than on a sepulchral monument.
A fourth possibility would combine elements of 2) and 8): The base was carved after 480 and
the first poem with its Panhellenic outlook referredto the battles of the second Persian War, but
the monument replaced a Marathon monument which had been destroyed by the Persians.
Public sentiment (whether or not embodied in the person of Kimon) forced the inclusion of
Marathonin the list of battles and the re-engraving of the original
epigram.6
68 Cf. 1.G., I1,

928, casualty list of 465/4 and 464/3, which seems to have been a pillar-like stele inscribed on all four sides.
5a Peek, op.cit., p. 498, suggests that it may have been
contemporary with them.
51
Jacoby, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 171-174, argues from the wording of the poems that they are not epitaphs.
6 Jacoby,
Oliver, Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 486.
*1Meritt, op.cit.;
op.cit.
S62Amandry, op.cit. The later addition of the Marathon epigram by Kimon was previously suggested by Hiller von Gaer.
tringen, Gnomon,1936, pp. 293-294. This possibility is mentioned by Pritchett, op.Cit.,p. 162.
18This view would accept the argument, which seemed valid to Meritt though not to Jacoby, that before 480 the Athenians
would not have looked upon Marathon as a battle to save "all Greece" from slavery. There is no doubt that in after times
Marathon was regarded in this light, but we do not find the idea expressed in Herodotos' account of the battle, and the one
8*
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Yet another theory, that of Peek, does not allow for a differencein the dates of the poems nor
explain the second as an afterthought. He would have the whole monument made after 480 and
including three epigrams in all, the two on the stone in question and a third partly preserved
on a separate fragment that must have belonged to a different block. The first epigram would
celebrate all the land and sea battles of the Persian Wars, the second, of course, Marathon.The
third would celebrate Plataea and Salamis. He does not treat the Marathonepigram as in any
sense a restoration of a destroyed monument.63a
The curious and inescapable fact that the Eion dedication took the form of herms is certainly
best explained if we imagine a precedent which involved a victory. Marathon,being a defensive
struggle in which the enemy was repelled from the home soil and the city was saved, was more
appropriatelysymbolized by the protective Attic herm than such a far-flungexpedition as that
of the Strymon. It is chiefly due to the need for such a precedent that the connection of the
"Marathonbase" with the Herms has been made repeatedly even though the restorationshave
differed.
The truth about the Herms probablylies somewherebetween Weber's "Siegesallee,"of which
Jacoby was rightly scornful," and Jacoby's own contention that the Eion herms were the only
ones that constituted a victory monument.6 It may well be, however, that this use of herms did
not survive the age of Kimon. The feeling that there was a danger of such monumentsbecoming
personalmonuments of the generals may have made them unpopular. Jacoby has explained the
difficultiesin the Eion poem by transposing the first and third epigramsand athetizing the last
two lines of the latter:
KoaSETO'ca
orrovsooC8v&e;is 'AS•ivaiolat
KOpitlTaiTsiTolou

"r'&la4iKcd1fvopgs.

He attributes both the transpositionand the added couplet to the oratorwho first used the poem
for a moralizing purpose. "It drove home the moral which he wished to draw from the poem
which did not give even the names of the generals, because it openly and clearly heaped all
glory on 'the Athenians' who had a right to be called KOOilYTaI•(xrils on account of what they
had achieved at different times and under different leadership."66Wycherley has sounded a
warning:
In consideringsuch speculations one should bear in mind that the monuments stood in
a central, conspicuous and much-frequentedplace; whether the verses were accessible
in literary works or not, the Herms were certainly familiar objects to Aischines and his
hearers.Aischinesby recognizedoratoricallicense can make free with historical events,

epigram which implies something of the kind is generally recognized to be later (Diehl, Anth. Lyr., Simonides, 88 a). This
question, subjective as it may seem, is probably more important for deciding the date of the epigram than the condition of the
stone or the forms of the letters. It has been usual to say that the Agora fragment is "remarkably fresh," but this is only
relative. It has certainly not had the centuries of hard weathering that the Tyrannicidesbase shows, but neither has it the
freshness of the archaicinscriptions found in the Persian debris on the Acropolis. Since we do not know whether the monument
stood in a protected or an exposed place nor how long it stood, we can draw no definite conclusion. Letter forms, like style in
sculpture, do not serve to date a monument definitely before or after 480. In general, the styles of these technical arts, which
flourish in peace time and show rapid development only while they are flourishing, rarely ever serve to determine whether a
given monument was made shortly before or shortly after a time of military crisis, whereas the crisis and its resolution do bring
about profound and rapid changes in a people's way of thinking.
There is still no general agreement as to whether the 4th century inscription which Meritt suggests is a copy of the first
epigram is actually one. Amandry and Peek accepted the fact, though not the details of Meritt's restoration. Generally the
idea has been received with scepticism, but the pros and cons deserve to be argued in more detail than they have been.
Especially important is it to explain the use of the 4th century piece (which looks like part of an orthostate from a big statue
base).
6ea Op.cit., p. 498.
64Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 170, 176, 198, 208ff.
65 Ibid., pp. 170, 208-204, 209.
66

Ibid., p. 200.
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Ought we not to consider the possibility that the transposition and the additions were made not
in an orator's notebook but on the stones themselves ? We know that the Athenians transposed
the couplets of the epigram on the Boeotians and Chalcidianswhen they restored that monument in the mid 5th century.68In the case of the three herms the transposition could be effected
simply by moving the herms into a differentorder, and the added couplet could be engraved on
the one which now came last. The same feeling that Aischines expresses, "that the inscription
should seem to be of the Demos and not of the generals," may have prompted the change.
If the dedication of victory herms at the northwest corner of the Agora was a short-lived
practice, the dedication of herms for other purposes must have continued, for there is no reason
to doubt the statement that there were many herms here, dedicated both by officials and by
private persons. We may imagine that during the 5th century only dedications of officialsin the
name of their office were allowed, and that later this honor was gradually extended to private
persons. We have no surviving example of either of these classes that can be attached to this
location, but the dedication of herms by officialsis a perfectly credible thing. The nine archons
as noted above dedicated a herm in the Peiraeus in 395/4 B.c, at the Asty Gate to commemorate
the beginning of the rebuilding of the walls.69Their epigram, ending with: Pou•is KGil
8miou
86ypaat irE~i9pvot,with its, to us, comical echoes of the Thermopylae epitaph, iliijcxo
shows that no compunction was felt in this period about extending to prosaic civil
•rE6diEVOl,
achievement the heroic language of the Persian Wars. Even more exaggerated is the imitation
of a Kimonian epigramin an early 4th century (876/5 B.C.)inscription honoringtwo benefactors
of the Tribe Kekropis:v70
'E oi KEKpo'rrca
;?a6 'ArSnvacov6vov&L[[t]

kris v8'
Kaix'opv l'ATTac
W•K"rims
8i cot
"A[S.vSv]
I
o0'US

oImapio Kal TroppO ldEova

SV-r[oov]

puvX•v
KEKpoTrlS$
CVpycoi fpaae dcya$&

The feeling that civic service was the prime eiepyEaiafor an Athenian citizen would have been
reason enough to have herms dedicated by magistrates alongside the old war memorials.

2. THE HERMOFANDOKIDESANDTRIBALHERMS

A famous herm whose nature and location are not entirely clear to us was the
"Herm
so-,called
of Andokides," which "alone of all the herms in Athens" escaped mutilation in 415
It was
B.C.V71
near the house of Andokides and by the Phorbanteion and the orator's story was that the
Hermokopidaileft it alone because Euphiletos had told them that Andokideswould take care of
it. This has become involved in discussions of the Herms of the Agora because Andokides in
speaking of it says "which you all see," and this has been taken to mean that it was visible from
the Stoa Basileios where the trial was taking place. This herm was dedicated by the Tribe Aigeis,
which suggested to Domaszewski that each of the ten tribes had a herm in the Agora. From the
Mnesimachosreference(above, p. 108) he concluded that the cavalry of each tribe lined itself up
67 Agora, III, p. 104.
I.G., I2, 394. Raubitschek, Dedications,no. 168; S.E.G., XV, no. 32.
69 See
note 50.

68

above, p. 13,

70o1.G., 112I, 1141; Pritchett, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 263, no, 67. This imitates Anth. Lyr. (Diehl), Simonides, 103.
71

Andokides, I (De Mysteriis), 62. For other referencesto this herm and the house of Andokides, see Judeich,
Topographiec,
p. 353, note 3,
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by the herm of that tribe, and he also tried to associate the "tribal herms" with the "gates"
through which citizens entered by tribes to cast their votes in an ostracism. The mutilation of
the herms was horrifying to the Athenians, he said, because it destroyed "the symbols of the
political life of the Athenian Demos and its herrlicheSiegeskraft."72'
Apparently he took the
"tribal herms" to represent the political life and the Kimonian herms the Siegeskraft.Few if
any have accepted his whole reconstruction, but the notion of tribal herms has persisted, so
that it seems worthwhile to inquire more particularlywhat the herm of Aigeis was and where it
stood.
A base found in the Agora bears a cutting of the right size for a herm, and the inscription
says, "Antiochis was victorious as prytanizing tribe in the archonship of Demostratos" (393/2
B.C.).13 To judge from other similar inscriptions, this was a dedication of the prytaneis of
Antiochis who had been honored for their superiorservice to the Demos. It would appear that
in the late 5th and 4th centuries the prytaneis of only one tribe were given this honor each
year, so that it represented a kind of prize in a contest for service.74The dedication of the
victorious prytaneis was not always the same. Sometimes it was a statue;75sometimes it was
a stele crownedwith a relief;76and sometimes the cutting on the base looks as if it were made to
hold a herm.77Nor do these dedications seem to have been all set up in the same place. Their
finding-places are not centered around the Agora as are those of the later prytany decrees
which were set up in the Prytanikon.78One belonging to the 1st half of the 4th century which
was dedicated by the Prytaneis of Leontis bears the name of the hero Leos in the dative, indicating that it is a dedication to him.79This suggests that, like the decrees of the tribes, these
early prytany dedications may have been set up in the sanctuaries of the Eponymous Heroes.80
A base for a dedication of the prytaneis of Aigeis for 841/0 has on its sides decrees of the tribe in
honor of specialgroupsof the prytaneis.8 It seems possiblethat such a prytany dedication might
72 Die HermenderAgora zu Athen,pp. 9-12, 20.His conclusions are accepted by Crome,Ath. Mitt., LX-LXI, 1935-36, p. 308.
73 Meritt, Hesperia, XXIX,

1960, pp. 36-37, no. 44.
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BoM•n KaV
T&v
T4
qwpVna ptio-ra wpv'ravO•avTras.
On these dedications in general cf. Raubitschek, Dedications,p. 191 and references there cited.
v7 I.G., II, 1742 (Leontis).
7 Walter, Beschreibungder Reliefs im kleinen Akropolisamuseum
in Athen, p. 38, no. 55; I.G., I12, 1743 (Kekropis).
" Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 86-87, no. 44. Also I.G., II, 1745 (Oineis, 360/59 B.c., cutting in top 0.84 x 0.29 m.), 1751
(Pandionis, second half of 4th c., cutting 0.295 x 0.23 m.), 2870 (Pandionis, cutting 0.35 x 0.28 m. The similarity of this last
stone to other prytany dedications suggests that it is one, though the heading is not preserved). Koumanoudes, R.E.G.,
LXXIII, 1960, pp. 88-99 (Pandionis, cutting 0.26 x 0.20 m.).
78 Cf. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, Prytaneis, 1987, p. 1; Vanderpool, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 472-475.
9 I.G., I1, 1742.
D. M. Lewis, B.S.A., L, 1955, p. 22, gives a list of find-spots of inscriptions "set up certainly or probably in the hieron of
80so
Pandion." He includes in this list prytany dedications as well as decrees and choregic inscriptions. Out of 18 inscriptions listed,
all but five are from the Acropolis. Of the five, three are of unknown provenance, one mentioned as in a private house in
Athens and one ad Gigantes(I.G., 112,2370, cf. above, note 77). The base published by Koumanoudes (R.E.G., LXXIII, 1960,
the
pp. 88-99) was also found on the Acropolis. Decrees and dedications of Kekropis and Erechtheis likewise come mostly from
Acropolis,where the sanctuaries of these heroes were. The statue base with a dedication of Leontis to Leos (L.G.,112,1742) was
also found on the Acropolis, which seems to indicate that he had a cult there as well as in Hagnous (of. R.E., s.v. Leos, col.
2059). There may not have been a hard and fast rule about the location of tribal dedications. If the Hero was buried in an
accessible place and one generally frequented by the whole Athenian people, this became the center for the tribe. Otherwise
the tribe used a place which satisfied these requirements and had some connection with the Hero. The sanctuary of Leos in
Hagnous was neither in the city nor in a deme belonging to Leontis. The Hippothontion, on the other hand, was in Eleusis,
which did belong to Hippothontis, and two decrees of Hippothontis, 1.G., 112I,1149 and 1153, were found in Eleusis. A decree
of Aiantis, Hesperia, VII, 1988, p. 94, no. 15 (Agora I 3625) specifies that it is to be set up in the Eurysakeion (of. Wycherley,
the
Agora, III, pp. 92-98). The Eurysakeion was also a center for the Salaminians and Wycherley suggests (op.cit., p. 91) that
Aianteion in the Agora mentioned in various decrees of the Salaminians was associated with the Eurysakeion on Kolonos
Agoraios. Three decrees of Antiochis were found in the sanctuary of Herakles at Kynosarges, S.E.G., III, p. 26, nos. 115, 116,
117; Karouzos, AEsriov, VIII, 1923, pp. 85-99, nos. 1, 2 and 4. The last specifies the Hieron of Antiochos as the place of its
setting up. Karouzos concludes that it was in the temenos of Herakles rather than being an independent sanctuary. All three
decrees belong to the 4th century B.c. The prytany dedication of Antiochis mentioned above was not found in the churches
in the area of the Agora. It should be noted, however, that stones used in
Ilissos area but in the Churchof Panagia Vlassarou
have often wandered far from their original sites.
U

This is plainly expressed in I.G., 112, 1142: 6n•1IKPtVV

81

I.G., IIP, 1749,
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be referred to loosely as a dedication of the tribe. If the custom of prytany dedications had
begun by 415, the herm of Aigeis may have been one. If not, it may be regardedas a forerunner
in the sense that it was the same kind of offering that later served as one variety of prytany
dedication.82The earliest extant prytany dedication (408/7 s.c.), made on the Acropolis by
Erechtheis, seems to have been a dedication to Athena." Pritchett suggests that others besides
the Eponymous Hero and Athena may also have been the recipients of such dedications.MIf we
knew more about Phorbas in Athens, we might even find a reason why the herm dedicated by
Aigeis should have been dedicated directly to him. A vase by the Kodros Painter shows Phorbas
with Theseus, Aigeus, Medea and Aithra.m
So far as I know, no decree of Aigeis has been found which mentions where it is -o be set up,
and we have only two early prytany dedications of Aigeis. The one mentioned above is from
near the Little Metropolitan and the other (apparently lost) was seen "in loco monasterii
Cyrianiappendice."8 These do not serve to fix the location of the sanctuary of Aigeus. Pausanias
says that there was a Heroon of Aigeus in Athens, but he does not say where it was.87Lolling
conjectured that it was a small structure representedby a rock cutting just below the south face
of the Nike Bastion, where Aigeus leaped to his death.mIt is unlikely that this spot served as a
center for decrees and dedications of the Tribe Aigeis, for none has been found near by, though
the succession of late fortifications in this area has tended to keep the majority of the ancient
marbles close to home. It is likely either that the Heroon of Aigeus was elsewhere or that the
tribe had the Theseion for its center as Aiantis did the Eurysakeion and Antiochisthe sanctuary
of Herakles in Kynosarges.89If the Acropolis spot was not the Heroon mentioned by Pausanias,
then the Heroon of Aigeus may actually have been adjacent to the Theseion.
Andokides describes the herm of Aigeis as "by the Phorbanteion" and "by my ancestral
house."9 Judeich says that one might expect the Phorbanteion to be near the Theseion, but
that it cannot have been so, because the herm of Aigeis must have stood in the city Trittys of that
tribe.9' But since we have seen that the activities of each tribe center aroundthe sanctuary of its
Eponymous Hero, this argument does not seem valid. The sanctuaries of the Heroes were rarely
in the demes of their tribes.92A location near the Theseion would put the house of Andokidesin
82H. R. Immerwahr, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 341-343, no. 1, publishes a dedication of Pandionis which has simply the
form
&avi~31Kwithout further explanation. He mentions the herm of Andokides (ibid., note 20) as a possible
Iavltovi•
parallel.
83 1.G., 12, 398. Raubitschek,
Dedications, p. 188, no. 167.
89
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 232, note 15.
85
A.R.V.2, p. 1268, no. 1; C.V.A., Bologna, I, pls. 19-22. For literature on Phorbas see Jacoby, F.G.H., III B, Supplement, 334 (Istros), F 31, pp. 645-647. He suggests that the hero of the Athenian Phorbanteion was originally the son of
Poseidon who fought against Erechtheus but that he became drawn into the sphere of Theseus. Cf. p. 646: "We cannot really
distinguish two different figures." He states that the Phorbanteion was "not near the Theseion but on the market," but this
may not be a valid distinction. See below, note 97 a. It is as the comrade in arms of Theseus that Phorbas appears in 5th
century vase-paintings.
86 I.e. Kaisariani. It was copied by Fourmont and does not seem to have been seen by any subsequent editor. I.G., II, 1747.
87

I, 22, 5. Cf. Judeich, Topographie2, p. 216.

88 Ath. Mitt., XI, 1886,
pp. 322f.

89 See above, note 80.

9
I, 62. Cf. the commentary on this passage in A. Makkink,AndokideseersteRede, Amsterdam and Paris, 1932, pp. 179-181,
and D. MacDowell, Andokides'On the Mysteries, Oxford, 1962, p. 103.
91 Topographie2,p. 353. Makkink, op.cit., p. 180, points out that no ancient testimony places it in the territory of Aegeis,
and
p. 103, considers it more likely to have been in Pandionis. See below.
92MacDowell,
So far as the locations of the sanctuaries of heroes inside the city of Athens are known, it would seem that they are
located in places which might actually have had prehistoric graves. The heroa of the earliest kings (Kekrops, Erechtheus,
Pandion) were on the Acropolis.Others tend to be to the north, in the area of the later Agora (Eurysakeion,possibly Theseion).
An altar dedicated to Akamas together with Hermes and Zeus Herkeios was found at the Dipylon (I.G., II, 4983). Although
the Kleisthenic tribes were artificial political creations, they seem to have retained the desire to attach themselves to some
spot of earth which had an authentic ancient history. If they no longer worshipped their personal ancestors, they still
cherished their collective autochthony. This means that the sanctuaries of several tribes might be in one deme. Within the
city of Athens, whe re the demes themselves were more or less artificial, there would have been no particular feeling of inappropriateness in this situation.
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the deme of Kydathenaion, to which his family belonged.93Since he was from one of the oldest
Athenian families and since he stresses the antiquity of his father's house, referringto it as a
symbol of the family and its service to the city,94it seems very likely that the family had lived
in the same place since the time of Kleisthenes (whether or not the house had been burned in
480 and rebuilt).
The other referencethat we have to the house of Andokides also involves the law courts and
the sculptors'quarterof Athens. In Plutarch's De GenioSocratisis a story that Socrates, starting
to walk up to the "Symbolon and the house of Andokides,"was warned by his Sign and turned
off "through the chest-makers"while some of his brash young companionswent straight on in
defiance of the Sign and were run down by a herd of muddy pigs as they were passing through
"the hermoglyphs beside the lawcourts."95A marble-working section that goes back to the
classical period was found in the industrial district southwest of the Agora and near it a large
poros building dating from the 5th century B.C. which might have been a law court. It was
therefore suggested by R. S. Young that his "Street of the Marble-Workers"in this southwest
area might be the street of the hermoglyphs and the poros building the law courts concerned.96
Since this suggestion was made, however, other and better candidates for law courts have
8an" orpia would suit the 5th century complex
been discovered in the Agora. The plural -r&
on the east side, in one room of which six dicast's ballots were found.9 If we imagine that the
house of Andokides was southeast of the Agora and near the Theseion,97aSocrates' intended
route may have led up by the east side of this complex. When he received the warning from
his Sign he may have turned off to the east. This involves postulating more than one marbleworking section in classical Athens, but that is in itself not unlikely.98
Whether or not these topographical conjectures are true, it seems clear that the Herm of
Andokides was not one of "The Herms" but is to be classed among the sanctuary herms.
Thucydides speaks of the herms in Athens that were mutilated in 415 B.C. as KaV t81ot01S
TrrpoIpois KaI bv lkpoT~.9If we are right in assuming that some of the dedications of victorious

prytaneis were herms set up in sanctuaries of the heroes, it appears that "official"and "sacred"
herms were not sharply distinguished. The dedications by the prytaneis will have followed a
custom already established by individuals who dedicated herms in sanctuaries.
3. HERMS DEDICATED BY INDIVIDUALS

A fair number of herm dedications by individuals are preservedfrom the first half of the 5th
century. Those which stood alone in the countryside will have constituted cult spots in themselves, like the Hipparchanherms and the later crossroadsHekataia. Others seem to have been
dedications to Hermes in an area generally sacred to the god himself, and still others were set
up in the sanctuariesof other gods and heroes, probably most often as Hermes Propylaios.

The herm from Chaidari set up by the grandsons of Kalliteles to replace one established
earlier by Kalliteles himself is an example of the first
The original herm may have
type.1the
to
archaic
The
was
set
around
the middle of the 5th century
belonged
period.
replacement
up

9 Kirchner, ProsopographiaAttica, p. 61, no. 828. Cf. MacDowell, op.cit., p. 103.
9 Andokides, I, 146-147.
9 Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, 10 (580 d-f). Cf. Wycherley, Agora, III, pp. 203-204, no. 682.
96 Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 139 (Young), 185 (Crosby). Cf. Thompson, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 168, note 21.
91Thompson, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 58-61; XXIX, 1960, p. 363, note 52; Agora Guide2,pp. 205f.
97a If we accept Thompson's recent suggestion that the Theseion was located in the south
part of the Agora, the
heroon proper (sekos) being the rectangular enclosure formerly identified as the Heliaia and the open part of the sanctuary
covering most of the area of the later South Square (A. J. A., LXIX, 1965, p. 177), the Phorbanteion and the house of
Andokides may have been quite close to the southeast corner of the Agora and the herm may even, conceivably, have
been visible from the Royal Stoa.
98
S Cf. above, general introduction.
VI, 27, 1.
100oo
I.G., 12, 884; E.M. 10426, Wilhelm, Jahreshefte,II, 1899, p. 229, fig. 129.
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to this class. The expanded version of its epigram which appears in the Anthology as a work of
Simonides links it with the Academy, but Wilhelm rightly doubts that the Markopouloherm
has wandered all the way from the Academy. He points out that the addition was made by
someone who did not properly understand the original epigram.101It seems possible, however,
that Leokrates dedicated more than one herm. Since he was a famous general in the age of
in the
Kimon, he may well have had something to do with victory herms. The use of CsEpyeainv
addition to the poem suggests that the later poet also had "The Herms"in mind.102He may have
known of a tradition now lost to us that Leokrates was honored by a herm (anonymous)in the
Agora and also dedicated herms in his own name in the Academy and elsewhere.
An early classical base from the Peiraeus with a dedication to Hermes must also have held a
herm. This was dedicated by Python of Abdera and the herm was made by the Parian sculptor
Euphron.103The Peiraeus seems to have been rich in Hermes cults, and though we do not have a
specific epithet for the Hermes here honored, the finding of a herm-headof Roman workmanship
near to the finding-placeof the base suggests that this was an area sacred to Hermes. Python
dedicates as a traveler "having visited many cities."
In the Amphiaraion at Oropos was found a herm of the latest archaic or early classical
period signed by Strombichosas sculptor.o' The dedication is not preserved; presumablyit was
carved on the base as in the case of Python's herm. In the latter the sculptor's signature forms
part of the epigram, as in two archaic grave monuments by Phaidimos.105In the Amphiaraion
herm the sculptor's signature is separate from the dedication as the signature of Aristokles is
separated from the sepulchral inscription on the stele of Aristion.o06Since we do not have any
other dedications so early from the Amphiaraion,it may be that this was an independent herm
which was later brought into the sanctuary. It was found in the theater.
A base from the Eleusinion found in the Agora excavations probably held a herm dedicated
in the prothyronof the sanctuary. The letters on the base date it to the middle of the 5th century
B.C. and the cutting in its top is of just the right size and depth for a herm. The epigram reads:
['A]ppr-rOr
Te;rEs rrpOrTOo~SOS
aFS, rd'6TrviArOT,
lKac3uya-rp' rrpo3iipo

T6&B
6airpov
&'ya'apa7
oM8
1Tap6vrcOV
ga-rrqc~,
O'Tpavc Avuao-rp&rn
is 6vapt.
&q$Sovos
<pEIsratdm&aOsoTs

W. K. Pritchett, who first published the inscription, suggested that we read a-reqpvco
"two
crowns," and interpret the stone as a base for a pillar that supported two honorary crowns
awarded to the priestess and dedicated by her to the goddesses.'0oM. Guarduccifelt, reasonably,

821. Wilhelm, op.cit., pp. 228ff., fig. 128; Dow and Kirchner,Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, p. 3. The expanded epigram,
o101I.G.,
,12
Diehl, Anth. Lyr., Simonides, 101 b.
102The phrase v-r'
occurs in the Eion epigrams and also in an epigram beginning v-r'EOEpyEaih
'Ayapiivova
6ijav 'AXxaotquoted EOIEPYEai•s
by Harpokration (s.v. 'Eppai) as being on one of The Herms.
103Karouzos, B.C.H., LXX, 1946,
pp. 263-270. The base, I.G., 12, 826; is now in the Peiraeus Museum. Cf. L. H. Jeffery,
Local Scripts, pp. 365, 370, no. 29. Dimensions of the base are: L. 0.56 m., W. 0.475 m., H. 0.455 m. The cutting measures
0.35 m. x ca. 0.265 m. and 0.045 m. deep. For a discussion of Euphron and his other works, see Raubitschek, Dedications,
pp. 500f. Karouzos, op.cit., tentatively attributes to Euphron the head of a herm of Curtius'Type D (P1.66, e) foundnear by,
but the latter appears to be rather a good Neo-Attic copy than a mid 5th century work of a Parian sculptor. See below
pp. 153-154.
o104
I.G., VII, 3500. 'Eq).'ApX., 1889, p. 1.
105Richter,
Gravestones2,p. 157, figs 200, 202.
o106
Ibid., no. 67.
107Agora I 5484. Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 97-101, no. 18.
Subsequent bibliography in S.E.G., X, no. 321. Add Wycherley,

Agora, III, p. 82, no. 226. The base has generally been dated a little before 450 B.C. Wycherley says, "Although cut in
letters of the mid 5th century, it is possible that the inscription is archaistic." In weathering and workmanship, however,
the base resembles others of the mid 5th century. Raubitschek compares the lettering to that on the monument of
Mikythe
made by Euphron of Paros (Dedications, 322). The base was found near the southwest corner of the
Eleusinion, where an
p.
entrance to the sanctuary existed certainly from the 4th century B.C. and probably from much earlier.
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that in such a case the actual crowns should have reposed safely within the temple and not in
the prothyron.She suggested that the pillar carried a representation of the crowns in relief.1'8
P. Maass, however, seems to have disposed of the problem of the crowns. He has found reason
to believe that crrpavc=is the title of a priestess of Demeter.1' This seems to give a plausible
reading for our dedication, since the word comes just before the name of the priestess. We may
thus interpret the dyaApaas a herm. This word is used in the dedications of the Leokrates and
Python herms as well as in the Roman epigramon the Pergamoncopy of a hermby Alkamenes."0
A herm would be a very appropriate dedication for a prothyron.
4. THE HERMES PROPYLAIOS OF THE ACROPOLIS

is the one which Pausanias saw together
The most discussed of all the herms bv rrpoS3pots
Pausanias
the
to
at
entrance
the
with the Charites
says in fairly plain language that
Acropolis.
both the Hermes "which they call Propylaios" and the Chariteswere said to be by Sokrates the
The Charites have been identified with reasonable certainty as the
son of
Sophroniskos."l
original of a relief that survives in a number of Neo-Attic copies."2 Since the style of these
Charites clearly places them around 480-470 B.C., it has been assumed that Pausanias or his
informant mistook an elder Sokrates, a sculptor, for the philosopher (an easy enough mistake
since the latter was supposed to have been a sculptor).
The general popularity of herms in Athens between 480 and 450 s.c. makes it plausible that
there was an early classical Hermes Propylaios on the Acropolis. Since the Acropoliswas at once
sanctuary and citadel, the Hermes before its gates partook of the nature both of the protector
of city gates and the protector of the sanctuary. We may wonder, though we can do no more,
whether there was not also a Hermes Propylaios here in the time of the Peisistratids. In any
Whatever was
case, there are fragments of late archaic herm dedications from the Acropolis.113
there in the archaic period will have been destroyed by the Persians, and it seems unlikely that
in the time when famous herms were being dedicated and when vase-painters celebrated the
herm as never before or after, the Acropolis should have been without its herm. Everything,
then, encourages us to take Pausanias' word that there was a herm at the entrance to the
Acropolis made by the sculptor of the early classical Charites.113a
Since the Chariteswere not scrapped when the new Propylaia were built, there is no reason
to think that the Hermes was. In modem times, however, there has grown up a strong tradition
that the Hermes called Propylaios which Pausanias saw was really by Alkamenes. This is
because a beardedherm of Roman date with archaisticcurls and a benign classicalface (P1.66, c)
was found in Pergamon bearing the inscription:
'Avb
EpIpiasy
rrepKCo Tyycd4ta
at.wc'ov
irp6
emcxzorlepy~xiatos
imA6$v"
'EpILaV
"r6v
108Annuario, N.S., III-V, 1941-1943, pp. 133f.
1 Hesperia,XV, 1946,p. 72.
11noSee below.
111 Pausanias, I, 22, 8.
112Cf. Fuchs, pp. 59-63. Add to his list of replicas a fragment in Kos, Laurenzi, Annuario, N.S., XVII-XVIII, 1955-1956,

become part of the Neo-Attic repertory, partly
p. 147, no. 218. Fuchs comments, p. 59, that single figures of the group do not
because the composition is so closely knit and partly, he suggests, because the work was popular not so much for its esthetic
appeal as for its attribution to the philosopher.
Also a fragment of shaft with hair, Acropolis
na Raubitschek, Dedications,p. 325, no. 302; possibly also ibid., p. 316, no. 295.
170 (Schrader,pp. 336f., no. 461; the head, Acropolis 642, included by Schraderunder the same number, does not certainly
herm.
belong). The head, Acropolis 3694, Schrader, p. 248, no. 827, may also be from a
usa See also below, p. 135.
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Hermes before the gates" must be the Propylaios par excellence,the one seen by Pausanias at the
entrance to the Acropolis."5
This involved either repunctuating Pausanias so that the authorship of Sokrates extended
only to the Charites and did not cover the Hermes, or assuming that the Alkamenesherm was
uninscribed and Pausanias mistook its authorship.This last seems ratherunlikely. Not all herms
had sculptor's signatures, but since two Roman herms incorporatethe name of Alkamenesinto
their epigrams, it is natural to think that Alkamenes also did this himself. We have seen that
the Euphron herm offers a 5th century precedent. There can be no doubt that Alkamenes made
a herm or herms which were famous enough to get into the literary tradition (since the tradition
of epigrams, whether or not they actually become engraved on stones, is essentially a literary
tradition).n The problemis rather like that of the Leokrates epigram, except that here no piece
of the original survives. The second Roman herm with an Alkamenes epigram is of a different
type from the first and has a different poem in a different meter:
&d sipov
O0K Eipt Trva
"TO0 vX6vrox
ftweV lV
'AXKaQpVS
OKOTSo
pop•pav

This was found in Ephesos in the gymnasium of Vedius, built around the middle of the 2nd
century after Christ."'7Both herms represent proper types which recur in accurate copies. Now
that a fragment of a copy of the Pergamon type has been found in the Agora (No. 162), it
appears likely that the originals of both stood in Athens, for the Ephesos type is copied in the
bearded herm-heads (P1. 66, f) of the Panathenaic Stadium built by Herodes Atticus."s The
way out which would consist in making both types offshoots of one originaldoes not seem open.119
If the two types can be attributed to a single sculptor so far as their style is concerned, then
there is a chance that both epigrams are telling the truth. If they cannot, we have to face the
possibility that neither is.'?
It seems equally uncertain that the original of the Pergamon type was in the Athenian
Propylaia. The expression "Propylaios" is so generally used that it does not really seem correct

11
Pergamon,VII, 1, pp. 48ff., no. 27. Rather full bibliographyin Curtius,Zeus und Hermes,pp. 68f., note 1. Add: Bliimel,
Katalog, IV, p. 8, K 183, pl. 16; Praschniker, Jahreshefte,XXIX, 1935, pp. 23ff.; V. H. Poulsen, From the Collectionsof the Ny
CarlsbergGlyptothek,III, pp. 77ff.; Paribeni, Sculturegreche,pp. 40f.; Richter, Catalogue,pp. 35f.; Bousquet, B.C.H., LXXX,
1956, pp. 567ff.; T. Dohrn, Attische Plastik, pp. 50ff., 69f.
115Sitzungsberichted. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss., 1904, p. 70.
116 Though neither of the Alkamenes epigrams has come down to us in a literary source, a herm epigram that names Skopas
as artist has survived only in literature (Anthol.Gr. XVI, 192), Overbeck, Die antiken Schriftquellenzur Geschichteder bildenden Kiunstebei den Griechen,Leipzig, 1868, no. 1161. This shows an interesting similarity in thought and meter to the Ephesos
Alkamenes epigram quoted below, for it runs:
V Ac
"4s-re,

ph} v6pite

TCAviro7U

v 'va

Ellily&p -riXvac
'Epia'vOst
K6"ncE.
The two poems would seem to be related via the pv"
literary rather than the monumental tradition. One wonders whether the
our
of
influenced
the
IK67ra
present poem
Kxont5of the one from Ephesos. It seems likely, then, that the tradition of Alkamenes epigrams on surviving Roman herms is due to the fact that an epigram incorporating the name of Alkamenes got into
the collection from which the writers of Roman herm epigrams drew their inspiration. If this poem had been on the Acropolis
with which he qualifies his attribution to Sokrates the son of
herm, Pausanias could hardly have missed it. The WMyoual
Sophroniskos does not necessarily imply that the Hermes and Charites were unsigned. One or both may have been signed
"Sokrates" and Pausanias have been told that this Sokrates was the philosopher, the son of Sophroniskos.
n117
Praschniker,Jahreshefte,XXIX, 1935, pp. 23-31. S.E.G., IV, no. 538 (cf. Bousquet, B.C.H., LXXX, 1956, p. 568, note 1).
18 Cf.
Graindor,Hirode Atticus, pp. 181-183; Neugebauer, Die Antike, X, 1934, pp. 100-102; Bieber, Jahrb., XXXII, 1917,
p. 83.
119Poulsen (op.cit., above, note 114) considered the two types as offshoots of a single masterpiece. Dohrn (op.cit., above,
note 114), accepting this idea, suggested that the Ephesos type belonged to an eastern copyists' tradition with a preferencefor
rounded forms and the Pergamene to a Roman-influencedWestern tradition with a liking for fagade-like effect. Such subtle
speculations fall to the ground when we find that both types were copied in Athens itself.
120oPraschniker, op. cit., p. 31, points out that neither the copyists nor the patrons who commissioned these Asia Minor
herms were in a position to check up on the attribution to Alkamenes.
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to speak of a Propylaios par excellence.It is an epithet for any divine guardian of gates and
doors,121and the distinction between gate and door is not sharply drawn. In Aristophanes'
Wasps the young man Bdelykleon invokes Apollo as yEiTov 'AyutIE,Tro01o0-urpopou wrrpowoatE.122
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Here Propylaios is the doorkeeperof a private house. A Roman herm found in Epidauros refers
to itself as coqyv Se6vbo rpowracotS,123but it is of a late hybrid type that could not possibly be
referredto the Athenian Propylaia. The fact that Alkamenes made the statue of Hekate which
stood on the Nike bastion'24would make it easy to believe that he made a Hermes for the
MnesikleanPropylaia if we had any evidence that he did, but it must be admitted that we do
not.'25 The Pergamon epigram tells us that the herm is a copy of a Hermes Propylaios by
Alkamenes, but it does not tell us whether the original stood on the Acropolis, before the city
gates, before a gymnasium or sanctuary or before a private house.
The antiquarianknowledge displayed by the writers of these late herm epigrams is intriguing
but hard to evaluate. In the expanded Leokrates poem were references to the Academy and
possibly to the Herms of the Agora, and we could not tell whether this represented some
genuine tradition about Leokrates or a simple lumping together of references appropriate to
herms.1'26
On the Pergamon herm, the addition of a moralizing phrase suggests that the writer
was aware of the tradition of the Hipparchan herms, but it is hard to say whether the maxim
implies any historical connection between herms and the famous Delphic maxims.
yvCSt acv-rr6v
has
Bousquet
suggested that it does, that the maxims at Delphi were actually written on herms
and that this was an Alkmeonid dedication which Hipparchosimitated, but all such inferences
are tenuous at best.'27In the epigram of the Epidauros herm there is a deliberate summing-up
of the possible uses of herms, in Agoras, in stadia and in propylaia.
5. EPHEBES, THE GYMNASIUM AND THE ORIGIN OF THE PORTRAIT HERM

Even the difficult problem of the portrait herm and its meaning was faced by the Roman
epigrammatist. On the portrait herm of the Kosmetes Heliodoros, belonging to the time of
Trajan,128are inscribed the following verses:
aK6vas 'HAtoScdpou
Xfiia-a
r65''EppeiaoKYai
& EVTO
TCMrrr,
KEoT-rpop6pot
JUV Tr•S8'
o-rtI,KI
a'lOa&
5'
TO1
6TI KOrlTATC)v
voXov

TO0
Av V

121 See

Et
d$66

WTatalv piTois,
NEKMkOS.

Roscher, s.v. "Propylaios." For Christ as a Propylaios, see W. Deonna, Rev. Arch., XXII, 1925, pp. 66ff.

x122Vespae, 875.
x1 Athens, N.M. 295. Stais, 'Ep. 'APX.,1891, p. 58. Found in the Roman bath, building K. 1.G., IV2, 515. 3rd century after

Christ.
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124See above, pp. 63, 86.
12 It has often been said that Hermes
Propylaios and the Hekate of the Acropolis are linked in the accounts of the Treasurers of the Other Gods for 429/8 B.C.(I.G., 12, 310. Cf. Kraus, Hekate, p. 85), but this seems an unlikely interpretation. Wesley
Thompson has pointed out to me that the phrase "Hermes and Artemis" in lines 192-193 seems to be a separate entry from
the "Hekate" in line 194, since the inscriber of this stone, who did not mind dividing "Artemis," has nevertheless left a space
and begun "Hekate" on the next line. He believes that there is no real evidence to connect these deities with the Acropolis.
126Above, p. 121.
127B.C.H., LXXX, 1956, pp. 565-579. Bousquet assumes that the Hermes Propylaios of the Acropolis was by Alkamenes
(unsigned) and that it carriedthe maxim yv$iSt avro6vwhich led to the ascription of the herm to Sokrates. If this is the case,

then the Charites also would have been uninscribed and their sculptor unknown.
128s1.G., 112,2021. Graindor,B.C.H., XXXIX, 1915, pp. 292ff., no. 2. On the date see Agora, I, p. 31, note 6. For comments
on the epigram see Marcad6, B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 525; Jucker, Vom Verhdltnisder Romer zur bildendenKunet der
Griechen,p. 38, note 2 (with several misprints in the text).
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The portrait herm is at once Hermes and Heliodoros, the former worshipped as a god who
has been good to the ephebes, the latter honored as an excellent Kosmetes. We cannot trace in
detail the line of descent that leads from the bearded ithyphallic Hermes herm of classical times
to the honorary portrait herm of the Roman period, but from the material that is left to us it
looks as though the ephebic tradition, or, to put it more broadly, the tradition of the gymnasium,
constituted one of the strongest links. When the learned or pseudo-learnedowners of villas in
Herculaneum and Pompeii filled their atria and peristyles with portrait herms of famous philosophers, poets and rulers and even with heads from famous statues, such as the Doryphoros,
made into the shape of herm-busts, they were not simply using a convenient form of pedestal.
There was a definite feeling that the herm was appropriate to places with an intellectual or
educational atmosphere. We find Cicero ordering herms for his villa at Tusculum, because he
wants particularly ornamentayvpvaiajcb8'.129
He is especially delighted with a Hermathena,
which he acquires for his "Academy," because "Hermes belongs to all gymnasia and Minerva
particularly to this one."'130
The representation in herm form of other divinities than Hermes seems to have begun as
early as the 4th century, but it apparently started with those for whom the form had some
special appropriateness, for Aphrodite and Pan because of the connection of the herm with
fertility,1'31or for Apollo Agyieus and Hekate because of their tradition as aniconic gate
protectors.132 The Hermeracles,of which Cicero bought more than one,133was a logical combination for gymnasia, since Herakles vied with Hermes in importance for the gymnasium, but the
Hermathenais an odd combination,of which we have no surviving examples in Athens and only
one in Rome.134It was probablya Neo-Attic creationespeciallyfor the benefit of peoplelike Cicero.
Just as the combination of Hermes with other deities in a herm goes back to natural roots in
the classical period, so does the representation of a person honored in the guise of Hermes. A
series of ephebic dedications from Rhamnous seems to illustrate the beginning of the change.
The one which is completely preserved is a dedication of the ephebes of Erechtheis who were
victorious in a torch race (probably at the Nemeseia). Pouilloux dates it around 330 B.C. A
round base carries a herm of which only the lowest part is rectangular. The upper part consists
of a youthful figure in chiton and chlamys carved fully in the round. The hem of the garment
masks the transition.135The dedication is certainly a herm, as two Roman monuments prove.
The late herm of Praxagoras from Epidauros mentioned above is a chlamys herm of this kind,
but long archaistic curls on the shoulders and a square mass of wavy hair in back show that
the head was an archaistic beardedherm-headof the traditional type. The two forms of herm are
even more abruptly combinedin a double herm of which fragmentshave been found in the Agora
(No. 205). Oneface is a rectangularpost hermof the usual sort with rectangulararmsand archaistic
shoulder-locks. The other is a chlamys herm like those from Rhamnous. The heads are missing.
The Rhamnous herm seems to have its head. (If the head now attached to it does not belong,
it must nevertheless come from a monument of the same type.)136 It is a youthful head (so
129Ad

130 Ad

Atticum, I, 6, 2. Cf. Jucker, op.cit., pp. 37-45.
Atticum, I, 4, 3.

See below, p. 138.
a131
182 See above, p. 113.

133Ad Atticum, I, 10, 3.
134 Brunn-Bruckmann,pl. 330. It is uncertain whether Cicero'sHermathena was of
this kind (a draped Athena torso on a
square shaft, all carved in marble) or one of the herms with Pentelic shafts and bronze heads which he mentions (Ad Atticum,
I, 8, 2).
N.M. 318. Pouilloux, La Forteressede Rhamnonte,p. 111, 2 bis, pl. 45; 'E9p.'APX.,1891, p. 57, pl. 7.
13xa5
a136
Pouilloux informs me by letter that he felt on examining the piece that the head did not originally belong to the herm.
Since, however, it is of the right size and this herm is considerably smaller than any of the other chlamys herms, it seems more
likely than not that it belongs. The girlish look need not bother us. Recent finds from Brauron have shown how hard it is to
distinguish girls' from boys' heads in this period. Some heads published as those of Arktoi have subsequently been joined to
male bodies.
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much so as to seem girlish), and it wears a diadem which rises to a point in the center.137In the
same place were found three more chlamys herms, all somewhat larger and rougher than this
one,13 and two heads, both a little too large for any of these herms.l3 The heads have fillets, one
like that of the head on the Erechtheis herm, the other with a knot in front. The latter has a
square face and a swollen ear; the other has a round,babyish face and normal ears. These must
represent ephebes, and the similar fillet on the head of the chlamys herm of Erechtheis shows
that that too is meant to be an ephebe (or, as Ciceromight have said, a "Hermephebe").Both
the large size and the bare back of the neck on the larger of these two heads make it seem unlikely that it comes from a chlamys herm. It might be from a marble statue, but the easiest
explanation for the disappearanceof everything below the neck is that this was a herm-headon
a rectangular shaft which made a readily re-usable block.
A youthful head in the style of the late 4th or 3rd century B.C.appears on a rectangularherm
from the Peiraeus which bears an inscription made in the 3rd century after Christ, honoring
the Orgeonesof the goddess Belela.14oThe head has a boxer's ear and must be meant to represent
an ephebe. This seems clearly to be a re-used herm. The young boxer's head has no appropriateness to Belela, and its style is not Roman but close to that of the Rhamnous heads.
The heads of these late 4th century and Hellenistic ephebe herms are not portraits in the
strict sense because they are not fully individualized, but neither are they simply heads of the
youthful Hermes, for they are differentiatedin type accordingto the category of the dedication.
The line between ideal head and portrait is equally hard to draw in some of the contemporary
coins of Alexander with the head of Herakles.Y"We would seem to have in the ephebic herms
the first steps toward the herm-portraitjust as we have in the Herakles coins the first steps
toward the portrait of a ruler in the guise of the divinity. A double line of connection probably
caused the ephebic dedications to take the herm form, first the patronage of Hermes over both
the athletic and the military life of the ephebes,142and second the fact that many of the ephebic
honors were tribal and showed a parallelismwith the earlier prytany honors.
Prytany dedications of the type which sometimes seem to have been herms are replaced in
the late 4th century by stelai set up in the Prytanikon, and it is only under the Roman Empire
that prytany lists are again carved on herms.la By this time they are generally portrait herms,
but two late examples from the Agora have prytany lists on an archaistic herin of the old type
(Nos. 195-196).14 This may be an antiquarian reference to the classical custom, and it rather
strengthens the possibility that the prytany dedications of the 4th century, when they took the
form of herms, had bearded heads of the traditional type. The inscribed herm of Archestrate
with its grooved shoulder-locksand square back hair'45shows that private dedications in the
4th century might still have this form. So far as prytany herms are concerned, there was
probably no transition between the old-style herm and the portrait herm. The long gap during
which stelai took the place of dedications more than covered the period in which the portrait
herm developed and became established.

On these diadems, see below, p. 161.
138N.M. 314-816. 'E(p.'APX.,1891, pp. 56-57.
N.M. 317-318. Rev. Arch., XXI, 1918, pp. 273-275, figs. 8, 4; Aeskrov, IX, 1924-25, p. 156, fig. 6 (N.M. 318 only).
a139
140N.M. 1629. I.G., 112,2361. The inscription published from photographs of a squeeze, the head unpublished. Inscription
dated to archonship of Claudius Phokas Marathonios (210/211 or 211/212 A.D., according to Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, p. 32).
141 Cf. Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 388, note 77; Kleiner, Jahrb., LXV-LXVI, 1950-1951, p. 217; Bellinger, Essays on the
Coinage of Alexander the Great (Numismatic Studies, No. 11), New York, 1968, pp. 18-21.
142Hermes Enagonios presides over athletic contests, while the dedication I.G., II2, 2878, 95/4 B.c. of the generals to
Hermes Hegemonios suggests that he presided over military leadership or the safe conduct of expeditions.
143Koehler, J.G., 112, Part II, Fasc. II, p. 353.
14-Both belonging to the Severan period. Notopoulos, Heaperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 32, gives more precise dates.
145Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, pp. 51f., no. 79. The reading 'Hpr1tis not certain, but it is hard to find a satisfactory
substitute. The shaft is not broken below. The rough-picked bottom is preserved.
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In the ephebic sphere the beardless athlete head on the rectangular shaft seems to have
become the favorite Hellenistic form. The 2nd century herms found in the gymnasium of Delos
are of this type. An inventory of the gymnasium for the year 156/5 mentions 41 stone herms,
which indicates that many more herms were dedicated than the surviving material shows.146
Some beardless herms continued to be made in the Roman period. Three examples from the
Agora, one small, No. 209, and two miniature, Nos. 207-208, are of Roman workmanship.We
have neither context nor inscriptions to show for what these herms were used. The miniatures
may have belonged to private houses, but the reference to the gymnasium is still present in
the thickened ears.
Though the beardless type continued in use, there seems to have been a return to popularity
of the archaistic bearded herm around 100 B.C.,at about the same time when the production
of Neo-Attic art was beginning to flourish.A small herm from the Pompeion in Athens dedicated
in 95/4 B.C.by a gymnasiarch of the ephebes in Delos has an archaistic head.147A beardedherm
in the House of the Herm in Delos gave that establishment its modern name (a beardlessherm
was also found there).'4 Two archaistic herms, looking fresh as if they had been recently made,
were included in the cache of sculpture found in the Peiraeus in 1959. According to the most
probable theory this sculpture was buried in 86 B.c.149Two heads from the Agora (Nos. 163 and
164) are similar to the Peiraeus heads in general style.
Marcad6 has discussed whether the Delian beardless heads should be called portraits. He
concludes that they should not, though they look, and are meant to look, like young athletes.
He suggests, as we have done with the Rhamnous herms, that the assimilation of the god to his
worshippersis a first step toward the identification implied in the portrait herm.15?But since
we see that more than 200 years passed without the next step being taken, it would appear that
some special impetus was needed. Lullies had suggested that the out-and-out portrait herm
developed on Roman soil and that the earliest examples were Roman family portraits.'5'
He reasoned that the head without the body was familiar to the Romans from the imagines and
that the herm shaft seemed appropriatebecause of the strong phallic element in the Roman idea
of the genius. Marcad6was naturally sceptical of this, preferringto think that the development
took place on Greek soil where the tradition of the herm was strongest.152
A bit of epigraphicalevidence from Athens suggests that Marcad6is right, but that in this, as
in the practice of using ideal statue types for portraits, Roman patrons, with their taste for
simple addition of symbols, were the catalysts. Raubitschek has shown that a base from the
Athenian Eleusinion (Agora I 5485) carried a portrait herm of the Epicurean philosopher
Phaidros dedicated to the two goddesses by his Roman pupil Appius Saufeius, a friend of
Cicero.1' This must be one of the earliest true portrait herms from Athens, and it is considerably
earlier than Lullies' Roman family herms. Since Cicero's letters suggest that the Neo-Attic
workshops were busy producing herms of various kinds for the villas of Roman patrons, it may

146Inventory, B.C.H., LIV, 1930,
p. 98, line 147. Heads, ibid., pp. 181-146, pls. 4-7, Bases which have been found refer
to winners in the torch race (B.C.H., XV, 1891, pp. 250-251, dated to the period before 166 B.c.).
147 .G., II2, 2990. Ath. Mitt., LVI, 1931, pp. 20-23, fig.
11, Beilage 8.
14s B.C.H., LXXVII, 1958, pp. 500-512.
14 A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pl. 71, figs. 18-14; B.C.H., LXXXIV, 1960, p. 654, figs. 9-10. For a summary of the current,
still very tentative state of opinion, see M. Paraskevaides, Altertum,VII, 1961, pp. 131-137. If the date of 86 B.c. for the fire
in which the warehouse was destroyed is correct, there is a strong possibility that the whole cache consists of loot from Delos
taken by the Athenians in 88 B.C.
150 B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953,
pp. 516-527. See especially p. 523, "Il est bien tentant de rapprocher,Atrois sibcles de distance,
les hermbs-portraitsdes cosm~tes ath6niens, par example, et les pseudo-portraitsdu gymnase de D6los." "Trois
si4cles" would
be inclusive reckoning, since the Kosmetai portraits begin in the time of Trajan.
151WitrzburgerJahrbiicher,IV, 1949-1950, pp. 130-139.
152Op. cit., p. 525.
15' "Phaidros and his Roman Pupils," Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 96-103.
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be that the local use of portrait herms was a kind of by-product. We have seen Cicerowelcoming
the Hermathena because the herm was appropriate to gymnasia in general and Minerva
especially to his "Academy." It would doubtless appeal to the Romans who had studied
philosophy in Athens to commission portraits of their teachers in a form which itself savored
of the gymnasium. The head of a bearded philosopherreplacingthe bearded Hermes on a herm
was really no more incongruousthan the portrait head of an Italian business man on the nude
idealized body of a statuary type of Hermes, a combination that was being made in Delos at
this time.IMOne can easily imagine a rich man orderingtwo herm portraits of his teacher, one
to set up in his own villa in Italy and another to dedicate in Athens. If the herm was
yv•iaa•bSiS,
it was also by long custom appropriatefor dedication in sanctuaries. In the 5th century,
indeed,
the distinction would have been meaningless, for the old gymnasia were all sanctuaries before
they were gymnasia. The herm of Phaidros may have stood in the prothyronof the Eleusinion
along with the 5th century herm of Lysistrate.'55
A small group of heads wearing the same pointed diadem as the ephebic herm heads from
Rhamnous shows ideal features without the pseudo-portrait qualities of the Rhamnous and
Delos herm-heads. At the same time, the carving of the locks of hair on these heads is clearly
influenced by the archaistic herm. One of these comes from the Agora (No. 206); another
(P1.67, c), in the Athens National Museum,was found in Athens but the exact spot is unrecorded.156These two are similar in size, marble, and workmanship but different in type. A third
(P1. 67, b), found at Olynthos, is of the same type as the Agora head but somewhat larger and
carved in a differentstyle.157Thoughit cannot be proventhat any of the three comesfroma herm,
it is probable that all do. The head in the Athens National Museum has the characteristic
square section to the back of the neck, and Kavvadias in publishing it suggested that it was
from a herm. He comparedthe two heads from Rhamnous, which have similar diadems but belong stylistically to the late 4th or 3rd century.'58The Olynthos and Agora heads must be
reflections of a common type, since it is very hard to imagine circumstancesunder which one
of them would have been copied directly from the other. Both suggest a prototype belonging to
the late 5th century, but the Olynthos head has early 4th century qualities in the modelling of
brow, nose and eyes which the Agora head lacks. Both the Agora and the National Museum
heads must be either 5th century originals or Neo-Attic copies.
The Olynthos head was published by Robinson as a head of Artemis but is now labelled
Apollo in the Salonike Museum. It was found in the court of a house which did not yield any
other sculpture, and there is no way of knowing where in the city it was originallyset up.159The
type is close enough to the Apollo heads on the coins of the ChalcidicLeague to justify the assumption that the originalwas an Apollo type.'60The hair is long on top of the head and hangs
in loose strands over the forehead and temples, so that it is neither athletic short hair nor long
enough to bind up.

.s1 It has been suggested that the statue of Ofellius carried a caduceus (Picard, R.E.G., LXIV, 1951, p. 512, note), and it
seems likely that the "pseudo-athlete" (Michalowski,D6los, XIII, pls. 14-19) is really a pseudo-Hermes, sinee the chlamys
would be appropriate to Hermes. The transformation of the Hermes herin into a philosopher portrait was reversed in the
Renaissance, when beardedHermes herms were inscribed "Plato" (cf. Museo Capitolino, Sala delle Colombe,107; Conservatori,
Giardino, 102; Huelsen, BRm.Mitt., XVI, 1901, p. 196, no. 123).
155The dedication of the Phaidros herim to the Eleusinian goddesses would suggest that Roman patrons were not so
insensitive as Marcad6implies to the sacred character of the herm.
156N.M. 468. Kavvadias, p. 276; Zancani-Montuoro,Bull. Com., LXI, 1933, Suppl. pl. C facing p. 54.
170Olynthus,II, pp. 74-78, figs. 195-196. Exhibited in the Salonike Museum.
's N.M. 317-318. Above, p. 126, note 139.
that though people probably lived there, it was a public mill
1' The house was unusually large, and Robinson suggested
where grain was brought to be ground. Since no fragments which can be related to the head were found there, it was probably
brought to the spot as a fragment during or shortly after the period of looting.
Cf. Olynthus, IX, pl. 3, nos. 4-8; pl. 11, nos. 74-77 (75 a enlarged on pl. 18); pl. 15, nos. 114-118a.
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If the type of the Olynthos and Agora heads is ultimately based on an Apollo, it is likely
that the type of the National Museumhead reflects a conception of Herakles. The short hair, the
boxer's ears and the broad face correspond to the boxer-Herakles ideal. Only the bunches of
curls in front of the ears seem related to the long-haired type. The pattern of these bunches of
curls as well as of the foreheadlocks shows a generalsimilarity to those of beardedherm-heads.1e6
Red-figuredvases of the late 5th century show boys with haircuts correspondingroughly to
both of these types.e62So there are three elements that may be involved in the creation of these
heads: the ephebe type of the late 5th century, the ideas of Apollo and Herakles, and the
engraved hair of archaistic herms. In the preliminarypublication of the Agora head I suggested
that this combination might have taken place in the Neo-Attic period.e63The Olynthos head
shows that it was much earlier. Whatever the context of use of the latter may have been, it has
all the qualities of a herm-head. It seems most likely that a herm of this type had already been
evolved in the late 5th century. This makes it hard to be positive about the date of the Athens
heads. It still seems probable that they are Neo-Attic rather than 5th century originals, but
if so, their originals were not radically different from the copies. They may have been the first
forerunnersof the Rhamnous herms, perhaps among the earliest beardless herms dedicated in
Athens. In Attic vase-painting of the 5th century we find pictures of herms assimilated to their
worshippers, a little boy herm approached by a child on a Choes miniature jug,lM a whitehaired herm approached by an old man on a column-kraterin Bologna.e65It is possible that
there were herm dedications in the late 5th century by boys who won in the torch race or other
contests for which the tribe received a prize, and that the real beginning of the ephebe herm
tradition goes back to that time. The absence of relevant inscriptions, however, makes this
wholly conjectural.
6. TYPES OF BEARDED HERM HEADS

For the artistic history of the bearded herm, the most valuable piece found in the Agora is
surely the early herm head, No. 156. The early classical carving of the eyes and the general
scheme of the coiffure show that the archaic smile and the hat-like arch of curls over the forehead are archaizing features. The smile seems to have disappearedfrom sculpture in general at
the time when free movement of figures made it no longer needed for giving the impression of
life. For the herm, the expression of the face was the only means available to give this impression, and so it is natural that the smile survived there until it was so thoroughly out of
fashion in other sculpture as to look strange even in a herm. Then it disappears,and the faces of
herms, like the faces of all other archaistic sculpture of the classical period,e66are not archaized.
The forehead curls are a different matter. They form a sort of cornice which protects the
face from rain. It would seem possible, therefore, that there was a continuous tradition of
archaistic foreheadhair from the time of the Kimonian herms down to the period of Alkamenes.
Meanwhile,herms were certainly also created without these locks, though all probably tended
to have a rich treatment of the forehead hair. The long back hair and the shoulder-lockswere
likewise features essentially appropriateto the herm, since they formed an attractive transition
from the head to the shaft. Ourhead, with the back hair bound up, lacks this transition, and an
161

Cf. Zeus und Hermes, p. 5, fig. 4.
Cf. the second and third boys on one side of a red-figured amphora of the late 5th century from the Agora, Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pl. 74.
16sHesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 378.
164Rev. arch., XXV, 1927, pl. 4, 9-10; Deubner, AttischeFeste, pl. 13, 1-2.
165C.V.A., Bologna, 1, III Ic, pl. 27; A.R.V.2, p. 537, no. 12. It is perhaps best to interpret the assimilation here as the
product of the painter's fancy, but Marcad6,B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 617-618, pleads for an actual white-haired herm.
S166
Cf. above, p. 75.
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awkwardsolution was used which seems not to have been repeated. Most of the herms in vasepaintings of the early classical period show the long back hair, though the black-hairedherm on
the Bologna krater with two herms has short, shaggy hair.
Well-attested herm material from the Parthenon period is not plentiful enough to show
whether the short-haired type took over wholly during this period, so that the creations of
Alkamenes and his contemporarieswould count as archaisticinnovations, or whether there was
a steady production of long-hairedherms with snail shell forehead curls leading down from the
Kimonian period. Even though we cannot be sure that either of the two herm types epigraphically claimed for Alkamenes was actually created by him, the fact that they both have archaistic
hair is a fairly good indication that his herm was of that kind. The copyists' tradition suggests
an archaistic form both for his Hermes and for his Hekate,'67 and these two probabilities
strengthen each other.
Exact dating of these classical archaistic herms on the basis of their style alone is not easy.
The hair will not serve as a criterion, and the form of details such as eyes and ears is not very
consistently reported by the copyists. The Pergamon type has generally been accepted as
suiting the time of Alkamenes' greatest activity, from the thirties to around 410 s.c. The
Ephesos type has been regarded as earlier because some copies show strong features, heavily
rimmed eyes and forward-sweptbeard, which are reminiscentof early classical works."esThough
the copies vary (the Stadion herms from Athens lack the severe qualities), the strongest copies
are probably the best, and the prototype might well belong to the time of the Parthenon. The
Pergamontype, then, would not representa beginningor even a revival of the archaisticmanner
in herms but a modificationof it. Particularlyadmirablein this type are the small motives which
break the regularity of the archaistic pattern: the loose locks that interrupt and soften the
crown of corkscrew curls at the sides and the twisted locks in the beard (which enable us to
identify our fragment, No. 162, as a copy of this type). The question then arises whether our
No. 174, which has a more rigid design than the Pergamon type, with strongly projecting
corkscrewcurls and a beard brushed forwardlike that of the Ephesos herm and the Zeus from
Artemision, may be a true copy of another 5th century herm earlierthan the Pergamon type.
The large size, plastic strength and careful detail of this piece suggest that it may be a copy of
an important original type. On the other hand, these details might have been borrowed by
the Roman hermoglyph from a bronze statue and adapted to the herm. Hermes Agoraios, for
example, may well have had such corkscrewcurls with conical centers.'6
This leads to the general question of the prototypes of the various classical herm types
isolated by Curtiusin his thought-provokingstudy Zeus und Hermes.It seems clear that these
types became established specifically as herm types, since they are used for herms of all sizes,
the largest copied in the same way in which masterpieces are generally copied, the small and
miniature freely composed. Types C and D are representedby fragments of large copies in the
Agora,'7?A, C and D by miniatures.'7 This merely confirmswhat already seemed clear from the
replicas of these types found previously on Attic soil, that they are Attic in origin.
A and D are short-hairedtypes, B and C long-haired.None has specificallyarchaistic features.
A (Pl. 66, a) and D show resemblancesto heads of Zeus and other gods of related iconography,
16e7Cf. above,

16

pp. 53, 122ff.

Schmidt,pp. 45-47, suggestedthat it was the HermesPropylaiosof SQolates.Waldhauer,Ermitage,I, p. 69, suggests

the decade 470460. Curtius,Zeus und Hermes, pp. 70-71, and following him Poulsen, From the Collectionsof theNy Carlsberg

III, p. 77, arguethat the head couldnot be pre-Pheidian.
Glyptothek,
1I Cf. the bronze
headfrom Olympiain the AthensNationalMuseum,Olympia,IV, pl. I.
1?oC: Nos. 181-182, D: No. 178.
171A: No. 177, C: No. 188, D: No. 179.
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B and C to Dionysos. Yet Curtiusis probably right in calling them all Hermes herms.72 In the
case of Type D the identification is virtually assured by the fine Peiraeus copy (P1.66, e) which
was found in the same place as the inscribed base with the dedication of Python of Abdera to
Hermes. In the case of types B and C the identification as Hermes is made possible by a generally
similar long-hairedherm (P1.66, d) found near Brussa with the inscription 'AprT~-a6opos
'ApTMu8f
r"
81
I~c0.172
This
is
welcome
not
&bpov-roO"Eppo<pouyEv6p~evos
ypavpcAcTEs ou r6v 'Epp"fv
only for naming the type as Hermes but also as furnishingan example of a beardedHermesherm
dedicated by a magistrate in Roman times. It seems quite possible that our No. 181, a herm of
type C which was found in the porch of the Metroon,was a civic dedication of some kind.
Besides these groups of much-copied types of which the originals seem to be lost, Curtius
identified two herm-heads in Copenhagen,both of the short-haired variety, as originals from
which Roman herms had been copied.173The Copenhagenherms, acquiredfrom Count Tyszkiewicz, were said to come from the Acropolis, but it is thought more likely that they come from
the Peiraeus, a provenancewhich is favored by their good state of preservationand the similarity
of the incrustation on some of them to that on the Type D herm mentioned above.'74Frederic
Poulsen and following him Vagn Poulsen decided that the Copenhagenheads as well as the
Roman heads which Curtius took to be copies of them were not earlier than 100 B.C.175 The
evidence from the Agora supports this.
The first Copenhagenhead (P1. 66, b) shows striking analogies, especially in the profile view,
with our head No. 163, which, however, is of a completely differenttype. The similarity consists
in the forms of brow, nose, mouth and eyes and in the quality of carving in the locks of the
beard. The Copenhagenhead is not archaizing except for the grooved treatment of the locks
which is usual to herm heads. The Agora head is of the kind that I have chosen to call "Alkamenoid," related to the Pergamon Alkamenes herm in the forehead curls, broad beard and
classical face, but without the subtleties and subsidiary motifs that mark the latter as a true
type. Our head is in turn sufficientlysimilar to the two Alkamenoidherms found in the Peiraeus
in 1959176to suggest a date around 100 B.C. for all these works. That the first Copenhagenhead
is a simplification of the somewhat larger version represented in the herm in the Villa Albani
rather than that the latter is an expansion of the former, as Curtius assumed, is supported by
the fragment of beard from the Agora, No. 176, which seems to have exactly the same pattern of
locks as the Villa Albani herm. This fragment shows crisp hard workmanship,and may be later
than the Copenhagenhead, but it should be noted that one of the 1959 Peiraeus herms also has
crisp carving and drill holes. Curtiusis probably right, on the other hand, in assuming that the

172 He sums them up, op.cit.,
pp. 75-78, in terms of a developmentof the ideal of Hermes. This rather abstract reconstruction
ignores the many varieties of use of herms in classical Athens.
172aArch. Anz., 1905, pp. 55-56. It is said to have been found at Kemal
Paga near Brussa and is in the Istanbul Museum,
Inv. 2812.
173(1) Arndt, La Glyptot~queNy Carlsberg,pl. 13; Curtius, pp. 1-7; Poulsen, Catalogue,no. 514.
(2) Arndt, pl. 15; Curtius,
pp. 7-14; Poulsen, no. 241. Curtius, accepting the Athenian rather than the Peiraeus provenance, suggests that these heads
might come from some of the herms of the Agora (p. 14).
174Cf. Arndt, text to La Glyptothtque,pls. 11-15. According to him, two of the heads
(Inv. nos. 429 and 480) were said to
come from the Acropolis, but more probably came from the Peiraeus. Poulsen, Catalogue,p. 43, no. 25, says that Inv. nos. 429,
445, 446, 447 were found together in Athens. On p. 42 he makes no statement about the reported provenance of Inv. no. 480
but says that its marble and technique are differentfrom those of the others, which are of Greekmarbleand workmanship, and
that this is "an ordinary Roman copy." This implies, without actually saying so, that the head comes from Italy. There is
no reason in its style, however, to call it non-Attic. Cf. the beard with our Agora fragment, No. 189. For inlaid eyes, of. the
two herms of the 1959 Peiraeus find, above, note 149. On the face of it, Arndt's statement seems more believable, that 429 and
430, which more or less copy the late archaic scheme, were presented by the dealer as coming from the Acropolis (because he
hoped they might be taken as archaic). The report of their having come from the Peiraeus seems likely for all, even if they
were dug up and/or sold at different times.
175Catalogue,pp. 119, 184, 360; From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,II, p. 101.
176Above, p. 127, note 149.
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Villa Albani herm has modifiedthe side hair of the original,uncoveringthe ears and adding long
shoulder locks.
The second Copenhagenherm is analogous to our No. 161 in that the treatment of the hair
suggests the decade 480-470, while the form of the eyes belongs to the Parthenon period or
later.7" In these heads we must see an attempt to give an effect reminiscent of the Age of
Kimon without giving up the sort of benevolent classical face that had become usual for herms.
Another Copenhagenhead, the Hermes with the pointed hat, copies the late archaic beard and
suggests the heavy-rimmed eyes of the Kimonian period, but carves the cheeks with a realistic
sag belonging to sculpture of a later time, so that the total effect is rather incongruous.'78
Altogether, in the group of five Tyszkiewicz heads, no two have the same type or even the style
of the same workshop. It seems likely that they represent actual separate dedications made in
the Peiraeus in the latest Hellenistic and early Roman periods and were found at various times
by illicit or chance excavations. They were not made, as the big copies often were, to serve as
pendants to one another in some decorative context. They must have been created one by one
to order but always derived from some earliertype or copying details from some other example.
They might be described as "original but not very."
Thereis good reasonto think that herm dedicationsin the 4th century followed muchthe same
pattern. The distinction between the age of originalcreation and the age of copying can scarcely
have been so valid for herms as for cult statues. In the case of small and miniature herm-heads
we often find a freedom of workmanship which makes it virtually impossible to distinguish
between classical and Roman work. Finds in the Industrial District southwest of the Agora
prove that miniature marbleherms were being made in the 4th century B.C. (Nos. 201-202). We
cannot, therefore, exclude the possibility that some of our miniature heads belong to this
period, but it seems clear also from such a piece as No. 171 that some of them are Roman. The
dating of these must therefore be left open, with the proviso that more of them are probably
Roman than pre-Roman.
The important non-archaizingherm types are puzzling in more than one way. They combine
a Pheidian breadth of conception and a mid 5th century treatment of the hair with single forms
(the triangular forehead in A, B and C, the shape of the eyes in D) that seem to belong to the
end of the 5th century. Also, they suggest by their qualities other divinities than Hermes: Zeus
in the shorter-haired types, Dionysos in the long-haired. Finally they have qualities that
suggest derivation from bronze originals. Lullies has shown that it is not possible to call the
Zeus-like or Dionysos-like herms herms of Zeus or Dionysos.'79The solution would seem to lie
rather in the sort of assimilation that we have already noted in the later ephebe herms.
Vase-paintings offer a number of examples of herms in Dionysiac surroundingswhich are
markedby the kerykeionon the shaft as Hermes but which have ivy wreaths or other attributes
of Dionysos.'8 This suggests that types such as Curtius' B and C which resemble most closely
statuary types of the grandfatherlyDionysos may have been first created as herms for theaters
or other Dionysos sanctuaries.
For the Zeus-like types, A and D, another possibility suggests itself. We have guessed that
the prytany herms (or speaking more broadly, the non-ephebictribal dedications) probablyhad
bearded heads, but we have no direct evidence for what these heads looked like. Curtius was
content to point out the formal lines of connection between Zeus types and Hermes herms
without really asking how the same types could be appropriate for both. Perhaps the whole
x17Poulsen, Catalogue,p. 184.
178Ibid., no. 25, inv. no. 429; Arndt, pl. 12. Cf. the wrinkles in the brow of a Delian herm, Marcad4, B.C.H., LXXVII,
1953, p. 528, fig. 28.
179Typen, pp. 51-54.
18oCf. Lullies, loc.cit.
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story is not simply "Zeus and Hermes" but "Zeus, Heroes and Herms." It is odd, when we
reflect on it, that some of the most accessible and often looked at statues of classical Athens, the
bronze Eponymous Heroes who stood in the Agora from the end of the 5th century on,18'have
never been identified in copies. This may be because their types are not readily distinguishable
from those of the kingly gods. Some of the heads of Heroes on the Parthenon frieze could easily
double for Zeus or Poseidon (compare on the one hand the Dresden Zeus and on the other the
Poseidon of the frieze itself).182 The early classical Heroes at Delphi'xano doubt cast their spell
over the lesser artist of the later statues, and it is easy to imagine that these in turn influenced
the bearded heads of the herms dedicated by the Tribes to these Heroes. Curtius'Type A, most
often referred to as a possible Zeus, is also very similar in type to the head of the so-called
Capaneuson the shield of Athena Parthenos.lMThe only important differencebetween the two
is the development of the forehead to the triangularshape that heralds in Type A the approach
of the 4th century. Whoever "Capaneus"may actually be, it is certain that he is not a god but a
hero. It is my own belief that he is Erechtheus.s85
In the Neo-Attic period and probably even in the 4th century all these types were being
copied freely without sharp distinctions or conscious reference to the original use of the type.
One would not like to think that, for example, every herm dedicated by Erechtheis looked like
every other, but only that a few of the tribal herms may have taken on the semblance of the
heroes and that two or three famous ones got into the general herm repertory. Once they were
familiar as herms, all these types would have been recognizedas Hermes. It is surely over subtle
to try to identify from the expressions on the faces of herms different divinities or aspects of
Hermes. Particularly doubtful is the recurrent suggestion that this or that sad-faced bearded
herm is Hermes the Conductorof Souls.s86Whatever may be the reason, the beardless youthful
herm is much more frequently shown on gravestones (mostly Hellenistic and Roman) than the
beardedherm. When we recall that Thanatos and Hypnos are even more youthful and no more
melancholy in appearance, this does not seem strange.
By far the most popular type of bearded herm was that with the archaistic forehead curls.
This appears from any random sampling and is borne out by the finds from the Agora. Within
the general mass can be distinguished the large-scale herms which constitute true types, such
as the two "Alkamenes" types from Ephesos and Pergamon, and the numerous generally
similar herms in all sizes from very large to miniature, which seem to be more or less freely put
together from the basic elements of corkscrewforehead curls, semi-formalizedbeards and long
wavy back hair and shoulder-locks.Since the principaltypes are distinguishedby the subsidiary
motives, such as the twisted locks in the beard of the Pergamon type (P1.66 c), it is not possible

181For the literature, see Wycherley, Agora, III, pp. 85-90. A base inscribed "Pandion" was
found in Rome, Bull. Com.,
XVI, p. 488. H. Walter seems to be on the right track when he compares the "North heroes" of the Parthenon frieze with the
bearded Berlin and Giacomini heads and suggests that they are derived from two of the Athenian statues (Ath. Mitt., LXXI,
1956, pp. 175-177), but it may never be possible to be sure of single identifications, because the Athenian statues may themselves have included early qualities borrowedfrom the Delphic statues (the Munichhead looks to the innocent eye earlier than
the Giacomini) and Roman copyists may have effected a similar contamination.
182Cf. especially east frieze figures 45 and 46. I believe that a
good case can be made out for identifying figures 43-46
respectively as Kekrops, Pandion, Erechtheus and Aigeus, that is, the four heroes who were the original early kings of Athens
and whose myths belonged to the Acropolis. These appear together to the north of the divinities, the other six to the south in a
looser grouping. It should be noted that the northern group of divinities comprises those with the closest connections with the
Acropolis: Athena and Hephaistos, Poseidon, Apollo and Artemis. Aphrodite and Eros may be here because of their north
slope sanctuary.
183

Pausanias, X, 10, 1-2.
1s4 Cf. especially the Chicago copy,-Jahrb., LXXI, 1956, p. 7, figs. 4-5.

185 Stavropoullos ('H
'ArTis -rfis'Afvas TapOkvov,Athens, 1950, pp. 67-75) suggested identifying him as Erechtheus, but
this has been generally rejected because it violates mythical chronology. I believe, however, that the heroes at the top of the
shield were the heroes of the Acropolis, defending it as heroes,just as Theseus fought at Marathon.
Cf Arndt, Text to GlyptothekNy Carlsberg,p. 19; Poulsen, Catalogue,p. 44. On Hermes Psychopompos in the 5th
18xs6
century, see now S. Karouzou, Ath. Mitt., LXXVI, 1961, pp. 91-106.
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with these as with Type D to identify small and miniatureherms, where these motives have been
abbreviated out of the total scheme, with one or the other of the major types. The epigram of
the Ephesos herm says openly that one needs to look carefully to distinguish the true creation of
Alkamenes from the general run of archaistic herms which are riXva To
•'wX6vros.L87
or not
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Whether
the dedicator of the Ephesos herm is right in his attribution, he is certainly
in
the
distinction between the true types which are copied exactly and the runright drawing
of-the-mill products. Two heads from the Agora (Nos. 163 and 164) illustrate the methods by
which the latter were composed. The forehead hair on both herms consists of three rows of
corkscrew curls which are longer on the sides than in the center. This is the basic scheme on
which the two "Alkamenes"types form their variations. In the Pergamon type the curls over
the center of the forehead project to form a substantial cornice but on the sides the stiff rolls
are loosened into locks of varying shape that soften the contours of the mass. In the Ephesos
type, on the other hand, the central curls are shortened so that they do not form corkscrewsat
all but snail shell curls resting against the forehead immediately below the fillet. Toward the
sides they lengthen gradually but never become real corkscrews. In the two heads from the
Agora, as in most others of their kind, all the locks are corkscrewsbut those on the sides sag a
little to give a slight softening of the contours. The larger of our two heads (No. 164) has the
center locks a little shorter than they are on the other; that is the only real differencebetween
them. A comparisonof the beards of the two Agora heads shows that the sculptors were neither
closely copying a revered type nor inventing new patterns. The scheme of locks in the upper
row on the properleft sides of the two heads is exactly the same; on the proper right sides it is
completely different. Doubtless if one searchedlong enough among herms of this sort one would
find parallelsfor these patterns too, but to seek very far for them would be to go to more trouble
than the sculptors did when they fashioned these herms. Clearly they took what was near at
hand, whether it happened to be an older herm that they used as a model or simply a pattern
that they had learned as one learns a handwriting. It is interesting also to note that no sharp
distinction was drawn between the archaistic types, which we can call Alkamenoid from their
vague ancient and modern associations with Alkamenes, and the non-archaizing 5th century
types. So we find very similar patterns in the beard of our herm, No. 163, and a herm in Copenhagen of the Zeus-likesort (P1.66, b) which is like ours a little under life size and seems to show
the same style.'8 We have said that there was a great upswing in popularity of the archaistic
herm around 100 B.C.1 This seems to be part of the Neo-Attic phenomenon,and the combination of pious copying and free mixing of elements that we get in these herms is something
that is very familiar from Neo-Attic art in general. Just as we experienced difficulty in distinguishing the archaistic inventions of Neo-Attic artists from archaistic creations of the 4th
century, so it is hard to be sure that all our archaistic herms are Neo-Attic. We can say only
that the majority of those that have come down to us probably were.

7. HERMS AS SUPPORTSIN SCULPTURE
It does not appear that the archaistic herm when used as a support or attribute was specifically
associated in the minds of the ancients with Alkamenes or even specifically identified as Hermes
Propylaios. Just as the archaistic kore or kouros was felt to be an appropriate form for representing a statue as distinguished from a living being,'o so the archaistic herm provided the
L87See above, p. 128, note 117.
18 Poulsen, Catalogue,no. 514 (with bibliography); Curtius, Zeut und Hermes, pp. 2, 4, figs. 1, 3.
1 Above, p. 127.
190See above, pp. 53, 61-63.
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best contrast to a living figurefor which it served as attribute. It only confuses the interpretation
of the works in which these herms appear if one tries to see in each of them a direct referenceto
the Propylaios of Alkamenes. The Agora has furnished one notable illustration of this fact.
Loeschke had suggested that Kephisodotos respectfully "quoted" the work of his master
as a support in his group of Hermes carrying
Alkamenes by using an archaistic bearded
hermi
Klein
the child Dionysos.l9l Subsequently
argued convincingly against attributing to the elder
but the notion
Kephisodotos the post-Praxitelean group in which the herm-supportwas used,192s
so
herm
was
the
bearded
via
and
Alkamenes
a
between
of link
strong that when
Kephisodotos
our No. 210, a fragment of a differentgroup, appeared in the Agora excavations, Rizzo hailed it
as the true copy of the Kephisodotos group.193But if we examine the Agora group without reference to discipular piety, ancient or modern, we discover that it is no more Kephisodotean
than Klein's group, for the child's figure is draped in a style derived from the Hermes group of
Praxiteles and quite different from the draping of the child Ploutos by Kephisodotos. So there
is no direct connection between our support herm and Alkamenes.Also it would seem that there
is no one-to-one correspondencebetween the archaistic type and Hermes Propylaios. The support on which Hermes rests the child on his journey should be a roadsideherm, and if there were
any direct reference in the herm (which there probably was not) it should be rather to the
archaic Hipparchan herms than to Hermes of the Gateway.
On the Neo-Attic Lanckoronskirelief (Pl. 65, c-d), now in Richmond, Virginia,194we have a
herm shown in a differenttype which must from its context stand for Hermes Propylaios of the
Acropolis. Athena stands with the owl in her hand and her shield leaning against a herm. This
herm does not have corkscrew archaistic curls; his hair is bound up around his head like that
of the Kritios boy. This is an authentic early classical coiffure,and it is curious that no one has
suggested that the herm on the Lanckoronskirelief is an actual reflectionof the Propylaios seen
by Pausanias.95 This may be simply because those who have treated the relief have believed
too firmly that the Acropolis Hermes was by Alkamenes. If we cannot claim the Lanckoronski
herm as an authentic picture of the Propylaios of the Acropolis, we can at least affirmthat the
hat-like arch of snail shell curls was not regarded in early Roman times as an indispensable
feature of Hermes Propylaios.
Since the Hermes group of Kephisodotos is again an unknown quantity, we cannot say for
certain who was the first to use a herm for a support in sculpture. A terracotta relief from
Olynthos, so belonging to the first half of the 4th century, shows a youthful Hermes with a ram
beside a bearded herm, but he is not leaning on it.' We may compare the combination of
youthful Hermes and bearded herm on the coins of Ainos.97 On the other hand, there is also
from Olynthos a series of terracotta figurinesand plastic vases which show Eros leaning beside a
herm. Even here the herm is rather an attribute than a support but the leaning pose already
suggests this use of the herm.'as
If Kephisodotos did not use a herm for a support, it may be that Praxiteles was the first. The
little herm beside the leg of the Eros of Parion is our earliest sure example in major sculpture of
191Jahrb., XIX, 1904, p. 24, note 2.
192Jahreshefte,XIV, 1911, pp. 98-111.
198Prassitele, pp. 9-10.
14 Schrader,Jahreshefte,XVI, 1913, pp. 1-32; Pheidias, pp. 90-97,figs. 76-77; Fuchs, p. 173, no. 23. Consideredby Schrader
as a 5th century Attic original, the relief is now correctly classed by Fuchs as an eclectic Neo-Attic creation.
196I, 22, 8.
1 Olynthus, VII, pl. 47, no. 374.
197Miinzer and Strack, Die antiken MUnzenNordgqriechenlands,
II, ple. 4, 5.
1 Olynthus, IV, pl. 39, nos. 372, 373, 373 a; VII, pl. 34, nos. 265-271. Though Robinson calls the herm a herm of Aphrodite,
the figure is indistinct, and one example (VII, pl. 34. no. 271) seems to show a phallos. It is probably a Hermes herm.
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the herm used as support and attribute,199 but the Sisyphos II, from the Daochos dedication at
Delphi, who actually leans on a herm in a Praxitelean curved pose, is not very much later.M
The idea of leaning on a significant object is already present in an Attic gravestone of the end of
the 5th century B.c. in which the dead woman leans on a loutrophorosin the pose of the leaning
Aphrodite.201The earliest example in vase-painting of the motive of leaning on a herm is on
a Kerch lidded bowl of around the middle of the 4th century where a female figure holding a
wreath in a wedding scene leans on a herm which must be the herm of the groom's house.02
Because the leaning motive is so common in the iconography of Aphrodite and Eros and in
wedding scenes, it may be that figures were shown leaning on herms in such scenes before the
herm was used as a support for Hermes himself.m This is all conjecture, but in general it ap"
pears that herms used as supports indicate setting or serve as attributes. The idea of the divinity resting on his own archaic image does not seem to be primary.
This is not to suggest that in real life people leaned on herms and statues, but that the leaning
motive in art is taken in a symbolic rather than in a realistic sense. In the Daochos group at
Delphi the young man who leans on a herm has been tentatively identified as Sisyphos II, the
youngest of the group and a personwho has no notable achievementsto his credit.m Perhaps the
herm marks him as still an ephebe, leaning on the herm of the gymnasium.
The Agora has yielded one example (No. 213) of a beardless herm of ephebe type used as a
support for a statue, but none of the statue itself is preserved,and the signs of attachment are so
light that we must imagine that the statue stood on its own feet rather than leaning on the herm.
At most a hand holding a light attribute may have rested on the mantle draped over its head.
This support belongs, like our other examples, to the Roman period, but seems from its style to
be earlier than the others, probably of the 1st century after Christ. It may have belonged to a
portrait statue rather than to a divinity. Portrait statues in Hermes types are fairly frequent in
the early Roman period, and a beardless gymnasium herm might be an appropriateadjunct to
an "orator"statue. Several Roman gravestones from Athens show the deceasedresting his hand
on a herm in the same
way.25

8. APOLLOHERMS

The youthful herm head with archaistic corkscrewcurls is representedby fewer examples in
the Agora than either the bearded archaistic Hermes or the youthful ephebe Hermes of 4th
century type, but there is one certain example (No. 215) and two probable ones. These herms
seem to represent Apollo, though we have, so far as I know, no epigraphicalproof. With this
kind of head we sometimes find that the face as well as the hair is archaistic. That appearsmost
clearly in a head in the Athens National Museum, which has a mouth simulating the archaic
smile.m In most of these beardless archaisticheads the outer portion of the eyebrow arch is not

1" Rizzo, Prassitele,
pl. 98. This figure is similar to the Eros of the Olynthos terracottas in that Eros does not actually lean
served as a strut to support the marble
on the herm. It seems clear from the coin picture, however, that one of the hermn-arms
leg. On the other side the statue was further supported by the hanging drapery.
mDelphes, IV, pl. 67; Marcad6,B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 503, fig. 8.
201 N.M. 3891. Cf.
Richter, Catalogue,p. 54; Harrison, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 377, note 38.
202 Schefold, KertscherVasen,
Berlin-Wilmersdorf,1930, pl. 14 a; Lullies, Typen, p. 64.
20 Cf. the mirror reliefs, Lullies, Typen, p. 15, nos. 1-3. No. 1 should probably be dated in the 4th century.
W4 Will, B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pp. 299-300. Sj6qvist, OpusculaAtheniensia, I, 1953, pp. 95-96, argues that he is Telemachos.
205 Conze, IV, pl. 439, no. 2017; p. 71, nos. 2014-2015. A beardless herm also appearslinked in this way with the figure of a
hero-physician on a relief of the Roman period from the Athenian Asklepieion (N.M. 1358, Svoronos, pl. 46; Hausmann, Kunst
und Heiltum, p. 83, p. 180, no. 168). The hero is unidentifiable, in the opinion of Hausmann. In any case, the relief appears
influenced by a statuary type, for the draping of the mantle over the herm's head and the way in which the hand, but not the
weight of the figure, rests on it correspond to our support. Like the identity of the hero, the meaning of the herm here is
uncertain. Conze, IV, p. 72, no. 2021 rejects the interpretation as a hero and calls it a grave relief of an ephebe.
m N.M. 65. Einzelaufnahmen,1201-1202.
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sharply ridged but rounded off, which adds somehow to the look of youthfulness. Thanks to this
feature even fragments such as our Nos. 216 and 217 can be identified as belonging to these
beardless heads rather than to bearded Hermes herms.
The simple fact that these heads are more fully archaistic than the bearded herms and that
Apollo is the one male divinity whose standard archaic type is beardless makes it natural to
regard them as Apollo. There are other indications too. The herm form seems to come more
easily to divinities who were worshipped also in aniconic form than to those who were not.207
Apollo Agyieus was such a divinity, and he shared with Hermes the protection of the gates and
streets of the city. In Roman Athens he is equated with Apollo Alexikakos and Apollo Prostaterios. As protector of ways and warder-offof evil he would be a natural companion of Hermes in
stadia and the running tracks of gymnasia.208s
The series of double herms in the Panathenaic
Stadion built by Herodes Atticus pairs the Ephesos type of bearded "Alkamenes" herm
(P1. 66, f) with a non-archaistic beardless long-haired head that in this context can only be
It is inconceivable that in a classical type the long-haired youthful head should
Apollo.Wo9
represent Hermes, and Dionysos has no place on the running track.
In the xystus of the Baths of Caracallawere found two herm heads, one of which was a fine
bearded head of the Alkamenoid type, the other a beardless head with corkscrewcurls.210It is
natural to assume that once again we have Hermes and Apollo, both this time in archaistic
form. It has also been suggested that the beardless head is a youthful Hermes (see below notes
214 and 220). The occasional appearance of an archaistic youthful herm of this sort on east
Greekgravestones of the Hellenistic period might seem to favor this identification but it should
be noted that Heraklesherms also appearon these gravestones,211 so that Apollo might well do so.
The beardlesshead with corkscrewcurls is sometimes a simple counterpartof the Alkamenoid
scheme and sometimes it has a more elaborate form, with hanging corkscrewcurls in front of
the ears. There are several variants of this scheme, which seems to be derived from a combination of the corkscrew scheme of forehead curls with an early classical coiffure in which the
front hair is pulled up over the diadem and falls down in front of the ears. Caroline Galt has
compared a head in Copenhagenof this archaistic sort with an early classical head in the Terme
and a statuette in Mount Holyoke.212The Copenhagenhead, which does not appear to be from
a herm, has the krobylos in back and the hanging side hair does not form corkscrews,but when
the type is adapted to the herm form, the back hair is made long and straight and the side
locks become corkscrews.This type with the hanging corkscrewsis sometimes used in Roman
art as a female head,213though at other times it is certainly male. It has been said that this
type does not occur in Greece, and V. Poulsen suggested that it was based on an early classical
original from Magna Graecia.214Schweitzer makes a similar suggestion.215It should be noted,

0oCf. below, p. 138. It is noticeable that in Arcadia, where there are more aniconic representations of gods than elsewhere
in Greece, there are also more different divinities in herm form. Cf. Nilsson, Geschichte,12, pp. 206-207, and references there
cited.
208I.G.,
4995. Cf. Nilsson, Geschichte,12, p. 544. For dedications to Apollo in connection with athletic con,112 4850, 4852,
tests, see I.G., 112, 3002 (by a gymnasiarch) and 3006 (by a winner in the torch race at the Hephaisteia).
209
Bieber, Jahrb., XXXII, 1917, p. 84, fig. 52.
210 Notizie degli
Scavi, 1912, p. 314, figs. 4-5 and p. 316, figs. 6-7.
211x
Pfuhl, Jahrb., XX, 1905, p. 77, nos. 5-6 (archaistic hair), pp. 78f.
212A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929,
pp. 41-52.
213 Cf. Schweitzer, Antiken in
ostpreussischemPrivatbesitz, pp. 173-174. I am not sure how much real evidence there is
that this type when combined with a bearded head in a double herm represents Ariadne. The identification of bearded hermheads as Dionysos instead of Hermes is less sure than is often implied (see above, pp. 130-132). Paribeni, Sculturegreche,p. 42
(nos. 64-65) identifies a double herm of this kind as the old and the young Dionysos, in spite of the fact that he has compared
the bearded head to the Ephesos Alkamenes Hermes type and the beardlessto the Apollo Philesios. In Cyrenethere is a pair of
herms from the area of the Temple of Hermes, one bearded, of the Alkamenoid sort, and one beardless, with identical forehead
curls. Here Paribeni calls them the old and the young Hermes (Cirene,pl. 165, nos. 368, 369).
214Der strengeStil (Acta Archaeologica,VIII,
1937), p. 142.
215 Op.cit., p. 173.
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however, that hanging corkscrew curls are inserted in a bearded herm head in Delos which is
and it may well be that beardless heads
otherwise a replica of the bronze herm from Mahdia,216e
with such curls will eventually be found in Greece. All those from the Agora are of the simple
type, however.
Though the looping of the hair over the diadem belongs to early classical Apollo types and
may well be borrowedfrom them, the hanging corkscrewcurls also occur as an Egyptianizing
feature in Hellenistic and Roman heads of Isis,s21 and it may even be that the Isis type had a
formal influence on these herm heads.
The fragment, No. 216, has a different elaboration, which seems directly based on the early
classical Apollo type. Instead of a round diadem encirclingthe head, there are braids wrapped
around above the curls. This is the coiffure of the OmphalosApollo in an archaistic form. The
head representedby this fragment was larger as well as more elaborate than the other two, and
it is quite possible that it did not belong to a herm at all but to a statue of Apollo in the form
of an archaistic kouros. We have mentioned above the possibility that our No. 109 might be
an Apollo rather than a Dionysos.218s
Though there is nothing to indicate a connection between
our present head and No. 109, it might well have belonged to a similar figure. Roman reliefs
from Miletos representingthe Apollo Philesios of Kanachos show him as a kouros with two or
three rows of snail shell or corkscrewcurls over the forehead.219Our fragment cannot be from a
copy of this type, for this had long back hair instead of braids, but its coiffureis clearly suitable
for an Apollo.220
9.

FEMALE HERMS, APHRODITE AND ARTEMIS

Among the divinities who early usurp the herm form is Aphrodite. Pausanias mentions an
image of Aphrodite Ourania(in Athens in the precinct of Aphrodite in the Gardens)which had
the square herm form.221Lullies suggests that the use of the square herm for Aphrodite Ourania
was inspired by the aschera, the aniconic post which was erected by the altars of Astarte.222
That the female herm seemed to the Greeks of the 4th century B.C. to be something oriental is
suggested by the picture of a female herm standing on the altar whereon sits the personification
of Asia on the Dareios vase in Naples.22 It is also true that Hermes was early associated with
Aphrodite as a promoter of fertility. In the Samian Heraion there was a Hermes in the Temple
of Aphrodite as well as a separate Hermes in a temple alongside.2MThe two were appropriate
companionsfor the goddess of marriage. In houses at Olynthos belonging to the first half of the
4th century were found five pairs of little lead herms on common bases.Y One is male, bearded
and ithyphallic, the other female and draped. Robinson interprets some as Priapos and Aphrodite, the others as Hermes and Aphrodite. This is because of a differencein the coiffuresof the
male heads, but since all these little household amulets must have served the same purpose of
protecting the life and luck of the family, it seems most likely that all are Hermes and Aphrodite.

216Marcad6, B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 506, fig. 10.
217Cf. Bieber, Sculptureof the Hellenistic Age, figs. 328-333. In Cyrene there is a double herm of Zeus Ammon and Isis or

Libya supporting a ram (Paribeni, Cirene, pl. 181, no. 416).
218 P. 68.

219Charites(FestschriftLanglotz,Bonn, 1957), pls. 7, 1 and 8, 2.
22oSchweitzer, op.cit., p. 173, has suggested that the archaistic beardless type also represents Hermes. For Athens this

seems less likely than the identification with Apollo. The Barracco Kriophoros (Helbig, CollectioinBarracco,pls. 31, 81a), which
has an archaistic beardless head with snail shell curls, might be taken as evidence in favor of Hermes, but it should be noted
that the hair of the Kriophoros, unlike that of our hermnheads, is short.
221

I, 19, 2.

222 Typen, p. 55.

223Furtwiingler-Reichhold, pl. 88; Lullies, Typen, p. 55.
224Buschor, Ath. Mitt., LXXII, 1957, pp. 77-86. Though the treasury record which mentions Hermes and Aphrodite
belongs to the middle of the 4th century B.C., Buschor believes that their temples go back to the archaic period.
225 Olynthus,X,

pp. 6-14, pls. 2-3, nos. 3-7. Cf. D. B. Thompson, Troy, SupplementaryMonograph,3, p. 145.
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A female herm wearing a polos appears on a fragment of a relief in the Lateran.22 A female
figure in a transparent peplos leans against it. Both herm and figure could well represent
Aphrodite, though no proof is preserved.
The one single female herm (No. 218) from the Agora (for the triple Hekate herms see above,
Nos. 151-154) has been thought to represent Aphrodite. Its finding-placewas, to be sure, not
far from the sanctuary of Aphrodite Ourania,but the remarkable contents of the well in which
it was found, bones of over a hundred new-borninfants and more than eighty-five dogs, suggest
a birth goddess or chthonian divinity rather than Aphrodite. Since we have examples in the
Peloponnese of Artemis in herm form227and since Hekate can also be identified with Artemis, it
seems likely that the Agora example is not Aphrodite but Artemis. The topographical implications of this well and its contents have not been fully explored, however.

10. THE HERMS OF THE ODEIONOF AGRIPPA

It is not possible to decide what divinities were representedby the herms used in the stage
front of the Odeion of Agrippa.22 Here we have herms used in a decorative work made under
Roman patronage and the range of types may have been as wide as for Cicero'sAcademy. Since
Thompson calculates that there was space for 17 herms229and since we know that there were
at least two of one type, but not definitely that there were more of any one, there may have
been as many as eight or nine types altogether. The surviving duplicates are two female heads
of a classical type (Nos. 219-220) which appears elsewherein Roman decorative art as the head
of a sphinx. There is one male head (No. 221) whose face is wholly destroyed but which has
short hair bound by a fillet. The pattern of the hair appears to be Polykleitan. A face from a
head which had the top carved separately (No. 222) was explained by Thompson as from the
same type. The heads are all of Pentelic marble. Two fragments of shafts of light green Karystos
marble are preserved, as well as a fragment of the intervening slab out of the same material.
If there were only two types of herms present, one male and one female, the reasonableguess
would be that the male heads representedHermes and the female Aphrodite, but actually there
seem to have been more than two. The fragment of a face, No. 222, does not belong to the 5th
century athletic type of the burnt herm head, No. 221, but has a smiling face of HellenisticRoman type in which there seems to be a touch of the archaistic. It seems to have worn the
fillet very low on the forehead, which would suit one of the followers of Dionysos. Besides this
third type of head, which is probably (though not certainly) male, there is a fragment of a
herm shaft, of Pentelic marble, covered to the bottom with archaistic drapery in a flat and
delicate style (No. 225). This must have been from a female herm, but not from one of those
with classical heads.
It would seem, then, that the front of this Roman logeion presented not just two types of
herms but a variety of types, analogous to the mixture of Amazons and satyrs (perhaps with
other types too) on the sculptured pillars from the theater at Ephesos which Eichler attributes
to the logeion of the Roman period.~? The inspiration for the use of herms rather than caryatids
probably came from the rows of herms with different types of heads that had been made since

226Einzelaufnahmen2226; Arndt and Lippold in the text date it to the late 4th or 3rd century; Lullies (Typen, p. 55) dates
it to the end of the 4th. The type of the figure, however, belongs to the early 4th century and the form of the relief slab might
be Roman. It seems possible, therefore, that this is a Neo-Attio work.
22
"Epyov, 1962, p. 129, fig. 155. See below, p. 168.
228 Nos. 219-225.

229Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 68.
2

Jahreshefte,XLIII, 1956-1958, pp. 7-18.
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the time of Cicerofor the decoration of Roman villas. The herms were more easily adapted than
caryatids to the smaller than life size needed to fit the low platform of the Roman stage. The
precedent for using herms as architecturalsupports had perhaps already been set by the use of
herms as table legs, which becomes popular in the Roman period (cf. below, No. 227). The
theater at Ephesos, which used pillarswith statues below the logeion,was a Roman remodelling
of the Hellenistic theater and kept the high stage. A feeling that herms were especially appropriate to an Athenian building may also have contributed to their use here. Later on in
Roman art we find rows of herms used as railing posts, the most striking example being the
balustradeshown in the picture of the Rostra on the Arch of Constantine.23
11. HELLENISTIC

TYPES, HERAKLES AND HERMAPHRODITE

of the traditional old Attic type, the number of
In comparison with the number of hermnis
herms representingvarious divinities in the Hellenistic form with the figurefully modelled down
to the hips and a strongly tapering shaft below is very small.232Those that are representedin
the Agora are all of the size of small statuettes and find their closest parallels in Asia Minor,
Alexandria, or the mediating islands, Kos and Rhodes. We have three Herakles herms (Nos.
228-230) and one Hermaphrodite (No. 231) of this sort. It seems clear that when they used
large herms for architectural decoration and outdoor monuments the Athenians preferredthe
traditionally Attic rectangular shaft. The strength of Attic tradition against Hellenistic invention in the matter of herms is comparable to what we have noticed already in archaistic
reliefs and statues.23 The more exuberantinventions of Asia Minorare taken up enthusiastically
by the Romans but only sparingly by the Athenians.
It should be mentioned that the apparently rectangularshafts of Attic herms do in fact taper
downward slightly in the Roman period, whereas until the 4th century they were still like
stelai, with a slight upwardtaper both in width and thickness. In neither case is the taper strong
enough to affect the monument esthetically. The purpose of the upward taper is stability; that
of the downward taper may be to give a little more protection from weathering. In Roman
times, perhaps in compensation for the loss of stability in the shaft itself, a new method of
fastening it into its base is used. Instead of simply setting the whole end of the shaft into the
base, a tenon was cut on the end so that the shaft overlappedthe edge of the cutting in the base.
An unfinished portrait herm from the Agora234illustrates the tenon, and the Phaidros base"5
the appearanceof a base in which such a tenon was used.

12. HERMSIN RELIEF AND GRAFFITO

Representations of herms as part of the backgroundin votive reliefs are relatively rare, but
the Agora has yielded one fragmentaryexample (No. 233}. On this 4th century relief we seem to
have the entrance of a sanctuary with the herm standing guard and the worshippersfiling past.
It is interesting for the diagonal position of the herm, which gives an effect of perspective. The
type of the herm seems to be one of those without shoulderlocks and long back hair but with the
hair full around the face. The details, however, are not preserved.
231 L'Orange and Von Gerkan, Der spatantike Bildschmuckdes Konstantinbogens,p. 82, note 3, with references to other
examples.
232 For this
type in general, see Lullies, Typen, pp. 74-78. Lullies is probably right, p. 82, in suggesting that the strong
downward taper in herm-shafts which first appeared in the Hellenistic period was due to the effort to make an esthetically
satisfying junction of body and shaft in mantle herms.
233

See above, p. 66.

234 Hesperia, XXIX,
235 Hesperia, XVIII,

1960, pl. 86, d.
1949, pl. 3, lower left.
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Frontal figures of herms which occur singly range all the way from carvings in relief to mere
graffiti, and it would appear that their purpose also ranges all the way from intentionally
apotropaic to mere doodling. So we have on the one hand the little relief herm carved on the
door of Shop III of the Stoa of Attalos (No. 234) and on the other several herms among the
haphazard collection of sundials, human profiles, bulls, etc. scratched on the columns of the
Roman Southeast Building.236The first must surely be a Propylaios. He may also refer to
Hermes as the god of commerce. In the second case we can only assume that because the herm
was a familiar apotropaic sign and because it was easy to draw, it became a natural thing to
draw when one felt like scribbling.
The herm on a grave monument must be both apotropaic and a sign of Hermes Chthonios.
Since the Thessalian painted stelai of the Hellenistic period generally show a herm outside the
picture panel,237but once at least have it included in the picture,238it would seem that the herm
included as part of the grave relief has the same meaning as the isolated herm. Similarly we find
on one Attic grave relief of the Roman period the deceased resting his hand on the head of a
siren, which would ordinarily be a separate adjunct of the monument.239
On East Greek gravestones the Herakles herm and the beardless herm with archaistic hair
also appear.24oIn general, Herakles and Apollo are rather warders-off of evil than chthonian
divinities, and it would seem that the protective idea is primary here. In Athens we do not find
the Herakles herms on gravestones, but beardless herms with long (perhaps archaistic) hair do
occur (cf. No. 237). All these herms on gravestones belong to the Hellenistic and Roman periods,
and since there is a gap in Attic grave stelai between the 4th century and the early Roman
period, this use of herms must be attributed to outside influence.
Several relief and graffito herms from the Agora are not carved on buildings but on loose
pieces of marble, sometimes fragments of worked stone such as the tile fragment (No. 240) or
the fragment of revetment (No. 241) and sometimes on a rough piece of marble such as Nos. 238
and 242. No. 241 was found together with several pieces of unfinished sculpture, and it seems
clear that it comes from a sculptor's workshop. One can readily believe that sketching a herm in
relief was a common exercise for beginners. At first, relief and graffito herms may have been
made in the workshop as a charm to prevent the work from going wrong. A black-glaze sherd
found in the workshop of Pheidias in Olympia has a fascinating graffito representing a herm
together with a grotesque figure that does not correspond to any regular mythological type.
This has been interpreted as one of the demons who spoil the sculptors' work being repelled by
If sculptors were in the habit of sketching herms for this apotropaic
the protective herm.2TM
a
to seem a natural thing on which to try one's hand with the chisel.
herm
would
come
purpose,
Odd bits of marble in a marble-workingshop would serve for this purpose as potsherds did for
writing. The fact that there is so much material from sculptors' workshops among the finds from
the Agora probably explains why several of these relief and graffito herms have been found here.
In the Late Hellenistic or Roman fragment (No. 242) with a comic sketch of two bearded
herms, a non-ithyphallic one on top and an ithyphallic one below who seems to be cheerfully
carrying the other one on his head, we seem to have some of the same spirit of amused affection
with which the Pan Painter treated herms in the days of Kimon. The very crudeness of this
sketch and the naivet6 of its humor serve to show how much the Attic herm had remained a
part of everyday Athenian life.
H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 345 and fig. 5.
Cf. A. S. Arvanitopoulos, FparraalIrflTAatA1prpTl&Sos-Tl•ayaacwv,
Athens, 1928, p1s. 1, 5, 6, 9.
2
pl. 10. P1. 7 shows what appears to be a herm of Priapos.
Ibid.,
239
Conze, IV, pl. 450, no. 2053. On another, ibid., pi. 450, no. 2054, the siren is carved in low relief on the anta of the stele.
240 Cf. Pfuhl,
Jahrb., XX, 1905, pp. 77, 78f.
241 This will be
published by W. Schiering.
236

237
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CATALOGUE
downto the top of the dowelcutting. Sidesand back
of the cuttingare brokenaway, so that only the front
S 211. Found in 1982 in the cellar of a modernmof the neck remains, but originallythe whole lower
house in the vicinity of the Tholos (G-H 12). Head joint-surfacemusthavebeenhorizontal.Backof head,
and neck cut separatelyfor attachmentto a shaft. A foreheadcurls and lower beard brokenaway. Of the
bit of bottomjoint surface(dressedsmooth)preserved mouth only the right cornerpreserved(the position
below neck in front. The attachment,by means of a of the left marked by a dent). Nose broken, with
large squaredowel hole, ca. 4.5 x 4.5 cm. and 5 cm. traces of ancient repair: the broken surfacerubbed
deep, roughly cut with drill and point, was leaded flat and then roughenedwith a few point-strokesto
from the back, where there are traces of a pour- hold cement.A hole 6 mm.in diameterand 2 cm. deep
channel (made with a 1 em. drill) sloping slightly for dowel to attach new piece. Remains of whitish
substance,probablycement, on walls of hole.
Islandmarble.Whitewith moderatelycoarsegrain.
Tan patina.The wholeheadmuchbatteredand worn.
P1. 40.
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156. Head from a Herm, ca. 480-470 B.c.

P.H. 0.29 m., H. crown to junction of beard and

throat 0.24 m., P.W. 0.175 m. (at hair above ears),
P. Depth ca. 0.18 m.
T.L. Shear, Hesperia, II, 1988, pp. 514ff., figs.
1-2; Vagn Poulsen, From the Collectionsof the Ny
II, p. 100 and fig. 24; Thompson,
Carlsberg
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See also pp. 168, 111, 129, 145, 152.

The rectangularsymmetricalstructureof the head,
the hat-like arch of curls over the forehead, the
inorganictreatmentof the back of the neck, and the
attachmentto a lowermemberby a doweland pourchannelshowthat the head comesfroma hermrather
than froma statue. The long back hairis boundup in
braidsaroundthe head and the short front hair falls
in curlsover the forehead.Wavy strandsemergefrom
under the braids and end in little curlswhichprobably formedtwo rows.Thelittle strandson the nape of
the neck formeda single row of similar small curls.
Long wavy side-locks hung down behind the ears,
separatingthe front of the neck from the back part,
whichis not modelledas neck but curvesaroundin a
convex surfacewiderthan the neck wouldhave been.
This is terminatedbelow by a kind of astragal.
The beard is broad, its straight sides continuous
with the side planes of the cheeks, its surfacedecorated with parallel wavy strands like those of the
hair. A thin mustachedroopedlow over the deep-set
corners of the mouth, which curved upward in a
distinct archaic smile. The eyes, by contrast, have
heavy framing lids in the early classical manner,
continuous at the outer corners. The ears have the 5th
century shape, broad at the top and short. The
hollow is unusually large. The unnatural backward
slant at which the ear is set, perhaps in order to make
it fit better behind the front hair, is a dislocation that
may be found also in later herms.
The coiffure, a well-known early classical style
with slight modifications to fit the architecture of the
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herm,fixes the date around480 or shortly after. The
Blond Boy from the Acropolisis one of the earliest
examples of braids wound around the head. Its
coiffurediffersfrom that of our head in having the
braids hidden by the bangs instead of passing over
them. Except for the side-locks, the coiffureof our
herm is that of the bronze "Zeus"from Artemision
and of the "OmphalosApollo,"thoughthese are later
and representthe hairitself in a morerealisticmanner.
Hermes appearswith his hair in this style on a redfiguredkrater from the Acropolisthat Beazley calls
a late work of the Berlin Painter.1The side-locksare
neededon our herm to separatethe front of the neck
from the back part, which is not organicallytreated.
The flat mass of long back hair that is usual in
archaicand archaisticherms covers over and makes
easy the transitionfrom the head to the rectangular
shaft. The curious treatment in the present head
looks like an experimental solution and not an
altogether successful one. It may never have been
repeated. In the course of the 5th century, shorthaired herms appeared,with the back of the neck
modelled, but they never ousted the long-haired
variety. Thoughthe arrangementof the hair is early
classical, the renderingof strands and curls in our
head preservesthe archaicstylization. The projecting
arch of curls over the foreheadis an archaicfeature
that has been retainedbecauseof its usefulness.The
curlsforma cornicewhichprotectsthe face fromrain.
A similar arch of curls is depicted on herms shown
frontally by the Pan Painter which are very like our
herm in spirit.2
The retention of the archaic smile within the
simplifiedearly classicalstructureof the face gives an
extraordinaryimpressionof alertnessand vitality to
this head, in spite of the mutilations that it has
suffered. The central herm on the Pan Painter's
pelike in the Louvre (P1. 65, a) has such a smile.
Early classicalstatuary, with its developedrendering
of bodily form and movement, no longer needs the
smile to give it the quality of life, but the inherent
contrast of the herm is still heightenedby it. Better
than any other extant example, the Agora herm illustrates the reasons for the survival of archaic
features in this kind of monument. It preservesfor
us the direct line of tradition from the Hipparchan
herms and their cousins down to the classical
archaistic types that have been transmitted to us in
so many copies and variations.
1 Beazley, Berliner Maler, pl. 82, no. 84. The youthful
Hermes on the coins of Ainos in the 470's wears braids under
his hat (Seltman, Masterpieces of Greek Coinage, Oxford,
1949, figs. 12 a, 16 a).
2 Especially the Naples krater, Beazley, Pan-Maler, pl.
30; A.R.V.2, p. 551, no. 15 and the central herm on the
Louvre pelike with a group of three herms (Pl. 65, a; see
above, p. 111).
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Its closest contemporaryamong surviving hermheads is probablythe handsomefragment from the
south slopeof the Acropolis(P1.65, b). This,thoughit
has been calleda Dionysos,is probablyalso a Hermes
herm.3 Marble, modelling of eyes, and surface
qualities are generallysimilar to those of our piece.
The expression is milder, however, and the architecture less rigid. The variety in the personalityof
herms that one finds in vase-paintingsof the time is
shownto have been presentin the hermsthemselves.
The Agorahead is linked to the Hipparchanherm
from the road to Kephale, of which only fragments
of the shaft now survive in Koropi,by the fact that
the head was cut separatelyfromthe shaft. Dow and
Kirchner,who publishedthe Hipparchanhermwhen
part of the upperend of the shaft was still preserved,
expressedsome surpriseat what appearedto be an
anathyrosis on the top surface.4Though the dowel
was not preservedthere, the undoubtedpresencein
the Agorahead of a dowel hole and pour-channelof
the kindthat was usedfor fasteningan uppermember
flush with a lower member suggests that such
piecing was not abnormal. A fragment from the
Acropoliswith part of the shaft and long back hair
of a hermhas a pour-channelboredthroughthe hair,
suggesting that the head was attached by a tenon
set into a mortisein the shaft.5Somemarblecouldbe
saved by cutting the head and shaft separately.
The side view of the little herm from Siphnosshows
how far the face projectsbeyond the front plane of
the shaft in a 6th century herm.6In the case of the
Hipparchanherms,whenso many weremadeat once,
the total saving would have been well worth the
extra trouble of piecing, and this may have influenced Athenian practice thereafter. It is even
possible that Attic marble was used for the shafts
and the more expensive island marble only for the
heads. In later herms,made all of Attic marble,the
shaft is made so much thicker that the waste of
marblein a one-pieceherm is negligible.
The nose of our herm was brokenand repairedin
antiquity. This fact was not known when Shear
published the head in 1933, but when the modern
mortar that encrustedthe broken surfacehad been
fully clearedaway in 1954 it becameapparent.This
8 N.M. 96. Wrede,Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, p. 78, Beilage 22,3
to 28,1. It is said by Kavvadias
p.113) to have been
found in 1876 in excavations(-v•d&,
on the south slope of the
Acropolis. Excavations in that year were in the area within
the Serpentje and west of the Theater of Dionysos, comprising the area of the Asklepieion and the area south of the
Nike bastion (cf. THpaxKTIK&,
1877, pp. 14ff.). Wrede called it
a mask of Dionysos, but the piece shows an irregular break
at the back and no sign of a worked back surface such as it
should have had if it had been a mask.
4 Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, pp. 1-3. See above, p. 113, note 44.
1
336f., no. 461.
Acropolis 170. Schrader,
* Lullies, Typen, pl. 2, 2. pp.
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neck uncovered.The details of the back hair were
probably not made explicit. The hair over the
foreheadended in little round curls, of which we see
only the scallopedoutline against the forehead.The
low foreheadis broadand flat, slopinga little inward
at the top. The eyes are large, almond-shapedand
projecting,with heavy lids. The separationof lids
and eyeballsis little more than an incision.The area
between eyebrowsand eyes is simply concave. The
beardon the sides extends up underthe hair in front
of the ears. It was carved in wavy strands, now
visible only on the properright side. The ends of the
mustache hang vertically, perhaps ending in little
inward curls. The cornersof the mouth are slightly
upturned.The effect of the head is archaic,and the
carvingof details such as the eyes is simpleenoughto
belong to the 6th century, but the small size of the
work would naturally make for a more archaic
aspect, especiallyin the eyes, and the piece may well
belong between 500 and 480. Such a small-sized
herm,if the head is froma herm,might be dedicated
either in a private house or in a sanctuary.

(texture suggests the latter).
H. 0.125 m., W. 0.081 m.

joint-surfaces intersected at the top; the lower edge
of the fragment is broken off. The front joint-surface,
dressed smooth, is concave, the line of junction
passing through the lower parts of the cheeks and
between the nose and the mustache. One wonders why
the junction of flesh and beard was not taken as the
joint-line. The awkwardness of the piecing proves
that we are dealing with a repair rather than with
something that was pieced to begin with. The back
joint-surface is convex, dressed with a claw chisel at
the top and a fine point lower down. It cuts through
the locks at the temples, through the hollows of the
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damage and repair is an additional argument for
datingthe hermafter 480. Shearhad suggesteda prePersian date, but since the damage done by the
Pesaiansin 480 was so extensive that minor repairs
wefe hardlyworthwhile,it seemslikely that ourherm
was first set up after that time. Damages to herms
must have been very commonin antiquity, and one
does not need to postulate an historic occasion for
every mutilation,but our head, if it was made in the
470's, was very probably standing in or near the
Agorain 415 B.C. whenthe faces of most of the herms
were chopped.'Thereis thus a good chancethat the
mutilationof this head was no accident.
The years just after Salamiswere a great time for
herms in the Agora. Kimon's victory over the
Persiapsat Eion in 476/5 B.C. was commemoratedby
three herms, and it has been conjecturedthat herms
also commemoratedearlier battles of the Persian
Wars.8One cannot help asking whether the Agora
head can have belongedto one of the famousherms.
The Pan Painter'sthree herms, which Juliette de la
Genikrehas plausibly connectedwith the Kimonian
herms,are quite similarin style. Artisticallyourhead
is certainlygoodenoughto have belongedto a victory
monument,but the size seems a little small. In any
case, it furnishesthe best help we have for visualizing
these importantmonuments.In the presenceof this
head we begin to understandhow even a modest
dedicationof conventionalformsuch as a hermcould
have in itself an expressive power worthy to commemoratesuch prouddeeds.

158. Fragmentof a Herm, Probablya Repair Piece.
P1. 41.

S 159. Found in 1932 in late context on the west
side of the Agora (J 9). A separatelycut piece comprising front of neck and lower part of face with
beard. Broken off: tip of beard, lower part of neck,
some of joint-surfacesfront and back adjacent to
dowel hole. Pentelic marble. Moderateweathering.
157. Small Head from a Herm (9), Late Archaic Rough pick-markson properright side of beardand
Period.
P1. 41. neck and on lower part of back joint-surfacemust
date from destructionof monument.
P.H. 0.155 m., P.W. 0.12 m., P.Th. ca. 0.11 m., W.
S 780. Found in 19836in late fill on the south side
of the Agora(M 15). Brokenat neck (dowelindicates of face at start of beard0.100 m.
that head was attached but joint-surfacenot preThiswas a repairpiece, evidentlyfor a smallherm.
served).Dowelhole in bottom consistsof two joining
The
lowerpart of a face with archaicsmile (cornersof
drill holes of 6-7 mm. diam., its preserved depth
of
back
mouth
0.025 m. Nose and end of beard brokenoff;
disappearingunder mustache),wedge-shaped
had
as
head
skull chipped away. All edges worn, if
beard, and thin, droopingmustache is carved in a
been much rolled about.
separatepiece of stone togetherwith the front of the
and parts of the long side-locks.Front and back
island
neck
or
White marble, Pentelic
fine-grained

The little bearded head is sufficiently symmetrical
and rectangular in structure to have belonged to a
herm, but it is by no means certain that it did. It is
included here because of a general resemblance to
No. 156, which surely is from a herm. The back hair
was either short or bound up, leaving the back of the

? Thucydides, VI, 27, 1. See above, pp. 117-118.
8 See above, pp. 110-117.
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ears, and through the long locks on the sides of the
neck.
A broad vertical dowel hole (W. ca. 0.03 m., Th.
ca. 0.02 m., P. Depth a little over 0.08 m.) served to
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Surface in general somewhat chipped and rubbed.
Beige patina but no sign of heavy weathering.
P.H. 0.145 m., P.W. 0.092 m., P.Th. 0.105 m., W.
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of face at start of beard0.068 m.
T. L. Shear,Hesperia,II, 1933, pp. 516-519, figs.
fasten this piece to the upper part of the head. A
small round (diam.0.006 m.) drill hole that cuts into 8-4; Poulsen,FromtheCollectionsof theNy Carlsberg
the back wall of the big dowel hole from the front Glyptothek,II, 1988, p. 100, note 8.
may belong to the fasteningof the upperface to the
The hair is long and bound up in braids. These
lower, whether by a small pin or simply by poured
lead.
appearin a herringbonepatternacrossthe backof the
The modellingis simpleand shallow,with all edges head and were presumablywound round the head
blurredand with heavy abrasivestriationsall overthe but they are concealedon the sides by the brushedbeard and neck. Of the preservedsurfaces,only that back locks of the foreheadhair and the center front
of the cheeks is carefully smoothed. The beard is is brokenaway. Thereareno wispsof hairon the nape
renderedby horizontalgroovesand ridgesthat curve of the neck. The top hair radiates from the crownin
down to the center front. The mustache is clearly slightly waving strands. The beard starts rather low
defined only on its inner edge; on the outside it is on the properright side, leaving a smooth space in
markedonly by the interruptionof the groovesof the front of the ear. On the other side it is normal. The
beard. The beard is finished fairly smooth under- long beardis renderedwith overlappinglocks curved
neath. The neck is modelled, with sterno-mastoids at the ends. The ends of the mustache are long and
shown.No detailis visiblein the remnantsof forehead thin. The general pattern is similarto that of herm
hair. The long lock on the side of the neck has crude beardsbut the archaisticengravingof the strandsis
scoringsto representthe wavy strands.
lacking.
The workmanshipcannot be dated, for the blurry
The forehead is low, bulging slightly above the
to
a
does
not
seems
but
rather
quality
belong
style
eyebrows.The bridgeof the nose seems to have been
to be due to the wish to approximateunobtrusively narrow. The eyes are almond-shapedwith a slight
the general appearanceof the piece that was being droop toward the outer corners. The lids form a
repaired.Thesmileandthe sharp-pointedWedge-beard continuousridgearoundthe outer cornersof the eyes.
give an archaisticappearance,but this might mean The cheeks arewide and bulge a little. The mouth is
either that the originalherm was archaisticor that definitelyopen, with a faintly unpleasantexpression
it was a work like No. 156, an early classical piece which is caused by the fact that the space between
that retainedsome archaiccharacteristics.The head the lips is not a merechannelof shadowbut a smooth
of Zeus from the early classical terracotta group of curved band suggestingteeth. The lower lip is wide.
Zeus and Ganymede at Olympia has the beard The ears in their present state look very crude and
similarly treated in broad grooves and ridges. The generalized.The undersideof the beard shows three
heavy rectangulardowel and the small hole piercing unsmoothedheavy drill channels by which it was
it occurin the archaicstatuette, No. 87. Onedoes not separatedfrom the neck.
know how long this methodof piecingwent on, but I
Shear dated the type to the 2nd quarter of the
know of no Roman examples.The evidencethat this 5th centuryB.c. but left it undecidedwhetherit was
fragmentgives for adding part of the face separately an originalor a Roman copy. Poulsenconsideredit a
in a repaired herm should be consideredin cases copy. The crude appearance of the ears and the
wherea herm-likeface or a part of one showsa joint- awkwardlook of the radiatingstrands on the proper
surface at the back. The fragmentin Boston which right side of the head would suggest that it is a copy,
Wredetook to be froma mask of Dionysosmight well but it is unusuallyfaithful to 5th centurystyle. Note
belong to such a herm.9
especiallythe eyes and mouth. One may contrast it
with such a head as No. 161, where it is precisely the
eyes and mouth that betray a later origin. It may be
159. Small Bearded Head.
P1. 42. questioned whether the present head is actually from
a herm to begin with. It might be rather the head of
5 218. Found in 1982 in a Byzantine well south of Zeus from a small pediment or high relief which was
the Agora (I 16:8). Broken off at neck, the break so broken off and retouched in Roman times, quite
worn that it would never join. Tip of nose, forehead possibly with the idea of using it as a herm head. The
hair, edges of beard broken off. Pentelic marble. proper right side, which now seems the more crude,
may originally have been the better finished, since it
9 Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, Beilage 25,1-2; Caskey, Catalogue, seems to have faced out. The drill channels under the
no. 15. The front curls seem to have been damaged and
repaired also, for there is a picked surface above the forehead beard are not driven in symmetrically from either side
to form a herringbone pattern as is usual in herm
made to hold cement.
10
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heads but are cut in diagonallyfromthe properright.
They show abrasive scratchesin the bottoms of the
channels. These would have had no purposein the
originalwork (if the undersidewere to be smoothed
one would first have chiselled away the ridges between the channels)but they might well be the result
of cleaningthe head for re-use.Becausethe right side
of the face was the more exposed, it may have been
more damaged.The strandsof the top hair were redrawn,thickerand with less regularwavingsthan the
originalstrands,whichmay still be seen on the other
side of the head. Theoriginalear, perhapsbroken,was
trimmedoff and a new one cut against the back hair.
In orderto give relief to this new ear the back of the
neck was shearedaway below its originallevel. This
may accountfor the absenceof wisps or curls on the
nape of the neck. The peculiarsmoothpatch between
the foreheadhair and beardwhichis not matchedon
the other side is probablythe result of the recutting
by which the originalear was removed.
Whenallowancesare madefor what it has suffered,
the fragment, referred to by Poulsen as an "insignificantlittle head," appearsto be not a bad piece
of work. Since its date should be some time around
the middleof the 5th century,it might turn out to be
quite interestingif its context were known. But its
finding-placeis probably related to the workshop
where it was recut rather than to its original site,
so that there is little hope of knowingmore about it.
160. Head of a Small Herm, Roman Period. Pl. 41.
S 1090. Found in 1988 in a deposit of the 1st half
of the 3rd century A.D. in a well south of the Agora
(P 19:1). Broken off at top of shaft, break slanting
slightlyupwardfrombackto front. A little bit of tops
of arm-slots preserved on both sides. Projecting
portions(nose,lips, point of chin) batteredoff. Back
of head chipped. Pentelic marble, very poor grade,
full of white mica.

framethe forehead.The side-locksare flat straps,not
detached from the neck, adorned with diagonal
hatching to suggest twisted strands. The ears, very
small, are plasteredagainst the side-locks.The plane
of the beardis offset from that of the cheeksand its
waves are suggested by diagonal grooves. The lips
projected.The eyes are very large and rimmedwith
continuousheavy lids. The nose was thin, the eyebrows high-arched.The ends of drill holes for separatingthe beardfromthe front of the neck are visible
under the beard. The model for this odd piece may
have been either an actual early herm or a good
imitationsuchas No. 161. It surelywas not one of the
classicaltypes.
161. Head from a Herm, Early Roman Period(2).
P1.43.
S 539. Mendedfrom two joining fragments. The
larger,front of head, found in 1935 in mixed late fill
in the central part of the Agora (L 10), the smaller,
part of back of head, S 1083, found in 1988 in a
Byzantinebuildingnearthe Altarof the TwelveGods
(K 6). Brokenoff at neck. Back properright side of
head missing, includingright ear and foreheadhair
on right side. Nose and end of beard broken off.
Chipsmissing from upper front curls, eyebrows,left
eye, mustache,and lowerlip. Pentelicmarble.Heavy
ancient weathering, especially on top and back of
head and in front of ear where water was channeled
down.
P.H. 0.225 m., P.W. 0.155 m., P.Th. 0.19 mn.,W. of

face at start of beard0.118 m.
T.L. Shear, A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 179 and
fig. 7; Karo, Arch. Anz., 1985, col. 169, fig. 6;
(108 WinckelmannsLanglotz, Alkamenesprobleme
6.
programm,Berlin, 1952), p.
See also above (160) and pp. 132, 145.

The head is slightly under life size. Its structure
and the style of the hair and beard leave no doubt
that it is from a herm. A narrowhoop encirclesthe
P.Th. 0.10 m.
head, and the hair radiatesevenly from the crownin
This ugly little herm is certainly trying to look very narrow,gentlywavedstrandswhichareengraved
P.H. 0.145 m., W. 0.103 m. (= width of shaft),

archaic. At the same time the crudeness of its
execution gives it a certain comic vivacity. Perhaps
it is a trial piece by an apprentice hermoglyph of the
Roman period. It comes from an area where sculptors'
workshops certainly existed and an unfinished piece
The crown of the head,
was found in the same
well.•
is
surrounded by a flat
small,
disproportionately
fillet. Radiating wavy strands are roughly suggested
and the back hair has more or less symmetrical wavy
strands. Two rows of snail shell (not corkscrew) curls
10

S 1089.

into the smoothly convex surface of the crown without
affecting its profile. The back hair, which seems to
have hung down long, is not rendered in detail, the
surface being simply smoothed. The usual long sidelocks emerged from behind the ears. The foreheadlocks are formed of ribbon-like groups of strands
which end in rather small, delicately carved snail
shell curls. These form two rows over the center,
expanding to three on the sides. A tiny drill hole
marks the center of each curl. The locks form a cornice
of sufficient projection to protect the face from rain.
The beard is a simple wedge-shaped mass engraved
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with very fine parallelwavy strands.The strandsare
also engravedon the under side of the beard at the
sides.Therestof the undersurfaceis simplysmoothed.
Here the weatheringis heavy. The rain which ran
down in front of the ears must have crawledalong
the underside of the beardand drippedoff its point.
The mustache, also finely engraved, has long thin
ends. Thereis a flat, tongue-shaped"imperial"below
the lowerlip.
The face itself is neither archaic nor archaistic,
but certain features, such as the low flat forehead
which is rectangular in horizontal section, seem
adapted to the herm form, and in general the hermi
design seems to have taken precedenceover the face
as such. The eyes are wide, with projectinglids that
are casuallycarved.Theyneitheroverlapat the outer
cornersnor forma continuousheavy ridgebut simply
thin out and meet in a blurredangle. There is too
much sidewise curve in the eyeballs for an early
classicalwork,and the short mouth likewisesuggests
a later date. The lips are full and smoothlymodelled,
meetingin a finelinewithoutany suggestionof parting.
It is a sweet rather than a firm mouth. The ears are
carefullycarvedwith deephollowsandunfleshyridges.
The type of this headis unusualenoughto produce
a wide variety of opinionsas to its date. Shear said
"end of the 6th century"; Karo, "vortrefflichefriihe
Kopie nach einem Dionysos des friihen 5. Jhs." The
form of the eyes precludesan actual late archaic or
early classicaldate, yet the head does not belong to
the seriesof much-copiedtypes such as the Hermesof
of Alkamenes.This head seemsto have been designed
forits presentmodestscale,andthe originalcanhardly
have been anything but a herm. The work which
inspiredour head may have been somethinglike the
head from the south slope of the Acropolis,Athens
N.M. 96 (P1. 65, b), dating from the 470's or thereabouts.' The carver of the new herm did not make
a measuredcopy but reproducedthe generaleffect of
the original, adding to it, perhaps unconsciously,
some elements of his own idea of a herm, the wide
eyes and benign expressionand the short full mouth
without the trace of a smile. The qualitiesof the early
workwhichimpressedhim most wereits simpleclosed
form and the fine shadowlessdetail of its surface.The
beard of the south slope head shows what was the
inspiration for the engraved beard of our herm, but
the heavy bold strands of the head-hair in the early
herm which provide such effective contrast and give
energy to the whole are outside the range of our
artist. By extending the metallic treatment to the
hair as well as the beard, he has gained unity of
texture at the expense of strength. Still, his product
is a thoroughly pleasing work, honest in its painstaking craftsmanship and appealing in personality.
I"

10*

See above,p. 143, note 3.
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It is hardto fix a dateforthe executionof this work.
We do not know enough to affirmthat it cannot be
earlierthan the Romanperiod,but its qualitiesfit the
taste of the time of Augustus.A head in the Museo
Barracco,whoseRomandate is provenby the carving
of the eyes and eyebrows,has the strands engraved
alongthe underside of the beardat the edgesin much
the same way as our herm.1'The delicateshadowless
treatment may be matched in the reliefs on the
Hermesaltar from near the Roman Agora.'3
162. Fragment of Beard of Herm, from Copy of
PergamonType Attributedto Alkamenes. P1. 48.
8 1900. CataloguedDecember1954 from uninventoried marbles originally in pile left by former excavatorsbehindthe north end of the Stoa of Attalos
(R 7). Broken at level of mouth and broken off at
back. Surfacebatteredand flaked;all locks on proper
left side obliterated.Chiseltraceson loweredge show
that very little of the end of the beard is missing.
Pentelic marble. Ancient weatheringseems to have
been light.
P.H. 0.165 m., P.W. 0.165 m., P.Th. 0.075 m., W.

of mouth ca. 0.06 m. Vertical distance from right
cornerof mouth to end of beard0.155 m.
See also pp. 123, 130, 157.
The characteristic corkscrewlock in the lower
properright side of the beardmarksthis fragmentas
part of a replica of the type that survives in an
inscribed herm from Pergamon (P1. 66, c) whose
A second
epigramproclaimsit a workof Alkamenes.14
type, related but somewhatdifferentin the designof
hair and beard and slightly larger in scale, is attributed to the same artist by the inscriptionof a
fragmentaryherm found in Ephesos. Opinionshave
differedas to whetherthe two types had separate5th
century prototypes or whether they are copyists'
variationsof a singleoriginal.'5Sinceeach survivesin
a number of copies which are faithful in scale and
details, the idea of separate originals seems more
likely, whether or not the copyists were correct in
attributingboth to Alkamenes.The presentfragment
lends some support to this view since it eliminates the
possibility that the two variations were a matter of
locality. Both types are now proven to have been
copied in Athens, where the hypothetical original, if
there was only one, must have stood. The Ephesos type
was used for the bearded heads of the double herms in
the Panathenaic Stadion, built by Herodes Atticus
12
Helbig, La Collection Barracco, pl. 26 bis; Ath. Mitt.,
LIII, 1928, Beilage 24, 3.
13N.M. 54. Svoronos, pl. 23. See above, p. 82, note 96.
14 For
bibliography, see above, p. 123, note 114.
16See above, pp. 122-123.
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(P1.66,f)16.Of the two types, the Pergamontype fits be called "Alkamenoid"because they resemblein a
betterournotionsof the style of around480-410,when generalway the herm from Pergamonattributed to
Alkameneswas flourishing.The other type appears Alkamenes but do not preserve the individual
earlier,but not so early as to makeit impossiblethat features of its design.19Characteristicresemblances
Alkamenesmadeit. If, as we have suggestedabove,17 arethe threerowsof corkscrewlocksoverthe forehead
the name of Alkamenesoccurredin a famous herm and the compact, wedge-shapedbeard. Missing are
epigram that got into a collection of epigrams as the variations by which Alkameneslent interest to
appropriate for a Hermes Propylaios, it is con- the standardscheme:the looseningof the corkscrew
ceivable that he did not make the originalof either curlsinto variouslyshapedlocks on the sides and the
type. Since, however, the Pergamon type shows interpositionof corkscrewsamong the flame-shaped
refinementsof design that we do not find elsewhere locks of the beard. Two excellently preserved
among the archaisticherms, the likelihood remains examples of Alkamenoidherms were found in the
that it is the work of an important sculptor and Peiraeusin 1959 in a context which appearsto date
from the Sullan destruction of 86 B.C.20From the
specificallyof Alkamenes.
The workmanshipof the Agoracopy appearsto be Agora itself comes another, No. 164, which appears
Antonine. Running-drillchannels separate some of somewhatlater and coarserthan the presenthead. No
the locks of the beard.The hairsjust underthe lower two of these are exactly alike. The pattern of the
lip are very finely engraved;otherwisethe engraving locks in the upperpart of the beardon the properleft
on the surfaceof the locks is of averagequality. The side is the same in both Agora heads, whereasthose
corner of the mouth is marked by a drill hole. As on the right side are different.It seems likely that
comparedwith the Barberiniherm, which Curtius the makersof smallerhermsused earlierhermsas one
regardsas the best replica of the Pergamontype,18s might use a pattern book, recombiningand varying
our copy showsa little simplificationof the locks; the motives as it pleasedthem within the frameworkof a
overlappinghook-shapedlocks of the center of the singlebroadtype. That our headis not a closecopy of
beard are merged into long wavy ones. The scale a 5th centuryworkmay be seenfromthe narroweyes.
seems to have been about the same as in the other
The head was executed in a crisp and competent
of
The
the
unknown.
use
is
copies.
Agoracopy
style and fairly well finished. The undersideof the
beard is smoothed with the chisel (no raw drill
channelsshow). Heavy weatheringon the top of the
163. Head froma DoubleHerm, 1st CenturyB.C.(?). head and on the sides where water would naturally
P1. 44. run down prove that it stood for some time as an
outdoor herm in Athens. There is no drill-workin
S 1077. Found in 1988 at the level of the 4th hair or beard. The centersof the corkscrewcurls are
century after Christin a cistern west of the Agora raised rather than drilled and the centers of the
(G 5:2). Brokenoff at neck from point whereunder- beard-curlsare not marked. The diadem encircling
side of beard joined neck. Head was originally at- the head is rough,and the two drill holes behindthe
tachedto somethingelse at the backfromwhichit has ears suggest that a metal wreath or crown was
been deliberately broken away (pick-marks all attached over it. (Or did these holes merely hold
aroundthe edge). Mostlikely it was part of a double metal pins to which real wreaths or ribbons were
herm. Otherwise well preserved, with only minor fastened on festive occasions?) The face must have
chips missing from beard and outer foreheadcurls. been freshenedup in antiquity. This would explain
Pentelic marble. Heavy weatheringon top of head, why the surfaceof the foreheadis wobbly and there
some on back of corkscrewcurls in front of ears and are carelessabrasive-marksaroundthe eyes, whereas
the ears show quite skillful carving. The end of the
on side of beardjust below ears.
P.H. 0.265
mn., W. 0.182 m., P.Th. 0.165 m., W. of nose seems too small and pointed, probablybecause
face at start of beard 0.108 m.
T.L. Shear, Hesperia, VIII, 1989, p. 286 and fig. 35;
Bousquet, B.C.H., LXXX, 1956, p. 567, note 2;
D.M. Robinson, A.J.A., LIX, 1955, p. 21, note 16.
See also pp. 127, 181, 184, 149.
The head, a little under life size, is a well preserved
example of the standard archaistic herms which might
16

See above, p. 123, note 118.

it has been cut down to conceal a chip. Abrasivemarks appear in the beard also, suggesting that it
underwent the same cleaning process as the face. The
other head of the double herm may have been cut
away at the same time, perhaps because it was too
damaged to save. Probably our head, found discarded
in a cistern, was never actually set up again as a herm
after the repair work, but remained in the workshop,
perhaps serving as a model for other herms.

17 P. 123.

18Zeus nd Hermes, pp. 68 f ., note 1, pl. 20 and p. 67,
figs. 27-28.

19 See above, pp. 131, 134.

2oAbove, p. 127, note 149.
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of the early 4th century.The mouth was full, the lips
giving the usual impressionof being slightly parted,
but with no use of the drill. The flesh is hard and
smooth, with no subtleties of modelling.The uneven
surfaceof the foreheadsuggests that this herm, like
No. 163, had its face polishedup after it had become
weatheredor damaged. It may have been, like No.
163, originally part of a double herm, though no
positive evidenceis preservedfor this. It was certainly an inferiorwork, and may be somewhatlater, but
in general type the two heads are very close. The
pattern of locks in the upper part of the beard on
the properleft side is the samein both, whereasthose
on the right side are different.Theseheads belongto
the class that sharesthe triplerow of corkscrewcurls
with the two herms attributed to Alkamenes and
which might be called "Alkamenoid"for want of a
better name. This seems to have been the most
popularof all ancient herm types.

164. Head from a Herm, Early Roman Period (?).
P1. 45.

165. Head of Herm, Alkamenoid Type, Roman
Period.
P1. 46.

S 2104. Found in 1959 in the lower part of the
Late Roman Fortificationsouth of the Agora (S 17).
Split Offat back behind ear-locks(a few pick-marks
suggest splitting was deliberate). Cut off below
through beard and neck with rough-pickedsurface.
Shoulder-locksbrokenoffjust belowears.Pick-marks
on top of head. Nose brokenoff. Lips, eyebrowsand
forehead-curlschipped. Traces of mortar. Pentelic
marble.

S 575. Found in 1935 in late Roman debris over
Southwest Fountain House (H 15). Broken off just
below top of shaft. A bit of arm cutting preservedon
proper right side. Full width of shaft not quite
preserved(1 cm. or less lacking).Tip of nose chipped.
A chip missingfromback of curl on properright side.
Otherwiseintact. Pentelic marble.

P.H. 0.245 m., P.Th. 0.12 m., W. of face at start

This was a herm with head about two-thirdslife
size, of the common Alkamenoidsort, with three
rowsof prominentcorkscrewcurlsabovethe forehead.
The beard is projectingand square-ended.The long
shoulder-locksspring free of the neck. The forehead
is low and the eyebrowsroundedoff. The nose is thick
and little modelled.The mouthis small and open, the
upperlip carvedin one with the mustache,the lower
lip a short isolated projection.The long thin ends of
the mustache and the locks of the beard are merely
sketchedout with the chisel.
The piece has the raw, dead-white surface of
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Shear has suggestedan early Roman date for the
piece, with the reservationthat it might be earlier.
The Peiraeusherms, if the evidence for their dating
holds, prove that such work may be as early as the
end of the 2nd century B.C. There is a noticeable
similarity,especiallyin the profiles,betweenourhead
and the Copenhagenherm (P1.66, b) with a Zeus-like
coiffurewhich is one of the Tyszkiewiczherms and
probablycomesfromthe Peiraeus.21Thoughmadein
a Neo-Attic shop, these heads were not made for
export but for use as dedicationsin Attica.
The lost head which backed ours may have been
another such bearded herm, a beardless archaistic
Apollo herm, or a youthful non-archaisticHermes
head. The double-hermshaft, No. 205, with a conventional post herm with shoulderlocks on one side
and a chlamys herm on the other, would have
demandedsuch a combinationof heads, though our
presenthead does not fit it.

of beard0.114 m.
See also pp. 127, 184, 148.

This again is a standardherm-head,a little under
life size, of the common archaistic type with three
rows of corkscrewcurls over the forehead and the
conventionalherm beard of flame-shapedlocks. The
drill is not used at all in the beard and only very
sparingly in the spaces between the foreheadcurls.
The centers of the corkscrewlocks project. The hair
on top of the head is rendered by parallel wavy
grooves, divided into arbitrary segments with fillingtriangles between rather than radiating evenly from
the crown of the head. The diadem is rough, and
two drilled holes just behind the shoulder-locks suggest that a wreath (in metal ?) was to be attached
over it.
The ears, half-hidden behind the curls, are poorly
modelled. The eyes are rather narrow, but not deepset, with strongly overlapping lids, such eyes as a
Roman copyist might make in rendering an original
21 Curtius, Zeus und Hermes,

pp. 2, 4, figs. 1, 3,.

P.H. 0.225 m., P.W. 0.16 m., Th. 0.18 m.

unfinished marbles, and everywhere on the front the
chisel-work is unsmoothed. The back, curiously, is
more finished, and it looks as though some of the
finished surface had been chiselled away again. This
shows clearly on the side-lock of the proper left side,
where the back is already carved with grooved
strands and the plain-chiselled surface of the front
outs across the grooves. On the sides of the neck
behind the locks the surface is smoothed, but it is
roughened on the shoulder by new chiselling-away.
The hair-mass below the fillet in back is all finished
with wavy strands. Some traces of these strands also
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appearjust above the fillet in back, but the rest of the
top of the head is plain. Since the finishedsurfacesas
well as the recut surfacesarefreshand white, it would
appearthat the recuttingwas not done to remedythe
effects of weatheringor damagefrom use. Whatever
misfortuneoccasionedit must have happenedbefore
the pieceeverleft the workshop.The undersideof the
beard is rough, with drill holes coming from below
and in front. The remainsof the arm-slots,too, are
still rough.Thehollowsof the earsareunusuallydeep.
The neck is as thick as the face is wide, which suggests that the scale of the head was somewhat
reducedin the recutting.
The prominent forehead-curls and projecting,
square-endedbeard are also to be found in the late
Hellenistic bearded herm from the House of the
Herm at Delos.22Both heads seem to representan
attempt to give a morearchaicflavorto the Alkamenoid scheme, but ours is probably later than the
Delos herm.It is doubtfulwhethera pre-Sullanpiece
wouldbe foundso freshin a post-Heruliandeposit.

and fronthairbatteredaway. Pentelic marbleof poor
quality.
P.H. 0.821 m.
From a hermof about life size. The ordinarycorkscrew curls on the side show that this is one of the
Alkamenoidherms,not a copy of eitherthe Pergamon
or the Ephesos type. The beard also appears flatly
conventional.MediocreRoman work, characterized
by shallow cutting in the hair and absence of intermediatestages betweenchisel and final smoothingin
the flesh surfaces.
168. Head from a Small Herm, AlkamenoidType,
RomanPeriod.
P1. 47.
8 1086. Found in 1938 in very late Roman fill
south of the Agora (O 19). Broken off at neck in
jaggedbreak.Nose and end of beardbrokenoff. Front
hair and top of head so batteredthat most of surface
is gone. Originalsurfacebest preservedon properright
side. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.145 m., P.W. 0.105 m., P.Th. 0.115 m., W.

of face at start of beard0.070 m.

166. Fragment of Herm Head, Alkamenoid Type,
Roman Period.
P1. 46.

S 987. Found in 1988in a Turkishpit south of the
Agora and west of the Panathenaic Way (S 19).
Broken off irregularly,preservingmost of face and
some of hair on properleft side, some of neck, and
part of left ear. Pentelic marble. Surface stained
brownand gray, perhapsdamagedby fire.
P.H. 0.315 m., P.W. 0.18 m., P.Th. 0.21 m.

The head is a very little over life size. Therewere
three rowsof corkscrewcurlsover the forehead.Their
centers were raised rather than drilled. The proportions of the face are unusually broad. The eyes
are small with heavy lids. The flesh surfaceseems to
be smoothed directly over chisel-work.The strands
of both hair and beard are rather coarsely carved.
Probably Roman. A head in Leningrad, though
smaller,appearssimilarin the proportionsof the face
and the form of the eyes.2

This is an Alkamenoidherm head of about onethird life size. The hair was bound with a hoop-like
fillet and the top and long back hair carvedwith the
usual wavy strands. Long side-locks emergedfrom
behind the ears. The corkscrewcurls that frame the
forehead seem to have been in three rows, though
little of their surfaceremains.The broadforeheadand
wide eyes convey some feeling of a 5th century
prototype. The lips seem to be parted. The ears are
very summarilycarved,without use of the drill. The
beardis the most carefullytreatedelement,eachlock
beingcarvedindividuallywith threeor fourengraved
strands.The arrangementof locksis of the customary
formalsort. The ends of the mustachedivergerather
strongly,but curlin at the tips. The undersideof the
beardis smoothedwith the chisel.
A minor work of the Roman period, this little
head gives more sense of monumentalitythan many
largerherms.The sculptormust have had some large
work such as the Pergamon-typeAlkamenesherm
definitely in mind.

167. Fragment of Herm Head, Alkamenoid Type,
Roman Period.
P1. 46.
5 802. Found in 1936 in a modern house south of
the Agora (M 17-18). Broken off at neck. Missing:
back of head and neck, top of head, proper left side of
head above level of jaw. Most of surface of beard, face

B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, pp. 500-512, figs. 5-7, 13.
0 Waldhauer,
I, no. 75, p1.46.
Ermnitage,

22

169. Head of Miniature Herm, Alkamenoid Type.
P1. 47.
5 906. Found in 1937 in a disturbed Roman deposit
near the southwest corner of the Agora (I 11). Broken
off near top of shaft. Some of side surface of shaft
preserved on proper right, not on left. Tip of nose,
end of beard, side-locks broken away. A chip out of
right edge of back hair. Some front curls battered off.
Pentelic marble.
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P.H. 0.095 m., P.W. of shaft (= approximately chiselled end, presumablyjoint-surfacethough it is
not very smooth. Right side-lock broken. End of
originalwidth) 0.051 m., P. Th. of frag. 0.048 m.
nose broken off; edge of forehead hair and end of
See also below (170, 171).
beard battered. The iron dowel, though surrounded
This is a delicately carved miniatureof the Alka- by lead, has stained the whole piece a dark rustmenoid type with three rows of corkscrewcurls over brown.Pentelic marble.
the forehead.As often, these are longer on the sides
P.H. ca. 0.11 m., P.W. 0.063 m., P.Th. ca. 0.08 m.
than in the center. The bulge in the center of the
See also p. 182.
forehead and the rather deepset eyes give a 4th
The little head is generally similar to the Alkacenturylook that is naturalin miniaturecarving,but
the basicdignity of the type is maintained.Thebeard menoid types but with two instead of three rows of
is carefullyrenderedin individual locks with curled corkscrewcurlsexcept on the sideswherethey become
ends. The back hair is a long flat mass, its surface three. The beard is exceptionallylong and the procoveredwith rippledstrands. The slots for the arms portionsof the face are also longerthan usual. Wavy
are roughly rectangular,with drilled holes in their strands are carved on the crownof the head and on
depths to hold the tenons of the arm-pieces.Such a the back hair. The locks of the beardare individually
fine miniatureherm might have been made either to carved,mostly with a doublecurveand a hookedend,
be a votive for a sanctuary or to occupy a niche in but they are not so sharply defined as in No. 169
the doorwayof a private house. The date is hard to and showno specialpattern.The total effectis softer,
fix. Miniaturemarblehermsweremade in classicalas less archaisticthan in other examples. The features
resemblethose of Hellenistic-derivedRoman works.
well as in Roman times.2
The eyebrows project and curve far down at the
corners.The eyes are narrow,with blurrylids, their
inner
cornersdeeply sunk. The mouth is small, with
170. MiniatureHerm Head, AlkamenoidType.
P1. 47. open lips. The ears have carefully cut rims and a
small drill hole in the center of each. The underside
8 1941. Found in 1956 in uncertaincontext in the of the beardis smoothed.
industrial district southwest of the Agora (A-D,
14-17). Brokenoff at top of shaft. Muchrolledabout
and battered. Lime incrustation on back. Pentelic 172. Fragment of Small Herm Head, Alkamenoid
Pl. 47.
marble.
Type.
P.H. 0.067 m., W. of face at start of beard 0.029 m.,
W. of shaft 0.05 m.

8 1946. Found in 1956 in Byzantine fill in the
industrial district southwest of the Agora (A-D,
14-17). Brokenoff at neck; back of head split away.
Nose and sidesof beardbrokenoff, forehead-curlsand
brow battered. Reddish patina and brown rootmarks. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.18 m., W. of face at start of beard0.065 m.

Thoughthe featuresare blurredby battering,this
remainsrecognizableas belongingto the Alkamenoid
type. The upper surfaceof the top row of corkscrew
curls, divided and hatched as on larger herms, survives just below the fillet on the properright side.
The crownand the long back hair are engravedwith
This head, though rather crude in workmanship,
wavy strands.The side-locksadhereto the-neck.The
ears are merely suggested. Face and beard are very may perhapshave been intended for a small version
broad, the forehead very low. The ends of the of the Ephesos type2 rather than just a generalized
mustache and the curls of the beard were outlined Alkamenoidherm. The big eyes with heavy framing
with the chisel. Originally a careful piece of work, lids exaggeratethe stern look that one finds in some
though not so good as No. 169.
171. Head from a Miniature Herm, Roman Period.
P1. 47.
S 1243. Found in 1947 in Herulian debris in a well
south of the Agora (M 20:2). Head made separately with dowel in bottom, but joint-surface broken
away. The left side-lock behind the ear shows a
"Cf. Nos. 201, 209.

replicas of the Ephesos type, and though the front
curls are gone, the traces above the temples suggest
that the forehead locks did not project uniformly as
a hat-brim of corkscrews but flattened toward the
center into simple snail-curls. Striations on the sides
of the beard suggest locks brushed forward as they
are on the Ephesos herm. The ears seem to have been
covered by side-locks which are now broken off.
The face surface is smoothed, but the upper surface
of the front hair surviving on the proper right side is
a2

See above, p. 123, note 117.
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roughly blocked out with the chisel, and it may be
that the head was never finished.Indentationsin the
eyeballsgive the impressionof carved pupils but are
probably accidental, since the lids above them are
also chipped.PresumablyRoman work.
173. Fragmentof SmallHerm,ProbablyAlkamenoid.
Pl. 48.
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S 1518. Found in 1951 in disturbedByzantine fill
east of the Templeof Ares (M 7). Preservespart of
crownof head, left temple and cornerof left eye. Top
of head worn. Pentelic marble. Face darkenedbut
relatively fresh. Break surfacesincrusted.
P.H. 0.08 m.
Corkscrewcurls in two (?) rows mark this as one
of the Alkamenoidherms.Tracesof beardon the side.
Crisp,carefulwork. The diagonalstrandson the tops
of the curls alternatedirections.

however.2 The ear is carved with great care, broad
and deeplycut, with a very thin helix. Toolittle is left
of the eye to tell its shape,and nothingsurvivesof the
rest of the face.
This must originallyhave been a fine, impressive
head of the more austere archaisticsort. The large
size and carefulexecutiondistinguishit fromthe runof-the-mill Roman herms. The long corkscrewcurls
on the side emphasizeits architectural,decorative
quality. The details of hair and beard seem inspired
from bronze works of the latest archaic and early
classicalperiods.27The conicalcentersof the forehead
curls are to be found in the Hermes-likebronzehead
fromOlympia,and the forward-sweptparallelstrands
in the side of the beard recall the "Zeus" from
Artemision.Ourherm does not correspondto any of
the majortypes establishedby Curtius,2but it would
not be surprisingto find a replica of it. The greater
plasticinterest of the foreheadhair and the energetic
thrust of the beard distinguishit from his Type F,
which also has the three rows of corkscrews.

174. FragmentaryHead of a Herm, Roman Period. 175. Fragmentof Herm Head with Snail Shell Curls.
Pl. 48.
P1. 48.

in Byzantine fill north of
8 804. Found in 193388
S 257. Mended from two joining fragments, the the
of
Ares
Temple
(K 7). Fragment of top of head
in the demolitionof a modernm
larger found in 193388
front
properright. Pentelicmarble.Surfacebattered,
house in the northwestpart of the Agora (I-J, 6-7),
with
some
ancient weathering.
the smaller found in 1949 in cleaning the Stoa of
P.H. 0.16 m., P.W. ca. 0.18 m., P.Th. 0.16 m.
Attalos (P-R, 7-13). Preservespart of properright
side of face and most of the fronthair.Muchbattered.
From an archaisticherm-heada little over life size
Pentelic marble. Where the ancient surface is
but
not so big as the biggest herms. Fairly average
preserved,it has a brownpatina.
P.H. 0.825 m., P.W. 0.80 m., P.Th. ca. 0.80 m., W. Roman or late Hellenisticwork. The only interesting
point is the arrangementof the foreheadhair. Four
acrossface at start of beard0.195 m.
of snail shell curlsform the usualhat-like arch.
rows
See also p. 130.
The undersidesof the curlson the sides are treatedas
Thishermhead was over life size. The hairradiates corkscrewcurls whereas the upper surface of the
from the crown and is held by a hoop-likefillet of upperrowis simplydecoratedwith wavy strandsafter
roundedsection. Thereare gentle plasticwaves in the the fashionof early hermssuch as No. 156.2
profileof the crown.The strandsof hair were sharpedged. The forehead is framed by three rows of 176.
Fragmentof Beard of Herm, Copenhagen-Villa
corkscrewcurls which are very long on the sides and
Pl. 49.
Albani Type.
shorter over the center. The ends were carved with

great care; they are shaped as little cones on which
the spiral strands are meticulously delineated. Deep
cutting between and below the ends emphasizes their
independent projection. The beard was undoubtedly
of the jutting, wedge-shaped variety. The upper row
of locks on the side is preserved, all parallel and
slanting forward, with drilled centers in the little
curled ends. The side locks of the beard in the
Ephesos "Alkamenes" herm are swept forward in
this way but are drawn together instead of running
parallel. The side fullness of the beard noted by
Praschniker in the Ephesos type seems to exist here,

5 1880. Catalogued in 1954 from uninventoried
marbles from the area (E-H, 10-12) on the west side
of the Agora. Fragment preserving left side of beard
and part of lower lip. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.155 m., P.W. 0.105 m., P.Th. 0.075 m.
See also pp. 131, 155.
S

Jahreshefte,XXIX, 1985, p. 30.
See above, p. 130.
2
Zeu.sund Hernes.
1 Schmidt, p. 45, makes much of the difference between
corkscrewsand "Buckellocken," but in Roman times at least
the distinction is not sharply observed.
2
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The fragmentis from a herm-heada little over life
size. The locks of the beardare formallyarrangedand
very crisply and carefully carved, with parallel
grooves and a drill hole in the curled end of each
majorlock. The end of the mustacheis long and curls
inwardat the tip. So far as it is preservedthe pattern
of the locks is the same as in the beard of a herm in
Copenhagen(P1.66,b) and one of the sametype in the
Villa Albani.YIn scale and in execution ourfragment
is closerto the Villa Albani head, and both copies are
probablysomewhatlater than the Copenhagenhead,
which may be 1st century B.C. while these are
probably of the imperial period. Poulsen has noted
another replica in the Louvre.31Though not known
in so many copies as Curtius'types A-D, this seems
to go back to an importantAttic original.
177. Head froma SmallHerm, Related to "Type A."
P1. 49.

S 826. Foundin 1933in late fill nearthe southwest
cornerof the Agora (I 12). Broken off at neck. Face
missing, partly broken, partly picked away. Whole
piece much worn and rubbed,so that ancient surface
survives only in isolated patches on crown of head
and back of neck. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.185 m.
See also p. 130 note 171.

This seems to have been a small herm-headof
Curtius'Type A32or some related short-hairedtype.
The traces of the fillet are visible, as well as the ends
of shortlocksbelowit on the nape of the neck. Ontop
of the head shortlocks divergeas froma centralpart.
None of the face or forehead-hairis preserved.The
eyes wereinset, and the survivalof the bottom of one
of the holes gives a grotesqueexpressionto the head
when seen from the front. It is uncertainwhetherthe
picking away of the face was idle or had some
purpose.The originalworkmanshipof the head was
delicateand the finishgood.

178. Head of a Large Herm, "Type D," Roman
Period.
P1. 49.
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below beard. Nose, brows, lips, cheek-bones,etc. all
battered off. Surface much flaked, original surface
surviving only in hollows and crevices. These show
brown patina and signs of ancient weathering.
Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.405 m., P.W. 0.25 m., P.Th. 0.135 m., W.

of face at start of beard0.19 m.
See also pp. 180 note 170, 154.

This was an over-life-sizedhead of good workmanship, a replica of Curtius'Type D.3 This type,
of 5th centuryorigin,has no archaisticfeaturesin its
main design. Only the subsidiary engraving with
parallel strands in the locks of hair and beard assimilates its surface effect to that of the archaistic
herms.Both hair and beardare very curly. The hair
is cut fairly short, long enough to hide the ears but
not the back of the neck. A ribbon-likefillet encircles
the head and on the better copiesis knotted over the
forehead.This part is missingon our head, but since
the arrangementof the foreheadhair correspondsto
that of the moreaccuratecopies,the knot was probably indicatedhere also. Ourhead belongswith one in
Sorrento,preferredby Curtiusas the most detailed
copy,4 a head in Venice of which the beard is
restoredbut whichis useful for the hair,3 and a well
preserved head from the Peiraeus in the Athens
National Museum (P1. 66, e) which gives the best
idea of the plastic potentialities of the face." The
condition of our piece does not permit a complete
lock-by-lockcomparisonwith the other replicas,but
one can see that above the left eyebrow below the
fillet the locks correspondedto the Venice and Sorrento heads: a semicircularlock curlingup over the
fillet and a long hook-shapedlock extending out to
the side. The Peiraeushead, whichis somewhatsmaller than ours, omits the semicircularlocks. The
techniqueof our head seems to have been similarto
that of the Peiraeushead. The drill (in single holes,
not running-drillchannels)is extensivelyused to give
relief to the beardand the hair below the fillet. The
hair above the fillet shows no use of the drill but
maintains the plastic identity of the locks, not flattening them into a surfacepattern as in some of the
simplified replicas. A small strip of ancient flesh
surface beside the hair on the left temple indicates
that the modelling of the face was good. The eyes
seem to have been wide-open, and the eyeballs curved
from side to side as in the Peiraeus head. The lips, as
there, are parted. There are no drill holes in the

5 1482. Found in 1951 in a marble pile on the east
side of the Agora (N-P, 7-13). Front of head only,
split off in front of ears. Remains of a meniskos (2)
hole in top on line of break. Broken off from neck

corners.

3Curtius, Zeus und Hermes, pp. 1-7, figs. 1-4.
31From the Collectionsof the Ny
CarlsbergGlyptothek,II,
p. 101, note 7; Salle Clarac, no. 2656, W. Frohner, Notice de
la sculpture antique du Muse national du Louvre, 3rd ed.,
1876, no. 187.
32Zeus und Hermes, pp. 48-54.

33 bid., pp. 62-68.
*4Ibid., p. 63, no. 11; Levi, Notizie degli Scavi, 1924, p. 379,
no. 13, fig. 6.
a Zeus und Hermes, p. 62, no. 3; Einzelaufnahmen,
2411-2412.
36 Zeus und Hermes,p. 63, no. 10; p. 61, fig. 21; Karouzos,
B.C.H., LXX, 1946, pp. 263-270, pl. 13.
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Since this type is so extensively used for herms,
Curtiussuggests that the original was probably an
Attic herm. He argues, however, that all our herm
copies are simplified by the copyists and that the
only thing close to the original is the head of an
Asklepiosin Florence.37That poses a problem,since
the copiesmake fine, impressivehermswith a plastic
richnessthat is satisfyingbut not bewildering,whereas
the Asklepioshas a minutecomplexityin the hairand
beardthat is hard to imaginein any marblework of
the 5th century, much less in a herm. One feels that
its prototype must have been in bronze. We have
suggested above that some of the classical Attic
herm types may have been created for tribal dedicationsand their headsinfluencedby the types of the
Eponymous Heroes." If this is true, the Asklepios
headmaygo backto a bronzeherostatue independently of the herm tradition. The Florentine statue is
generallyagreedto be a pastiche,the body beingof a
much later type than the head. The shortage of
early representationsof the beardedAsklepiosmay
have led the artist to borrowa head from another
type at a time when the severe style was especially
prized. It seems more reasonable that a head of
Asklepiosshouldbe borrowedfromthe type of a hero
than that it should be borrowedfrom a herm. The
long locks at the back of the neck probablybelongto
the time of the pastiche.
The knotted fillet probably belongs to the herm
creation.A similarfillet is wornby the youthful head
of one of the ephebichermsfrom Rhamnous."
179. Head from a Miniature Herm, "Type D,"
Pl. 49.
Roman Period.

forehead,and to eitherside of it we find the same two
curlsthat we noted in No. 178 as well as in the careful
replicasin Venice and Sorrento.In the side-locksof
the hair and in the beard there is a sketchy suggestion of the complicatedcurls of the original.Two
little drill holes punctuatelocks on the properright
side. Perhaps there would have been more of these
if the head had been completed. The big, flat eyes
look unfinished.The date is doubtlessRoman.
That so manyelementsof the originalarepreserved
in such a small piece devoid of artistic or decorative
value suggests that the original was one of the
importantherms of 5th century Athens, though its
locationand the name of its artist are unknown.If it
was one of the tribal herms,it must have been one in
a place whereit becamea familiarlandmark,as the
herm of Aigeis by the house of Andokidesseems to
have done.40
180. Fragmentof Re-cut Herm.

P1. 49.

S 196. Found in 1982 in uncertain context near
the southwest corner of the Agora (F-H, 13-16).
From a small head roughly re-cut into a squarish
chunk, in the center of which a hole (5 x 2 cm. and
4 cm. deep) was cut, on the side wherethe face used
to be. Cutoff belowhairlinein a planepickedsurface.
A drill hole 0.008 m. diam. and 0.01 m. deep in the
center of this surface probablycomes from original
use. Face cut off at cornersof eyes. Left side cut off
leaving only a trace of beardand adjoiningface. Top
cut off.
P.H. 0.11 m., P.W. 0.09 m., P.Th. 0.11 m.

This was probablyfrom some relative of Curtius'
S 701. Found in 1936 in disturbedlate Roman fill Type D, though the pattern of the front hair is
on the south side of the Agora (L 15). Brokenoff at unclear.Thereis no fillet shown,but an indentation
neck. Lower left side of face broken away. Left separates crown from nape and forehead-hair.The
of the locks is coarsenedand simplifiedto a
eyebrowand hair above it chipped.Top of head flat, pattern
few
big flat locks with curled ends. These are decouncertainwhetherworn or made that way. Pentelic
with chiselled strands in the conventional
rated
marble.
The ear was not drilled. Conceivablythe
manner.
P.H. 0.071 m., P.W. 0.051 m., P.Th. 0.054 m.
still unfinishedwhen it was choppedup.
was
head
See also p. 130 note 171.
In spite of its small size and crude execution, this
is unmistakably a replica of the same Type D
represented in the full-scale copy, No. 178. Short
hair, long, vertically hanging beard and broad flat
fillet around the head create the general impression,
which is confirmed by details. A big polygonal knot is
clearly indicated in the fillet over the center of the

G. A. Mansuelli,
7 Zeus und Hermes, pp. 64-67. See also
Galleria degli Uffizi, Le Sculture, Rome, 1958, pp. 160-162,
no. 133.
" Above, pp. 132-133.
89 N.M.318. See above,
p. 126, note 139.

181. Back of Herm Head, "Type C," Roman Period.
P1. 50.
S 365. Found May 1938 in late filling in the porch
of the Metroon (H 10). Broken off at neck and face
split away. A joining fragment gives a bit of the right
shoulder and back edge of the shaft with the end of
one lock of the back hair. A trace of the upper corner
of the arm-slot 0.058 m. forward of the back of the
40See above, pp. 117-120.
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shaft. Surfacelittle weatheredbut with yellow and
brownstains. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.487 m., P.W. ca. 0.29 m., P.Th. ca. 0.25 m.,

W. of face at start of beard 0.178 m.
See also below (182) and pp. 180 note 170, 131.
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This is from a large herm of Curtius'Type C, with
long front hair looped over a round hoop to form
curlsin front of the ears.4 The hair radiatesfromthe
crownin wavy strands,the waves indicatedplastically as well as by the undulationsof the strands. The
long back hair is divided into six snaky tresses that
end in curls with drilled centers. The long side-locks
were cut free from the neck and are brokenoff. The
arrangementof the front hair, with two separate
tresses looped over the circlet on each side, seems
to be exactly the same as in the better Capitoline
replicaof Type C.42The executionof the Agorapiece
is coarselycompetent, with a hard flesh surfaceand
sharpV-shapedgroovesin the hair. The ear suggests
a date in the 2nd century after Christ.
The herm does not seem to have stood in the
Athenian rain for any length of time, though its
finding-placeon the west side of the Agorasuggests
that it had been actually set up, not left in the
workshop. Perhaps it stood as a Propylaios in the
porch of the Metroon or in the Propylon of the
Bouleuterionin Roman times.
Curtiusbelieved that Type C was designedby the
sameartist as the somewhatsofterand moreelaborate
Type B, but that C was earlier,being moreformalin
its arrangement,especially in the beard. It might
equally well be that C is an imitation of B by a less
resourcefulartist. It should be noted that the beard
of Type C is quite similarto that of the CopenhagenVilla Albani type. Compareour No. 176, a fragment
of the latter type, with No. 182, a beardfragmentof
Type C.
There is a tendency to call herms of this type
"Dionysos,"but the evidenceindicates that, like the
other principaltypes, it representsHermes.42a
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See also above (181) and p. 130 note 170.
This is from the properleft side of a herm beard,
preservingthe left cornerof the mouth and the left
side of the droopingmustache.The locks are crisply
cut in the conventional manner with curled ends
accentuatedby deep drillholes. The locks correspond
exactly with the more careful replicas of Curtius'
Type C. The scale and the style of carvingwould be
appropriatefor the big herm No. 181, but it seems
impossible to join the two. Perhaps they are from
companion pieces.4 The underside of the beard is
very rough,with raw drill channelsand roughchiseland pick-marks.
183. MiniatureHerm Head, "Type C."

P1. 50.

S 1641. Found in 1952 in a Byzantine well north
of the Templeof Ares (K 7). Brokenoff at neck. End
of beard and side-locks broken off. Forehead hair
battered off on proper left side. Pentelic marble.
Surfaceworn.
P.H. 0.067 m.
See also p. 130 note 171.
The little head, with long face and beard, has its
hair arrangedin the style of Curtius'Type C. A fillet
encirclesthe head and the front hairis loopedup over
it so that the ends fall in front of the ears.Long back
hair and side-locks are as in other standard herm
types. Hair and beard are grooved with parallel
strands; there is no attempt to indicate curls. The
features are well placed, though carved in a blurry
style that is common in small statuettes of late
Hellenistic and early Roman times. In general the
head is well-proportionedand gives a good reproductionof the type for its scale.
184. Head from a Small Herm, near "Type C."

Pl. 51.

182. Fragmentof Beard of Herm, "Type C," Roman
S 839. Found March1, 1937 in Turkishfill south
Period.
P1. 50. of the Agora (K 18). Broken off at neck. A wedge-

S 105. Found in 1931 in a late context on the west
side of the Agora (I 10). Broken off at level of top of
mouth and down through proper left side. Tip also
broken off. Some weathering and pale beige patina
on both worked and broken surfaces but ancient
weathering probably was light.
P.H. 0.15 m., L. from corner of mouth to end of
mustache 0.083 m.
Zeus und Hermes, pp. 58-62.
S"
42s1bid., p. 57, fig. 17.
1a See above, p. 131.

shaped fragment comprising proper right side of face,
forehead and top of head. Pentelic marble. Lightly
weathered.
P.H. 0.165 m., P.W. 0.08 m., P.Th. 0.12 m.
This is a simplified version of the kind of herm
represented by Curtius' Types B and C. The hair is
bound by a stephane-like fillet. The top hair is
carved in conventional wavy strands. The long front
's Cf. the use of two herms flanking the door in the
Gymnasium of Vedius at Ephesos, Jahreshefte,XXIX, 1935,
p. 25.
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hair is partedin the center and drawnback in wavy
loops to the sides, leaving a triangularforehead.The
loops do not pass over the fillet, as in Type C, but are
merely stuck under it, with the ends re-emergingin
front of the ears. The beardis carvedin conventional
herm style with separatecurledlocks. The rendering
is generallysketchy but the modellingof the face is
true to the style of the original,with wide roundeyes
and a benign expression. The forehead swells only
slightly; the bridge of the nose is broad. The little
head has a warmth and charm that many more
careful works lack. The 1st century (B.C.orA.D.)seems

the most likely time.
185. Small UnfinishedHerm Head.

P1. 51.

S 1327. Found in 1948 in Byzantine sand fill east
of Great Drain (D 16). Brokenoff at neck. Chipped
and stained. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.095 m.

"

187. Small Bearded Head, Possibly from a Herm.
P1. 51.
S 861. Found in 1987 in late Roman fill on the
east side of the Agora (P 9-10). Brokenoff at top of
neck. Nose brokenoff. Surfacegenerallybatteredand
crumbly. A round hole in the top of the head, ca.
0.004 m. in diameter,containinga white substance.
Medium-grainedwhite marble, Pentelic or finegrainedisland.
P.H. 0.117 m.
The work is sketchy and may not be entirely
finished;its battered state makes it hard to judge.
The hair is partedon top of the head and boundby a
fillet, the front hair drawnback to the sides. Details
are uncertain but the hair seems to be long and
boundup. The beardis long, with wavy locks separately delineated.The eyes are narrow,the nose long
and narrow-bridged.The mouth is slightly open. A
roughindicationof the ear is preservedon the proper
left side but not on the right, where it is doubtful
whetherit was ever carved.The discrepancybetween
the two sides makesit questionablewhetherthis head
belonged to a herm. The line of the neck curves
outward beside the jaw on the proper right side.
Perhapsthe head was made for a statuette of Zeus.
The workmanshipis not distinctive, and the piece is
hardto date.It cannotbe earlierthan the 4th century,
and, as usual, the laws of chance favor its being
Roman.

The face is nearer finished than the rest, eyes
shaped, lips full (to be worked down), ears not yet
formed. The drill has been used to shape lips, to
undercuthair behind ears and to separatethe beard
from the neck. Otherwise,flat chisel and point only.
The generaloutlinesimply that this was to have been
a herm, but it is not far enoughalong to show what
type. The back hair falls in the usual straight mass,
and the drillingon the side of the neck suggeststhat
there were to have been shoulder-locks.The puffs of
hair on the sides could be either for corkscrewsor for
the curls of Types B-C. The projectionfor the fore- 188. Fragmentof Neck and Back Hair of Herm.
head hair is brokenoff.
P1. 52.
186. Head of MiniatureHerm with Hair Bound Up.
P1. 51.

S 617. Found in 1936 in mixed fill on the east side
of the Agora (P 8). Surfaceeaten as if by cesspool.
Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.165 m., P.W. 0.074 m., P.Th. 0.07 m.

S 1992. Found in 1957in a Byzantine wall south
From a herm head under life size. Top hair in
of the Agora(E 18). Head and upperpart of shaft cut
off below by horizontaldrill channels, under which waving strands.The back hair-massseems to narrow
the herm arms probablyfitted. A vertical pin hole as if it had been bound with a fillet. The side-lock,
(off-center)for attachment to lower part of shaft. instead of touching the ear as usual, springs out a
Left eye and nose missing. End of beard and front
of bust chipped off. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.04 m., H. chin to crown 0.033 m., W. of
shaft 0.022 m.

little way behind it and the strands of the back hair
are crossed by it.
189. Fragment of Beard of Herm.

The tiny head is too small to follow closely any of
the standard types. The long hair is bound up as if
over a fillet, forming a torus around the head.
Diagonal grooves on the sides suggest divisions of the
locks. Though the back of the neck is not worked out,
there was no long hair-mass in back. The broad beard is
lightly picked to suggest the shadows of a curly beard.

P1. 52.

5 1888. Catalogued in 1954 from uninventoried
marbles from the area G-I, 10-14 near the southwest
corner of the Agora. Broken off below mouth. Lower
left corner missing.
P.H. 0.085 m., P.W. 0.10 m., P.Th. 0.05 m.
See also p. 181 note 174.
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P.H. 0.29 m., W. of shaft 0.257 m., P.Th. of shaft
From a herm-headabout two-thirdslife size. Conventional beardfrom an ordinarysmall herm. Under 0.285 m. (= nearly originalthickness).
side rough-chiselled.
Froma hermof average,carefulworkmanship.The
surface of the chest is smooth and may originally
Pl. 52. have been slick. A round dowel or pour hole (1 cm.
190. Beard of Herm.
diam.) enters each arm-slotfrom the back, starting
a point at the edge of the hair.
from
1950
near
in
from
marble
pile
S 1466. Catalogued
northeastcornerof Templeof Ares (L 7). Brokenoff
belowlowerlip. Properright side split offjust outside
mustache-end.Loweredge battered.Pentelic marble. 193. Fragmentof HermShaftwith BackHair. P1.52.
Heavy weathering,due at least in part to marblepile.
P.H. 0.13 m., P.W. 0.14 m., Th. of frag. ca. 0.09 m.
S 1901. Cataloguedin 1955 from marbles left by
earlier excavators behind Stoa of Attalos (R 7).
The beardwas a thick wedge,rathersquare-ended Fragmentfrom upperback part of shaft with end of
but curvingin moreat the sides than the beardof the back hair. Remains of cuttings for arms. Weathered
PergamonAlkamenestype (No. 162). The surfaceis and battered. Pentelic marble, poor quality, with
carved with the chisel only, in a simple symmetrical white mica streaks.
P.H. 0.148 m., P.W. 0.285 m. (est. W. of shaft
pattern of thin wavy locks often, but not always,
subdividedinto two strands.The ends are not curled, 0.24 m.), P.Th. 0.075 m.
and the general impression is of long silky hair
An unusualtreatmentof the back hair, with plain
ratherthan of a decorativepattern.Onemay compare
the beardof a marblemask of Dionysosin the Acro- broad horizontal waves, the strands being carved
polis Museum."The underside of our beardis carved (very delicately)only along the edges.
with the chisel, showingdiagonalstrokesfrom below.
This suggests that it comes from an actual herm
194. Fragmentof Shaft of SmallHerm.
rather than from a mask.
P1. 52.

8 1905. Foundin 1955in modernhousewall on the
south
side of the Agora (P 17). Broken all around.
191. Fragmentof Herm Beard (2).
Pl. 52.
Fragment of back of shoulder. Arm slot preserved
0.085 m. from back surface of shaft. Coarse-grained
S 1887. Cataloguedin 1954 from uninventoried
marblesfrom the area C-G, 13-16 outside the south- island marble.
P.H. 0.16 m., P.W. 0.075 m., P.Th. ca. 0.08 m.
west cornerof the Agora.A fragmentfrom the front
surface,split off vertically.Breakat top runsthrough
The back of the shaft is dressed with the point
mouth. Lowerleft cornerchipped.Pentelic marble.
than smoothed and the wavy strands of the
rather
P.H. 0.125 m., P.W. 0.09 m., P.Th. 0.08 m.
back
hair are casuallyand coarselycarved. This
long
manner
of
carving and the use of large grained
The piece is probablyunfinished,but would have
marble
island
suggest that this is one of the small
been crude in any case. The locks of the beard,
late
Hellenistic
archaistichermssuch as the one from
instead of forming rows, are reduced to single very
in
the
Athens dated 95/4 B.C. or the herm
run
the wholelengthof the beard.
Pompeion
long wavy locksthat
from
the
House
the Herm at Delos."45
of
are
of
The ends the mustache
also inordinatelylong.
It is possible that the piece was intended for a
Dionysosmask instead of a herm.
195. Shaft of Herm with Archaistic Shoulder-Locks,
Inscribed with Prytany Catalogue of Ptolemais.

192. Fragment of Herm Shaft, Archaistic Type.
P1. 52.
5 371. Found in 1988 in a late wall near the southwest corner of the Agora (I 11). Mended from two
fragments. Broken off at neck and just below end of
back hair. Pentelic marble. Battered, weathered and
crumbly.
" Wrede, Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, p. 75, no. 5, Beilage 26, 1.

P1. 58.
I 1898. Found on February 24, 1934 in a modern
house wall south of the central part of the Middle
Stoa (L-M 14). Head missing. Broken below. Back
and right side broken away. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.47 m., W. 0.29 m., P.Th. 0.128 m., H. of
letters 0.015 m. in line 1, 0.012 m. in lines 2-8,
0.008 m. in lines 9-11.
45 See above, p. 127, notes 147, 148.
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The outline of a single wavy lock is preservedat
the edge of the properright shoulder, though the
surface of the lock is broken away. This, then, is
A single long snaky lock with grooved strands anotherexample of an archaisticHermesherm used
survivingon the properright shouldershowsthat this for a Romanprytanylist. The date is in the early 3rd
hermhad an archaistichead, whetherof the sort with century, close to the date of No. 196.47The text was
archaisticforeheadcurlsor one of the semi-archaistic publishedas followsby Meritt:
types like Curtius' B and C. The inscription is a
'AyaSit [TOXrpt]
prytany catalogue of the tribe Ptolemais. It was
rri&PXOv
[Tros. KvivTrou]
fairly usual in the Roman periodto inscribeprytany
K7A&vos
catalogueson herms, but often the tops are missing
Ma[paq.viou,]
o-rpaM[yoOvros
tk1 "r&]
andit sometimesappearsthat the hermwas a portrait
TT.
to
the
oldfind
is
It
Alk
particularlyinteresting
herm48.
'lroXppaov]
["Or'a
[TToAMnvcos
olfrpurr]
style Hermes herm used for prytany lists of the
[vm,
s
-r'.....
s
Roman period, since it appears that prytany dedi-----i
f
---------]
cations of the 4th century sometimestook the form
of herms, and the present example may representa
It shouldbe noted that the originalthicknesswas
harkingback to an earlierform. The herm is dated greater than Meritt's publicationindicates, for the
to the SeveranPeriod. No. 196, dated to about the full thicknessis not preserved.The distancefromthe
same period,has a similartress.
front of the shaft to the front wall of the slot for the
hermis the sameas on the hermof Moiragenes.48
Since
The text as publishedby Oliveris as follows:
the thicknessof Moiragenes'shaft is 0.144-0.149 m.,
['Ay]acSiTOX[Iqi]
the original thickness of this one may have been
'Eril &[p]Xovro[s
'Apaf3ia]
similar.
The herm is smallerthan the precedingand
Aojlurfou
voGMapq[aviovou------irpra]
wouldhave had a head somewhatunderlife size.
VEaSol
[O'pT-rd&ViS TS ll-rTO]
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J. H. Oliver,Hesperia,XI, 1942,pp. 66-67, no. 82.
See also below (196) and pp. 126, 159.

elMaatoioS
[qUiXis"TiI.•Lo'vTrEs]

To0saioTrous&v,]
a[vu'r]ois
Kxa[I

----]
y[pa]pav- 'E'nrc[wvupos--

197. Fragmentof InscribedShaftof ArchaisticHerm,
P1. 53.
Roman Period.

[Bep]VIKitat

1--- -Ixpno-roS

[--

--

A].toa,,S[vrs]

E]KOVV[8OS]

[---- --]

196. Fragment of Inscribed Herm Shaft with
ArchaisticShoulderLock.
P1. 58.

I 108. Found in 1931 in a modern house wall
northeastof the Metroon(I-J 8). Fragmentpreserving
partof frontof shaft and a little of right edge.Pentelic
marble. Top surface and curls weathered. Front
surfaceratherslick.
P.H. 0.25 m., P.W. 0.20 m., P.Th. 0.10 m. Letter
height average0.017 m. Estimated originalwidth of
shaft, ca. 0.84 m.

B.D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1968, p. 49, no.
in late Roman
I 950. Found on June 6, 193388
78, pl. 16.
context in front of the Stoa of Zeus (I 6). Fragment
preserving proper right side of chest and part of
From the upper front part of a herm shaft, the
shoulder,with some of the front of the shaft. Proper fragment preservesthe ends of two long archaistic
right side of shaft preservedas far back as arm-slot, tresses on each shoulder. They are strongly waved
of which the front wall only is preserved. Broken
behind, above, below and at right.
P.H. 0.225 m., P.W. 0.165 m., P.Th. 0.105 m.
Distance of front wall of arm-slot from front edge of
shaft 0.10 m. Distance of median line of chest from
edge of shaft 0.10 m. (i.e. est. width of shaft ca. 0.20m.).
Letter height 0.011-0.014 m.
Meritt, Hesperia, XV, 1946, pp. 289-240, no. 78.
See also above (195) and pp. 126, 159.
4 For example, I.G., 112, 1763 (honoring the Herald) and
1817 (honoring a Sacred Elder, cf. Oliver, Hesperia, Suppl.
VI, The SacredGerusia, 1941, p. 125, no. 29).

and carved as usual with parallel strands. For the
inscription, of which only the beginning is preserved,
Meritt suggests:
['AyaS.]•i TOX?3
[KcLT'
Arpcb•'r•a]"rTv-[aw&vo]
- - -]
[Tdrnrv'Apso'ayrr~v
This is a common beginning for the inscription of an
honorary portrait statue or herm in the Roman
period. Meritt points out that it would be suitable
41 See above, p. 126, note 144.

48

Agora, I, pp.. 85-87, no. 25.
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for a Kosmetes. If the present example honors a
Kosmetes, it forms an interesting parallel to Nos.
195-196, indicating that in the ephebic as well as in
the prytany honors there was an occasionalharking
back to the earlierform of herm. The Kosmetaiwere
regularly honored with portrait herms, of which a
long series of heads is preserved.49
198. Shaft of MiniatureHerm.

Pl. 54.

159

lowermember,eithera shaft of a differentmaterialor
to some largercomplexof whichit formeda detail. A
single lock is representedas a wavy ridge on the
shoulderbut there is no long back hair. Perhapsthis
was a youthful non-archaisticDionysos or Apollo
with the hair bound up.
201. Armfrom SmallHerm,4th CenturyB.C. P1. 54.
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S 1426. Found in 1949 in 4th century B.C. filling
S 1567. Cataloguedin 1952 from marble pile in in the Street of the Marble Workers in front of
areaK-Q, 14-17 on the south side of the Agora.Head House G in the industrial district southwest of the
brokenoff; brokenbelow. Pentelic marble.
Agora (C 17). Rectangulararm with tenon, of width
and thickness not much less than the arm itself,
P.H. 0.065 m., W. 0.026 m., Th. 0.023 m.
whichis partlybrokenoff. A drillhole 4 mm. diam.in
Thereare small drilledholes for the attachmentof the middle of the tenon. A larger drill hole (7 mm.
the arms and of the phallos. The long straight diam. and 26 mm. deep) is bored vertically into the
shoulder-lockswith pointed ends are hatched to top (or bottom) of the projectingpart of the arm.
representtwisted strands.The square-endedbeardis Pentelic marble.
carved in relief against the chest. There is no indiH. 0.054 m., P.W. 0.069 m., Th. 0.024 m.
R. S. Young, Hesperia,XX, 1951, p. 271, no. 2,
cation of the long back hair.
pl. 84, b.
See also pp. 132, 151 note 24.
199. Shaft of MiniatureHerm.
54.
P1.

8 1443. Found in 1950 in Late Romanfill between
the PanathenaicWay and the northeastcornerof the
Middle Stoa (P 12). Head broken off at neck and
shaft broken below. Drilled holes in sides for attachment of arms. Drilled hole for attachment of
phallus filled with a hard white mass, perhapscontaining remains of the marble tenon. Battered.
Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.077 m., W. 0.03 m., Th. 0.025 m.

202. Arm of MiniatureHerm.

Pl. 54.

S 1427. Found in 1949 in filling of second half of
5th century s.c. over Poros Building in industrial
district southwest of the Agora (D 17). Rectangular
tenon brokenat end. Pentelic marble.
H. 0.017 m., P.W. 0.017 m., Th. 0.009 m.

R. S. Young, Hesperia,XX, 1951, p. 271, no. 3,
pl. 84, b.
See also pp. 182, 151 note 24.

The hairin backis only roughlyblockedout. There
is a single shoulder-lockon each side, thin and worn.
203. Arm of Small Herm.
Averageworkmanshipof uncertaindate.

P1. 54.

8 888. Found in 1937 in a cisternof the last three
quartersof the 1st century B.C.on the north slope of
the Areopagus (N 19:1, cf. Robinson, Agora, V,
S 119. Found in 1981 in a late level on the West GroupF). Coarseabrasivefinishexcept tenon, which
side of the Agora(J 10). Head brokenoff. Properleft is rough. Colorvery white as in all sculpture from

200. Fragmentof MiniatureHermBust.

Pl. 54.

side, together with most of front, broken away by
rusting of iron dowel in center of lower surface.
Proper right side preserves original surface only near
the back, but rough-picked bottom of arm-slot
remains. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.048 m., P.W. 0.045 m., P.Th. 0.041 m.
This is the neck and right shoulder of a miniature
herm bust which was attached by an iron dowel to a
9 Cf. especially Graindor, B.C.H., XXXIX,

pp.241-401.

1915,

this group. Pentelic marble.
H. 0.042 m., W. 0.049 m., Th. 0.029 m., L. of arm
without tenon 0.04 m.

204. Marble Phallos, Probably for Attachment to a
Herm.
P1. 54.
5 2121. Found in 1959 in the construction fill of
South Stoa II (M-N 15:1). Broken off above. Trace
of a tenon, oval in section, in the back for attachment
to a flat surface. Pentelic marble.
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P.H. 0.04 m., W. 0.086 m.

Since it is ithyphallicand since we sometimesfind
the remainsof marbletenons in hermshafts, it seems
likely that this pieceis brokenfroma herm.The context in which it was found is dated to the 2nd
century B.C.
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205. Fragmentsof a DoubleHerm,Latest Hellenistic
or Early Roman.
P1. 53.

Two non-joiningfragments:S 1209,foundin 1946
in the fillingof the south towerof the gate of the Late
Roman FortificationWall (Q 13), P. H. 0.58 m., and
1794, from the same area of excavation but without
exact recordof provenance,presumablyalso fromthe
filling of the wall, P.H. 0.41 m. S 1794, the upper
fragment,is brokenoff diagonallybelow and most of
the frontof the drapedside is brokenaway. Full shaft
width preservedon undrapedside. Heads were apparentlyoriginallycarvedin one piecewith shaft, but
they werelater removedand a hollowchiselledout to
receivea new pairof heads, to be fastenedby a dowel
(hole 2.5 x 2 cm., 4 cm. deep) in the center of the
hollow. This may never have been attached. Right
arm preserved to elbow, left arm (presumably
envelopedin cloak) missingentirely. Ends of square
herm-arms broken off. S 1209 broken diagonally
above and below. Right side missing. Pentelic
marble.
W. of shaft on undraped side 0.225 m., Th. at

lowest preservedpart of drapery0.28 m., L. of upper
arm (top of shoulderto point of elbow) 0.26 m.
See also pp. 125, 149.

Theseare two fragmentsfroma doublehermwhich
had one face in the conventionalarchaisticformwith
plain shaft, rectangulararms and wavy shoulderlocks, the other an anthropomorphicupper body
drapedin chiton and chlamys which is transformed
at the waist or hips into a rectangularpost. Judging
from the preserveddimensionsthe shaft may have
been around22 cm. squareat the base (later herms
tend to taper a little downwards).
The archaistic side shows a single, long, wavy,
grooved lock on each shoulder. There is no trace of an
inscription; presumably the shaft was uninscribed.
The rectangular arms were only 0.03 m. thick. They
intersected the backs of the upper arms of the draped
herm and projected beyond them. The draped herm
wore a chiton of moderate width sewn at the top of
the shoulders and falling to cover the upper arm. Two
little corner tassels appear to either side of the seam.
The chlamys was fastened at the front of the right
shoulder. The heavy triangular fall of drapery on the
right side of the shaft suggests that on our piece, as

on the 4th centurychlamysherm from Rhamnous,5
the left hand was on the hip and the left arm entirely
envelopedin the cloak.The sameschemesurvivesin a
hermofthe 3rd centuryafter ChristfromEpidauros.51
Below the lower edge of the chlamys the chiton
reappearshanging over the now quite rectangular
shaft. Noneof the smoothlowerportionof the shaft is
preserved.
Thoughthe combinationof post hermand cloaked
herm in one double herm seems to be very unusual
(this is the only example of which I know and
the
lies lists nothing of the sort), the similarity ofLulthat
draped type to the Rhamnousherms suggests
this too is an ephebic dedication. There is no good
evidencefor its date. The scale is largerthan that of
the Rhamnousherms.The style is heavy and rather
stiff, but not slick. The smoothingof the surfaceof
the draperywith abrasive suggests that the piece is
later than the three coarserherms from Rhamnous
which have a rough chisel-finishfor the clothing.52
The 1st century B.C. or the 1st century after Christ
seem most likely. This would be before the use of
portrait herms for ephebic dedicationsbegan." The
heads will presumablyhave been a youthful Hermes
head of ephebe type backed against a bearded
archaistic head. When these were removed the
intention may have been to substitute a portrait
head or heads or simply to renewthe old types with
fresh heads. It is doubtful whether our fragments
were brought by the wall-buildersfrom the place
where the dedications were set up or from a workshop where the herm had been taken for remodelling. The same tower of the wall contained fragments of an ephebic document that had stood in
front of the Stoa of Attalos," but the wall in this
area also containedmuch workshopmaterial."
206. Head of a Boy, Probably from a Herm, Early
RomanCopyof a Late 5th CenturyType (?). P1. 55.
S 2057. Found in 1959 in loose late Roman fill
north of the north retaining wall of the Eleusinion
(T 18). Brokenoff at neck. Upper back part of head
broken away. Nose, front hair, eyebrowsand lower
lip battered. Pentelic marble. Top hair heavily
weathered, face and neck surfaces comparatively
fresh.
50 See above, p. 125, note 135.
51 See above, p. 124, note 123.
52 N.M. 314-316. See above, p. 126, note 188.

5 The herm of the Kosmetes Heliodoros, one of the
earliest preserved of this class, dates from the time of Trajan
(Agora, I, p. 31, note 6). The Julio-Claudian ephebe head,
Graindor, B.C.H., XXXIX, 1915, p. 290, no. 1, appears not
to come from a herm, since the head is inclined on the neck.
4 I 286. Cf. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 228-224.
15Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 870, note 7.
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P.H. 0.20 m., H. chin to crown 0.16 m., W. of face

at widest point 0.091 m.
Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, p. 878, pl. 88, b.
See also pp. 128-129.
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Thehead appearsto have beenbrokenfroma herm,
to judge from its symmetry, its frontality and the
squaresection of the neck. The heavy weatheringon
top of the head and the comparativelyunweathered
condition of the face are also typical of herms. The
hair is partedin the center and framesthe face with
loose locks, falling in bunchesof curlsin front of the
ears. The hair on the nape of the neck is shortbut not
shingled; the locks appear to come down from the
crownof the head. Thestrandsof hairareindicatedby
parallelgroovesin the way that is usualfor archaistic
herms. The locks lie flat and are not undercutwith
the drill.Theheadis encircledby a diademwhichrose
to a point, now brokenoff, in the centerfront.
The face is youthful and rather feminine, though
the head seems to be a boy's. The features and the
shape of the face suggest that it is modelledupon a
workof the late 5th centuryB.C.The workmanshipis
excellent, and the blend of sweetness and nobility
that belongs to works of that period is very well
conveyed, but a certain emptinessin the surfacesof
forehead, cheeks and neck suggests that we are
dealing with a work that is in some sense a copy. A
comparisonwith heads from the frieze of the Temple
of Ares5 serves to illustrate both the resemblances
and the differencesbetween this head and original
late 5th century work. The modellingof the faces in
any of the Ares heads shows a freer and more lifelike
surface.The ears,whichare marvellouslydelicateand
naturalin the Ares heads,are here quite perfunctory.
At least two other heads repeat the type of our
presenthead, but not at the same scale.
A head in the Kerameikos(P1.67, a) is smallerand
seems to have had a round fillet instead of the flat
diadem, but the pattern of the hair is the same.67
A head of the same type as ours but a little larger
in scale was found at Olynthos(P1.67, b).8 Here the
prominenceof the central part of the foreheadand
the broaderbridgeof the nose seem to belongto the
early 4th century, and the finding-placeseems to
preclude a Roman date. It is uncertain whether the
Olynthos head belonged to a herm, but its symmetry
and the stylization of the hair in the bronze-like wavy
strands that are usual for herms makes it seem quite
possible that it did. This head was first called female
by Robinson and is now labelled "Apollo," perhaps
" Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 94-95, pl. 23; A.J.A.,
LXIII, 1959, pp. 188-189.
s Kerameikos P 684. Provenance not recorded. I am
indebted to Dr. F. Willemsen for permission to publish this
head.
"See above, p. 128, note 157.
11
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becauseof the similarityin type and length of hair to
the Apollo on the coins of the ChalcidicLeague.59
A second relative of our Agora head (P1. 67, c)
resemblesit in style and scale but not in type. Thisis
in the AthensNationalMuseumandapparentlycomes
from Athens.WIt has the same square neck and
frontality that markit as a herm, and also the same
surfacerenderingof the hair. The same diademwith
centralpoint encirclesthe head. Thoughthis boy, too,
has the girlishbunchesof curlsin front of the ears,he
is a somewhatsturdierlooking type than ours. The
hair on the crownof the head is cut into short locks
and is curlierthan that of our head. The right ear is
slightly thickenedfrom boxing or wrestling.If there
is a quality of Apollo in the other type, there is a
quality of Heraklesin this.61e
The absolute correspondencein scale, style and
spirit between the two Athens heads suggests that
they had a similar use, though they were probably
not actually pendants, for the top of the National
Museum head does not show the same outdoor
weatheringas ours. It seems most likely that both
were ephebic dedicationsof some kind. The diadem
with the point at the center,whichwas wornnot only
by divinities but by mortal boys on festive occasions,s62
appearson two heads from Rhamnous,one
belongingto a chlamyshermdedicatedby the ephebes
of Erechtheiswho were victorious in the torch race
and dated around 330 B.C.,63 the other larger and
perhaps somewhat later but surely also from an
ephebic dedication." A third head from Rhamnous
has a fillet with a knot in front to which a pointed
leaf was probablyattached.65This last has a broad
faceand wrestler'searlike the NationalMuseumhead,
though otherwiseit does not resembleit, for all the
Rhamnous heads are in a naturalistic late 4th
century style.
The cool and careful style of the two Athenian
heads wouldfit the time of Augustus,though there is
no evidence for close dating. What the 5th century
originalswere on which these heads were ultimately
basedand whetherthe Olynthoshead was an ephebic
dedication or indeed a herm of any kind remain
mysteries which deserve further exploration.
207. Head of Ephebe, Probably from a Miniature
Herm, Roman Period.
P1. 54.
5

See above, p. 128, note 160.
60See above, p. 128, note 156.
61 Later, in the 2nd century after Christ, ephebes who
excelled in athletics were actually given the title "Herakles"
(cf. 1.G., 112,2026).
6 We find such diadems on votive figures of children from
Brauron and on terracottas from various sanctuaries.
68 Above, p. 125, note 135.
64N.M. 317, above, p. 126, note 139.
" Loc. cit., N.M. 318.
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8 691. Foundin 1986in mixed fill (includingmuch
late Roman)in a drainon the south part of Kolonos
Agoraios(C 12). Brokenoff at neck. Nose brokenoff.
Foreheadhair, eyebrows,mouth and chin batteredLittle or no weathering.Fine-grainedwhite marble,
probablyPentelic.
P.H. 0.08 m., H. chin to crown0.064 m.
See also p. 127.
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This is a youthful athletic head of basically 4th
century type with short hair bound by a fillet. The
short locks are brushedup away from the face but
grow somewhatlonger on the nape of the neck. The
eyes are deep-set; the center of the forehead projects, with hollows to either side. Both ears are
thickened, and the left ear shows the characteristic
radiatingfolds of the boxer'sear. A high polishon the
surface indicates that the work is of the Roman
period.
The type, the symmetryof the headand the square
section of the back of the neck suggest that the head
is from a miniatureherm.Hermswith such beardless
athletic heads were dedicatedby the ephebesin the
Hellenistic period,and miniatureherms of this kind
have beenfoundin a Hellenistichousein Delos." The
presentand followingexamplesshowthat suchherms
were still made in the Roman Period, but we do not
know whetherthey kept their ephebicconnectionor
were simply accepted as a familiartype of herm for
householduse or even for tourist art.

209. Head of an Ephebe, from a Herm, Roman
Period.
P1. 55.
S 1021. Found in 1988 in Heruliandestructionfill
in the areaof the NortheastStoa (P 7). Brokenoff at
bottom of neck, with a little of the herm-shoulder
preserved.Head intact except for very minor chips
in hair.Fine-grainedwhite marble,probablyPentelic.
The head was stolen in 1960 and its present whereabouts is unknown.
P.H. 0.166 m., W. of head 0.092 m.

T. L. Shear, Hesperia,VIII, 1989, pp. 289-240,
fig. 89.
See also p. 127.
This is an idealizedyouthfulhead with shortcurly
hair bound by a fillet. It is like the precedingtwo
except that it lacks the realistictouches.Thehermto
which it belongedwas not miniature,however, but
about the size of the smaller herms dedicated by
ephebesin the Hellenisticperiod.The style is certainly Roman. Though Shear said in the originalpublication that the piece did not have the high polish of
Hadrianic works, the soapy quality of the surface
makes it look much more like 2nd century than 1st
centurywork.The slick finishand generalizedmodelling are fairly well matchedin the Neo-Attic Nymph
relieffromthe Peiraeus.7Fuchs dates these reliefsto
the Hadrianicand early Antonine periods,and this
is probablyalso the date of our head.

208. Head of Ephebe, Probably from a Miniature 210. BeardedHerm SupportingChild,Probablyfrom
Pl. 54. a Group of Hermes and the Child Dionysos, 2nd
Herm,RomanPeriod.
Centuryafter Christ.
P1. 56.
S 611. Found in 1986 in Late Roman fill on the
south side of the Agora(K 15). Brokenoff at base of
S 833.Found in 1981 in late Roman level in front
neck. Nose chipped, otherwise intact. Pentelic of the southeast corner of the Metroon (H 10).
marble.Root marks.
Fragment comprising whole herm-supportwith a
H. 0.064 m., H. chin to crown0.045 m.
little of plinth at its base. On it rests the arm of the
See also p. 127.
main figure,brokenoff at the elbow, and the figure
of the child, of which the upperpart is brokenaway.
This like the precedingis a short-hairedathletic Twostruts, one narrow(roughly6 cm. high x 8.5 cm.
head with a squareneck and swollen ears, but this wide but not strictly rectangular)starting 0.225 m.
one does not wear a fillet. Whereasthe other is fully above plinth, the other heavier (ca. 9.5 cm. high

ideal in type and betrays its Roman date only by the
high polish on the flesh, this has the combination of
precise carving and coarse features characteristic of
Roman portraits. With this, as with some ephebic
herms from Delos, one has the feeling of portrait
a
character, and yet the head is probably not
of
a
but
realistic
typical portrayal
simply
portrait
a young athlete. This again must be from a miniature
herm, smaller than the preceding. The date should be
late 1st or early 2nd century after Christ.

x 7.5 cm. wide) starting 0.68 m. above plinth. Edges
chipped. Pentelic marble. Light weathering and
patina.
P.H. 1.86 m. Total H. of herm above plinth 0.93 m.
H. of herm head 0.21 m. Shaft of herm, not strictly
rectangular, 0.14 m. wide and 0.185 m. deep above
the thickened base.
Rizzo, Prassitele, pp. 9-10, pl. 14; Picard, Manuel,
III, pp. 112-114; J.H.S., LI, 1981, p. 185, fig. 2;
Bieber, Gnomon, 1952, p. 208; Carpenter, A.J.A.,

66 Marcadb, B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, pp. 527f., fig. 25, a
and b.

a7Fuchs, pls. 3 b and 37 b, p. 21, A 4 d, pp. 26f., 192.
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LVIII, 1954, p. 12, note 51; Thompson, Agora way as the little Dionysosin the Praxitelesgroupin
Olympia. The Agora fragment has been taken as a
See also pp. 185, 166.
copy of a lost work by Kephisodotos portraying
Hermesand the child Dionysoswhich is assumedto
The left arm of a human figure slightly over life have been the forerunnerof the Praxiteles group."
size rests above the top of a herm and carriesa baby We know from Pliny that Kephisodotos made a
sitting on the hand and wrist with his upper body bronzegroupwith this theme,o but we do not know
leaning forward.A cloth is wrappedloosely around where it was or what it looked like. There seem to
the lower part of the child, and his feet hang free, have been several such groupsin the ancient world.
the toes emergingfrom under the drapery.A cloak, Pausaniassays that the Hermes Agoraiosin Sparta
presumablya chlamys, to judge from its moderate was carryingthe child Dionysos.1lA group in which
size and heavy texture, is drapedover the herm, its Hermesseems to rest the arm carryingthe child on a
folded part towardthe inside, the ends hangingdown pillar instead of a herm or a tree-trunkappearson
in rather stiff, straight folds along the outside of the Roman coins of the Thraciancities Anchialos and
shaft. The material forms an unnaturallythick pad Pautalia.1SA drawingby Cavalierishows a group in
between the arm and the top of the herm. This which the supportis a herm.3 This is most similarto
unrealistic arrangement, which occurs in many a statue in Madrid,in which the child is missingbut
Roman works but not in the 4th century figure of might once have been present, since the left arm is
Sisyphos II from Delphi,8 is probably aimed at restored.74Thereis no clear indicationas to which if
keeping the face of the herm from being hidden by any of these groupsare identicalwith each other nor
the cloth.
which if any is to be identified with the group by
The hermface seems meant to be lookedat froma Kephisodotos.The close similarityin the pose of the
little below, since the foreheadhair slants outwardto Madridfigureto the Cavalieridrawingsuggests that
the top. The head is bearded and quasi-archaistic. either the Madridfigureitself or a replicaservedas a
Two long wavy side-locksfall down beside the face. model for Cavalieri,but there is no way of knowing
The foreheadis very low; the foreheadcurlsformtwo how much the latter added and invented in his
rows of hook-spirals (not corkscrews or "Buckel- drawing.
The use of the archaisticherm as a supportseems
locken"),and the beard, broad and rather squareat
the lowerend, is composedof similarloose curls. The to have been a prime reason for associating the
hangingends of the mustachecurl outward.The eyes Madridgroup with Kephisodotos.The torso of the
are oval, like those of Hadrianicportraits,with heavy Hermesseemedpre-Praxiteleanin style, but the head
lids which overlap at the outer corners.The hollows has been generallyagreedto be definitelylater, with
below the eyes are deeply modelled,and the cheeks affinitiesto Lysippanand post-Lysippanworks such
as the Ares Ludovisi. This meant that the figure, if
sag a little.
The head of the herm turns slightly to the proper derivedfromKephisodotos'group,must be copiednot
right. This was probably done in order to make it fromthat groupitself but froma later variationof it.
appearin front face to one standingbeforethe center The herm, however, was taken to be a part of the
of the group. From this view one would see a little originalcompositionbecausethe archaistichermwas
of the inside of the herm shaft, giving a perspective felt to be a kindof quotationof the HermesPropylaios
effect. This contrastis analogousto the combination of Alkamenes.7,We have no proofthat Kephisodotos
of perspective shaft and full-front plaque that we was a pupil of Alkamenes.The idea that he was one
have in the fragmentof a nymph relief, No. 132. The is just an inference from the stately "Pheidian"
genitals are off center towardthe right. This is prob- quality of the Eirene. The Thracian coins show a
ably not part of a calculated effect, but serves to Hermesin a pose very like that of the Madridfigure,
illustrate the fact that the herm was conceived but lack the herm. Rizzo, though he had been wor-
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Guide2,p. 122.

pictorially as an adjunct to the frontal view of the
statue, not as an object in the round.
It seems clear that the statue was cut from the
same piece of marble as the support, since both the
chlamys and the baby's drapery are very roughly
and awkwardly carved on the side toward the statue.
The workmanship is second rate, the flesh surfaces
smoothed but not polished, the drapery rasped.
The child rests on the carrying arm and turns
toward the person who carries him in much the same
0

11"

See above, p. 136, note 200.

ried by this, felt that the difficulty was resolved by
the discovery of our present Agora fragment. He said,
and his argument was repeated by Picard, that since
our piece comes from Athens, we can feel confident
SSee especially Rizzo and Picard, op.cit., above.
7 N.H., XXXIV, 87.

n1II, 11, 11.
Rizzo, Prauitele, pl. 4, nos. 8 and 4.
7* Ibid., pl. 12 (left).
74 bid., pl. 12 (right) and Blanco, Catalogode la Escwltura,
no. 39-E, pl. 21.
5 See above,p. 185.
72
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literaryaffair.If we think back to the visual situation
in 4th century Athens we realizethat the mere sight
of an archaistic herm would hardly serve to recall
Alkamenes to anyone's mind, even to one of his
pupils.Not only weresomeof the actualarchaicherms,
the Hipparchan herms and the Kimonian herms
(whoseformswere essentiallylate archaic),still to be
seen, but it seems clearthat there was morethan one
important archaistic herm type of the classical
period. Furthermore,as we see from the herm of
Archestrate,7 modest original herm dedications in
the 4th century were still being made in archaistic
form.
To argue that the herm used in our presentgroup
is related to the herm of Alkamenes because the
shape of the eyes and eyebrowsis the same as in the
Pergamonherm is even more far-fetched.These are
typical classicizingRoman eyes and eyebrowsof the
2nd century after Christ.We find them both in the
Pergamon herm78and in the copy of the Ephesos
type fromthe Stadionof HerodesAtticus (P1.66, f)79
but not in the good Barberinicopy of the Pergamon
type,o wherethe eyes arewider,the lidsnarrower,and
the eyebrowsmore arched.
The probabilitythat the Hermesgroup of Kephisodotos included a herm, then, is not in any way
increased by the appearanceof our present hermsupport.On the other hand, our piece bringsinto the
discussion a new element which makes it unlikely
that our groupbelongedto Kephisodotos.This is the
close correspondenceof the child's figureto the one
in the Olympiagroup by Praxiteles. Both the pose
and the drapery are so close that the Agora child
looks much more like a coarse adaptation of the
Olympiaone than like an artistic ancestorseparated
from it by a whole generation.This seems especially
so when we comparethe child Ploutos of the Eirene
group by Kephisodotos.Of the three, the Olympia
child seemsto be in the middle.The little Ploutos has
his anklescrossed,and the drapery,coveringonly the
lowerpart of the legs, is less envelopingand plays less
partin the composition.In the Agorapiece the child's
legs are wide apart and turned more to the front so
that the drapery, spread between them, is broadly
displayedin the front view, and the cloth is wrapped

surface. We seem to recognize in them the pictorial
ideal of the Roman period rather than a 4th century
Attic sculptor's conception of form. Such a detail as
the outward curl of the ends of the mustache is too
purely ornamental to have formed part of the scheme
of a classical Attic herm. We find it again in the
decorative mask of Dionysos in colored stone, No.226.
The prominence of the "Hem of Alkamenes" in
archaeological literature is analogous to its importance
in the Roman period, that is to say, it is mainly a

higher, covering the whole thighs. The Olympia
Dionysos is intermediate between the two in all these
respects. It seems impossible that the Agora figure
should have preceded it. The enveloping quality of
the garment makes it analogous to draped female
figures of Praxitelean inspiration such as the Muses
on the Mantinea base. The folds are shallow and
parallel, and major motives are created by folding
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that it is an accuratecopy. He concluded,therefore,
that the pillar was substituted for the herm by the
designersof the Roman coins.
Thereare two uncertaintieshere: we do not know
that the Kephisodotosgroup was in Athens, and we
do not know that it is his group that the Thracian
coins are copying. The Agoraherm appeals as being
the workof Kephisodotosmainlybecauseit is a herm,
and the old argumentof discipularpiety retains its
influence.This, then, deservesto be examined more
closely and it is for this reason that the piece is
includedin the catalogueof hermsratherthan in the
chronologicalplace of Kephisodotos.One must ask
first whether the herm was a Propylaiosand second
whetherit was recognizableas that of Alkamenes.The
first seems improbableto begin with. The herm at
which Hermes stops to rest on his journey can only
be a roadside herm, not a Propylaios. Like the
roadsidehermon the Viennafishingpelike,'7it is the
symbol of the journeyitself.
The second point is equally unlikely. Even if the
hermas used in the groupstands for a roadsideherm
and not a Propylaios, it might be argued that it
resembledthe Herm of Alkamenesobviously enough
to remindthe beholderof the earlierwork. This can
hardly have been true, however, if our Agora herm
is a good copy of its original.The corkscrewcurls of
the Pergamontype are lacking,the foreheadis lower,
and the beard shows a different stylization. That
these features are not variations produced by a
single copyist is suggestedby our No. 211, a fragment
of a herm-supportof exactly the same type. In this,
the curls of the beardhave the same pattern and the
general lines of the drapery are the same, but the
execution in the draperyis more crisp and careful.
These two pieces are not duplicatesproducedin one
workshopbut separate copies of one type. That the
type is necessarilypre-Romandoes not follow, however. This head is not a close copy of either of the
two "Alkamenes"types nor does it copy any of the
other recognizable herms. It is a typical herm
created for the purposeof its secondaryuse and in
the spirit of the Roman period. The forms of hair
and beard do not serve to articulate the head as a
plastic creation but to provide a uniformdecorative

76Above, p. 111, note 27.

7 Above, 126, note 145.
p.

78 Above, p. 123, note 114.

7oAbove, p. 123, note 118.

80 Curtius, Zeus und Hermes, pl. 20, fig. 26.
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the cloth over itself in bands which give a feeling of
its materialthickness.
The draperyof Kephisodotos'Ploutos still belongs
to the first half of the 4th century. The cloth is light,
and the folds stand out sharply with deep hollows
between suggestingthe recesses of the figure underneath. This can be felt not only in the good copy from
the Peiraeusbut also in a very casually carved fragment of a copy or adaptation from the Athenian
Agora(S 2020),wherethe folds have lost their subtlety but not their depth. This needs to be mentioned
becausethe weight and simplicity of the majorfolds
in the figureof Eirene herselfhave led Rizzo to see a
Kephisodotean quality in the heavy folds of the
chlamysdrapedover our herm.8iBut in our piece this
quality can just as well belong to the Hadrianic
classicism of the copyist as to the post-Pheidian
classicismof Kephisodotos,since these folds are on
the side of the group,to whichour sculptorpaidlittle
attention. The draperyof the Ploutos provesthat the
Eirenebelongsto the first half of the 4th centuryand
makes it hard to accept the Agorachild as a work of
the same man.
The easiest guess as to the identity of our groupis
that it is a Roman adaptation of the Praxitelean
group. How the group was changed and what the
reason was for the additionof the hermmust remain
uncertain.Ourfragmentof a replicaof the herm (No.
211) is so brokenthat we cannottell whetheror not it
supporteda child. On the other hand, the draperyis
preservedon the left side whereour presentpiecehas
a heavy strut, and there is no strut at this point.
Either the statue was in a different pose or the
sculptor was more confidentof his marble. The first
is more likely, for the Olympia Hermes also has a
strut at the same level.
We still do not know, then, whetherKephisodotos
used a herm as a supportfor his Hermes.It remains
perfectly possiblethat he did, but the two surviving
examples, the Madridfigurewith its Lysippan head
and our fragment with its Praxitelean child, must
both be later variationson the theme.
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it. It seems to be of the same type as the preceding,
with a similarpatternof spirallocksin the beard.The
chlamys is similarly draped with the folded part
towardthe left side of the herm,but the foldsaremore
crisply cut, with deep channels. The surface of the
draperyis raspedwith regularparallelstrokesacross
the ridges of the folds. The place correspondingto
that where the largest strut is preserved on the
precedingfragmentshows no sign of a strut on this
one. It is uncertain whether we have parts of two
identicalgroupsor simply two examplesof the same
herm type used for supportsof two differentgroups.
On the herm and its implications,see the preceding.
212. Fragmentof ArchaisticHermused as a Support,
Pl. 57.
Roman Period.
8 2145. Cataloguedin 1959 from marble pile left
by previousexcavatorsof the Stoa of Attalos (P-R,
7-13). Brokenall around.Thasianmarble.Weathering
may not be ancient.
P.H. 0.18 m., P.Th. 0.27 m.

The fragmentpreservespart of the foreheadhair
of an archaistichermand a mass of crumpleddrapery
laid over it. On the top of this is a trace which seems
to correspondto the outline of a forearmresting on
the drapery.The head had three rows of corkscrew
curls. These are rather crudely blockedout, without
indicationof strands,and the centersof the curlsare
markedby drillholes. Thecorkscrewcurlsof the herm
and the angular crumpled pattern of the drapery
relate this to a figureof Dionysosleaning on a herm
of which there are replicas in Madridand Varese,82
but the correspondenceis not exact enoughbetween
these and our piece to affirmthat ours belongs to a
copy of the same type. The cloak in ours does not
form so tall a cushionof draperyabove the head of
the herm, though the crumpledfolds probablyindicate that in ours as in the other two the greaterpart
of the cloak is bundled up on top of the herm and
the ends do not hang very far down. Perhaps this
drapingdistinguishesthe himationof Dionysosfrom
211. Fragmentof ArchaisticHermused as a Support, the chlamysof Hermes.The harshdrilledslots in our
Roman Period

P1. 56.

5 2144. Catalogued in 1959 from marble pile left
by previous excavators of the Stoa of Attalos (P-R,
7-13). Broken all around. Pentelic marble. Weathered,
but weathering may not be ancient.
P.H. 0.34 m.
Se&also above (210) and p. 164.
The fragment preserves the proper right side of the
beard and face of a herm with drapery thrown over
81 Op.cit., p.

10.

drapery are like those of the Madrid copy. The
workmanship is probably of the 2nd century after
Christ. The Varese copy, which seems to be the more
careful, shows three rows of corkscrew curls whereas
the Madrid one shows only two. Essentially the same
type of "Alkamenoid" herm is used as a support in the
Madrid statue which has been reconstructed as a group
of Hermes carrying the child Dionysos.**The drapery
there, however, is quite different.
82 Rizzo, Prassitele, pl. 115, left; Blanco, Catalogo,87-E,
pl. 40 (Madrid); Rizzo, pl. 115, right (Varese).
8
See above, note 74,
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213. Beardless Herm, Support for a Statue, 1st
Centuryafter Christ(2).
P1. 57.
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S 198. Foundin 1982in a context of Turkishtimes
in a cistern in the southwest corner of the Agora
(G 13-14). Shaft brokenoff below.Thisbreakhas also
removedthe loweredge of the draperyon the outside
(right) of the herm. Face of herm and edges of
draperybattered. Genitals,which were made separatelyandattached,missing(leadandpartof a marble
tenon in attachment hole). A long vertical cutting,
V-shapedin section, in the draperyon the right side
seems to have served for the attachmentof a marble
patch whichsupplieda ridgefold of the drapery.The
surfaceof the cuttingis pickedto hold cementand the
join was strengthenedby two dowels for which the
holes (ca. 0.5 cm. in diam.) remain, one containing
lead. In the uppersurfaceof the draperyon top of the
head is a smallcuttingof irregularlytrapezoidalshape,
only about 1 cm. deep and about the same in width.
Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.585 m., H. of herm head 0.135 m., W. of

shaft 0.135 m.
T. L. Shear, Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 534-535,
fig. 18.
See also p. 186.

The piece preservesthe upper part of a beardless
herm with a folded garment symmetricallydraped
over it, the folded portion to the left (inside), the
edgesto the right. The cloakformsa simplearchover
the top of the herm, leaving the face and front hair
visible. An arch-shapedsunken area on the back,
finishedroughlywith pickand claw chisel,apparently
representsthe back of the herm-shaft,showingbetween the drapery.It is not, as Shear suggested,an
attachmentcutting.
The head belongsto the basically4th centurytype
of young athlete, with short curly hair brushedaway
from the face. Thereis no fillet aroundthe head, and
the ears are not carefully enough carved to show
whetherthey were meant to be thickened.The workmanshipis competentand not so coarseas in No. 210
but without any refinementor subtlety. The general
style of the draperysuggestsa date in the 1st century

after Christ.
There are no struts preserved on our piece. Also
the signs of attachment on top of the herm are so
light that it does not look as though anything heavier
than a hand or light attribute can have rested on it.
Shear's interpretation of the cuttings on the back and
right side as connected with the attachment of the
statue are surely erroneous. Since the herm seems
not to have been an urgent structural necessity for
the statue (at most it can have had a single strut very
low down), it is likely that it carries an intended
reference to the Hermes of the gymnasium. Quite

possiblyit accompanieda portraitstatue, perhapsin
one of the Hermes-oratortypes.,8
214. UnfinishedRe-CutHerm.

P1. 57.

8 363. Found in 1933 in Turkish wall near the
southwest corner of the Agora (J-K, 11-12). Left
frontcornerandleft sideof shaftbrokenoff. Generally
battered and weathered. Reddish patina. Pentelic
marble.
P.H. 0.38 m., P.W. 0.15 m., P.Th. 0.15 m., Th. of

shaft 0.13 m.
The herm carvers of Athens are here caught at
their familiartrick of choppingup old hermsto make
new ones. In this case the new hermwas not a success
and was abandonedat an early stage. Somerelatively
smooth surface surviving on the neck and cheek as
well as the chisel-carvedlocks behind the ears come
from the first version, a nearly life-sized, perhaps
portraitherm.The presentpieceis choppedoff just a
little way below the shoulder-slotsinto a horizontal
surface with slightly projectingcentral portion, the
whole surfaceroughly picked. In front, the general
shapeof a face and long beardhave been blockedout.
The new ears are also dimly discernible.The top of
the head narrowsinto a cylindricalshape suggesting
a polos. Its top surface slants back, with a sunken
areain the centerbackportion.Perhapsthe new herm
was to have been a support of some sort. Both
original and recutting must belong to the Roman
period.
215. Small Herm of Apollo(?), Roman Period.
P1. 58.
S 755. Foundin 1936in disturbedvery late Roman
fill on the south side of the Agora (N 15). Brokenoff
at top of shaft, preservingback part of arm-sloton
proper left side. Break slopes up through right
shoulderand front of neck. Nose and chin battered
off. Side-locksbrokenaway. In top of head a round
holelike a meniskoshole but largein proportionto the
head (0.025 m. deep, ca. 0.015 m. diam.). Finegrained white marble, possibly a fine-grained variety
of Pentelic. Brown stains.
P.H. 0.155 m., P.W. 0.095 m. (nearly = original
width of shaft), P.Th. 0.08 m.
See also pp. 186, 167.
This is a beardless counterpart of the Alkamenoid
herms, with two rows of corkscrew curls framing the
forehead, the usual side locks and a long mass of
84 See above,

p. 136, note 205.
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back hair. The back hair widens downwardand its
surface is engraved with wavy strands. The upper
surfacesof the front curlsare hatched straightacross
ratherthan diagonally.The face is broadand squarish
in outline. The eyes have a wide, classicizingshape.
Therearelittle drillholes at the cornersof the mouth.
The earsare carefullycarved,with helix indicatedand
with drilled hollows. The heavy neck shows a suggestion of sterno-mastoidsand also of a groove or
crease below the Adam's apple. The whole flesh
surfaceis smoothedwith some care but not polished.
This is good work of the Roman period.
Beardless herms with archaistic hair are not
uncommon. Whereas the youthful herms of 4th
century type representHermes, it seems likely that
herms like the present one represent Apollo. As
Agyieushe sharedwith Hermesthe protectionof the
gates and streetsof the city and was often represented
in aniconicpillarform. This may easily have become
contaminated in Athens with the standard herm,
Apollo being distinguishedfrom Hermesby the type
of head.8
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set, straight above one another, not staggered. A
small drillwas used to cut out the spacesbetweenthe
ends of the curls,and the cylindersof the uppercurls
are separated by sharp grooves. Their surfaces are
hatched with slanting strands, all in the same
direction.
The dowelat the back may be froma repairif the
fragment is from a herm or statuette, rather than
froma mask (whichseemsless likely). The excessively
delicate workmanshipwould fit the early Roman
period.

217.Fragmentof ArchaisticApollo(?) Head from
SmallHerm.
P1.58.
S 1889.Cataloguedin 1954 from uninventoried

marblesfromthe area G-I, 10-14 near the southwest
corner of the Agora. Fragmentfrom upper part of
head, proper left side. Weathered (includingbreak
surface)and battered.Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.07 m., P.W. 0.058 m., P.Th. 0.105 m.

See also p. 187.

216. Fragment of Archaistic Apollo (?) Head,
From a head about one-thirdlife size. The shape
from
a
Herm.
58.
of
brow and eye, like those of No. 216, suggest that
Perhaps
P1.
the head is youthful,hence probablyan Apollorather
S 813. Found in 1936 in a modem house southeast than a bearded Hermes. There are three rows of
of the Agora and east of the Panathenaic Way corkscrewcurls, whose spiral strands alternate di(T-U 22). Properleft half of foreheadand front hair rections. The eyelid is delicately carved, the ear
with most of left eye. The vertical front-to-back carefully made. Very good work of uncertain date
breakintersectsa drilleddowelhole (diam.ca. 1 cm.) but certainlynot later than early Roman.
which enters from back to front sloping slightly up.
Back joint surfacesnot preserved.Rust stains show
that dowel was iron. Pentelic marble.
218. Small Female Herm, 2nd CenturyB.C. P1. 58.
P.H. 0.11 m., P.W. 0.11 m., P.Th. 0.065 m.

See also pp. 187, 188.

8 1086. Found in 1988 in a Hellenisticwell northeast of the Hephaisteion(G 5:8). Broken at bottom
The hair is arrangedwith braidswrappedaround but probablynot muchis lost. Nose and chin chipped.
the head and corkscrewcurls framing the forehead. Otherwisecomplete.Unweathered.Rusty stains from
The smooth, rounded contours of forehead and well. GrayishAttic marble; could be either Hymeteyebrows give a youthful impression. The eye is tian or Pentelic.
P.H. 0.825 m., W. of shaft 0.08 m., Th. of shaft
round,but with very delicatelids (overlappingat the
outer corner).It is not certainwhetherthe coiffureis 0.07 m.
male or female, but the combination of braids and
T. L. Shear, Hesperia,VIII, 1939, pp. 238-239,

forehead curls is more usual for males. This may be
part of a beardless Apollo herm analogous to No. 215
but larger and rendered in greater detail. Alternatively, it may be from an archaistic statuette. The elaborate detail of the overlapping braids and the very
careful finish of the features (the eyes worked over
with fine abrasive) is more meticulous than the usual
workmanship of herms. The pattern of the corkscrew
curls is hard, precise and geometrical. The curls are
See above, p. 137. An alternative suggestion is that they
8s
represent the youthful Hermes.

fig. 87; I.L.N., July 9, 1988, p. 57, no. 7; Langlotz,
Aphrodite in den Girten, p. 28 and note 41; D. B.
Thompson, Troy, Supplementary Monograph, 3,
p. 145.
See also pp. 91 note 26, 139.
The herm is of the ordinary rectangular post-herm
form with a shaft of approximately uniform width
and thickness from top to bottom. A garment, which
is suggestive of the peplos in its simple folds, symmetrical draping and the double lower edge which
implies an overfall, hangs down over the front of the
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shaft. The offset of its bottom edge continuesaround
the corneron the left side of the shaft, but no drapery
is carved on the sides. Thereare no sockets or dowel
holes for armsin the sides of the shaft. This suggests
that the hermmay be unfinished,for sucha post herm
should normallyhave arms. The back of the neck is
not workedout, but the marblemay have been left
here intentionallyfor extra strength or just to save
work. The neck is thick, the head rather small in
proportionbut broad,with roundcheeksand a short,
wide nose. The long hair is parted in the center and
drawn back to either side, coveringall but the lobes
of the ears, which are merely suggested. The profile
of the head implies a knot high in back, but the
unfinishedstate makesthis uncertain.Thefeaturesof
the face are blurry,without any clear style, but the
general resemblanceof the face to those of small
figures of Hekate and the Motherof the Gods suggests that here also the artist had some 5th century
type remotelyin mind. The soft, indefinitequality of
the surface,compoundedof imprecisechisel-workand
heavy abrasion or rasping, occurs in Attic small
sculpture found in contexts dating from Sulla's
destructionof Athens in 86 B.C. and apparentlyis
characteristicof the 2nd century. Perhaps it is a
direct imitation of Rhodian-Alexandrianstyle. The
well fillingin whichthis piece was foundis now dated
on the basis of the pottery containedin it not later
than the middleof the 2nd century B.C.
Shear identified the herm as Aphrodite Ourania.
The well was on the north end of KolonosAgoraios,
and the temple of AphroditeOuraniawas somewhere
in the region,thoughits actual positionhas not been
fixed. The traces of a small building formerly so
identifiedappearto be of Romandate. Theconnection
of the hermwith AphroditeOuraniasuggesteditself
becausePausaniassaw in the sanctuaryof Aphrodite
in the Gardensnear the Ilissos a female herm whose
inscriptionsaid that AphroditeOuraniais the eldest
It would be wrong
(or most honored)of the Moirai.M
to concludefrom this, as has sometimesbeen done,
that either the Atheniancult image of Aphroditein
the Gardens(by Alkamenes)or that of Aphrodite
Ourania(by Pheidias)was in the form of a herm. It
does, however, prove that Aphrodite could be rep-

resented as a female herm in Athenian dedications.
Pausanias gives us no information on the date of the
herm he saw, but the quotation smacks of Hellenistic
or Roman pedantry. The phrase "eldest of the
Moirai" was doubtless embedded in an ornate epigram. The reason for making Aphrodite a herm may
lie in the fertility connections of Hermes if it is
not to be explained by the connection of Aphrodite
with the oriental Astarte.87
86
87

I, 19, 2.
See above, p. 138,

Aphroditeis not, however,the only goddess who
takes the form of a female herm. The ppkrasof
Artemisheld in the hand of a statue of her priestess
found in the sanctuary of Artemis in the Agora at
Messenelacks its head but has the form of a female
hermnot unlikeoursin size and generalaspect." The
contentsof the wellin whichourpiecewas foundwere
so unusual that we can hardly leave them out of
considerationwhen we ask what goddess the herm
represents.Besidespottery, it containedthe bonesof
about 175 new-borninfants and about 100 dogs. In
addition there were bones of a middle-agedman, a
child of around eleven and a few larger domestic
animals. Therewas also a fine ivory-handledsword.
Shearcomments,"Thecombinationin a singledeposit
of a statuette of AphroditeOurania,a magnificent
and possibly ceremonialsword, and many bones of
infants is certainlysuggestiveand recalls Pausanias'
story that this sanctuarywas founded by Aigeus in
orderto propitiatethe goddess who had condemned
him to childlessness.Althoughinfant sacrificewas not
practiced in Greece, perhaps infants who died at
childbirthwerededicatedto the goddessas a symbolic
sacrificeand a token survival of the ancient oriental
ritual. Some reason must have existed for this mass
accumulationof infants' bones, with very few bones
of adults among them."~ This has not found general
acceptance.J. L. Angellcommentsthat starvationor
plague seems the most likely explanation for the
rapid accumulationof such a large number of dead
babies. There are no traces of violence. That they
must have all died within a shorttime seemsevident,
however.TheAthenianswouldnot have buriedinfants
as a regular thing in a well inside the city. The
circumstancesmust have been highly unusual, and
one can hardly imagine that the well was left open
for any length of time.
The starvation and danger attending on Sulla's
siege of Athensin 86 B.C.wouldexplainboth the high
infant mortality and the necessity of disposing of
corpsesinside the city, but G. Roger Edwards,who
has studiedthe potteryfromthe well, findsthat none
of it can be dated later than the middle of the 2nd
century B.C. and thereforesuggeststhat the occasion
was a plagueor epidemicof which we have otherwise
no record. He thinks it possible that the dead infants
were placed in the coarse pottery basins which were
found in great numbers in the well. No special explanation has been offered for the large number of
dogs, but it seems possible that they were actually

88
"Epyov,1962, p. 129, fig. 155. In Arcadia female herms
dedicated to Aphrodite and to Artemis look very similar and
are distinguished only by their inscriptions: Aphrodite, 'Eqp.
'APX., 1906, p. 35, fig. 1. Artemis (unpublished ?) in Tegea
Museum.
89 Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 238-239. On the bones, see
further J. L. Angell, Hesperia, XIV- 1945, pp. 311-312.
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purificationsacrifices.Dogs wereofferedto the birthgoddessesfor the purificationof women after childbirth, and in generalthe dog, as the cheapestoffering,
was a favorite for purification.'0The gruesomenessof
the whole situation would surely arousesuperstitious
feelings, and it may well be that the herin too is in
some sense propitiatoryor apotropaic.Its presence
does not seem to be accidental,for it is not broken,
and therewas no othersculpturein the well. It seems,
therefore,more likely to be Artemis,either as birthgoddess or as Artemis-Hekate,than Aphrodite.The
heavy, rather forbidding aspect of the face would
seem to supportthis, if we can attach any importance
to the face in such a mediocrework. Certainlythere
is little of the charmof Aphroditein it.
219. Head of Female Herm from the Stage Front of
the Odeionof Agrippa.
Pl. 59.

8 554. Found in 1935 in burnt (Herulian destruction) layer over the orchestraof the Odeionof
Agrippa(L 10). In the top of the plaque behind the
head are two cuttings for hook clamps which joined
this piece to the slabs between the herms. The front
part of the head projectsabove the top of the plaque
and the back is cut down to a distance of 0.03 m.
in front of the face of the plaque to receive the
crowningmoulding.The back of the plaqueis roughpicked. The sides are finished smooth at the front
edge only. Theneck and tenon projectbelowthe lower
edge of the plaque. The tenon is rough-pickedand
without a dowel hole. Upper left corner of plaque
brokenoff. Nose chipped. Otherwiseintact. Pentelic
marble.Black stains and root marks.
H. 0.23 m., W. 0.19 m., Th. 0.20 m., Th. of plaque

0.08 m., H. of head chin to crown0.17 m.
T.L. Shear, A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 180, fig. 9;
H. A. Thompson,Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 66-67,
pl. 46.
See also pp. 189, 170.

This is one of two identical female heads that
belongedto herms decoratingthe stage front of the
Odeionof Agrippa.All of these herms were made in

two pieces, the shaft and a piece with the front of the
head carved in relief against a plaque of the same
width as the shaft. The herms supported a crowning
moulding carved with an archaistic lotus and palmette
pattern.
The type of the present heads is used in Neo-Attic
art for the heads of sphinxes, both free-standing and
used as table supports. The type of sphinx that goes
with the head is consistent except for the modifications
J2, pp. 95, 105. The animal in the
9oNilsson, Geschickhte,
purification sacrifice was neither roasted nor eaten, but
thrown away.
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occasioned by the different forms of supports for
which it is used. R. V. Nicholls, in publishingtwo
heads of this type in the Fitzwilliam Museum in
Cambridge,has listed ten replicas, including our
present herm heads.91In five of these examples the
sphinxbody is preserved.He refersthe originalto the
middle of the 5th century and suggeststhat it was a
groupof Oedipusand the Sphinx.He furthersuggests
that the type was recognizableto Athenianaudiences
in the Odeion,and that this indicatesthat the group
was in Athens. It is hard to imagine, however,just
how a sphinx head could be used in a hermin such a
way as still to convey the idea of a sphinx, and the
wholenotion of a sphinx hermseemssomehowrather
far-fetched.It may be rather that the head comes
originallyfroma statuarytype and that its use in the
sphinxis, like its use on a herm,a Neo-Atticcreation.
Nicholls has noted an asymmetry in the face that
seems curiousin the frontalsphinx heads, but would
not be surprisingin a head from a statue. The Agora
heads seem to show the same asymmetry. We
probablydo not have any fragmentsof the shafts that
went with the heads of this type. The green marble
shafts, Nos. 223 and 224, apparentlywent with the
maleheads,and the singlefragmentof a drapedshaft,
No. 225, should go with an archaistic head rather
than with these classicalheads.
Thoughthe hairis coarserand lessvariedin texture
on the Agoraheadsthan on somereplicas,forexample
the sphinxin Mantua,9the featuresof the faceconvey
better the austerequality of the classicaloriginal.In
the precise,rather cold quality of the carving these
heads furnish a good example of Neo-Attic work of
the Augustanperiod.
220. Head of Female Herm from the Stage Front
of the Odeionof Agrippa,Replica of the Preceding.
P1. 59.

8 553. Mended from two joining fragments, the
first found together with the preceding,the second
near by in the same fill at a slightly later date (L 10).
Tip of nose missingand part of backof plaquebroken.
Otherwisecomplete. Clamp cuttings as in the preceding, with part of an iron clamp remaining in one.
Pentelic marble. Black stains and root marks.
H. of plaque 0.193 m., W. of plaque 0.193 m., Th.
of plaque 0.062 m., H. of head chin to crown 0.18 m.
O1L.

Budde and R. V. Nicholls, A Catalogue of the Greek

and RomanSculpturein theFitzwilliamMuseum,Cambridge,
Cambridge,1964, pp. 20-22, nos. 40-41. A letter from

Nicholls, Dec. 17, 1964, adds as 5 bis to his list a sphinx
in Grosseto, Museo Civico (A. Mazzolai, Mostra Archeologica,

pl. 26).

92Alda Levi, Sculture greche e romane del Palazzo Ducale

di Mantova,Rome,1931,pl. 21, pp. 18f., no. 4.
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Thompson,Hesperia,XIX, 1950,pp. 66-67, pl. 48.
See also below (221, 222) and p. 189.
This head correspondsin all respects to the preceding. This indicatesthat the stage front contained
at least two hermsof each type, but there may have
been more.
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221. Head of MaleHermfromthe Stage Front of the
Pl. 59.
Odeionof Agrippa.
S 558. Found in 1935 in a level of the late Roman
period about 15 meters east of the Odeion (N 11).
Plaquebrokenoff at left. The wholepieceburnedand
deeply calcined.The face entirelyflakedoff. Original
surfacepreservedon top of head and on properleft
side of neck and cheek. Hook-clampcuttings in top
of plaqueand cutting in top of head to accommodate
crowningmouldingare as in the preceding.
H. 0.24 m., P.W. 0.165 m., P.Th. 0.145 m., H. of

head chin to crown0.175 m.
See also below (222) and p. 139.

Thiswas the headof a youth with shorthairbound
by a flat fillet whichpassedabove the tops of the ears.
The locks are brushedforwardon the head like those
of Polykleitanathletes.In frontof the ear someof the
locks seem to be brushedbackagainstthe fillet. Since
the hairline is not preserved,it is not possible to
identify the type, but presumablythis is, like the
femaleheads, Nos. 219 and 220, an accuratecopy of
a 5th century type. The position of the fillet above
the ear suggests,if we compareit with the Diadoumenos of Polykleitos, that it would have passed too
high up on the foreheadto suit Thompson'sconjecture
that the face, No. 222, comes from a replica of this
head. The head could well representHermes in his
youthful ephebic form, but it is hazardousto try to
identify any of these stage-frontherms when we do
not have all the types represented. The Tiberian
frieze from the Agoraat Aphrodisiaspresentsunder
the guise of masksa bewilderingvariety of headsborrowed from classicalsculpturaltypes.93
222. Fragment of Head, from a Herm of the Stage
Front of the Odeion of Agrippa.
P1. 59.
5 597. Found in 1935 in a post-Herulian deposit in
the area of the stage of the Odeion (L-M 10). The
central portion of the face, broken all around except
at the top, where there is a horizontal joint surface
and anathyrosis a little way above the eyebows. Nose

93 Mon.

Ant., XXXVIII, 1939, pls. 1-39.

chipped. Pentelic marble, surface unburned and
finishedvery smooth.
P.H. 0.107 m., P.W. 0.075 m., P.Th. 0.52 m.

H. A. Thompson,Hesperia,XIX, 1950, p. 66.
See also above (221) and p. 189.
The scale and finding-placeindicate that this, too,
is part of one of the herms from the stage front.
Thompsonsuggestedthat the joint-surfaceat the top
of the fragmentrepresentedthe line of the bottom of
a fillet, and he impliedthat the head was of the same
type as No. 221. The first point is probablytrue, and
if so the second seems unlikely. On looking through
the collection of head types in the frieze of Aphrodisias, one notices that athlete types, such as the
Diadoumenos of Polykleitos," show more of the
foreheadbelow the fillet than does the presentfragment. On the other hand, the fillet on No. 221 is
actuallya little higherin relationto the ear than that
of the Diadoumenos.In the friezewe finda filletwhich
runs, as in our fragment,close above the eyebrowsin
the heads of various Dionysiacpersonages,satyrs or
Dionysos himself.9 Like these, our face has a suggestion of a smile at the cornersof the mouth. That
the effect of a smile is intentionalseemscertainwhen
one comparesthe mouthof our piecewith those of the
two classicalfemaleheads, Nos. 219-220. The separation of the cheeks from the area aroundthe mouth
and the upswingof the eyebrowsalso distinguishthis
fragmentfrom those two heads. Thesesame features
occur in some of the Dionysiac heads from Aphrodisias, and they are even more characteristic of
archaisticheads.In both they conveyanimpressionof
youthfulness and vivacity. A good parallel for the
style of our head, which is naturally much more
delicate than that of the Aphrodisiasfrieze, may be
found in the heads of four archaisticfemale herms
foundon the Esquilineand now in the Conservatori.9
It is hardto be certainabout the sex of our piece,but
Thompsonis doubtlessright in taking it to be male.
It might be a young satyr or Pan or even a young
Dionysos. Such figureswould unquestionablybe appropriateto a stage front. If it is female,whichseems
less likely in view of the band acrossthe forehead,it
might belong with our fragment of a shaft with
archaistic drapery, No. 225, representing one of the
Graces, Seasons or Nymphs who sometimes appear
in archaistic form along with Dionysos.

223. Shaft of Male Herm from Stage Front of Odeion
P1. 59.
of Agrippa.
" Ibid., pl. 22, no. 72.
9 ibid., pl. 14, no. 40; pl. 20, no. 67; pl. 22, no. 71.
" Stuart Jones, Sculpturesof the Palazzo dei Conservatori,
pl. 55, Ort.Mecen. 1, 19, 24, 20 (head preserved on 19).
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S 1218. Cataloguedin 1946 from a marble pile
in the area of the cavea of the Odeion(L-M 10-11).
Lower end brokenoff. A concave cutting at the top
to receivethe tenon of a head. A socketfor the attachment of the phallos, which was made separately,
perhapsin bronze. Front and sides smoothed. Back
picked. Light green Karystos marble.
P.H. 0.48 m., W. 0.187 m., Th. 0.14 m.
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Thompson,Hesperia,XIX, 1950, p. 66, pl. 46.
See also below (225) and pp. 189, 169.

Since it contains a socket for the attachment of
the phallos, this shaft must go with one of the male
heads. The practiceof makinghermheads and shafts
in differentmaterialsseems to have been a Neo-Attic
inventionwhichbecamegenerallyacceptedin Roman
art.. Ciceromentions herms with bronze heads and
Pentelic marble shafts which he acquired from
Athens,9 and similarbronze-headedhermshave been
found at Pompeiiand Herculaneum."A closerparallel to our herms with white marble heads and light
green shafts may be found in the group of votive
portraithermsfromNemi, in whichthe headswereof
white marble and the shafts of bluish marble,"and
in portrait herms in the atria of Pompeian houses,
such as that of CorneliusRufus.1o
224. Fragmentof Shaft of Hermfrom Stage Front of
Odeionof Agrippa.
P1 59.
8 1891. Cataloguedin 1949 from marble pile to
Qastof Stoa of Attalos (R 7-18). Lowerend preserved.
Broken off above. A tenon on the lower end for
insertinginto the plinth. Front and sides smoothed;
back picked. Light green Karystos marble. Surface
flakedand cornerschipped.
P.H. 0.42 m., W. 0.187 m., Th. 0.165 m., H. of

tenon 0.04 m.

Thompson, Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 66, pl. 47, b.

See also pp. 189, 169.

This is not preservedhigh enoughto show the cutting for the phallos,but it correspondsexactly to the
precedingin materialand dimensions.Probablyit is
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8 1896. Catalogued in 1955 from uninventoried
marblesfrom the area L-P, 10-12, over and to the
east of the Odeion. Lower end of shaft, broken off
above. Three sides sculpturedexcept for a portion
0.05 m. high at the bottom which served as a tenon.
This had the same width as the shaft but was set in
about 0.5 cm. from its front face. Back picked,
without anathyrosis.Bottom rough-picked.Pentelic
marble. Battered. Marble on left side gray and
crumblyfromburning.Red mortaradheringto front.
P.H. 0.21 m., W. 0.178 m., Th. 0.14 m.

See also pp. 139, 169, 170.
On the front and on both sides is carveda pattern
of archaistic drapery, the lower edge of an outer
garmentwith zigzagfoldsrisingto a centraltwo-sided
pleat and below this the shallowrippled folds of an
underchiton.All the carvingis very flat, and that on
the sides seems more perfunctorythan that on the
front.
The dimensions,the generalform and the findingplace all suggest that this is one of the hermsof the
Odeion.The thicknessis the same as that of No. 223.
The width is not quite one centimeterless than that
of the two greenmarbleshafts. The use of a tenon at
the bottom is similaralthoughthe tenon itself is not
shapedin exactly the same way. The draperyon the
sides seems to have been carved all the way to the
back edge, instead of stopping at the line where the
intermediateslab would have overlappedthe herm,
but it is so flat, a mere texturingof the surface,that
it would not have affectedthe joint. In spite of the
various slight differencesbetween this and the green
shafts, it seemsmuch easierto explainit as one of the
Odeion herms than as anything else. The fact that
it was madein whiteinsteadof greenmarbleprobably
indicatesthat the draperywas painted. It is unusual
to finda drapedhermin whichthe draperyextendsto
the bottom of the shaft, but the drapedportraitherm
of Fundilia from Nemi offers a parallel.101The
archaisticdraperyof this piece probablymeans that
the hermhad an archaisticfemaleheadand represented one of the Graces,Nymphs or Seasons.

from a second male herm.

226. Archaistic Bearded Head of Dionysos in Herm
Form, Decorative Appliqu6, Roman Period. P1. 60.

225. Fragment of Herm with Archaistic Drapery,
probably from the Stage Front of the Odeion of
Agrippa.
P1. 59.

5 771. Found in 1986 in very late Roman fill over
the late Roman Gymnasium on the south side of the
Agora (N 15). Smooth-cut surfaces at back, below,
and on proper left side. Proper right side broken off
through right eye. End of nose, edge of beard, edge of
shoulder-lock (or ribbon), top of head and front edge

Ad Atticum, I, 8, 2.
example, the herm of Norbanus Sorex, ArndtBruckmann 457-458, and that of Caecilius Jucundus,
Maiuri, Pompei, p. 102.
"F. Poulsen, Acta Archaeologica,XII, 1941, pp. 20-52.
10 Mau, Pompeii, 2nd ed., New York and London, 1904,
p. 256, fig. 21. Of.also the herm of VesoniusPrimus,ibid., p. 446.
9

98 For

101

Poulsen, Acta Archaeologica, XII, 1941, p. 23, figs.

19-21.
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of bust chipped. Incrustation on back and break the formof young Dionysosherms,whichprovidethe
surfaces.Pink marble.
generally closest parallel to our present example.1o4
H. 0.15 m., P.W. 0.075 m., P.Th. 0.52 m.

See also p. 164.
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The piece seems cut for use in some sort of decorative revetment, though the surviving fragment
showsneitherdowelholesnor pickingto hold cement.
The shoulder-formis that of a herm (without arms)
but the face seems to representa mask ratherthan a
head in the round.The hollowingof the eyes does not
seem deepenoughto have containedany sort of inset.
Thereis no real plastic indicationof the neck, merely
a hollowgroove behindthe beard.The flat strip that
hangs down behind the ear may as well representa
ribbonas a tress. The top of the head is coveredby a
smoothcap decoratedat the sideswith ivy leaves and
berries.The wavy hair is parted in the center. The
thin ends of the mustachecurl decorativelyoutward.
The surfaceof the beardis decoratedwith sketchily
appliedchiselstrokessuggestingwavy strands.There
are little drillholes in the cornersof the mouth and in
the curls of the mustache.The piece must be of the
Roman period.
For the archaisticherm-headof Dionysoswith the
smooth cap, ivy leaves and berries,comparea herm
in the Conservatori(MuseoNuovo).1Y
227. Table-Supportin the formof a Hermof Dionysos,
Pl. 60.
Early Roman Period.
S 1925. Found in 1955 in a Byzantine well on the
south side of the Agora (O 17:3). Broken off at
bottom. Herm arms missing. Nose, chin and phallos
chipped. Whole surface heavily eroded. Pentelic
marble.
P.H. 0.54 m., Th. 0.155 m., W. 0.11 m., W. of herm
shaft 0.104 m., Th. of shaft 0.085 m., H. of head

chin to crown0.18 m. Diam. of circularcutting in top
0.055 m., Depth 0.02 m.

See also p. 140.
in
A supportfor a one-leggedtable (monopodium)

the form of a hermi with the head of the youthful
Dionysos. He wears a garland, probably of ivy leaves
and berries, though the details are washed out by
erosion, and long tresses fall down on both shoulders.
The plump face with deep-set eyes is Hellenistic rather
than classicizing in type, but the plain crude top without mouldings looks rather Roman than Hellenistic.
An example from Megarain the Athens National Museum, on the other hand, has a typically post-Hadrianic
face and must be considerably later than our piece.38
The Museumin Kos contains a series of trapezophoroi in
102Mustilli, Museo Mussolini, pl. XXXVIII, 159, 25, p. 60.
103
Aekrfov, IX, 1924-25, TTapdpr-ra, p. 26, no. 12, fig. 16.

228. MiniatureHerm of Heraklesin Lion Skin and
Himation.
P1. 60.
S 1336. Found in 1948 in early Roman fill in the
road west of the Middle Stoa (H 13). Broken off
below. Edge of left arm chipped. Otherwiseintact.
Light beige patina and root marks.Pentelic marble.
P.H 0.103 m.
See also p. 140.
Herakleswearsthe lion skin over his head, and he
is tightly wrappedin a himationwornin the standard
palliatusscheme.This seemsto be a contaminationof
the Heraklesin lion skin with the mantle herm. One
may imaginethat the connectionof Herakleswith the
gymnasiumled to his being shown wrapped in an
himation. It has been suggested that this complete
wrappingdenotes the athlete who has finished his
exercise.10Another explanation would be that the
fully wrappedfigureis in an attitude of respect. In
eithercase this wouldbe an attitude of the worshipper
transferredto the divinity.TwoRomanmarblemantle
hermsof young athletes have the himationdrawnup
over the head.l1 The type is pre-Roman,for a terracottareplica,with headmissingbut with the scheme
of the mantle exactly the same, was found near
Pergamonin a tomb group dated aroundthe middle
of the 2nd century B.C.m On our Heraklesthe lion's
head has been substitutedfor the mantle as a head,
coveringbut the body is completelywrappedin the
himation,underwhich the lion skin disappears.
The properright side is flat, the properleft side
partly flat but with the outline of the arm and the
zigzag edges of the himation below the left hand
sketched out. The back is unmodelled but not
perfectly flat, the smoothed surface being slightly
convex and also interruptedby pickmarksapparently
remainingfrom the earlier state of the stone. The
workis casualbut good. The date may be Hellenistic.
104Laurenzi, Annuario, N. S., XVII-XVIII, 1955-1956,
pp. 133-134, nos. 166-171.
10 Cf. Lullies, Typen, p. 83. Lullies in his discussion of
"Mantelhermen" does not distinguish properly between
chlamys and himation.
106London, British Museum Catalogueof GreekSculpture,
III, 1742; Anoient Marbles, II, pl. 37; and Pompeii, Overbeck, Pompeii', p. 101. The Pompeian example was found in
the Temple of Venus and the British Museum piece near
Tivoli together with a copy of the crouching Aphrodite. It
seems possible, therefore, that the unusually complete wrapping-up of these youthful herm figures is connected with the
cult of Aphrodite.
107At Poyracik, O. Deubner, Tuirk Tarih Arkeologyave
Etnografya Dergisi, IV, 1940, p. 39, fig. 2; German text,
p. 46.
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229. Small Herm of HeraklesWrappedin Lion Skin, skin hangs at the properleft side as if drapedover a
Roman Period.
P1. 60. support.The lion's face and shaggy hair are sketched
with the chisel. The torso of Heraklesis powerfully
8 1505. Found in 1951in the wall of a modem well modelled,with considerablecare on the front, more
near the southeast cornerof the Agora (P 18). Head sketchilyon the back. The formssuggesta Hellenistic
brokenoff. Right hand and forearm(muffledin lion prototype.The herm-shafttapersdownwardin width
skin) chipped away, also upper end of club. Lower but apparentlynot in thickness. For the use of red
end of herm shaft chipped and battered, Pentelic marble,comparea Pan-hermfrom Pergamon."0
marbleof poorgrade,moderatelyweathered.
P.H. 0.218 m.
See also p. 140.
231. MiniatureHerm of Hermaphrodite,Late Hellenistic or Roman Period.
P1.60.
Herakleswears his lion skin wrappedaroundhim
like an himation, envelopingboth hands. The lion's
S 1234. From disturbedByzantine context in the
head hangs down at his left side. He shouldershis district southwestof the Agora(B 19). Head, back of
club, holding the lower end in his muffledleft hand. shouldersand lowerend of shaft brokenoff. Battered.
The texture of the lion skin is renderedby coarse A small round dowel hole in the neck and one in the
stippling. The herm shaft, roughly squarein section, bottom of the shaft, but the joint-surfacein both
white marble,
tapers in both width and thickness. There seems to placesis brokenaway. Medium-grained
have been a kind of tenon at the bottom, now mostly probablyParian.Light beige patina, brownstains on
battered away, but there is no dowel hole. The work back.
P.H. 0.168 m., W. 0.092 m.
is simple and rather clumsy and certainlybelongsto
the Roman period. The type is approximatedin a
H. A. Thompson,Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 180,
fragmentfrom Pergamon'0and in one from Alexan- note 59.
See also p. 140.
dria.o09
230. Small Hermof Herakles,Roman Period. P1.60.

A Hermaphrodite,ithyphallic, in high-girtchiton
with a small himation draped symmetricallyacross
the back and over both forearms(compareNos. 108
and 109) lifts the skirt of the chiton in front to show
the phallos. The shaft, which tapers down, is not
absolutelyflat but has a shallowgroovein the center
to suggestthe separationof the legs. The back, below
the cross-foldsof the himation, is treated as a plain
convex surface.The thick-edgedfolds recall workin
island marbleof the 1st centuryB.C.
The type, with the himation over the lower arms
and both handslifting the skirt, is also representedin
a statuette of a Hermaphroditefrom the Agora,
probablyof about the same date."'

8 590. Found in 1985 in late Roman filling of a
rock-cutchannelconnectedwith a cisternon Kolonos
Agoraios (D 10:1). Mendedfrom two joining fragments, the uppercomprisingthe back of the shoulders
and the wholefront of the torso except for the proper
right side of the chest, the lowerone the hips and the
tapering herm shaft out of which they grow. Head
and both armsmissing.A dowel hole in the neck. No
finished joint-surface is preserved but the hollow
shapeof the brokensurfacesuggeststhat it may have
been chippedaway to fit the neck of a new head set
on for a repair.Red marble.
P.H. 0.285 m.
See also p. 140.
232. Fragment of Small Draped Herm (Support?),
Roman Period.
P1. 60.
The torsois posedasif the weightwereon the right
leg, the right shoulderhigherthan the left. Both arms
were lowered.No trace of the club remains.The lion
11noPergamon, VII, 2, p. 222, no. 259.

10Pergamon,VII, 2, p. 222, no. 260.Thereis considerable

variation in these small Herakles herms. The Pergamon
fragment has the club, but the arm which holds it is not
enveloped in the lion skin. The same is true of the example
from Alexandria in Tiibingen (see below). It may be that
ours is a contamination of the completely wrapped type
without the club and the type with the club and the left arm
free.
109Expedition Ernst von Sieglin, Ausgrabungenin Alexandria, II, 1 b (Watzinger), Leipzig, 1927, pp. 102-103, no. 91,

fig. 89.

1I1 S 1235. Mentioned by Thompson, loc.cit., above. The
gesture of lifting the skirt with both hands is thought to be
borrowed from Priapos. A little bronze statuette in the
Bibliotheque Nationale said to have been found in Athens in
1838 has the lifted skirt filled with fruits. A hermaphrodite
herm in Stockholm (Reinach, Rpertoire, I, p. 371, no. 1554 A)
lifts the skirt with both hands and the same scheme is
represented in a statue in Paris (ibid., p. 372, no. 1549). Both
of these have the himation over the shoulders instead of
across the lower back and lower arms as in our figure. A
hermaphrodite hermnin Pergamon (Pergamon,VII, 2, p. 220,
no. 257) lifts the skirt with one hand only.
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S 2156. Cataloguedin 1962 from marble pile left
by previousexcavatorsof the Stoa of Attalos (R 7).
Brokenabove and below.Batteredand very crumbly.
A rectangularcutting for a tenon in each side below
the edge of the drapery(on properleft side H. 2 cm.,
W. 1.5 cm., on proper right 2 x 2 cm.). Pentelic
marble.
P.H. 0.22 m.
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The shaft, rectangularin section,tapersdownward
in both width and thickness. Above was a human
torso dressedin a shortgarment,probablya chlamys,
which seems to be fastenedon the right shoulderand
shows the buttocks in back but not the genitals in
front. Very coarse work, with heavy rasping on the
drapery.The piece must have been an adjunct to a
large statue or groupof mediocrequality.

233. Fragmentof Votive Relief with Worshippersand
Herm, 4th Century B.C.

Pl. 61.

234. Herm Carvedin Relief on Door Jamb of Shopin
Stoa of Attalos.
P1. 61.
On reveal of right-hand (entering) door jamb of
Shop III 1.84 m. - 1.46 m. above threshold.A little
herm with square base and rectangular arms was
outlined on the surface of the jamb and the background cut back in an arch-shapedarea around it.
The herm itself is treated in relief to the extentthat
the plane of the armsis behindthat of the shaft. The
surface is chipped and the lower part of the head
missing,so that it is uncertainwhetheror not it was
bearded.From analogy with the other herms of this
sort it seems more likely that it was not. No phallos
is preserved.Hermesis appropriateon the dooras god
of commerceif the shop served commercialpurposes,
but he would be appropriateas Prothyraiosin any
case.
Mentioned by H. A. Thompson, The Stoa of
Attalos II in Athens (Agora Picture Book No. 2),
fig. 14, caption.
See also p. 141.

S 1154.Foundin 1939in St. Spyridonbeneaththe
second floor of the church of the first period, 16th
century (Q-R 14). From lower left-hand corner of 235. Small Herm Incised on Fragment of Column,
Pl. 61.
relief,whichis brokenaboveand at right.Marblevery Roman Period.
of
off.
of
flaked
surface
and
much
figures
crumbly
8 1224. Found in 1947 in uncataloguedmarbles
Pentelic marble.
fromthe area Q-S, 17-20 south of the Agoraand west
P.H. 0.455 m., P.W. 0.25 m., Th. 0.135 m.
of the PanathenaicWay.Brokenall around.Fragment
See also p. 140.
preservestop of herm's head but the base is broken
The slab was framedat the side by an anta whose away except for a trace of the upper left corner.
face slopes inward toward the backgroundof the Hymettian marble.
P.H. 0.255 m., P.W. 0.24 m., P.Th. 0.11 m., Est.
relief. A group of worshippers,apparently a man,
three women and two children, approachfrom the diam. of columnca. 0.57 m.
left in attitudes of worship,the women and children
A beardless herm with round childish head is
closely wrappedin their himatia. Behind them is a
tall beardedherm, seen in three-quartersfront view. outlined by a heavy chiselled groove in the rough
The proper left herm-armis foreshortenedand the surface of the column. There is no phallos and no
shaft is seen in diagonalrelief.Thebermseemsto have differenceof surfacebetweenshaft and arms,but the
had short full hair after the fashionof Curtius'Types collar-bonesand neck muscles, the features of the
A and D.112 The face is unfortunatelyobliterated. face and the hair are lightly sketched.Theratherlong
Behind the head of the herm the edge of a wall, door hair cut straight across the forehead is a common
or gate is suggestedby an offset in the background. fashion of the Roman period. The structure from
Perhapsthis representsthe entranceof the sanctuary which the columncame is not identified.
into which the worshippers are coming. The herm
would then be the Propylaios of the sanctuary.
Relief representations of herms in sanctuary scenes
are not so common as one might expect. It is not
possible to tell from what is preserved to which
divinity the sanctuary belongs. Both the herm and
the procession of worshippers would be appropriate to
an Asklepios relief113but there are doubtless other
possibilities.
112See above, p. 130.
na Cf. the herm on the big Asklepios relief N.M. 1877,
Svoronos, pl. 48; Lullies, Typen, p. 52.

236. Fragment of Column with Herm in Relief.
Pl. 61.
5 2164. Catalogued in 1963 among marbles west of
the Stoa of Attalos left by earlier excavators (O-P,
8-9). Broken above and at back. Hymettian marble.
P.H. 0.55 m., Diam. at bottom ca. 0.85 m.
In a sunken rectangular panel is carved in relief
a herm on a rectangular base. It has down-tapering
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shaft and long wavy shoulder-locks.The chin is back in a moreor less flat plane parallelto the layers
broken away, but it does not seem to have been of white mica. Broken irregularlyall around. The
bearded.Above the panel is a roughlypickedarea as front was originallydressedroughlyflat with a pick,
if somethinghad been removed.114
and the relief hermis carvedinto a depressionbelow
the level of this surface.Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.57 m., P.W. 0.45 m., P.Th. 0.16-0.17 m.,

237. Fragment of Roman Grave Relief with Herm. H. of hermincludingbase 0.87 m.
See also p. 141.
Pl. 61.
S 2157. Cataloguedin 1962 from marble pile left
by former excavators of the Stoa of Attalos (R 7).
From the right edge of the stele. Broken above, to
the left, and below. Back rough-picked,side roughly
finishedwith the claw chisel.A slot in side 8 cm. wide
by 1 cm. high by 2 cm. deep. Projecting frame of
relief,ca. 0.05-0.06 m. wide,has all its surfacechipped
away. Pentelic marble, flaky from marble pile
weathering.
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In spite of the large size of the stone, this is
probablyto be countedas a workshopherm, apotropaic or just for practice,rather than a herm carved
on a piece of standing architecture."1The original
picked surface may have belonged to a block as it
came from the quarry,and the split at the back may
have resultedfroma flaw. It is impossibleto tell how
much, if any, of the present broken edge was there
when the herm was carved on the front. It seems
P.H. 0.375 m., P.W. 0.245 min.,P.Th. 0.15 m., Th. of likely in any case that the piecewas a fragmentrather
than a blockat that time. Theoutlineof theherm was
background0.07-0.08 m.
See also p. 141.
very roughly sketched with the point and then the
actual herm was carved out inside the line with the
Just inside the frame of the relief stands a herm, flat chisel. The herm is youthful, beardlessand not
not ithyphallic, with a long twisted lock on each ithyphallic, standing on a simple rectangularbase.
shoulder.The head is missing. The neck is carefully The head suggestsa date in the Roman period.
modelledwith indicationsof the sterno-mastoidsand
Adam's apple. It looks as if the head had been
beardless.It is not unusual to find a herm in this 239. Fragmentof Herm in Relief.
P1. 61.
position on a Roman grave relief. The figure of the
deceasedwill have stood besidethe herm. Sometimes
8 1428. Cataloguedin 1949 from marble pile left
his left hand rests on its head. A trace between the by previous excavators at south end of Stoa of Athermand the borderhere may be either the end of a talos (Q-R, 11-12). Broken irregularlyall around.
fillet hangingdown fromthe herm'shead, or a corner Back dressed flat with claw chisel. Surface of proof draperyfrom the main figure.'5
jecting area above the herm broken away. Pentelic
Beardless herms with archaistic hair are less marble.
P.H. 0.35 m., P.W. 0.305 m., Th. 0.20 m.
frequenton gravestonesthan eitherthe non-archaistic
herm
or
the
bearded
traditional
Since
ephebe
type.
all the types that appearon Attic gravestonesin the
In what seems to have been a recessed panel is
Roman periodare to be found, some of them earlier, preservedthe upperpart of a small beardlesshermin
on gravestonesfromAsia Minorand North Greece,it low relief. The short hair conformsto the ephebemaybethat they aremostlyborrowedfromthere.Pfuhl Hermes type. The workmanshipmight be either
lists gravestonesfrom Samos and AlexandriaTroas Hellenistic or Roman. The smooth back is too carewhichhave beardlesshermswith archaistichair."6
fully finishedfor a gravestoneunlessit was made out
of a re-usedblock, but this may well have happened.

238. Relief Herm on Large Rough Fragment.

P1. 61.

5 545. Found in 1935 in the wall of a modem cellar
in the central part of the Agora (M 10). Split at the
114 Cf.
Conze, IV, no. 1825 (figure on p. 24). Here a Hellenistic columnar grave monument has been re-used as the
monument of a Roman soldier and a herm in an arched niche
carved into the inscribed side, partly obliterating the inscription. Our present piece, however, belongs to a regular
architectural column of small size, not to a columnar grave
monument.
I' Cf. Conze, IV, nos. 2014,
2015, 2019, 2021.
116n
Jahrb., XX, 1905, p. 77, 5 and 6.

240. Fragment of Marble Cover Tile with Unfinished
P1. 61.
Sketch of Herm.
5 890. Found in Sullan destruction fill in original
channel of Great Drain southwest of Tholos (G 18).
Fragment preserving the width from central ridge to
edge of a cover tile. Broken at left and at both ends.
It would seem that a herm carved or incised on a
11xx7
fragment might serve as a charm to protect the sculptor's
work from misfortune, just as the herm on the door protected
what was inside. See above, p. 141.

176

HERMS

A little round-headed,non-bearded,non-ithyphal.
Flange battered off. Coarse-grainedParian marble.
Stainedyellow and markedwith rust spots.
lic hermhas beenoutlined,and the makerhas started
P.H. 0.22 m., P.W. 0.16 m., Width of sloping face to carve the neck in relief.
0.187 m., Est. W. of tile 0.28 m., Est. H. ca. 0.108 m.,
Th. without flange 0.089 m.

See also p. 141.
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Onthe fragmentsomeonehas startedto sketch out
a little beardlessherm with the chisel, cutting away
the backgroundaround it. The cutting around the
head is deeperthan aroundthe shaft. Thereis as yet
no base. The marbleand workmanshipof the tile are
similar to those of the Hephaisteion,m'but the differencein width is enoughto suggestthat this is from
a differentbuilding,presumablya temple, the roof of
which may have been damaged in Sulla's siege of

242. Fragmentof Stone with Two Incised Herms.
PI. 61.
8 1945. Foundin 1956in mixed Greekand Roman
depositin a cisternsouthwestof the Agora(A 16:4 D).
An oblongfragmentsplit back and frontalong planes
of mica, chopped at sides with a few rough pickmarksand brokenat both ends. Pentelic marble.
P.H. 0.44 m., P.W. 0.14 m., P.Th. 0.06 m.

See also p. 141.

Athens in 86 B.C.

On a flat fragment of poor micaceous marble
someonehas outlined a comic picture of two herms,
one above the other, in heavy lines made up of rough
241. GraffitoHermon MarbleFragment.
61.
point-marks.Since they exactly fit the shape of the
P1.
presentfragment,this must have beenjust as it is now
S 894. Found in context of the first half of the 1st when the hermswere carved.Both are bearded.The
century after Christ in a cistern north of the He- upper one turns his head to the left and is not
phaisteion (D 4:1). Broken above and at the left; ithyphallic.The lowerone, ithyphallic,is facing. This
straight edge below. Fragment of revetment with seems to be a cheerful piece of workshopfooling,
roundededge. Pentelic marble.
perhapsinspiredby thecustomof apotropaicherms.119
P.H. 0.18 m., P.W. 0.046 m., Th. 0.029 m.

H. S. Robinson,Agora,V, p. 89, G 165, pl. 52.
See also p. 141.

118M. H. McAllister,
Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, pp. 28-29,
fig. 16.
119 See
above, p. 141.
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CONCORDANCE OF
INVENTORY AND CATALOGUE NUMBERS
8
8
S
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Inv.

Cat.

28
80
8833
60
83
105
119
188
159
162
196
198
205
211
215
218
245
257
287
804
808
326
328
363
365
370
371
875
389
392
401
451
580
589
545
558
554

88
70
210
116
122
182
200
85
158
142
180
218
74
156
123
159
129
174
65
175
108
177
185
214
181
128
192
115
151
150
141
181
65
161
288
220
219

Inv.
8 558
8 575
8 579
8 590
8 597
8 611
8 617
8 691
8 701
8 730
8 755
8 770
8 771
8 802
8 811
8 818
8 815
8 889
8 852
8 861
8 862
8 871
8 878
8 888
8 890
8 894
8 906
8 932
8 987
8 994
8 1021
8 1086
8 1040
8 1064
8 1071
8 1077
8 1086

Cat.
221
165
154
280
222
208
188
207
179
157
215
120
226
167
180
216
68
184
147
187
152
119
149
2083
240
241
169
126
166
87
209
168
114
124
78
168
218

Cat.
Inv.
8 1090 160
75
81181
8 1187 112
8 1141 140
8 1145 158
8 1154 288
8 1185
71
84
8 1207
8 1209 205
8 1213 228
8 1222
94
8 1224 285
8 1284 281
8 1248 171
97B
8 1260
8 1276a 104
8 1276c 65
8 1276bis 105
8 1277 184
97A
8 1295
8 1827 185
8 1336 228
86
8 1851
72
8 1858
8 1886 106
8 1891 224
8 1426 201
8 1427 202
:81428 289
8 1488 100
66
8 1440
8 1443 199
96
8 1449
8 1466 190
8 1467
98
8 1477
93
8 1482 178

Inv.
8 1488
81505
8 1518
8 1527
8 1567
8 1577
8 1587
8 1641
8 1650
8 1677
8 1684
8 1697
8 1726
8 1786
8 1789
8 1740
8 1751
8 1785
8 1794
8 1880
8 1886
8 1887
8 1888
8 1889
8 1890
8 1891
8 1892
8 1893
8 1896
8 1897
8 1899
8 1900
8 1901
8 1905
8 1908
8 1925
8 1981

Cat.
79
229
178
182
198
91
67
183
125
65
121
189
129
1083
65
90
99
78
205
176
186
191
189
217
69
148
146
144
225
148
145
162
198
194
65
227
81

Inv.
8 1941
8 1942
8 1943
8 1945
8 1946
8 1957
8 1972
8 1976
8 1984
8 1990
8 1992
8 1997
8 2026
82042
8 2045
8 2057
8 2079
8 2104
82106
8 2107
8 2109
82115
8 2118
8 2119
82121
8 2125
8 2185
82144
8 2145
8 2156
82157
82164

Cat.
170
92
155
242
172
80
95
187
88
89
186
82
76
102
118
206
127
164
77
110
109
113
107
111
204
188
117
211
212
232
237
286

I
I
I
I
I

197
196
195
101
13388

108
950
1893
2056
6496
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Bold face numbersrefer to Cataloguenumbers.
Archaistic art: battle scenes, 61; dancing pose in
ACROPOLIS:see Athens
of
of
archaic
34;
walking and standing figures, 81; faces, 75,
Temple
Temple
Aphaia,
Aegina:
13
170
pediments,
Aphaia,
54
note
Archaistic
77
40,
drapery:central fold, 62, 63; ripple folds
Ageladas:
of
see
Athens
chiton,
52, 71, 83; smooth border on rippled
Agora:
Aiantis: decreeset up in Eurysakeion,118 note 80
chiton, 52, 69; swallowtail ends, 52, 54, 61, 63,
76, 81, 84
Aigeis: dedicationsof tribe, 117-119, 154
Archaisticdress: 51-61, costumeof dancers,56-57
Aigeus: 81, 119, 133 note 182
Archaisticsculpture:50-138, 142-167; Asiatic style,
Aischines:116-117
Akamas:altar, 119 note 192
66, 75; Attic style, 66; influencefrom manneristic
works of post-Persian period, 12; motives for
Alkamenes:
archaizing,61-66; nude male figure, 80; replaceAphroditein the Gardens:168
ment for archaicpediment,76; representationsof
Hekate: 53, 62-63, 66, 86, 87, 93, 96, 97, 98-99,
statues, 51, 53-54, 61-68, 85; style of carving in
105, 124, 130
late 4th century B.C., 85
Herm: 122-124, 129-130, 148; Ephesos type, 123,
130, 133-134, 151, 152; Pergamon type, 130, "Archaizing":definitionof term, 50
Archermos:5, 12
133-134, 147-148 (162)
Archestrate:herm dedicatedby, 126, 164
Relation to Kephisodotos:134-135, 163-164
Alkmeonidai:6, 7, 11, 124
Argive Heraion:palladionfrom pediment,51
Ariadne:187 note 213
47
AmasisPainter: 42,
Aristionof Paros: 4 note 20
Amazonof Kresilas:see Kresilas
121
herm
of
Aristodikos:6 note 35, 13, 19, 36
Strombichos,
Amphiaraion:
Aristokles:121
Andokides:117-120; house of, 119-120
Aniconic images: of Apollo, 137, 167; relation to Artemidoros:herm dedicatedby, 131
Artemis: 51 note 7, 53, 54, 56, 70, 72, 73, 133 note
herm form, 137
Antiochis: 119; decreesof, 118 note 80; dedications
182, 169; archaistic, in processionof four gods,
119
81-83; as herm, 139, 168
of, 118,
of
frieze
masks:
170
Aschera:
possibleoriginof femaleherm, 138
Aphrodisias,
133
in
note
the
Gardens, Asklepios:96; reliefs, 174
182, 136;
Aphrodite:54, 73,
"Venus Astarte: 138
as
168;
168; herm, 125, 138-139; Ourania,
mantle
herm
Genetrix," 62; youthful
possibly Athena: 25, 31, 35, 52-53, 133 note 182, 185
Archaistic:57 note 64, 66, 70, 73-75 (124), 80-81,
connectedwith cult, 172 note 106
note
125,
85; on coins of Alexander,64; on coins of Anti113-114,
137,
182; Agyieus,
Apollo: 54, 183
archaistic
61;
Alexikakos,
137;
archaistic,
167;
gonos Gonatas, 53, 55; on coins of Ptolemy
Soter, 53; on coins of Pyrrhus, 55, 59, 61 note
citharoedus, 55; archaistic in processionof four
of
on
Chalcidic
head
coins
90;
dress, 74-75; on Panathenaicamphoras,82,
81-84;
League,
gods,
85; in processionof four gods, 81-84; on red128, 161; head from Olynthos,128-129, 161; and
Herakles, struggle for Delphic tripod, 65, 82;
figured oinochoe ca. 410 B.C., 52, 61
Birth: 80-81
herms, 136-138, 166-167 (215-217); influence on
Parthenos:shield, so-called"Capaneus,"133
youthfulDionysostype, 68; "Omphalos,"138,143;
Athens:
Philesios,of Kanachos,138
Academy:124
Appius Saufeius:127
Arabianos,Domitios, archon:158
Acropolis: dedications in late archaic period, 8;
Hermes Propylaios, 122-124; sculpture from
Arcadia: frequencyof aniconic images of gods, 137
note 207
Acropolis found in Agora, 1; small archaic
"Archaistic": definition of term, 50

buildings, 34
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Agora:boundarystone, 111; buildingin the decade
500-490, 8-9; Great Drain, 9; "The Herms,"
see Herms; Middle Stoa, 67; sanctuarypossibly
of Hekate, 95-96, 99; South Stoa II, 81 note
85; SoutheastBuilding,graffition columns,141;
Southeast Temple,67-68; well filled with bones
of infants, 168-169
Aianteion: 118 note 80
Altar of Eleos: 109
Altar of Pythian Apollo: 113, 114
Altar of the Twelve Gods: 81, 88, 113, 114
Asklepieion:96 note 64
Bouleuterion:Old, 9; Propylon, 155
City Gate, pre-Persian:114
Eleusinionin the City: 1 note 1, 9, 109, 121-122,
127-128
Erechtheion:caryatids,52, 69
Eurysakeion:118 note 80, 119
Gymnasiumof Ptolemy: herms, 109-110
Hadrianicacqueduct:81 note 85
Hekatompedon:8-4, 38, 87; acroteria,8-4; geisa,
33; lion-and-bullgroups, 81-33, 85; pediments,
Corinthianand Ionian influence,4; tympana, 88
Hephaisteion:109; east frieze, 58 note 72; metope,
head of Eurystheus, 26 note 53; metopes, 89
note 136
Herakleionat Kynosarges:118 note 80
Heroon of Aigeus: 119
Hieron of Antiochos:118 note 80
Kerameikos:sanctuaryof Hekate, 95
Late Roman Fortification:160
Law courts: 120
Leokoreion:2, 833
Metroon:154-155
Odeion of Agrippa: crowning moulding of stage
front, 67, 82 note 96; herms of stage front,
139-140, 169-171 (219-225)
OlderParthenon:11, 89
PanathenaicWay: 108-109
Parthenon,east frieze:heads of heroes,188; Poseidon, 133
Peisistratid Temple of Athena: 7 note 45, 13, 37,
47; lion-and-bullpediment,85; lions of sima, 29,
85
Phorbanteion:117, 119
Propylaia: 122-124
Prytanikon: 118
Roman Agora: 82 note 96
Stadion: herms, 123, 180, 187, 147-148
Stoa of Attalos: herm on door jamb of shop, 141,

174 (234)

Stoa Basileios (Royal): 109, 117
Stoa of the Herms: 108-111, 114
Stoa Poikile (Peisianaktios): 109, 110, 112
Stoa of Zeus: 109
Street of the Hermoglyphs: 120
Temple of Aphrodite Ourania: 109, 189
12'

179

Templeof Ares: lions of sima, 80
Templeof Athena Nike: 63 note 108
Templeof Dionysos: early, 84
ThemistokleanWall: 1, 2, 6, 14, 45, 114
Theseion:119-120
Augustanworkmanshipin Atheniansculpture:82-83
Aulis: archaisticstatue of Artemis or Hekate from
temple, 90
BABULLIA
VARILLA:grave relief, 56 note 57
Bassae: frieze of Templeof Apollo,representationof
idol: 53, 62, 93
Belela: 126
Bellerophon:65-66, 76-77 (126)
Birds: 27 (89), 40-41 (97 B)
Boreas and Oreithyia:27
Boupalos: 57
Boustrophedon:42
Brauron:sanctuaryof Artemis,91
Bridles: 78
Bryaxis base: 108
Bull-nosedchisel: see Chisels
Bulls: see Lion-and-bullgroups
Burials within the City: archaic, 1-2; Hellenistic,
168-169
"CAPANEUS":on shield of Athena Parthenos,183

Caryatids: 139; "Anonymous" head, 5; Cnidian
Treasury,5; SiphnianTreasury,5
Cavalieri:drawingof Hermesand Dionysos, 168
Cavetto capitals: 42
Cecrops:see Kekrops
Cement:fasteningstatuette to base, 103
Chairedemos:42
Chariotgroups:41
Charites:see Graces
Chimera:65-66, 76-77 (126)
Chisels:bull-nosed,88; claw (toothed),82, 84, 85, 44,
45; drove,42, 43, 44, 45, 49; flat (usedin unfinished
archaichead), 19; pointed, 19
Chiton:in archaisticsculpture,52; full sleeves with
short overfall, 74; sleeves in vertical pleats, 76;
worn underpeplos, 53
Chlaina:54 note 84
Chlamys:archaistic,59-61, 88; attribute of Theseus,
80; Macedonian, 60; herms, 125-126
Choregic monument bases: 64-65
Chronology of archaic sculpture: 8-18
Cicero: 125, 127
Claudius: as Apollo Patroos, 110 note 16
Claw chisel: see Chisels
Club: weapon of Theseus, 80, 81
Cock: 40-41 (97 B)
Coiffures: male, braids around head, 142-148, 145
Coins:
Ainos: Hermes and herm, 135; with Hermes head,

148 note 1
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Alexander:archaistic Athena, 64; Herakleshead,
126
Anchialos:Hermesand child Dionysos, 163
Antigonos Gonatas:archaisticAthena, 58, 54
AthenianNew Style: of Tryphonand Polycharmos
with Hekate, 97 note 66
ChalcidicLeague: head of Apollo, 128, 161
Pautalia: Hermesand child Dionysos, 163
Ptolemy Soter: archaisticAthena, 53
Pyrrhus:archaisticAthena, 55, 59, 61 note 90
Collectionof sculpture:in late Roman period,40
Color:on archaicsculpture,34, 35, 36, 43, 44, 45, 46
Colossalarchaicfigure:fragmentof head, 18-19 (68)
Copyof kore: 51 note 13
Copying:of archaicworks, 65; of classicaltypes by
early Roman coroplasts, 94; heads of famous
statues copied as herm-busts, 125; of statue of
Hermes Agoraios,112; of statuettes from models,
88; and variationin herms,181-184
Corfu:Templeof Artemis,3, 12
Corinth:Sanctuaryof Bellerophon,77
Cuirassfigures:75-76 (125)
Cuttingcompass:31
Cybele:24; statuette in Corinth,93; see also Mother
of the Gods
Cymareversa:base mouldingof Four GodsBase, 82
Cypselus:see Kypselos
DELOs:83-84; hermsin gymnasium,Hellenistic,127;

House of the Herm, 127; House of the Poseidoniasts, Hekate herm, 95; looted by Athenians, 88
B.C.,

127 note 149

Delphi: Alkmeonid Temple of Apollo, 7, 10, 13;
AthenianStoa, 10; AthenianTreasury,date, 9-10,
13, metope,Heraklesand Stag, 11, 88, 89; Cnidian
Treasury,5; Daochos dedication, 60, 136; group
of Herakles and Apollo fighting over tripod, 40
note 141, 65; maxims, 124; SiphnianTreasury,5,
11, 13, 26; statues of EponymousHeroes, 133
Delphictripod: archaisticrelief of contest, 65, 82
Demeter:24
Diademrising to point at center: 126, 128, 161
Diana: archaistic,on Roman coins, 90 note 24
Dinsmoor,W. B.: 63 note 103

Dionysos: 58-59; archaistic, 61 note 93, 67-68, 80;
child, with Hermes, 185, 162-165 (210); child,
carried by Hermes Agoraios at S parta, 112; and
followers, fillet worn low on forehead, 170; and
Four Seasons, archaistic relief, 58-59; herm form
applique, 171-172 (226); herms resembling, 180 to
131, 132, 155; herms used as table leg, 172 (227);
masks, 157, 171-172
Diphilos: 92
Dipylon Kouros: see Kouroi
Dipylon Master: 16
Dithyrambs: 81

Dogs: bonesin Hellenisticwell, 168-169; on Hekataion, 107; man-and-dog stelai, archaic, 46-48
(104-105)
Dolphin:85
Doric leaf pattern: 43
Dress: in archaisticsculpture,51-61
Drove: see Chisels
EAGLE: dedicatedto Eleusiniangoddesses,27
Ear: renderingin archaic sculpture, 18; thickened
from boxing or wrestling,126, 127, 129, 161, 162
Edwards,G. R.: 168
Egyptianizingeffect in archaisticHekataion: 107
Eion: hermscommemoratingbattle, see Herms
Eirene and Ploutos of Kephisodotos:135, 164-165
EleusinianMysteries:ceremonialdress, 56
Eleusinion:see Athens
Eleusis: Inner Propylaia, caryatids, 56; perirrhanteria, 52, 56, 63, 69; statuettes copying west
pedimentof Parthenon:88, 94
Ephebes:herms, 124-129, 160-162 (205-209)
Ephebicdedications:124-129, 160, 161
Ephesos:4th centuryArtemision,fragmentof column
drum,52, 88; Gymnasiumof Vedius,123,155 note
of Alkamenes,see Alkamenes;theater,
43; hermin
sculpturedpillarsof Roman logeion,139
Epidauros: Temple of Asklepios, palladion from
pediment,51
Epigrams:commemoratingPersian Wars, 114-117;
on herms,late Greek,124; incorporatingsculptors'
names, 121, 123; reflectionsof PersianWar poems
in later epigrams,117
EponymousHeroes: 133, 154; dedicationsby Tribes
in sanctuariesof, 118-119
Erechtheis: dedication in Athens, 118 note 80;
dedicationof ephebesat Rhamnous,125
Erechtheus:119 note 92, 133
Eretria: Templeof Apollo Daphnephoros,pediment,
13, 21, 26 note 57
Eros: 133 note 182, 185-136
Euboulides:Athena, 74
Euphronof Paros: 121, 123
Eurysakeion,see Athens
FAUVEL:

48-45
Feet: rendering on archaic stelai, 42, 47
Fillet: with knot in front, 126, 153, 154, 161; with
point in front, 126, 128, 161; worn low on forehead, 170
Finding-places of Agora sculpture: 1-3
Four Gods Base: see Museum Index, Athens, Acropolis Museum
Four Gods Procession: archaistic relief, 55, 58, 60,

65, 81-84 (129)
GATES: protectivedivinities, 118-114

Genius: 127
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Gigantomachy:87
Gorgons:3-4
Gouge:83 note 104
Graces: 54, 64, 170, 171; in archaistic reliefs, 60;
dancing around Hekataion, 105-106 (152-153);
Neo-Attic relief, 122-123; in Propylaia,122
Grave monuments: archaic, destruction, 6; fragments found in the Agora, 1-2
Gravestones:
Archaic: 41-49 (99-106); attachment of finials,
45; broadstele, 47 note 184; cavetto and sphinx
capital, 46; cut-out double-volutecapital with
sphinx, 47; finials carved on both sides, 48-49
(106); palmette finials, 42, 43, 44, 46, 48-49
(106);personsrepresented,4; sphinx, New York,
4; top panels, 46; volute finial, 42-43 (100)
Hellenistic: with representationsof herms, 137,
141
Roman: with representationsof herms, 136, 141,
175 (237)
Griffin-bird:27
Groups: archaic abduction group, 26-27 (88);
archaistic, Bellerophonand dead Chimera,76-77
(126); man and horse, 77
Gymnasia:connectionof hermswith, 125, 128, 136,
137

181

Herakles: 2, 36-41 (96-97 B), 80, 81; and Apollo,
struggle for Delphic tripod, 65, 82; and Chimera,
76 note 51; and Erymanthian boat, 77; head,
37-40 (97 A); head on coins of Alexander, 126;
herms, 125, 137, 140, 141, 172-173 (228-230);
influence on type of ephebe heads, 129, 161;
and Nemean lion, 86-37 (96), 77; sanctuary in
Kynosarges, 119; sanctuary in Melite, 40; and
Triton, 87; type in archaicart, 89-40
"Herakles":title of ephebes,161 note 61
Herculaneum:125
Herm: of Aigeis by house of Andokides, 117-120,
154; of Alkamenes,see Alkamenes;of Archestrate,
126, 164; of Kalliteles,120; of Leokrates, 121, 122,
124; of Moiragenes,158; of Praxagoras, 124; of
Python, 121, 122, 123
Hermaphrodite:herms,140, 173 (231)
Hermathena:125, 128
Hermeracles:125
Hermes:81
Agoraios: 59, 130; old-fashioned coiffure, 112;
relation to herms, 112; in squareform, Pharai,
112; Sparta,112, 163; statue in AthenianAgora,
109
Altar: 119 note 92
Aphrodite:associationwith, 138
Archaistic:66; in processionof Four Gods,81-83;
types, 59-61
Chthonios:141
Conductorof Souls: 133
Enagonios:126 note 142
Hegemonios:126 note 142
Kriophoros:68 (110), 82 note 96
Leaderof the Nymphs: 60, 83
Patron of ephebes:125, 126
Portrait statues in Hermestypes: 136
Propylaios: 96 note 64, 113-114, 120, 122-124,
134-135, 141, 147-148, 174

AthenianTreasuryat Delphi, 9 note 53
Hebe: 81
Hekataia: 66, 70, 80 note 66, 86-107 (134-155);
archaistic, 53, 86-107; attachment of attributes,
88, 98-99; combinations of attributes, 88-89,
97-98; dating, 87-95; dedicated in sanctuary of
Artemis at Brauron,96; with dogs and altar, 107
(155); drapery, 87-95, 98-99; finding-places,87;
girding, 88, 89, 92, 98-99, 103; Hekate herms,
106-107 (154), with Graces, 105-106 (152-153);
materials, 96; non-archaistic,93, non-Attic, 86;
peplos open on side, 101, 103, 104; Petersen's
-rrp6s-r~ijurrA8t: 113, 117
Theoriesof origin: 113
classification,97-98; Petersen'ssecond group, 93,
107; short torches, 97 note 66, 99; snake, 107; Hermokopidai:117
spacing of figures,93; stephanai,97 note 66; ugly Herms: 108-176
Of the Agora: 108-117, moved in Roman Period
face, 107; uses (crossroads,houses, sanctuaries),
95-96; wavy tresses, 99; weight leg and free leg,
(?), 110
92-93; withoumt
Alkamenes,types attibuted to: see Alkamenes
poloi, 94
HAWKSBEAK:

Hekate: 70; of Alkamenes, see Alkamenes; chthonic
nature, 86 note 1; connection with Hermes Propylaios, 124 note 125; cult and meaning, 86; cult on
Kos, 86 note 2; Epipyrgidia, 96 note 64; herm form,
95-96, 125; identified with Artemis, 189; protector
of gates, 113-114; protector of road forks, 86 note
1; Prothyraia, 96; represented on Athenian New
Style coin, 93; single-bodied, 96; triple form, 86
Hekatompedon: see Athens; use of term, 31-82 note 85
Heliodoros, Kosmetes: 124-125, 160 note 53
Hephaistos: 81, 138 note 182; archaistic, 88
Hera: 126 note 145

"Alkamenoid": 131-132, 134, 148-152 (163-173)
Aphrodite: 107, 135 note 198, 168-169
Apollo: 136-138, 166-167 (215-217)
Archaic smile: 129, 143
Archaistic: 64 note 111, 129-130, 133-134, 136-138,
146-161 (160-206), 162-165 (210-212),"166-167
(215-217); in 4th century B.C., 126; forehead
curls, 129, 130, 143; with hanging corkscrew
curls, 137-138; honoring Kosmetes (?), 158-159
(197); with Prytany lists, 126,157-158 (195-196);
return to popularity ca. 100 B.C., 127; used as
supports, 134-136, 162-166 (210-212)
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Attachmentof arms: 157
lectual atmosphere,125; in stage front,139-140,
Back hair: 129-180
169-171 (219-225); as table legs, 140, 172
Beardless,used as supports:186, 166 (213)
(227)
Uses summarized: epigram of Praxagoras, 124
Body modelledto hips: 140
Bronze-headed:125 note 134, 171
With white heads and coloredshafts: 171
160
Youthful
heads partiallyindividualized:126
Chlamys:
(205)
152-153
Albani
Zeus-like
131,
Copenhagen-Villa
Type:
types: 180-131, 132-183
(176),
155
Herodotos:on battle of Marathon,115 note 63
153 (177); B, 130-132, Heruliansack of Athens, A.D. 267: 81
CurtiusTypes: A, 180-13388,
155; C, 180-182, 154-156 (181-184);D, 130-183, Himation:
153-154 (178-180); F, 152
Archaisticwrappedmantle: 58-59
Dedicationsby magistrates:110, 117, 131
Diplax: 56
Dedicationsby private persons:110, 117, 120-122
Girdeddiagonalmantle: 56
Dedicationsby Tribes:117-120, 133
Ionic (small diagonal): 51-52, 74; in archaistic
relief, 59
Dionysos: 171-172 (226-227)
Long diagonal:as festival dress, 64; with overfall,
Dionysos-liketypes: 130-181, 132, 155
Double: 125, 137 note 218, 188 note 217, 148-149
54-57; without overfall,105 (152)
Small drapedmantle: 61
(163),160(205)
Hipparchanherms:see Herms
Drapedwith archaisticdrapery:171 (225)
Eion monument: 12, 13, 110-111, 114-117, 144, Hipparehos:33, 114, 124
164; transpositionof epigrams,116-117
Hipparchsand Phylarchs:decreeshonoring,108
Fasteninginto bases: 140
Hippeis: decreesof, 108
Female: 188-189, 167-169 (218); from Odeion of Hippias: 114
Hippothon,sanctuaryin Eleusis: 118 note 80
Agrippa,189-140, 169 (219-220)
Graffito:141, 175-176 (240-242)
Hippothontis:decrees,118 note 80
Hekate: see Hekataia
Hollowingto lighten pedimentalsculpture:33
Horai: see Seasons
Herakles:125, 187, 140, 141, 172-173 (228-230)
Horses: 41 (98), 77-79 (127); archaic proportions,
Hermaphrodite:140, 173 (231)
164
78-79; renderingof mane, 78-79
Hipparchan:112-114, 120, 124, 135, 143,
159-160
176
Hygieia: 96
Ithyphallic:
(204),
(242)
Mantle: 172
Hypnos: 133
Miniature:132, 150-151 (169-171), 154 (179), 155
(183), 156 (186), 159 (198-200); with youthful IDOLs: archaistic, as supports for statues, 54;
heads, 127, 161-162 (207-208)
representationin 5th centuryart, 53
Ikariosrelief: representationof a Hekate herm,95to
Mutilation:117-118, 144
96
Non-archaizingtypes: 132-1833
113
Imagines:127
Origin:
Portrait: 127; of philosophers,128; with prytany Infants' bones in Hellenisticwell: 168
lists, 126; theory of developmentfrom Roman Ionic himation:see Himation
"lonicizing peplos," term for archaistic dress: 54
family portraits,127
note 34
dedications:
118-119
Prytany
Isis:
lists:
157-158
archaistic,56; dress of worshippers,56; heads
(195-196)
Prytany
with hangingcorkscrewcurls, 138
Relief: 140-141, 174-175 (233-239)
Isis-Hekate:107
Representedon coins of Ainos: 135
Representedon gravestones:see Gravestones
Represented in wedding scenes: 136
Roadside: 164
Shafts: direction of taper, 140
Stoa of the Herms: 108-111
Supports: 134-136, 162-166 (210-213)
Triangular: see Hekataia
Types assimilated to their worshippers in vasepaintings: 129
Types of bearded heads: 129-134
Use: 96; as apotropaic sign, 141; as boundary
stone, 111-112; as railing posts, 140; Roman,
thought appropriate to places with intel-

maenads: 62
KALLIMACHOS,

Kalliteles: 120
Kantharos: 67
Karystian marble: 170-171 (223-224)
Kebris, archonship of: 112
Kekropis: dedications, 118 note 80
Kekrops: 119 note 92, 188 note 182
Keos, rock-cut lion: 33 note 92
Kephisodotos: Eirene and Ploutos, 135, 164-165;
Hermes and child Dionysos, 185, 163-165
Kerameikos: see Athens
Kerykeion: 132
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Kimon: 110, 114-115
Kimonianherms: see Herms, Eion monument
Kleon, G. Quintus,Marathonios,archon:158
Korai:
Archaic:20-28 (72-81); Payne's chronology,5
Archaistic:51-52, 68, 66, 68-72 (111-118); shape
of back hair, 71, 72; see also Perirrhanteria
Kos, cult of Hekate: 86 note 2
Kosmetai: 124-125, 158-159 (197)
Kouroi:
Archaic: 18-20 (65-71); Anavyssos-Ptoon 12
Group, 19, 47; Melos Group, 17; OrchomenosThera Group, 4, 18 note 21; Sounion Group,
3-4, 13-16; Tenea-VolomandraGroup,8, 4, 18,
42
Archaistic:61, 67-68 (108-109)
Kresilas,Amazon:62, 93, 99
Kriophoros,unfinishedstatuette: 68 (110)
Kydathenaion,deme: 120
Kypselos, chest of: 79

LAURION MINES: 9

Law courts: see Athens
Leagrosbase: 10 note 61, 33, 112
Leaningpose, significance:185-186
Leokoreion:see Athens
Leokrates:121, 122, 124
Leontis: dedications,118
Leos: 118
Lion-and-bullgroups: 2, 8, 80-36 (93-95); in Attic
black-figure,84; significance,85-36; use as grave
monument,80-81; as votive offering,81
Lioness: 29-80 (92); Poros, from Acropolis,3
Lions: archaic, 2, 27-87 (90-96); head, poros, 8,
(94); proportions,33 note 92
81-3388
Lysistrate,priestessof Eleusiniangoddesses:121-122,
128
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Messene:herm at city gates, 118
Metalwork,archaic Greekimitated in Roman times:

65

Mikkiades:5, 12
Miletos:archaisticdancersfrom theater, 56-57, 65
Miltiades:110
Moiragenes:158
Motherof the Gods: 24, 86, 87; adaptation of dress
to 4th century form, 58; image dedicated by
Kriton, 87; variationsin copying, 88, 97 note 66
Mythologicalgroupsin sculpture:77
NAxos: Dionysosin quarry,19

Nemeanlion: see Herakles
Neo-Attic art: 71, 127; archaistic, 57; early, 66;
herms, 13388,
184; invention of types, 74, 125;
mantle dancers, 58; overlapping with late Hellenistic style, 92; reliefs, prototypes of, 75 note
38; sphinx type, 169; styles of carving,82
Nike, on tripod base: 80, 81
Nike Temple:63 note 108
Nymph-reliefs:Attic, 60; representedin Hellenistic
reliefs, 84-85 (132)
Nymphs: 54, 55, 64; archaistic,60, 84, 170
and the sphinx: 169
Olympia:Heraion, 8 note 9; Templeof Zeus, metopes, 80, replacement of corner figures in west
pediment,76, sima lions, 80
Olynthos:see MuseumIndex, Salonike
Ostracism:118
Owls: 27
OEDIPUs

51, 55, 57, 61-62
Palladionof Nikias: 57, 68
Pallene, battle: 6
Pan: and Nymphsdancingaroundan altar,archaistic
relief, 58, 84 (130), 85 note 114; representationin
46
of
on
border
stele:
herm form, 125
MAEANDER, painted
grave
Maenads: 81; of Kallimachos,62; never archaized, Pan Painter: 12, 111
64 note 110
Panathenaic amphoras: 403/2 B.C., 58; 863/2 B.C.,
Mantle:see Himation
52; archaisticAthena, 52-58, 55, 61, 63
PanathenaicWay: 108-109
Mantledancers:58
note 182
Marathon,battle: dedication at Delphi from spoils, Pandion: 119 note 92, 13388
9; monuments commemorating, 11 note 68, Parthenon:see Athens
114-116; painting in Stoa Poikile, 110
"Marathon epigrams": 114-116
Marathonian bull: 81
Marble: designation of kinds, vi-vii; Karystian,
170-171 (223-224); Pentelic, use for relief sculpture in archaic and classical Athens, 89; red, 178

(230)

Marble-working quarters in ancient Athens: 120
Measuring points on unfinished sculpture: 78
Medea: 81; and Peliads, three-figure relief, 81
Melite (deme): 40
Menophilos: 94

PALLADIA:

"Parthenos," figure in relief on decree concerning
Neapolis: 52 note 17, 85, 90 note 16
Pausanias: mistakes at Delphi, 10; route in Athenian
Agora, 109
Pediments, archaic: 2, 8, 81-41 (94-98); use of
marble in Athens, 87; slopes, 34
Pegasos: 77
Peiraeus, herms: 131-132; at Asty Gate, 113, 117;
of Python, 121, 122
Peiraeus, walls: built in archonship of Themistokles,
9; rebuilt under Konon, 118
Peisistratos, son of Hippias: 88, 118, 114
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Repairsto sculpturein antiquity: archaicpediments,
88, 65, 76; herms, 143-144 (156), 144-145 (158),
167 (216)
Retrogradeinscriptions:44
Re-use of sculpturein antiquity: 145
Rhamnous,ephebicherms:125-126, 161
Rhodian style in small sculptureof late Hellenistic
Persian sack of Athens, 480 B.C.: 3388,144
period:91
Perspective effect: in relief, 85, 140; in statue supRome: Arch of Constantine,picture of Rostra with
port, 163
hermbalustrade,140; Baths of Caracalla,hermsin
Phaidimos:5 note 22, 42, 121
Phaidros,Epicureanphilosopher:127
xystus, 137
Phallos: apotropaic symbol protecting city gates, Runningdrill: 78-79
114; marble,159-160 (204)
Pharai,HermesAgoraios:112
SALAMIs, battle: epigramcelebrating,116
Pheidias,AphroditeOurania:168
Phiale and oinochoe,attributesof Medea:81
Samos, Heraion:Hermesand Aphroditeworshipped
together, 188
Philippaki,Barbara:86 note 121
140
126
Samothrace,frieze of archaisticdancers:54, 61 note
Phokas, Claudius,Marathonios,archon: note
Phorbas:119
98, 64, 81
Sandals: archaic, 23, 46; in copy of archaic relief,
Phylarchs:108
78
Piecing of sculpture: archaic, 24-25, 26, 27, 86;
herm
and
Hellenistic
Sardis,figurein archaisticdress found near theater:
Roman,72, 78, 101, 106, 178;
head cut separately from shaft, 142 (156), 143;
57, 65, 90
miniatureherm, 159 (200)
Sculptors'workshops:2-3, 68; apotropaicsketches
of herms,141; trial pieces, 146; see also Unfinished
116
battle:
Plataia,
epigramscelebrating,
128
on
herms
in
Renaissance:
inscribed
"Plato,"
sculpture
Seasons:54, 58-59, 64, 170
note 154
Seated figures,archaic:23-24 (83-84)
Polos: 54, 84
Diadoumenos:
170
Selinus, sculptures:see MuseumIndex, Palermo
Polykleitos,
Portrait: character in ephebic herms, 162 (208); Shoe, Lucy T.: 82
herms,124-129
Sikyon, HermesAgoraios:112
Poseidon:81, 133
Simon, Erika: 81 note 79
Simonides:6 note 36
Pouilloux, J.: 125 note 136
123
124
note
SiphnianTreasury:see Delphi
Praxagoras:
Praxiteles: Eros of Parion, 185-186; Hermes and Siren: 27
Slopes of archaicpediments:34
Dionysosin Olympia,185, 168-165
Snake: attribute of Hekate, 1071 filling corner of
Press-folds:80, 91
archaicpediment,34
138
Priapos:
Sokrates:
in
Antonine
of
120, 122-123
early
classicizing
figures
Proportions:
and
horses:79
Soldiers
14
Attic
of
kouroi,
95;
early
period,
Sparta,HermesAgoraios:112
Prytanikon:126
Prytany: dedicationsand lists, 118-119, 126, 157-158 "Spes"figures:73
Sphinx: 169; see also Gravestones,archaic
(195-196)
Ptolemais: prytany list of, Severan period, 157-158 Spiraltressesin archaistichair: 52
Stadia, hermsin: 124, 137; see also Athens, Stadion
(195)
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Peleus and Thetis: 27
Peplos in archaisticsculpture:52-54, 61, 62-63, 81
Perirrhanteriain the form of archaistickorai: 51-52,
56, 63, 69-70
Persephone:56
Persepolis,lions on stairwayof Tripylon:84

Pubic hair: rendered as triangle, 78
Punch: use in archaic sculpture, 19 note 29
Python of Abdera: 121, 122
RAsPINa: preliminary surface on unfinished sculpture,

78
Rectus abdominis, three divisions in copy of archaic
relief: 78
Recutting of sculpture in antiquity: 145-146 (159);
herms, 148-149 (163), 149-150 (165), 154 (180),
160 (205), 166 (214)
Religious conservatism as a motive for archaizing: 64

Statues, representation in archaistic form: 52 note
17, 53, 61-62
Statuettes: archaic female, 25-26 (86-87); archaic
male head from, 19-20 (71)
Striding figure, archaic: 24 (85)
Strombichos, sculptor: 121
Stymphalian birds: 41
Sulla: sack of Athens in 86 B.c., 81, 92, 110, 168,
176; sack of Peiraeus, 127, 148
Sumptuary law ending archaic grave monuments in
Athens: 6
Survival of ancient sculpture: 87
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in herm form, 172 (227);sculptured Tryphon and Polycharmos, Athenian New Style

coin: 93
Twelve Gods, Altar of: see Athens
Thanatos:18833
Tyche: 56, 57, 70, 72
Theater:archaisticelements, 65; Roman stage front Tyrannicides: base, 116 note 68; of Kritios and
decoratedwith herms,189-140, 169-171 (219-224)
Nesiotes, 13
TyskiewiczCollection,hermsfrom: 131-132
Thebes,HermesAgoraios:112
ThemistokleanWall: see Athens
UNFINISHED SCULPTURE:2-3, 19-20, 41 (98), 68,
Themistokles:115
76-79 (126-127), 104 (150), 146, 156 (185), 166
Theron,stele of: 43-45 (101), 49
Theseus:66, 80, 81; and Helen, 27
(214); found in Heruliandebris,103
Thompson,Wesley: 124 note 125
Timonidas:79
Vix, krater from: 79
Tiptoe stance of archaisticfigures:55 note 39
Toothedchisel: see Chisels,claw
WEATHERING
of excavated marble: 83
Torchrace, dedicationsof winners:125, 161
Weddingscenes, hermsin: 186
Tralles:caryatids,56, 65
White, Mary: 6
Tribes,Attic, dedications:117-119
Workshops:see Sculptors'workshops
Tripod bases in form of three-sidedpedestal: 79-81 Wreaths:drilledholes for attachment, 148, 149
groups,77 note 53
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Terracottas, archaistic idols, 4th century B.C.: 58, 63

(128)

Tripods,stone, with female figures,Hellenistic: 80
Troilos,bearded:79

81, 145; archaistic, 80-81; Herkeios, altar,
119 note 92, hermsresembling,130-131, 132-133

ZEUs:

ANCIENTAUTHORS
109
Aeschines,III (Kiesiphon),183-5: 110
Menekles-Kallikrates:
Aeschylus,Nauck, frag. 888: 96
Mnesimachos,Edmonds,II, 362, no. 4: 108, 117
Andokides,I (De Mysteriis),62: 119; 146-147: 120
Anth.Gr.,XVI, 192, epigramon hermof Skopas:123 Pausanias,I, 18, 6: vii; I, 19, 2: 138, 168; I, 22, 5:
note 116
119; I, 22, 8: 122, 135; II, 2, 4: 77; II, 9, 8: 112;
Antiphon,Nikokles:110
II, 30, 2: 86; III, 11, 11: 112, 163; IV, 33, 8: 113;
Aristophanes,Wasps,804: 96; 875: 124
VII, 22, 2 and 4: 112; VIII, 22, 4-6: 41; IX, 17,
2: 112; X, 10, 6: 77 note 54; X, 11, 5: 9, 11; X,
AristophanesScholia
On Frogs, 501: 40 note 147
11, 6: 10; X, 13, 7: 40 note 141, 65
Aristotle, Ath. Pol., XX, 8: 6; XXII, 7: 9 note 51
Philochoros,Jacoby,F. G. H., III B, no. 328, 115: 7
Athenaeus,IV, 167f.: 109; IX, 402f.: 108
Pindar, Pythian VII: 11 note 64
[Plato], Hipparchos,228 D-229 A: 112-113
Bacchylides,DithyrambXVIII, lines 58-54: 80
Plutarch,De GenioSocratis,10 (580d-f):120; Kimon,
7, 3-5: 110 note 17
Cicero,Ad Atticum,I, 4, 3: 125; I, 6, 2: 125; Ad
Familiares,IV, 12, 3: 2
48: 6 note
103: 117
Simonides, Diehl,
frag.

Demosthenes,XX (Leptines),112: 110; scholion on
same: 109

Harpokration,s.v. 'Eppal: 109, 110
Herodotos,III, 57: 11; V, 62: 7

note 70

386;frag.

[Simonides], Diehl, frag. 88 a: 115-116 note 63;
frag. 101 b: 121, 123

Strabo, XVII, 1, 28 (806): 56 note 58

Kallikrates,see Menekles

Thucydides,I, 93, 2: 2, 114 note 55; I, 126, 12: 6;
VI, 27, 1: 120; VI, 54, 7: 113
Tzetzes, Scholia in Hermogenem,IV, 31 (Cramer,
AnecdotaGraeca):109

Lucian, Juppiter Tragoedus,33: 59, 112

Xenophon,Hipparchicus,III, 2:109

Isokrates,XVI (De Bigis), 26: 6

INSCRIPTIONS
8
note
49
I.G., 12,3-4, Hekatompedoninscription:
dians: 117
accounts
of
Treasurers
of
the
Other
310,
Gods,
398, earliest prytany dedication:119
487: 4 note 20
429/8 B.C.: 124 note 125
394, base for chariot of Boeotians and Chalci620, Lysias-Euarchisbase: 8
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821, herm of Leokrates,son of Stroibos: 121,
122
826, base of herm of Python: 131
834, herm from Chaidariset up by grandsons
of Kalliteles: 120
837, fragmentof Hipparchanherm: 113, 143
928, casualty list: 115 note 58
986: 4 note 20
994, stele of Theron:43-45 (101)
1012, Phaidimosbase from Vourva:42
1014: 4 note 20
I.G., II2, 128, Neapolis decree: 51 note 5a, 52 note
17, 85, 90 note 16
895, honorsto Hipparch:108 note 1
1141, decreeof Kekropis:117
1142, prytany honors:118 note 74
1149, decreeof Hippothontis:118 note 80
1153, decreeof Hippothontis:118 note 80
1742, base of statue dedicated by Leontis to
Leos: 118 notes 75, 79
1743, relief stele dedicated by Kekropis: 118
note 76
1745, base (forherm?) dedicatedby Oineis:118
note 77
1747, prytany dedicationof Aigeis: 119
1749, prytany dedicationof Aigeis, 341/0: 118
1751, base (for herm?) dedicatedby Pandionis:
118 note 77
1763, hermwith prytany list: 158 note 46
1817, herm with prytany list: 158 note 46
2021,portraithermof Kosmetes,Heliodoros:124
2026, ephebicinscription:161 note 61
2361, herminscribedby Orgeonesof Belela: 126
2370, base (for herm?) dedicatedby Pandionis:
118 notes 77 and 80
2795, base of perirrhanterionkore at Eleusis: 69
note 7
2873, dedicationof generalsto HermesHegemonios: 126 note 142
2990, herm from Kerameikos dedicated by
gynmasiarchof ephebesin Delos: 127
3002, dedicationto Apollo by gymnasiarch:137
note 208
3006, dedication to Apollo by winner in torch
race: 137 note 208
3058, fragment of choregic dedication: 80 note 69
3088, tripod base, archonship of Sonikos: 80
3114, tripod base, archonship of L. Flavius
Flammas: 80
3130, Bryaxis base: 108
3274, base for statue of Claudius as Apollo
Patroos, re-used early herm base: 110 note 16
4850, dedication to Apollo: 137 note 208
4852: 137 note 208
4983, altar to Akamas, Hermes and Zeus Herkeios: 119 note 92
4995, dedication to Apollo: 137 note 208

I.G., IV2, 515, epigramon herm of Praxagorasfrom
Epidauros: 124

I.G., VII, 3500, hermof Strombichosin the Amphiaraion: 121
I.G., XII, 5, 147, base of Nike of Archermos:5
AGORA(by inventorynumbers)

I 108, archaistic herm (honoring Kosmetes?):

158-159 (197)
950, archaistic herm with prytany list: 126,
158 (196)
1393, prytany catalogue of Ptolemais: 126,
157-158 (195)
1597, Leagrosbase: 10 note 61, 13, 33, 112
2056, stele of Theron:43-45 (101)
2669, naiskosimage dedicatedby Kriton to the
Motherof the Gods: 87
3625, decree of Aiantis: 118 note 80

4120, fragmentof archonlist: 7 note 40
4226, dedicationof prytaneisof Antiochis:118
4256, copy of epigram on Marathonbase: 116
note 63
5408 b, fragmentwith signatureof Kritios and
Nesiotes: 69
5436, marble eagle dedicated to Demeter and
Kore: 27
5484,baseof dedicationby Lysistrateto Demeter
and Kore: 121-122
5485, base of portrait of Phaidros: 127

5828, decreeof Demeas: 21
6532, dedication of Hipparchs and Phylarchs:
108 note 1
INSCRIPTIONS
MISCELLANEOUS

Arch. Anz., 1905, pp. 55-56, herm of Artemidoros:

131
Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, pp. 51f., no. 79, herm of
Archestrate:126
LXXVI, 1961, pp. 127ff., no. 1, honors to Hipparch: 108 note 1
B.C.H., LIV, 1930, p. 98, inventory of gymnasium

of Delos: 127
VIII, 1923, pp. 85-99, nos. 1, 2, and 4,
AEX-riov,
decreesof Antiochis:118 note 80
XVIII, 1963, pp. 99, nos. 1-2, honors to Hipparchs
and Phylarchs: 108
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 341-343, no. 1, dedication
of Pandionis: 119 note 82
Raubitschek, Dedications, p. 316, no. 295; p. 325,
no. 302, herm dedications: 122 note 113
R.E.G., LXXIII, 1960, pp. 88-99, dedication of
Pandionis: 118 note 77
Richter, The Archaic Gravestonesof Attica, p. 155,
no. 1: 4; p. 156, no. 84:42
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Objectsfromexcavations,if their permanentlocation is not generallyknown,are listed underthe sites where
they were excavated.
3832 and 3833, 38834,unnumbered,marblelions:
APHRODISIAs
28-29
170
masks:
of
Frieze
Hekatompedonpediments: 12; poros lion-andATHENS
bull groups,3, 31-33, 35, 37
AcropolisMuseum:
Hydra pediment: 12
Dickins, Casson:
Olive tree pediment: 12
140, Athena of Euenor: 52, 71 note 17
Peisistratid
Temple of Athena: pediments, 13,
143, archaicmarblehound: 48
36,
35,
47; sima, 13, 29, 35
37,
145, Theseusand Prokrustesgroup: 26-27
Terracotta:
170, fragmentof archaicherm shaft with hair:
1323, plaque,Heraklesand lion: 37 note 129
122 note 113, 143
Unnumbered
(?):
269, Lyons kore: 12
Marblemask of Dionysos: 157
306, fragmentof head with stippledhair: 49
Vase:
551-555 and 122, marblelions and leopards:37
742, red-figurekraterby Berlin Painter: 143
note 128
Walter:
581, archaicvotive relief with Athena: 25
109, fragment from procession of Four Gods:
589, statuette: 20
81-84
590, Rampinrider: 12, 29
593, kore: 20
Agora:
599, torso of warriorin cuirass:76
Architecture:
610, Four Gods base: 55, 61, 67, 80-81, 82-83,
A 1250, small palmette, from altar (?): 49
A 2706, archaicporosDoric geisa: 35
P1.64, a-d.
618, seated figure:24
A 2990-2993, late archaic marble geison and
624, calf bearer:12
sima blocks: 30
625, Athena of Endoios: 20 note 31
Pottery:
628, perirrhanterionkore: 51
P 10554, red-figuredamphora,late 5th century:
633, drapedyouth: 21
129 note 162
113
642, archaicherm head: 122 note
P
14793, red-figuredoinochoe with archaistic
51
670, kore: 18, 25 note
Athena:
52, 53, 62, 63, 99, P1.63, b
21
kore:
673,
P
15850,
13
kore:
red-figuredoinochoe with archaistic
8,
674,
Hermes:
59, P1.63, c
20
or
kore:
"Naxian"
"Samian"
12,
677,
10
69
note
Kore:
5, 7, 8, 13,
679, Peplos
Sculpture:
681, Antenor'sKore: 7-8, 18, 87
S 312, Nike akroterionfrom Stoa of Zeus: 62
682, kore: 23, 46 note 173
note 95
683, kore: 8, 13, 21 (76)
S 443, Artemisor Aphroditeleaningon archaistic
685, kore: 21, 22
figure:54, 73 note 23
686, Euthydikos Kore: 10, 13, 27, 51
S 586, portraitherm of Moiragenes:158
687, kore: 26
S 1232, torso of Athena attributed to Hephais689, Blond Boy: 10, 13, 143
teion: 40
690, Nike of Kallimachos:74, 76
S 1235, statuette of Hermaphrodite:173
696, Polos Kore: 10, 18, 21
S 1246, head of a girl, formerly attributed to
698, Kritios Boy: 10 note 61, 18, 135
Nike Parapet but probably from Temple of
701, Gorgonhead: 3-4, 12, 16
Ares: 40
702, archaicrelief, flute-playerand dancers:49
S 2020, fragment of copy or adaptation of
856, Parthenoneast frieze slab VI: 133
Ploutos from Kephisodotosgroup: 165
1332, potter relief: 47 note 184
8512, archaic Nike: 25
8694, possibly archaic herm head: 122 note 113
8720 and 355, fragment of archaistic kore: 51, 69
8798, Gorgon, dress and belt fragment: 4 note 13
3799, fragment of torso of Perseus: 4 note 13
8800, fragment of thigh in striped chiton: 4 note

13

5 2056, unfinished portrait herm: 140
5 2089, unfinished bust of "Eubouleus" type: 78
Temple of Ares, frieze: 161
Terracottas:
T 563, archaic plaque, Herakles and lion: 37
note 129
T 3637, disk, Hekate: 93, 107
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British School
Hekataion: 53, 62-63, 87-88, 93, 94, 97, 98-99,
103
Kerameikos:
Archaicboxer stele: 12
Archaicdrapedstridingfigure,fragment,P270:25
Archaiclion, crouching:28-29
Archaiclion, seated: 28 note 66
Archaicrider statue: 29
Archaicsphinx capital: 12
Archaisticstatuette of Artemis:72
Head of youth resemblingAgoraNo. 206, P 684:
161, P1. 67, a
Herm from Pompeion,95/94 B.c.: 127, 157
NationalMuseum:
21, Nike of Archermos:5, 12
28, archaicsphinx from Spata: 12
29, archaicstele of Aristion:13, 23, 121
30, archaicstele of Lyseas: 46 note 173
38, archaicDiskophorosstele: 12, 45
39, stele of Alxenor:46, 47
41, archaicstele capital from Lamptrai:12
42, 3579, archaic base from Lamptrai with
laborsof Herakles:37 note 129
54, altar with archaistic Hermes Kriophoros:
60, 67, 82 note 96, 147
65, beardlesshead with archaistichair: 136
71, KerameikosKouros:12
74, archaistickore fromLaurion:51, 63, 69, 83
81, base and feet of kore by Phaidimos:42
84, fragment of archaic stele capital with cutout volutes: 47
86, archaicstele of Antiphanes:48
96, early classicalhermhead: 148, 147, P1.65, b
175, copyofPloutosfromgroupby Kephisodotos:
165
200-202, statuettes from Eleusis copyingfigures
fromthe westpedimentof the Parthenon:88,94
215-217, Mantineabase: 164
231, Themisof ChairestratosfromRhamnous:92
note 37
233, Nike found with Athena of Euboulides:74
295, herm of Praxagoras:124, 125, 160
303, Hekataion of Fabullus from Epidauros: 92,
93, 95, 101
313, herm from Rhamnous dedicated by ephebes
of Erechtheis: 125, 160, 161
314-316, chlamys herms from Rhamnous: 126,
160
317-318, heads of ephebes from Rhamnous: 126,
128, 154, 161
332, head of herm from Peiraeus, Curtius' Type
D: 131, 153, P1. 66, e
384, portrait herm of Kosmetes Heliodoros: 160
note 53

401, Julio-Claudianhead of ephebe(Graindor1):
160 note 53
468, head of youth, probably from a herm:
128-129, 161, P1.67, c
796, palmette finial carved on both sides,
Cycladic(?): 48-49
1353, Roman relief from Asklepieion with
beardlessherm: 136 note 205
1377,Asklepiosreliefwith hermand Hekate: 96,
174 note 113
1425, base from Epidauros:55, 67, 85 note 115
1443, Attic nymph relief: 60 note 85
1463, tripod base with figuresin relief: 65, 80
1480, decree concerning Neapolis, relief with
archaistic figure labelled "Parthenos": 51
note 5a, 52 note 17, 85, 90 note 16
1558, MelosKouros:17, 18
1629, herm with head of youth, inscriptionof
Orgeonesof Belela: 126
1673, lion-and-bullpediment from the Olympieion: 29, 32 note 89, 86
1733, Bryaxis base: 108
1789, small roundaltar: 84
1801, herm head from Stadion: 147-148, 164,
P1. 66, f
1828, "pseudo-athlete"from Delos: 128 note 154
1906, VolomandraKouros:12
1966, Apollo and archaistic Nymphs: 84, 106
note 24
2687, archaic Gorgonstele from Themistoklean
Wall: 1, 12, 18, 45
2707, marblelion-and-bullgroup:31
2720, 3645, SounionKouroi:3, 12, 14-16
2756, votive relief of Xenokrateia:53, 62, 93
2825, archaicgravestone,"Noackfragment":46
3372, Dipylon Head: 1, 3, 12, 14-16, Pl. 62, a, c
3495, table leg from Megara,herm of Dionysos:
172
3625, Neo-Attic kraterwith archaisticmaidens:
55, 71
3727, archaisticrelief of Dionysosfrom Chalandri: 55
3728, archaicherm from Siphnos:143
3851, AnavyssosKouros:12, 19, 47
3858, MoscatoKouros:12

3869, Palladion from pediment of Argive Heraion:
51, 52
3891, gravestone, woman leaning on loutrophoros:
136
3897, archaic seated statue from Ikaria: 19
3938, Aristodikos (kouros): 6 note 85, 13, 19, 36
3965, Dipylon Hand: 14-16
4472, archaic gravestone, mother and child,
from Anavyssos: 47 note 184, 49
archaistic kore from Stamata: 51, 52, 63
Lost: fragment of capital from archaic gravestone: 42, 43
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INDEX
Bronze:
6440, head of a god, from Olympia 152
6447, statuette of Athena, dedicatedby Meleso:
74
15161, statue of a god from Artemision: 180,
143, 152
Pottery:
277, MiddleCorinthianbottle by Timonidas:79
1002, Attic Nessos amphora:16
9683, pelike by Pan Painter, Herakles and
Busiris: 39 note 139
14497,Proto-AtticamphorafromKynosarges:16
Pinax of Ninnion: 56
North Slope:
Krater by Exekias (now in Agora Museum):85
note 107
Olympieion:
Relief depictingEleusiniangoddessesand priest:
95
Panagia Gorgoepekoos(Little Metropolitan):
Archaisticbattle relief: 61, 78 note 59
Theseion(formerly):
Four-sided herm with three female heads and
one male: 106

BRAURON
Hekataion: 91, 96
BUCHAREST
Hekate reliefs of Petersen's second group: 93
note 40
CAMBRIDGE
FitzwilliamMuseum:CatalogueBuddeandNicholls
Cistophorosfrom Inner Propylaia at Eleusis,
Cat. 81: 56 note 52
Female heads of Neo-Attic sphinx type, Cat.
40-41: 169
Hekataion,Cat. 92: 97 note 66
Trinity College:
Hekataion:88 note 11
CANAKKALE, CalvertCollection

Hellenistic stone tripod with korai: 80 note 66

CHALKIS
Archaicpediment from Eretria: 13, 21, 26 note
57
CHATILLON-SUR-SEINE
Archaicbronzekraterfrom Vix: 79
COPENHAGEN,Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek

BELGRADE:

Relief from Stobi, Pan and three Nymphs: 84
StaatlicheMuseen
ArchaicAttic kore, BliAmel1: 12
Archaicmarblelion from Knidos,Bliimel 32: 28
Attic Nymph relief, K 88: 60 note 85
Head of beardedgod, K 122: 133 note 181
173: 95
Hekataion, Beschreibung
Hekate herm, Beschreibung
170: 106
Pergamon,dancerin archaisticdress: 56, 91
Pergamon,relief with Palladion, lion and bull:
35 note 116
Pergamon,"Tragoedia":90
Vases:
Red-figurekylix signed by Peithinos, 2279: 76
Tyrrhenianamphora,4841: 78 note 57

BERLIN,

BOLOGNA,Museo Civico

Column-krater by Boreas Painter, 206: 129
Cup by Kodros Painter, PU 2783 119
BosToN, Museum of Fine Arts
Archaic kouros head: 36 note 120
Archaic lion from Perachora: 27-28
Archaic sphinx, capital of gravestone: 6, 13, 46,
47
Archaic stele of youth with pomegranates: 46
Archaistic head fragment,
15: 145
Caskey:
Terracotta relief figure, Hekate (2), from Aspendos, 61. 941: 91

Archaic"Naxian" kouros,Cat. 11 a: 12
Archaisticbeardlesshead, Cat. 38:137
Archaisticrelief, Apolloand tripod, Cat. 36: 82
Herm, Cat. 241: 131-132
Herm, Cat. 429: 132
Herm, Cat. 514: 131-132, 134, 149, 153, P1.66, b
CORFU
Gorgonpediment:3, 12
CORINTH(see also Isthmia)

CatalogueJohnson:
ArchaisticHermes Kriophoros,Cat. 21: 68 note
8
Cybele statuette with Hekataion in relief, Cat.
55: 93, 97 note 66, P1. 64, f
"Persephone,"Cat. 7: 54 note 35
Lost:
Puteal with archaisticfigures:61 note 90, 82
CYRENE

Catalogue Paribeni:
Hekataion, Hellenistic, Cat. 178: 90-91
Herm, double, supporting ram, Zeus Ammon
and Isis or Libya, Cat. 416: 138 note 217
Herms, pair, Cat. 868-869: 187 note 213
Statue of Hermes, Cat. 868: 60
DELOS

Apollo of the Naxians: 12, 15 note 6
Archaic marble lions, A 4103 and A 4104: 29
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Beardedhermwith hangingcorkscrewcurls:188 ISTHMIA(Now in CorinthMuseum)
Bearded herm from House of the Herm: 127,
Bronzeheads of horses:79 note 62
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Beardless miniature herms from House of the KASSEL
Herm: 127, 162
Apollo: 74
Hekate herm from House of the Poseidoniasts:
KONIGSWART,MetternichCollection
105, 106
Relief of triple Hekate from Aegina: 90, 101
Relief, processionof Four Gods: 55, 65, 83
Kos
DELPHI
Hekataion:89
AlkmeonidTemple,marble pedimentand acroHekate herm, draped:106
teria: 13, 35, 36
Table-legsin form of Dionysosherms: 172
Anonymous (ex-Cnidian)caryatid: 5, 12, 17
note 16
LEIDEN
AthenianTreasury,metopes: 13, 38-40
Hekataion: 88 note 11, 92, 93, 94-95
Bronzecharioteer:13
LENINGRAD, Hermitage
Cnidiancaryatids:12
Catalogue Waldhauer:
Daochosdedication,Sisyphos II: 136, 163; two
Hekataion,Cat. 258: 89, 93
60
chlamysfigures:
Herm
head, Cat. 75: 150
of
archaic
marble
Athena
Promachos
Fragments
Vases:
fromMarmaria:25 note 49
185 (St. 68), oinochoe signed by Taleides as
Kleobis and Biton: 12
potter: 37
Naxian sphinx: 12
1791), lekanisby EleusinianPainter: 186
(St.
east
chariot
frieze,
groups:
Siphnian Treasury,
41; divinities: 69 note 10; north frieze, lion LONDON
of Cybele:28, 29, 38 note 92, 35
British Museum:
Bassae frieze,archaisticidol: 58, 62, 98
ELEUSIS
Ephesos, archaictemple of Artemis, sculptured
Cistophorosfrom Inner Propylaia:56
drum: 4 note 21; 4th century temple, sculpDrapedmale statue, archaistic:58
tured base fragment:52, 83
Perirrhanterionkorai,archaistic:52, 56, 69
Perirrhanterion,archaistickore: 56 note 55
Polyphemosamphora,Proto-Attic:16
StrangfordApollo: 68
Terracotta:
EPIDAUROS
Aphroditeby Menophilos:94
Palladion from east pediment of Temple of
Wilton House:
Asklepios:51
ArchaisticHermesKriophoros:68 note 3
Uffizi
FLORENCE,
LYONS
Asklepios,Mansuelli,no. 133:154
ArchaicAttic kore: 12
Liebighaus
Hellenisticdrapedfemale statue: 74 note 35

FRANKFURT,

GENEVA,Musie d'art et

d'histoire
Battle relief, archaistic:61, 78 note 59

Catalogue, Blanco:

Dionysosleaningon herm, Cat. 87-E: 165
Hermesleaningon herm, Cat. 89-E: 168, 165

MANTUA,D1ucalPalace1

Museo Civico
GROSSETO,
Sphinx: 169 note 91
IRAKLION
Statuettes, copies of Niobid group: 77 note 58
ISTANBUL

Caryatids from Tralles: 56, 65, 75
Herm of Artemidoros: 131
Kouros head from Samos: 17 note 16
Pergamon Alkamenes herm: 122-123,
183-134, 147-148, 164, P1. 66, c

MADRID, Prado

180,

Neo-Attic sphinx: 169
MESSENE
Statue of priestess holding image of Artemis:
139, 168
MoUNTHOLYOKE
Early classical bronze statuette: 187
MUNICH
Glyptothek:
Aegina pediments: 13
Attic kouros: 12, 17, 19
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INDEX
Beardedgod or hero, "MunichKing": 133 note
181
Tenea Kouros: 12
Tyche, archaistic:66, 71, 83
MuseumAntikerKleinkunst
ArchaisticAthena: 57 note 64, 66, 70
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NAPLES,

Museo Nazionale

ArchaisticArtemisfrom Pompeii: 57, 75
Archaistic Athena from Herculaneum:51, 66,
74-75, P1. 63, d
Borgia stele, man and dog: 46, 47
Portrait herm of Caecilius Jucundus: 171 note
98; of NorbanusSorex: 171 note 98
Vases:
Dareiosvase: 138
Hydria by KleophradesPainter, Iliupersis:61

NEMI

Portrait hermsof Fundilia and others: 171
MetropolitanMuseumof Art
ArchaicAttic gravestones:
Brother-and-sisterstele: 4, 6-7, 12, 42, 45, 46
Chariotstele: 6, 13, 47

NEW YORK,

Sphinx capital of "-

-

linos": 4, 12

Louvre
Archaicengravedand painted grave stele: 48
ArchaisticAthena, "Minervaof Poitiers": 57
Archaisticdancersfromtheaterat Miletos:65, 91
Attic kouroshead: 19
Fauvel head: 49
Hera of Cheramyes:12
Albani type:
Herm, replica of Copenhagen-Villa

PARIS,

153

Rampinhead: 12
Reliefs from Prytaneion at Thasos: Apollo: 54
note 36; Hermesand Nymphs: 60
Vases:
G 103, krater by Euphronios, Herakles and
Antaios: 40
G 229, pelike by Siren Painter: 76 note 45
G 234, pelike by Geras Painter, Herakles and
Geras:40
G 341, krater by Niobid Painter, Heraklesand
Heroes: 40
10793, pelike by Pan Painter, three herms: 12,
111, 114 note 57, 143, 144, P1. 65, a
Miniaturechous, child and herm: 129
PEIRAEUS

Archaicbronzekouros(nowin Athens, National
Stele fragmentwith head of youth: 13
Museum):13
Stele found with Chairedemosbase: 12, 42
Archaistic
herms: 68, 127, 131, 148-149
ArchaicAttic kouros:3, 12, 15-16, P1. 62, b
relief: 162
Neo-Attic
Nymph
Archaistic relief, Herakles and dead boar: 39,
77 note 52
Bronze hydria with Eros leaning on archaistic PERGAMON
Hekate herm, draped:106
figure:99
Heraklesherm: 173
Lion-and-bull pediment from Olympieion:29,
Pan herm in red marble:173
32 note 89, 36
Replica of Munich Tyche: 51, 71 note 22, 83,
Nymph relief: 106 note 24
Vases:
P1. 63, a
Terracotta
mantle hermifrom Poyracik: 172
and
Herakles
Amphoraby KleophradesPainter,
39
Apollo:
PELLA
Two early amphoras by Amasis Painter: 42
Hekate herm: 106
note 152

ODESSA

Archaisticrelief from Kerch: 60

OLYMPIA

Head of Hera: 12
Hermes of Praxiteles: 135, 163, 164-165
Temple of Zeus, metopes: Herakles and Cerberus: 76; Herakles and lion: 77
Terracotta group, Zeus and Ganymede: 145
OXFORD, Ashmolean Museum

Nymph relief from Kameiros: 55, 60, 91
PALERMO

Metope of Temple E at Selinus, Athena and
Giant: 74

POMPEII

Herm of VesoniusPrimus: 171 note 100
RHODES

Hellenisticstone tripod with korai: 80 note 66
Relief of Hermes and Nymphs from Kameiros:
55, 60, 91
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Archaistic statue of Athena: 57 note 64, 66, 70
Lanckoronski relief, Athena and herm: 185, P1.
65, c-d

RICHMOND,

ROME

Capitoline:
Herm head, Type C, Cortile 7: 155
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Kallimachosrelief, archaisticPan and Nymphs,
Stanza dei Filosofi, 110: 58
Conservatori:
Archaisticfemale herms, Ort. Mecen.1, 19, 20,
24: 170
MuseoNuovo:
Archaisticbattle relief: 78 note 59
Archaisticherm of Dionysos: 172
GiacominiColl. (formerly):
Head of beardedgod: 133
Lateran:
Relief, goddessleaningon herm: 139
Three-figurerelief, Medeaand Peliads: 81
MuseoBarracco:
Archaisticbeardedhead: 147
Archaistickore: 57, 66, 70
Archaistickriophoros:138 note 220
Palazzo Barberini:
copy of herm, Pergamontype: 148, 164
Santa MariasopraMinerva:
Sarcophagusrelief, Heraklesand lion: 37 note
126
SenatorialPalace:
Archaisticrelief, Athena: 82-83
Terme:
Fragment of relief depicting archaistic Nymph
relief: 85
Torlonia:
Neo-Atticroundbase, see Villa Albani
Vatican:
Chlamysstatue from Villa of Hadrian, Braccio
Nuovo 132: 60 note 83
Colossalstatue of Juno Sospita, Sala Rotonda
552: 90
Villa Albani:
Beardedherm head: 131-132, 153
Circularbase with archaistic figures, formerly
in Torlonia:58, 80, 81
Kanephoroiin same type as Eleusis cistophoroi:
56 note 52
Villa Borghese:archaisticApollostatue: 90

SALONIKE

Hekataionwith diagonalmantle: 53 note 23
From Olynthos:

Head of youth, type of No. 206: 128-129, 161,
P1. 67, b
Lead herms: 138
Terracotta figures leaning on herms: 135
SAMOS

Geneleos group: 12
Hekataion with diagonal mantle: 53 note 23
Ivory figure of kneeling youth: 15 note 6
Seated statue dedicated by Aiakes: 62 note 99
SAMOTHRACE

Frieze of archaistic dancers: 54, 61 note 98, 64, 81

SARDIS(nowin Manisa)

Womanin archaisticdress: 57, 65, 90, 91
SIENA,ChigiCollection

ArchaisticAthena: 57 note 64, 66, 70
SMYRNA

Alkamenesherm from Ephesos: 123, 130,
133-134, 151, 152
SOFIA

Stele of Anaxandrosfrom Apollonia:46, 47
SORRENTO

Copyof herm, Type D: 153, 154
SPARTA

Votive reliefwith ApolloCitharoedus:54 note 36
SPERLONGA

Palladion:75
TANAGRA

(Skimratari)

Lion-and-bullgroup:30
TEGEA
Female herms, Aphrodite and Artemis: 168
note 88
THASOS
Archaickriophoros:12
THEBES

Statue of Hekate (?) from Aulis: 90, 101
Statue of womanfrom Thespiai:91
TOBINGEN

Small herm of Herakles,from Alexandria:173

TuNIs

Bronzeherm from Mahdia:138
VARESE

Statue of Dionysosleaningon a herm: 165
VENICE,

Museo Archeologico

Hekate herm with Graces:56, 92, 105
Herm head, Type D: 158, 154
Kunsthistorisches Museum
Artemis from Larnaka: 54, 73 note 23
Hekataion with peplos figure on shoulder: 94
Hekate herm with Graces: 105
Vase: pelike by Pan Painter, fishermen and
herm: 111 note 27, 164

VIENNA,

VoUNI, CYPRus

Bronze votive lion-and-bull reliefs from sanctuary of Athena: 35 note 116
WPRzBURG

Neck-amphora, manner of Niobid Painter: 54
note 36
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PLATE 3
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Front

Back
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Left leg, inside

H. 0.205
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PLATE 7

Acropolis 683 (75)

74

H. 0.805

Right arm, front Max. Dim. 0.222

76
Korai

Lower legs, front

H. 0.17
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Left arm, front

H. 0.115
.................-...
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Right thigh, outside()

H.0.18
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Right foot, front

Outside
Fragments of Korai

H. 0.115
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PLATE 10

Left foot of striding figure, inside

Outside

86 Feet and plinth of small striding figure, front

Back

85

87

Torso of statuette in chiton, front

Left side

H. 0.185

H. 0.085

H. 0.14
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